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PREFATORY NOTE.

It had been intended to include the Report on the School's excavations

at Praesos in this number, but it is unavoidably postponed to the next.

The Report on Knossos, contributed by Mr. A. J. Evans, has been for

some time in private circulation.
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THE PALACE OF KNOSSOS.

Provisional Report of the Excavations for the Year 1901.

By Arthur J. Evans.

§ I.

—

The Campaign of 1901.

The work of excavation on the Palace site at Knossos was re-opened

on February 27, 1901, and continued till June 17. Various supplementary

operations connected with the shoring up and underpinning of the walls of

large halls brought. to light on the south-east of the site, the completion

of the roofing-in of the Throne Room, and similar works of conservation

entailed the continued employment of a large number of workmen till the

beginning of July. Throughout the excavations I again secured the valuable

services of Dr. Duncan Mackenzie as my assistant in directing the works,

and of Mr. D. T. Fyfe, formerly architect of the British School, in prepar-

ing architectural plans and drawings.

The building itself, as will be seen from the present Summary Report,

took an even vaster development than it was possible to foresee, and as, for

the purpose of delimitation, it was necessary besides to make a thorough

exploration of the surrounding zone on its western, northern and eastern

borders the work necessitated the employment of a large number of men.

Throughout a great part of the season as many as two hundred workmen

were constantly employed.

Besides the opening out of new quarters of the Palace, a good deal of

attention was directed towards the more exhaustive exploration of certain

parts of the building already partially excavated in 19CK), and at the same

time towards the solution of some of the problems suggested by the work

already executed. Considerable labour was devoted to the thorough

examination of the south-west angle of the building, the continuation of

B



2 T4IE HiaTisii School at Atiikxs. [1900-1901

the Corridor of the Procession and its rehition tn the S^)utherii Terrace and

Propylaeum. North of the J'ropylaeum, a^jain, the walls of a series of

chambers were tested and re-examined with a \iew to defininij; the outline

of the upper halls or " Metjjara" that once undoubtedly rose above them.

A series of the " Kaselles " beneath the floors of the Mac^azines were opened

and their contents thoroui^hly sifted. A large number of additional shafts

were also sunk both within and without the walls of the Palace in order

further to explore the underlying Neolithic settlement.^

Of the works of conservation undertaken the most important was the

enclosing and roofing-in of the Throne Room—a work rendered urgent by

the effect which exi)osure to the weather was alread\' beginning to produce

both on the throne itself and the seats and parapet. In order to supjiort

the roof it was necessary to place some kind of pillars in the i)osition

formcrl}- occupied b\' the ]\I)-cenaean columns, the burnt remains of which

were found fixed in the sockets of the stone bench opposite the throne.

This necessit)' and the desire to a\oid the introduction of an}' incongruous

<ilements amid such surroundings determined me to reproduce the form of

the original Mjxenacan columns. An exact model both for the shape and

colouring was happil)- at hand in the small fresco of the temple fagade,

and the work w as successfully executed under I\Ir. F)'fe's superintendence.

In order to protect the room from wanton damage we were further

reluctantly obliged to place a substantial iron railing and door across the

entrance. For this, unfortunately, no Knossian model was forthcoming, and

the best that could be done was to get a native smith of Candia to make a

scroll-work railing of wrought iron of the kind that it is usual here to place

before Mahometan shrines, the spiral designs of which at least are

curiously in harmony with Mj-cenacan patterns. About the middle of the

opening in order to give support to this barrier a stone pillar was set up in

a socket of the pavement where a wooden one had once stood.

i^ 2.—The We.stern Court, Portico, and Entrance.

One of the leading features of the excavation was the great increase of

area gained b}' the Western Court. The whole line of the West Wall of

' a short report nf the results of the exploration of this Neolithic Settlement was made by me

to the .VnlhroiTological ScctiDii of the I'.ritish .VsMiciation ((;ia.sn;ow Meeting;, Septeniher 1901). An

abstract of this is printed in ihe .\nnual Kip.ut ,if the Association, and in Man, December 1901

(No. 14G)
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the Palace was now brouL;ht to lic^ht to a point nearly twice as far to the

north of the West Portico as the portion excavated in 1900. As before,

this wall formed for the most part the backing of a series of Magazines, six

of them longer than any yet uncovered. At this point the course of the

West WaH is again marked by one of the shallow recesses already noted in

the earlier excavated part, which also recur in the outer wall of the Palace

at Phaestos. After passing these Magazines, where the outer wall attains its

greatest projection west, it again took a rectangular turn back and reached

Fig. I.—AxGLE ok West Wai.i., showing Sockicts ok Woodkn Sikii'

the extreme north-west angle of the building in a line witli its starting

point outside the West Portico.

Behind the Long Magazines the method followed in the construction

of this Western Wall was very perceptible and revealed that curious

econom}- of material so characteristic of the builders of the Palace. The

great gypsum slabs visible both in the outer and inner face of this wall

were not in fact continuous. The actual thickness of these did not exceed

50 centimetres, and between them there was asi:)ace of about a metre filled

r. 2
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with clay and rubble. At the same time, to give compactness to the whole,

wooden struts were set between them, the sockets of which were to be seen

on the inner sides of the great slabs (see Fig. i).

The extreme northern end of the West Wall could only be traced by

means of the foundations, hereabouts about a metre and a half deep and

consisting of a dry walling of smaller limestone blocks resting on a plinth.

Lines of Magazines.

V ^I' >!' V

West Entrance
and Portico Causeway. West Court and Altar- B.ise.

Inner Angle Buttress ot Line of Early Building outside the Walls.

of Wall : mostly Massive West Wall.

Foundations. Blocks.

Fig. 2.

—

View looking South towards the First North-West A.ngle of Palace.

The angles of this, as may be seen from Plate II. and Fig. 2, were very

finely preserved. Proceeding southwards the depth of these foundations

gradually decreased with the rise of the ground.

Against the north-west angle of the wall, outside the Long Magazines,
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had been set an oblong structure of larj^e limestone blocks which had the

appearance of very primitive build (see Fii^. 2). It is probable, however,

from its position against the corner of the wall, that this massive plat-

form was really a later structure carried out with the object of supporting

the foundations of the building at this angle, where, as is shown from the

remains of frescoes, a stone frieze and other architectural fragments, there

was evidently an important superstructure.

Separated from this massive buttress by about a metre's space were the

foundations and lower part of the walls of an elongated rectangular building

divided into three main compartments, the south end ofwhich forms a limit

to the Western Court on this side. The upper floors here were of Mycenaean

date, but in the lower part of the chambers were found abundant fragments

of pottery of the pure Kamares Period, including specimens of the fine

embossed "egg-shell" ware which represents the highest ceramic product

of pre-Mycenaean Crete, and was evidently copied from prototypes of

repousse metal-work.

The relics of the best Kamares Period are conspicuous by their absence

in the chambers of the Palace itself, and the preservation of this building in

such immediate proximity to the wall and actually abutting on the great

West Court may possibly indicate that it served some religious purpose. It

is noteworthy in this connexion that a double axe was painted on one of the

fragments, the bottom of a vase, recalling a similar symbol on a vase found

in a house to the west of this spot.^ The double ax'e in a specially votive

form reappears as on the Mycenaean pottery of the " Palace style." -

In the Western Court, opposite the south end of this building and (3'6o

metres distant from the shallow recess already described in the wall behind

the Long Magazines, was unearthed a second altar-base of limestone blocks

I'QO m. X 172 in dimensions,^ closely resembling that already noted nearer

the West Portico. Starting from the centre of the western wing of

this Portico and running somewhat diagonally north-westwards so as to

avoid the great angle of the West Wall is a curious narrow causeway more
carefully paved than the rest of the Court and slightly raised above its

level. Its appearance at first sight suggests the base of an earlier wall, but

that it is in fact a causeway is now placed beyond a doubt by the remark-

able parallel discovered at Phaestos. There, running in the same diagonal

' I). G. Iloganli, B. S. Annual, 1900, pp. 79, So: /. //. S. 1900, p. S7.
-' See below p. 53.

-i Somewhat defective un nnnh-we.>t side.
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fashion across the Court that Hcs outside the western wall of the Palace, is

a [precisely similar causeway leading to a step-way that ascends the

tiers of seats that command the northern end of the Court. Thus at Phaestos

we see a similar causeway, leading presumably from a gate of the Palace,

serving as an avenue of approach to what seems to have been a prehistoric

theatre—arranged like a grand stand—overlooking a very ancient altar.

Whether any structure analogous to this archaic theatre existed at Knossos

it is impossible now to say, but the parallelism of altars and causeways is

very suggestive.

There can at least be little doubt that this Western Court outside the

Palace Walls must have formed the great gathering-place, or Agora, for the

citizens of Mycenaean Knossos. From north to south it extends some

50 metres, but on the western side no definite line of delimitation exists,

and it seems to have an almost unlimited extension. The rough paving

may possibly have been originally covered with a kind of cement, as was

certainly the case with the area beneath the Portico. Where a test pit was

dug into it, at a point about 30 metres west of the first-discovered altar-

base, it was found immediately to overlay a stratum containing first

Mycenaean and then Kamares sherds. Nearer the West Wall, however,

Kamares sherds were found immediately below the pavement and went

down about 2 metres to the Neolithic stratum. This seems to indicate

that the Agora had been many centuries in use, during which its level had

gradually risen, the stone pavement, however, for the most part dating

from the earliest period of the building.^ This Court has a distinct Western

slope.

Whether or not the Agora was overlooked originally by raised seats

like the Western Court at Phaestos, the long plinth at the base of the

West Wall, also paralleled at Phaestos, must at all times have afforded an

admirable sitting place for a large number of persons, and indeed was

frequently used for this purpose by my Cretan workmen. It does not

require a great stretch of imagination to see the Elders of a Mycenaean

Assembly seated in the same place, while the King himself sate at the gate

on the Seat of Judgment in the stately Portico be}ond.

It will be remembered that this Portico gave access to a double entrance,

one doorway leading directly to the Corridor of the Procession, while the

other opened on a separate chamber. A re-investigation of the founda-

* In sonic places, liowever, the Kamares (le[)<)sit hcLj.in iiiinK-diatcly beneath the i)avement.
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tions has made it clear that the side chamber, which communicated w ith

the Corridor by means of a small lateral doorway, was of somewhat larger

dimensions than had been at first made out. This chamber was surely

something more than a mere " Porter's Lodge." It is at least a probable

conjecture that this room with its stately portal facing the great

Western Court was on such occasions specially reserved for the ro}'al use.

The Portico itself must have been an imposing structure. The column-

base in the centre of its opening has a diameter of i'2S metres, and taking

as a guide the proportions of the pillars depicted in the " Temple " fresco,

the wooden column which rose above it and supported the architrave

would have attained a height of 5 metres or over sixteen feet. The archi-

trave must also have been supported by substantial piers on either side.

On the east side indeed the solid gypsum block which formed the base of

this is visible with a dowel hole for an upright wooden beam. The pave-

ment within the Portico, as will be seen from the plan (PI. I.), is divided

into square and oblong spaces, formerly coated with red-coloured cement,

by lines of slab pathway, one branch of which finds its continuation in the

causeway already described, and in another similar gangway which starts

from the latter at right angles in a westerly direction. Two other branches

of the pathwa3'S within the Portico lead through the middle of the door-

ways, one of these prolonging itself in the central line of slabs that run

along the Corridor of the Procession.

§ 3.

—

The Corridor of the Procession traced to the S.W.

Corner and prolonged, from Indications, along the
Southern Terrace.

The rapid fall of the ground beyond the south-western angle of the

Palace had entailed the almost complete denudation of the upper part of the

neighbouring structure. It was, therefore, the more necessary to make a

very careful exploration of the remains of foundations hereabouts, as a

guide for reconstructing the upper lines. Happily, by very reason of the

slope of the ground, the builders had here laid the foundations of exception-

ally massive blocks, and the line of a thick outer wall forming the continu-

ation of the west wall of the Corridor of the Procession was clearly

indicated. West of these foundations were others of a less important

character which evidently had belonged to private houses built here close
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up against the Palace wall, while a little beyond was the better preserved

house with gypsum pillars excavated by Mr. Hogarth in 1900.^

In m}' previous Report the conjectural view had been already advanced

that the Corridor of the Procession, after continuing to the south-west

corner of the Palace above the lower part of the Southern Terrace, " took a

turn at right angles, and following the top of the Terrace wall afforded

access to the Southern Propylaeum." A valuable corroboration and am-

plification of this view is now afforded, not only by the existence of

foundations clearly marking the prolongation of the stately entrance

Corridor to the south-west angle of the Southern Terrace, but by other

circumstances. Below the point where the Corridor must have abutted on

the Terrace occurred a fresco fragment consisting of the foot and the

corner of the robe of a male figure similar to those of the " Procession
"

found on the walls of the Corridor nearer the Western Entrance. Near the

same spot were also found pieces of the characteristic blue slate slabs that

form the border of the Corridor pavement, and many other examples of

the same occurred at various spots above the floor level of the Southern

Terrace—a striking indication of the continuation of the Corridor along its

upper floor. A supporting wall, which seems originally to have run with

small interruption along the middle of the basement of the Southern

Terrace, was apparently built with the special object of supplying a base to

an upper wall or colonnade which would be the continuation of the outer

wall of the Corridor. It is probable that the outer face of the Corridor

above this supporting wall formed a long colonnade opening on a flat

terrace representing the roof of the outer division of the basement.

Opposite the centre of this Colonnade was the broad opening that gave

access to the Southern Propylaeum, and thus to upper Megara beyond,

the existence of which can now be ascertained with sufficient certainty.

That a similar system of wall decoration was common to all this avenue of

approach from the Western Entrance is indicated by the finding of the

Cup-Bearer fresco, a figure analogous to those of the Corridor of the Pro-

cession, at the back of the Southern Propylaeum in a position which

showed that it had fallen backwards from its inner wall.

There can be little doubt that the Corridor and Colonnade continued east

past the approach to the Propylaeum, and afforded a direct access to the

Central Court and pcrhajxs to the important Megara beyond it. Similar

' B.S. Annual, 1900, 11. 70.
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remains of blue slate paving, found above the floor levels below, marked

a part at least of this continuation.

§ 4.

—

The South Terrace Basement and Adjoining Rooms and
Galleries.

Reason has been given above for supposing that the upper part of the

South Terrace consisted of a long Gallery or Verandah which formed in

fact the continuation of the Corridor of the Procession and opened south,

perhaps by a wooden colonnade, on a flat stretch of roof. Below all this

were basement rooms and galleries, a part of which had been explored at

the beginning of the season of 1900. The outer limit below is formed b)- a

long line of fine gypsum blocks resting on a slightly projecting plinth of

limestone slabs, which the renewed exploration of this front made it possi-

ble to follow in the direction of the south-west corner of the Palace. The

fact that this wall showed very little traces of foundations strongly corro-

borates the view already expressed that, above, it merely supported an outer

line of terrace roof.

Between this and the innermost supporting wall of the Terrace were, as

already noted, remains of a central construction parallel to the inner and

outer lines, apparently intended to support the colonnade of the verandah

above. The main terrace wall, within this, though a good deal recon-

structed in places, showed near its base layers of fine limestone blocks,

the prevailing double axe symbol on which marked them as belonging to

the earliest period of the building. This wall had at later times been

buttressed up in several places by masses of very poor rubble masonry ;

as however the superincumbent structures which this had once helped to

support no longer existed it was possible to remove this later work and

expose the original surface of the inner terrace wail.

Already when the excavations were first begun there were visible

in the face of this wall two narrow openings leading to small inner

galleries. The remo\al of the later rubble coating now brought into view

three more such galleries, one on the extreme east and two to the west

of those already visible. It was clear that the two more westerly of these,

one of which ran immediately under the Corridor of the Cupbearer,

had given access to inner basement rooms which had apparently scr\cd

as cellars. In contiguity to the most westerly of these there were now

2
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opened out two small chambers of this class with which it had prob-

ably had communication. The floor level of these chambers, though some-

what over two metres below the upper Palace level at this spot, was at least

a metre higher than that of the basement area of the South Terrace proper,

and we must therefore suppose that there were originally steps up from the

subterranean passage.

In the innermost of these chambers was found a group of plain clay

vases, one of which was of exceptional interest from the fact that it bore

on its shoulders an inscription which had been incised while the clay was

still wet. The inscription, the first found here on a vase, is written in the

ordinary linear script of the Palace—a slight variation being noteworthy

in the third letter, here reversed and written like an S. In Figure 3 it will be

found compared with typical forms as seen on tablets of Mycenaean date.

The vase itself on which this graffito inscription appeared was of a tall

elongated form, except for its two

handles recalling the shape of a Chinese

jar. With it was found another simi-

lar vase (Fig. 4) and several other

vessels. They were all of the same

rough light-coloured clay and un-

coloured, except that one two-handled

jar was broadly streaked with a kind

of triple spray of brown. At the

bottom of a barrel-shaped vessel with

tripod base, a type of which there were

two or three examples, was found a

grey deposit with fishes' vertebrae,

showing that it had been used to store

food. In this connexion it may be mentioned that an intaglio found

on the site of Knossos shows a fisherman holding in either hand a

fish and a polyp. In Crete, at least, fish formed a regular part of the

Mycenaean dietary.

The types of the " rustic " vases found in this chamber derive great

interest from the fact that they one and all represent a degenerate

" Kamares " tradition, although, as the character of the inscription shows,

belonging to a good Mycenaean period. In this respect the Amphoras with

double spout and mouth of oval section, the barrel-shaped vases with a

qRAFFITO INSCRIPTION
ON VASE.

laoRMAL LINEAR CHARACTERS
ON KNOSSIAK TABLETS OF THE

MYCENiAEAN PERIOD.

Fig. 3.—Li.NEAR Characters on Vase
AND Clay Tablets compared.
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tripod base, and a two-handled spouted bowl, are very characteristic. The

cups exhibit transitional forms between the higher, often brilliantly

painted, Kamares t}-pe and the somewhat shallow receptacles of plain clay

of which such vast heaps are found in the votive deposits of Mycenaean

date in the Dictaean Cave and elsewhere. It will be seen that large

deposits of vessels of the same transitional class were found in the

chambers and magazines of the east slope, and this " rustic " fabric may
with great probability be regarded as the work of slaves and handicrafts-

men of the old indigenous stock who lived within the Palace walls under

Vase with
Roui;li Painting. Type of Inscribed Vase.

Fir.. 4.— "Rustic" V.vsiis showing Kamares Tradition, kro.m ]>am:ment Room ok

South Terrace.

the Mycenaean lords. The appearance of a linear inscription on a pot of

this class suggests many interesting questions. It must at least be taken

as a proof of a considerable diffusion of the art of writing.

The comparatively early Mycenaean date of the contents of this store-

room is shown not only by the Kamares tradition in the forms of the

vases but by certain structural phenomena. The vases lay in a layer

of burnt wood pointing to the effect of a fire in this })art of the

Palace, and a little above the floor level on which they lay were the

foundations of rubble walls belonging to the latest period of occupation.

It is also to be obscr\ed that the gallery by which tliis chamber had been
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originally reached from the basement of the South Terrace had had its

mouth blocked at this same period by a rubble supporting wall.

Very different from this are the contents of the basement rooms and

passages of the Southern Terrace itself There the rubble walls inserted

at a late period to buttress up the main south wall, together with certain

contemporary chambers of the same poor construction as these buttress

walls and partly built on to them, serve to bring out a very definite line in

the archaeological stratification of the site. Along the foot of these later

walls and in the small chambers, of which four were brought to light in the

western half of the basement, were found a series of Mycenaean vases of

a decidedly more recent type than those of the fine Palace style. In a

room to the left of the entrance of the basement passage which runs

immediately under the Corridor of the Cup-bearer sixteen Mycenaean

vases were found in a more or less perfect condition, just as they were

left at the latest moment of the occupation of this part of the site.

The larger of these were placed on stone slabs, the smaller on pebbles.

Other similar vases were found in the chamber adjoining this on the

west. Among the classes represented, besides plain bowls and some

rather coarse jars with flowing streak decoration, were the usual two-

handled pedestalled cups of the champagne-glass form, single-handled jugs

with waved and spiral pattern, and several "stirrup vases" (Biigelkannen)

of high oval form and somewhat heavy fabric, with octopus designs, and

large single-handled mugs with incurving sides of a type very charac-

teristic of the tombs of lalysos.^ It may be remembered that among

the vases of similar ceramic style found in the passage of the same base-

ment, a little farther east, was a three-handled pyxis, in form and

ornament almost identical with one from the same Rhodian cemetery.^

More than this, the character of the decoration on the vases from these

basement chambers, and others of similar character found elsewhere on the

site, closely corresponds with that of the Mycenaean vase fragments from

Tell-el-Amarna, among which, however, the octopus design seems to be

wanting.

The trend of this evidence is to take us to the Fourteenth century B.C.

for these latest ceramic products of the site. There was no trace

' Kiiriwangler und Loschke, Mykenische Vasen, PI. ix. (56, xxxv. ). Two examples of similar

types from lalysos arc in the Ashmolean Museum. Another va.se of this form from Nauplia is

t;ivcn, op. cit. I'l. xxi. 150.

- /v. S. Auiuial, 1900, p. 8. Fiirtw. u. Lcischke, op. cit. I'l. ix. (55, xxxii).
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in the later chambers and passages of the Southern Terrace basement

of any example of the finer Palace style. It will be seen, too, that

the room of the Stirrup Vases (Bugelkannen), to the north of the

building where similar ceramic types occurred, is now shown to overlay

an earlier Mycenaean floor-level. Their sporadic occurrence indeed and

proved posteriority make it more and more probable that at the time

when these vessels were in use only a fraction of the site was still inhabited,

and that the larger part of the Palace, together with the monuments of its

most flourishing artistic period, was already in ruins.

On removing the later wall which blocked the entrance of the sub-

terranean gallery that ran beneath that in which the Cup-Bearer fresco

lay, an interesting find was made on the old floor level below. This was a

haematite weight, with a flattened surface below, of the somewhat spindle-

shaped form shown in Fig. 5. Its interest lies in the fact that it cor-

responds both in form and material with

a class of early weights found both in

Palestine and Egypt. An example from

Samaria in the Ashmolean Museum and

dating from the seventh or eighth cen-

tury B.C., bears a Semitic inscription

showing that it was a quarter nsf} a

kind of weight which recurs elsewhere

in Palestine, but the name of which does

not seem to be capable of a Hebrew

derivation. It weighs 2540 grammes

(39*2 grains), so that the unit of which

it is a quarter would have scaled io*i6

grammes (c. 157 grains), an amount which bears no obvious relation either

to the Babylonian or the Egyptian standards. A haematite weight, how-

ever, of the same type from Egypt weighing 466 grammes (about 704

grains), fits well with the Egyptian series and may be regarded as the

equivalent of half an " Uten " of the lighter class, or five " Kats." The

Knossian example on the other hand, which is I2'6 grammes (195 grains),

^ For the earlier readings of this weight, see Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement,

1894, pp. 220-231 and 284-287. Dr. M. Lidzbarski, whose reading is adopted in the text, has now
clearly demonstrated that the hitherto doubtful inscription on one side of the weight is simply a

blundered and subsequently erased version of what appears on the other side {Ephcin. fur Scinitisihe

Epipapkik, I. pp. 13, 14).

UMOCH ftlDE .

Fig. 5.

—

Haematite Weight.

2 *
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does not seem to beloni; to any of the above systems, though it ahnost

exactly corresponds with the weight of the Aeginetan silver staters.'

§ 5.

—

The Southern Wing, and its Painted Reliefs.

To the east of the Southern Terrace basement three shallow steps

appear leading up to what in some respects is a continuation of the same

sx'stem, but which is here described as the Southern Wing of the Palace.

This southern wing forms the end on this side of the great Central Court,

formerly described as the East Court, and it is natural to suppose that it

had some direct means of access from its southern as from its northern side.

These steps are in fact in line with two short basement galleries or

elongated chambers, with an intervening block, which suggest the further

course of an upper passage-way leading to the Court. The Corridor that

apparently ran along the Southern Terrace, and which formed, as we have

seen, the continuation of the entrance Corridor from the west, would have

naturally opened into this passage leading from the Southern Step-way.

A direct corroboration of this view is indeed supplied by the fact that above

the floor level of the basement space, over which the joint course of these

two passages would have run, were found numerous fragments of blue slate

slabs like those along the borders of the " Corridor of the Procession."

That there was thus direct communication both from the Western and

Southern Entrances with this Central Court can hardly be doubted when

the leading part played by this Court in the Palace economy is fully realised.

The result of the most recent exploration has been to show conclusively that

this great paved area was the real focus of the inner Palace life, just as the

W'est Court represents the meeting point between Palace and City. It

will be seen from the succeeding sections that the principal halls of the build-

ing lay on the eastern side of this Central Court. It may be further assumed

indeed that a prolongation of the continued southern and western entrance

ways ran along its south border and gave covered communication with the

important Mcgara of the eastern quarter. The chambers actually un-

^ Their full weight is given as 194 grains by Head {Hist. Num. p. 332). The value of the

comparison is of course diminished by the great interval of time between the date when the weight

was used and the first issue of Aeginetan staters. Another similar haematite weight found in

Egypt, weighing 3 grammes (46'3 grains) may, however, be regarded as a fourth of the same unit

as that represented by the Knossian example. Three leaden disks were found in the Palace which

also appear to be weights. They weigh respectively 8*45 grammes (c. I3ifgrains), 22*05 grammes
(c. 340 grains) and 427 grammes (c. 680 grains).
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covered in the Southern Wing are merely basements, some of them of

rough construction, but the longest of these, running from west to east

along the borders of the Court, certainly suggests the former existence of a

gallery above.

The architectural importance of the buildings that once overlooked the

Central Court on the south side is indicated by decorated remains found in

the western basement space on this side. Above the floor level of this room

near its east wall, from about a metre below the surface, were uncovered a

series of fragments of bas-reliefs in gesso duro representing male subjects.

Like the bull-reliefs found in 1900, these plaster fragments were coloured.

The first important piece brought to light showed the back and ear of a male

head wearing a crown, the upper part of which consisted of a row of sloping

flciLrs-dc-lys with a taller upright one in the centre. Of the others all had a

forward slant except the hindmost, which was sloped in the other direction.

The colours of the diadem itself and its offshoots were evidently intended

to represent inlaid metal-work. T\\q fleiir-de-lys ornament recurred in the

shape of a collar formed of links of this shape round the neck of a male

torso found near the relief of the crown. The ornament itself is typically

Mycenaean, and its derivation from the pure lily type with the stamens

attached may be traced on the gold-plated inlaid dagger^ from the Fifth

Akropolis Grave.

Of the natural HI)' as a Mycenaean hair ornament we have an exam[)le

in the coiffure of the Goddess and her attendant handmaidens on the great

signet from Mycenae, who wear this flower in the front of their hair. A
natural wreath of this kind no doubt served as the prototype of the crown

before us. But was the personage who wears it in this case royal or

divine? The processional frescoes, with their apparently tribute-bearing

youths, and the analogy that they present to contemporary Egy[)tian

monuments in which the representatives of various races bear tribute to

Thothmes III., suggest that in these reliefs, which may well be a more

elaborate continuation of the same class of subject as those of the Corridor

of the Procession, we have also to do with human personages. Among the

frescoes in high relief found in a chamber on the eastern slope is an arm

holding a pointed cup like that borne by the Cup-bearer of the fresco,- a

fact which strongly supports this view. These analogies afford a real

presumption that in this crowned head we see before us a Mycenaean King.

^ Perun cl Cliipiez, H/sloire dc I'Arf, vi. PI. xix. - See below, p. So. I"i',^ 20.
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It is probable that a part of a relief of a blue mantle with curving folds,

crossed by fine wavy incised lines, which was found near it, belonged to

the same figure.

The male torso with the lily collar (Fig. 6) belongs to another figure.

It is executed in the same low relief, and in spite of certain conventional

peculiarities, such as the narrow waist and over-elongated thumb, shows

an extraordinarily advanced style of modelling. The pectoral, deltoid

and biceps muscles and others of the fore-arm are very accurately rendered.

In addition to other minor fragments the thigh and the greater part of the

leg of another figure were also found near the torso. The buttock is but

slightly prominent, but great stress is again laid on the muscular

development, recalling the Kampos statuette 6n a larger scale. The

reliefs are all life-size, and the skin was originally coloured a reddish

brown like that of the men in the frescoes, though this has much faded.

In the case of the male torso (Fig. 6) the lilies of the collar seem to have

been attached in separate pieces coloured to represent metal work. This

applied decoration has, however, become detached leaving the surface below

printed, as it were, in its original ruddy hue against the faded surface of the

rest of the torso. The attitude and clenched hand may suggest a boxer.

§ 6.

—

Rooms of the Clay Seals and " Priest Fresco."

Among the basement spaces behind the southern steps already noted

was a small room containing a large number of broken impressions of clay

seals. As these occurred at various levels it is probable that they were

originally derived from a room above this basement. No inscribed tablets

were found with these, so that they do not seem to have been used here, as

in other cases, for sealing up chests containing such clay documents.

The numbers of these seal impressions, on the other hand, and the frequent

repetition of certain types seem to show that correspondence on non-

perishable material, such as the palm-leaves said to have been used in Crete

as writing material, was here both sealed and opened. Nodules of clay

were found with the impressions which had evidently been prepared to

supply the material for the sealings, and some small bits with partial im-

pressions of intaglios were probably due to the preliminary and tentative

use of the signets to test the consistency of the clay. A certain number of

impressions belonging to the same deposit, for they repeated several of the

same subjects, occurred in two neighbouring chambers to be described as
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the room of the "Priest Fresco" and "The Lapidar)''s Workshop." In order

to collect these more or less fragmentary seals, prolonged and careful work

with the sieves was necessary.

The most frequent types found were animals, bulls or oxen, wild

goats, rams or moufflons. A design exhibiting a couchant ox, looking

back at a tree, recurred on eleven fairly preserved examples. Some of these

seal impressions, as for instance one showing a dog with his head turned

back looking upwards and with a collar round his neck, another with fish

and polyp, another with a lion leaping on a lioness, and a fragment showing

a man looking at the head of a magnificent bull, represent the highest level

of Mycenaean glyptic art. To these must be added the half of an impres-

sion of an extraordinary large lentoid gem, upon

which are seen waterfowl together with wavy lines

indicating water, and a naturalistically drawn reed.

Some very curious examples show a flounced

female figure of small dimensions holding what

appears to be a string with the other end attached

to a swallow, to which another swallow flies.

Among religious subjects may be noted a My-

cenaean Daemon holding an ewer and an impres-

sion, evidently from a gold signet of the usual type,

showing a Goddess and votary. Two fragments

exhibit what appears to be a man clad in a kind

of cuirass, with his body bent towards a monster

seated on a cross-legged seat, with the legs of a

man, but the head, fore-legs and the upper part of

the body, including the tail, of an animal resembling

a calf (Fig. yd). This approach to a Minotaur

derives additional significance from the fact that several gems have been

discovered in Crete

—

two from the site of Knossos—with the legs of a man

and the head and fore-legs of a bull (Fig. "jb.c). The type of the Minotaur

already existed in Mycenaean Crete, where it was one of a series of similar

monstrous forms, such as the man-stag, the man-goat, the man-lion, and

the eagle-woman.^

Fig. 7a.—Clay Seal-Im
PRESSION WITH MiNO
TAUR (J).

* Gems with these types are known to me from various parts of Crete. Much new light has

been thrown on these monstrous forms by Mr. Hogarth's discovery of Mycenaean seal impressions

at Zakro (see below).
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Besides the actual seal impressions from this deposit there came to

lij^ht ^ a clay object of a somewhat different class which strongly suggests

a more seamy side of the high civilisation here represented. This was a

clay matrix formed b\' making a stamp from the impression of an actual

seal, and which could thus be itself used as a signet for making counterfeit

impressions of the same kind. The original of this was evidently a large

gold signet-ring of a kind resembling, both in its form and the character of

its subject, that found in the Akropolis Treasure of Mycenae. That this,

like the other, was a royal signet is highly probable, and what adds to the

interest of the matrix is that several clay impressions taken from the

original ring were subsequently found in association with a very important

deposit of inscribed clay tablets in the East-West Corridor on the eastern

slope. These various examples allow of the complete reproduction

of the design, which displays a Goddess seated in an attitude closely

recalling the Goddess on the ring from Mycenae, while a female votary

holds out a two-handled cup to her, immediately above which is an orb

evidently representing the sun. Behind this female figure is another—half

turned away—apparently performing an orgiastic dance. The group is

placed on a kind of terrace amidst rock-scenery. It would seem that the

clay matrix was actually used for forging the royal signature.

Fu;. -jb AND 7(-.—Gk.ms kkom Knossos Showinc, Minotaur (J).

In the room where this matrix was found, cast of that of the seal

impressions, were two floor levels. Beneath the uppermost of these, frag-

ments of painted stucco came to light, including a fresco fragment of great

' The clay matrix was found in the " Room of the Priest Fresco."

C 2
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interest. It showed the heads and upper part of the body of two small

male figures, each of whom was clad in a kind of white stole, with a broad

band running down from the shoulder. In front of them was the upper

part of a Mycenaean column, with a very prominent torus to its capital.

The column was coloured yellow, perhaps intended to represent gilding.

The stoles of the two figures, very different from the ordinary

Mycenaean garb, convey to the modern mind a sacerdotal association.

They may be compared with the long robes worn by a certain class of

male figures seen on Mycenaean signets, of which several examples have

been found in Crete, including an impression ofone found in the Palace itself.^

On the latter, as in some other examples ^—one from Knossos itself—the

figure carries a single edged axe of the Egyptianising and also "Hittite
"

type found in the Vapheio Tomb.^ On another Knossian gem * he holds a

bird, apparently a duck—having possibly a votive significance. On one of the

finest of the Vapheio gems he is seen leading a griflfin. The associations here

seem to be distinctly ceremonial and religious, and on the fresco fragment

this element ^ is certainly suggested by the column in front of the figures.

§ 7.

—

The Lapidary's Workshop.

In an adjoining basement room to the south of the room of the " Priest

Fresco " were a variety of objects showing that it had been used as a work-

shop or workman's store. These relics also partly extended over the neigh-

bouring basement spaces. Here were found a number of peg-like objects,

mostly with a groove round the top, of marble, bone and steatite, jasper

and steatite studs, shell beads, low, cylindrical stone objects which had the

appearance of draughtsmen, and bone pieces, apparently also connected

with a game. Many of the objects were in an unfinished state, and the

materials for making others were present in a more or less rough or purely

natural state, as, for instance, a flat oblong piece of jasper chipped round

at the edges, and crystals resembling beryl.

In the more southerly of these two workrooms was found a small

pithos filled with small burnt beans. These were at once recognised by

the workmen as kvkiol Mia-ipitaTiKd—Egyptian beans—a dwarf kind at

* Beneath the doorway of the Room of the Stone Drum (described below p. 32).

^ In the Candia Museum. * 'E<p. 'Apx- 1889, PI. viii. i.

* In my own collection, .icquired in 1894. * 'Z<p. 'Apx- 1889, I'l. x. 32.
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present imported into Crete from Alexandria, and of which there is an

abundant supply in the Candia market. Remains of another pot were also

found with carbonised seeds of a smaller kind. The northern part of the

other workroom had also been used as a store for grain. It was covered

at a depth of 260 m. from the surface with large quantities of a car-

bonised cereal, apparently wheat, extending in a thin stratum. The wheat

had probably been heaped on the floor of this room, as there was no trace

here of a special recipient.

1;^ 8.

—

Restored Plan of a Western Upper Megaron, and of

THE Hall of the Jewel Fresco.

That the Southern Propylaeum, standing as it evidently does in direct

connexion with the noble entrance Corridor from the west, should have

formed the avenue of approach to some important Megaron, is on the face

of it extremely probable. Unfortunately, last year's excavations showed

that the area immediately beyond it had been much denuded, and its

relation to the quarter of the building to the north of this remained

obscure. From the exposure of a good deal of the primitive clay deposit of

the Neolithic settlement in the intervening space, the name of " Central

Clay Area " was provisionally applied to this plot in last year's Report.

But subsequent observations have led me to modify this conclusion.

On the eastern margin of the area there are visible in position slabs of

good paving, which seem to indicate that the whole of the area immediately

bordering on the Propylaeum had originally been paved. That the slabs

should have been removed over the greater part of the space in question

agrees with what is now seen to have occurred on a larger scale in the

great Central Court, ready-made paving slabs affording an obvious

temptation to later owners of the soil. It has, therefore, been thought

better to substitute for the area the name of " Court of the Altar " from

what appears to be an altar-base visible in its eastern bay.

Dr. Dorpfeld,on visiting the remains of the Palace, was much impressed

with the view that the Southern Propylaeum must have formed the direct

avenue of approach to important halls to the north, and suggested that part

of the denudation visible in the " Court of the Altar " was due to the

removal of a ramp or step-way leading to a first-floor storey beyond. Of

the two alternatives the former existence of a broad flight of steps is much
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more in accordance with the practice of the " Minoan " architects of Crete,

as is now conspicuousl)' shown by the noble flights of the Phaestos Palace.

It is also highly probable that the same agencies that were instrumental in

removing so many of the paving slabs may account for the disappearance

of a flight of stone steps.

It was already pointed out in my former Report that the flight of steps

with a central column base running upwards from the Central Court, in

juxtaposition with the downward steps of the Throne Room Antechamber,

must have led to an upper hall or Megaron. Of the existence of a long

upper hall at this point new evidence was, in fact, brought to light by this

season's excavations. The further question now arose : Was not this again

in connexion with a second upper Megaron to the south of it,—a Megaron

in turn communicating with the Court of the Altar and the Southern Pro-

pylaeum by means of the broad flight of steps which ex hypothesi existed

on that side.?

Of the existence of an upper storey in this part of the Palace there has

never been any doubt. At various points along the upper part of the

basement walls were blocks and slabs belonging to the lower course of the

upper walls or the pavement of its chambers. This year, after a heavy

shower of rain, I noticed a flat block in this position with the impress,

clearly brought out in black by the moisture, of two round columns side by

side, about 45 centimetres in diameter, that had rested on it, the black

colour being probably due to the burning of the wood of which the columns

were composed.

That a columnar hall had existed on this upper level was made probable

by two other circumstances. The two square pillars marked with the

double axes would find their most natural structural function in the support

of corresponding columns on the upper storey,^ while a pier halfway

^ The function of supporting does not necessarily conflict with the view that pillars of the

double axes were of a consecrated nature. It coincides in fact with an aspect of the ancient cult

treated of in my monograph on Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, § 17, " The Pillar of the House."

The criticism made by Mr. W. II. D. Rouse (J.ff.S. xxi. p. 273), that there are other signs

besides the double axe, and that therefore undue stress should not be laid on this, is answered

by the exceptional position which the double axe holds among the Palace signs, of which the

most recent excavations afford fresh corroboration—witness the Megaron of the Double Axes—(see

p. 112 below), by the occurrence of the double axe in its votive form as a vase ornament of the

*' Palace Style " (see p. 53 below), and by the fact that several of the most constantly recurring

among these signs, such as the star, the trident, the branch, the cross, and the sistrum (?), are also

traditionally associated with various divinities. It is probable that some of these signs grouped together

on the hieroglyphic seals represent invocations of a religious kind. The recurrence of the Double
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between them seems to have been devised for the support of a third column

or pillar above. More than this, two column bases were actually found

above the floor level of the adjoining room named from them, which in all

probability had once been in situ above these neighbouring supports.

Taken in connexion with the lines of the surrounding basement walls,

and the blocks of upper walling still visible on them, this triple line of

columns gives the key to a very probable restoration of the plan of an

upper Megaron opening on the hypothetical steps to the south as shown in

Fig. 8. Its front almost centres on the opening of the Propylaeum beyond.

It will be seen that my restored plan does not correspond with that of

the type of Megaron with which we are familiar at Tiryns and Mycenae,

with its quadruple group of columns clustering round the hearth. But it

exactly answers to the " Minoan " halls of Crete as seen in the Palace of

Phaestos, and represented at Knossos itself in the halls now excavated on

the eastern slope. The method of construction answers to a more southern

type, in which the hearth no longer forms the fixed centre of the Megaron,

warmth being probably supplied when necessary by some movable brazier

like the modern Greek depfidarpa. A central roof-opening, which could also

serve as an outlet for smoke, being thus unnecessary, it was found more

convenient to have the opening, which was still necessary for light, at the

further end of the hall. This broad well for light was probably provided

above with a kind of lantern or clear-storey as a partial shelter from rain.

A comparison of the restored plan on Fig. 8 with the great Megaron

at Phaestos shows how nearly the outline of the Knossian hall, as

suggested by the piers for the columns and the basement wall-lines,

corresponds with the other.

A further parallelism with the Phaestian plan is supplied by the fact

that along its right-hand wall, entering from the front, are some smaller

rooms or ddXafioi in communication with it. These rooms are apparently

three in number, namely, a central chamber over the Room of the Column

Bases, with a small annexe to the north, and another fair-sized chamber

over the Room of the Chariot Tablets. The access to this suite of

Axe and other similar signs at Phaestos does not weigh against this view. The " Houses of the

Double Axe" were probably many, and the name of Labyrinth may itself have recurred,—in fact,

(iortyna as well as Knossos claimed one. The various cults associated with the Minoan dominion

at Knossos would be largely common to the other princely centres throughout the island. I have

purposely reserved a fuller discussion of the signs on the Knossian blocks till the evidence is

complete.
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BdXafioi from the upper Megaron seems to have been by means of a door

opening on the central of these chambers. The remains of the upper floor,

with the jambs of a double doorway leading from this central thalamos to

the room to the north of it, were still preserved in situ. Owing to this it

has been named on the plan " Thalamos of the Stone Jambs."

The most uncertain detail is the bi-columnar arrangement shown on the

slab already described. This slab stands exactly on the middle line of the

Megaron, and it seems safest to suppose that there was here a double door-

way in its back wall, each of the two columns of its central division

answering to another on the other side of the respective doorways. The

doorways thus indicated open on what from the basement wall-lines seems

to have been a cross-corridor running from the portico of the elongated

Hall beyond to another passage forming an upper gallery of the Long

Gallery of the Magazines. In this abutment of the back of the Megaron

on two galleries running at right angles to one another, we find again a

certain correspondence with the arrangement of the great Megaron at

Phaestos.

The Corridor on which the upper Megaron of Knossos opened at its

inner end was bounded on its northern side by the long Hall already

mentioned. The width of this hall is clearly marked by that of the steps

at its eastern end leading down to the Central Court, and its northern

boundary thus rests on the south wall of the Throne Room and the

rooms in connexion with it. Along the centre of the oblong space

thus defined, in a line with the column base on the steps, is another

basement wall which afforded the necessary support for piers and columns

running along the middle of the long upper chamber. More than this,

on the top of this wall several blocks and slabs of the upper structure

are still preserved /;/ situ, which seem to represent the remains of a raised

stylobate with a paved passage-way across it. To the borders of this

some remains of the original gypsum paving slabs of the body of the hall

also clung, clearly showing the original floor-level. In the basement

chamber immediately behind the impluvium of the Throne Room, some

fine black slabs were also found in a half fallen position. This is the finest

paving that has come to light anywhere in the Palace.

The inner line of the portico, which must have had a double opening, is

indicated by a cross line of basement wall, and the western termination of

the stylobate by another. At this point no doubt began a light opening of

• 3
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the kind already referred to in the case of the upper Megaron. Analogy and

the elongated shape of the covered part of the chamber make it reasonable

to assume that the stylobate supported three wooden columns. It is to be

observed that the paved opening noticed in this as probably a passage-way

centres with the eastern of the two back entrances of the upper Megaron

and a line of doors and openings beyond. This circumstance makes it

probable that the doorway by which this hall communicated with the

Corridor running along its southern border would have opened opposite

this, and thus have centred with the IVIegaron door in the opposite wall of

the Corridor.

Of the brilliant and beautiful decorative designs that once adorned

the walls of this upper hall some traces came to light in the shape of

numerous painted stucco fragments found above the floor level of a base-

ment magazine situated beneath its central part, to be described below as the

Magazine of the Vase Tablets. Among the fresco designs painted on the flat

were pieces apparently belonging to a border, including a not infrequent

wave and wavelet pattern, and a very beautiful design of an olive or myrtle

spray with dark brown and reddish foliage. Another fragment is still

more remarkable. It represents the thumb and forefingers of a man,

beautifully modelled in high relief, and of the conventional reddish colour

with a white nail, holding the corner of a blue robe and the end of a

beaded chain, which from its yellow hue is evidently intended to be of gold.

Unlike the fingers, these are painted on a flat surface. The jewels consist

of round beads with pendants in the shape of little negroes' heads, of the

same yellow hue but with curly hair outlined in black, and with large rings

linked in each other and coloured red hanging from their ears. The gold

ornament appears to be attached to the corner of the blue robe. A dark

object in connexion with it may possibly represent a lock of human hair,

and the coloured fragment seems to be part of a life-sized relief of a man

fastening a robe by means of the gold agrafe about the shoulders of a

personage of distinction. The hand and jewels present a striking analogy

to a fresco fragment found near the north portico, showing the very graceful

fingers of a woman holding the end of a necklace of dark, round beads.

In the present case the golden material of the necklace, coupled with the

negroes' heads, seems to point to Nubia—the Egyptian " Eldorado "—as

the source of the precious metal.

This interesting fragment suggests that the walls of the long Hall
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from which it was undoubtedly derived, and to which the name of the

Hall of the Jewel Fresco may be conveniently given, was once adorned

with a series of figures like those of the western Corridor, but in this

case, as in the South Gallery described above, executed in fine relief.

§ 9.—surrlkmentaky observations in the region about the
Rooms of the Column Bases and of the Pillars.

This season's work brought with it certain modifications and additions

to the plan of the part of the building of which the " Room of the Column

Bases " forms the central point. This Room stands to this part of the

Palace in much the same relation as the antechamber of the Throne-

Room to the adjoining area. It serves as a kind of forchall to the rooms

behind and beside it, and the analogy is strengthened by the fact that

here too the access to the Central Court was by means of a short

flight of steps, and that on the north wall of the room was a stone bench of

the same kind as those flanking the Antechamber of the Throne Room.

The " Room of the Great Pithos," to which that of the " Column

Bases " gave access on the north, was found to open on a second well-paved

store chamber ^ in the centre of which were two sunken cists, resembling

the " Kaselles " of the Magazines but without a second recipient below.

The white-faced stucco on the south wall of this room showed stripes of

red below and above, forming a kind of dado and cornice band similar to

that of the Magazines and Long Corridor. This basement chamber may be

called for distinction the " Room of the Two Cists."

On the west side of the " Room of the Column Bases," two interest-

ing developments took place. What had seemed to be a blind alley open-

ing on the south-west corner of the hall proved to be in reality con-

tinuous and to supply a thoroughfare to the Long Gallery by the passage

called in the preceding Report the Corridor of the House Tablets which is

in fact a section of the same gangway. This circumstance refutes the view -

that communication between this part of the Palace and the Long Gallery

was at any time interrupted.

It further turned out that the doorway leading from the Hall of the

Column Bases to the East Pillar Room was flanked by a second. The

' The floor level here was 2-10 m. below the surface. At i '30 m. down was a deposit of

burnt wood.
- Suggestetl in my previous Report, p. 26.
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double entrance adds to the importance of this inner room and certainly

enhances the probability that the pillars so significantly marked by the

double axe had sacred associations. In this connexion moreover two

additional facts are to be noted. On either side of the East Pillar

is an oblong receptacle, too shallow to have been a store place like the

" Kaselles " but well adapted for offerings or libations. On the other hand

the floor round the West Pillar showed a regular border and central square

like that of the Throne Room and indicating that in this case as in the

other it had been adorned with varied colouring.

§ 10.

—

Recess off Central Court witi^ Seal-Impressions

showing Lion-guarded Goddess and her Shrine.

On the front line of the Central Court between the " Room of the

Column Bases " and the steps of the " Hall of the Jewel Fresco " is a

curious oblong recess with a side niche having a cement floor at its south

end. Its depth is too shallow for it to have been an ordinary room. On
the other hand the finely cut limestone blocks by which it is flanked and

partly faced, as well as its conspicuous position in the great Court, indicate

that there was here an important structure.

The upper surface had been only partly excavated at this point

during the campaign of 1900 owing to the need of leaving a passage way

for barrows. On removing the superincumbent earth early in the present

season, a floor level came to light about 70 centimetres below the surface

covered with a deposit of burnt wood. In this layer, by means of careful

sifting, was found a series of fragments of seal impressions.^ At first

sight they appeared to represent more than one sphragistic type, but a careful

examination revealed the fact that though the fragments belonged to a

series of clay sealings, they had all been impressed by the same signet.

Although these various impressions existed only in a fragmentary state it

was thus possible to complete one by another, and by means of the over-

lapping pieces to recover the original design in its entirety.

The seal type thus restored in all its details (Fig. 9),- presents a

^ Two or three scattered fragments belonging to the same deposit were also found within a

radius of a few feet ; one in the chamber immediately to the west, another on the top of a wall on

the north side.

" The figure is from M. (}illieron's careful drawing of the overlapping fragment as arranged

according to a key sketch of my own.
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religious subject of great interest. The design, as is usual with such

religious compositions, had evidently been engraved on the besil of a gold

signet ring of the same kind as that counterfeited by the clay matrix

described above.

The central figure of this design is a female Goddess in the usual

Mycenaean garb, standing on her sacred rock or mountain peak, which

represents, in fact, her aniconic shape, and upon which her two lion guardiaiis

and supporters rest their fore-feet on either side. In her hand she seems

to hold out a kind of weapon, and in front of her stands a male votary

in the act of adoration. Behind her is her shrine with sacred columns, in

Fig. 9.—Impression ok Signet-Ring, showing Lion-guarded Goddess and Shrink (f).

front of which, and again on the entablature above, the " horns of conse-

cration " are clearly visible.

To myself this discovery was of special interest, inasmuch as it

completes and amplifies the evidence I had collected of a series of

Mycenaean seal-types referring to a Goddess,—the prototype of the later

Kybelc and Rhea,—with lion guardians, sometimes standing herself

between them, sometimes represented by her aniconic image in the shape

of a column or base.^ A seal impression found in a chamber in the

eastern quarter of the Palace shows the simple type of the Goddess

between two lions. In the present case we see her,—and it must be

' Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cull % 22.

3 *
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remembered that, in Crete too, there was an " Idaean Mother,"—standing

on her sacred peak. The " horns of consecration," on the other hand,

placed before the columns on the shrine behind her and again on its

entablature show that the columns here represent the artificial pillar

forms of the cult object as opposed to the holy mountain itself on which

the Goddess stands.

We have here, in fact, examples of both the handmade and the

natural objects of the divine possession. Either the pillar or the sacred

peak itself could be equally worshipped.

The shrine itself has a special importance from the parallel it presents

to that shown on the small fresco found in the Palace in 190c. In this

case, indeed, we have naturally to take into account that artistic " short-

hand " which characterises the gem engraver's craft. The shrine here is

reduced to an entablature with columnar supports, and the lateral wings

are omitted. But the basement storey below and the twin columns with

the sacral horns in front of them are features of correspondence which

show that we have to do with essentially the same type. It is probable

that if the roof of the shrine on the fresco had been completed we

should have seen additional " horns of consecration " resting upon it as

in the case of the shrine on the signet. This feature, in fact, recurs on the

wall-top of a fragmentary fresco apparently depicting another sanctuary.

These correspondences, and the further proofs of the cult of a similar

Goddess supplied by other seal impressions found in the building, establish

a real presumption that the shrine on the wall-painting was in part at least

dedicated to the cult of the same Mycenaean divinity. It is, indeed, by no

means improbable that the deposit of seal impressions relating to this cult

in this small chamber at a prominent point of the front of the great Central

Court may give a clue to the actual site of the miniature temple depicted

on the fresco. It is clear indeed from the basement blocks visible below it,

and the crowds in the open space in front of it, that the original of that

shrine was reared on the side of a Court.

In this connexion it is interesting to recall that the tradition of a very

old cult of Rhea survived at Knossos to quite late times. Diodoros

records that in his day, there were still visible on Knossian soil (once, as he

tells us, inhabited by Titans), the site and foundations of the House of

Rhea and a very ancient Cypress Grove.^

^ Uiod. Sic. lib. v. c. 66.
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sij II.

—

Suite ok Small Rooms jjELoN(iiNG to the Women's
Quarter.

Owing to the necessity of keeping open passage-ways above, a zone

immediately to the north and west of the Room of the Throne and its

annexes had been left almost completely undisturbed during the first

season's work. The excavation of this area has now brought to light a

series of small rooms in communication with one another and presenting

certain common features.

The first of this suite of small chambers is the room already opened in

1900, approached by a doorway leading from the Corridor of the Stone Basin

and to which the name of " Room of the Cupboard " was given from what

appeared to be a small closet in its western wall. This cupboard, however,

turned out on closer examination to be a blocked doorway leading to

the rooms beyond. It will be remembered that the limestone slab of a

seat was found on the floor of this room, hollowed out to the form of the

body, like the throne, but which from its ampler dimensions I had already

been inclined to regard as a woman's seat.^ This conclusion has, as will

be seen, found a striking corroboration from the discovery in another com-

partment of the same suite of rooms of a seat of similar proportions fixed

on the floor, and therefore belonging to a person of the female sex, the

Mycenaean women, as distinguished from the men, being often depicted in

a more or less squatting attitude.^ It may be useful, therefore, as the name
of "the Cupboard" no longer applies, to distinguish this small chamber

as the " Room of the Lady's Seat."

The charred woodwork of the blocked doorway between this and

the room immediately to the west was well preserved and had con-

tributed to give its shallow recess the aspect of a cupboard. Under the

rubble partition with which it was blocked were found some fragmentar}-

remains of linear tablets which showed that the blocking had taken place

at some period after the time when these clay documents had come into

use. The small room thus entered had along its northern wall a low

stone bench

^ B. S. Annual, 1900, pp. 38, 42.

2 Compare, for in.stance, many of the miniature frescoes of ihe Palace, and the representations

of Goddesses on the signets. The Minotaur-like monster, on the other hand, seen on the seal

impression alre;uly described, is seated on a kind of throne. The "Chariot tablets "'uf Kno^vc-

often show a high seat in the car, recalling the throne in outline.
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On the threshold of the doorway leading from this " Room of the Stone

Bench " to that adjoining it to the west was found the clay impression

with the axe-holding, priest-like figure described above.^ This room pre-

sented a most enigmatic feature. About r50 metres from its west wall

and I metre from that to the south stood the drum of a column '69 centi-

metres in height and the same in diameter. It rested, without a base, on

the cement floor and its summit was at a depth of a metre from the surface.

The eastern half of its flat top surface was cut out into two shallow

quadrants, as seen in Fig. 10, the base of these running almost exactly

towards the magnetic north. Against the west .wall of the room near the

K 0-69M, X

STONE OR.UM
HEIGHT FROM FLCX>R • 0-<$9 MtTREJ.

FLAT TOP . Q^UADRAMTS A A 5UGHTLYSUNK

Fig. 10.

column drum was a thin gypsum slab of semicircular form, standing about

the same height as the top of the pillar with its base cemented into the

wall plaster.

It is evident that the purpose of the column drum and the semicircular

slab was in some way connected. They must both have been made use of

by a person in a standing position. The two quadrants of the column

drum and the exact correspondence between its height and diameter,

might well suggest some kind of instrument. It must, however, be borne

in mind that the quarter in which this curious object made its appearance

was certainly one set apart for women. The analogy of another room of this

series to be described below, containing a table and sideboard of culinary

^ See p. 20.
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aspect certainly suggests that here too the object in view was of a domestic

kind.

The " Room of the Stone Drum " opens on its western side upon an

elongated chamber or small gallery divided into three compartments by

projecting buttresses. These buttresses end in good limestone pillars, the

upper stone of the second of which is cut down from a larger block,

bearing the window sign characteristic of the first period of the building.

IQJfr;;,:?';/^

'^ff-l'jO

YiG. II.—View of Room showing Plaster Table and Dais and Woman's Seat.

This tripartite chamber leads to another small room of considerable

interest, which forms the termination of the suite with which we are dealing.

Against the wall .of this chamber, opposite the door (as if for better light),

is another low limestone seat of the same form and approximate dimen-

sions as the woman's seat, noted above in the first room of the series. In

this case, however, it is a fixture firmly cemented into the white plaster

that forms the flooring of the room. This seat is raised only 13 centi-

D
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metres above the floor, its width is •55 centimetres and its depth "46.

Tliese fii^ures become very sii;nificant when set beside those of the throne,

the seat of which is 58 centimetres hij^h, 45 witle and 32 deep. As already

observed, the difference in capacity is naturally accounted for by that of

the physical development of the two sexes, while the discrepancy in heii;ht

is owinij^ to the methods of sittini; in vogue respectively among the

I\I)'cenaean men and women.

In front and on a level with the seat was a low table rounded atone end

and sciuare at the other, the surface of which was formed of a thick coating

of plaster (Fig. i i). Like the seat, its table was embedded in the cement of

the flooring. At the end nearest the seat was a bowl-like hollow, the other

part being occupied by a shallow elongated depression rounded at one end.

There can be no doubt that this low table was designed for some kind of

manual work jjerformed b)- the female occupant of the stone scat. The

fact that the surface of the table was formed of plaster excludes the possi-

bility that an)' kind of grinding or pounding was performeci here. The

material employed must have been plastic or partly liquid, and it is natural

to suj)pose that the receptacles were used for some preparation of a culinary

nature.

Along the inner wall of the room ran a kind of dais rising in a double

step, the surface of which was covered with the same fine hard white plaster

as the table. It is possible that the lower step served as a kind of bench

like that along the wall of the second room of the present suite, while the

upper may have been used as a shelf or side-board. The centre of

this shelf was hollowed into a bowl-like receptacle like that of the

table. Remains of the same fine white plaster covered the walls of this

small chamber. The room itself, to which the name of the " Room of the

Plaster Table " may be given, seems to have served as a kind of small

kitchen.

The distinctive seats found in the first and the last of this continuous

suite of small rooms, put it beyond reasonable doubt that we have here to

do with a section of the Women's Quarter of the Palace. These rooms are

entirely separated from those of the Throne Room system proper, or the

Megaron of the Jewel Fresco which overlooked it. They form one long

" apartment," the single entrance to which is supplied by the door opening

on to the " Room of the Lady's Seat " from the " Corridor of the Stone

Basin." But this passage communicates on the other side with the group
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of chambers, some of them now ill-dcfiiicfl, to one of which belonj:;'^ the

ininiaturc fresco with its remarkable iUustrations of Mycenaean Court lacHes.

It is possible that the Women'.-. Quarter extended on this northern side

of the Corridor and included an important Meijaron.

A natural question arises as to the iij^htint; of the suite (jf women's

rooms above described. The evidence of various avocations performed in

these rooms certainl\- tends to show that their occu[)ants were not left in

darkness. Light may have been obtained for the first two rooms of the

suite either by means of a kind of clear-storey above the level of the roof

of the Throne Room, which does not seem to have had an}- (jther chamber

above it, or from the Corridor of the Stone Basin, which may ha\c been

partly open. But the question of the lighting of the other chamljcrs of the

series involves greater difficulties, since the adjoining rooms at the back of

the Throne Room seem to have had an upper storey. It is possible that

the passage way of the tripartite chamber between the Room of the Stone

Drum and that of the Plaster Table was left open.

§ 12.

—

The Walled Pits: Suggested Palace Dungeons.

The mud-built North Wall of "the Room of the Stirrup- Vases

"

(" Biigelkannen ") excavated last year having collapsed, a good opportunity

offered of exploring the layers underneath. A few centimetres below the

floor level with which this wall was connected another Mycenaean pave-

ment came to light and some inscribed tablets resting upon it. This

proof that the Room of the " Stirrup-Vases " belongs to a late Mycenaean

period is interesting in connexion with the painted vases found in position

in it. The " Stirrup-Vases" themselves with their rather coarse octo-

pus designs belong to the same somewhat decadent ceramic class as

the vases found in the chambers and galleries of the South Terrace base-

ment. They are far inferior to the products of the fine " Palace Style."

Immediately below this second floor level and about 50 centimetres

below that of the Room of the " Stirrup-Vases " two parallel lines of wall

with an interval of r6o metres between them made their appearance, which

continued east under the neighbouring Room of the Plower Gatherer,^

' The floor of this room was also found in a partly destroyed condition. Here too arc two
floor levels

; (i) a good white cement floor i metre below the surface, (2) another cement floor

40 centimetres below the first with a large slab embedded in it.

D 2
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where they were connected by a cross-wall running north and south.

There thus revealed itself a narrow elongated chamber extending 7 metres

from the line of the west wall of the " Stirrup-Vase " Room. The walls

of this chamber were of small, rather roughly faced limestone blocks much

resembling those of the foundations along the West and North Wall, but

descending 7 metres—(24^ feet)—a far greater depth than any foundations

here discovered. The virgin soil here at last reached consisted of the red

potter's earth elsewhere found at about the same depth beneath the

Neolithic clay deposit. Several pieces of Neolithic pottery were found in

this deep chamber, but they must have reached their position through some

later filling in. The walls themselves belong to the same Early Palace

period as the foundations already referred to and at various levels in the

pit, but especially at the bottom, were found fragments of fine stucco, its

surface painted a warm terracotta colour and backed with a clayey straw-

bound plaster.

Immediately east of the long pit on the further side of the Room of

the Flower Gatherer was found another of similar depth and construction,

but of much smaller dimensions, 425 metres in length by about r20 metres

in breadth.

With what object were these walled pits constructed ? Going down

nearly twenty-five feet through the solid clay, they were not mere founda-

tions ; neither were they cisterns. As store places for corn they do not seem

to be well adapted. In finding a motive for such structures we have in the

first place to remember the character of the building in which they were

contained. The rubble walls of the Palace made them bad for custody.

Where precious objects would have been placed in the secure cells of later

buildings, we find them, as is seen by the " Kaselles," deposited in recep-

tacles stowed far away beneath the pavement of the Magazines. The

walled pits, indeed, belong to a different category from these stone chests,

but it seems conceivable that they were also destined for custody of another

kind. In the royal residence someplace was necessary for the safe-keeping

of captives and hostages, and such by the conditions of the structure could

not be found above ground. It does not seem unreasonable to recognise in

these deep-sunk walled chambers the dungeons of the Palace—the longer

chamber holding several prisoners, the smaller perhaps for solitary con-

finement. In these deep pits with their slippery cemented sides above, the

captives would be as secure as those " beneath the leads " of Venice. The
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groans of these Minoan dungeons may well have found an echo in the tale

of Theseus.

§ 13.—Continued Exploration of the West Magazines.

During the preceding season's work eight Magazines had been opened

on the west side of the Long Gallery; the rest of this series, ten in number,

making a total of eighteen, were excavated during the present campaign.

Already in last year's Report attention was called to the numerous

traces of an upper storey visible above the top of the walls and door-jambs

of these Magazines.^ In this respect Nos. 9 and 10 are of special

interest as exhibiting well-preserved remains of the actual flooring above

the Magazines. A section near the mouth of the Ninth Magazine showed,

about 30 centimetres from the surface of the ground, a burnt clay band

with the core of a cylindrical crossbeam impressed in it. This former roof-

line started at the sides from a height of about I'go metres, but sagged

down slightly towards the centre. Above it was a brownish layer, and

above that again traces of a white pavement of gypsum cement, which in

its better preserved fragments showed small pebbles embedded into its

fine upper surface. About 15 centimetres again above this was visible in

places a red layer of clay plaster representing a second and later floor-

level.

A section across the mouth of the Tenth Magazine showed—at the same

height as that of No. 9—a clay layer burnt like the other to brick-like

consistency from contact with the original roof-beams. Embedded in this

burnt clay were visible, as in other similar positions, sherds of rough

pottery. About 20 centimetres above the lower level of this burnt clay

layer, and apparently forming one whole with it, was a pavement of clay

cement with pebbles stuck in its upper surface. This part was carefully

excavated from above, the result being to uncover patches of the same

pavement /;/ silu at a height of 2'5 metres from the floor-level of the

Magazine below.

Above the stone jamb that separates the Eighth and Ninth Magazines,

at a height of 1*40 metres from the floor-level, is the usual lacuna

backed by gypsum cement and originally partly filled by the wooden

' B. S. Annua/, 1900, p. 20.
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beams whicli formed the lintels of the low doorways of the Magazines.

This cement la)er is 45 centimetres in thickness, and above it again

as in other cases, is a large limestone block forming the base of the

upper storey wall. This block has the eight-rayed star sign engraved

upon it, which also regularK* recurs on the lower jambs of the Magazines

from the Sixth onwards.

We have here an important jjiece of evidence that the original structure

of the upper storey in this part belongs to the same early date as the

lower, though the existence of more than one pavement on the upper

floor-level implies subsequent internal changes.

This structural stratification leads to another interesting conclusion.

In these and the neighbouring Magazines, at various levels, were found

fragments of Mycenaean painted vases, and similar fragments, many of

them actually belonging to the .same vessels as the others, were also found

just outside the adjoining Western Wall of the building, above the level of

the Court. It follows that all these remains of vases, whether found

inside or outside the Western Wall, must have been derived from the upper

chambers which we know to have here existed above the Magazines. The

pieces found inside the Magazines, many of them far above the lower floor-

level, had worked down to their present position owing to the breaking in

of the upper floor.

To these remarkable ceramic relics there will be occasion to return.^

They are t}'pical examples of what I have elsewhere described as the

" Palace Style " and belong to the most brilliant i)eriod of ]\I\xenaean Art.

They also show the style that was in vogue when this part of the Palace

was destro)'ed.

These fragments may be safely regarded as having been derived

from va.ses existing on the latest of the upper floor-levels, at the moment

of the destruction. It follows that the earlier of the upper floor-levels,

as seen in the Ninth Magazine, belongs to a period anterior to the great

days of Mycenae. This conclusion altogether corresponds with the

indication supplied by the limestone block exhibiting the stellar sign,

which, as already pointed out, belongs to the earliest elements of the

existing building as illustrated by the stone jambs of the Magazines below.

It will be seen from the contents of some of the Kaselles and from other

evidence that this early architectural element corresponded with a ceramic

1 See below p. 47, and cf. B. S. Atttiua/, 1900, p. 25.
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style of a transitional character forming an off-shoot of the Kamares class,

and to which the name of " Mycenaean " is certainly not ajjpropriate.

In order to preserve the valuable stratigraphical evidence supplied by

the Ninth Magazine, a section of earth was left uncxcavated near its

entrance, forming a strip about 3 metres in extent. At the entrance itself

in front of this section, six well-preserved pithoi were brought into view,

one of them overturned. Behind the uncxcavated block of earth, in the

back part of the Magazine, stood fifteen more pithoi, twelve of them whole.

This Magazine, like the Seventh, was divided into two parts by a pro-

jecting buttress 2' 14 metres broad and 2 metres high. It consisted of

well-squared gypsum blocks and stood out a metre from the south wall,

leaving a gangway between the two halves of the Magazine of about

i'25 metres. A small deposit of clay tablets was found above the floor-

level at the west end of this Magazine,^ interesting as exhibiting a pictorial

sign apparently representing a granar\'. A chalcedony lentoid gem was

also found here, showing a man grappling with a bull, on the back of which

springs a dog with bristling mane.

The Tenth Magazine was comparatively narrow. At the entrance it

was r85 metres wide but, 2'30 metres in, the north wall thickened, reducing

the width to r6o metres. The pithoi here had been a good deal broken

and the " Kaselles " disturbed, probably by later treasure-seekers. Near

the mouth of the Magazine, however, stood an exceptionally fine store-jar

of somewhat elegant contour, with a slender base. In its s\-stem of

decoration it somewhat recalled the large pithos from the room adjoining

that of the Column Bases. At intervals between the base and summit it

had three tiers of perforated handles, separated by triple horizontal bands.

The next three IMagazines (Nos. 11, 12 and 13) are espcciall)- long

—

nearly 19 metres, or 5 metres more than the preceding series—the

architect having availed himself of the additional space gained by the

great angle of the Western Wall of the building. On the other hand they

are narrow, their average width not exceeding about r6o metres.

The Eleventh Magazine- proved to be very rich in pithoi which, to

the number of twenty-two—seventeen more or less perfectly preserved,

—

were arranged along its Northern Wall. The place of the " Kaselles " had

^ One of them had fallen into the second pithos from that end.

"^ The south wall of this Magazine was badly preserved, the painted stucco being visible only

at its east end. At 2 metres from the entrance the south wall thickens, and the Magazine narrows

to a width of about i "40 metres.
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been modified in consequence of this and instead of being as before in

the middle of the gallery they were here ranged nearer the south wall.

Placed thus they were accessible without disturbing the store-jars. It will

be seen that this is a very different arrangement from that of Magazine No. 8,

where it was only after removing the huge store-jars that the chests below

the pavement could be opened. At the west end of the Eleventh Magazine,

owing to the falling away of the ground the tops of the pithoi were only

a few centimetres beneath the surface of the earth, or actually showed

above it, but they were nevertheless for the most part intact.

A small deposit of inscribed tablets, most of them in a somewhat

fragmentar}- condition, was found in the Eleventh Magazine from about

'80 centimetres to a metre from the surface of the ground near the sixth

pithos from its entrance, into which some of the pieces had fallen. Near

these were the charred remains of a wooden box and, in a vertical

position near the south wall, a gypsum slab, perhaps belonging to a cist

of that material, in which the box had been enclosed. Here were also

found two seal impressions from large lentoid gems showing two variations

of the type of a bull seized by lions, and a smaller sealing with a Cretan

ibex in a contorted posture. From the height— about a metre—at which

this deposit occurred above the floor-level and from the discovery in the

adjoining Twelfth Magazine^ of one or two isolated tablets which from

their character seem to belong to the same series, it is probable that the

chest containing the tablets had originally rested on the floor above. The

half of an interesting seal impression exhibiting a facing head found over

the wall of the Tenth Magazine had also probably helped to secure the

same batch of clay documents.

The Twelfth Magazine contained twenty store-jars of which twelve were

intact. They were ranged along the north wall, except one which blocked

the gangway about the middle of the Magazine. The " Kaselles " were

as in the last case set near the southern wall. They had been carefully

lined with cement, perhaps to enable them to contain liquids.

The doorway of the Thirteenth Magazine had been narrowed by

means of gypsum slabs set on end one over the other. The pithoi, of

which thirteen were distinguishable along the North Wall, had with the

exception of four been reduced to a very fragmentary condition. There

' The tablets, two perfect, one in two pieces, lay about So centimetres west of its entrance and

I "40 to 170 metres below the surface of the ground.
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was here a long row of nine Kaselles—two at the west end out of Hne

with the others and nearer the south wall. In this Magazine was found a

glazed terracotta roundel with volute quatrefoil. About 5 metres from

the entrance and a metre below the surface there also came to light a few

pictographic seals—apparently forming part of a small deposit indepen-

dent of those found at the back of the staircase of the Long Gallery.

The succeeding Magazines, from the Fourteenth to the Seventeenth

inclusive, form a group by themselves distinguished from the others by the

fact that they communicate with the Long Gallery by a single entrance.

This single entrance, which leads first to the Seventeenth Magazine,

abuts on the narrow passage which forms the continuation of the Long

Gallery beyond the point where it is partly blocked by the stone staircase.

This comparative isolation, moreover, was in the latest days of the Palace

made complete by a small cross-wall of rubble masonry which blocked the

narrower continuation of the Long Gallery just before the entrance to the

Seventeenth Magazine. That this cross-wall was a later construction is

shown by the uninterrupted continuance of the pavement slabs beneath it

which mark the prolonged course of the Long Gallery.

The existence of a revea on the further side of the north entrance

pillar of the Thirteenth Magazine makes it probable that the Fourteenth

was also originally planned to have a direct entrance from the Long

Gallery. According to the e.xisting arrangement, however, it was necessary

to enter by the Seventeenth Magazine, to pass thence by a door opening

to the left into the Sixteenth, to skirt round the Fifteenth Magazine and

thus eventually to reach the Thirteenth Magazine by a door at its back.

The floor of the Fourteenth Magazine was of rough paving, perhaps

originally covered with cement. No pithoi seem to have been stored here,

and the objects that came to light in this chamber were doubtless derived

from an important structure of the upper storey. Chief among these were

several fragments of a fine limestone frieze with reliefs and other archi-

tectural fragments to be described below. There were also found con-

siderable remains of burnt wooden beams ^ which probably belonged to

the same superstructure. Some fragmentary tablets found here were

merely stray pieces from an important deposit found in Magazine No. 15.

The Fifteenth Magazine, shorter than the last, was also entered from

* These charred remains lay at depths varying from i 20 metres below the surface at the east end

of the Magazine to i metre at the west.
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the Sixteenth by a door near its west end, the carbonised remains of its

wooden door-posts being well preserved. The floor here consisted of

isolated and irregular paving stones which had acted as a support for a

cement pavement. Like the other Magazines of this group it was devoid

of store-jars.

Near the west end of this chamber was found a remarkable relic cut

out of the porphyry-like limestone much used here for sculptured objects

^»m^

Fig. 12.

—

Stone Weight : Height 42 cm. ^17 in.).

(Fig. 12). It was evidently a large weight and had a boring near its

apex for suspension. Upon both its sub-triangular faces it showed

an octopus in relief, and their tentacles were also coiled over its square-

cut sides. A smaller perforated object of gypsum, presenting the same

general outline but without any ornament, was found in Magazine 13,^

but from the carelessness of its fabric this may have simply belonged to

the class of loom-weights.

' In too decayed a condition to aftuid a sufficient index of its original weight.
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The present carefully finished and elaborately decorated example, which

is 42 centimetres in height^ and weighs 29 kilograms'- has ever)'

appearance of having been a standard weight. The device of the octopus

for the ornamental reliefs may well have been dictated by the desire to

secure a design which would cover the whole surface and thus protect

the weight from fraudulent chipping or grinding away. In this way it

would have answered the same purpose as the official stamp of a coin

or the milling of its edges. It is to.be observed that the weight shows a

close approximation to the Babylonian mina system. Weights of 30 light

minas or half talents are known, scaling approximately 15,000 grammes.^

The corresponding heavy 30 mina weight would be 30,000 grammes—

a

talent according to the alternative calculation. It will be seen that the

Knossian weight of 29,000 grammes represents a very slight reduction on

this Babylonian standard. The influence of foreign weights—so far at

least as form is concerned—has been already illustrated among the Palace

finds by the small haematite weight of a type common to Palestine and

Egypt.* In the present case, indeed, the form has nothing in common

with the duck or lion weights of Babylonia, though the standard seems to

correspond with the light talent or with half the heavy talent.

The Fifteenth Magazine was also noteworthy for a very important

deposit of inscribed clay tablets of the linear class. These were found from

about 50 centimetres beneath the surface a little to the left of the entrance.

Parts of many were wanting owing to the mass of the deposit lying too near

the surface earth, but it nevertheless contained some of the longest inscrip-

tions yet discovered. Among these is one of fourteen lines in which the

woman-sign is constantly repeated. Like others of this series on which

this sign occurs it possibly refers to female slaves. With this hoard of

tablets was found a seal impression showing a bull attacked by two dogs

countermarked and countersigned in the linear script, another exception-

ally large impression with two bulls and another with part of the " Lions'

Gate" scheme. It is possible that this deposit had been originally placed

in a room of the upper storey and had fallen through into the Magazine.

In this Magazine and the adjoining space at its back between its end

' It is 27 centimetres wide and 13 thick at bottom and 8 centimetres wide at top. The borini;

is 5-6 centimetres in diameter.

- .\s nearly as could be determined by local weights and measures.

' Brandis, Munz. Mass. u. Gcwichtsweseti, etc. : Head, HisUvia A'timoi uiii, \>\^. xxx. xxxi.

• See above.
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wall and the West Wall of the building were found further parts of the stone

frieze and other architectural fragments. This back space, which affords

passage to the entrance of the Fourteenth Magazine, is itself a continuation

of the Sixteenth. Except for a stone cist against the South Wall the Six-

teenth Magazine offered little of interest, and the Seventeenth was only-

remarkable from the fact that a line of " Kaselles " that had formerly

extended along its floor had been entirely dug up at some time by treasure-

hunters leaving a long square trough.

The relation of the Eighteenth Magazine to the adjoining group is not

clear, as there is no visible entrance to it. In this Magazine was found a

three-sided clay seal with linear inscriptions and an obsidian arrow-head of

a type resembling those from the Shaft Graves aV Mycenae. In this con-

nexion may be mentioned the discovery,

by a large rubbish heap on the north-east

corner of the site, of a small steatite relief

of an archer against a background of con-

ventional rocks (Fig. 13). He is bearded,

unlike the other male figures found here,

and wears a kind of bathing drawers some-

what different from the typical Mycenaean

costume as seen at Knossos but identical

with that of the lion-hunters on the dagger-

blade from the Fourth Akropolis tomb.

His attitude greatly resembles that of the

naked bowmen on the silver vase fragment

from the same grave, and his bow, like theirs, is of the European and

African type. It is probable that this was part of a battle scene.

The ground here sinks so that the walls are greatly denuded towards the

extreme north-west angle of the Palace, which makes it difficult to ascertain

the exact interior arrangement at this point. It is certain, however,

that the chambers here do not form part of the regular system of the

western Ma^jazines.

Fig. 13.

—

Steatite Relief of

Archer.

§ 14.—Further Exploration of the "Kaselles" beneath the

Floors of the Magazines.

One of the most interesting problems left by the first year's excavation

was the purpose of the stone cists beneath the floors of the Magazines to
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which the native name of " Kaselles" (Kacre'\Xai9) has been here applied.

It has been already noted that in the Magazines 9-14, opened during the

present season, fresh lines of these were exposed. In some cases the upper

slabs had been already taken away, and in no instance were they so completely

masked by the pavement as in the Eighth Magazine, it being possible to

raise the top slab without first removing, as was there necessary,^ the whole

breadth of the pavement. In Magazines 11,12 and 13, indeed, the Kaselles

had been purposely placed in such a position that they could be opened

or made use of without displacing the pithoi. From the entire absence of

any sign of grain or other solid stores in the store-jars, the contents of which

were all carefully examined, it is almost certain that they contained liquid

stores. It is possible therefore that the upper receptacles of the cists in

front of them were used as small vats into which oil or wine may have

been poured from these clay butts. The liquid thus disposed of would

then have been much more accessible for transference into smaller vessels,

than when it lay within the high walls of the pithoi.

The entire absence of the upper lids of the Kaselles may in some cases

be explained by the presumption that they had been always left open for

this purpose or provided only with movable wooden lids,

Even in those cases, however, where the upper receptacle was found

uncovered, the removal of its bottom slab, which formed at the same time

the lid pf the lower cist, was a work of great difficulty. Indeed the

continued exploration of the " Kaselles " involved so much careful mason's

work and so much necessary removal of the structure around and above

that it was not found possible during the last season to open more than a

few typical examples.

Fresh Kaselles were opened in Magazines 4, 5 and 6. In the Fifth

Magazine the Kasella No. 5 from the west end of the chamber, the upper

receptacle of which was found open, was further investigated. The floor of

this upper receptacle was formed by a closely compacted and cemented

slab which could only be lifted after its side walls had been partially

removed. The lower cist was then found to be filled with earth and rubble

of the character of builders' sweepings, amongst which, however, was found

a largish piece of crumpled gold foil.

In Magazine 6, another cist, the fifth from the west end, and, like the

former, open above, was also further explored. It was of the same con-

^ B. S. Annual, 1900, p. 34.
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struction as the other, the floor of the upper receptacle being soh'dly fixed

and cemented into the surrounding masonry. On its removal the lower

cist was found full of earth and fragments of a pithos, but here too a piece

of gold foil came to light. In the lower cist of the first Kasella of the

Seventh Magazine a piece of gold foil was also found amidst the earth and

rubble.

These repeated discoveries of gold foil in the carefully closed lower

cists, is a phenomenon of great significance. The gold foil would hardly

have been found in such a position unless it had been the leavings of much

more important treasure in precious metals. In other words we have here

direct corroboration of the view already expressed in my la.st year's Report

that these almost inaccessible lower repositories, the concealment of

which must have been absolute when the upper cist was filled with oil or

other liquid stores, were devised for the reception of treasure. These in

fact are the safes of the Minoan Palace. But the bullion had been withdrawn

—perhaps in all cases the framework of the Kaselles re-cemented—at a

date anterior to the destruction of the building.

Of the considerable treasures in precious metals that originally existed

here we have, indeed, other direct evidence. On a series of frescoes

—

some to be described below—tributaries or attendants are seen carrying

vases, the yellow and blue colouring of which is significant of gold and

silver. Not to speak of those enumerating ingots, many of the clay

documents—for the most part inventories and accounts—relate to vessels

the forms of which clearly indicate that they were made of precious metals.

In addition to examples found last year a small deposit of tablets refer-

ring to metal vases was found during this season's work in a Magazine

opening on the east side of the Long Gallery.

The second Kasella from the west end of Magazine 4 afforded some

additional evidence of special interest in its chronological bearing. The

lower of the two cists, which were of the same construction as those already

described,^ was found to be filled with rubble masonry and plaster probably,

like that found in a lesser abundance in the preceding cists, the result of

the destructive work due to the former opening of the cist at the time

when what treasure it may have contained was for some reason withdrawn.

' The slab forming the bottomof the upper receptacle and the lid of the lower was placed at a

depth of 40 centimetres below the original upper lid. The narrow bases of the upright side slabs of

the upper cist overlapped the edge of the bottom slab which could not, therefore, he removed till

they had been taken out. This is the regular arrangement.
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Among these debris was a frai^ment of a block with the double-axe sic^n

cut on it, and the remains of three clay vessels of a late Kamares type

(Fig. 14). Two of these were plain pyriform vessels with oval mouth and

two handles, one of which, tinted of a purplish brown colour with faint

traces of white horizontal bands, it was possible to put together. Two
other fragments belonged to another round-necked jar with spirals and

flourishes in white on the same ground colour. These ceramic remains

Fu,. 14.— I'AiMEi) I'oiiKKY oi- Latk Kamakks Ci.ass fkom " Kasella."

conclusively show that at the time when this lower receptacle was finally

closed, the old Cretan type of painted pottery known from the cave where

it was first discovered on the southern steep of Mount Ida, as the Kamares

style—was still in vogue. The discovery of the fragmentary blo(fk with

the double-axe mark further shows what was already becoming evident

from a variety of indications—that the fine gypsum masonry with this and

other kindred signs which mark the earliest Palace structure belong at

least to the close of this Pre-Mycenaean Period.

The vases in this Kasella correspond in style with the painted jar co:v
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taining smaller vessels, found beneath the later floor level of the Third

Magazine, a fact which confirms the view already expressed in my first

Report,^ that the jar in question was placed there after the construction of

the Magazine and upon its original floor-level. A similar find was made

during the present season, under the later floor-level of the First Magazine,^

of a wide-mouthed Kamares jar, broken at the rim, containing smaller

vessels, among them some cups of exquisitely thin fabric.

An interesting feature of the upper receptacles of the Kaselles of the

Fourth Magazine, is that their inner walls, together with the bordering slabs

of the pavement and parts of the adjoining walls of the Magazine, are much
blackened, evidently from the burning of some specially inflammable sub-

stance that had been contained in these receptacles. It is reasonable to

suppose that this was oil.

§ 15.

—

The Long Gallery and the Magazines on its

Eastern Side.

Further investigations in the Long Gallery and the adjoining area

brought out several new data. Its tortuous Southern Entrance seems to

have been guarded by a triple group of massive structures in a line with

the western doors of the building. The access to its entrance passage is

through a double gangway separated by a solid block of masonry forming

an elongated oblong, and flanked by two other rectangular blocks which

seem to form the bases of lateral towers. The whole must originally have

formed an imposing Pylon.

The total length of the Long Gallery is about 60 metres or 200 feet.

In its later as its earlier course it narrows to about half its diameter.

The question arose whether the staircase at its north end and the elongated

chamber behind it, where the hoard of Pictographic tablets was discovered,

represented parts of the original scheme, or whether possibly the pavement

of the Gallery was continued under these, in which case they would

evidently be later constructions. A careful examination, however, proved

that the original pavement narrowed at this point, and that the edges of

the slabs corresponded to the outer boundaries of this structure. There is

no reason therefore to suppose that the chamber containing this exceptional

deposit of tablets and sealings was a later addition.

^ B. S. Annual, 1900, p. 21. * i"65 metres from its west end.
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An interesting indication that this Long Gallery was in the main at

least lit by artificial light, was supplied by some limestone objects of which

two examples were here found. These are in the form of stepped pyramids

with a socket bored in their summit, and the Cretan workmen at once

recognised in them " torch-holders." It appears that a similar method of

fixing torches is still known in the island, and the explanation seems to be

quite satisfactory.

The more recent investigations have done much to illustrate the

eastern connexions of the Long Gallery. At the south-east it gave access

through a low doorway, of which the carbonized posts and wooden lintel

were found almost perfectly preserved, to what must be regarded as a group

of slightly recessed store-rooms, consisting of bays divided by piers engraved

with a cruciform sign—answering to the cross patee of heraldry.

It has been already noted that the passage to which, from the pictorial

designs exhibited by them, the name of the " Gallerj' of the House-tablets
"

was provisionally given ^ affords direct access, by means of another passage

that opens on to it, to the Room of the Column Bases and through it to the

Central Court. The supposed isolation on this side does not exist.

At intervals along the Eastern Wall of the Long Gallery, be}'ond the

point where this passage debouches on it, were visible several stone jambs

or the remains of such, answering to those at the entrances of the Maga-

zines on the western side, and with similar signs cut on them. It was clear

that these had originally given access to rooms or Magazines on the eastern

side of the Gallery. It thus appeared that a doorway led directly from

the Long Gallery to a somewhat complicated group of small chambers

north of the Pillar Rooms. The access to these from the east Pillar Room
is indeed of a very narrow and doubtful kind. Immediately beyond this

to the north were the well preserved jambs of another doorway in the

East Wall of the Long Gallery leading to a- chamber left unexcavated in

1900, but which proved, in fact, to be a long Magazine, like those opposite,

divided into two compartments by a short projecting cross-wall or buttress

towards its eastern end.

This Magazine has already been referred to as having contained fresco

fragments fallen from the long Upper Hall above, including the painted

stucco relief of the man's fingers holding the gold jewel. It also contained

^ From the occurrence in the Ninth Magazine of tablets with pictorial representations o. similar

structures surmounted by ears of corn, it seems certain that they represent ijranaries.

E
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a small but interesting hoard of inscribed tablets. This deposit, though

somewhat scattered, centred round a small niche or " loculus " about half

a metre below the surface near the cast end of the chamber. From the

abundance of decayed gypsum associated with the tablets in this loculus

there seems to have been originally a kind of cist in the wall here. From

its comparatively high position the contents of this deposit had shown a

tendency to drift, and one or two pieces of tablets unquestionably belong-

ing to the same hoard had made their way over the wall or through the

entrance into the Long Gallery and even to the mouth of the Eighth

Magazine opposite. Several tablets of this deposit exhibited pictorial

representations of two-handled vases of forms characteristic of metal

technique—one of them with an elaborate curved handle. It has hence

been convenient to call this the " Magazine of the Vase Tablets."

With the deposit of inscriptions were also, as usual, found several clay

seal impressions. Three of these, evidently taken from a gold signet ring,

exhibited a female figure, presumably a Goddess, addressing a male votary.

There were also the whole or part of three seals which had been impressed

by a very fine lentoid intaglio of a dog with a collar round his neck,^ look-

ing back and upwards. Another, somewhat fragmentary, showing a lion

springing at the neck of a lioness, is of noble naturalistic work and very

finely engraved.

In this chamber was also found part of a bronze knife of a typical

Mycenaean form and another curious implement of bronze the outline of

which forms a vesica piscis. Beneath the later floor level which is here

2'50 metres below the surface were remains of a clay lamp, with a shallow

recipient made for two wicks, of the same pedestalled class as the stone

lamps found on this site. It belonged to the Kamares class of pottery with

red and white decoration on a dark ground. It appears, therefore, that this

type of lamp goes back at Knossos to the pre-Myccnaean period.

A little east of the north end of the Long Gallery, near the staircase,

was found a minute but very beautiful gold lion. It was formed of two

embossed gold plates, the mane being indicated with filigree work of micro-

scopic fineness. The limbs and body of the lion were modelled in the best

Mycenaean style, and the whole is a little masterpiece of the goldsmiths'

craft. It supplies an anticipation, in the same line and of unsurpassed

delicacy, of the finest Etruscan jewellery.

' Oihcr examples of this seal impression were found elsewhere on the site.
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Jij 16.

—

Mycenaean Painted Pottery of the " Palace Style."

It has been already noted that at various levels in the Eighth, Ninth,

and Tenth Magazines, as well as in the neighbouring deposit along the

outer edge of the West Wall of the building, were found numerous fragments

of Mycenaean vases in a peculiarly fine " Palace Style," which had been

derived from rooms formerly existing above these Magazines. It was

possible to put together a sufficient part of some of these vases to com-

plete the designs in several cases, and thus for the first time to obtain an idea

of the magnificent style of vase-painting prevalent at Knossos in the great

days of the Palace. Nothing among the hitherto published Mycenaean

ceramic types exactly corresponds with these, but Mr. J. H. Marshall, who

kindly undertook the reconstruction of the Knossian fragments, has been able

to identify a large vase from a recently discovered tomb of Mycenae, and

fragments of another from the Vaphio tomb (left undescribed by its

discoverer) as belonging to the same fabric, and with good reason regards

these and some other isolated specimens found on the mainland of Greece

as of Knossian importation.

The view that this in fact represents the indigenous " Palace Style " of

Knossos in its highest development is confirmed by the evident parallelism

which its motives present to the decorative wall paintings of the building.

The rosettes—sometimes combined with spirals—so characteristic of these

designs, and certain foliated bands, are in fact taken over from the archi-

tectural frescoes and reliefs of the Palace. On the vases as in the wall-

paintings occur, moreover, conventional flowers betraying reminiscences of

the Egyptian papyrus.

Besides these quasi-architectonic types, characteristic of the most

stately jars of the Palace chambers, there were found both here and else-

where on the site, notably in the Room of the Bull-Hunting Fresco on

the east slope, to be described below, numerous specimens of another more

purely naturalistic class of vase-painting which has also a strong claim to

be regarded as distinctively Cretan. Good specimens of this style were

also found by Mr. Hogarth in the neighbouring houses, but the result of

the present .season's excavations in the Palace has been greatly to add to

the material. Here again an indication of local production is afforded by

the interesting parallelism exhibited between many of these designs and

E 2
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the flowers and foliage seen on some of the wall-paintings. The reeds and

grasses, almost Japanese in their naturalistic fidelity, the crocuses and

iris-like flowers, the sprays of olive and myrtle, that decorate the vases,

reappear upon the Palace walls.

Some of these fragments show marine subjects, sea-weeds, rocks of

grotesque outline or Triton shells, in this case again presenting analogies

with other branches of Palace decoration. The Triton shells find their repro-

duction in the round in the shape of an alabaster vase and in a glyptic form

on seal impressions. The rocks are seen as reliefs on steatite vases and

gave the suggestion for the fantastic border of a curious red limestone

slab found in a chamber adjoining the Hall of the Colonnades on the

eastern slope.

§ 17.

—

The Double-Axe on the Palace Pottery.

Another design that appears upon a piece of one of the larger jars

suggests a dedicatory intention. It is a decorative rendering of a double-

a.xe, with a diagonal transverse band on each of its wings (Fig. 15, a). This

transverse band and the border with which it is accompanied is not seen

on the double-axes actually in use in Mycenaean times, of which so many
examples have been found both in Crete and on the mainland of Greece.

On the other hand it is a characteristic of some of the small votive double-

axes found in the Dictaean Cave,^ and of certain Cretan gems presenting

the ''/adrys" type of which an example was also found in the votive

deposit of the same cave sanctuary. There is therefore reason to believe

that the diagonal and other markings reproduced in a decorative form on

the double-axe of the vase had a special religious association.

The appearance of the double-axe of the Cretan and Carian God on

painted vases of the earlier Kamares class from this site has already been

noted. In my recently published monograph on " Mycenaean Tree and

Pillar Cult " I had adduced evidence in support of the view that the double-

axe can itself be regarded " as the visible impersonation of the divinity,"

' In 1S95 I oblained here a part of a votive axe of this type (restored in Fig. 15, i above), and

others were subsequently found by Mr. Hogarth (Fig. 15, 6). In 1896 I found a somewhat rude

steatite gem in the Dictaean Cave showing an axe with the same characteristic markings. I have

also come across two other examples of the same type, one, a cornelian from Kavusi (Fig. 15, d),

the other of the same material from Girapctra. In other cases the " labrys" without the diagonal

bands appears as the principal type on Cretan gems.
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and that apart from, and in addition to, this pillar form, the God may also

have been worshipped in the actual form of the " labrys."^ I ventured

Fic. 15.

a. Double-Axe on Vase Fragment ; ^. Bronze Votive Axe from Dictaean Cave; c. do. (Right Wing
restored) ; d. Double-Axe on Gem (enlarged).

therefore to suggest that the derivation of Labranda and of Labyrinthos

'^J.H.S. 1900, pp. 106-109. Ii^ t^ic separate publication (Macmillan and Co. 1901), pp. 8-10.
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as proposed by Max Mayer and Kretschmer^ might be taken in its most

literal sense as " the place of the labrysT Two discoveries made this season

in Eastern Crete have gone far to confirm the view that the doubie-axe as

well as the column could be directly worshipped as a " baetylic " imper-

sonation of the God. One is a gem impression discovered by Mr. Hogarth

at Zakro, in which a female figure is seen in the act of adoration before

a double-axe in an elevated position.^ The other is the painted side of a

Mycenaean sarcophagus discovered in Eastern Crete, in which a pillar with

a slab at top forms the support of a double-axe with the " horns of con-

secration " before it. An adjoining panel shows a griffin and furthe

examples of the horned cult object.^

§ 18.

—

Frieze and Fresco Fragments from Structure above

First North-West Angle of the West Wall.

in several of the basement spaces enclosed by what may be described

as the first north-western angle of the West Wall of the building were

found considerable remains of a kind of frieze or band of reliefs, of a

porphyry-like limestone, together with other architectural fragments of the

same material. A portion of the relief band, of which the pieces fitted

together, is given in Fig. 16.

It will be seen that it belongs to the same class as the inlaid alabaster

band from the vestibule of the Palace at Tiryns, and the friezes found

at Mycenae, as well as that depicted on the small Temple Fresco of

Knossos itself* The present arrangement, however, in which the central

* In the article already referred to (p. 22 note) on the " Double-Axe and the Lai)yrinth " {J.H.S.

.xxi. Ft. ii. p. 268, seqq. ), Mr. W. H. D. Rouse betrays an obvious want of familiarity with

some of the most elementary features of primitive religion, and seems incapable of imagining that

Greece like other countries passed through the aniconic stage of worship. The worship of the

double-axe altogether shocks his propriety "The Greeks," he writes, "would be as likely to

worship a pair of top boots.... Such exaggerated superstition was foreign to the Greek intellect"

—as if the Hellenic sources of the fifth century B.C. could afford an index to the Mycenaean and still

earlier Eteocretan worship of the fifteenth or the twentieth ! The conclusion of the eminent

philologists above cited that Labyrinthos is connected with Lahrys and Lahranda, now widely

accepted among scholars, is to Mr. Rouse a mere source of merriment. " On the same principle,"

he writes, " Fluellen undertook to prove that Alexander was a Welshman ; there is a river in

Monmouth and there is a river, look you, in Macedon also."

- See below.
•^ Sec below.

* J.H.S. 1900, p. 192 and Plate.
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band of the " triglyph " between the elongated half rosettes, is formed of

a succession of spirals, finds its nearest parallel in the small glass paste

relief, from the beehive tomb at Menidi. In the Temple Fresco we see a

relief of this kind placed below the opening of a pillared chamber. A
more detailed study of the architectural fragments found with the stone

frieze may eventually throw some light on its position here.

Amongst other fragments in the same material found in this angle of

the Palace Wall were parts of a huge bowl -shaped vase and the volute

shaft of a small column with a spiral band running up it, the centre of

which is formed by a chain of spirals like those of the " triglyphs " of the

frieze.

Fig. i6.—Parts of a Frieze of PoRrHYRY-LiKE Stone with Reliefs.

There can be no doubt that these varied architectural and sculptural

remains indicate the existence of an important structure at this angle of the

Western Wall, and it is possible that it was owing to the necessity of giving

additional support to this that the platform of large blocks, apparently

serving the purpose of a buttress, was here set against the corner of the

wall-foundations.

There is every reason for supposing that a series of painted stucco

fragments found on or near the edge of the Western Wall at this point

belonged to the same structure as the stone frieze and other architectural

remains. The principal subject of these wall paintings were zones of
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human figures which w hen perfect must have been about a fifth the natural

height. The figures, for the most part in a very fragmentary state,

were more carelessly executed than the Cup-bearer or those of the

miniature frescoes. The zones in which they were arranged were bordered

above by triple bands of black, red and white, and the figures themselves

were set on blue and yellow fields.

Incomplete as is the information to be derived from these fragments it

is interesting as supplying some quite new aspects of the costumes as worn

in Mycenaean Knossos. The bust of a girl (Fig. 17) characterised by a very

large eye and brilliant vermeil lips as well as by the usual curling black

hair displays a high-bodied dress of quite a novel character. It is looped

up at the shoulder into a bunch—blue with red and black stri|)es—from

which the fringed ends hang down behind, while a border of the same robe

adorned with what are apparently three smaller loops is carried across the

bosom. Within this border the white flesh colour is shown between narrow

blue and red bands, indicating that this part of the dress was diaphanous.

The men, distinguished by their conventional red tint, seem to have been

clad in short-sleeved tunics, blue and ycHow with black stripes, which

descend to their ankles. A part of a seated figure preserved has two wing-

like ends of the same material falling down behind the shoulders.

Two of the fragments show goblets held in men's hands. Both of

these are of the high-stemmed type presenting in outline some resemblance

to a champagne glass, but with a handle on either side of the rim. The

colouring of these, blue and orange respectively, implies, according to the

usual convention of the Knossian artists, that the materials of which they

were composed were gold and silver. Another fragmentary painting

represents the lower part of what seems to be a much larger vessel in which

these two precious metals are combined.

§ 19.

—

The North-West Angles of the Wall and the

Northern Palace Quarter.

Beyond the first north-west angle of the building, marked by the buttress

platform of large blocks, its outer wall takes a turn of a little over

6 metres to the east, and then north again for I3"40 metres to a second

north-west angle. From this corner^ again it runs east for 15 '20 metres

' Just east of this corner the foundations had been a good deal injured. They have been since

repaired.
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to a point in a line with the West Wall of the Long Gallery. Owing to

the comparative denudation of the surface on this side the limestone

plinth and large gypsum blocks that formed the base of the wall over-

looking the West Court are here wanting, and all that is preserved are the

smaller faced stones that characterise the foundation structure. This

foundation wall went down 1*30 metres along this section.^ A good idea

of this part of the North Wall is given by the general view on Plate II.

Beyond this there is a break in the regular line of masonry, and

there are clear indications that the outer wall here originally took another

turn to the north, forming a prolongation of the line of the West Wall

of the Long Gallery. Owing to the slope of the original surface this

northern turn of the wall probably took a step down, but its course can

at present only be traced by remains of later wall. These later remains

(see PI. II.) indicate that, after running north about 1050 metres from

this angle, it again turned east towards the lower part of the Northern

Entrance passage.

At the same time an interior wall of different construction, but forming

a continuation of the line taken by the first section of the outer

North Wall, runs parallel to this second section towards the centre of the

northern passage way, the doorways opening on the Northern Portico

being on this line. The first part of this cross wall, which starts from

opposite the north end of the Long Gallery, has for a length of 24* 15

metres fine limestone blocks superposed on two somewhat irregular courses

of gypsum blocks (see PI. II.). The wall is 2*20 metres in height and

seems to have formed the support of an upper terrace.

It will be seen that this Terrace Wall together with its continuation

along the Northern Portico forms the southern boundary of what must

have been a very distinct quarter of the building. This Northern Quarter

formed a rectangular area bounded to the west and north by the original

course of the outer wall and to the east by the walls and bastion that guard

the Northern Entrance way on this side.

The eastern part of this area is largely occupied by the Northern Portico

already partly explored last year and by the small paved piazza on which it

opens. This North Piazza was found to abut on its western side on what

seems to have been a large bath with accessory chambers.

^ A puzzling circumstance was the discovery at ihe base of this wall of a tough flooring of clay

and red potter's earth. It perhaps belonged to some outside cellar of later construction.
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On the borders of the Portico, in the corner near the bath-chamber and

the " Threshing-floor Area " to the south of it, were found further remains

of the tumultuary heap of deposit partly excavated last year containing

fragments of painted stucco. Among the more interesting pieces dis-

covered is part of the head of a cat-like animal with a yellow ground and

white brown-bordered spots. Lying near it was another fragment ex-

hibiting the body and the underside of the wing of a gaily plumaged bird

in the act of flying. It is probable that both cat and bird formed part of

the same fresco design based, like the well-known representation of the

dagger blade from Mycenae, on an Egyptian Nile piece showing cats

hunting water-fowls. The influence of this Nilotic cycle on the engraved

gems of Mycenaean Crete is also very noticeable. We not only find water-

fowl amidst papyrus clumps but in one case a cat pursuing them.

Among the naturalistic subjects of these fresco fragments were grasses

of red, blue and grey on a white ground and parts of olive leaf borders.

Spirals, rosettes, the wave and wavelet, and quatrefoil combinations, like

that of the Cupbearer's robe on a larger scale, were among the decorative

designs. One fragment seemed to represent double pipes and another a

part of a sphinx or griffin. Some of the pieces were in relief, including a

part of a man's leg near the thigh, life-size and showing the loin cloth.

But of all the moulded fragments the most beautiful were rounded bands

with a polished turquoise surface broken by fine white chevrons alternating

with dotted returning spirals.

Outside the north-west angle of the Palace and the western part of

this Northern Quarter are remains of a paved court with good rough lime-

stone flags. This is separated from the second section of the North

Wall by an interval of about 8 metres and itself forms a strip some

6 metres broad. As the remains of later structures were cleared away

between it and the Northern Wall it is possible, however, that the pavement

may originally have come up to it like that of the Western Court. This

northern paved area is bounded on the west by the long outside building

already described as containing fine pieces of early Kamares pottery. At

a little distance from this structure came to light a very large limestone

block which had evidently formed half the arch of a " Cyclopean " gate-

way. The extremely massive character of this block points to a very

primitive construction. It is possible that it may have originally formed

part of the northern gateway of the Palace, Remains of a causeway
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similar to those of the Western Court were traceable running from west to

east along this northern paved area. It is probable that a continuation

of this formerly led down to the Northern Entrance.

§ 20,

—

The Northern and South-Eastern Baths.

On the western side of the Piazza outside the Northern Portico, partly

obscured by later walls, were the gypsum jambs of a fine double entrance

leading to what must certainly be regarded as a large bath and its accessory

chambers. All this bath system belongs to the original structure of the

building, but this and, as we shall see, the adjoining chambers had been

destroyed by some catastrophe that took place at an early period in the

history of the Palace. The basin of the bath itself had been filled up and

was crossed by two later walls running from north to south, and two others

from east to west. The foundations of these partly rested on the upper

surface of the tank-walls. On the south side of the tank, however, where

its wall follows that of the Upper Terrace Wall, described in the preceding

section, there was distinct evidence that the later structure had only

followed at a considerable interval after the destruction of the bath. For

here, a metre from the top of the Terrace Wall, were still adhering parts of

the painted wall stucco and cement pavement of a later chamber separated

from the top of the tank by a metre of deposit which must have accumu-

lated after its destruction and complete filling up. Yet this later construc-

tion is itself of very early date. The wall-stucco, in fact, shows remains of

fine spiral decoration belonging to the good Mycenaean period.

The later walls above the top of the tank having been removed, it was

possible to recover almost the whole original construction. The gallery or

chamber to which the right-hand doorway, entering from the Piazza, had

once led, had completely disappeared. The other doorway on the other

hand opened directly on a passage which, passing by the door jambs of a

small room on the left, led down by a double flight of steps to the square

basin of the bath. A parapet descending step-wise, cased by gypsum slabs,^

followed the inner side of the stair-way and terminated below in a gypsum

pillar supporting a column-base. This gypsum pillar was 72 centimetres

' Several of the upper slabs of these were found in a disintegrated condition, and have been

replaced in order to preserve the rest of the parapet. The walling of the parapet within the slabs

was of clay and rubble.
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high and 57 square, and showed on its upper surface dowel holes corre-

sponding with others in the lower surface of the column bases. The

column base itself was formed of a cylindrical drum 37 centimetres in

diameter on a square block rising in a double step, and it had probably

supported a wooden column. The steps, only a few of which were

preserved, were 90 centimetres broad, and were separated from the inner

slabs of the parapet by a low plinth, 34 centimetres in width.

W!.--! W.ill of Limestone Masonry from which the (lypsum Steps
Casing; has mostly fallen away. Down.VVVVVVV V

I'ier and
Column-base.

Parapet of Stairs with
(iypsum Casing.

Door-jamb of
a.ijoinin^ Chamber.

Fig. 18.

—

Northern Bath looking North-West.

The inner basin of the bath was nearly square (2'56x 245 metres) and

2 metres deep. The walls were composed of closely fitting rectangular

limestone blocks faced with large gypsum slabs 2 metres high, and from

I to r30 metres broad. On the west wall the gypsum facing had become

disintegrated, thus exposing the fine ashlar masonry behind (see Fig. iS).

The floor of the basin was formed of finely compacted gypsum slabs.

Inside the basin were found fragments of painted plaster, with a dark

5 •
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bluish green ground and reddish stripes. The sombre tones of these

fresco pieces show that they belonged to the earliest style of fresco

painting represented in the Palace—nearer in date to the Kamares than

the developed Mycenaean Period. It had no doubt decorated some part

of the original superstructure of the bath.

It will be seen that this Northern Bath with its descending stairs,

parapet and column base, and the fine gypsum lining of its walls, presents

some obvious analogies to the smaller basin on the south side of the

Throne Room. There is, however, an essential difference. The arrange-

A. STONE STEPS- FIRST THREE RESTORED.
B. SQUARE BASE OF PILLAR (Six 53 cm.)

C. BASIN WITH WALLS LINED WITH GYPSUM SLABS.
I ^

to Mitrtt

Fig. 19.—Plan of Southern Bath.

ment of the Throne Room with its triple columns and the light-well

beyond represents the essential type of the Cretan Megaron as already

noted above. In the Hall of the Colonnades to be described below we

shall see on a much larger scale the same system of a parapeted staircase

descending to the light-well in front of the three supporting columns of

the Megaron, but the rain-water that fell into this instead of being col-

lected made its escape through a drain. In the case of the Throne Room
on the other hand the light-well has been used as an impluviiim and the

space under it is sunken so as to serve as a kind of shallow basin, perhaps

for some foot-washing function. The bath here in fact—if such we may

describe it—is subsidiary to the chamber. But the Northern Bath with
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its much larger basin belongs to a different category. In this case the

bath is evidently the principal object. The small adjoining room is

quite secondary.

This type of the stone basin with descending stairs, parapet and pillar

has now found other parallels. In the extreme south-eastern Palace

region there was this year discovered another small bath of the same

general plan, preceded by a small anteroom, or rather a double gallery, which

is partly also a passage way (Fig. ^9). The basin was here 2*20 metres

square, lined and paved as usual with gypsum slabs. It was approached

by a stepway provided with a separate door and flanked by a parapet

ending in a square pillar. As there were only four steps down from the

doorway the depth of the water in the basin must have been very shallow

and here too was probably used in the oriental fashion for washing the feet.

A small chamber of much the same construction with a doorway, four steps

flanked by a parapet ending in a column base, and a shallow square basin

has now been discovered by the Italian Mission in the Palace of Phaestos.^

A common peculiarity characterises all these basins. There is no

visible inlet or outlet for the water. In the case oi impluvia like that

beside the Throne Room the rain-water collected from the roof may in

certain seasons of the year have provided an adequate supply. But in the

hot summer climate of Crete with its long droughts, these basins could not

have been permanently filled in this way. It seems probable that the

water was in most cases introduced into them by means of slave labour,

and that when this became foul the bath was emptied by the same

agency.

§ 21.

—

Discovery of Alabaster Lid with Cartouche of Hvksos
King Khyan and Lapis-Lazuli Cylinder.

Bordering to the west on the later walls above the Northern Bath and

forming part of one system with them were other later structures of the

same rubble masonry. About 6 metres from the borders of the bath-basin

on this side a wall of this kind abuts at right angles on the Upper Terrace

foundations described above. This rubble wall, which runs north, shows on

its western face the lower part of a painted stucco dado with blue and

^ La-jori eseguiti a Festos dalla Missione Archeolo^ca Italiana. Rclazioue del Dott. Ltii^i

Perniet (Roma 1901), p. 16, No. 19 on the plan.
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yellow bands, while from beneath this, at a level of 60 centimetres below

the level of the top of the neighbouring Terrace Wall, jutted out parts of a

cement pavement. We have here then the remains of a Mycenaean floor-

level contemporary with that showing the painted stucco walling and clay

pavement above the south margin of the bath-basin.

The wall-foundations went down about 3a centimetres below this

JLeve/ of ^0/3 ^ /i/>/yer Terrace

ir

li/a//.

-T

Xehariraa/, //c/a/ a/alas-
\ ^aniK) artd /ra4'men^

Fig. 20.

—

Section showing Stratum containing Egyptian Lid with Mycenaean Wall
AND Floor Level above.

floor-level, and rested on a well-marked archaeological stratum (Fig. 20)

containing' a large proportion of charcoal and representing the burnt

remains of an earlier structure.

In this deposit immediately under the Mycenaean wall-foundations, at

a depth of 40 centimetres below the later floor-level, and at a distance of 3
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metres from the Terrace Wall, a remarkable discovery was made. This was

the lid of an Egyptian alabastron upon the upper face of which was finely

engraved a cartouche containing the name and divine titles of the

Hyksos King Khyan (Fig. 21).

The inscription, about which there is no difficulty, reads Ntr ufr

Fig. 21.

—

Lid ok Alabastron with Cartouche ok Hvksos King Khyan.

s. wsr-ii-R', s R\ Hy'it ^—" The good God Suserenra, son of the Sun

Khyan."

The appearance in this early Palace stratum at Knossos of a record of

King Khyan, is of exceptional interest from the fact that another monument

of his, a lion of black granite, now in the British Museum, was found as

far afield as Baghdad. In Egypt itself, with the exception of some scarabs

* I have followed Mr. F. LI. Griffith's transcription, Archaeological Report of the Egyptian

Exploration Fund, 1900-1901, p. 37. Mr. Griffith informs me that the form of the user sign seen

in this inscription is not found elsewhere " except occasionally in the cartouches of the clearly

Hyksos Apepi and of Rameses IL , who may have imitated it."

F
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and two cylinders, the only records of this King are the base of a statue at

Bubastis, and his cartouches on a black granite block at Gebelen.^ The Ka
name of Khyan anq adebii " embracing territories " * and his further title

" ruler of foreign peoples," as well as the Baghdad lion, point to extended

dominions. In this latter title, Hq-h's-wt,—also borne by another Hyksos

prince—a plausible derivation for the name "T/eo-w? itself has been

found.^

The name of Khyan like that of other Hyksos rulers appears to be

Semitic. The suggestion has been made that Khyan is to be identified with

the XVth Dynasty Hyksos King lai/ta? or \avva<i, whose name is taken from

Manetho by Josephus.* In that case his date would be about 1800 B.C.*

In any case this is the earliest monument of a King of Egypt yet found on

an Aegean site. It seems probable from the occurrence of this alabaster

lid in the " pre-Mycenaean " stratum of the Palace at Knossos that its

Minoan lord was in direct relations with the Hyksos King. In the

Egyptian monument found in the early stratum of the Central Court

during the preceding campaign, we may see further evidence of very early

Egyptian relations, if, as is the opinion of most Egyptologists, this must

be referred to the period of the Xlllth Dynasty.

The well-marked deposit in which this lid occurred, contained numerous

fragments of stone vases, which differed both in their form and decorative

reliefs from the stone vases of developed Mycenaean style found in some

of the chambers. The outer surface of these vases was covered with a very

realistic plait-work in relief—in fact a complete stone imitation of basketry.

One vase that it was possible to restore, presented a pear-shaped outline

with a small base and a fairly wide mouth surrounded by a ring in

' See Petrie, History of Egypt, i. p. Ii8 seqq. Professor Petrie on the ground of his scarab

style was inclined to place the date of Khyan as early as the Tenth Dynasty. But as is pointed out

by Mr. Griffith, loc. cit., the excavations of Mr. Mace and Mr. Garstang have now shown that this

group of scarabs must be placed between the Twelfth and Eighteenth Dynasties. Mr. Percy

Newberry who has been collecting further materials regarding the Hyksos scarabs informs me that

he has arrived at the same conclusion. A general consensus of Egyptologists now brings down the

reign of Khyan to the Hyksos period, and it must be said that the evidence of the Knossos find

confirms this conclusion.

' Petrie op. cit.
, p. 1 20.

^ W. Max Miiller, cited by Griffith, /o(. cit.

Mr. Griffith remarks, however, that none of the other scarab kings can be identified with

names in the Josephus list.

^ According to Petrie's chronological table. History of Egypt, I, 236, the approximate date 01

lanias would be 1837 to 1787 U.C.
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prominent round relief. The plait-work grows gradually smaller towards

the base of the vase. It is interesting to note that stone-vases with raised

plait-work ornaments are very characteristic of the earliest dynastic

period of Egypt, as illustrated by Mr. Petrie's most recent excavations in

the Royal Tombs of Abydos.

It has been pointed out above that, if Khyan and the Hyksos King,

lanias of Manetho and Josephus are the same persons, the date of the

alabastron must probably be referred to the latter part of the nineteenth,

or the beginning of the eighteenth century B.C. The minimum date to

which it is possible to refer it, can in any case hardly be lower than

1700 B.C. In the absence of strong evidence to the contrary we may
conclude that the alabastron bearing the name of a king, whose records are

so rare in Egypt itself but whose foreign relations are known to have been

so extensive, reached the Palace of Knossos during his lifetime. On the

other hand, the early phase of Mycenaean civilisation represented by the

chamber built above the earlier stratum in which the lid lay, shows many

points of contact with the Egypt of Thothmes III. Yet this later structure,

which may thus be taken to go back to the fifteenth or sixteenth century

B.C., was separated by over a foot of deposit from the more ancient Palace

layer. From this evidence alone we may conclude that the partial catas-

trophe of which we have here the traces, in all probability took place at an

earlier date than the minimum time-limit above indicated. These arguments

equally apply to the original upper rooms of the adjoining bath chamber,

which must have been destroyed and the basin itself choked with their

debris at the same time. The characteristic structure of that chamber,

with its fine gypsum slabs, belongs therefore to a period anterior to the

approximate date of 1700 B.C. This result has a very important bearing

on the date of the early part of the Palace fabric as a whole, which

corresponds with that of the bath-chamber.

These chronological conclusions may find support from a further

discovery made in the space intervening between the deposit containing the

lid and the back of the bath. Here were the remains of a solidly-cemented

rectangular receptacle, apparently a cistern. It was of rubble structure,

belonging to the same Mycenaean date as the later walls on either side of

it, and a wall abutting on its south face showed the usual wall-stucco still

clinging to it.

At the base of the western side of this cistern, about two and a half

F 2
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metres from the spot where the engraved Hd was found, and embedded in

the rubble material, was a cylinder of lapis lazuli, mounted at each end

with gold caps bearing filigree decorations. The cylinder had evidently

got into its position at the base of the Mycenaean wall from an earlier

deposit, perhaps not far removed in date from that containing the relic of

Khyan.

The cylinder itself seems to represent the prototype of a characteristic

Hittite series. It is divided into two zones, a larger below with mytho-

logical scenes and a smaller band above showing winged monsters, one of

them a sphinx, and disks with or without inner radiation. The lower zone

shows a beardless male figure in a long flounced robe between two groups,

one of the man-bull Hea-bani and a lion crossed, the other of a lion and a

bull also crossed, while the circuit is completed by Hea-bani grappling

with another lion. The style of the mythological design on the lower

zone fits on to the late Babylonian series and shows no trace of dis-

tinctively " Hittite " or Syro-Cappadocian elements. On the other hand

the upper band with its winged monstrous forms is clearly transitional.

s^ 22.

—

The Northern Entrance Wav and the Adjoining Region

TO THE East of it.

The continued excavation of the Northern Entrance way has led to

further developments which upset several of the conclusions suggested by

last year's preliminary work on this part of the site. Two pieces of badly

constructed wall projecting from the bastion on the west did not, as was first

supposed, rest on the road level but were much later structures, built when

the original passage had been covered by a thick deposit of earth. This

later work having been removed the passage way was found to descend to a

much lower level. The bastion itself reached down to a depth of 3*50

metres from the summit of the wall, with seven courses of good masonry.

Seven courses were also uncovered of the opposite east wall which went

down to the same depth. In the course of this excavation numerous

fragments of Mycenaean pottery were found and some pieces of painted

stucco relief including a spiral rosette forming part of the same

decoration as that found last year, as well as another part of a bull's leg

showing black spots on a white ground.

It had been supposed last year that the entrance way extended the
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full width,—about 5 metres^—between the western and eastern walls, and

from the step-like arrangement of some blocks in the centre, it further

looked as if the whole had been a step-way. Both these conclusions are

now shown to be erroneous. The actual entrance way proved to be a

passage along the western wall only 2' 10 metres in breadth. This was

bounded on the other side by a lower wall rising in steps, the well-cut

western face of which, together with the plinth at its base, symmetrically

corresponds with the west wall opposite. This graduated wall, which on

Cross Wall of

East Wall of Entrance Avenue. Second Terrace.

V V V V V

Mouth 01

Blind Inlet.

Roof-slabs ot

Small Drain.

t t
Later Structure.

t t t
Stepped

Terrace Wall.
Entrance
Pa-isage.

Fig. 22.—Section of North Entrance Way showing East Wall and Stepped Wall
OK Terraces.

its east face had been left rough, proved to be the supporting wall of a

series of small terraces which also rose in steps marked by cross-walls

—

these terraces filling the space between the entrance way and the high

eastern wall to which it was originally thought to have extended. That

^ Mr. Mackenzie gives the exact measurement as 4 95 meties.
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the terraces were open above, is made probable by the discovery, at the

foot of the lowermost, of a stone drain running into the larger cloaca

which follows the course of the entrance way itself. For what did these

terraces serve ? It would be quite in keeping with Minoan taste as

illustrated by the frescoes on the palace walls, to suppose that these earth

platforms rising step-wise beside the entrance way served as small garden-

plots, planted perhaps with palms and flowering shrubs.

On the west side of this entrance way are two elongated bastions,

separated by a small gap which, as suggested in the preceding Report,

might have been used by a sentry. The northern face of the upper of

these two bastions—which is rendered visible by the gap—is seen to be

provided with a plinth and to have been originally an exterior wall. It

further appears that it is in line with the south wall and doorways of the

North Portico—and thus with a line of wall—partly inner terrace, partly

exterior—extending to the north-west angle of the building (see Fig. 23).

A break corresponding with this is seen moreover, in the terrace wall on the

other side of the entrance way. It therefore appears that the bastion to the

north of this break and the lower continuation of the terrace walls on

the other side are somewhat later additions, though still belonging to the

finest part of the building. The second, or northern bastion, one of the

best pieces of construction uncovered on the site, was built against and

partly over a rougher wall running from south to north, which seems to have

been the original supporting wall of the Northern Piazza on this side.

Beyond the Northern Bastion the architectural evidence becomes very

complicated. (See Plan : Fig. 23.) An opening here appears in the west

wall line of the Entrance Way opposite the blind inlet on the eastern

side, and perhaps like it intended to serve as a place for guards to sally

out from upon hostile intruders. Its mouth had been blocked by a later

wall. On the northern side of this opening a door jamb is visible, and on

the opposite side of the Entrance Way is another answering to it,

somewhat out of place.

Beyond this opening a further section of the west wall, of good con-

struction, extends 5 metres to another smaller break, perhaps originally

giving access by means of stairs to the Northern Piazza. At this point

the Northern Entrance Way was found to be entirely barred by a cross-

wall. Since however this is not so well built as the western side wall on

which it abuts, and since the further course of the Entrance Way and of
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the drain beneath it continues uninterrupted beyond this point, it is obvious

that this cross-wall represents a later block. About 5 metres north of this

a flat slab, the object of which is uncertain, lies across the entrance passage

from wall to wall. The western wall continues beyond this point and is

composed of good limestone blocks resting on a plinth. The great stone

drain or cloaca, which here follows the eastern border of the Entrance

Way, loses itself at a point 36 metres (120 feet) distant from its upper

opening.

The eastern wall of the lower part of the entrance passage from the blind

inlet onwards is also preserved, but is not of such good construction as that

on the west side. East of it again are two elongated chambers that have

the appearance of Magazines. From their proximity to the Northern

Entrance it is possible that these should be regarded as stables for the

horses and chariots which occupy such a prominent place in the Palace

archives.

Eastwards again a line of wall which forms the back-wall of these

elongated chambers is continued to another projecting bastion with a

narrow door opening. This doorway leads into what appears to have been

a short gallery, the west wall of which is constructed of good limestone

blocks. It seems to have led to two flights of steps, one directly facing, of

which traces only are preserved, ascending south, the other, of which four

steps remain,^ approached by a turn to the east. The structure here has

'been a good deal dismantled, but it looks as if we had to do with a postern

gate giving access to the north-east quarter of the Palace from the north.

From this point the Northern Wall becomes no longer traceable, and

the investigations so far made on this side lead to the conclusion that the

north-eastern angle of the building has been completely denuded. North

of this point, however, there came to light a Magazine with remains of

large pithoi and part of a large structure which may eventually be found

. to stand in direct connexion with the Palace.^

§ 33.

—

The North-East Magazines.

About 9 metres south of the easternmost section of the North Wall, and

within the angle which it makes with the east wall of the Entrance

' These steps are i'50 metres wide, '15 high and -50 deep.

- The star and branch signs are visible on its blocks.
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Passage, quantities of plain clay vases of various forms began to appear,

only a few centimetres from the surface of the ground. It was found that

these vases were methodically arranged within the rubble walls of .a group

of Magazines forming a square separate enclosure with a single entrance.

These Magazines were grouped in uneven divisions on either side of a

narrow gangway 90 centimetres in width—an arrangement which recalls

on a much smaller scale that of the Magazines of the Palace at Phaestos,

except that there the chambers on either side of the central gangway were

of equal dimensions. A similar arrangement may be traced back on

Egyptian soil to the earliest Dynastic Period.

Like the Magazines themselves, the vases here were of much smaller

dimensions than the great pithoi of the Magazines of the western Palace

border. Except for a limited class with brown streaks running down from

their rim, the walls of these vessels were plain and unpainted. They were

arranged along the walls in regular rows and piles, those with broad rims

socketed into one another and the cups in roidcmix. A general idea of

their prevailing types and distribution may be gathered from the accom-

panying sketch-plan (Fig. 24).

Except where these vessels had been cracked or crushed by the weight

of the superincumbent earth, they stood piled in their places absolutely

intact, as when left by their Mycenaean overseer. It is obvious from this,

and from the fact that the whole lay immediately under the surface of the

ground, that no excavation had ever taken place in these chambers. That

there was so little earth left to remove was due to the natural process of

denudation, which has gone on for the last 3500 years or so at this part of

the north-east slope.

It will be seen that in their plain fabric, as well as in some of their

typical forms, these vessels correspond with those found in the chamber

near the south-west corner of the Palace, upon one of which was found the

graffito inscription in linear characters. Here as there too the survival of

the older Kamares types is perceptible, but in a somewhat degenerate

form and bereft of the beautiful painted decoration which characterises the

vases of the Kaselles.

In the case of the chamber on the south-west corner an indication of

the Mycenaean date of this rustic ware was given by the inscription in

advanced linear characters, identical with those associated elsewhere with

Mycenaean gem impressions found in the Palace. In the present instance
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the same indication is supplied by the contents of the small inner chamber,
5 in the sketch plan, opening from the back of Magazine No. 4.

In this inner chamber was found, 70 centimetres beneath the surface, a

Fig. 24.—The North-East Magazines and Contents.

very beautiful tripod-stand of dark steatite, the legs of which 1 were designed
in the form of palmettes or half rosettes of the Mycenaean type. Below
this were remains of charred wood coated with gold foil.

^ Two of the legs were damaged.
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It is obvious that the tripod-stand was designed as a support for some

vase of stone or metal of a very different class from the rustic pots in the

adjoining Magazines. The one deposit speaks of wealth and luxury, the

other connects itself with the needs of a quite lowly condition. We know,

besides, what magnificent painted ware was at this time in use among the

Knossian lords. It looks as if these stores of rustic vessels, representing

the survival of the indigenous potters' style, were kept to supply the wants

of a numerous colony of handicraftsmen, and perhaps of slaves, living

within the Palace walls. Whatever new elements may have intruded

themselves among the dominant caste, these humbler denizens, as the

traditional types of their pottery show, belonged to the old Eteocretan

stock.

East of these Magazines, and between them and the Eastern Terrace

Wall, to be described below, was a great heap of sherds and small pots, for

the most part of plain earthenware, probably belonging to the same, more

or less servile class. From the abundance of small clay cups of the usual type

found in Cretan deposits of advanced Mycenaean character, it is probable

that this waste heap belonged, in part at least, to a somewhat later period

than the contents of the Magazines. Near it was found the small steatite

relief exhibiting an archer.

§ 24.—The North-East Hall and Connected Room System.

South of the small Magazines described in the preceding section, for

over sixty metres, stretches a continuous line of galleries and chambers,

the western limits of which mark the original line of the Central Court on

this side.

Immediately bordering on the Magazines is a group of rooms forming

parts of a single connected system. The eastern member of this group is a

rectangular hall, of the east and south walls of which only indications remain.

The original interior dimensions of this north-east hall were about 9 by

6*50 metres, and at a distance of no metres from its north wall are two

column bases 70 centimetres in diameter.^ Near these, at the north end

of the hall, opens one of the usual double doorways,* with gypsum jambs,
^ The column bases are i "40 metres apart.

* The south door jamb and a central one with a double reveal had been preserved. The
northern door jamb, however, and the small adjoining return of the wall, had disappeared. The
width of the south doorway was 82 centimetres.
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leading to a smaller inner chamber of oblong shape. The pavement of the

North-East Hall is of gypsum cement, and near the floor level were found

one or two Mycenaean vases. One of these is a somewhat low " Stirrup
"

vase with a design of a fish, and of much better fabric than those described

above exhibiting octopus designs. Another vessel is a cup which presents

the early characteristic of having decorative bands of white as well as

brown.

The small room to which the double doorway gave access had been

somewhat obstructed by a later cross-wall running east and west, the base

of which was 30 centimetres above the floor-level. In its original form

however, the room had been of an elegant character, the lower part

of the walls being covered with a dado of fine gypsum slabs about 95 cen-

timetres in height, and the floor paved with the same material. This

" Room of the Gypsum Dado" was 5-08 metres by 2'65 in dimensions.

Near its north wall were found the remains of two steatite lamps of the

ordinary kind with high columnar stands. An opening at the north end

of the west wall of this room gave access, in front and to the left

respectively, to two small Magazines or store-rooms. That to the left

contained the remains of a small pithos, some two-handled jars of rustic

fabric, resembling types found in the neighbouring North-East Magazines

a small plaster seat and a tripod stand of the same material. The elon-

gated store-room in front contained other rough pots representing the

same Kamares tradition as those of the small Magazines together with a

vase belonging to an early Mycenaean class.

This arrangement of a room with small magazines opening from it is

one that has been already met with in the western quarter of the Palace

in the case of the Rooms of the Chariot Tablets, of the Column Bases and

the Throne Room itself. Additional examples of the same arrangement

will be seen in the " School Room " and other chambers of the eastern

slope to be described below.

The North-East Hall apparently had its entrance on its eastern side,

where it seems to have been flanked by a corridor running north and south.

Near the south end of this, and at the south-east extremity of the hall, are

visible four low steps ascending west, and indications of a passage lead-

ing hence round the outer walls of the group of rooms described above

to the Central Court. Some five metres above the four steps preserved are

traces of others turning north between passage walls of good limestone
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construction. About the same distance further on the same passage takes

another turn west, past a massive bastion, and thence by another angle

seems to have found its way to a point near the upper opening of the

Northern Entrance Way.

§ 25.

—

The Royal Gaming Board.

Nearly opposite the lower opening of the North- East Stairs described

above, against the east wall of the Corridor on which it abuts, and of

which only remains of the lower courses exist, was made a very interesting

discovery. Here, at a depth of 70 centimetres below the surface, some

fragments of crystal and ivory were thrown up by the workmen from the

earthy deposit. On careful examination these were found to belong to the

end of a kind of inlaid board, the component parts of which were still

largely in position.

The board lay somewhat unevenly near the paved surface of the

Corridor, separated from it by a shallow earthen layer, into which,

however, some fragmentary slabs had intruded. To raise these highly

friable remains, embedded in the crumbly earth, from this irregular

backing without breaking up the framework was a matter of extraordinary

difficulty, there being no room in this case for the ordinary under-plastering

that had been so effective in getting out the Cup-bearer fresco. As a pre-

liminary measure it was found necessary first to surround the outer margin

with a wooden framing, filling up the interstices with plaster. This having

been successfully executed, and tKe edges of the board thus secured,

wooden strips with plaster over them were gradually introduced below, as

the irregularities of the broken slabs permitted. This part of the process

was extremely difficult, and it was only after three days' work, and mainly

owing to the skill and patience of my \.x^\^^^^ formatorc, Kyrios Papadakis,

that the whole was finally raised with the inlaid designs in the position in

which they had been uncovered.

The framework had already suffered especially round the borders and

at what may be called the upper end of the board, where the pick had

originally disturbed it. Enough, however, remains of the original design

to supply a correct idea of the whole arrangement of its essential parts.

In Fig. 25 ^ the existing parts in position are given in a darker tone,

* From a coloured drawing carefully executed by Mr. Fyfe, who has completed the disim.

grated and missing parts of the design in accordance with my suggestions.

6 -k
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but it must also be borne in mind that a great deal of the rest was found,

though in a more or less disintegrated state. The outer zone, with the

marguerites, had been entirely broken off; their fragmentary remains,

however, were abundant, and as reconstituted above, form a natural frame

to the design. The remaining parts of the nautiluses were also found

detached, but their dimensions so exactly correspond with the vacant

rectangular spaces on either side of the square containing the uppermost

medallion, that their position may be taken as ascertained. The restoration

of the interior of the smaller circles of the lower half of the board rests on

more conjectural grounds. The board as completed is 0*965 metre in

length and 0*553 wide, and it is to be noted that several of the component

parts are exact multiples of the whole. Thus the diameter of the larger

medallions answers to J of the length, that of the smaller medallions to

^, that of the marguerites to ^^.

The framework of the board consists of pieces of ivory set and

originally entirely covered with thin gold plate. A good deal of this gold

foil is visible in the interstices and here and there are ragged pieces partly

overlapping the face of the ivory plaques. It is possible that the gold had

been worn away by use or it may be that at the time of the destruction of

the Palace the superficial metal had been hastily and imperfectly scraped

from the board. This chryselephantine framework contains a further

mosaic of strips and disks of rock crystal, the crystal in turn being

alternately backed with silver plaques and a blue paste formed of

pounded lapis-lazuli-like glass, the Homeric kj/anos, and both this and

the silver plaques are underlaid with gypsum plaster. It is probable that

for the support of the ivory framework there was also a wooden panel

below, but the traces of this had entirely disappeared. Some pieces of

ivory reliefs, including smaller nautiluses for which there is no place on the

board itself, point to the probability of there having been ornamental

sides below; the analogy moreover of Egyptian draught-boards and of

the Mycenaean specimen found at Enkomi in Cyprus suggests that the

board itself may have also served as the top of a box that once contained

the pieces of the game.

The daisies or marguerites of the outer border had central bosses con-

sisting of convex disks of rock crystal, set probably on a blue paste back-

ground. Within this border round the central and lower part of the board

was a second band of plaster coated with blue paste or kyanos^ some
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sections of which were preserved in position. There can be Httle

doubt that these had been covered with crystal plaques that had been

removed.

Beginning now at the top of the board, the angles of the beautiful

nautilus reliefs were set round with crystal plaques, one of which was

found with traces of its original kyaiios backing. Like the marguerites

the nautiluses had also been adorned with a central boss of crystal. There

next follows a very beautiful group of four large medallions inserted among

crystal bars backed with silver plates. The curving cloisons of these

medallions are formed of ribbed ivory to the surface of which the original

coating of thin gold plate was still partly adhering. The sockets thus

formed are set with petal-shaped plaques of* crystal, the outer row

entirely lined with silver plates, the inner with blue eyes of kyanos

inserted in the silver. The inner circle of these medallions encloses a

design—borrowed from contemporary Egypt—composed of vesicae piscis

of ivory surrounding a central plate of silver-lined crystal with incurved

sides. Then follow eleven alternating bars of ribbed crystal and ivory.

The crystal bars, which are flat, are backed with silver, the ivory are bossed

and are set and partly covered with thin gold plate which originally

adorned their whole surface. Eight shorter bars of crystal but with a

kyanos lining fill the spaces on either side of the topmost section of the

lower division of the board.

The principal feature of this lower division of the board is a two-winged

compartment, the flat ivory plaques of which enclose ten circular openings.

The medallions originally held by these had been broken out, though here

and there traces of their original plaster backing were visible. In the

centre of one, however, the uppermost on the left wing, were remains of

silver oxide, which suggested the former existence of a plate with incurved

sides like those forming the centre of the upper medallions. It is possible

that the vesicae piscis round this were of kyanos. The central parts of these

medallions, the design of which, except for the blue compartments, would

thus have resembled those above, seem to have been covered with crystal

disks, though a fragment only of one of these is preserved. It looks as if

the disappearance of these medallions was due to the desire of some

plunderer at the time of the great catastrophe of the Palace to secure

these crystal disks. The ivory plaques enclosing the^ lower medallions

are bordered above and below by bossed and ribbed crystal bars overlaid
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on kyanos. The remaining space of the lower division of the board is

filled with alternating flat bars of ivory, once gold-plated, and of crystal

backed with the same blue vitreous paste.

The medallions of the lower division of the board give a key to its

purpose, and clearly indicate that we have here the table of some kind of

game. A certain analogy is suggested by Egyptian draught-boards and

by the variant type of the same presented by the Mycenaean board of

beautifully carved ivory found in a tomb at Enkomi or Old Salamis.^ In

the " Lapidary's Workshop " and elsewhere on the site several objects of

steatite, bone, and other materials were found, which seem to represent

pieces of games, but unfortunately none occurred in juxtaposition with the

board itself Considering the comparative fewness of the circles on which

to move the pieces it seems possible that dice also formed a feature of the

game, but further discussion of its character must be reserved for a future

occasion.

In its original condition, with its ivory bands and reliefs still plated with

gold, and its crystal plaques and bosses intensifying the glint and glow of

the silver foil and cerulean paste beneath them, this gaming board must

have been of truly royal magnificence. The intarsia work, moreover, here

found in position and applied to the scheme of a game throws a new

light on more fragmentary remains of the same kind found in the Palace

of Knossos itself and in the royal tombs of Mycenae. Crystal plaques of

similar forms to those of the table were found on the Throne Room floor

associated with roundels of enamelled terracotta, the design of which

recalls the central pattern of the medallions of the gaming table.- In my
former Report^ the close resemblance of these to objects in similar

materials found, in the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycenae was already

noticed. There can be little doubt, in the presence of this new evidence,

that these belonged to boards of the same kind, and that a gaming table

was such an indispensable possession of Mycenaean kings that it followed

them to another world. This close resemblance between these Knossian

relics and those from the Fourth Akropolis tombs at Mycenae is also,

' A. S. Murray, Excavations in Cyprus, p. 12, Fig. 19, and d. J.H.S. xvi. (1896) p. 288,

seqq. where Professor Ridgeway ingeniously compares the (ireek game oi Polis.

* There were too many of these roundels for them to have been all for the board on which

the game was played, but a certain number may in this case have formed part of the ornament of

the sides of the box below.

' See the supplementary note on the fly leaf at the beginning of the Report for 1900.

G
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as already noted,^ an interesting indication that the destruction of the

Palace was approximately contemporary with this interment.

§ 26.

—

The Room of the Olive Press.

The Corridor of the Gaming Table leads to a spacious room about 9

metres in length by 7 broad, the cement floor of which on its western

side was about i 40 below the surface. This room contained what appeared

to be two press-beds of unequal sizes with runnels leading from them.

The smaller of these was drained by a tile channel, the larger by an

elongated grooved slab of limestone. The larger press-bed itself was a square

limestone slab (rio x r20 metres) with a square shallow basin opening on

the runnel, the groove of which was 43 centimetres wide and 10 deep. This

stone channel leads through a door opening into the small area to the north

of the chamber where, at a distance of 470 metres from the press-bed, it

debouches on the remains of an elongated vat, originally lined with terra-

cotta.

To one having a personal acquaintance with the remains of the great

Roman oil fabrics of the Tripolitan district of North Africa,- of which stone

press-beds and runnels accompanied by vats are a constantly recurring

feature, there seemed to be little doubt that we had here to do with a

Mycenaean press of the same kind. It is true that in the case of the

African presses and others observed by Messrs. Paton and Myres^ in

Caria and the Greek islands, the stone bed itself is simply grooved while

here the whole central part is slightly sunk. But the difference has little

practical importance, since a small detached slab with a free space left

round it, answering to the groove in the other type as an outlet for the

juice would equally serve the purpose in view. This simpler type as

represented by the Knossian example is in fact also known elsewhere.

An ovoid example was found by Mr. J. L. Myres and myself at

Astn'tza ^ a Cretan hill site a few hours to the south-east of Knossos,

> Loc. cit.

- I visited these in 1895 in company with Mr. J. L. Myres who, for the first time, explained

the true meaning; of the so-called " Megalithic Monuments" of Tripoli in Proc. Soc. Ant. 1898,

p. 280 set]i]. For the North .\frican oil-presses of. too Tissot, Afriqtte Komaitie, i. p. 294.

The presses may well represent a still earlier Libyan tradition.

3 On some Kariau and Hellenic OilPresscs, J.H.S. xviii. (189S), p. 209, se,^,/.

* /.U.S. loc. cit. p. 214, Fig. 6.
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and a round Greek press-bed of the same type, with a sixth century

inscription, was found by Mr. Cecil Smith at Klimatovouni in Melos.^

In order to supply a fulcrum for the end of the wooden beam by

means of which the bags of olives set above the stone bed were pressed,

it was necessary to obtain a powerful support, and this may have been

supplied by insertion into the west wall of the Chamber.-

Although grapes are pressed by an analogous method in large crates

or baskets in parts of Greece the great volume of juice would have required

a larger bed than those before us. It seems more reasonable therefore to

see in these the remains of olive presses. It is evident from the numerous

lamps found in the building as well as in the houses outside, that oil formed

an important commodity in Mycenaean Knossos. The signs of conflagration

about the upper vats in the Fourth Magazine, have been already noted

as indicating a considerable storage of oil, which probably formed the

contents of a large number of the pithoi discovered. The discovery

recorded by Tsountas of a jar full of olive stones at Tir\ns, and more

isolated finds of the same at Mycenae itself had already made it certain

that the culture of the olive was known on the mainland of Mycenaean

Greece. ^ That it was known at the same or even an earlier period in

Crete is now made certain by a similar discovery of a store of olive

stones in the Palace of Phaestos by the Italian explorers. At Knossos

we find olive sprays appearing as a motive of decoration both for frescoes

and vase paintings, and apparently also on the pictographic tablets in

a commercial relation. Hehn's idea that the oil of Homeric Greece

was exclusively an importation from the East has now no longer any prob-

ability in its favour.*

^ Loc. lit. p. 215, Fig. 7.

- Compare the arrangement of a press near Latmos.

—

J.H.S. xviii. p. 212.

=* Tsountas, 'E(^. 'Apx- 1891, p. 15.

* It would even appear that already in Mycenaean times the olive was cultivated in'Sicily. In

the Necropolis of Cozzo Pantano near Syracuse, the tombs of which contain so many imported

Mycenaean objects, in addition to shallow high pedestalled vessels which seem to be a simple

adaptation of the Mycenaean and Minoan lamps as seen at Knossos, was found a clay vessel of

native fabric, the decoration of which was supplied by the impress of actual olive leaves. (Orsi,

" Necropoli Sicula presso Siracusa," Mon. Antichi, ii. 1893, p. 21, and Tav. 11, i. la.)

G 2
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§ 27.

—

The Corridor of the Bays and its Vase Deposits.

West of the recess in which the oil-vat is situated opens a small area

which, as the remains of wall-foundations show, has not been preserved

in its original condition. One of perhaps a pair of doorways is still

in place opening from the end of the Corridor of the Gaming Board on this

side. Opposite this, immediately under the east border of the Central

Court, is a small chamber with fine gypsum paving and two side walls

of massive limestone blocks. These walls form part of a series of

buttress-like projections running along this line, and their massive

construction was no doubt expressly designed to support the, in part,

artificial terrace of the Central Court on this side. Both this and a

small chamber adjoining it on the north, showed the remains of a back

wall, the original line of which could only be made out by the limit of the

pavement in that direction. On the other hand these rooms, like the

bays that succeed them on the same terrace flank to the south, were

filled with a confused mass of tumbled blocks largely due to the

falling in of their back walls. This phenomenon explains the need of

the buttress-like structures along the line.

To the south of the above-mentioned small chamber and the adjoining

bay on that side, are two doorways, one leading to an elongated well-paved

room, the other to a somewhat narrow corridor— r42 metres in width

—

leading south beneath the terrace of the Central Court. Four buttress-like

piers such as those described, jut out on the western side of the gangway

leaving three square recesses.^ From these it has been found convenient

to call this passage " the Corridor of the Bays."

The buttress piers vary in thickness from r42 to r54 metres, and jut

out 270 metres ; the southernmost, however, has been made 35 centimetres

too short, and the deficiency in the masonry was made up by means of

woodwork and plaster. There is, as will be seen, a great probability that

these massive blocks of masonry not only served to prop ap the terrace

wall, but also originally acted as the supports of the pillars of a great

Megaron above. •

The corridor descends by two steps at the third pier, and a third at

the fourth, where it opens on the end of the upper Corridor running

' These were roughly square but varied a little in dimensions. The first bay north was

270 by 2'8o metres, the second 270 by 2-85 while the width of the third was only 2'40.
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from east to west, and at the same time on the middle landing of the main

staircase to be described below.

The bays themselves had been partly used as storerooms, and on

the floor of the first was found a large heap of plain pottery. Another

deposit of similar vessels was also found in a kind oi locuhis or niche, in

the wall opposite the third bay. This pottery was all of a " rustic " class,

unpainted, and exhibited some local Cretan forms of a remarkable

character. Among these were double pots set at the two ends of a flat

base, their upper rims being connected again above. They are provided

with perforalg£^m|i^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^|^^^|^^j|teforerunners

Fig. 26.

—

Twin Vase and other Vessels : Gallery of the Bays.

of a Mycenaean type peculiar to Crete. In another direction they present

a still more striking parallelism with the twin cups set at the two ends of a

similar clay base, but without the upper connexion, found in prehistoric

Egyptian tombs.^ The Libyan relations of .Crete give a special interest

to the parallel.

There were also single pots of the same form and similar perforated

lids with double walls leaving a small circular interspace between the outer

circumference of the vessel and a low inner receptacle which sometimes rises

less than half-way towards the level of the outer rim of the pot (see Fig. 27).

In some cases the upper part of the inner receptacle showed a row of per-

forations and there was also a boring at its base which went right through

^ As for instance those of El Mahasna.
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both walls of the pot. These perforations, repeated in the lid, make it

probable that some material was burnt inside one or other of the cavities of

Fig. 27.

—

Double-Waixed Pot and other Vessels : Gallery of the Bays.

the pot, though whether the vessel was used for incense or, with charcoal,

for some culinary purpose is not so clear.

Fig. 28.—Knobbed Vases : Gallery of the Bays.

Another interesting class of vessels found in these repositories were

vases of somewhat elegant modelling, though still with a plain clay surface,
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the distinctive feature of which was their adornment with small knobs

(Fig. 28). They had pointed lips, sometimes raised in the early fashion, and

a very distinct ring—also a primitive characteristic—round their necks.

Knobs are also found, though not so systematically applied, in the earlier

painted class of Kamares ware. As seen on these vases they singularly

recall the studs of metal-work, and it is probable that, as in the case of

many features discernible in the Kamares class, they show the influence of

metal-work prototypes.

§ 28.—Area of the Spiral Fresco and High Reliefs.

Between the east wall of the Room of the Olive Press and the end

of the Corridor of the Gaming Board on one side and the southern bay of

what is described below as the Eastern Terrace Wall on the other is a

somewhat vague elongated space. The upper structures have almost

entirely disappeared owing to the denudation of this part of the slope, and

only a part of a floor level 70 centimetres below the surface, belonging to

the latest Palace period, is traceable along the eastern side of the wall of

the Olive Press Room. On this surface, and extending round the outer

corner of the Olive Press Room, were ranged large numbers of rustic pots

of the same general character as those of the North-East Magazines, the

tripod types generally predominating. These lay only just below the

surface of the ground.

The lower courses of the southern boundary wall of the area described

are also visible, as well as a doorway flanked by massive blocks, opening

on to the upper East-West Corridor. That this area, though at present

so largely denuded, was once included in an important and brilliantly

decorated columnar hall is evident from the remains discovered in two

compartments below its original floor-level.

On the more northerly of these, from about 170 below the floor-level

on which the tripod pots stood, were large masses of fresco exhibiting a

grand spiraliform design of blue and black on a white ground, together with

considerable fragments of plain red-faced stucco. Several fragments of

painted bulls in stucco relief like those found near the Northern Entrance

also came to light, including part of a hind leg, two hoofs, the tip of a horn,

and the bushes of at least two tails. Near the wall separating this basement

from the Olive Press Room, at a somewhat less depth, was found part of a
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human limb in the same g'esso duro, and a similar find accompanied by a

fresco fragment was also made on the floor of the Olive Pres"s Room near

its northern wall. In the midst of the fresco remains in the basement space

described there also lay two parts of column drums of a marbled grey

material resembling granite.

The other compartment within this area, containing similar remains, lay

under the wall separating it from the upper East-West Corridor. This

compartment was not a mere basement space like the other, but lay for

the most part beyond the edge of the Eastern Terrace wall, and over a

small room belonging to the lower storey and characterised by fine paving

slabs and a large pillar base. Above this base, marking the level of the

upper floor, was a slab supporting another large block, the upper surface of

which was visible above the soil before the excavation.

Here, at a depth of about a metre, were found a series of interesting

fragments of painted stucco reliefs. Some of these were of a purely

decorative and architectonic character, such as the top of a pilaster, and

remains ap'parently of a ceiling design like that found near the Northern

Entrance, consisting of spirals and rosettes. But the most striking objects

were parts of human and other subjects in high relief, including portions

of what seems to be the forepart of a Sphinx.

Among the fragments of human figures found were a right shoulder

and forearm, a right hand, a left forearm holding a pointed vase, and the

calf of a left leg. They seem all of them to have belonged to male figures,

though the warm flesh colouring has almost entirely faded away. These

" disjecta membra " were in considerably higher relief than those found on

the south front and display an artistic perfection even beyond them. A
distinctive feature of these reliefs is the great prominence given to the

veins, which is carried out with an exaggerated realism that in places gives

the surface of the limbs a varicose appearance. In the case of a right calf

the sinuous lines of the veins seem to be somewhat conventionalised ; on

the other hand, on the back of a closed hand they are rendered with great

fidelity to nature. Of all the fragments found, that representing the fore-

arm of a man grasping the end of a pointed vase is the most remarkable

(Fig. 29), the muscular development being rendered with extraordinary

power. It will be seen that this represents a subject similar to that of the

Cup-bearer fresco, and it is probable that the walls of the hall to which

these stucco fragments belonged were covered with processional scenes
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Fic. 29.— High Relief in I'ainteu Gesso Ditro : Akm 1101.dim; roiNiEi) Va-
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analogous to those of the Western Entrance. But the wall-paintings

there discovered can convey only a faint idea of the artistic perfection

achieved in these coloured high-reliefs. We seem to note a crescendo scale

in the scheme of decoration, which here reaches its acme.

Nor can there be much doubt as to the character of the structure to

which these painted reliefs and associated frescoes belonged. The area in

which they were discovered forms the east end of a rectangle of which

three additional sections are supplied by the Room of the Olive Press, and

the long Chamber and Gallery of the Bays beyond it. We have here, in

fact, outlined section by section in the walls and piers of the lower storey,

the complete plan of a large upper Megaron of the " Minoan " type illus-

trated by a Hall of the Double-Axes to be described below, and which

must have opened to the West on a level with the Central Court. The

buttresses of the " Corridor of the Bays " seem to have been, in part at

least, designed to support the westernmost pillars of this hall, and in the

two marble drums found with the fresco and reliefs we may actually

recognise parts of the columns which bordered the " light-well " of the

Megaron at its eastern end. It is probable that there stood here the great

hall of the Palace, exceeding even that of Phaestos in dimensions.

§ 29.

—

The Stone Amphoras in the Sculptor's Workshop.

Immediately to the north-east of the spot where the painted high

reliefs were found was a small upper chamber with a floor level very near

the surface. Here, close against the west wall of the room, at a depth of

only 25 centimetres, there came to light a large stone amphora lying some-

what on its side (Fig. 30). It was composed of a kind of veined marble-

like limestone, used for some other vases found on the site, and, except for

the fact that a piece of the neck was broken in and one handle cracked, it

was in an absolutely perfect condition, though the part of the side nearest

the surface of the ground was somewhat corroded. The vase was 69 centi-

metres (about 2y\ inches) in height and 2*5 metres (about 6 feet 8f inches)

in circumference. Its walls increased in thickness from 6 centimetres at

the neck to 17 centimetres at the sides, and some idea of its massiveness

and weight may be gathered from the fact that eleven men with ropes and

poles with difficulty carried it down to the headquarters house below. The

flat upper rim was decorated with a spiral band, and a similar band, with
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the central coils rising up like rows of snail-shells, ran round the shoulders.

The vase had three handles, decorated on their outer side in the same spiral

form as the rim, and with their sides cut out into arched hollows, communi-
cating by means of a small perforation. These recesses had evidently been

Fig. 30.

—

Great Stone A.mi-hora.

intended for some metallic inlay, which, as there was no trace of oxydisa-
tion, was probably gold.

Both for size and magnificence this vase far excels any known stone
vessel of the Mycenaean age. Like the chryselephantine gaming board
it was truly a royal possession. One feature very noticeable in this va.^c
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is that to see its form and decoration to advantage it must be placed on the

ground. In this respect it shows an essential difference from great modern

vases or from the marble urns of later Greek tombs, though even smaller

types of Mycenaean vessels require the same position. The broad-

bottomed gypsum vases with spiral reliefs round their flat rims, found on

the floor of the Throne Room, were made to be looked down on in a

similar manner.

The style of the spiraliform decoration on this large amphora is

identical with that of these alabaster vases found on the floor of the

Throne Room, and it must belong to the same approximate date. The

latter vases had evidently been set out to be filled, probably with oil from

a clay store-jar that was found beside them, laid on its side to facilitate

the process, when the operation was apparently broken off by the great

catastrophe of the Palace. There was a touch of Herculaneum or Pompeii

about the situation in which these vessels were found, which lends a peculiar

interest to a similar circumstance connected with the present colossal vase.

For although apparently completed it had never been moved from the atelier

of the artist. Close beside it, on the floor of the same small room which

evidently served as a workshop, there stood, in fact, another smaller stone

amphora, about 35 centimetres high, of the same general form, but with its

salient features only just roughed out of the limestone block. Here, as

in the other case, the catastrophe came suddenly—this vase was left un-

finished as the others were left unfilled. Both the large amphora and the

vases of the Throne Room evidence in their style the most perfect de-

velopment of Mycenaean decorative art. From the correspondence of the

crystal, ivory and porcelain remains, in the latter case scattered beside

the vases, with those of the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycenae, we know that

that artistic bloom was cut short here about the time when the unknown

King of the mainland city was laid to his rest.

The discovery of a sculptor's workroom in which highly artistic stone

vases were actually in the course of execution, is only one of many

indications that companies of skilled craftsmen and artists lived and worked

within the Palace walls. The fresco paintings were naturally executed on

the spot, and more than one deposit of colours shows that the materials

were also kept in the building. The Lapidary's Workshop on the

Southern Terrace shows that many small objects of stone and bone were

manufactured on the site, and the finding of one or two unfinished
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leiitoid beads of steatite makes it probable that the art of gem engraving

was also practised on the spot. The amount of clay documents shows that

scribes must have been largely employed, and instruction in the art of

writing was doubtless also given in the Palace chambers. One, to be

presently described below, is in fact arranged like a school-room. Children

were taught within the walls, and apprentices instructed in the arts and

mysteries of their craft. The abundance of " rustic " pottery has already

been referred to as an indication that colonies of slaves or artisans of

humble condition were domiciled inside the building. The Palace of

Knossos, like the great Indian Palaces at the present day, was a town in

itself

§ 30.

—

The Eastern Terrace Wall.

North of the area containing the spiral fresco and high reliefs, near an

angle of the Eastern Terrace Wall, two more column drums of dark

steatite were found, about 30 centimetres below the upper floor-level.

Here, too, about 4 metres down, was a large deposit of vases belonging to

the earliest Palace period. They represent the transition from the pure

Kamares style, some of them showing brown decoration on a pale buff

ground, while others present the white and powdery red bands on a

dark ground which characterise the indigenous early metal age pottery

of Crete. Near here are the remains of a well only partially excavated.

North of this point is a well-preserved section of what has already been

described as the Eastern Terrace Wall, running north and south. It is com-

posed almost exclusively of good limestone blocks,^ and its only facing is

on the eastern side, showing that it fulfilled the functions of a terrace wall.

The walling begins about half a metre below the surface of the ground, and

goes down to a projecting base or plinth about 30 centimetres high. The

upper part of the wall preserved is not continuous, being broken by

embrasures. Along the northernmost part where the upper structure has

vanished, stone runnels or gutters are visible at intervals, crossing the upper

surface of the base of the wall. It is probable that these gutters ran out

originally between embrasures.

^ A few gypsum blocks are to be found among them.

1 •
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§ 31.

—

The Fresco of the Female Toreadors and the Boxer
Relief.

South of the angle of the Eastern Terrace Wall, within which lay the de-

posit of early pottery, a solid piece of walling is preserved, consisting of five

courses of well-cut limestone blocks, one of which, belonging to the fourth

layer from the bottom, shows a square projecting gargoyle, devised, like

later stone spouts of the kind, to protect the wall from the drip of a gutter.

At this point a later Mycenaean chamber with rubble walls has been built

up against the finer structure of the Terrace. It seems probable from

the remarkable contents of this room that it was the basement of a more

important chamber which once rose above the level of the Terrace Wall.

A large number of fragments of good Mycenaean vases, including fine

naturalistic designs of plants and marine objects, were found in this space

from a considerable height above the floor leveV showing that they had

belonged to an upper chamber. With them were abundant remains ol

wall paintings, some of a decorative character, including fine rosette

ornaments, but the greater part belonging to a large composition exhibiting

bull-grappling scenes.

Although the painted stucco was much broken up it was possible to

put together parts of two galloping bulls, about a quarter (linear) of the

natural size, and executed with extraordinary spirit. These noble animals

are drawn to a relatively much larger scale than the human subjects with

which they are associated, a feature also observable in some designs of the

same taurokathapsia on Mycenaean gems. Over the back of one of these

bulls a Mycenaean cow-boy is seen turning a somersault in most acrobatic

guise.

But the most interesting feature in this wall painting is the ap-

pearance, beside the male performers in this dangerous sport, of female

toreadors, distinguished by their white skin, the more varied hues of their

costume, the blue and red diadems round their brows, and their somewhat

curlier coiffures, but otherwise attired in precisely the same way as the

" cow-boys," with a loin-cloth and very narrow metallic girdle and striped

socks and slippers. One of these Mycenaean " cow-girls " is seen between

the horns of a charging bull, which the acrobatic male figure has

^ .\boul I 70 metres down, or about i "50 metres above the floor level.
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apparently failed to seize hold of. The horns, however, pass under her

armpits, and she grasps them higher up with her hands.

The episode is sensational in the highest degree, but we have here nothing

of the mere catching of bulls, wild or otherwise, as seen on the Vaphio Cups.

The graceful forms and elegant attire of these female performers would be

quite out of place in rock-set glens or woodland glades. They belong to

Fig. 31.

—

Relief on part of Steatite Pyxis, showing Boxer (j).

the arena, and afford the clearest evidence that the lords of Mycenaean

Knossos glutted their eyes with shows in which maidens as well as youths

were trained to grapple with what was then regarded as the king of

animals. The sports of the amphitheatre, which have never lost their hold

on the Mediterranean world, may thus in Crete at least be traced back to

prehistoric times. It may well be that, long before the days when enslaved
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barbarians were " butchered to make a Roman holiday," captives, perhaps

of gentle blood, shared the same fate within sight of the " House of Minos,"

and that the legends of Athenian prisoners devoured by the Minotaur

preserve a real tradition of these cruel sports.

In the same chamber with these painted stucco fragments was also found

part of a dark steatite pyxis—analogous to one found on the site of Knossos

in 1894—with a relief showing an athletic contest of another kind (Fig, 31).

It is apparently a part of a boxing match, A youth with clenched fists

stands with his left arm extended as if in the act of warding off a blow,

while his right arm is either drawn back to give greater force to a blow

or momentarily rests on his hips.^ The latter interpretation of the gesture

is permissible, if in the bent knee of a prostrate figure before the pugilist

we may recognise an adversary whom he has just knocked down. The

figure has somewhat suffered, and is contracted by the usual metal band

into a disproportionately small waist, but the limbs, notably the left leg,

show beautiful modelling, in this case free from muscular exaggeration.

§ 32.

—

The "School-Room" and Adjoining Chambers.

Immediately beyond the rubble construction which forms the south

wall of the room containing the bull frescoes are what appear to be the

lower courses of an older wall of solid masonry, running at right angles

from the Eastern Terrace Wall. It is possible that this marks part of the

course of an original outer wall, enclosing a small quarter of the Palace that

lay between it and the inner wall which here represents the continuation of

the Eastern Terrace line.

Several small rooms are enclosed within this area, the most interesting

being that which occupies its north-west corner. Along the south wall of

this room ran a low stone bench, at the west end of which stood a square

pillar coated with stucco, the upper surface of which was hollowed into a

bowl-like cavity. At the other end of the bench was another lower pillar

of rough stone, perhaps originally plastered over, with a similar cavity—the

one pillar being of a height to be used by a man, the other by a child.

Opposite this bench and pillars, against the north wall, was another similar

stone bench, and the masonry rising behind it at a somewhat higher level

^ The attitude closely resbemles that of the boxers—there armed with halteres—on the bronze

situlas of Waatsch and Matrai.
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gave the appearance of a secoiici. This, however, according to the explan-

ation adopted above, should probably be regarded as part of an earl\' outer

wall of solid masonry. There seemed moreover to be remains of a door-

way through this in the north-east corner of the room.

Along the side walls of the room are two more stone benches, w hich

have a distinct inward slope as they recede from the south wall, an arrange-

ment which inevitably recalls that of a modern class-room. The name of

" School-Room " has therefore been provisionally given to this chamber as

a distinctive title. May we, perhaps, imagine that the higher and lower

stucco bowls were used, by master and pupils respectively, for keeping

moist the clay lumps, out of which were moulded the tablets that serve as

a vehicle for the linear script, and that the art of writing was here imparted

to the Palace youth ? That no written documents here came to light does

not greatly weigh against this possibility, since hardly any minor relics

were found within the walls of this room. Near the floor level, at the

north-east corner, however, a very beautiful ornament of kyanos or blue

glass paste was unearthed, in the shape of a Mycenaean shield with engraved

scrolls on its outer surface. It showed a perforated handle on its under

side. The floor, of gypsum cement, lay at a depth of from three to two

metres below the surface, according to the slope.

At the south-west corner of the room were the jambs of a doorway

leading to an elongated chamber which seems to have been used as a store-

room. At the end and along the side walls were a number of " rustic
"

vases of the usual character, some piled on one another. Among these

was an amphora of pyriform shape, with an oval mouth resembling in form

that from the Kasella given in F'ig. 14,^ but with a plain unpainted surface,

tripods and two-handled jars, shallow bowls, and cups with very high looped

handles, these latter of a light paste. On a paved floor level, immediately

east of the " School-Room," four jars, similar in form to some of those in the

inner Magazine, stood in a row, and two of these were distinguished by

showing a white band on a reddish ground, another was of the same ground

colour, without the band, and the fourth of plain clay. Over one was also

a plain clay bowl of fine paste, like those in the neighbouring store-room.

We see here represented more than one stage in the transition from the

pure " Kamares " to the " rustic " indigenous style of the Palace, which

survived in it to the great da}s of Mycenae. In this case a piece of

' Ste p, 47 above.

H
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Mycenaean j)ainted pottery of good j^eriod lay in the earth deposit a httle

above the jars.

Bordering the " School-Room " on the West was a small room repre-

senting the lower storey of that with the stone amphoras. It opened

into a longer chamber from which a kind of vestibule led to what may

perhaps be described as a small hall, presenting some interesting construc-

tive features. In the walls were visible at intervals square upright grooves,

which had formed the sockets of thick upright posts, the carbonised

remains of which were visible within them in considerable masses. Upon

the well-paved floor was a large deposit of lime, perhaps due to the

calcination of gypsum slabs in the upper storey, under the great heat of the

conflagration.

At the west end of this chamber, which may be called *' The Room
of the Wooden Posts," was a doorway I'SO metres wide, flanked by a

large stone pillar, or rather base, immediately under the great block of

the upper floor level near which the relief frescoes were found, and

which, from the fact that the upper surface slightly protruded above the

surface of the earth, had always been somewhat of a landmark in this

part of the site. This upper block rests on a flat slab which here repre-

sented the upper floor level 3' 10 metres above the pavement below. Between

these upper blocks and the base a strong supporting member must origin-

ally have intervened, perhaps in the shape of a square wooden pillar. The

remarkable feature of the case is that the upper blocks had remained in

place, owing to the accumulation of debris below, though the supporting

pillar had itself decayed. We shall find many striking parallels to this

phenomenon in the large halls beyond.

Between the base and original pillar that flanked the doorway below,

and the north wall of the Room of the Wooden Posts, was a well-built

balustrade, leaving an open space above it. This open space faced

the doorway on the opposite eastern side of the room, and was no doubt

devised to give light to the small finely-paved lobby to which the doorway

beside the pillar gave access. This lobby formed the means of approach

to another doorway at its southern end—its jamb and threshold exception-

ally well preserved— leading into the Lower East-West Corridor, to be

described below, and thus affording access to the great eastern halls of the

Palace.
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s$ 2>T,.—The East-Wkst Corridor.

Adjoining the western border of the region described in the preceding

section and on the same ground-floor level, is the opening of a passage-

way, about rSo metres wide, running almost due east and west. About

six metres from the point where the walls of this corridor are first visible,

the passage-way mounts by means of a flight of stone steps. Ten of these

are preserved in an unbroken series, after which there is a small gap

succeeded by three more steps, the first, however, broken. The

original flight consisted of fifteen steps, of which two and a portion of a

third are now wanting. The cause of this break is due to the fact that

whereas up to the tenth the steps rest on a solid foundation, at this point

they reach the beginning of the lower East-West Corridor already referred

to, into which the door from the lobby with the balustrade here opens.

The roof of this end of the lower Corridor had collapsed, destroying the

steps above it at this point.

Beyond this point, however, the floor of the upper Corridor has

remained intact for some distance, running, as was afterwards made clear,

above the lower gangway, the floor of which is about 4 metres below it.

Beyond the flight of steps the upper passage, to which the name of

" East-West Corridor " par excellence may be given, passes on the right the

doorway flanked by two massive blocks, already noticed as the southern

entrance of the area containing the high reliefs and spiral fresco.

Continuing east it slightly narrows into what appears to be a door opening,

and follows the balustrade of the " Hall of the Colonnades," to be described

below, to the important crossing point where the upper and lower staircase

of this Hall and the Corridor of the Bays meet on a common landing.

The total length of the East-West Corridor is thus about 40 metres,

representing the width of this section of the Palace, and it is a noteworthy

fact that this distance almost exactly corresponds with that of the opposite

quarter of the Palace as taken from the entrance of the Room of the

Column Bases to the borders of the Western Court. This correspondence

in the width of the two opposite sections of the Palace at this point gains

significance from the fact that the East-West Corridor exactly centres on

the line of the Pillar Rooms and their lateral passage on the other side,

which with their ante-chamber, the Room of the Column Bases, forms a

kind of central division, to that wing of the Palace. The East-West

H 2
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Corridor, in the same way, exactly divides the Hne of buildings on the

eastern side of the Central Court, so that the two lines between them form

a kind of Decuniamis to the buildini^. The Cnrdo, to continue the Roman
simile, is supplied by the Northern Entrance-way at that end of the

Central Court, and by the traces at the opposite end of the Court of

a Southern Entrance passage.^ Here, too, the principal or " Praetorian
"

front was to the East.

The whole result of the most recent e.xcavations has been more and

more to bring out the fact that, vast as is the area it embraces, the Palace

of Knossos was originally devised on a single comprehensive plan. The

ground scheme of a square building, with a central court approached at

right angles by four main avenues, dividing the surrounding buildings into

four quarters, is a simple conception which, as we now know, long before

the days of the later Roman Castra, was carried out in the Terremare of

Northern Italy. It was not otherwise that at a much later date Hippo-

damos laid out the plan of Thurii, and PVederic " Stupor Mundi " and our

first Edward resorted to similar schemes for their civic foundations from

Terranova to W'inchelsea. But while these other plans dealt with separate

units, in their aggregate composing a township, and easy of distribution,

the Minoan architect may claim the credit of adapting the same root idea

to an organic whole, and fitting it in to a complicated arrangement of

halls, chambers, galleries, and magazines, forming parts of a single building.

§ 34.—Extensive Deposits of Inscribed Tablets and Seal

Impressions in the East-West Corridor.

The whole upper course of the East-West Corridor, from the top of the

steps onwards, was the scene of repeated finds of inscribed clay tablets and

seal impressions. Others, again, were found within the doorway leading to

the area of the High Reliefs and the Spiral F'resco, and others, again, had

found their way over the edge of the neighbouring Hall of the Colonnades,

into the corridor below, and even to the lower recesses of the adjoining

staircase. It was obvious, however, from the character of the inscriptions

and recurring formulae, as well as from the continuous though extended

area of their diffusion, that they belonged to the same deposit, or, more

' See above p. 14. In the plan, which only shows here the basement spaces, an idea of the

Southern Entrance Passap;e can hardly be given.
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probably, series of deposits. The scattering that had occurred seemed

in this, as in some other cases, to be due to their havinc^ reached the

position in which they were found from an upper floor. These tablets had

suffered in an exceptional degree from the effects of fire, and in some

cases had been reduced to a condition resembling blackened pumicestone.

The meaning of this, however, became clear when it was found that they

originally lay in what seems to have been a third storey, contiguous to the

great Palace Halls, where the final conflagration has left other signs of

having been more violent than elsewhere. The tablets do not present any

pictorial figures. They relate to accounts of one kind or another, on the

whole to higher amounts than those of any other deposit yet brought to

light—the figures in one case being over 19,000. The total sums at the

end of the inscriptions are often preceded by the throne-sign.

The seal-impressions were most numerous on the staircase landing at

the west end of the corridor. They show examples of the finest M\'cenaean

style of engraving, impressions from the same intaglio being often repeated.

The subjects include,—besides the usual bulls, lions, a^^n'f/z is, rams, moufflons,

dogs seizing their quarry, flying birds and flying fish— a certain number of

specially interesting types. It was here that several impressions were

found from the actual signet ring delineating the seated Goddess and her

attendants, the counterfeit matrix of which has been already described.^

Two designs belonged to the same religious cycle as that showing the

Goddess on her sacred peak with the lion supporters. On one of these, a

flounced female figure, evidently the same divinity, lays her hands on

the necks of two lions who stand back to back with their heads turned

towards her. Two other varieties show a male figure between a pair of

confronted lions, stretching his arms over their heads in an attitude similar to

the design on a gem found near the site of Kydonia.- In another impres-

sion a lion stands before a probably " baetylic" column, and a very fine seal

shows a moufflon standing before a fluted column with a Mycenaean shield

in the field. A sacred tree of papyrus-like appearance rises between two

symmetrically grouped wild goats, and an ox is seen laid out on a sacrificial

table, as on a gem from a tomb of the Lower Town of Mycenae.^ Griffins

occurred both single and confronted. Two scenes refer to the Tauroka-

' See above p. 19. - J.H.S. igcx), p. 163, Fig. 43.

* 'E<^. 'Apx- 1888, PI. X. 36. Placed wrong way up on the plate. Compare the gem in the

Berlin collection, Furtwangler, Beschreibiing, &c. No. 22.
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thapsia— in the first a man, who has apparently missed his grasp, is seen

above a magnificent galloping bull, in the second he lies prostrate below

the lower outline of another. A curious device consists of a Mycenaean

shield in an upper compartment, while below is the upper part of a

naturalistic design of a Triton shell. A very exceptional type, of which

several examples came to light, also showed the field divided into two

compartments, in the upper and lower of which are four crouching figures,

apparently of men with their forearms slightly bent upwards. This device

derives a special interest from the fact that seal impressions, with a type so

similar that it is difficult to say whether or not they were taken from the

same gem, were found by Mr. Hogarth amongst the hoard of clay sealings

brought to light on the ancient site explored by him at Zakro in the

extreme east of Crete—a fact which indicates a direct connexion between

that early settlement and Knossos.

§ 35.

—

The Quadruple Stah^case.

The meeting-point of the East-West Corridor and that of the Bays

had been originally reached by excavation from the north along the latter

line, and the adjoining landing, on which so many seal impressions were

found, had been naturally regarded at first as a small bay of the same

Corridor. A rubble block of masonry beyond had been taken for a

broader buttress of the same kind as the others that jut out along the

terrace line of the Central Court, and a fifth bay seemed to have been

reached beyond it.

It was at this point that the development of the excavation took an

altogether dramatic turn. Hitherto, along the line of approach—in the

area, that is, between the Eastern Terrace line and that of the Central

Court—the ground-floor of the rooms and galleries had lain according

to the slope from at most 2\ metres to half a metre below the surface of

the ground. But, as the excavation of what had been taken to be a fifth

bay of the Corridor proceeded, the earth deposit was found to go down and

down till a paved floor level was reached 5 metres below the surface,

while a little to the east of this another cement floor was subsequently

found lying 6'8o metres down, or about 8 metres below the level of the

pavement of the Central Court. Steps going up and down began to appear,

and it soon became clear that what had been taken to be a fourth bay of the
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Corridor was the middle landing of a quadruple flight of stone stairs, while

the supposed fifth bay was the landing below. The Corridor of the Bays, itself

on a ground level, was seen to have emerged on the galleries and stairs of

an upper storey, while the walls bounding the East-West Corridor on the

north were found to represent a line along which the whole transverse

section of the hill had here been cut out to a lower ground level corre-

sponding with that beneath the Eastern Terrace. The base of the terrace

wall of the Central Court, which had run from 2 to 2^ metres below the

surface, now went down nearly to j} originally 8, metres, or over 25 feet.

The western section of the East-West Corridor proved to be at the

same time the upper gallery of a square columnar hall, and was flanked on

the side overlooking the hall by a balustrade, a coping slab of which

showed the raised socket of an original wooden column. The point where

the East-West Corridor and that of the Bays converge formed, as already

noticed, at the same time part of the middle landing of a staircase. From

this point a flight of stone steps led up along the west line of the above

mentioned hall, flanked by a similar balustrade rising in three steps, each

gradation terminating in a socketed slab- for a wooden column.

At the upper termination of this flight of stairs part of a large stone slab

representing another landing was still in position. The middle wall between

the inner and outer staircases showed a window opening to give light to the

lower flight. This wall was of rubble construction, but at its upper end by

the landing was a huge limestone block, the surface of which, facing the

upper landing and round the corner beyond, was cut out in such a wa}'

as to leave a graduated projection. The ends of three steps were outlined

over this projection, attesting the former existence of a higher flight of

stairs ascending to the level of the Central Court over what afterwards

proved to be the second flight from the bottom. We have here the

remains of three distinct storeys, above which was probably a fourth.

Descending the stairs to the landing above which the seal impressions

were found and which was much choked by large fallen blocks, another

flight of twelve steps was opened out, the west wall of which was built up

against the Neolithic clay deposit that forms the base of the Central Court.

* On the inner line of the stairs the depth, as stated above, was only 5 metres, but

further south the depth was the same as that of the adjoining Hall of the Colonnades, namely

6'8o metres, representing an original depth below the level of the Central Court of about 8 metres.

"^ Their sockets, like that already described, had a raised ring and their inner diameter was

about '58 centimetres.
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This flight led to a lower landing divided into two levels, the slab im-

mediately at the bottom of the stairs leading to another at the top of the

lowest flight by a triple step.

At this point is a large limestone base, immediately under the

block that flanks the upper landing. Above this base, after an interval

of 13 centimetres, was a flat slab with a raised socket like those of the balus-

trade above, made for the insertion of a wooden column which had formed

the support of the large block above. The interval between the socket and

the upper block was r6o in height. It had become filled with a tough red

earth which had kept the upper block in position. In the earth immedi-

ately under the west side of this block were seen the charred ends of a row

of square cross-beams which had intervened between it and the capital of

the column.

It was at first thought that a direct access existed from this lowermost

landing to the hall on its eastern side. But it was found that the floor of

the hall lay at a considerably lower level, and a fourth flight of twelve

stairs was gradually brought to light descending north under the second

flight, with a headway of about 270 metres in height. The excavation of

this part was of extraordinary difficulty, owing to the constant danger of

bringing down the stairway above. It was altogether miners' work, neces-

sitating a constant succession of wooden arches. Two of our workmen

however had worked in the Laurion mines, and after eight days' slow pro-

gress, a passage down the steps was finally cleared along the western wall

of the staircase. The outer wall was found to end below in another lime-

stone base, with a socketed slab above it for a wooden column, like that of

the landing above.

The stairs emerged below on a well-paved portico, with fine gypsum slabs

on its inner walls, opening on the hall already referred to, and which, from its

tiers of pillars above and below, has received the name of the " Hall of the

Colonnades." The quadruple flight of stairs, leading down to this from the

Central Court and the corridors of the north-east Palace region, seems

originally to have consisted of fifty-two stone steps, of which thirty-eight,

and the indications of five more, are preserved. The steps were about

12 centimetres high and 45 deep, those of the under flights r8o metres

wide, those of the outer about 12 5 metres. The window opening to give

light to the third flight from the top has been already noted, and there

seems to have been another opening of the same kind on the lowest flight
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from the Hall of the Colonnades (see Fig. 32). It is possible that a stepped

balustrade with columns also ran up alongside of the uppermost stair. A
burnt shaft of a column of cypress wood, which had probably fallen from

a neighbouring part of the balustrade, was found in a small chamber just

beyond the upper landing. It had the appearance of being fluted, but this

may have been due to the effects of the burning.

§ 36.

—

The Hall of the Colonnades.

The descending stairs, and the parapets with sockets for wooden

columns on the upper margin of the " Hall of the Colonnades," at first

gave the impression that we had here to deal with a large bath, like those

already discovered. But though, as already pointed out,^ the analogy

to a certain extent holds good, the doorways and circular bases, sub-

sequently found on the floor level, showed that the structure with which

the above features were here connected was in fact a Columnar Hall.

The quadruple staircase described above dominated the western side

of this Hall, while the portico, into which the lower flight of stairs led,

formed the northern section of the Hall itself This portico acted as the

support of the parapeted gallery already mentioned as representing the

continuation of the East-West Corridor, and might itself be regarded as

the continuation of the passage-way referred to as " the Lower East-West

Corridor," running below the other. It led into the lower Corridor proper

by a doorway at its eastern end, with exceptionally well preserved wooden

posts and lintel. The Portico had a gypsum paving and a dado consisting

of thin slabs of the same material along its inner walls. It was filled with

a fine earthy deposit into which some inscribed tablets belonging to the

same deposit as those of the East-West Corridor had made their way

through a breakage of the floor, and several seal impressions deri\ed from

the same source were found near the doorway. Two circular bases,

about 60 centimetres in diameter, on the outer line of the Portico, showed

the position of the wooden columns that had originally supported the stone

breast-work—itself about 90 centimetres in height—of the Upper Cor-

ridor. The columns must have been about 3'50 metres high, and in spite

of the fact of their disappearance, the earthy deposit and debris which

had made its way into the intervening space had been sufficient to keep

' See above p. 62.

8
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the balustrade above in position. Unfortunately, the wooden framework,

which had been first inserted to support this breastwork while the debris

was being cleared from below it, proved unequal to a sudden lateral strain

caused by a slip of exceptionally loose earth, and a large part of it fell

during the night of June 11. Owing to the presence of a heap of soft
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earth below, however, the blocks did not suffer serious injury, and it was

found possible to replace them in position with a stronger support.

The second column base of the portico described above forms at the

same time the first of a series of similar bases ^ on a stylobate running

across the Hall from north to south and dividing it into two equal spaces.

The eastern half of the hall, within the column bases, had a good gypsum

pavement and the lower part of the enclosing walls was covered with fine

slabs of the same material, as in the case of the " portico." The western

half, on the other hand, between the stylobate and the wall enclosing the

staircase, had only a cement flooring, and was obviously, in part at least,

hypaethral.

The three columns which originally stood on this central line had acted

as supports of the front line of an upper chamber above the paved space

below, the floor of which must have been on a level with that of the Upper

Corridor, on which it undoubtedly opened. Curving slightly down from the

borders of the gallery above the lower portico, there were visible a series

of the round carbonised ends of the beams that had supported the floor of

the upper chamber. Above this again were the remains of a stone breast-

work, about the same height as that of the adjoining gallery, in a some-

what ruinous condition, which had doubtless originally supported some

kind of wooden pillars, the openings between these affording light to the

upper chamber, and at the same time a view from it into the court below.

This ruinous parapet had eventually to be removed pending its replace-

ment on a wooden scaffolding.

The comparative height of this part of the building—by the stair-

case, certainly three storeys—the spacious hall and the numerous wooden

columns seem to have greatly intensified the effects of the conflagration.

The painted stucco, which must originally have covered a large part of the

walls, together with a good deal of the gypsum and limestone materials of

the upper part of the building, had been reduced to a calcined mass, which

greatly increased the difficulty of e.xcavation in the upper part of the

deposit within the " Hall of the Colonnades." From about 4}; '"netres

above the lower floor level, for a thickness of over 3 metres, a calcined

stratum of pale red earth almost as hard as rock had to be cut through

with the pick, and, though the lowest layer was somewhat softer, large

' The dianieier of the central colunir base was 60 centimetres, that to the soutli 63 centi-

metres.
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heaps of lime lay in the south-east corner of the lower room which had

to be literally cut away from the pavement. Above the calcined stratum

was a deposit of charred rafters.

In spite of the destructive results of the conflagration, a fortunate

circumstance seems to have preserved some record of the decoration of the

upper room of the hall. Into a small space immediately to the south of it,

which, from its secluded position and exiguous dimensions, must have been

comparatively protected from the force of the fire, there had fallen many

pieces of painted stucco belonging to the decoration of a larger chamber,

which were certainly derived from this area. Pieces of fresco were here

found of a fine architectural character, one apparently representing a part

of a fagade, in which was a frieze with half rosettes of a character similar to

that found near the north-west corner of the Palace.^ Fragments of a bull

in painted stucco relief were also found here.

In the same small compartment—little more than a pit in itself—about

4 metres down, together with the fragment of fresco and stucco relief,

occurred a curious decorative slab of porphyry-like limestone, the border of

which was cut out into a kind of grotesque rockwork outline—suggestive

oY Japanese or Chinese designs. There was also found here a bronze

knife and a deposit of seal impressions, among which eighteen pieces

repeated the same seal type containing a pair of the strange Mycenaean

daemons.

Whether or not these seals had also originally found a place in the

upper chamber of the Hall of the Colonnades, a very remarkable find made

about on a level with its stone breastwork, near the southern wall,

seems to show that some important documents had been deposited

there. This was a clay tablet measuring 267 by 155 millimetres—the

largest yet found—and containing twenty-four lines of inscription. The

inscription showed the man-sign constantly repeated after groups of linear

characters, and perhaps refers to male slaves or captives, giving the names

of their owners. It is divided into three lists, prefaced by varying formulas,

and with the total numbers of each list added up at the end. With this

tablet were found some smaller fragments of inscriptions.

In the south wall of the lower chamber within the colonnade, at the

south-east corner, was another well-preserved door way,- opening into a

' See above p. 53.
'^ Both this and the doorway at the north-east corner were i "40 metres wide.
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passage the connexions of which are not yet ascertained. The adjoining

part of the south wall of the chamber, like the other interior walls, here

was of rubble masonry lined with gypsum slabs. Outside the line of the

stylobate, however, the character of the south wall suddenly changed.

From this point onwards, as befitting a more exposed structure, it was formed

of limestone blocks of good masonry, interrupted by two horizontal cement-

lined grooves, which had been originally filled by wooden beams, and

which in part of their length had formed the upper and lower frame-work

of a window-like opening. Owing to this insertion of more perishable

material the upper part of the wall had somewhat subsided towards its

eastern end, though the relative position of the blocks was not affected.

Near the south-west corner of the room twelve courses of masonry w^ere

preserved, in addition to the interspaces formerly filled by these cross-

beams. This south wall attained a height of 5.40 metres, or about 18

feet. Upon a large number of its limestone blocks was cut a sign perhaps

representing a kind of sistruvi.

The adjoining west wall which encloses the staircase is of a more

complicated structure. Above, immediately under the balustrade, are good

limestone blocks, and below, again, is fine masonry resting on the ground-

level, and rising in steps, following those of the breastwork of the staircase

above. The intervening space, however, between these two bands of good

material is now largely filled with clay and rubble, partly of a derivative

nature. It appears that the upper and lower masonry must have been con-

nected by wooden piers, and that there was a window between these giving

light to the lowest flight of stairs.

The oblong space in front of this wall, and outside the line of the

colonnades, was coated, as already noted, with a cement, largely consisting of

pounded gypsum, in place of the stone paving which was laid down in the

covered parts of the hall. A further indication that in part at least this

outer area was e.xposed to the weather, is supplied by the fact that the

floor slightly slopes towards a drain hole in the south-west corner. The

upper course of this drain ^ could be traced through an adjoining chamber

for some metres to the south, while eastwards its course can be followed

along the whole southern wall of the Hall of the Colonnades, antl across

the neighbouring angle of the Hall of the Double-Axes beyond.

We have here then a Columnar Hall (see Fig. 32), about 8 metres

' The drain was g centimetres lieep and 19 wide.
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square, consisting of a covered space,—chamber and portico,—connected

with another portico and chamber above them by a triple staircase, and the

whole bordering an open space 5*40 metres long by 3"30 broad, which

served as a well for lighting both storeys. It is possible that this open

space may have been partly covered by a lantern abov6 ; but the drain and

sloping floor, and the change of materials for pavement and walls, show that

it was largely exposed to the weather. Nothing indeed in this whole

structure is more remarkable than the careful adaptation of material to

conditions. In the sheltered spaces were good paving, gypsum dados,

and painted stucco, (of which fragments only had here been saved from the

conflagration), covering inner walls of merely rubble fabric. In the exposed

parts cement takes the place of the fine but perishable gypsum slabs for

the flooring, and the walls change to well-cut masonry or solid wood-work.

The whole structure of this hall, with its tiers of colonnades rising one

above the other, and, on the west side, following in harmonious gradations

the ascent of the double flight of stairs, must in some respects have antici-

pated the effect of the entrance court of an Italian Renaissance Palace.

§ 37.—The Megaron of the Double-Axes.

To those descending east by the quadruple staircase, either from the

Central Court or from the quarter of the Palace with which the Corridor of

the Bays communicates, the Hall of the Colonnades would have formed a

kind of fore-hall to a larger Megaron lying immediately to the east of it.

The communication between the two halls, however, was not direct, but by

means of a short section of the lower East-West Corridor entered as already

described through a well-preserved doorway in the north-east corner

of the Hall of the Colonnades. About four and a half metres beyond this

another doorway opens in the right wall of this lower Corridor giving

access to the large Megaron that bounds its southern wall.

The excavation of this area to a great extent repeated the character-

istics of that inside the Hall of the Colonnades. Here too were everywhere

the signs of an exceptionally violent conflagration. Here too the burnt

rafters of the upper layers gave place to a stratum of calcined material of

a pale brick-red colour and almost as hard as the native limestone. On the

floor level, moreover, below this in places, lay great masses of lime.

The structure itself in its material and arrangement recalled many
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leading features of that of the neighbouring hall. Here too the western

end, which in this case also seems to have been comparatively exposed to the

weather, was enclosed with walls of good masonry, but presented a cement-

laid floor in place of the stone flags of the interior spaces. Here too,

again, the covered part of the building, though well-paved, was surrounded

b)' walls which, behind their original coating of gypsum slabs and stucco,

were of merely rubble construction.

Doorway. yf,
; pc

Fig. 34.

—

South-West Cornkr of Mec.aron of Doublf.-Axes

Interstice above Fourth Course of M.isonry from bottom for Ends of Wooden Beams,
retilLd except at point indicated.

The western end of this hall was formed by a carefully constructed

wall of fine limestone blocks, 8 metres wide, with two wings 420 metres

long projecting east. The blocks here were larger than those of the other

hall, and were incised with the double-axe sign which constantly 'eri at

the most important parts of the building, but is most in evidence in this

great hall, called on that account " The Megaron of the Double-Axes."
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Eight courses of this wall were preserved, rising to a height of 4*50 metres,

or a little over 13 feet. Its lowest course projects so as to form a plinth,

and the courses of masonry are interrupted in the middle by a horizontal

cavity,^ partly filled by coarse lime and terracotta cement, in which

were visible the round hollow sockets of beams whose ends had thus been

cantilevered into the wall. There were seven of these sockets along the

western wall and two on each of the wings, where the same horizontal

cavity continued. The only possible object of these projecting beams

341STRES

u J

•KN05505- HALL OF THE DOU5LE AJ<£5

CR055 3ECT[On LOOKING WEST. RESTORfD

Fig. 35.

—

West End ok Megaron of Double-Axes restored, showing Raised Wooden
I'LATFORM AND StET>S.

must have beea to support a raised wooden platform at the end of the

hall, approached, we ma\- suppose, by ladder steps at each end (see

Fig. 34). It is possible that further wooden steps led from the platform to

the Thalainos above the Megaron.

The drain already traced across the Hall of the Colonnades was found

to pass under the western wall of this Megaron and to traverse its south-west

corner.'- No opening to it was visible here, however, as in the other case,

and this circumstance, as well as the fact that a wooden platform was

^ In order to save the upper part t)f the wall from the danger of subsiding, the greater

part of this cavity had to be filled in.

^ The dimensions of the drain were here arger, 25 centimetres deep by 45 wide, an in-

dication that some additional surface water was supposed to reach it.

I
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constructed at this end of the Mes^aron, tends to show that it was not

exposed to the weather to the saine extent as the open area of the Hall of

the Colonnades. It is probable therefore that here at any rate the lighting

space at the west end of the Hall was partly protected b)- a lantern

above.

The limit of the inner area of the IMegaron of the Double-Axes was

marked, as in the neighbouring hall, by a gypsum stylobate, beyond which

the whole floor level was paved with fine gypsum slabs. On this stylobate,

which terminates on either side in two massive cubical blocks, were two

column-bases 65 centimetres in diameter, and above them a very interest-

ing feature was brought out by careful excavation, namely, the remains of

the two columns themselves in a carbonised condition. Both of these

stood with their lower extremities pointing towards their respective

column bases, the upper part of the drums sloping away slightly in a

south-westerly direction. They were made of cypress wood, and in the

case of the more northerly of the two, which w as the better preserved, it was

possible to make out a length of 260 metres, very nearly the full height of

the shaft which would have been somewhat over 3 metres. A distinct

taper downwards, according to the Mycenaean canon, was moreover per-

ceptible, the diameter of the shaft near the lower extremity in its burnt

condition being about 45 centimetres.

Immediately east of the stylobate were door openings in the side walls

of the Megaron—that to the north leading, as already described, into the

Lower East-West Corridor, that to the south to a finely built passage, the

further exploration of which must be part of next season's work. The

pavement of this section of the Megaron consisted of a central rectangle

of flags of somewhat unequal sizes, surrounded by a border of very fine

regular slabs. This arrangement recalled that of the Room of the Throne,

and it is probable that in this case too the central area was originally

distinguished by a coating of brilliant red cement. The paving of the

succeeding section, or " Prodomos " of the Megaron, showed the same

arrangement.

At a distance of 5 60 metres from the inner line of the st)lobate were

three oblong bases with double reveals, and against the walls on either side

two half bases of the same kind, leaving four door-like openings across

the hall, and about 130 metre wide. In the fore-hall, or " Prodomos," in

front of these, at a distance of 5*40 metres, were the same number of
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similar bases, with half-bases answering to them on their flanks. On the

southern side of it, moreover, were two more bases and half-bases, with

reveals however only on the side towards the hall. It does not seem

reasonable to suppose that this forehall had eleven doors, and the bases, at

least, along the centre of the Megaron may be preferably regarded as having

supported square pillars. The object of the succession of pillars seems to

have been, while keeping as large as possible an open space for the

Megaron below, to afford support for similar pillars on the floor above,

which possibly in their turn gave support to the structure of a third storey.

A line of similar bases was found directly above the first lower row, on

a floor level about y^o metres higher than that of the Megaron below.

^

There had probably also existed a second row at this upper level,

answering to the eastern line of bases in the lower Hall, but owing to the

slope of the hill the surface was here denuded to a point below the

upper floor level.

Beyond this eastern line of pillar-bases the north wall of the Megaron

continues east for another 5 'So metres, thus forming the ania of a

paved portico of which three column bases were brought to light. How
far this portico continues to the south, and on what it opens beyond the

face of the Megaron, are questions to be decided by future excavation.

The portico was paved with the same fine gypsum slabs and seems to

have had a series of square columns along its outer margin. Between the

column bases here were found fragments of painted stucco with spiral and

rosette designs. Inside the Megaron the intensity of the conflagration

seems to have completely destroyed these decorative elements. On the

floor-level near its west wall, however, were found several pieces of stone

vessels including the upper part of a very fine vase of a mottled red and

grey colour. The cutting of this vase, which belonged to the pointed class,

was bolder than any of those found in the Room of the Stone Vases. It

had a very pronounced ring round its neck and deep sharply edged fluting

down the sides. It seems to belong to a somewhat more archaic class

than the fluted vessels of the other deposit.

The " Megaron of the Double-Axes," of which a perspective sketch by

Mr. F)-fe is given in Fig. 35, is by far the largest Hall as yet laid bare on

the Palace site of Knossos. Its breadth—8 metres—cannot indeed

' All were preserved in situ except the half-base that must originally have stood by the

south wall of the chamber.

I 2
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comjDare with that of the Great Megaron discovered by the ItaHan

Mission at Phaestos, which is no less than 1370 metres broad. Its length

on the other hand—reckoning from the outer edge of the Portico

24-40 metres, or nearly 5 1 feet—is 270 metres larger than the Phaestian

Megaron as measured from the top of the entrance steps. The interior

Quadruple Suircase. Corridor of Bays.

Fic. 36.— Peksi'Eci'ive Sketch of Megaron ok Double-Axes (South Wall omitted) with

Hall ok Colonnades and Staircase beyond.

length of the inner hall with the columns,—abDUt 10 metres,—is almost

exactly the same as that at Phaestos. The great Hall which originally ex-

tended from the Corridor of the Bays to the Area of the Spiral P^esco and

High Reliefs,^ seems however to have been more extensive than either.

The upper floor seems to have consisted of a spacious room with pillars

at intervals like those below, of which, as already noted, the bases of the

^ See above p. 90.
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western series remain. In the course of excavation these had to be tempor-

arily removed but have been replaced as originally found, and at their

proper level, by means of a wooden scaffolding. In the earth beneath these

were embedded the carbonised remains of round beams about 40 centimetres

in diameter running from east to west. A part of the rubble wall has been

preserved betu een the eastern section of this upper chamber and the East-

West Corridor, from which access had been obtained to it by means of a

doorway over that leading from the'Lower Corridor into the Megaron below.

On this wall had been happily preserved a piece of the original painted

stucco, exhibiting a design of palm-like trees, executed in a somewhat

careless st)-le and resembling one on the wall near the throne, beside

which were single horn-like objects, which may have had a sacral signifi-

cance. What remained of the fresco was only about 80 centimetres high,

but the painted dado could be traced for about 3 metres.

Just within the eastern section of this upper chamber, near the pillar

base by its northern wall, lay a large block of carbonised wood which may

either have been part of a pillar or a natural trunk.

It is possible that the " Megaron of the Double-Axes" was originally

approached up the eastern slope of the hill by a broad flight of steps

analogous to those of Phaestos, but this point can only be decided by

further investigation.

§ 38.—Discovery of Parts of a Stone Bull, Carved in the

Round, and of Bone Plaques inscribed with Signs and
Numbers.

The region south of the Quadruple Staircase and the two Halls is also

as )et too imperfectly explored for adequate description, though features

of considerable interest have already come to light in this region

Remains of two storeys seem to have been preserved throughout the

greater part of this area. In an upper chamber near the terrace of the

Central Court, a stone bench and parts of the floor slabs have been pre-

served in position above the fine masonry of a lower room.

Two very interesting discoveries have come to light in this area,

inside what appears to be a large stone drain or " cloaca " analogous to

that of the Northern Entrance. It was approached by a chimney-like

stone shaft, the mouth of which, closed b}- a slab, was piirtly under the
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door-jamb of an upper storey floor-level, that la)' r6o metres beneath

the surface. From this point the shaft descends another 5 metres to

the junction of a northern and eastern course of the conduit, which was

itself spacious enough for a man to make nis wa)' along it. In the

eastern passage were found pieces of a large bull, carved in the round

out of a dark schist-like stone, perhaps a kind of steatite, the pieces having

numerous small dowel-holes at their back so that the}' could be riveted

together. It would appear that this comparatively soft material, which

naturally commended itself to the early sculptor, could only be obtained

in small lumps, so that the statue of the bull in the round had to be

built up in this way. At the date when the excavations closed for the

season, only a few pieces belonging to the lower part of the bull's body

had been got out.

The other discovery in the same subterranean passage does not

}-ield in interest to this. Near the remains of the bull were found

quantities of bone pieces, of fish-like outline, resembling the vesicae piscis

let into the medallions of the gaming table. With these were bits of

Mycenaean porcelain, apparently for inlaying, and some crystal plaques

also belonging to a similar board. There were further found segments

of bone rings of various breadths, resembling bracelets, and decorated with

exterior mouldings. These had been originally covered with thin gold

plate, parts of which were adhering.

The upper surface of the bone " fish " was relieved with fine parallel

ridges and grooves, and on their under sides were engraved a series of signs

accompanied by various scores in the shape of perpendicular lines, like

those which on the clay tablets with the linear script indicate units. Similar

signs and figures also appeared on the inside of the bone rings. One sign

only appears on each " fish," but sometimes two together on the rings.

The amount of these remains will probably be greatly added to by

the continued excavation of the stone conduit. Here it must be sufficient

to mention that as yet some twenty different signs have come to light,

linear in type but not answering to those of the ordinary linear script of

the Palace. A most remarkable phenomenon, however, is observable in the

forms of these signs. Out of twenty-one varieties, ten are practically

identical both in shape and position with later Greek alphabetic forms,

while four more are the same though in a different position. Thus we

have: A, A, H, N ^ I, fl, P, Y, -I-, and a form approaching the digamma,
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as well as 9, 1, -, -<^. Yet the Mycenaean date of these bone pieces is as

well ascertained as anything found within the walls of the Palace. They

are of similar type to pieces of the gaming table, and are associated with

porcelain and crystal inlays answering in character to specimens found in

the shaft-graves of Mycenae. They lay here beneath an untouched floor-

level in a closed passage 660 metres, or over 21 feet, beneath the surface

of the ground.

Each sign is associated on different pieces with various numbers
;
thus

we have :

+ II, + III, + III II, + III III, 4- nil nil.

It must be observed with reference to these signs and ciphers that their

appearance is analogous to that of the signs and dots that appear on the

under side of the porcelain roundels and other plaques for inlaying, such as

those found in the Throne Room.^ The dots also appear among the

numerical signs of the hieroglyphic tablets representing units, like the

upright strokes on the tablets with the linear inscriptions. Some porcelain

plaques found with the bone fish also show this dotted numeration. The

marking of porcelain pieces for inlay with linear signs of a similar class is,

as already pointed out, common to Egypt, and their appearance at Tell-el-

Yehudiyeh had even led to a theory of Greek restoration,
—

" probably of

the time of the Ptolemies." -

An interesting feature of the case is that, on the back of some of

the Tell-el-Yehudiyeh plaques, the Greek-looking signs are replaced

by ordinary Egyptian hieroglyphs. Out of the linear signs found there,

of which there seem to be twelve varieties, eight are almost or quite

identical with types found on the Knossian bone fish. On the other hand,

in Egypt, a series of linear signs of the same class occur as marks on

pottery from prehistoric times down to the latest dynasties,^ and those

' Porcelain plaques, some making up a scale or feather design, with signs and dots, have now

been found by the Italian Mission in the Palace at Phaestos.

- In pointing out the parallelism of the signs as to Knossian plaques with those of Tell-el-

Vehiidiyeh, in my previous Report (p. 42), I was not aware that this suggestion had been made

(Krugsch Bey, Rec. dcs Travaux, etc., 1896, p, i seqcj.). Dr. Von Bissing, who kindly called my
attention to this, informs me that these marks on Egyptian porcelain plaques, to which he has for

years directed his attention, are extremely rare.

2 See Professor Petrie's table of these signs, Ropil Tombs of the First Dynasty, Pi. I. (1900),

P- 32-
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found on the porcelain plaques may be regarded as a selection from a

large existing class.

It is possible that some such selection had been adopted for purposes of

arrangement by an ancient guild of Egyptian inlayers. The reappearance

of similar forms in Crete must in any case be taken in connexion with the

fact that they are there employed by the artisans of a similar craft, who

were copying the Egyptian methods and patterns of inlaid work, whether

in porcelain, bone, or ivory. The bone fish, as may be seen by comparing

them with the ivory pieces of the same form fitted into the medallions

of the gaming board, go with the central lozenges with incurving sides

to form a disk pattern of typically Egyptian character. Porcelain disks

with this design occur already under the Eighteenth Dynasty, and the

enamelled plaques, also presenting linear signs below, found in the Throne

Room, like those of the fourth shaft-grave at Mycenae, were simply copies

of these contemporary Egyptian models. It is reasonable to believe

that the similar linear signs that accompany the products of this Cretan

offshoot of the Egyptian inlayers' art were in many cases actually taken

over from the old Egyptian series.

It is to be observed that these signs do not correspond with the

character of the ordinary linear script of Knossos. They are equally

distinct from the pictographic group. Neither do they agree with the

signs cut on the stone blocks several of which, such as the predominant

double-axe type, the trident, the star, the branch, the cross-patee and the

sistrum-like character, are suggestive of religious symbolism. There is no

evidence as to whether these signs on the plaques for inlaying had any

phonetic values, but it is at any rate an interesting fact that forms

identical with many of the later Greek letters should have been in use for

technical purposes in the Aegean world centuries before the introduction

of the Phoenician Alphabet. In this case, as in that of the other Cretan

sign-groups,' a possible survival and eventual reaction on the imported

Semitic letter-forms can not be excluded.



EXCAVATIONS AT ZAKRO, CRETE.

By D. G. Hogarth.

§ I.

—

The Zakro District.

Excavations were undertaken by me on behalf of the Cretan Explo-

ration Fund in the spring of ipoi.in pursuance of a programme for exploring

the Eteocretan country. Primitive remains had been noted in the Zakro

district, by Captain Spratt in 1852,^ and been more fully described by

Prof F. Halbherr in the Antiquary for 1892 (p. 153). They were visited

later by others, notably Prof L. Mariani in 1893. Mr. A. J. Evans in

1894 and 1896 visited the upper valley, and besides giving a short account

of what he saw in the Academy {]\j\y 4, 1896), preserved very full notes

made on the spot. When a coastal site in East Crete was desired,

he recommended these remains, near a natural port, the last on the

directest sea-route from the Aegean to the Cyrenaic shore, to my
attention.

The district of Zakro lies on the eastward fall of the highlands, which,

rising from the low isthmus of Hierapetra, form the Eteocretan peninsula.

Their last elevation runs as a continuous naked ridge from north to south

and from sea to sea right across the butt of the island, parting the central

upland, of which Praesos was the centre, from the eastern sea ; and their

final slope is divided into four basins opening to the east. The two northern-

most of these contain respectively the sites of Eremopolis {Itanos) and

Palaiokastro, the two southernmost those of Zakro and Xerokambos

{=^ Atnpelos according to Spratt, Halbherr, and Evans, but very doubtfully).

The southern part of the mountain barrier is the most rugged, and the

' I'ococke, to whom Spratl refers, mentions no ruins and was obviously never at Zakro.

9
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natural access to the southern basins is not from their own hinterland on

the west, but from the basin of Palaiokastro, itself entered by an easy pass

from Sitia behind the ridge. Of these four basins, that of Zakro is by a

little the largest.

The spur, which divides it on the north from the basin of Palaiokastro,

bends round southward in a direction parallel to the coast-line, and further

subdivides the Zakro district into a broad and undulating upper trough on

the west, in which lie the settlements of Karoumbes, Azokeramo, Kelaria,

Adhravasti, and Epano Zakro (the last by far the most considerable) ; and

on the east two small deltaic plains at the mouths of the gorges, through

which escape the waters of the upper trough, collected on the high western

The Eastern Half of Crete.

^o Dionyslades Is.

Eremopotis (Itairoa)

Palaiokastro

Karoumbes

Hato Zakro

Xerokamboa

Fig. 37.

ridge. Both these deltas contain conspicuous megalithic ruins, and both

show signs of having possessed harbours in antiquity. At the apex of the

northern delta, that of the Karoumbes river, are two groups of Cyclopean

buildings,^ of two of which several courses remain, and near the natural

port, formed by a horseshoe of high reefs, are other ruins less well preserved.

These buildings have in no case retained enough earth to make their excava-

tion worth undertaking, but the character of their construction and the sherds

lying about them sufficiently show them to belong to the same period as

the town about to be described in the southern delta.

1 Mentioned by Spratt (I. p. 234), Halbherr i,Ant. 1892, p. 153) and Mariani {Mon. Ant. vi,

p. 298).
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The second delta spreads fanwise from the point at which the principal

stream of the district, the Zakro river, finally escapes from a canon, some

five miles long, impassable by loaded animals, with sides for the most part

absolutely perpendicular and varying from 500 to 800 feet in height. This

delta is larger than that of Karoumbes, less marshy, and possesses better

water. While the latter, therefore, is now without inhabitants, the former

contains a small hamlet, Kato Zakro, grouped about a double church of

the Virgin of the Ascension and *St. Antony, and is the scala of the

district Charubs and other produce are brought down to it from all the

settlements in the upper trough, and three stores stand on the beach for

their accommodation. The deep bay, possessing excellent anchorage near

inshore (cf Spratt, /.r.), and protected by long headlands from all winds

but the very rare easter, is not used only by local coasters, but is the

best known rendezvous and port of call for the fishing fleets of the eastern

islands, which sail annually to the sponge grounds off the Libyan shore

from Madrucha to Bengazi. During my stay of six weeks, three days

never passed without the appearance of some of these boats, carrying

crews of from ten to five and thirty hands ; and often from ten to twenty

sail rode at anchor at once. For sailing craft the bay of Zakro is still the

principal station on the road from the Aegean to Libya {y. Plate IV., No. i).

The whole district is exposed to terrific denudation, owing to the heavy

precipitation on the abrupt eastern face of the Sitia mountains. I had

myself the fortune (or misfortune) to witness a signal instance of this

natural process—viz. a sudden flood which swept the whole plain on May
15th, and in two hours changed the face of the landscape, leaving stones

and naked rock where fields, vineyards, and groves had been, and carry-

ing to the sea 4,000 trees. Consequently the primitive remains are of

very fragmentary and scattered character, and would now be non-existent

had not malaria prevented any considerable and permanent modern settle-

ment in this plain. Indeed it appears that for a long time it had no

inhabitants at all after the decay of Cretan sea-borne commerce at the

close of the Mycenaean period itself There is hardly a scrap of pottery

either on the soil or in it belonging to any subsequent age.

§ 2.

—

Kato Zakro. The Pits.

The principal remains, already described by Marian i as they appeared

before excavation (/.r.), occur on two spurs which descend from the range of
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hills and are divided by a narrow valley. That lying farthest inland is com-

paratively rugged and difficult of access and rises to a sharp peak, on

which are traces of rough fortification {v. Fig. A, " Acropolis "). Falling

sheer to the river on the west, and protected by cliffs on the north and east,

it is easily accessible only from the south ; and on that side remain frag-

ments of massive Cyclopean walls which seem to have formed a continuous

curtain above the plain {v. Fig. A, Nos. i, 2, 4, 5, Plate IV., No. 2). Within

this fortification are very scanty traces of house-foundations ; but so

denuded is the crown of the spur, that little evidence could have been

obtained of the character of its former inhabitants were it not for the

occurrence of two depressions, probably due in the first instance to

erosion, but enlarged by man's device. Of these the principal is a bottle-

shaped pit, the Aa/t/co? of Halbherr and Mariani, about 18 feet deep by 16

feet longest diameter, with very rough floor and sides (Pit i). This I

found nearly half full of earth with which were mixed an enormous

quantity of pottery, and a few other remains. Of the 8 feet of deposit,

the three uppermost had been disturbed by peasants who began to plunder

the pit some fifteen years ago, but had desisted before Halbherr's visit.

The other five feet were untouched. I may summarise their contents,

first saying that there was no sign of stratification—no layers of ash

alternating with pottery, as in the Dictaean Cavern. There was also

hardly any trace of bones or other organic remains. The pit was appar-

ently filled with tumbled pottery, stone vessels, and rough blocks, among

and over which water had laid a thick loam. As all who had previously

seen it expected, it proved well worth exploration, although Halbherr's

hope that it might serve to reveal the ancient name of the site was not

realized, all its contents being of much earlier period than had been

suspected.

Three obsidian flakes were found in the pit and a few minute fragments

of bronze pins and blades, but not a trace of iron. Some bits of stucco-

plaster, painted blue and yellow, and fragments of bone implements also

occurred. The remains of stone vessels were neither numerous nor remark-

able. Such as there were proved to be either small bowls in steatite, or ruder

utensils, such as mortars in rough limestone. A spouted jug in coarse

blue-veined marble of a typically ceramic shape alone calls for special

mention. The mass of the find was in earthenware, and included about

eighty unbroken vases among thousands of fragments.
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Four-fifths of this pottery may be referred to the best Knossian

Mycenaean period, and such of it as is of painted fabric, is distinguished

equally by the richness of its decoration, and the frequent use of white

pigment added after firing. Two vases in particular may be mentioned,

which show beautiful white floral designs painted over the already glazed

decoration. Shallow bowls, decorated both inside and out, prevailed in

enormous proportion. The remaining fifth was of the unmistakable Cretan

pre-Mycenaean ware known as " Kamares." But while the forms (straight-

sided cups of the Vaphio type and -one-handled bowls) and the fabric and

glaze are identical with that of the Kamares ware of mid-Crete, the

schemes and colouring of the decoration vary from those observed there,

and coincide exactly with the prevailing schemes on the Zakro

" Mycenaean " ware. The natural inference is that we have here a very

late Kamares fabric, immediately preceding the introduction of the

Mycenaean glaze and pigment. But the fact that this Zakro Kamares

ware passes without any sign of violent change into Mycenaean is very

important and contrary to what has been observed at Knossos.^

Of hand-polished neolithic ware, whether plain or incised, there was

not a trace in this pit ; nor was the geometric Kamares ware, which seems

immediately to succeed it,- represented. The more distinctly metalloid

forms, so characteristic of the mid-Cretan ware, were also absent. These

seem to belong to the acme of the Kamares period ; and the fact that they

were not found at Zakro supports the theory that the settlement there

belongs at earliest to the close of the pre-Mycenaean phase of Cretan

civilisation.

I have said that this pottery was not stratified. Kamares fragments

were found both above and below Mycenaean. This fact might be explained

either by supposing the contents of the pit to have all been thrown in

together in the later period, and to have been the accumulation of cen-

turies ; or by supposing that at some subsequent date the pit was very

thoroughly rifled for metal objects and other valuables, and its contents

were turned over in the process. This would explain the small proportion

of metal found.

This remarkable pit may have been a mere ordinary refuse receptacle

^ The special study of this pottery was undertaken in Candia by Mr. J. H. Marshall ; but an

attack of fever compelled him to leave the island prematurely, and having now accepted a post in

India, hejias had to abandon the work. I must therefore defer a detailed report.

- V. Journal of Hell. Studies, xxi. p. 96.
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for the small town about its mouth. But when I note (i) that it has been

enlarged by man's labour, though not to serve any purpose of burial
; (2)

Fig. 38.

—

Types of Pierced Ci.ay Objects from the Pits (i : 2).

that it contained a large number of complete vases, almost all of types

which prevailed in the sanctuary on Dicte
; (3) that its pottery is of

1

Fig. 39.— Characters Incised on Pierced Clay Objects from the Pits.

richer character than was commonly found elsewhere at Zakro— I am
inclined to support the conjecture made at a venture by both Halbherr
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and Mariani, and see in it a receptacle for the superfluous ex votos of a

neighbouring shrine. A similar reason has been suggested for the exist-

ence of pits at Knossos and in Melos (B.S.A. vi. p. 72), and for the

trench opened by Prof Petrie in the Apollo Precinct at Naukratis.

:<f;
A
\/

Fig. 40.

—

Characters on Two Potsherds and Two Weights from Houses of the
Lower Town.

In the earth about the pit's mouth were found (besides much pottery

thrown out by the earlier searchers) a three-faced intaglio in steatite of

coarse style, a pear-shaped bead in milk-agate, and a silver scudo of

Fig. 41.

—

"Lamps" from Pit 2 (i :4). Fig. 42.

—

Strainer and Cross-handlei

"Fruit Stand" Vase (1:5).

Francesco Erizzo, Doge of Venice, 1631-1646. As is invariably the case

on such sites, vast numbers of clay objects pierced for suspension occurred

both in the pit and elsewhere at Zakro. I give the different types in

Fig. 38>.and the symbols cut or impressed on certain of these, in Fig. 39.
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The second pit (Pit 2) was about fifty feet to the north of the first. Two
successive lime kilns had been constructed above it. It was of irregular

shape, and of a depth ranging from 150 at the north to 2'50 at the south

end. Below the lime occurred vast quantities of pottery in a much

perished condition, including nineteen unpainted lamp-like vessels (Fig. 41).

The painted ware was identical with that found in the first pit.

Near the mouths of these pits I found foundations of houses, and

others (Fig. A, Nos. 7, 8) lower down {ibid. 3, 3) ; and at some distance to

the south-west I discovered a house {ibid. 5) still retaining a little deposit

and unbroken vases of the latest Mycenaean period. Another house was

not entirely destroyed on the east slope {ibid. 6). Remains of brick party

walls survived and two vases worth representation (Fig. 42). Both are in

unpainted ware, the " strainer " having a buff slip. On all the rest of

the slopes of this spur, rock occurred close to the surface wherever I

probed.

§ 3.

—

The Lower Town.

The eastern and lower spur (7'. Fig .A, and Plate III.) rises steeply from

the opposite side of a shallow cultivated ravine, the basin of an insigni-

ficant torrent whose waters are artificially conducted through two conduits

under the slopes. In the great storm of May 15 this torrent broke bounds

and swept a channel anew down the centre of the ravine. From the crown

of its western and southern slopes the spur falls away gently northward

to another torrent bed. Seawards it terminates in a cliff thirty feet high.

The summit and northward slope are denuded equally of earth-covering

and of ancient remains. On the westward and southward slopes appear

massive walls which for many ages have retained a few feet of earth

terrace-wise, and have been from time to time repaired to prevent the

escape of this earth. Their outlines were much obscured by growths of

wild olives, almond, and charub trees, and by a cumber of fallen stones.

ij 4.

—

House A.

On the westward face of this spur at its highest point, three sides of a

tetragonal structure of Cyclopean style were conspicuous (Plate IV., No. 3 :

this I take to have been Mariani's " Temple ") : and as this obviously

had retained some feet of deposit I explored it first (House A). To

K
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north and east of it, foundations of other quadrangles, apparently in

connection, were visible, but, being on the crown of the spur, these held up

no earth. Feeling along the soft rock surface from the east, I found it to

fall suddenly away beyond a long revetment of small unbonded stones.

The space contained by this and the Cyclopean walls, a space of some

17 feet by 43 feet, was the area to be excavated (Plate IV. 4).

A proved to contain eight rooms, preserved to an average height

from their floors of five feet six inches, and entered by a wide door from

the gorge, along whose eastern slope runs a paved road. The two

rooms (i, 2) built of unfaced stones were mere cellars, used for storage

and entered from above. They contained many small ashlar blocks and

large bricks, remains of an upper structure. The other rooms are dis-

tinguished by having party walls of flat lightly baked bricks, laid on stone

foundations. These bricks are unusually large, being of two sizes, the

larger, 24 inches x 16 x 4, the smaller, 13I inches x 12 x 3|. It has

long been supposed that the upper courses of " Mycenaean " walls were

in brick, but no bricks have previously been found in situ. The Zakro

specimens were well and squarely laid, and admirably preserved. A
coat of mud-plaster, mixed with coarse straws, faced the brick ; and over

this was laid in some places a finer painted plaster.

The entrance hall ( 4) is floored with pebble concrete ("tarazza"). It contained certain in-

teresting features. A square pillar base (v. plan) rests on a rough stone plinth let into the fine

pebble concrete floor. Its height from the plinth is i' 2". All four sides have a double coat of

plaster, the inner coarse and 20 mill, thick, the outer fine, 4 mill, thick, and painted in a blue

monochrome. The top is smoothed but not plastered, and as no other blocks and few bits of

plaster lay in the vicinity, I feel certain that its continuation was represented by a quantity of burnt

straight-grained wood found standing upright above it. The position of this pillar is hardly con-

sistent with its having served any serious structural purpose. Though it stood centrally in the

entrance hall, the first object to strike the eye of the incomer, it was barely a foot from the massive

brick wall, behind which is chamber 6. If it was a sacred " Pillar of Stablishment," the prob-

ability that its main part was of wood is especially interesting.

The group of basins on the left of the main entrance is remarkable. The larger is 2 ft. in

diameter and communicates through a wide vent with the easternmost of the smaller ones, the

rim of which is level with the bottom of its feeder. The third small basin is on the same level, but

independent. Nothing was found in any of these basins but earth. A similar group was found

later in another House E, also in the entrance hall, but not so near the doorway ; and two,

the one feetling the other, by the "wine-press" in House /, to be described presently. It should

be mentioned here that in A the upper basin was backed by a wall of packed earth and small stones,

on the further, i.e. S., side of which was a vertical face of thin uncoloured plaster preserved to a

height of 3 inches only. This plaster face, turning horizontally, continued for a short way south-

ward over the concrete floor, and then was lost until it reappeared near the south wall, and turned

again vertically up the face of that wall. It seems to follow that in the south jart of the entrance

hall was a shallow tank, less massive than the " press " in /, but standing in like relation to a group

of basins. Its eastern limit could not be determined.
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Within the main western doorway lay a very solid concrete floor made of unusually large

pebbles. The threshold, a single block much worn, 4 ft. x 1.8 x 1.3, bears ihree dowel-holes, two
at the south end and one at the north. On the outside a single rough siep descends to a rudely-

paved way about 4 ft. wide, running under the face of the structure.

In the entrance hall nothing was found but remains of two small jars lying in the upper earth,

as though fallen from above. Nor were rooms 5 (except where, in the communication with 3, a
beautiful marine vase was found) or 6 more productive. It is hard to see what purpose these strait

chambers can have served. The massive character of their west wall, combined with the fact that

they had no flooring but mud and were full of carbonised matter and fallen bricks, larger than
those of their walls, suggests that they (like 3) were cupboards under a stairway or landing, by
which access was obtained to an upper structure.

A broad doorway leads north from the entrance hall into two large chambers, which, not only
from their size but the character of the objects found in them, must be regarded as living rooms.

No. 7 is paved with stone slabs at its west end, where it gives passage to No. 8, but for the rest

Fio. 43.

—

Typical Painted Vases from
House A (1:5).

Fig. 44.

—

Bronze Knife, Mattocks and
Drills from House A (i :4).

with burnt brick tiles laid on a few inches of packed earth which contained fragments of " wavy-

stripe" Mycenaean ware, but not a scrap of Kamares ware. Immediately on the tiles lay carbonised

matter mixed with potsherds and bits of painted plaster showing traces of a yellow pattern on blue

ground ; but above this, at a height of i ft. 6 inches from the floor, and under a mass of disordered

bricks of the largest type (24 inches x 16x4) occurred a remarkable group of objects, lying at all

angles as if fallen from above. The first to appear were fragments of a large bronze knife or sword :

then a large steatite " lamp" or altar, so greatly calcined that it mostly fell to dust; then two

almost perfect painted vases of the "hole-mouth" strainer form with parts of about ten other

painted vases all belonging to late Mycenaean types (Fig. 43) ; then two heavy bronze tools, like

broad mattocks, and four massive round bronze points, solid except for a slight indentation

at the base. As these can have been but weakly attached to any shaft, they can hardly be

spear heads. I suggest that they were drills for agriculture (Fig. 44). Finally there was scattered

over a small and roughly circular space among and about the bronzes an immense number (nearly
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500) of well preser\'ed clay nodules bearing impressions of inlaglios (Fig. 45). Most of these have

two or three faces, and were evidently seals attached to documents. ' Among them lay a broken

baked clay wedge 48 mill. long x 12 mill, broad, showing obliterated characters in the linear

Knossian script on lx)th faces; and a roughly circular tablet (28 mill, diam.) of fine baked red clay,

bearing on one face an inscription in the same script traced with a fine point, and on its rim

two " countersigns " impressed faintly with a signet-gem (type, two wild goats). On another part

of its rim appears also the impress of .some textile material.

The sealings all have been hardened by fire^ but whether in the baking or accidentally

by the conflagration which evidently destroyed the structure in which I found them, it is

impossible to say. The fact that they were found over a restricted and roughly circular area

suggests that they had (alien all together from a height on the collapse of some receptacle in which

they had been stored. Ere they fell, the floor of the chamber had been covered to a considerable

depth with burnt matter and other deposit. The large bricks, whose pent over them is mainly

responsible for their preservation, look like the flooring of the terrace above. It would appear,

therefore, that these sealings, tablets, bronzes, vases and the rest had been stored either among

the rafters of the lower terrace, under a painted ceiling, or below the floor of the upper terrace,

perhaps in a sunken receptacle made of bricks, like the stone KaaeWes let into the floors of Knossian

galleries.

Fig. 45.

—

Minotaur Types on Clay Sealings from House A. (Enlarged i diameter.)

Room 8, the last and largest, has a floor of hammered white earth, on which rested in various

stages of ruin five large jars ornamented with degraded rope mouldings, nine small rustic amphorae

of the " pinched mouth " class, and (in the north-east corner) thirteen rustic handleless cups of the

common Mycenaean type, turned bottom upwards. All were empty.

To north of this building soundings showed an artificial filling of

stones. The rock slopes upward to the surface after a few feet, and, as

has been already said, lies high above the building on the east, bearing

the stone foundations of other buildings apparently connected with the

lower one. To south I dug out stone cellar-like chambers (B. i. 2. 3)

precisely similar to A. i. and 2. The massive returning south wall of A
seems to mark them off as distinct, but they must be cellars of the same

upper building. Some unpainted vases were found in fragments in the

earth floor of 3 at a depth of five feet.

^ These will form the subject of a special article to appear in \.\\t Joitrnal of HeUenii Studies,
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I have dealt in detail with this building A, albeit verj^ small, because

it is perhaps the most significant domestic structure yet uncovered on an

Aegean site. It has been left open and walled off. It represents, however,

evidently only the fore part of a perished group of buildings mostly

situated on the upper level, which is the crown of the spur. The size and

situation of this group, in which alone among the buildings on this site

fine glazed pottery and such objects as tablets and sealings were

discovered, suggests that it was the residence of the local chieftain, or

governor. The fore part (A) I conjecture to have had an open terrace

roof Behind this rose the main building, with which the cellars A. i. 2.

and B. i. 2. 3, and the stairway carried up through A. 3. 5. 6commu-nicated.

What the plan of that main building was cannot be determined from its

own denuded remains, but some idea of it may be gathered from the two

large upper houses (G and I) afterwards excavated.

§ 5._HousES C. D. E. F. H. K. and M.

Before describing these houses, however, I will mention briefly a number

of other buildings. On the general plan (Plate 1 1 1.) a number of tetragonal

structures are represented, mostly lying on the crown of the spur to south-

eastward, but not lettered. These were all tested but found to be denuded

to (and in places below) their foundations. The party walls and doorways

could no longer be distinguished. The square, marked C, is in similar case

but within its south-east angle a cellar had been sunk one metre into the

rock, on the floor of which was a small heap of bronze implements

(Fig. 46). This hoard consisted of two solid axes, laid side by side. On
one hand were five thin plates with rounded ends, four of which were

found adhering in pairs. They show no perforation or other signs of having

been attached, but have a finely serrated edge. Under these lay three

lances or knife-blades, one with si.x gold-plated studs of attachment. On
the other hand of the axes were a number of fragments, apparently remains

of the sides, handle and feet of a large cauldron. Under and about the

bronzes was a good deal of broken painted pottery, many small cups and

a rude stone trough. On the surface of the soil above this cellar a three-

sided steatite lentoid of poor and late work was picked up.

At the foot of the slope I explored a succession of buildings marked

D. E. F. and M. on the map. The depth of earth in these was consider-
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able, and raised hopes not realised by their character or contents. The

group of chambers D. E. belongs evidently to the fore part of a building

on a higher level to east, which has almost wholly disappeared. The only

entrance from the outer air seems to be in the north part of E, which is

preserved to an average height of 26 inches only. This door gives access

to a hall (4) at the farther side of which was a group of four basins,

resembling those in A. A room (5), paved with concrete, opens to left,

but its south wall has entirely gope. To right a stairway, of which four

steps are preserved, ascends to the upper terrace (Plate V. i). Perhaps

it was continued by a wooden ladder placed in the narrow chamber at

1- iG. 40.

—

Bronze Hoard from llousic €(1:4).

its head. Seven well preserved TrtdoL (one of which had its stone cover

intact upon it) distinguished the last chamber on the right (1), but nothing

else worth mention was found in E. except two bronze lids on the floor

of the entrance hall. For the sake, however, of the stairway, I left this

group of chambers open. Its ruin was not, apparently, due to fire but to

natural decay.

The chambers lettered D. have no approach from E. and none from

the west or south. Their walls, preserved to an average height of five feet,

were found unplastered, and their floors unpaved with anything but

hammered earth. The deposit in these rooms was full of bricks, brie k

earth, and carbonised matter. The rough stone foundation of a square
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central pillar alone distinguishes the largest room, from which a second

chamber is reached by three rude steps averaging four inches high. In

neither room was anything of interest found, hardly even a fragment of

painted pottery. The third room was evidently (what the others were

probably) a mere cellar. It contained much broken pottery of the commoner

rustic sort (tripods, cups, &c.) lying in a heap at the lower end of its floor,

and in a hole of the rock at its upper end occurred a small deposit of

painted Kamares sherds. The whole group of chambers must have been

approached by stairs from the ruined eastern upper house of which they

were appendages. Perhaps the narrow recesses, which run into the rock

eastward from D. i, contained wooden ladders. In the northern of these

recesses a long vase in coarse unpainted

ware four feet four inches high with a

diameter of only seven inches was found

upright, half engaged in the wall. The

bottom was pierced, and it had two handles

midway.

The three chambers to north of this

group (F) were cellars, filled with brick

earth fallen from above, mixed with kitchen

pottery only, and some fragments of bronze.

They belonged to a large building of

which very faint traces remain to east-

ward. In the level bottom of the ravine,

immediately south-west of D, exist scanty

remains of another group of chambers (M.) preserved to a height of two

feet only. In a trial here I found the altar (?) (Fig. 47).

A number of trials to eastward showed that nothing was preserved but

the large house I and two fragments of upper houses on either side of it

(H. and K.), whose brick party walls remained to a height of about one foot

at their eastern ends, where sheltered under the talus fallen from the crown

of the spur above. Too little was left of either to make these structures in-

forming, but each contained remains of a rubbish heap from which certain

objects of some interest were extracted. In a chamber in H, were found

a round worked stone, inscribed with six dots on one side and a symbol

on the other •
; J^, evidently a weight, a perfect "blossom " vase in steatite

and a small painted clay bowl of late Mycenaean type. In the central

Fig. 47.- 'Altar" from House M.
(1:5)
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passage was an extraordinary heap of rustic pottery just under the surface.

In K were found a large coarse amphora of unusual squat form ; fragments

of a painted filler, and of a vase with " embossed " surface, a degradation

of the Kamares " finger work "
; the knob from a knife-hilt in striped

blue-grey agate, and a head of a wild goat in greenish clay with yellow

slip.

Two large houses, G. and I., lying almost on the ridge of the spur,

deserve more detailed consideration. Having very massive Cyclopean

outer walls they had retained earth and been for many ages fenced off as

cultivation plots.

§ 6.—House G.

The Cyclopean south-west wall of G, immediately behind, and roughly

in a line with, the group D. E., is the most imposing ruin on the site, the

outer face rising 15 feet from the foundations at the north-west corner.

Section A.A.

Fig. 48.

—

Section through House G.

This height however is largely due to its being a retaining wall : the drop

on the inner side to the lowest floor level of the house itself, in room 4,

is only 8 feet. The largest blocks of which this wall is composed average

4 feet X 3 X 26, and there is very little filling in of small stones. The

other outer walls are of the same character, but lessen in height with

the rise of the hill, till of the north-eastern only a single course remains.

{v. Section AA).

This house was unfortunately in the last stage of ruin, and its plan was

only to be imperfectly traced. Nothing but the substructures or cellars at the

back (the south-west) had more than two feet of earth in them, or walls

preserved above their foundation courses. Consequently hardly any

objects were recovered from this house beyond broken pottery : but that

1 3 •
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was of a kind to show that, in the latest Mycenaean age, the inhabitants

maintained a certain luxury. Alone among the Zakro houses, this con-

tained evidence of having possessed painted tridoi : large conventionalised

polyps sprawl in matt red over a yellow ground, or their bands of incised

and moulded ornament are relieved by crimson stripes.

The house was entered {:•. plan) by :i wide doorway from a roadway riinninf; from north-easi

to south-west along the high ground to north. In this doorway on the left is a small round

column base (i ft. diam.) /// si'tit. The door led into a small paved vestibule provided with a low

Stone bench lO in. high along the left hand waM. From this a step of 4 inches descended to a

second and larger paved vestibule, whence opened immediately on the right a doorway of the

same width (4S) as the vesliinde entrances, conducting into what seems to have been an inner

open court-yard. The rock over all its area is but very roughly levelled and seems to have been

rudely paved with round stones. Here were found remains of larger iridoi which must have

stood about 5 feci high. (7'. sketch, Fig. 49, of entrance hall from the inside).

Kic. 49. — Skktcii ok Entk.\N( k to lloiisi-; (). 1 U(.).m utiiiin.

Returning to ilic inner vestibule we >ee on tlie left two small chanil)ers denuikd lo the founda-

tions ; it is impossible lo say where their doers were. To soulh-wesl, however, a second low step

leads into the main hall of liie house, a perfect square, 17 feet x 17 feet (6). Nothing remains of ii Inii

foundation courses, and rock was found at only I ft. 6 in. below the surface of the soil. ,\11 irace

even of pavement hail vanished ; but from ashlar blocks lying in ihe deposit it is plain iIkU its

wails had been in [lart of good masonry. Probably above a certain heiglil they were conliiuied in

brick. One block lH)re the incised signs
J j

•

To soulh anil west of this hall the vanished chaml)ers of ilie house stood over a basemenl,

which survives as a series of doorless cellars about 5 feet deep. Two asiilar blocks remained in

position on the rough wall which divides cellars 3 and 5, to attest the character of the npjKr

structure. Cellar No. 1 has a rough rock floor and inner walls of small uniilasiered masonry. A
irlBos was found in position, and the deposit contained fallen bricks, many fragments of painled

ware, four bronze fish-hooks, a bronze ring, and a flake of obsidian. Cellar No. S \ielded a

"holemoulli" vase of late Mycenaean buff glaze with red-brown "splash paint" ornauKnl.

No. 3, a mere slit, was empty. No. 4 can claim to have l)een more than a cellar, being paved

with |K'bble concrete in which a -wldus has been sunk 2 ft. 6 in. to its rim. Round the south-east

angle runs a bench I foot high and i ft. broad composed of ashlar blocks v\iih ends "splayed,"'

so as to leave joints ojK'ning trianglewise. This is precisely parallel to the bench in House />' .at

Knossos, figured in B.S.A. vi. (I'l.ite IV. 4). Cellar 5 contained two iri'tfoi ami vi\ pear-shaped

pierced " weights." The space to north-west of this seems to have contained a si.\ih cellar of larger

dimensions, but now utterly ruineil. From it were obtained a tiny />/>>,7/i?;////-, a lironze bladi,

and a fragment of a twisted column of steatite. This house, unlike A., 1)., or E., is obviou>ly a

seif-conlained whole, not a mere forepart. The imperfection of its |)lan, however, makes ii a h'^s

vihiable discovery ihan the large house to eastward (I.).
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§ 7.

—

House I.

Well-preserved Cyclopean walls on three sides (W., S. and E.), and

brick earth within their area marked a likely spot. In the event, the

space so enclosed proved to contain the most elaborate and complete

ground plan discovered, and a greater number of objects {e.g., over 70 vases)

than any other house. Unfortunately the deposit was shallow, averaging

under 3 feet, and the rooms and their contents, though not calcined

by any conflagration, were in ruinous condition. The feature of this

building was the preservation of its fine pebble concrete floors, and wall

plaster. I had all the rooms cleared by knife-work, and the edges of

plaster very carefully followed. By those edges in certain cases the

position of walls, that have themselves vanished, was determined (Fig. 50).

Section B.B.

BLOCK

Section C.C.

BLOCK J

.

Fig. 50.

—

Sections through House I.

This house, like that last described, is a self-contained whole. It is entered irom the higher,

i.e. the north side, by an accurately squared doorway with a massive threshold block 5' 6" x 4' 6" x 6".

The wall is at its highest at this point, rising west of the entrance to 4' 10" in three courses ; on the

east in two courses to 3' 6". Originally this entrance was in the extreme N.E. angle of the house,

but at some period part of the east wall was pulled down and thrown out to eastward, making a

chamber (xx.) on the left. A brick wall was then built to form a west side, the end of which now

obscures a corner of the threshold block.

The vestibule (xix. ), originally paved with stone, gives access to a large Court (ix.), apparently

unpaved and unplastered. Much brick ruin, two large ttiOoi and some fragments of stone vessels were

found in its area. On its south side, and also on the north, are doorways by which the main rooms

are reached. Beyond the northern doorway a stone built room (xviii.), found empty, is passed, and

certain well-preserved structures are reached on the right which seem to hang together. The

centre of the group is the plastered room or cistern No. xvi. The thin inner walls of this (l' thick)

are plastered inside and out and on the top, and they still remain at their original height (2' 3").

The floor is equally plastered, and the narrow door (i' 4") does not go down more than half-way to

the floor. The room could thus be filled with water or other fluid to a depth of i' 2" {v. Section
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CC). In the south- west corner is ;i slii^ht recess, where ;x clay recei)tacle, i' 3"tnamcter, is sunk lo

its rim in the floor. On the west llie wall broadens out as a jilatform of stones and clay with a step

on sou'h and west, and in this ace sunk, one below the other, Iwo lar^e basins, whereof thv upper,

2' 3" diameter, but only 7" dee|), drains (as in A) ihroutjh a wide vent to the lower (T 5V' diameter

by 2' 2" deep). ( Plate \'. 2). On the east is a lower platform of stones (xvii.). What purpose

was served by this group of cisterns an<l basins? That of a bath ? or that of a wine jiress? Native

opinion inclined to the latter, and perhaps with that view the shallowness of the ci.stern, and the

receptacle sunk in its ant^le, are most consistent. If this view be adopted, we must see the same

purpose in the arrantjement of tank and basin in the entrance hall of House A.

Two chambers are now passed on the ri^ht, of which one (xv.) has no ]iavenicnt, and may he

judged from the remains of large iriOoi found in it, to have been a store. The other (xi.) has its

]iarty walls preserved to inches only, 'i'uo small plain jugs were found in it. On the left, opens

a room (xiv.) which yielded a great (juaniity of the conunoner son of vases, stamni, cups and small

jugs. A uni(pte vessel in very rough unpainied ware, sha])cd like a six-inch gun shell, and pierced

at the point, is figured below (Fig. 51). I have nn clue to its use. Seven amphorae were ranged

rountl iis walls, each corner being occupied, and in the middle

among masses of ashes and burnt bones occurred about twenty

pierced stones and several pierced clay weights (Plate V. 3). A
doorway now gives access to the central and largest room of

the house (v.) finely floored with concrete and plastered with a

stucco, blue in its lower part, but evidently, (from fragments),

varied with red in its upper. It was terribly ruined and quite

empty, except for a irldos in the south-west corner. Right of its

entrance is a narrow chamber sujiplied with five plastered kitchen

troughs raised on a step 7 inches high (Plate \'. 4). The surface

water from chamber v. was carried oft by means <( an open channel

of baked red clay, I inch wide l>y I inch deep, over the floor of the

adjoining room (x.) and through a hole in the west Cyclopean

wall. Room x. contained two iridoi in situ and a broken painted

ociioihoc inside one of these.

Passing out of the central hall by its south door we are con-

fronted by a base made of bricks, i'3"x i' 3" x 4" (the ordinary

size of bricks in this house), standing in a much ruined room (iii.)

whose north wall could be traced by the line of its plaster face

only. This room was empty, but it gave access lo another sunk

chamber (iv.)wiih plastered walls and paved floor (r-. section BB.).

Its arrangement recalls the so-called "sunken tanks" of Knossos

and Phaeslos. On its pavement in the north-east corner lay a mass of vases, mostly of common
type (plain cups and one-handled i)owls), in one oi which was found a thin silver lid of 137 mill,

diameter. Other vases, two heavy stone lids, and a bronze knife-blade were found on the

upper step.

Retracing our steps, we leave on the right a small chamber (ii. ) with vestibule, which contained

a painted stamnos and a j")ainted liowl, and enter the corner room (i.), which was one of the best

preserved in the house. Its brick party walls rest on stone foundations, and were found covered

with a bluish plaster, fallen fragments of which showed traces of a red leaf pattern. In its north-

east angle was a small perfect ttiAos and a large basin, and in all corners and in the centre were

found broken vases to the number of a dozen, together with two bronze pins, and a mug in reddish

marble.

Returning eastward, we pass by a step from room vi. to room vii. in the far corner of which

were remains of a receptacle made of upright slabs, and of a number of vases, including two

pseudamphorae of late type. Room viii. beyond this, which is sunk to 5' 3" below the general level,

is stone built, has no door or pavement, and is evidently a cellar. The passage xiii. was found blocked

Fig. 51.

—

Vase from
House I. Room .xiv.
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with common " rustic" vases to the number of 35, and pierced clay " weights.'.' By this passage

the open court (ix.) is again reached, and the circuit completed.

Here we have the most complete ground plan on the site, and a fair

type of a house of the latest Mycenaean age. The painted ware found in

it was uniformly of that period in decoration and form. Bronze occurred,

but not a trace of iron. Its destruction marked the close of the

Mycenaean period, and the abandonment of the town. No painted

geometric ware occurs anywhere on the surface of the Kato Zakro basin.

To find that one must go towards the upper valley.

§ 8.—l^UKIALS.

Tombs were sought in vain on all the slopes of the hills. My overseer,

Gregori Antoniou of Larnaca, one of the most e.xperienced tomb-finders

in the Levant, was of opinion from the first that burial in chamber

graves could never have been habitual here, since the limestone rock

is uniformly of the most uncompromising hardness, Ln the event his

view was justified, for the rock shows no sign of having been cut at any

point, except in the quarry at Spi'laios Pelekitoii, two miles to northward

on the seaward face of the cliff, from which the materials for the Zakro

town doubtless came. Nor have the denuding influences of nature left

sufficient earth to cover a corpse anywhere, but in the marshy delta of the

river, a very unlikely place.

Where then did the folk of the earlier and later Zakro settlement lay

their dead ? Native tradition reported former discoveries of built cist-

graves in rock recesses and caves of the Gorge, and I was conducted to two

grottoes, now bare of earth, but still containing bones lying among rough

slabs, evidently the ruins of such cists. Thereafter I had the caves

systematically examined. Those visible from the lower plain proved all

water swept, except one small recess high up on the north, and east of a

much larger and more conspicuous grotto. This contained about a foot of

earth from which several potsherds were collected, but no bones. These

sherds were a surpri.se, for many of them belonged to early styles distinct

from any found below. Together with parts of rough vases with white

ornament on a black " Kamares " slip were three other kinds, (i) hand-

polished brown-black neolithic, (2) ware of a blue grey clay with slip of the

same, ornamented with very regular incised geometric schemes, (3) a yellow
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ware bearing hatched ornament in brown lustreless paint, strongly recalling

a fabric found in the primitive necropolis of Agia Paraskevc in Cyprus

(Fig. 52, cf. middle vase first row). All this seems to date before the

developed Kamares-Mycenaean pottery of the Pits,

Scanty remains of small terraced houses were found on the steep slope

just below the cave, and before the mouth of the latter there were traces of

a rectangular structure : but the few sherds recoverable from these houses

were of later Mycenaean type.

A much larger cave, however, about three miles up the Gorge, threw

some light. This lies high up on the left bank, not far below the point

where the stream from Epano Zakro first engages itself in the canon.

The cave was found to be choked with earth and animal droppings
;

and clearing a way in, we hit almost in the entrance on the disturbed

remains of at least five burials, laid about two feet from the surface under

a stratum of fine ash. The bodies had been laid on earth within cists

rudely built of small stones, but only one of these retained its form. Its

inner area measured 3' 10" x 2' 8", and it contained a well-preserved

skeleton, laid on the left side, with knees drawn tightly up towards the

chin, and arms extended at full length. A single vase in gre\' clay

with incised geometric ornament lay with its mouth almost touching the

mouth of the corpse (Fig. 52, middle vase of second row).

The other four burials, lying more towards the south of the passage,

were a jumble of stones, skulls, vases and bones. From the confusion I

recovered two skulls, two obsidian flakes, a bone object pierced with bronze

nails which was perhaps a knife handle, twenty-three vases complete, or

nearly so, a basket of fragments, and a pierced clay cube or " loom-weight."

Of these vases, five are typical early Schnabelkannen, unpainted and hand-

made ; three are bowls in the incised grey-black ware noted in the lower

cave ; one large ScJinabelkanne and a saucer are in the yellow ware with

brown painted ornament, also found in the lower cave ; one bowl, with

small suspensory handle under the lip, is in a highly polished hand-made

ware varying from bright red above to black at the base, very like

a Cyprian fabric ; five are jugs and bowls in plain hand-made buff

ware ; one cup shows neat white hatched ornament painted under the

rim on the body clay : a second is of a typical Kamares shape with

black slip ; a third in the same ware has spout and rudimentary handles
;

and one small black polished bowl is strongly reminiscent of squat
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suspensory neolithic bowls. They form a j:(roiip whose relative date is

clear (Fig. 52). The burials to which these vases belong must be placed

in the beginning of the " Kamares " period, of whose typical pottery they

embrace certain specimens ; but they contain also elements not usually

found on " Kamares " sites. The neolithic incised ware seems to have

taken here a geometric development both in incision and in paint, without

adopting the typical " Kamares " glaze. The impression conveyed by

these vases is of native post-neolithic fabrics, with Kamares importations

and influences appearing among them.

Fig. 52.—Typical Vase Forms from Early Cave Burials.

Further exploration of this cave proved fruitless. It must have been

blocked and the burials must have been disturbed at a very early period.

Some fragments of painted Mycenaean ware occurred in its superficial

earth.

It is plain, then, that cave burial was practised at the time of the early

Kato Zakro settlement, and it is probable that the dead continued to be

disposed of in superficial cists among the rocks of the numerous gorges
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through the Mycenaean age. Such a practice, which in nine cases out of

ten would expose the body* and its grave furniture to the terrific denucUng

influences which act on Cretan soil, may be held to explain the extreme

difficulty experienced hitherto in finding early cemeteries in the island.

Probably for the most part they have absolutely ceased to exist.

Cave burial was certainly still in vogue in the post-Mycenaean Geo-

metric ])eriod. A considerable site of that period exists at " Hellcnika''

(summarily described by Mariani, /. r.) about a quarter of a mile from the

cave just described, down the course of the stream. Here are ruined

houses built of small stones, disposed over a steej) slope right in the heart

of the gorge. This unusual situation, hot, beset with flies and remote from

the arable lands, must have been chosen under pressure of great danger.

The security which encouraged a settlement at Kato Zakro prevailed no

longer. Just above this site is a small cave very difficult of access. Within it

the rock has been cut to form a trench 6' x 4', where, along with disturbed

human bones and remains of a cist, I found five painted vases of ordinary

late geometric types, a large tripod cooking pot and parts of a necklace of

blue Egyptian paste beads. Another half mile down the gorge arc two

caves high up on the right bank. In one of these was an immense col-

lection of disturbed bones, with fragments of late geometric ware.

55 9.

—

Kato Zakro as a Whole.

I have stated that above the floors of the houses at Kato Zakro no

" Kamares " ware at all was found, but a few fragments occurred in three

places under foundations. Nor did any specimens of that " Mycenaean "

ware, so characteristic of the Pits, which continues Kamares schemes of

ornament, occur in the lower town. In fact the pottery on the two hills is

quite distinct. That on the lower hill is almost exclusively characterised

by the inferior glaze and debased ornament which we associate with the

late efforts of Mycenaean art in the Aegean ; but with it were found a

few rare examples of the finer wares, classed by Furtwangler and Loschke

as the " third and fourth styles." These might well be survivals—heir-

looms still in use, or preserved for show.

The seal impressions form a gallery of M\-cenaean art of the good

period. A few specimens show^ a premonition of the dry late style,

but the majority' are earlier. The finer specimens recall more than
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anythinjT else the art of Vaphio, while some types have intimate relation

with the Acropolis graves at Mycenae, and still more intimate relations

with types found in the Palace at Knossos.

However late in the Mycenaean Age we place the existing remains

of the Lower Town of Zakro, these were still anterior to the Age of

Iron. Not a trace of that metal occurred in or by the houses, while bronze

was abundant, and obsidian flakes were also found. Nor were any

fragments observed of distinctly geometric vases. Like the similar

trading settlement on the Gulf of Mirabello, discovered at Gournia by Miss

Harriet lioyd, most of what is left at Zakro seems to belong to an epoch

towards the close of the Bronze Age. The fact that the remains at both

sites come to a clean and abrupt finish with that epoch, showing no ad-

mi.xture of remains of the succeeding epoch, is in favour of those who hold

that the use of iron and the inception of the geometric style resulted from

some violent and radical social change in the Aegean, such as conquest by

a distinct race. With that event, of whatever nature it was, population

deserted the Zakro plain. The seafaring commerce, which had been the

cause of its importance, was diverted elsewhere, or perhaps, as other

evidence tends to show, it ceased altogether.

If it ended thus, lioiu did the Zakro settlement come into being? The

complete failure of the neolithic and earlier " Kamares " remains on the town

site seems to indicate that civilisation did not develop from the most primi-

tive period on the spot, as it did at Knossos, but was planted at Zakro ready

made just before (or just at the opening of) the Mycenaean Age properly so-

called. Potters with the tradition of the pre-Mycenaean style and potters

equipped with the new style seem to have come in almost, if not quite,

to<T^ether. It is hardly going too far to see in this settlement a mixed

colony compounded of pre-Mycenaean and newly-come " Mycenaean "

elements of population, established at this remote spot to conduct trade

with Libya. But established whence and by whom ? To the solution of

this question Mr. l^osanquet's negative evidence obtained at Praesos is

pertinent. He found that both " Kamares " and " Mycenaean " pottery

failed absolutely in the centre of the Etcocretan country. The result of

my own researches in the Upper Zakro district showed that the same was

true there. On leaving the coastal plains, whether at Zakro, Palaiokastro

Petra, or Gournia, one seems to leave the Pan-Aegean civilisation behind

and to enter on the domain of a people whose development had been
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independent, but whose rude native art came to be considerably influenced

as time went on by the greater art of the " Mycenaean " coast settlements.

Their native products seem to be represented, during the " Kamares " period,

by the contents of the cist-graves which I found in the caves.

These graves (from which I obtained some skulls (v. infra p. 1 5 i)) appear

to belong to a native race which was in communication with the Kamares

and Mycenaean culture of the coast settlements, but to which that culture

was foreign. This race, then, cannot be supposed to have founded those

settlements, and the town at Lower Zakro must have owed its origin to

colonists brought in ships, probably from mid-Crete. In short, it was in

all likelihood an outlying trading station of the Minoan power at Knossos.

Its position indicates that Zakro traded with Libya direct, and not (as

has been supposed) by a circuitous route through Rhodes and Cyprus.

But in actual evidence of such trade the finds, made in the plain, are

disappointing. One fragment of porcelain was the only Egyptian object

turned up ; a vase with moon and sun disk in relief on its side recalls

Phoenicia ; two others are probably of Cyprian fabric.

§ 10.

—

Remains about EpAno Zakro.

The sites in the upper Zakro Valley, which I tested, are as follows :

(i) Xerokambolina lies at the foot of the subsidiary range, half-way

between upper and lower Zakro. Very scanty traces remain of a village

with painted sherds of late Mycenaean types.

(2) Ainbdis, about two miles south of the above, overlooks the plain

of Kato Zakro from the west. There are three groups of megalithic

houses, near one of which is an ancient threshing floor. The potsherds

found in my trial pits were Mycenaean, but there was not sufficient earth

in any house to make it worth while to continue excavation. These houses

are evidently farmsteads related to the small plain which now supports

a metochi. Not far from these lies another similar megalithic farm-

stead at Chiroinaudres (" Siromadres ", Evans, Acadetny, I.e.), on the path

from upper Zakro to Xerokambos, one hour from the former.

(3) AntJiropolites (" Athropolitous," Evans, who includes under this

name also No. 4), is a barren hill about a mile to the south of upper

Zakro. Very faint traces of a late settlement are visible.

11 L 2
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(4) Toil Kojikou to Kephdli is a hill immediately south of the village of

upper Zakro. This much denuded site has been of some importance and

Mr. Evans, on his visit, thought well of it, but it proved on being probed

to retain almost no earth. Terra-cotta animals and plaques with

archaic " Apollo " reliefs, together with painted geometric ware, have been

found here. My overseer picked up a geometric lentoid gem on the sur-

face. The foundations of a considerable building in the smaller and

regular megalithic style exist on the south-west slope of the hill, and on

an opposite hill ( Vigles Skouldza) are similar remains of a building 50' X 54',

too devoid of earth to be worth digging.

To eastward, across the river, I explored two cave-graves pertaining

doubtless to this site. Both had been robbed of valuables, but one (A)

still contained nearly 70 clay vases, a number of bronze fibulae with heavy

embossed bows, and some bronze pins, beads in glass and incised clay, a

good deal of iron, including a typical geometric sword-hilt, 3 stone vases, a

steatite lid, and 3 clay whorls. The vases are of the types already rendered

familiar by discoveries at Knossos and Kavusi ; the ornament is geometric

with Mycenaean reminiscence. The tomb is rudely arched in the rock and

is probably a natural recess about 6' x 6' ; it showed no signs of shaping

or levelling.

The second tomb (B), to left of this, had walls built outwards from the

rock to form an oblong 5' x 3'. It contained some 15 vases, all but one in

coarse gritty clay and unpainted. The exception was a small jug painted

in red brown on a yellow slip. All the vases are of ordinary geometric

types.

(5) The ground about the " Inner Mill " above the village is strewn with

sherds of the same period, and finds of geometric gems are reported to

have been made there.

(6) 5' tas Tavernas, \\ miles north of the village and close to the

mctochi of Klisidi, lies a little to right of the direct path to Palaiokastro.

This site was first seen by Halbherr and recommended for excavation.

Mariani subsequently planned and described it very fully, but over-

estimated its importance. The actual remains consist of foundations of

a village, containing one house or farm of unusual size, which measures

63' 7" X 64' 9". Its outer walls are constructed in well squared blocks.

Unfortunately this structure is denuded internally to its foundation clay,

and the only evidences of its period that I could recover were a small
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plain wheel-made cup, and part of a -rridoq with incised ornament, more

probably po.st-M)cenaean than earlier, and two bits of much perished

painted ware, ai)parently also of the Geometric period.

A similar mej^alithic farmstead exists about one mile to S.E. of the

last named, partly inside partly outside a modern inclosure known as

Skaphc Vaklids. It is on the direct road leading from Kato Zakro, by the

left bank of the Gorge, to Azokeramo. This farm is also denuded to its

foundations, but in style of construction is one with 5' tas Tavcrnas and

the remains on and near Ton. Koukon to KcpJidli.



SKULLS FROM CAVE BURIALS AT ZAKRO.

By W. Boyd Dawkins.

I.

—

Description.

The human remains discovered by Mr. Hogarth in the caves of the

Zakro Gorge, and sent to me for identification, consist of three skulls of

adults and a fragment of an upper maxillary of a child. The skulls present

the following characters. All are well developed, with highly complicated

sutures, and wormean bones in the parieto-occipital suture, with thin

cranial walls, and without the strong muscular impressions and ridges,

usually met with in prehistoric skulls, and present in all living uncivilised

peoples.

Skull No. I, figured in the Plate, lay in the only untouched cist found

by Mr. Hogarth in the caves (v. supra, p. 143), together with the incised

vase shown in the middle of the second row in Fig. 52. From its delicacy

it is probably that of a woman. The forehead is well developed, with

insignificant glabella, and slight supraciliary ridges (A). The inter-

orbital region is flat and broad. The orbits, as may be seen from

Table I., are mesoseme and rounded-rectangular, and droop outwardly.

The vertical profile of the nasals is slightly concave, and the nasal aperture

is leptorhine-mesorhine, the index being -480 on the line of division

between the two groups.' The alveolar index of '900 proves that the

lower portion of the face was orthognathous, or 80 below the highest figure

in the division. The alveolar border is slightly concave in the median line,

with slightly projecting incisors. The outline of the palate is parabolic,

and the two last molars are gone, leaving a bare filled up space. The
regular outline of the skull, with its sides gradually narrowing from

back to front, is clearly shown in C, as well as the flattening of the

parietals behind the fronto-parietal suture. This flattening may be due

to the pressure of a handkerchief worn over the head while the skull was

growing.

1 Flower, Osteologicai Catalogue of Miis. Coll. Suri^. Land., Part i, 1879, p. 252.
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The antero-posterior curve (B) is flattened in the posterior region of

the frontals and the anterior region of the parietals. It then sweeps in

a bold curve over the occipitals to the basion. The transverse arc

(D) is flatly pointed close behind the fronto-parietal suture.

The cranial or breadth index of 752 proves that this skull belongs to

the long or dolichocephalic as it passes into the oval type. Passing over

skull No. 2, which is too fragmentary and decomposed for purposes of

comparison, skull No. 3, adult, and probably male, repeats the principal

characters of No. i. It is long, orthognathous, and leptorhine. It has,

however, thicker cranial walls, and stronger muscular impressions, the

glabella and the supraciliary ridges being strongly marked. It is also

slightly longer, the cranial index being 740. The nasals are convexo-

concave in profile, and the lower portion of the nasal cavity is round. The

outline of the palate is parabolic. The lower jaw belonging to this skull

implies square chin, and the nasio-mental height is 105 mm.
These three skulls obviously belong to the long-headed section of

the ancient inhabitants of Crete, and they all bear the marks of civilisation

in the absence of strong muscular ridges and impressions, and in the

small size of the teeth. The lower jaw of No. 3 skull bears marks of an

abscess. It is remarkable for the small size of the canines, for the gap

in the alveolar border occupied by the second true molar which had been

lost, and for the decay of the last molar—or " wisdom tooth." All these

characters point unmistakably to the fact that the possessors of the skulls

had left the feral condition of humanity behind, and led the artificial life

of highly civilised peoples.

2.

—

Comparison with other Ancient Mediterranean Crania.

If these skulls be compared with those described by Virchow, Garson,

and others, from various localities in the Mediterranean region, it will be

seen that they fall naturally into line with the long skulls of Greek and

pre-Greek peoples, in Asia Minor, in Attica, and in Italy. In the first

Table I have given the measurements of the three skulls from the Cretan

tombs, side by side with those from Hissarlik, Menidi, and Cumac. I

have added also those described by Virchow from the mound of Ilanai

Tepeh, in the Troad.
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The skulls from Hissariik were obtained from the " third city." The

skull from Menidi, near Athens, was obtained from a domed grave, of

well defined Mykenacan age,^ while that from Cumae^ is ancient Greek.

The skulls from these localities form one well defined group, with a cranial

index ranging from "676 to 752. In the Cretan skulls, Xos. I and III,

the alveolar index is 900 and -981, and in that of Cumae -97 1. They

are therefore orthognathous. All with one exception, No. 3 from Hissariik,

which has a nasal index of '510, are leptorhine. The orbital index ranges

from '804 to -871, the Cretan skulls and that from Cumae being mesoseme,

and those from Hissariik and Menidi microseme.

The skulls from Hanai Tepeh are derived from a Greek settle-

ment,^ ranging over a considerable period and as late as the fifth

century A.D., are of uncertain age, and are, as may be seen from the Table,

partly long (dolichocephalic) and partly round (brachycephalic). They

present a series of changes which are obviously the result of the fusion of

the long-headed with the round-headed peoples.

In the preceding Table the measurements of two long skulls from the

third city of Hissariik have been given. A skull described by Virchow,

found by Schliemann, in the second city (see Table II.), proves the

presence of the round-headed race in the Troad, either before or at the

time when the Achaeans were attacking the city. It has a cranial index of

•825, and is prognathous, contrasting in these two important characters

with the long skulls of Table I. It stands in close relation to the group

of skulls of Table II., from the mainland of Greece and the Aegaean

area, which are characterised by their tendency towards roundness, their

cranial indices being centered round, and being mostly above, '800.

All the skulls in the above Table belong to the Mykenaean or to the

first stage of the succeeding period. Those from Nauplia (Ridgeway, op. cit.

p. 23) are associated with articles similar to those found in Mykenae ; that

from Spata was obtained from a domed tomb of the type of '' the treasury

of Atreus" (Ridgeway, £>/>. aV. p. 30). To this age also belongs the skull

from the cemetery of Antiparos, discovered by Theodore Bent {Jonrn. Hell.

Stud. V. p. 48). Those from the Dipylon graves, near Athens, are proved

by the pottery to be of post-Mykenaean age (Schuchhardt, op. cit. p. 129).

^ Schuchhardt, Schliemann's Excavations, pp. 147, 151. Ridgeway, Ear/y A^e of Greece,

vol. i. p. 30.

- Garson,_/i?«r«. Hell. Stud. vol. v. p. 58.

•* Schuchhardt, op. cit. p. S7.
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The skull from Mykenae is unfortunately too fragmentary to allow

Virchow to accurately define its breadth. It is probably a round skull.

TABLE II.—MEASUREMENTS OF SKULLS.
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proved that the earliest population of Italy, in the Neolithic Age, was

long-headed, and that a round-headed people made its appearance at a

later time, and not later than the beginning of the age of bronze. In

Spain, France, and the British Isles, the same sequence is to be seen,

the Mediterranean race of Sergi bemg represented by the Iberic race of

the English and French craniologists, and the "Alpine race" of Sergi being

the equivalent of the round-headed Celtic peoples of Spain, France, and

Britain. These names relate to mere geographical varieties of two great

aboriginal races, which occupied the wholt of north-western Europe and

the western Mediterranean, in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages. It is very

probable that this sequence also holds good in the eastern Mediterranean.

I therefore feel inclined to follow Ripley in believing that the aboriginal race

in the Mediterranean, both east and west, was long-headed, and that it was

invaded, in the Bronze Age, by the round-headed peoples.^

If this view be accepted, the skulls found by Mr. Hogarth in Crete

belong to the small dark Mediterranean people,- the oldest, if not the only,

ethnical element in the Pelasgians of Crete, whose swarthy complexions

and dark hair are so vividly depicted in the frescoes of the great Palace-

temple of Knossos, now being e.xplored by Ur. A. J. Evans.^ It would be

rash, without better evidence than we have at present, to enter into the

further question as to the identity of the round heads in the eastern

Mediterranean with the Celts, or as to the ethnic relations of the fair-haired

Achaeans to the Celtic or Teutonic peoples.

* Ripley, The Races of Europe, pp. 117, 404-10.
- [This conclusion is also reached by Prof. Sergi on the evidence of Skulls from Erganos in

Crete in the AmericanJournal 0/ Ankaeofogy, 2nd Series, v. 3, p. 315.

—

Ed.]
' In his opinion, however, the head of the youth in the fresco is brachycephalic, and of the

same shape as those of some of the present inhabitants of Crete, Letter 7, I. 1902.



AN ATHENIAN DECREE.

By Adolf Wilhelm.

Among the objects in the Finiay Collection, which recently passed into

the possession of the British School at Athens, is the inscription published

by Ulrich Koehler first (C.I.A. ii. 410) from the defective copy of Pittakis

^'L'ancienne Athenes, p. 494) and afterwards from a copy made by himself,

C./.A. iv, 2 p. 109, 410. It is written aToix^^ov in large letters on the

lower part of a slab measuring 0475 m. in height, 05 25 m. in width, oi2

m. in thickness and runs as follows :

.... laa. LOL

. . . eiXav re\€a\^L rjotv • • •

. . hovvai, he avTOii koI ai-

T-qatv ifi 7rpvTav€io)i koI irp-

5 oehplav ev airacn rotf ayo)-

crcp Tot9 T/}? 7r6\e<u9 kuI 4k-

yovoov TWL Trpea^uTarcoi' i^et-

vac he avTcoL Kal elKova crr-

TJa-at iavTov )(a\Kr}v. ecf)' ltttt-

lO ou €v dyopdc ottov dfi ^ouXrf-

rai ttXtju Trap' ' Ap/j,6Biov Kal

^Apia-ToyeiTOva.

The lettering fixes the date to the second half of the fourth century B.C.

There are two decrees of this period which offer some similarity of

phrase :

C./.A. II. 193,1. 15 fi".

Kal TToWoi"? ^A6ijvaiQ)v X^VTpcoad-

fievo<i CK K.pr]Tr)<; d'7r€<rT[ei\€v rot? e-

avTov dva\(t)fiaacv Kal [TrapaiTio<; e-

y^vero rov ao)9?]vai et[<> ttjv Ihlav
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II. 194, 1. 6 ff.

\^Kal vvv

ofj.ivrj'i 7r]oXXou9 8ie<7[&)tcre Kal Xvrp-

<iiadiMevo]<; d'irearei\e\^v Koi ultio^

iyevero] tJoO crci)67]vai[ toI^ avrov d-

vaXtofjLaai]

and in accordance with these, the first two lines of our inscription may be

restored in this way :

-a? et? TTjv IBiav dir

k.(jT\e.L\av TeXeo'[t rjot? avr-

(OV ?].

The words et? ttjv ISluv are too short by one letter to fill the gap, but

ek may possibly have been written with two sigmas, the doubling of sigma

before tau being not unusual. Et? ttji/ oUeiav would also be possible, but

has one letter too many. However in restoring even carefully written

(TTOL-xrjSov inscriptions we must allow for irregularities ; in particular iota

is often inserted between two letters. The first word may be tou? dX6pT]a<;.

This is of course mere conjecture, and aims only at giving some meaning

to the mutilated remains. It is to be noted that the verb is in the plural,

whereas further on only one recipient of the honours is mentioned. Hence

this phrase refers either not to him alone or to other persons altogether.

Consequently it remains an open question whether rol^ avrov or toi<;

avrSiv should be read ; the space does not admit of eavTov or eavrwv as in

line 9.

Whatever the true restoration of the sentence may be, it is certain that

it gave the reasons for the decree. Apparently, a full statement of the

reasons came after the first sentence decreeing honour, a rather unusual

form, for, as is well-known, the proposal generally begins with the state-

ment of reasons introduced by eVetSj;.

The lost first sentence which decreed honours is continued by hovvai

Se avTMc Kal airrjaLv k.t.X. : the person in question is further granted main-

tenance in the prytaneion and a place of honour in all the public games

and performances together with the permission to erect an equestrian statue

in the market place wherever he liked except beside the statues of Har-

modios and Aristogeiton. We find the same limitation in the decree
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C.I.A. II. 300 in the honour of Ilerodoros 295 '4 H.c. : arT^aai 8' avrov top

Srjfiov Kai ecKOva ^aXAcZ/i' eV dyopdi 7rX7]v Trap ' Xpixohinv Kai \\.ptaroyeiToi'a

Kai Toi)? 'S.oirr}pa<i. And Brutus and Cassius the murderers of Caesar

were honoured by statues near the TvpavvoKrovoi as Dio Cassius XLVMI

20, 4 tells : Kai avToix; oi AOr/valoi Xa/XTrpw^i virehi^avro- €Ti/jlo)vto jxev yap

Kai VTTO rwv dWoiv a-)^e8uv re iravTcov ec})' oI? erronjcrav, eKelvoi he Kai eiKova^

<T(f)LaL -^a\Kd<i TTdpd re tov ApfioBcou Kai irapa rijv rov Wpiaroyeirovo^ M'i Kai

^T)\(OTai<; avTwv yevofievoi<i iylrr}<j)tcravTo.

Apparently the statue in question was to be erected not by the

Athenians, but by the man himself Since the statue is to be an eques-

trian one, we must suj)pose him to have been of princel\- rank or at least

in a hii^h military position. In all {jrobabiht}', he was in Athens at the

date of the decree, and applied in person for the j>ermission to erect his

own statue.

Finall}', it is to be noted that there is no i)rovision for the i)ublication

of the decree, a circumstance which sugc^ests that our inscrii)tion was not

a cop\- made under the supervision of the secretary and at the expense of

the state, but was ordered and paid for by the subject of the decree. The

large size of the stele and the letters would agree with this h)'[)othesis.

The two steles with the decree of the Athenians in honour of the king

Arybbas and the king Audoleon {C.l.A. ii, 115 and 312) are on a similar

scale. The inscription was perhaps set up beside the equestrian statue in

the market place. The place where it was found is however unknown.

Onl)- from the discovery of other fragments of the stele can we hope to

learn the name of the man in question. Such a fragment would have to

conform to certain requirements b(jth as to form and as to content. It

must be a piece of Pentelic marble forming the upper part of a stele. The

inscription must be in large letters, twenty-one to the line, and iii the

character of the second half of the fourth century it.c. The decree must

refer to a person of princely rank or e.xalted militar)- position, who was in

Athens at the time when the decree was passed and the copy must not

have been made by the order of the state.

All these conditions are fulfilled by the large fragment of a decree of

the Athenians, dating from the year of the archon Xikodoros 314/3 B.C.

now in the British Museum and published by Boeckh in C.l.G. 105, by

Newton in the Greek inscriptions in the British Museum xiv, by U. Koehler

C.l.A. ii, 234 and by VV. Dittenberger Sylloge- 166.
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This inscription is on the upper part of a stele of Pentelic marble

measuring 0'525 in width ; the height is 0"648

'Etti ^iKoBuypov ap^oz/TO?

eVi. T>)? K.enpoTTi'So'i €kti]-

9 npvTav€La<; Ta^i^XiMvoq

evZeKUTVl €KTl]l KUL €lKO-

5 CTTjjt T>}9 TTpuraueia^' ^kkXt]-

aia- TMfi TrpoeBprov iire-^tjipi-

^ev 'ApcaTOKpdTr}(; 'ApicrTO-

Bt'jfiov Oiv{alo<i) Kai avfiirpoeSpo-

f ^~)pacrvK\^<i y^avaiKpuTov-

10 f Qdpid(Tio<; elTrev heSo-^Oat t-

(Oi Si'ifjuoi"Acrai'Spov 'Xyddcov-

09 \Ia/ceSoi/a eTraivecrac OT-

L iartv din]p uyaOof ISiat

T€ irept X6iivalov<i tov<; d<f)-

15 iKvovfi€vov<i et? T7ji> ^(vpa-

V TTjv eauTov kul koivi)i Trep-

l Tov Bt)/jLov Tov 'XOrivalwv k-

a\ TrapayevofJbevo'i ei? tj//x

iroXiv Tci? re vav<i rti? loia-

20 <? Kal TOi)? arpaTicora^; irap-

€^€Tai \\]6[7]i'a]ioi<i €49 Ta9 X'

[p€ia<i ]p

This Asandros is a general who is frequently mentioned in connexion

with the complications of the earlier period of the Diadochi. His father

is identified by Dittenberger with Agathon, appointed governor of Babylon

by .Alexandres the Great in 331/0 B.C., according to Diodoros xvii 64, 5 anrl

Curtius Rufus v. i. An older Asandros, mentioned b\' Arrian i. 17, 7, iv.

7, 2 as son of Philotas, and the well known Parmcnion, also son of Philo-

tas, were likewise his uncles. He was satrap of Caria during the \-ears

from 323 to 313. The decree of the Athenians falls in the early part of the

year 313. He had come to Athens and placed his ships and troops at the

disposal of the Atlienians wlio at that time were under the rule of

Demetrios of Phaleron, in order to facilitate certain militar)' enterprises
;

according to Droysen, Geschiclite des Hellcnisnuis ii. p. 25, i,the expedition
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related by Diodoros xix. 68, 3 under the archon Nikodoros against Lemnos.

So much for the person concerned : further details about Asandros are

to be found in J. Kaerst's article in Pauly-Wissowa's Realencyclopaedie ii.

p. 1 5 17 and P. Haussoulliers study on the Seleucides and the temple of

Apollo at Didyma Revue de philologic 1900, p. 259.

As for the form of the decree, we see that it does not begin with a

statement of the reasons assigned, in a clause of greater or less length

introduced by eVetS//. The laudation comes first and a full statement of

the reason follows. Further, Wilhelm von Hartel has put forward the

suggestion {Studie?i iiber attisches Staatsrccht und Urkundenwesen 1878,

p. 40, 54), that this is not an official copy of the decree, but one made by the

order of the recipient of the honours. He was led to this conclusion by

the absence of the name of the secretary and of the formula eSo^ev tjj

^ovXijc Kal TMi S/jfJicoi or tBo^ev ran B)j/jL(ot and also by the use of an abbre-

viation.

As to the form of the stone, it is the upper part of a stele of Pentelic

marble and agrees in its measurements with i. 410.

The writing is aToixv^ou with the exception of the first line, in which

the letters are irregularly placed so that at the end some space is left free
;

see my remark in Gdttingisclie gelehrtc Anzeigen 1898, p. 206. In the other

lines, we have regularly twenty-one letters ; slight divergences occur only

in lines 5, 16, and in the beginning of 1. 21 if we are right in restoring

7rap[€;)^6Tat.

All these reasons suggested the hypothesis that the two fragments

belong to the same stele. A glance at the accompanying reproduction,

(Fig. 53) for which I am indebted to the kind offices of Mr. Cecil Smith and

Mr. R. C. Bosanquet, is sufficient to establish it. The two stones show

exactly the same kind of damage in corresponding places and a line of

fracture in the left half of the stele is continued from the one stone to the

other. These facts demonstrate the connexion of the two fragments which

by a curious accident are both in British possession, the one in the British

Museum, the other in Athens in the collection of the British School.

Unfortunately, we learn nothing new from putting the two fragments

together. It is to be highly regretted that the most interesting lines,

those which set forth the reasons of the decree, are lost. How much is

missing, I am not able to say, unless it is possible by measurement of the

width of the stele at the top and at the bottom to calculate j
what the
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original height must have been. I am inclined to believe that a portion

is missing, because, generally speaking, the measurement of large Greek

stelai can be expressed in a round number of Greek feet or rational

fractions of a foot. Instances are to be found in a forthcoming article

concerning a new fragment of the well known Eleusinian decree C.I.A.'w.

p. 59, 27b.

The width being somewhat more than a Greek Trr/T^f? the height

seems to have been at least three Greek feet. Now the two fragments

measure only 11 23 in height.

Consequently the restoration of the first two lines of the lower frag-

ments remains uncertain, as does also their grammatical connexion with

the preceding clause. It is possible that the plural ('nreaTetXav refers to

Asandros and his brother Agathon, mentioned by Diodoros xix, 75, 2
;

but this is no more than a possibility.

On the other hand, we get a confirmation, the more welcome, because

such coincidences are rare, of v. Hartel's hypothesis, that C.I.A. ii. 234 is

an unofficial copy, in the fact that in ii, 410 there is no clause ordering

publication.

Showing to tlie Author s proof not having come to hand in time, this article

had to go to press with editorial corrections only.]



ANNUAL MEETING OF SUBSCRIBERS.

The Annual Meeting of Subscribers to the BRITISH SCHOOL AT
Athens was held in the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington

House, on October 24th, 1901, SiR Richard Jebp., Litt.D., D.C.L., LL.D.

(Regius Professor of Greek, and M.P. for Cambridge University) in the

Chair. The following Report was read by the Acting Hon. Secretary

(Mr. R. J. G. Mayor) on behalf of the Managing Committee :

—

The Committee are very glad to announce that within the last few months

His M.AJKSTV THE KiNG, who as Prince of Wales had from the first taken a warm

interest in the British School at Athens and given it his hearty support, has

been graciously pleased to signify his continued desire for its welfare by becoming

its Patron.

The work of the School, both on its teaching and on its e.\[)loring sides, has been

energetically carried on during the past session under the newly appointed Director,

Mr. Carr Bosancjuet. The number of students in residence was five, as compared

with six in the previous session. One of these, Mr. J. H. Marshall, Scholar of King's

College, Cambridge, had been already admitted for the session 1898-99, and can.e

out now with the Prendergast Travelling Studentship; and a second, Mr. J. H.

Hopkinson, Scholar of University College, O.xford, had been already admitted for

the session 1899-1900, and came out again for a second session as Craven Fellow

of the University of Oxford. The three newly admitted students were Mr. K. T.

Frost, of Brasenose College, Oxford, who held the Studentship offered by the

Managing Committee to the University of Oxford ; Mr. R. L). Wells, of Trinity

College, Cambridge, who was appointed by the Committee to the Architectural

Studentship on the recommendation of the President of the Royal Institute of

British Architects : and Mr. J. ff. Baker-Penoyre, of Keble College, Oxford.

Mr. Marshall, who reached Greece in November, spent December and January

in the Museums at Athens and at Candia, working out a comparison of the

Mycenaean remains from Crete and the mainland. In the course of this study he

made most successful restorations of the unpublished vases from the \'apheio tomb

and of some vases from a newly found grave at Mycenae, which were entrusted •

'
•

M 2
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him for this purpose by Dr. Tsountas. Subsequently he travelled for some weeks

m Eastern Crete and took part in the School excavations at Praesos during May,

June, and July.

Mr. Hopkinson, who reached Greece at the beginning of December, spent most

of his time in work upon the vase collections in the Athenian Museums, devoting

particular attention to the unpublished fragments from the Acropolis excavations.

He also spent three weeks in Crete, partly at the Museum in Candia and partly in

the neighbourhood of Knossos ; visited sites on the western coast of Asia Minor,

and worked for a fortnight at Mykonos on the unpublished vase fragments from the

excavations in Anti-Delos. Since his return to England Mr. Hopkinson has been

appointed to the post of Lecturer on Greek in the University of Birmingham.

Mr. Frost received the School Studentship on condition that he should spend

three months in Germany, to learn the German language and work in Museums,

and three months in Greece. He accordingly studied in Berlin from December to

March, and afterwards came out to Greece for four months, most of which he spent

at Athens at work in the museums. The subject to which he gave special attention

was Greek athletics and the athletic schools of sculpture.

Mr. Wells reached Greece in March, spent a month in Athens, and then went

on to Crete, where he remained till July, making surveys of sites excavated by

the School at Praesos and Petras, and of the Mycenaean site at Kato Zakro, where

Mr. Hogarth was digging. The work included both the mapping of very irregular

broken country and the plotting of architectural remains, and the Committee think

themselves fortunate in having secured the services of Mr. Wells for the purpose,

since his previous experience with Mr. Somers Clark in Egypt gave him special

qualifications for this difficult task.

Mr. Baker-Penoyre was in Greece from the end of March to July, during which

time he travelled in various parts of the country, and worked in the Athenian

Museums, paying special attention to sculpture.

The new Director, Mr. Bosanquet, reached Athens at the end of October and

returned to England at the end of August, thus residing altogether ten months in

Greece, of which about six months were spent at Athens and about four in Crete.

Mr. Bosanquet has marked the beginning of his term of office by submitting to the

Committee some valuable suggestions for the guidance of students at the School,

which will, it is hoped, help to increase its usefulness as a teaching institution.

These suggestions were printed in the last number of the Annual and are at the

disposal of intending Students on application to the Secretary.

Excavations were undertaken this year by the School at Praesos, situated on

the central plateau of Crete, and at Petras on the coast a few miles to the north.

The work was conducted by the Director with the assistance of Mr. Marshall and

Mr. Wells. Praesos was in historic times the chief centre of the Eteocretans,

who represented the most primitive element in the population of ancient Crete,

and it was therefore hoped that the excavations here might bring to light traces of

civilisation of the Mycenaean epoch, together with inscriptions in the non-Hellenic

and presumably Eteocretan language, of which one specimen had previously been
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found in this neighbourhood. The first hope was not fulfilled, for on the site of

Praesos itself only one product of Mycenaean art was discovered, a gem found

embedded in the mortar of a late Greek house, into which it must have been

accidentally brought with the earth from some neighbouring tomb when the house

was built. About a mile away, however, a large house of late Mycenaean work was

discovered in a valley near a spring, and somewhat nearer the city were found two

tombs of the same period, one a square chamber with a dromos, and the other a

well built bee-hive tomb. In the same neighbourhood a number of later tombs
were opened, ranging from the Geometric period to the fourth century and contain-

ing a large (luantity of vases of various periods.

Praesos itself appears from the remains discovered to have been an important

place from the eighth or seventh century downwards. The most interesting objects

were brought to light in a temenos on the top of a crag near the town. Here Mr.

Bosanquet was fortunate enough to discover an inscription seventeen lines long in tlic

non-Hellenic language referred to above and written in Greek characters of the fifth

century, b.c. In the same place were found a series of votive offerings in bronze

and terra cotta. The terra cottas, which range from the sixth to the fourth century,

reveal the existence of a vigorous native school of art, and include the upper part

of a fine archaic statue of a young god, half life-size, and a well preserved head with

fragments of the body of a couchant lion. The remains of three other sanctuaries

were also investigated. On a saddle below the Acropolis was discovered a large

and solidly constructed building of late Greek workmanship, with a front seventy-

five feet long, which may, it is suggested, have been an " Andreion " of the kind in

which the Cretan citizens met for common meals.

The excavations at Petras on the sea-coast brought to light considerable quan-

tities of pottery of the Mycenaean period. The site appears, however, to have been

systematically turned over and terraced by its owners a few years ago, and it was

therefore not thought worth while to undertake here work on a large scale.

Accounts of the discoveries at Praesos and Petras will be published in the forth-

coming number of the Annual.

Supporters of the British School will be interested to hear of the work that has

been done in the other parts of Crete during the past season by the Cretan

Exploration Fund. At Knossos Mr. Arthur Evans, an Associate of the School,

assisted by two former students, Dr. Mackenzie and Mr. Fyfe, has continued the

excavation of the great prehistoric palace which has been associated with the

legends of Minos and the Labyrinth. The whole northern end of the palace

and an extensive eastern quarter have been uncovered during the past year.

Shortly before the close of the season a triple flight of stone stairs was brought to

light, leading down from an upper corridor to a suite of halls, showing remains

of colonnades and galleries. As it appears that the principal state-rooms were

situated on this lower level, it is possible that the results of next season's work

may surpass in interest even those which have already been obtained. Mr. Hogarih,

the late Director, has also been enabled by a grant from the Cretan Exploration

Fund to explore an ancient site at Zakro, in the extreme east of the island. He

1 2 •
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has there laid bare a small Mycenaean town with well preserved remains of the

lower part of the houses and magazines, and has discovered some fine examples

of early pottery and an interesting deposit of clay impressions of Mycenaean gems
and signets, including 150 different types. Mr. Hogarth was assisted by Mr. Wells

in mapping, and by Mr. Marshall in classifying pottery. Through the kindness of

Mr. Evans and Mr. Hogarth detailed accounts of these discoveries will appear in

the ne.xt number of the School Annual.

The sixth volume of the School Annual, which appeared in the course of last

spring, contained matter of special interest. It included an account by Mr. Arthur

Evans of the first year's work on the Palace at Knossos, with papers by Mr. Hogarth

on the Early Town and Cemeteries at Knossos and on the Dictaean cave, and by

Mr. 1''. B. \ elch on the pottery found at Knossos. 'J'he expense of publication was

unusually heavy ; but the excess has been largely recouped by additional .sales^

the proceeds of which will appear in next year's accounts, and also by a generous

and unsolicited donation of ^20 given by Mr. Darbishire in recognition of the

special value of the number—an example which the Committee hope to see often

followed in future.

Three open meetings of the School were held in Athens during the past session,

and were well attended. The Committee are glad to record, as a sign of the

friendly relations existing between the School and its neighbours, that at one of

these meetings a paper was read by Dr. Wilhelm, Secretary of the Austrian

Institute at Athens, on an inscription formerly in Mr. Finlay's house and now in

the collection of the British School : while at another meeting a paper was read by

a (Jreek scholar, M. Clon Stephanos, director of the Anthropological Museum in

the Academy at Athens, on the ethnology of prehistoric Greece.

The School has been of assistance during the past year to several English

students, whose residence in Greece was too short to enable them to become
members, but who were glad to make the School their headquarters while at

Athens. Among these were Mr. J. B. Holburn, of Merton College, Oxford, in

December and January ; Mr. J. F. Crace and Mr. W. Hasluck, both of King's

College, Cambridge, in March and April ; and Mr. A. M. Daniel, of Trinity

College, Cambridge, in May and June. All of these resided for some weeks in the

Hostel. Mr. Crace and Mr. Hasluck, and al.so Miss Crum, of Newnham College,

spent the Easter vacation at Athens studying the archaeology of the Acropolis,

which was set as a special subject in the second part of the Classical Tripos, and

all were placed in the First Class. Mr. Hasluck will continue his work in

Greece next year with the aid of the Studentship of ^loo offered by

the School to the University of Cambridge. Mr. Edgar, an old member of

the School, and now on the staff of the (ihizeh Museum, also resided in the

Hostel for a month last autumn, while continuing his work on the Phylakopi pottery.

The repairs to the School building, which were stated in last year's report to be

urgent, were successfully carried out during the autumn of 1900 under the direction

of Mr. Fyfe, who held the architectural studentship last year. The principal matter

requiring attention was the reconstruction of the roof, but the opportunity has been
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taken to carry out a number of minor improvements and repairs whicn have added

greatly to the appearance as well as to the comfort and convenience of the Scliool

building.

'l"he precinct in which the School and Hostel stand has also been much

improved during the past year, by means of private subscriptions generously con-

tributed by the I )irector and a few other friends of the School. A new carriage

road has been constructed giving access to the School from the street on the south

;

several hundred trees have been planted ; and a terraced walk has been made

along the upper, or northern, end of the School grounds. It is proposed next year

to complete the work by laying out the ground on the south-east side of the

Hostel.

'l"he Committee point out with satisfaction that the cost of the very considerat)le

repairs to the School, amounting to over ;^45o, has been defrayed out of the

revenue of the last two years, without any -inroad ui)on the small invested capital of

the School. 'Ihis result has been obtained mainly by the special grants for the

I'raesos excavations made by the Society of Dilettanti (^50) and the Cretan

Ivxploration Fund (^,'200), together with one of ^{^40 from the Cambridge I'render-

<;ast Fund made to the Director for the same purpose. For these the Committee

desire to return warm thanks. They also acknowledge with e(iual warmth a

.substantial addition to their general funds of ^£46 i -js. (.)d., the result of contri-

butions from visitors to Athens—mainly schoolmasters—^on the steamer Arxt'fd/^/,

collected and handed over by the Rev. S. R. James, Headmaster of Malvern

College.

In the course of the past spring, Mr. Loring, the Hon. Secretary of the School,

returned from South Africa and for a time resumed his old post. But on receiving

the offer of a commission in the Scottish Horse, he decided to go back to the seat

of war. As Mr. Macmillan did not see his way to carry on the secretarial work

any longer, Mr. R. J. C. Mayor, of the Board of Education, an old student of liie

School, most kindly agreed to act in Mr. Loring's absence and was accordiiigl)

appointed Secretary pro tern, under Rule 18. All friends of the School will have

received with great regret the news that Mr. Loring was .severely wounded in the

right arm and leg in the attack on Col. Kekewich's column last month. As the

wounds, however, were not classed as dangerous and Lieut. Loring is among those

who are described as doing well, the Committee think it probable, in the absence of

detailed information, that the School may ultimately be the gainers by his earlier

return to KngLind. In this ho[)e they to-day re-nominate Mr. Loring as Hon.

Secretary, and also nominate Mr. Mayor as Acting Hon. Secretary until .Mr. Loring's

return.

As promised in the last Report, the monograpli on St. Luke's Monaster)- al

.Stiris, on which Messrs. Schultz and Barnsley have so long been engaged, has now

been published ; it has been generally recognised as a most valuable conlribulion

to the study of By/antine architecture. Friends of the School are rem niLd thai

Mr. Schultz still has a good deal of material in his hands if luncl^ could In-

provided for publication, while the Conmiittee would gladly set other students u<
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work in this important field if they were in a position to do so. Subscriptions to

the Byzantine Architecture Fund for this purpose would be gladly received by the

Treasurer. There are still some copies on hand of the monograph on St. Luke's,

which can be obtained on application to the publishers, Messrs. Macmillan

and Co., or from any bookseller.

(Considerable progress has been made with the scheme for establishing a British

School at Rome, to which reference was made in the last Report. In this case

also it was necessary to find a substitute for Mr. Loring, and Mr. A. H. Smith, of

tiie British Museum, has kindly consented to act as Secretary in his absence.

Mr. G. McN. Rushforth, of Oriel College, Oxford, has been appointed Director

of the School and has been resident in Rome since November 1900: an excellent

set of rooms was acquired in January 1901, in the Palazzo Odescalchi, Piazza SS.

Apostoli : and the School was formally opened by Lord Currie, H.M. Ambassador

to the Quirinal, on April 1 1 last. Thanks to the genejosity of Dr. Steele, for many
years a physician in Rome, who has presented to the School a valuable collection

of books and also some library furniture, the nucleus of a good library has been

formed. In addition gifts of books have been kindly made by the Oxford and

Cambridge University Presses, by the Trustees of the British Museum, and by

the following publishers : Messrs. Macmillan, Murray, Longmans, Rivington, Bell,

and Methuen. The work of the School has already begun. The Director has

written a full report on the recent excavations, which appeared in the Times

of January 9, and has delivered a lecture, which will shortly be published,

on the ancient Church of Santa Maria Antiqua. A monograph on the Roman
Roads in the Campagna, by Mr. T. Ashby, late Craven Fellow in the University of

Oxford, and now a student at the School, is also nearly ready for publication.

Additional funds are however urgently needed, if the work of the School is to be

properly developed. It should be remembered that the work of the School will

not be confined to classical archaeology. It is intended to be a centre for all

British students in Rome : and the provisional scheme, approved by the General

Committee, provides that every period of the language and literature, antiquities,

art, and history of Rome and Italy shall be considered as falling within its

province.

In conclusion, the Committee think that they are entitled to say that the

British School at Athens is every year fulfilling more successfully the objects

for which it was founded. In the work of excavation it has, even with the scanty

means which were at first at its disposal, done much—as much, it may confidently

be said, in proportion to its funds, as has been done by any of the othei schools in

Athens : and, in view of the somewhat greater financial stability which it is now
beginning to enjoy and the opportunities available for work both in Crete and
elsewhere, it may be hoped that results as interesting as any of those secured in the

past will be forthcoming in the next few years. On the side of education too the

school has done most valuable service in providing a centre for classical students

who wish to supplement their work at the Universities by one or two years' work in

(ireece, while it has also been of great assistance to British travellers in Greece
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generally. There is however one thing which the School still urgently needs,

namely, some provision for advanced students of archaeology, by which their

services might be secured to the School for a series of years. In this respect

the British School is at present weaker than any of the foreign schools in

Athens, all of which include on their staff either an assistant director or one or

more such advanced students. F"or the want of such assistance the School is

considerably hampered both in the conduct of excavations and in the etjually

important and difficult task of preparing the results of excavations for publication.

It is difficult however to see how the School can, with the funds now at its

disposal, secure for any length of time the services of such men as are required

without diminishing the sum, even under present circumstances by no means

excessive, which is available for excavation ; and the Committee therefore hope

that this need may receive the serious consideration of all friends of the School.

Sir Richard J ebb, in moving the adoption of the Report, addressed the

meeting as follows :

—

The contents of the interesting Report to which we have listened fully justify a

remark which occurs towards its close,— namely, that the British School at Athens

is continuing to fulfil the purposes for which it was founded. It was intended to

be a permanent station at Athens, from which exploration in Hellenic lands might

be conducted. It was to be, at the same time, a centre of regular training for

students of Hellenic antiquity. And lastly, though this function was necessarily

less definite, it was to serve as a sort of Archaeological Consulate for cultivated

British visitors to Greece, a place where they could obtain advice and guidance as

to the disposal of their time. The year which ended last summer is the fifteenth

during which the School has performed this threefold office. There are some here

to-day who can remember the beginning of that period. In October, 1886, the

Executive Committee reported to a meeting of the (General Committee and other

friends of the School that a house had just been built for it at Athens, from plans

generously furnished by Mr. F. C. Penrose ; and also that that eminent archaeo-

logist had consented to go to Athens as Director of the School for one year. In

July, 1887, the first Annual Meeting of Subscribers to the School was held in this

room, under the presidency of the late Lord Carnarvon. The Report of the

Committee recorded the successful completion of the School's first year of work,

under the direction of Mr. Penrose. He had given public lectures on the

Parthenon, the Erechtheum, and the Olympieum ; and, with aid from the Society of

Dilettanti, had conducted excavations on the site of the Olympieum. The first

two students admitted to the School under his Directorship were Mr. Ernest

Gardner and Mr. Hogarth, both destined in later years to hold the office of

Director. From that time to the present, the School has steadily gone on doing

good work. It has gained an honourable position among the other institutions

at Athens representing various nationalities, which are engaged in the same

pursuits, and its relations with them, from the first, have been of the most cordial

character.
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III cstal)lishing this kind of archaeologicai centre, wc came lon;4 after France

and (iernian). Tlie I'Vench Siliool at Athens was i-stablished in 1846. The
prcNcni constitution of the (Iernian Institute at Athens dates (I think) from 1874 ;

but there had been a Prussian Institute at Rome since 1829. Those who en-

deavoured to interest Enghsh scholars in the subject in the later seventies have

some reason to remember the general apathy with which the notion was recei\ed.

'ITie traditional English feeling seemed to be that archaeological exploration is the

affair of a gifted individual, of a William Martin Leake, a Henry Layard, or a Charles

Newton, 'i'he idea of co-operation, and of a permanent centre in (ireece, was too

novel and too foreign to be readily accepted. At last, in 1883, the project for a

British School at Athens was launched under the highest auspices, and with the best

hopes. l)Ut, owing to the lack of general i)ublic interest in the matter, the School

had to contend with financial difficulties, which only the aid of Oxford and

Cambridge, and the liberality of some private friend.s, enabled it to surmount. The
recent Ciovernment Crant to the School has been a much needed and well deserved

assistaiKTc, and is especially to be welcomed as a recognition of the fact that it is a

public service to maintain the position of England in this field of scientific research ;

a field which engages the energies of all the most highly civilised nations.

If now we turn to the School's rvcord for the past year, the foremost fact is that

the .School has been doing its part in the latest researches. The centre on which

the attention of classical archaeologists has lately been focussed is, without cjuestion,

Crete.

England has been represented there by two agencies—that of the Cretan ILxplora-

tion Fund, and that of the British School at Athens. With aid from the Cretan

Fund, Mr. Arthur Evans, assisted by Mr. i )uncan Mackenzie and Mr. Fyfe, has been

continuing his remarkable discoveries at Knossos. The prehistoric palace proves

to be even more extensive than was supposed. A great Central Court has been

found ; also flights of steps leading down to a columnar hall. Among the objects

unearthetl has been the lid of an Egy[)tian alabastron, engraved with the name of

a Hyksos king, and a Babylonian cylinder of lapis lazuli, mounted with gold.

Some further wall paintings, too, have been found ; in one of these, girls are seen

taking part in the sport of bull-hunting. The poet Bacchylides, in the first of his

recently recovered odes, describes the warlike Minos of Crete as returning from an

expedition to "Knossos that beautiful city" (l/xtpTav irokn'). It is curious to

reflect that, when Bacchylides wrote, these remains, which illustrate the ancient

magnificence of Knosso.s, had already long been buried beneath the Cretan soil.

After twenty-four centuries they have been found again, and the poet's phrase has

now a more definite meaning for us than it perhaps had for himself. Mr. Hogarth's

excavations at Zakro, on the east coast, also aided by the Cretan Fund, have

discovered the traces of a Mycenaean settlement with large quantities of early

potter) , and a remarkable collection of clay seal impressions, which may have been

used for s(;me commercial |)urpose. The work of the British School in exploring

Braesos, on the central plateau of Eastern Crete, was carried on by the Director,

Mr. BosaiKiuel, witli Mr. Marshall and Mr. Wells ; and has had some positive
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results of groat interest

—

cliief among jwhich must he placed the discovery of a

second inscription in an unknown language, presumably that spoken by the old

Eteocretan inhabitants, but written in (ireek characters of the fifth ct-nturv. As
the Report has indicated, no vestiges of Mycenaean occupation were found at

Praesos : for the Mycenaean gem, found embedtled in the mortar of a late Greek

house, had evidently come there by accident, having been brought in some earth

taken from a neighbouring tomb. But the absence of such evidence at Praesos is in

itself a significant fact. It supplements the positive results obtained at other places,

by indicating a limit to the extent and influence of the Mycenaean settlements in

early ("rete. Those settlements were made along the coasts, but the civilisation

which they brought did not penetrate to the central highlands. The members of

the British School also worked, as we have heard, at Petras, seven miles nortli of

Praesos. on the coast, and there found some Mycenaean remains.

While Crete has been the chief centre of interest, the year has not been barren

of archaeological events in other parts of Hellas which are of interest for members
and su[)porters of the British School. One, at least, of these deserves special

mention. Professor Furtwangler has made a fresh eximination of the temple in

Aegina, and has ascertained that it was dedicated, not to any of the greater divini-

tie.s, but to a local goddess called Aphaia. The dedicatory inscription has

been found, and runs thus :

—
' being priest ' (the name is mutilated), ' the

house was made for Aphaia ; the altar and the ivory image were added ; and

the wall was made around it.' All that is known about Aphaia may be read in

an article by Dr. A. Rapp (in Roscher's Lexicon) on Britomartis, the Cretan god-

dess with whom Pausanias identifies Aphaia. This Britomartis, flying from the

pursuit of Minos, passed from Crete to .Aegina, and there suddenly vanished : folk-

lore connected the name Aphaia with a<^avi]%. Dr. Rapp finds in this myth the cloud

on the mountain-top, which passes downwards, and disappears. The temple in

Aegina was dedicated soon after 490 B.C., replacing an older I )oric temple of the

sixth century. Pausanias says (2, 30, § 3) that Pindar wrote a poem for the

Aeginetans in honour of Aphaia. This poem may well have been a Prosodion,

written for the dedication of the new temple. Attention may now be recalled to an

old conjecture, that in Herodotus III. 59, where a temple in Aegina is mentioned,

'A0ai)79 should be read, instead of ' \6r)va!i}<;.

There is no abatement, but rather an increase, in the activity with which

Hellenic sites are being explored by the co-operation of various countries. The

French, having completed (or nearly so) their work at Delphi, are about to examine

the site of the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea. The American School is working

at Corinth and at Oeniadae on the coast of Aetolia. I'he (iernian Institute has

been busy at Pergamon ; the Austrian at Ephesus ; the Prussian Museums at Miletus.

It is fitting, I think, on this occasion to offer our congratulations to the editors

of the Annual of the British School at Athens, nf which the sixth volume appeared

last spring. It has proved a valuable adjunct to the activities of the Sc hool. and

has well earned the place which it now holds in the PngHsh literature—a very select

one— of classicxxl archaeology.
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In conclusion, I may perhaps be allowed to touch on the relation between the

two principal aspects of the School's work. It aims at advancing knowledge. It

also aims at educating young archaeologists. To preserve a due balance between

these two objects may sometimes be a rather difficult task. It is very satisfactory

to know that our Director has marked his first year of office by formulating some

suggestions for the guidance of students. The teaching function of the School is

evidently of high importance. Our supply of experts must largely depend upon it.

The School at Athens, and, as we can now atld, the recently opened School at

Rome, offer the best facilities available to our countrymen for a practical training

in archaeological work. Efficiency as a centre of such training is also one of the

strongest grounds on which our School can found a claim for the continuance

of that aid which the Government has justly and wisely extended to it. But we
shall all be of one mind in desiring that this educational work should be carried

on without detriment to the energies of the School as an agency for exploration

and the advancement of knowledge. This brings me to the last point to which I

would briefly advert. The Report notices a need of the School for which

adequate provision has still to be made. It would be of great advantage to the

Director if he could command the services of another advanced archaeologist—or

of Tnore than one such colleague—to assist in conducting excavations, and in

editing the results for publication. Some of the foreign Schools are more

fortunately circumstanced in that respect. What we want, it seems to me, is

something in the nature of an archaeological Fellowship in connection with the

School, to be tenable for a certain term of years. The appointment to such

Fellowship might rest with the Managing Committee in consultation with the

Director of the School for the time being. In selecting among candidates, a

preference might be reserved to former students of the School who could produce

evidence of good work ; but candidature should not be restricted to such students.

Such a I'ellowship would be an object to which a student of the School might look

forward as a possible opportunity of more advanced work. It would be a step

towards organising a career for a man who possessed a genuine gift and love for

such pursuits. It would also be a legitimate development of our School, bringing

it nearer to the idea of a College of archaeology at Athens. The French School of

Athens, it may be observed, actually possesses much of that character. I venture

to throw out this suggestion rather as something that we might do well to keep in

view, than as a proposal which there is any immediate prospect of realising. We
may have to wait ; but the fulfilment may be reached some day, possibly sooner

than we can now foresee. Nineteen years ago, there was no British School at

Athens ; and what is more, very few people could then venture to anticipate that

such a School would soon come into existence. To-day, the British School at

Athens is an institution which all Englishmen who care at all for such studies can

contemplate with just satisfaction. It is a School which the patient energies of

successive Directors, and the loyal work of successive students, have carried

through a time of trial to the stage of assured success ; a School which has earned

the recognition of the State, as rendering public service by contributing to the
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advancement of knowledge, and by upholding the credit of this country in the

peaceful and friendly rivalries of international effort ; a School which, as we can

now say with confident hope, has before it a future of even increased usefulness

and distinction.

The motion was seconded by Mr. A. H. Smith, and carried unanimously.

The Director, Mr. Bosanquet, then gave some further account of the results of

the excavations carried out dunng the past Session at Praesos and elsewhere.

The following Resolution was carried unanimously, on the motion of Mr. F. C.

Penrose, seconded by Mr. F. E. Thompson :

—

"That Prof. Ernest Gardner, Prof. Percy Gardner, Prof. Pelham, and

Dr. Waldstein be re-elected members of the Committee. That Dr. Leaf be

re-elected Hon. Treasurer, and Mr. Loring Hon. Secretary, for the ensuing year,

and that Mr. R. J. G. Mayor be elected Acting Hon. Secretary until Mr. Loring's

return. That Lord Lingen and Sir Frederick Pollock be re-elected Auditors

of the School for the ensuing year, and that Mr. Edwin Waterhouse be elected

an additional Auditor."

A vote of thanks to the Auditors was moved by Prof. J. S. Reid, seconded by

Dr. Leaf, and carried unanimously.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman was carried unanimously, on the motion of

Prof. Percy Gardner, seconded by Mr. A. P. Whateley.
Sir Richard Jebb acknowledged the vote, and the proceedings closed.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 4TH October, 1900, to 3RD October, 1901.

Annual Subscriplions as jxr 1



Income and Kxpendituke. '75

Balance from last Account

Donations, as per list

Balance of Income .

CAPITAL ACCOUNT.

. 2,41 1 10 j; Lii)rary .

107 I 9 Hostel furniiiirc

133 6 S Balance to next Account

;^2,65I iS S

BALANCE ACCOUNT.

C s. d.

45 '4 9

21 2 5

. 2.5SS I 6

C^M^ 18 8

Balance of Capital .

Subscriptions paid in advance .

Byzantine Fund

£ s. d.

. 2,585 I 6

620
. 55 I 8

jC2M(> 5 2

£ S. d.

Cash in Bank ..... 475 17 2

Director, balance of Excavation Fund

unexpended . . .. 45 8 o

,, one quarter's stipend j^re-

paid . . . . 125 o o

India 3% Stock, at par . . . 2,000 o o

;^2,646 5 2

October 1 1//;, 190 1.

Examined and found correct,

LiNGF.N,

Frederick Pollock.
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DONATIONS-1 900-1 901

.

•
.

.
I s.d

Crum, Miss Jessie i i

Darbishire, R. D 20 o
Gardner, Prof. I'ercy 10 10 o
Keser, J., M.D 3 3°
Pawson, A. H 5 00
Simpson, VV. \V 1000
Tuke, Miss 5 50
Whatelcy, A. P 5 5 o
Visitors, SS. "Argonaut," per Rev. S. R. James 46 17 9

Oo^ I 9

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS-1900-1901.

His Majesty thk King
The University of Oxford
The University of Cambridge . . .

The Hellenic Society

The Society of Antiquaries ....
Brasenose College, Oxford ....
Christ Church, O.xford

Corpus Christi College, Oxford . .

Magdalen College, Oxford ....
King's College, Cambridge ....
McGill University, Montreal . . .

/ s. d.

Agnew, Sir W 220
Aitchison, G i 10
Allbutt, Prof. \ \ o
Anson, Sir W. R. . . . 10 o o
Austen Leigh, E. C. . . . i i o
Ashby, Thomas .... i i o
Bailey, J. C 500
Barlow, Sir T i i o
Bodington, Ur. .\. . . . 100
Bosanquet, C. B. P. . . . 200
Bosanquet, R. C i 10
Brinton, H i i o
Brooke, Rev. Stopford . . i i o
Brooks, E. W 100
Bury, Prof. J. B i i o
Butcher, Prof 220
Butler, Dr 220
Buxton, H. E 100
Campbell, Prof I i i o
Carlisle, Miss i 10
Carr, Rev. A I i o
Carr, H. Wildon .... i i o

Caton, R
Chambers, Col. O. . . .

Chawner, W
Clark, C. R
Clausen, A. C
Colchester, Lord ....
Cole, A. C
Corbett, V
Cruse, I). A. (Leeds Li-

brary)

Cruddas, Miss D. ...
Crum, Miss Jessie . . .

Cust, Miss A. M
Dabis, Miss
Davey, Lord
Davidson, H. O. D. . . .

Donaldson, Rev. S. A. . .

Earl, A. G
Egerton, Earl
Elliot, Rev. F. R. . . .

25
100

100
100

5

5

20

5

10

10

5

I

10

2

I

-7

5

2

I

I

5

I

I

I

5

I

I

I

10

I

s. d.

o o

o
o
I

I

I

o
I

I

F

10

I

Carried forward 478 15 o
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS igoc^igoi {continued).

£ s. d.

Brought forward . 478 13 o
Elliot, F. E. H 100
Eumorfopoulos, N. . . . i i o
Evans, A. J 10 o o.

Evans, Sir J 500
Ewart, Miss 500
Fletcher, H. M i i o
Fort, J. A 100
Fowler, W. W i i o
Freshfield, D. W 10 o o
Fumeaux, L. R 100
Gardner, Prof. Percy . . 220
Graham, E i i o
Griffiths, F. M i 10
Haigh, A. E 100
Hallam, G. H i i o
Hawes, Miss i i o
Hay, C. A 5 5 o
Heberden, C. B 220
Henderson, A. E. ... 100
Hereford, Bishop of . . i i o
Hill, G. F I I o
Hogarth, D. G 200
Hooper, G. N i i o
James, Rev. S. R. ... 200
Jones, H . Stuart .... 220
Kenyon, F. G i i o
King, Miss 500
Lambert, Dr 100
Lascelles, B. P 100
Lawson, Sir E 500
Leaf, Mrs. C.J 5 5°
Leaf, Walter 50 o o
Lecky, Mrs 3 3°
Lewis, Mrs. A. S 220
Lingen, Lord 220
Lloyd, Miss i i o
Loring, W 1000
Loring, Miss i i o
Lynch, H. F 220
Macan, R. W i i o
MacLehose, James J. . . i i o
Macmillan, G. A 25 o o
Marindin, G. E i 10
Mayor, R. J. G i i o
Miller, Rev. A i 10
Mitchell, C. W 10 o o
Mocatta. F. I) Z I '^

Mond, Ludwig 100 o o
Monk, The Misses ... 500
Monro, D. B 3 3 o
Morley Earl 1 i o

Morley, Howard ....
Morshead, E. D. A. . . .

Myers, E
Mylne, Mrs
Neil, R. A
Newman, W. L
Paul, J. D
Pawson, A. H
Pelham, Hon. Mrs. Arthur
Perry, W. C
Phillimore, Prof. J. S. . .

Pollock, Sir F
Poynter, Sir E. J
Rathbone, Mrs. F. . . .

Rawlinson, W. G. ...
Reid, Dr
Rendall, Dr. G. H. ...
Richards, H. P
Robb,Mrs
Roberts, Prof. W. Rhys .

Sandys, Dr
Seaman, Owen
Searle, G. von U
Smith, R. A. H. Bickford
Stannus, Hugh
Stanton, C. H
Stevenson, Miss ....
Tancock, Rev. C. C.

Teale, J. Pridgen ....
Thompson, Sir E. M. . .

Thompson, Sir H. . . .

Thompson, F. E
Thursfield, J. R
Tozer, Rev. H. F
Tuckett, F. F
Tuke, Miss
Vaughan, E. L
Verrall, Dr
Waldstein, Dr
Ward, John
Warr, Prof G. C
Warre, Rev. E
Warren, T. H
Weber, Sir H
Wedgwood, G
Wells, J

Wernher, Julius ....
Westlake, Prof and Mrs.
Wickham, Vcrv Rev. E. C.

Wilson, R. D.'

I

o
10

o
1

d
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

£897 A- o



LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS.

Note. Under No. V. of the Rules and Regulations, " the following

shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :

—

(i) Donors of i^ Io and upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of £1 and upwards during the period

of their subscription.

(3) Corporate bodies subscribing ;^50 at one time, or £^
annually."

In making out the following list, donations of less than £10 have been

regarded as aggregate annual subscriptions of £1, and are spread over

a corresponding number of years.

The Treasurer would be glad to be informed of any changes of

address or errors in this list.

HIS MAJESTY THE KING.
The University of Oxford.
The University of Cambridge.
The McGill University, Montreal.

The Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, 22, Albemarle Street, W.
The Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, Piccadilly.

The Society of Dilettanti (per E. H. Pember, Esq., K.C., 32, Great George Street, S.W.)
Brasenose College, Oxford.

Christ Church, Oxford.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

King's College, Cambridge.
Magdalen College, Oxford.

Nevvnham College, Cambridge.
The Greek Play Committee (per J. W. Clark, Esq., Scroop House), Cambridge.

The Hon. Company of Clothworkers, Mincing Lane, E.G.

Abercrombie, J., Esq., M.D. , 23, Upper Wimpole
Street, W.

.\dam, J., Esq., Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
Agg-Gardner, T- T., Esq., M.P. . Carlton Club,

Pall Mall, S."W.

.\gnew. Sir William, Bart., 11, Great Stanhope
Street, Park Lane.

Aitchison, G., Esq., A.R.A., 150, Harley Street,

W.
Alexander, W. C, P'sq., 24, Lombard Street, E.C.
Allbutt, Prof. T. Clifford, F.R.S., St. Rhade-

gunds, Cambridge.
Anson, Sir W. R. Bart., .M.P., All Souls' College,

(Jxford.

Ashby, Thos., Esq., Hotel Russell, Russell Sq.,

W.C.
Austen-Leigh, E. C. , Esq., Eton College.

Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, High Elms,
Farnborough, R.S.O.

Awdry, IL, Esq., Wellington College, Woking-
ham.

Bailey, J. C. , Esq.

Baker, Heri)ert,

Capetown.
Balfour, The Right Hon. G. W., M.P., Board of

Trade, Whitehall Gardens, S. W.
Barlow, Sir T., Bart., M.D., 10, Wimpole Street,

W.

20, Egerton Gardens, S.W.
Esq., Castle Co. Buildings,
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Bather, Rev. A. G., 8, Kingsgate Street, Win-
chester.

Bodington, N., Esq., Lilt.D., The Yorkshire

College, Leeds.

Bosanquet, C. B. P., Esq., Rock Hall, Aln-
wick.

Bosanquet, R. C, Esq., British School, Athens.

Boyle, Miss Florence, c/o Dr. Eady, Inglaws
Lodge, Enfield, N.

Brassey, The Right Hon. Lord, 4, Great George
Street, S.W.

Brinton, Hiil)ert, Esq., Eton College.

Brooke, The Rev. Stopford, I, Manchester Square,
W.

Brooks, E. W., Es(]., 28, Great Ormond Street,

W.C.
Biirdetl-Coutts, The Baroness, Holly Lodge,

Hani])slea(l.

Burnei, J. [., Escj., 167, St. Vincent Street,

tilasgow.

Bury, I'rof. J. B., Trinity College, Dublin.
Butcher, I'rofcssor, 27, I'alnierston Place, Edin-

burgh.

Buikr, The \'ery Rev. Dr., Master of Trinity

College, Cambridge.
Buxton, A. F. , Esq., 50, Cornhill, E.C.
Buxton, F. W., Esq., 50, Cornhill, E.C.
Buxton, H. E., Esq., Fritton, Great Yarmouth.
Bywater, Mrs., 93, Onslow Scjuare, S.W.
Bywater, Prof. Ingram, 93, Onslow Square.
S.W.

Campbell, The Rev. Prof. L.
, 33, Campden

House Chambers, W.
Carlisle, Miss Helen, Houndhill, Marchington,

Stafford.

Carr, H. Wildon, Usq., 25, Cumberland Terrace,
Regent's Park, N.\V.

Carr, Kear-Admiral, United Service Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
Carr, The Rev. A.. Addington Vicarage, Croy-

don.

Caton, R. Esq., M.D., Lea Hall, Gateacre,
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Professor J. B. liury, Trinity College, Dublin. Admitted 1895—6.

Rev. A. H. Cruickshank, The College, Winchester. Admitted 1895—6.

Arthur J. Evans, Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Admitted 1895—6.

Ambrose Poynter, Admitted 1896—7.

J. E. Brooks, A former Student of the School. Admitted 1896— 7.

J. L. Myres, Student of Christ Clunch, Oxford ; a former Student of the

School. .Achniued 189O— 7.
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Bn'tisli SH)ooI at .HtfKus.

METHODS OF WORK AND TEACHINO.

Extractedfrovi a recent report of the present Director to the Mamv^ini:^ Committee.

Undkr an ideal system most students would spend two, some three, seasons in

Greece, de\oting the first year to general studies, the second to some special subject.

During the first year a man need not lose sight of his sjjecial subject, hut in

most cases it would pay him to adopt something like the following programme :

[August and] September. In lierlin (Munich, Dresden) to become familiar with

sjjoken Oerman and so be able to profit by some of the 3 or 4 courses of

lectures given by the Secretaries of (lerman and Austrian Institutes.

October. Arrive in (ireece. Face the difficulties of language and travelling. See

Olympia, Deljihi, Mycenae, I'Lpidaurus, the Heraeum near Argos, before the

rains begin in Movember.

About November 15. Settle down in Hostel for 3 or 4 months of steady work on

sites and in Museums, attending some of the half-d(v.en available courses of

lectures, and making frequent short excursions into the country, by train,

bicycle, carriage, or on mule-back. A bicycle is invaluable.

This residence in the Hostel, with occasional absences {o\ a few nights in

the country, should last until the beginning or middle of March according to

the season.

March., April. Travel, study ancient sites.

If possible join one of the island-cruises to which Professor Gardner and

Professor Dorpfeld have hospitably admitted students in the past.

May, June. Begin to concentrate attention on special work : e.g. a man may assist

in excavations, with a view to working upon the results during the coming year

and excavating with more or less complete control or independence in his

second summer : or he may explore a given district in Greece or Asia Minor,

an island or group of islands : or he may work his way homewards through a

number of jVIuseums in Italy, Austria and Germany : or attend Mau's summer-
course of lectures at Pompeii and afterwards spend some months in Rome and
the cooler Etruscan cities. In the latter case he will do well to atta(^h himself

to the newly founded British School at Rome ; a library is being formed in the

rooms of the School in the Odescalchi Palace, and Mr. G. McN. Rushforth,

the Director, is ready to aid and advise students.

For the second year it is impossible to formulate a definite scheme. It should

be devoted almost entirely to special work in a narrower field.

The course here suggested must be modified in different ways to suit each case.

I'here will always be men who, like most of the French students, are already

s[)ecialists in some branch of classical learning and only seek fresh material for

research. On the other hand there will be others who wish to see something of

all sides of ancient life, to visit sites and battle fields, illuminating and colouring

their past reading and fitting themselves for general classical teaching : but have

no time for minute archaeological studies.

It is evident that in each year the methods and matter of the teaching at the

School must be adapted to the requirements of the students. Students from

English universities will never have the love of formal lectures which distinguishes

those from America, and where the numbers are small it will often be better to

teach, as Dr. Wolters has been in the habit of doing, by means of informal visits to

sites and Museums.
February 190 1.



RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.

OBJECTS OF THE SCHOOL.
I. The first aim of the School shall be to promote the study of Greek archaeology in all its

departments. Among these shall be (i) the study of Greek art and architecture in their remains of
every period

;
(ii) the study of inscriptions ; (iii) the e.xploration of ancient sites ; (iv) the tracing

of ancient roads and routes of traffic.

n. Besides being a School of Archaeology, it shall be also, in the most comprehensive sense,
a School of Classical Studies. Every period of the Greek language and literature, from the earliest

age to the present day, shall be considered as coming within the province of the School.

HI. The School shall also be a centre at which information can be obtained and lx)oks

consulted by British travellers in Greece.

IV. For these purposes a Library shall be formed, and maintained, of archaeological and other
suitable books, including maps, plans, and photographs.

THE SUBSCRIBERS.
V. The following shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :

—

(i) Donors of ;^io and upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of ;^i and upwards during the period of their subscription.

(3) Corporate bodies subscribing jCSO at one time or £$ annually.

VI. A corporate body subscribing not less than ;^50 a year, for a term of years, shall, during
that term, have the right to nominate a member of the Managing Committee.

VII. A meeting of Subscribers shall be held in October of each year, at which each Subscriber
shall have one vote. A subscribing corporate body may send a representative. At this meeting a
report from the Managing Committee shall be presented, including a financial statement and
selections from the reports of the Director and Students for the season. At this meeting shall alsc

be annually elected or re-elected the Treasurer and the Secretary of the School, two Auditors, and
four members of the Managing Committee, in place of those retiring, under Rule XIII. (3).

VIII. Special meetings of Subscribers may, if necessary, be summoned by the Managing
Committee.

IX. Subscribers shall be entitled to receive a copy of any reports that may be published by
the School, to use the Library, and to attend the public meetings of the School, whenever they may
be in Athens.

THE TRUSTEES.
X. The property of the School shall be vested in three Trustees, who shall be appointed for

life, except as hereinafter provided. Vacancies in the number of Trustees shall be filled up at the
annual meeting of the Subscribers.

XI. In the event of a Trustee becoming unfit, or incapable of acting, he may be removed from
his office by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a special meeting of Subscribers

summoned by the Managing Committee for that pmrpose, and another Trustee shall by the same
majority be appointed in his place.

XII. In the event of the death or resignation of a Trustee occurring between two annual meet-
ings, the Managing Committee shall have the power of nominating another Trustee to act in his

place until the next annual meeting.

THE MANAGING COMMITTEE.
XIII. The Managing Committee shall consist of the following :

—

( 1 ) The Trustees of the School.

(2) The Treasurer and Secretary of the School.

(3) Twelve Members elected by the Subscribers at the annual meetings. Of these,

four shall retire in each year, at first by lot, afterwards by rotation. Members
retiring are eligible for re-election.

(4) The members nominated by corporate Ixxiies under Rule VI.

XIV. The Committee shall have control of all the affairs of the School, and shall decide any
dispute that may arise lietween the Director and Students. They shall have power to deprive any
Student of the use of the school-building.

XV. The Committee shall meet as a rule once in every two months ; but the Secretary or

Treasurer may, with the approval of two members of the Committee, summon a special meeting
when necessarv.
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XVI. Due notice of every meeting shall l)e sent to each memher of the Committee \>y a

summons signed by the Secretary. Three memlx;rs of the Committee sliall l)e a (juorum.

XV'II. In case of an equality of votes, the Chairman shall have a second or castintj vote.

XVIII. In the event of vacancies occurring among the ofticers or on the Committee between
the annual elections, they may be provisionally filled up by the Committee until the next annual
meeting.

STUDENTS AND ASSOCI.VTES.

XIX. The Students shall consist of the following :—
(i) Holders of travelling fellow shii)s, studentships, or scholarships at any University of

the United Kingdom or ol the British Colonies.

(2) Travelling Students sent out by the Royal Academy, the Royal Institute of British

Architects, or other similar bodies.

(3) Other persons who shall satisfy the Managing Committee that they arc duly
qualified to be admitted to the privileges of the School.

No person shall be admitted as a Student who does not intend to reside at least three months in

Greek lands.

XX. Students attached to the School will be expected to ])ursue some definite course of stufly

or research in a department of Hellenic studies, and to write in each season a report upon their

work. Such reports shall be submitted to the Director, shall by him be forwarded to the Managing
Committee, and may be published by the Committee if and as they think projjer.

XXI. Intending Students are required to apply to the Secretary. They will be regarded as

Students from the date of their admission by the Committee to the 31st day of October next
following ; but any Student admitted between July 1st and October 31st in any year shall continue
to be regarded as a Student until October 31st of the following year.

XXII. The Managing Committee may elect as Associates of the School any persons actively

engaged in study or exploration in Greek lands ; and may also elect as honorary members such
persons as they may from time to time think desirable.

XXIII. Students, .Vssociates, and honorary members, shall have a right to use the Library of

the School, and to attend all lectures given in connexion with the School, free of charge.

XXIV. Students shall l>e expected to reside in the Hostel provided for them, except with the
sanction of the Managing Committee. Priority of claim to accommodation in the Hostel shall be
determined by the Committee,

THE DIRECTOR.

XXV. The Director shall be appointed by the Managing Committee, on terms which shall be
agreed upon at the time, for a period of not more than three years. He shall be eligilile for

re-election.

XXVI. He shall have possession of the school-building as a dwelling-house ; but Students of
the School shall have a right to the use of the Library at all reasonable times.

XXVII. It shall be his duty (i) to guide and assist the studies of Students and Associates of the
School, affording them all the aid in his power, and also to see that reports are duly furnished by
Students, in accordance with Rule XX., and placed in the hands of the Secretary before the end of

June ; {2) to act as Editor of the School Annual.

XXVIII. (a) Public Meetings of the School shall be held in Athens during the season, at

which the Director and Students of the School shall read papers on some subject of study or
research, and make reports on the work undertaken by the School. (/>) The Director shall deliver
lectures to Students of the School. At least six of such meetings and lectures shall be held in the
course of each session.

XXIX. He may at his discretion allow persons, not Students of the School, to use the Library
and attend his lectures.

XXX. He shall be resident at Athens from the beginning of November in each year to the end
of the following June, l)ut shall be at liberty to absent himself for short periods for purposes of
exploration or research.

XXXI. At the end of each season he shall report to the Managing Committee— (i) on the
studies pursued during the season by himself and by each Student ; (ii) on the state of the School-
premises and the repairs needed for them; (iii) on the state of the Library and the purcha.ses
of books, &c., which he may think desirable ; and (iv) on any other matter affecting the interests of
the School.

XXXII. In case of misconduct the Director may be removed from his office by the Managing
Committee by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a meeting specially summoned for the
purpose. Of such meeting at least a fortnight's notice shall be given.
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RULES FOR the MACMILLAN HOSTEL.
XXXIII. The Hostel shall be managed by the Students for the time being, subject to the

control of the Director.

XXXIV. The Director shall have power tc exclude a Stutlent from the Hostel in case of mis-

conduct ; but such exclusion must be immediately reported to the Managing Ct)mmittee.

XXXV. The Students shall, until further notice, pay a fixed charge of 20 drachmas (paper) a

week for their rotims, this payment to include fire, lighting, and the necessary servants' wages.

XX.WI. Associates of the School, members of the Committee, and ex-directors, may be

admitted to residence in the Hostel. Other persons, if seriously engaged in study or research, may
be ailmilted by the Director at his discretion. But no person sliall reside in the Hostel under this

rule to the exclusion of any Student desiring admission.

XXX\'II. Tile weekly charge for residents other tiian Students shall be 30 drachmas (jjaper)

until further notice.

XXX\TII. The Director sliail draw up further rules for the internal management nf the

Hostel ; such rules to be subject to the ajiproval of the Managing Committee.

RULES FOR THE LIBRARV.
XXXIX. The Director shall liave power to make rules for the management of the Litiraiv', t^

use by Students, and the like ; such rules to be subject to the approval of the Managing Comiuiilee.

rU BLICATION.
XL. No jiublication whatever, respecting the work of the Schot)l, shall lie made without the

previous approval of the Committee.
THE FINANCES.

XLI. All money received on behalf of the .School beyond what is recjuired for current

expenses .shall be invested in the n.imes and at llie discretion of the Tru^lics.

XLH. The banking account of the School shall be plnced in the n:imes of the Treasurer and
Secretary, who shall sign cheques jointly.

XLIII. The first claim on ihe revenue of the .School shall be the maintenance and repair of

the School-building, and the payment of rates, taxes, and insurance.

XLIV. The second claim shall be the salary of the Director, as arranged between him and the

Managing Committee.

XL\'. In case of there being a suridus, a sum shall be annually devoted to the maintenance

of the Library of the .School and to the pul)lication of a re|X)rt ; and a fund shall be formed (rom

which grants may be made for travelling and excavation.

J\iii.<itl, 1S99.
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i3r(ti£»ii ^d}ool at ^tljnis.

This School (founded in iS86) gives to British Students of Greek Archaeology

and Art the opportunity of j^jursuing their researches in Greece itself, with command
of the means which the recent great advances of the science have rendered

indispensable.

Athens is- now an archaeological centre of the first rank. The architecture of

Greece can nowhere else be studied to such advantage ; and the concentration in

the Athenian museums of numerous and most important discoveries which have

taken place on Greek soil in the last few years has made a personal knowleds^e

of those museums in the highest degree desirable for Hellenic scholars.

The student requires two auxiliaries when working in Athens. Firstly, the com-
mand of an adequate library ; and secondly, the advice of a trained archaeologist,

residing on the spot, and following the rapid advances of the science, due partly to

new discovery and partly to the rearrangement of old materials.

These advantages are now provided for P>ench, German, Austrian, American,

and British archaeologists, through the Schools which their nationalities have es-

tablished. It is also by means of these Schools that many excavations on Greek
soil have been carried out ; and those conducted in Cyprus, in the Peloponnese,

in Melos and in Crete by the British School during the past fifteen Sessions are

an encouraging proof of the work that may be done in the future if the School be

adequately supported.

Any persons of British nationality who can give satisfactory proof of their

qualifications are admitted as students free of charge. The principal conditions

imposed are that they shall pursue some definite course of Hellenic study or research,

residing for the purpose not less than three months in Greek lands, and that they

shall at the end of the Session write a report of the work which they have done.

Applications from intending students should be made to the Hon. Sec, Willi..\.m

LoRiNG, Esc}., 2, Hare Court, Temple, E.G. Mr. Lorixg will also be happy
to supply any further information.

Donations or annual subscriptions to the School are greatly needed, and will

be gladly received and acknowledged by the Hon. Treasurer, Walter Le.af, Esq.,

6, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N.W.

April 1902.
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THE PALACE OF KNOSSOS.

Provisional Report of the Excavations for the Year 1902.

(Plates I.— III.)

§ I.

—

The Campaign of 1902.

As far as it was possible to forecast the Campaign of 1902 on the

Palace site of Knossos it promised to be one of finishing up in a limited

quarter of the East Slope, with some further delimitation of already fairly

ascertained boundaries. But appearances were deceptive. Not only did

the work of excavating the remainder of the deep-lying rooms of the

Central part of this quarter prove to be of extraordinary diflficulty, owing

to the masses of heavy superstructures that it was necessary to support, but

the building was found to extend further down the slope than the pre-

liminary trial pits had led us to expect. In several cases these had just

missed important walls, with the result that vast masses of excavated

materials had, towards the close of the previous campaign, been dumped

down in places from which they had this year to be removed at the cost of

much labour. It was also found that several of the chambers previously

excavated along the edge of the second East Slope Terrace—notably those

near the Olive Press—overlaid basement areas containing important

remains, and these, in turn, the floor levels of a still earlier Palace, covered

with pottery of the pure ' Kamares ' class. On the lower Terrace again

were brought to light whole ranges of rooms and magazines belonging to

this more primitive system and containing what are probably the finest

existing specimens of the ' Middle Minoan ' ceramic class.

The work began on February 12, and continued in full swing till the

ind of June. The extensive character of the operations may be judged

Tom the fact that during a good deal of this time as many as 250 work-

men were employed. The arduous labour of propping up walls, raising

sunken blocks, supporting upper floor-levels (see Fig. i), and reconstructing

B
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fallen masses of pavement necessitated the constant services of over a

score of carpenters and masons. The purchase and transport of the timber,

brick, iron, and other materials required for this work also entailed a serious

expenditure. The conservation of such unexampled remains of upper

stories existini^ in situ seemed, however, to be a first duty of the

excavator and it ma)- at least be said that no labour or expense has been

spared to preserve this evidence. The result has been that throughout the

whole central area of the l^astern tjuarter of the Palace the upper rooms,

Doorw.-iy of Lower East-West Corridor.

f-'lC. I.—\'lK\V FROM KOOT OK (^)r.\I)KU I'l.K SlAIKCASK I.OOKINC. KasI' ALONi; PoRTICO

OK Hall ok Colonnades.

with their door-blocks, pillar-bases, and large parts even of their pavements,

have been firmly secured in their original position.

Pari passu with the opening up of new ground the work of

testing and revision was continued in the parts of the site already

excavated. Such re-examination has necessarily entailed a certain amount

of rectification in plans and conclusions set forth in preceding Reports,

a fact which may serve to emphasize the provisional character of the

summary accounts given in these pages of successive season's works. In
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the quarter about the Northern Entrance, particularly, further investigations

and the removal of what proved to be later walls have led to altogether

new developments, including the discovery of a spacious outer portico.

In directing the works I had, as before, the valued assistance of Dr.

Duncan Mackenzie, who is also engaged on a special study of the pottery

found in the Palace.^ I was also fortunate in again securing the services

of Mr. Theodore Fyfe for the architectural plans and necessary works of

conservation, and he has at my request communicated a paper on the

decorative frescoes and architectural reliefs to the Royal Institute 01

British Architects'^ The practical work, especially that of raising and

supporting large blocks, was also much aided by the presence this year

as foreman of the works of Gregorios Anton iou, so well known for his

most capable exercise of similar functions for a succession of British

excavations in Cyprus as well as for Mr. Hogarth in the Dictaean Cave

and at Zakro.

§ 2.

—

Supplementary Discoveries in the Northern Palace

Region : Entrance Portico and External Pillar-Hall.

In the exceptionally massive square of constructions that lie to

right of the Northern Entrance passage as approached from without,

between the North Piazza and the Central Court, further researches and

excavations did much to bring out the original lines of the building which

had been greatly obscured by later walls. The plan as thus recovered was

really much simpler. The double door from the North Piazza was found

to give access to a kind of oblong atrium, the back part of which must

have been connected to the right with an ascending stepped corridor that

leads South to the Corridor of the Stone Basin. A direct and convenient line

of communication would thus have been provided between the antechamber

of the Throne Room and the North-West corner of the Central Court on

the one side and the North Piazza and adjoining Bath system on the other.

(See Sketch Plan, PI. I.)

The square enclosed between the uppe*" part of this connecting

passage and the Northern Entrance way was divided into three elongated

ground floor rooms, with floor levels a little below the level of the Central

' To appear in the forthcoming number of {he Journal of Hellenic Sfiidies.

- ' Painted plaster decoration at Knossos,' Journal of the K. Inst, of British Anhitcits, Third

Series, Vol. X. (No. 4), p. 107 seqq. Mr. Fyfe has executed the .\rchitectural Plans in this Report.

B 2
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Court. These rooms, as the important remains of wall-paintini^s found

above their floors sufficiently indicate, had oris^nnally supported a fine upper

hall to which unquestionabl)- belonged the miniature and other frescoes

found here above the lower floors. The three ground-floor rooms in

question had, as already shown, been subsequently re-occupied with

slightly raised floor levels, during the mature Mycenaean Period, and

a good deal remodelled. The Westernmost of the original three chambers

had in this way been broken up into two smaller rooms belonging to

this Period of Re-occupation, in one of which the stirruj^-vases were found.

Each of the three elongated chambers mentioned above has at its

Northern end one of the deep, walled pits described in the last Report^

resembling the ' oubliettes ' of a mediaeval castle, and which probably served

as dungeons. This makes it probable that the chambers connected with

these were occupied by guards and w arders.

The removal of some later walling, consisting of older materials

rc-used in a promiscuous manner, on the East side of the lower part of the

Northern entrance brought to light the lower blocks and bases of five

massive square pillars which were seen to form part of a s)-stem. Eurther

excavation Northwards resulted in the unco\ ering of .several more bases and

finally revealed the plan of a Portico consisting of twelve pillars. Of the

South-Easternmost of these all traces had vanished and only the foundation

socket was visible of the last but one to the North-West, but the arrange-

ment and regular espacement of the pillars was otherwise quite clear.

(See Plan, Eig. 3, and Eig. 3.)

This Portico, con.si.sting thus of a double row of six pillars, flanked the

roadway running North from the entrance passage ft)r a distance of about

twenty metres. At the same time its central opening faced the remains

of what seems to have been a double gate\\a\- from which the traces of

another paved road ran West. The Pijrtico thus stood at the chief point

of access to the Palace both from the City and the Sea-port. The .square

l)illars as far as they were preserved consisted of gypsum blocks -85 cm. X '85

and ro5 in height resting on larger ba.ses and placed at intervals of 265

metres (Eig. 3).

Opposite the Northern part of the Portico and dominating the meeting

point of the two roads are massive remains of what aj)pears to have been

a tower or guard-house, and, facing this, a massive bastion. Indeed, as

already noticed in the first Kep'Tt, there is every evidence that the
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Northern entrance to the Palace, which must have been the chief avenue

of public access, was jealously guarded.

Further North all remains of the Palace proper cease and the

roadway itself with its accompanying main-drain also breaks off. At a

distance however of about twenty-five metres North of the Portico was

found the basement of an important building which from its position

seems to stand in some relation to the Palace. The Southern wall -line

of this building lies in fact at the point at which the Northern roadway

if prolonged would be intersected by the small paved causeway that runs,

pointing in this direction, past the North-Westernmost angle of the Palace.

The main part of this building is a room, about 530 by 8 metres, in which

at a distance of 162 metre from the North wall stood two pillars consist-

ing of tall gypsum blocks. One of these was 50 cm. square with bevelled

edges and i 52 metre in height. It was standing /// situ, the upper part of

the pillar being visible in the floor of a modern threshing-floor. The other

pillar, shaped like the first, was found in a half-fallen jjosition and proved

to be 2 metres in height, though much corroded. These pillars stood

on square limestone bases with an interval of no metre between them.

That this pillar-hall was a basement structure appears probable from

the fact that the outer stones of the walls show a rough face. The North

and East walls were of exceptionally large limestone blocks—one 172 m.

in length by 064 in height. Of the South wall only a fragment remained.

The West wall consists of two courses each about 50 cm. high with a

plinth below. It is constructed of more finely cut block.s, like some of

the best Mycenaean work of the Palace. Several fallen blocks of the

same kind evidently belonging to the upper storey showed the trident

mark so characteristic of the great bastion of the North Entrance of the

Palace. In one case this was combined with the star.

As a whole, however, the construction of this isolated building differs

from that usual in the Palace itself. That the walls should be constructed

wholly of masonry was itself an exceptional phenomenon. In the door

ofjenings, on either side there were none of the regular jambs. The

pillars, formed of single blocks, resembled one or two found in the earlier

structures, associated with fine ' Kamares ' pottery, on the South-East slope.

It may be supposed that here, as in the case of the Pillar Rooms of the

Palace, the.se basement pillars formed the supports of a pair of columns

in an upper hall.
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On the floor level of this room, formed of stamped clay,^ was a

stratum of burnt wood and a good deal of rough mature Mycenaean

pottery was here found, together with some fragments of Geometrical ware.

About lo metres due North of the North wall of the chamber and

centering with it, a well was discovered, the bottom of which was finally

reached at a depth of I5'50 metres. This well also contained throughout

potsherds belonging to the same two classes. A little East of this spot

were found what seemed to be the remains of an oven-shaped tomb

containing broken vases of the same Geometrical class as that found in

the well and Pillar Hall.

The occurrence in this area of Geometrical pottery seems to show

that this Pillar Hall and its dependencies, though of earlier origin, had

continued to be occupied in post-Mycenaean times. It thus presents a

striking contrast to the Palace proper, where traces of the Geometrical

Period have been throughout conspicuous by their absence. ' Geome-

trical ' tombs, some of which were explored by Mr. Hogarth,^ occur on

the hills that overlook the later Greek and Roman town of Knossos to

the North.

§ 3.

—

Development of the Olive Press system : The Court of

THE Oil Spout and adjoining Magazines of the Knobbed Pithoi.

The further investigation of the area in the neighbourhood of the

Room of the Olive Press and of the adjoining lower terrace led to a series

of discoveries which bring the whole of this region into systematic relation

and show that they were devoted to the manufacture and storage of oil.

Additional sections of the stone duct or runnel leading from the oil-

vat were brought to light, proceeding by an angular course along the ad-

joining wall-tops towards the curious spout of gargoyle-like aspect that had

been found projecting from the outer side of the Upper East Terrace

wall (Fig. 4).^ It thus appears that this stone spout was not, as had been

at first supposed, connected with a rain-water gutter, but was devised as

means for pouring the oil derived from the press above into tall earthen-

ware recipients,

A completer examination of the area, here overlooked by the terrace

^ Between the two pillars however was a deposit which does not seem to be flooring.

2 See Annual, vi. (1899-1900), p. 83. * See Annual, 1900-1901, p. 94.
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wall, showed that it was originally surrounded by good walls of limestone

and gypsum such as elsewhere in the Palace form the face of small courts

and light-wells and that it had therefore never had an upper storey. The

deposit of wall-paintings found here with the scenes exhibiting the female

toreadors must have been derived from a room or gallery above the terrace

wall with the spout.

This open area, to which the name of the Court of the Oil Spout ma)'

appropriately be given, would naturally have been devoted to filling

various vessels with oil. It is probable that the short break in the course

of the oil-duct that is visible on the upper side of the terrace wall was

Fig. 4.—Projecting Oil-Spout i.\ Upper East Terrace Wall.

occupied by a settling vat or vats, where the impurities of the fluid and

its coarser portion were allowed to settle on a bed of water that could be

raised or lowered in the manner usual in such reservoirs. Immediately on

one side of the place where such a vat would naturally have stood there are

in fact remains of a well, suggestive of the need of a water supply. The

oil conduit itself showed a curious variation in different parts of its course.

At the point where it emerges from the press it is 43 cm. wide and 9 deep,

while at the end nearer the spout it is 21 cm. in width and 14 in depth,

the depth thus increasing as the width decreases. It is probable that the

channel was originally lined with cement to prevent leakage at the

numerous joints between the limestone blocks in which it is cut, and this
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may account for the fact that its preseiU dimensions seem imnecessaril\-

capacious for an oil duct.

The West or Terrace Wall of the Court of the Oil Spout is formed of three

courses of fine limestone blocks of an average length of 1-50 m. and height of 50,

resting on a projecting plinth below. These blocks show the trident sign, some-

times two on the same block. The South Wall of the Court contains similar lime-

stone blocks (without signs) above a plinth ; it is broken by a doorway leading to

the 'School Room.' The North Wall of the small Court was of gypsum, two

blocks of the lower course only remaining, surmounted by another, i 34 wide by

1*24 high. It is possible that the Court was open to the East and that the remains

of limestone walling here represent another terrace edge. In the middle of the

Court was a blind well with traces of a drain leading into it.

The direct relation of the Court of the Oil Spout with the Olive Press

above sufficiently explained the character of the chambers found to the

East and North of it. On the removal of the great shoot from the previous

excavations which had obscured this part of the site a series of magazines

containing />/'M^/ were brought to light. The jar found in the space imme-

diately East of the Court was of ordinary dimensions, but in the area to

the North three magazines were traceable containing /////<?/ larger than any

yet discovered. It seems probable that these great jars were filled with

oil in situ by means of ducts from the oil-spout or by a branch of

the stone conduit on the terrace above, of which traces have now

disappeared.

Besides their exceptional size the decoration of these pithoi dift'ers

in several respects from that of any hitherto found. Their rims had in all

cases suffered from too great proximity to the surface, but the bodies of

the jars were surrounded by tiers of upright handles placed at unusually

close intervals (Fig. 5 a and b). Fourfold lines of raised ropework arranged

horizontally divided the surface into zones, and these were connected by a

succession of triple cross-lines of the same kind. The whole thus presented

the appearance of large jars bound round by a kind of rope network

very realistically reproduced and arranged in a manner suggestive of the

means by which they were actually transported from the place of

manufacture.

The most characteristic feature, however, of these great jars is

supplied by the best preserved of them, where the inter-spaces between

the handles and rope-work are decorated with groups of knobs like the

studs of metal-work (Fig. 5 b). This knobbed decoration is of special

interest as it enables us to group this class of pithoi with the vases
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studded over in a similar manner found in the Corridor of the Bays.^

These vases, like so many of the earlier Minoan class, betray in their

embossed relief and other particulars a distinct indebtedness to prototypes

in metal-work, and it is reasonable to suppose that the stud ornament was

in this case taken over from the same source. The knobbed decoration

may in turn have been transferred to pilhoi from the example of the

smaller vessels. In any case the parallelism in decoration must be taken

Fk;. 5.
— Lak(;e Pithoi with Knob .\nd Ropework Decoration.

as an evidence of contemporaneity and the knobbed pithoi, like the vases,

must belong to a comparatively early period in the history of the existing

I'alace.

Of the three Magazines containing the knobbed pithoi the Westernmost, con

taining remains of three jars, was 518 by 2*94 m. in dimensions with a flot)r level

about 2*50 m. below the terrace level immediately above it. It opens into another

Magazine of the same length but only 210 m. wide containing two more jars, and
that in turn into a third store room with a floor-level i 80 m. below that of the two

other Magazines, but of which only parts of the wall-lines are preserved. The best

preserved pit/ios. Fig. 5 b, stands in this chamber. Between these Magazines and
the Court of the Oil Spout an ascending Corridor i 60 wide, the steps of wiiirh

however have disappeared, runs from East to \Vest.

2 *
/I'.i". Aiiinial^ 1900-1901, yy. 85, 86: Kij;. 26, 28.
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§ 4.

—

The " Pens " of the Upper Eastern Terrace.

About five metres West of the Magazines of the Knobbed Pithoi

is the low terrace wall with interrupted upper courses broken by elongated

grooved slabs referred to in the previous Report.^ A further examination,

however, has brought out the fact that these grooved slabs, of which six are

preserved, were not, as at first supposed, runnels akin to those of the oil-

press. The grooves in fact, though open on the outer face of the wall.

Fig. 6.—Grooved Blocks for rAKTUiONS.

run in 150 m. to square endings. It is obvious moreover from the dowel

holes at either end of these elongated grooved blocks that they supported,

both in front and at their further extremity, some kind ofwooden framework

(Fig. 6). It seems therefore possible that the grooves themselves were for

sliding wooden partitions by means of which the space above the terrace

wall was divided into compartments. What was the purpose of these

can only be a matter for conjecture. Their width is only about two and

^ B.S. Annual, 1 900-1 901, p. 93.
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a half metres and their probable depth about the same, which makes them

too small for stables, but they may have been pens for some kind of live-

stock, or possibly kennels.

§ 5.—The Terracotta Drain-Pipes beneath the Floor of the
Corridor of the Draught Board.

The removal for purposes of mvestigation of some slabs of the floor-

ing upon which the Royal Gaming Board had rested, resulted in an

interesting discovery. Immediately below the flooring at this point,

145 m. down, was found a terracotta drain of remarkable construction.

(Fig. 7 a and b?) The drain, of which two sections were found at this

iJeVQh^n of Praiij Hpes 6c/ouo f/oor

/7 Corridor of J)rau<iUr doorc/
"

Ccnrsnjc/rcS

0\

Fig. 7.

—

Terracotta Drain-pipes.

point, running North-East was broken off" at its Southern end by a later

wall-foundation, immediately beyond which, however, its course was again

struck and three more tubes were found in position socketed into one

another. The circumstances of the find show that these drain pipes are

at least anterior to the good pavement of Mycenaean date on which the
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Gaming Board had rested and that they in all probability go back to the

earliest period of the Later Palace.

This indubitable evidence of their great antiquity makes the extra-

ordinarily advanced construction of these terracotta pipes the more

remarkable. It will be seen from Fig. 7 a and /; that the mouthpiece of each

tube is provided with a stop-ridge, solidly backed behind, which when fixed

against the butt end of the succeeding tube afforded effectual resistance

against pressure that would otherwise have been likel)- to wedge the two

together to splitting point. On the other hand the inside of the butt

end of each is provided with a raised collar which offered a widened

surface to the stop-ridge of the tube with which it was connected and at

the same time supplied an additional hold for the cement that attached

the butt end of the one to the mouthpiece of the other.

The tubes are yo cm. in length with a diameter of 13^ cm. at the butt

end, and gh at the mouth. Smaller clay pipes of simple fabric, the tubes

of which, though socketed into one another, were not provided with

stop-ridges, occurred in other parts of the Palace area, namely in a room

near the South Propylaea, outside the Northern Tower, and in the

Court of the Sanctuary to be described below. On the other hand jointed

clay pipes with stop-ridges of very similar construction have been found

by Dr. Dorpfeld on an early site explored by him in Leukas.

§ 6.

—

Remains of Porcelain Mosaic showing Houses of Minoan
City and other Subjects.

Immediately North of the basement area in which the remains of the

large spiral fresco were found in 1 901, another basement chamber was opened

out which proved to contain relics of extraordinary interest. The West end

of this cellar was partly covered by the slabs of a pavement upon which

rested some plain tripod vases like others found in the North-East

Magazines. From a depth of about a metre onwards beneath this floor

level were found a series of enamelled plaques which had evidently be-

longed to a considerable mosaic—the material resembling Egyptian

porcelain but of the native Knossian fabric.^

1 In this space or on its borders were also found what appear to be large draught-men of ivory,

73 to 82 millimetres in height and 8o to 82 in diameter, and almost exactly answering to the diameter

of the circles of the Caming Table. One type has engraved below a disk surrounded by sixteen

rays. Another type shows eight small engraved circles forming a ring. That these actually repre-

sent the pieces belonging to the board found only a few metres off, is highly probable.
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A large number of these porcelain plaques were found to represent

houses, towers and other buildings. Owing to the friable nature of the

material, and the fact that they had evidently fallen from a room above,

the plaques were in a much broken condition. In many cases, however,

enough remained to supply a sufficient idea of the whole, and it was

possible to reconstitute over forty exarriples of these facades. Fig. 8, from

a photograph, gives a view of a series of these as thus reconstituted

by me ; certain recurring features in the design making it possible in

some cases to complete the construction from comparatively fragmentary

evidence. The arrangement as seen in Fig. 8 is an arbitrary one—the

guiding principle having been to keep the buildings resembling towers and

fortifications in the outer ring.

In order to make it quite clear what part of these reconstructed tablets

represents the original fabric, special drawings have been made of cha-

racteristic examples by Mr. Fyfe, under my direction, and of these,

two typical specimens of houses are given in Fig. 9 a and b. In a

summary Report like the present it is impossible to deal more fully with

this extraordinary architectural material.

Fig. 9 b represents a class of fagade of which several fairly complete

examples exist, so that every detail is thoroughly authenticated. The

original of this type was obviously of wood and plaster construction, in

which the round beam ends in the timbered compartments form a charac-

teristic feature. It will be seen that many of these were quite short, simply

laid across the thickness of the wall, a system of construction so ingrained

at Knossos that in the great halls of the Palace, as will be shown below,

beam courses of this kind are actually found interrupting the stone-work.

On the ground floor are what appear to be two doors, divided by

a central panel—an arrangement superficially suggestive of modern semi-

detached villas. Above the doors are two double windows filled with

bright red pigment, above that again two larger window openings, and

finally, what looks like an attic, with a small single window also coloured

red. We have here a house or pair of houses with at least three stories.

The facade given in Fig. 9 a shows a different structure. The round

beam ends are here wanting, and we see horizontal beams, with intervals

of what seems to have been plaster-faced rubble. This house has a single

door below, and, opening from the first floor, a row of three four-paned

windows, coloured red like the others, set in a timber framework, while
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the uppermost floor is provided with three smaller windows which show

no traces of coloured filling and seem to have been simple openings.

In one case w^e see two rows of four-paned windows, in another double

windows of six panes. In two examples a very curious form of double-

window appears, curving in, crescent fashion, on the outer sides. The more

tower-like houses show no door below, but sometimes a small attic-like

structure above with a small window. Some of these tower-houses, which

probably represent outer bulwarks of the town, are constructed of hori-

l^tAiURlMtriTi in MILLIMtTPl^

DARK 0RE7 QROUriD, UZ/TH

CRIMSON 5TRIP£5 S IVZ/^fDOiV FRAMES

UPPER. U/MDOi^S OPEN RIGHT THROUCh

LOWER l^JlNDOWS. SUNK, WITH SCARLET FILUNC

SECTION

ALL ORSy S WHITE..

tA/IHDOU/S , SUNK , y^lTH JCARMJiT FILLIfiO

Fig. 9.—Porcelain Tablets in Form of Houses (slightly enlarged).

zontal beams with interspaces of rubble masonry and plaster, like so much

of the Palace fabric,- while others are of isodomic masonry. Of towers

proper there are several varieties, among them a t}-pe with a door below,

constructed of what appear to be massive upright beams, and greatly

resembling a gate visible in the outer wall of the besieged city seen on the

silver vase fragment from Mycenae.

The upper, door-like openings, which in certain cases occur above

rooms with regular windows, recall a feature repeated in some of the

miniature wall-paintings. In these, groups of ladies are seen standing in

similar openings, as upon a balcony. In other cases the women seem

C
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to be seated at open windows of a more usual t\pe, and in one instance

there is \isible a part of a curtain, apparentl}' of lii^ht material, perhaps

drawn at niij^ht as a protection against mosquitoes.

The red pigment in the windows of the mosaic suggests that some

substitute for w indow-glass was in use—jjerhaps oiled and scarlet-tinted

parchment. In the Eastern Quarter of the Palace there will be repeated

occasion to notice in the walls of the small courts and light-wells the

existence of window openings with the dowel holes for the wooden frame-

work, hut that windows of such a modern aspect as these before us

should have existed in Minoan Knossos is a phenomenon for which no

analog)' of classical civilisation could have prepared us.

Unexpected indeed as have been .so many of the revelations of this

earl\' Cretan culture, the whole apj)earance of these house fagades with

their three and even four stories is perhaps the most astonishing. In view

of the generall)' grandiose character of the Palace itself, the indications of

upper stories appear natural enough. But in the houses of the mosaic we

can hardly fail to recognise the dwellings of the ordinary Minoan citizens.

That these should have attained the tall proportions of the houses of a

modern street-front points surely back to long previous generations of

civic life.

The original physiognomy of these houses is undeniable. Yet the

question naturall}- arises whether there was not here, as in so many other

aspects of earl}- Cretan civilisation, an ultimate indebtedness to Egyptian

models? As a matter of fact the fundamental elements in these house

fronts as illustrated by the typical variety .shown in P'ig. 9 /?, do correspond

in a remarkable manner with those of the better class of Egyptian houses.

On monuments of the XVIIIth Dynasty the evidence is to be found of a

well-marked type of hou.se with a lower storey in which, as a rule, three

doors are seen side b)' side, a kind of entresol with windows, barred, or

with open panels, and an upper store)- with an open colonnade in front.

These features it will be seen all reappear in the Knossian houses. The

room below has often a pair of doorways, though, perhaps owing to

the greater inclemency of the climate, there is a greater tendency to

reduce these to one. Here again is a first floor with windows, though

probabl)-, for the same reason, oiled parchment, anticipating glass, may in

this ca.se have filled the panels. The door-like o[)enings of the upper store)-,

in turn, correspond with the open galler)- of the Egyptian type, though the
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Kiiossian s)stein secured j^reater protection aj^ainst the Cretan lunricancs.

The Knossian attic, again, would have afiforded a more efficacious

shelter for the roof-toj) than the mere awning, which seems to have

been its Kg)'ptian equivalent.^ No awning could stand a week against

the boisterous winds that sweep this site. The timber framework and

beam ends are also Northern characteristics.

It must be borne in mind, moreover, that while the Kg)ptian hou.ses

of which we have the records are isolated villas surrounded by courts and

gardens, the gates and towers with which the Knossian house-fronts are

as.sociated lead us to suppose that the\' were ranged together in the actual

streets of a fairly compact tow n, and that they are true examples of civic

architecture. The influence of Egypt must be admitted, but there was

certainly an indigenous core to this domestic architecture of Minoan

Crete. The " Mycenaean " column it.self is neither Egyptian nor Oriental,

but a true outgrowth of a primitive European type.'-

The plaques themselves somewhat vary in size, the mean of the houses

being about 4i centimetres in height and 4 in width. The ground colour

representing the plaster or masonry is white or greenish, often with a lilac

tinge. The timber is generally coloured brown or brownish green, some-

times with an admixture of crimson. The edges of each piece are

slightly bevelled back.

The amount of small fragments found of these architectural plaques

shows, that if, as appears probable from their occurrence in the same

deposit, they belonged to a single mosaic, a considerable city must have

been represented. But the city it.self seems to have formed only a part of

a larger composition. Other plaques occurred representing a great variety

of subjects, though, unfortunately, as will be seen by the examples given in

Fig. 10, for the most part, in the same fragmentary state as the houses.

Among the subjects figured on these are men and animals, trees

and running water. The men are, in most cases, warriors, dressed in the

same short, close-fitting loin-cloths, as that worn by the Cup-bearer and

the youths of the Procession painting. These hold either spears or bows

of the European and African type. On two pieces are what appear to

be curved and crested helmets; in some cases the figures seem to be

marching. Others, in a very fragmentar)- state, are in a half-kneeling

^ See Chipiez's reconstruction of a Thelian house of the Eighteenth Dynasty. I'errot et

Chipiez, L'Aii, ^ic. vol. i, p. 283, Fig. 267.

- See my Mycenaean Tree an.i Pillar Cult, p. S8 se(j(|.

C 2
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pose which recalls that of the bowmen of the siege-scene on the silver

vase from Mycenae. In another case there is seen a part of a prostrate

figure, or perhaps of two men grappling with one another. The warrior

plaques are of very different sizes ; those with the upright figures, measur-

ing respectively about 8 and 5 centimetres in height, must therefore belong

to different zones or panels. The skin colour here is of a pale ochreous

tint, and the loin-clothing of a greenish hue. In addition to these, however,

are other figures with a more swarthy skin colour, some of them exception-

ally small, and with hands stretched out as if in the guise of suppliants.

The lower part of a larger figure of this dark-skinned type takes a curious

squatting and frog-like attitude.

Among the fragments with animal types are parts of several goats with

ibex-like horns, resembling those of the Cretan agrimi, and the foot of an

ox. Two kinds of trees are represented, one perhaps intended for a vine,

the other with willow-like foliage. Some pieces with curving horizontal

bands of white and green seem intended to depict running water. The

succession of similar types on plaques of the same size and shape, observ-

able in the case of the marching warriors, of the goats, and of some of

the houses, points to an arrangement in zones. On the other hand, the

great discrepancy in size of some of the figures—specially noticeable in the

case of the dark-coloured men—suggests distribution in quite distinct

compartments. This kind of discrepancy is best explained perhaps if

we suppose that the porcelain plaques formed part of the inlay of a

wooden chest, in which case the more diminutive figures might have been

set on the smaller sides. That they were made smaller on account of any

attempt at perspective rendering in the same field is hardly probable.

It is to be observed that the porcelain plaques found in the Throne

Room occurred in association with a mass of more or less carbonised

cypress wood, which shows that they were set in a framework of

that material, probably, as in other cases, overlaid with thin gold plate.

With this analogy before us, we may recognize in the present mosaic the

remains of the decoration of a wooden chest, a true SaiSaXe'a Xdpva^

like that of Danae, and may see in it the remote prototype of the Chest

of Kypselos—the porcelain plaques here taking the place of the ivory.

The character of the inlay—a native imitation of Egyptian porcelain

—

suggests that the type of chest to which these plaques may have belonged,

was taken from Egypt ; and the probability of this is heightened by the
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fact that the painted terracotta \dpvaK€<: of the late M)cenaean tombs of

Crete were certainly imitated from the painted chests of contemporar\'

Kgypt.^

The scenes depicted in the present mosaic, however, were not of that

m\tiiological class which, accordiiiLj to I'ausanias, filled the zones and

})ane1s of the masterpiece of early Corinthian carvin<4. We have here,

on the contrary, ^rwA-t' compositions greatl)' recalling those of the Miniature

l*'rescoes. The architectural scenes on these, the warriors manm'ng the

u alls and hurling javelins, supply distinct analogies, though the treatment in

that case is of the free pictorial kind. In the present case the character of

the material necessitated a more rigid distribution into zones and the break-

ing up of these into a succession of separate unities contained b\- the se\ eral

tablets. The mechanical facility moreover of casting numerous jjlaques

from the same mould .seems to have favoured serial groups repeating the

same design.

The fragmentary nature of the evidence only enables us to realise

vaguelx' and imj)erfectl)- the contents of the whole compositif)n as distri-

buted into the various zones and panels. The warriors and city recall

the siege scene of the silver va.se, but the warlike episodes do not b\' any

means exhaust the aspects of the record once unfolded in these mosaic

groups. The homes of civic life within the walls, the goats and o.xen

without, the fruit trees and running water, suggest a more literal comparison

with the Homeric description of the scenes of peace and war as illustrated

on Achilles' shield than can be supplied from any other known source. The

division into zones and panels lends additional point to this resemblance.

The scenes here are obviously of real life. The houses before us are

those with which the artist was familiar in Knos.sos itself. The warriors

wear the usual dress of the Knossian youths. The art here is historical ;

and in the dark-skinned, and—in one case at least—grotesque figures of

the vanquished we have perhaps a living record of a Libyan expedition.'

Nor is it certainly without definite intent that on the back of each of the

scale-shaped pieces of enamelled ware, which seem to have formed a kind

of decorative border to part of the design, is .seen in relief a figure of the

sacred Double Axe, the emblem of the tutelary divinity of Minoan

Knossos.

' See T/i-J J\iiaiL' of K'nossos in its Egyptian Relations, p. 3 (.\rch;ici)I<i^ical Kcpnit i>f

. Expl. Fund, 1899-1900, p. 66).
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§ 7.—Earlier Rooms in Olivk-Prkss Arka Bknkath Lati.r

PaLAC K Bas km k n ts.

Throughout the whole space included by the Olive- I'rcss system,

the basement containing the enamelled mosaic, that with the remains of

the spiral fresco, and the adjoining chamber South of the latter, a whole

group of rooms with an earlier floor level came to light undcrKing those

of the Later Palace.

The preceding discoveries have made it evident that the area in

question was occupied during the Later Palace Period by a series of

basements with a simple earth flooring, which la)' about r8o metres

beneath the level of the ground floor pavements. When, at the time of the

destruction of the Palace, these ground floor pavements were partly broken

through, the cellarage below became a receptacle for masses of imjjortant

debris from the upper storeys, and it was in various compartments of this

that the remains of the spiral fresco, the painted stucco figures in high

relief, and the porcelain mosaic, were found lying on or near the basement

floor.

Helow this wall-marked line, which lay at a mean depth of about

250 metres below the existing surface of the ground, there was a com-

paratively barren interval. But the walls of the chambers continued to

descend, and, about 240 metres lower, there came evervwhere to light the

evidence of a series of earlier floorings, the material of which consisted of

hard white stucco with a pale yellow surface. Upon this level, and in the

stratum immediately above, ceramic and other remains became once more

abundant, all belonging to an earlier Palace building.

This earlier Palace floor level was in its turn superposed on a Neolithic

deposit containing fragments of black hand-burnished pottery, stone and

bone implements and other relics, which went down with a \ar)ing thick-

ness of from 3-20 to 360 metres to the virgin soil. The total thickness of

the deposit containing the remains of these various periods amounts,

therefore, to about 850 metres as measured from the surface to the ground.

Nothing could be more complete than the stratification thus exhibited.

Evidently the earlier floor level represented the ground-floor rooms of the

original Palace, and it was specially interesting to observe that here the

main lines of the later Palace were simply superposed on those of the

3
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more ancient building. It was indeed often difficult to determine where

the remains of the earher walls ended and the foundations of the later work,

largely composed of more primitive blocks, began.

Painted stucco belonging to the primitive fabric occurred in several

chambers, some in situ, some fallen. In the room beneath the North-East

corner of the Olive-Press room two plaster steps were found going down
to the floor of the room, the steps sloping in the characteristic manner of

the early steps in the Palace of Phaestos. Near this the early walling was

coated to a height of about a metre with the original plain plaster. In the

space South of the area of the Spiral Fresco were found parts of a plaster

dado belonging to this earlier Period.^ It was decorated with horizontal

bands of red, white, and black and curved streaks descending from this

which showed an alternation of colours— black, white and grey-blue, black

and white, red, yellow and black. The character of this polychrome

decoration differed from that of the Later Palace.

In the North-West corner of this space is a plaster platform which runs under
the foundations of the later basement wall and shows that this space and that

beneath the room of the Spiral Fresco originally opened into each other. This
platform was covered by a compact layer of fragments of ' Kamares ' ware, above
which was a heap of over four hundred clay loom-weights, flatter than the later

Palace type. Another similar plaster dais of white stucco, with pale yellow facing

like the pavement, came to light in the area beneath that of the Spiral Fresco. In
this chamber were large pieces of fallen stucco with a pinkish surface, backed by a

cement composed of pounded potsherds and small pebbles.

In the South-East corner of this area was found what appeared to be

part of a chest of red and yellow stucco. It is possible that this chest

had originally contained two interesting relics found near it. One of

these is a miniature vase of blue 'porcelain,' with a foot, collar and

thimble-like receptacle of gold-plate, which may have contained some

perfume as precious as attar of roses (see Pig. 1 1). The other consists of

very elegant fern-like sprays of thin gold plate and wire (see Fig. 12).

These were laid on a small flat bowl of plain clay containing some car-

bonised substance. It is possible that this relic was of a votive character,

and that it should be taken in connexion with a series of painted terracotta

objects found near this and in the same stratum which relate to a very

early cult of the Dove Goddess. These are of such importance and so

varied in character that a summary description of them is reserved for the

succeeding Section,

^ See Theodore Fyfe, o/. cit.Joitni. A'. I. B. A., 1902, p. 109, figs, i, 2.
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The ' Kamares ' pottery found in this area included a series of miniature

am{)horas, cups, and oenochoae, in a perfect condition, and remains of several

Fig. II.

—

Small Vase ok Porcelain and Gold ({).

large vases which it has been possible to put together. The smaller vessels

for the most part display a plain white decoration—such as spirals, concen-

/

j:d'.v

y\(.. 12.

—

Gold Spray in Flat Bowl (}).

trie circles, herring-bone pattern and sprays,—on a black or dark grc)'

ground, and range from about 6 to 8 centimetres in height. The large
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vases show a greater variety of design and colour— including, besides black

and white, orange-red, and crimson—and are the finest of the class that

have yet come to light, some approaching 60 centimetres in height.

Among the decorative motives are eyed disks combined with leafy sprays

(h'ig. 13 a), conventional palm trees, together with other patterns similar to

those already mentioned. The specimen given in Fig. 13 b shows a

Fic. 13 a.—Pai.nted Ji;c. (I

spouted ves.sel of a typical form. It is 58 centimetres in height and

has a dark grey ground with designs in white and orange-red showing

dull crimson spots on the orange. These vessels from their form and

style seem to belong to rather a late class of what may be called the

Minoan ' Ceramic style and it is observable that there did not occur in

this series of chambers any of the finer egg-shell fabrics with their delicate

imitations of metallic forms such as were contained in some of the magazines

on the lower Eastern Terrace (see below, p, 117 seqq.). On the other
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hand there was nothint^ of the purely transitional class which characterises

the later Palace.

A comparison of levels shows that the ground floor level of the early

chambers above described was the same as that preserved later in the Hall

of the Double Axes and its connected system to the South and in the

Ik;. 13 b.— I'.mnikh Ji'u (JJ.

' School Room ' and adjoining chambers to the East. It was onl)' during

the period of reconstruction that immediately preceded the Mycenaean

Period proper, and to which the Palace in its existing shape is mainly

due, that these more Northern ground floor rooms, half choked with

debris, became the basis of later cellarage areas underlying a terrace level

which formed the new ' eround floor ' in this recrion.

3
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^5 8.

—

Miniature Sanctuary of Dove Goddess in Painted Terra-

cotta, AND Accessory Objects.

In the early chamber, underlying the later cellar with the remains

of the Spiral Fresco, and which contained in addition to fine, later

Minoan vases the golden fronds and small gold and porcelain bottle,

there were also brought out a series of painted terracotta objects of great

religious interest.

These terracotta relics consisted of the remains of a miniature Sanc-

tuary including a Pillar Shrine with sacred doves, altars with their ritual

horns, a kind of portable seat for a divinity, and other accessories. The

remains of some of these had been a good deal broken, but in many cases

it has been possible to fit together the pieces, and with further study

additional reconstruction may be eventually possible. The objects as they

stand, however, quite suffice to throw an altogether new light on the prae-

Mycenaean cult of the ' House of Minos.'

The original surface of the terracottas, which varies from buff to pale

brick-red, has been coloured black, white, and red—the characteristic

colours, that is, of the early vases with which they were associated.

Of special importance is a group of three columns (Fig. 14), the round,

rectangular profiled bases of which are ranged along one edge of an oblong

platform. The columns themselves show no tendency to taper. The capitals

are square and leave a small interspace between each as if they were pieces of

an interrupted architrave. Across each of these square capitals are laid side

by side two sections of round beams, their circular ends showing in front,

and again upon each of these is perched a dove with closed wings. The

doves are black with white spots, the beam-sections, capitals and columns

are red, their bases black, and the platform upon which they stand white.

It will be seen that here each column is a separate religious entity.

Instead of the three combining to support a common entablature, the whole

superstructure is in each case separately rendered by the two sections of

round beams on which the sacred birds are seated. By a kind of archi-

tectural shorthand each column by itself is thus indicated as a ' Pillar of

the House.' ^ We.have here, therefore, the most ancient known example

of the class of sacred pillar seen on the Lions' Gate at Mycenae and on a

' I can rjiily refer to what I have said on the subject of the sacred pillar exhibited as perform-

ing structural functions and a ' Pillar of the House' in my Myieuaean Tree and Pillar Cult, p. 45
seqq. (J.H.S. vol. xxi. 1901, p. 143 seqq.

)
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series of Mycenaean gems and signets.^ The trinity of baetylic columns,

moreover (so popular in Semitic cult), recalls the fact that in the case of

the gold shrines of Mycenae, and again in the Temple Fresco from the

Palace of Knossos, we find a triple group of pillar cells. There can be

little remaining doubt that the miniature dove shrines of Mycenae refer to

Fic. 14.— rAiMEi) Terracotta Pillars with Doves; Belonging to Early Shrink.

the cult of the same Goddess that we find at Knossos, and that there, as here,

we have to recognise an example of the setting up of trinities of baetylic

pillars representing the same divinity.^

The conclusive evidence now before us that the pillar-cult of a Dove

Goddess^ goes back, in Crete at least, to the prae-Mycenaean period is of

' See flp. iit. p. 58 seqq.

- Ii\ the monograph above cited (p. 42) I had already ventured to suggest this explana'ion <>(

the triple pillar cells of the Mycenaean dove-shrines surmounted as they are by a single altar.

' As pointed out below (pp. 98, 99) the dove is primarily the image of the divine descent and

of the consequent possession of the baetylic column by a spiritual being. This is not necessarily a

female divinity, for the dove also appears as the " Messenger" of Zeus, but the evidence seems to

show however that it had early attached itself as a special attribute of a (ioddess in the .Aegean lands.
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first-rate importance in its bearing on the origin of the cult itself, and its

relation to the parallel religious phenomena presented by the worship of

the Syrian Semiramis^ or the Phoenician Astarte. The crude view that

the little dove shrines of Mycenae were mere import articles from

Phoenicia has already almost died a natural death. The divine associations

of the dove were a common heritage of primitive Greece and Anatolia, and

it is a significant fact that the principal centre of the cult on the coast of

Canaan was ' Philistine ' Askalon, whose mythical founder Askalos was

the brother of Tantalos the founder of the Phrygian dynasty and father of

Pelops. We are thus led to an ethnic quarter that had a very intimate

relation with Minoan Crete. A Palace shrine, described below, shows

us a later stage in the local cult of the Dove Goddess in association

with that of the Double-Axe {see below, pp. lOO seqg.) and makes it probable

that the Cretan Rhea in her earlier aspect was also a ' Lady of the Dove.'

It is possible that there are here parts of more than one shrine, since

there are columns of varying sizes. A characteristic of the walls of these

edifices is the chequer-work of black and white indicating either actual

masonry or a stucco coating in imitation of it. Identically coloured

chequer-work occurs in the Temple Fresco. The stonework is broken at

intervals horizontally by square-cut slightly projecting cornices, upon the

white ground of which is painted a series of red disks which seem to

represent the round wooden beam ends of Knossian wall-construction

reduced to a mere decorative reminiscence. In one case what appear to

be four somewhat narrow window-openings are seen above a substructure

of the kind described above.

A part of a square altar with similar chequers surmounted by a plain

cornice shows a pair of sacral horns rising above one face and part of

another on a second face imperfectly preserved. The square altar recalls

one constructed of isodomic masonry, with ' Horns of Consecration ' above

it, seen on a steatite pyxis from the site of Knossos,'^ and the presumed

altar bases found in the Palace courts probably belonged to similar

structures. P'our other examples of miniature sacral horns were also

found.

A base with incurving sides recalls another familiar adjunct of

^ M. Salomon Reinadi has well shown, La Siulpture en Europe avatit ks iiijiiiences Grdco-

Roiiiaines, p. 561 seqq. (Anthropologic, VI.), that there is not the slightest reason for deriving the

Dove Goddess from Babylonia.
'^ Myc. Tree and Pillar Worship, p. 103, Fig. 2.
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Mycenaean religious furniture. The present example resembles a base,

with the sacral horns above it, before a triple group of spra}-s, engraved

on a crystal lentoid found in the Idaean Cave. The scene on the gem
connects itself with the cult of a group of sacred trees, and a female votary

is seen before the base blowing a large triton shell,—apparently a ritual

function resorted to with a view of calling down the divinity. It is inter-

esting to note that among the accessory objects found with the remains of

the terracotta Sanctuary were parts of three miniature triton shells, the clay

spires of which are painted alternately red and white.

A remarkable object remains to be described (Fig. 15^ and b). At

first sight it looks like a miniature car with a sea^ at the back, in front of

which are visible what seems to be the roughly modelled extremity of a

seated figure. The open wooden framework and joints are clearly rendered

and there project in front what look like truncated shafts. On the other

hand there is no trace of any attachment for wheels, and it ma\' well

be doubted if wheeled vehicles existed in Knossos in the early period

to which these remains belong. The shafts of a car moreover would be

attached to its floor, and not, as here, to the middle of the seat.

On the whole therefore, it seems safe to regard it as a kind of

palanquin or sedan chair, and this view is confirmed b)- the traces of

broken off shafts behind, answering to those in front.^ The Priest Fresco

referred to in the previous Report seems to connect itself with a figure

borne aloft in some kind of chair, and we have here perhaps the sella

gcstatoria of a divinity or priest.

§ 9.

—

Further Developments on The Quadruple Stah^case.

The ground-floor walls and piers of the area that includes the Room

of the Olive Press and the Corridor of the Bays give, as already noticed

section by section, the outline of a great Megaron above, the plan of which

seems to have been practically identical with that of the great upper hall

of the Palace of Phaestos, It is probable that the Quadruple Staircase

discovered in 1901, besides leading to the Central Court immediately South

of this hall, communicated with the Megaron directly by a doorway in its

South wall.

It has already been noticed in the last Report that a block by the

third landing of this staircase showed the outlines of the ends of three steps

^ The hre.aks are wrongly restored as knoI)S in Fig. \f^h.
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ascending North, and supplied the evidence of a fourth flight of stairs.

Another similar block originally found above the second landing proved

on examination to bear the marks of the ends of three more steps

belonging to the upper end of this fourth flight where it reached the

level of the Central Court. At the cost of much labour this important

block has now been replaced in the position that it had occupied previous

to its fall. (See Fig. 23.)

The leaning position of the thick rubble wall that formed the

division between the upper staircases involved a far more difficult problem.

It had heeled over to such an extent above the third flight as to threaten

the destruction of both the stone stairs and the parapet beyond. It was

impossible to prop it up adequately and it became necessary to resort to

heroic measures. I therefore had a deep incision made at a low level

on either side, wedges being at the same time inserted in the slit on the

side to which it leaned. The wall was at the same time cut across trans-

versely at the point where the window opening between the two stair-

cases lessened the amount of cutting necessary. The whole mass was then

cased with planks on either side, and bound round with ropes so as to prevent

its disintegration. A wooden framework firmly buttressed against the

inner terrace was now set up to act as a stop, its face answering to the

original position of that of the wall on this side. Sixty men, harnessed by

ropes to the plank-encased wall-section, were now stationed on the terrace

above the inner staircase, and at a given signal the tug of war began.

There was a moment of great suspense, but the whole mass moved homo-

geneously and the wall righted itself in its original position. Stones

and cement were ready to fill up the wedge-shaped opening along the outer

staircase, and the work was complete.

An interesting light on the former decoration of the Quadruple Stair-

case seems to be thrown by a plaster fragment which had fallen into

the adjoining 'Court of the Distaffs' (see below, p. 63 seqq.) apparently

from one of its upper walls. It represented part of a brilliantly coloured

palmette frieze.

D
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§ lo.

—

Continued Exploration of the East-West Corridors:

THE ' Percentage ' Tai5lets.

The Lower Corridor leading Eastward from the foot of the Quadruple

Staircase and the North end of the Hall of the Colonnades had onl)- been

very partially explored in 1901.

The doorway leading into this passage from the Hall of the Colonnades

was now opened (see p. 2, Fig. i) ; the carbonised remains of its original

wooden jam.bs being as far as possible protected b)- the solid wooden

framework that it was found necessary to insert for its support. The door-

way opening from the Corridor to the Hall of the Double Axes was at

the same time cleared and supported with masonry as well as woodwork.

The excavation of this Westernmost and finely paved section of

Corridor was a work of exceptional difficulty. This was due to the fact

that the upper tiers of masonry belonging to this section of the light area

of the Hall of the Double Axes had subsided a good deal in the direction

of the doorway communicating with the Corridor and gave rise to a serious

thrust on that side. The cause of this subsidence was discovered to be the

original existence of a large double window with wooden framework,

which had been introduced at this point with the object of lighting the

Corridor from the open area at the end of the Hall of the Double Axes

(see Fig. 21). This opening had been filled with fallen rubble, forming a

very insecure support, and it was found advisable to support the wall on

the inner or Corridor side by flat brick buttresses arched together.

The Lower East-West Corridor itself was excavated from above, the

remains of the steps and pavement of the Corridor above it being care-

fully supported in their original position. At the same time the abundant

fallen fragments of the upper pavement were collected and reconstituted

?.t their former level, it being necessary in order to do this to build a solid

timber framework from one end of the lower Corridor to the other with a

platform above by means of which both the existing and the reconstituted

parts of the upper pavement were maintained in position (Fig. 16). The

pavement of the Upper Corridor was about 4*20 metres above the floor of

the lower, its height representing that of the upper floor throughout this

quarter of the Palace. The Eastern section of the lower Corridor, from

the door of the Hall of the Double Axes onwards, showed no traces of
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the fine gypsum paving that had continued to that point. The walls,

however, had been provided with a similar casing of gypsum plaques.

The East end of this Lower Corridor is cut short in its direct course

by the substructures of the stairs that form the continuation East of the

Upper Corridor. Thus diverted, the lower passage opens on its North

side on a small rectangular area leading to the 'Room of the Wooden

Fic. 16.

—

View in Lower Easi-West Corridor (Lookinc. E.).

Posts,' and thence to an Eastern terrace edge. The gangway between

this small area and the room beyond is flanked by a pillar originally of

timber and rubble construction supporting a large gypsum block above,

belonging to the upper storey, and which had been visible above the level of

the ground on the East slope before the excavation began. ^ The pillar rested

^ This block was maintained in the position in which it was found by means of wooden props,

till the disintegrated pillar that had once supported it could be replaced by one of stone. This

has now been done, and the block is thus permanently fi.xed at the level at which it was found.

D 2
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on a square base rising from a breastwork or balustrade, the upper part

of which consisted of flat gypsum slabs. Beneath this gypsum coping

was a break of 20 centimetres between it and the masonry below, backed

by a core of plaster and rubble, originally contained in a timber casing, a

form of construction common in the Palace, and well illustrated by the

Throne Room and by the bath-chamber to be described below.^ The

space above the gypsum slabs, between the pillar and the wall at the other

end of the breastwork, had been left open as if to give light to the Room
of the Wooden Posts. This circumstance, and the necessity of lighting the

East end of the lower Corridor, makes it probable that the smalhvi ctan-

gular area in question had served as a light-well, and was entirely open

above. It is to be borne in mind that it was on a higher stratum of this

area and the adjoining space to the West of it that the deposit of the

painted high reliefs in gesso duro was found in 1901, and they may well

have formed part of the decoration of an upper gallery or portico

connected with the great Eastern Megaron and overlooking this light area.

The Lower East-West Corridor thus cleared, and with the flooring of

the Upper Corridor replaced above, forms an imposing gallery—about 2

metres in breadth and 4 in height (Fig. 16). Its length is 14 metres or,

adding the Northern arcade of the Hall of the Colonnades, which is practi-

cally its continuation, 23 metres. Only fragmentary remains, and these in

a very much burnt condition, were found of the elaborate painted dado

which seems to have adorned this gallery above the wainscoting of gypsum

slabs. Its design was characterised by an oval beading, found elsewhere

in the Palace decoration, and which recurs in some of the ceiling patterns

of XVIIIth Dynasty Egypt.

The Upper East-West Corridor, which seems to have had the same

internal dimensions as the Lower, attains, together with its staircase and

the section corresponding with the North Gallery of the Hall of Colonnades

and the second landing of the Quadruple Staircase, a length of 40 metres.

The steps up from the lower terrace level were originally twenty in

number,'"^ of which fifteen were preserved, while the missing five—which

had bridged over the entrance of the lower passage—have been recon-

structed. The view from the West end of this Corridor looking along the

upper Gallery of the Hall of the Colonnades towards the third flight of the

grand Staircase is one of the most striking in the building (see Fig. 17).

^ See p. 52, 53 and Fig. 27. - Not fifteen, as slated in Report B.S.A. vii. 1901, p. 99.
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Extensive remains of deposits of inscribed tablets and seal impressions

were found, partly above the pavement level, along the line of this Upper

Corridor from the head of its Eastern Staircase to the point where it

enters the Gallery of the Hall of Colonnades. It seems probable therefore

that there had originally existed above it some kind of elongated chamber,

flanking, and on the same level with, the Great Megaron above the Olive

Press area, and that this had been used for the storage of these clay archives.

With the falling in of the floor of the upper East-West Corridor large

masses of tablets and seals belonging to the same series as those found in

1 90 1, above its floor level, had been precipitated into the Corridor below.

During the continued exploration of this lower stratum, which resulted in

the clearing out of the Lower Corridor, great numbers of inscriptions were

found, raising the total number from this deposit to over 450, more than a

hundred of which are practically perfect. This is the largest hoard dis-

covered. The tablets exhibit formulas the general purport of which is very

uniform, and the great majority of them present figures referring to three

different items of account, the total of which when added together amounts

to 100. It appears, therefore, that they relate to percentages, and they

thus supply a striking proof of the prevalence of the decimal system in

Minoan Crete. From the fact that the bulk of the deposit extended along

a line of about ten metres, it is probable that the tablets were contained

in a series of chests. Among the seals found with them were several im-

pressions of what we are led to regard as having been a royal signet,

exhibiting a seated Goddess offered a cup by her attendant, of which a

counterfeit matrix in clay was found in 1901 in a room above the South

Terrace.

j^ II.

—

Gold Pendant in Form of a Duck.

About a metre below the floor level of the Upper East-West Corridor

were found a part of a thin silver blade and a k\v articles of jewelry.

These consisted of two globular beads, one of glass, the other of solid gold,

and a gold filigree ornament in the shape of a miniature gold duck

(Fig. 18). It was perforated to be used as a pendant, and evidently

belonged to the same necklace as the beads.

Like the small gold lion found in ipcx), the present jewel supplies an

interesting example of granular decoration of gold work, though in this case
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the grains are less microscopic than those of the gold lion. Both the lion

and the duck are constructed in the same manner by means of two thin

plates welded together above and below, the amount of precious metal

employed being thus economised to the greatest possible extent.

The duck as a bead or pendant of ' Mycenaean ' fashion in Crete was

already known to me from two examples seen in the East of the island.

One of these was found so'me years back at Palaeokastro. It is of red

cornelian perforated longitudinally (Fig. 19), and shows on its lower face

a rude intaglio of a ship. Another specimen of a similar cornelian bead

also came under my notice in the same Cretan region. But these duck

Fi<;. 19.—Cornelian Dick Bead (?).

Vie. 18.—Gold Pendant in Korm of Duck (\). Kig. 20.—Egyptian Duck Bead (f).

beads are simply an imitation of contemporary Nilotic types. There is in

the Ashmolean Museum ^ a bead of this form also of red cornelian (Fig. 20),

which might have stood as the prototype of that from Palaeokastro, with a

cartouche below containing the name of Amenhotep III. (c. 1400 B.C.).

The gold pendant bead must also be traced back to the same class of

Egyptian models.

{!} 12.

—

The Hall of the Double Axes and its Southern Portico.

In the doorway leading from the Lower East-West Corridor to the

Hall of the Double Axes was part of a steatite vase presenting a \aricty of

the usual ' caliciform * type with a double series of petals. As already

' Kortiuini Collection.
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noted, the former existence of a large window, opening from the h'ght area

of the Hall into the Corridor, now explains the appearance of collapse

that characterises the upper courses of limestone masonry belonging to the

section immediately to the right of the doorway on entering (Fig. 21).

The whole upper part of the wall has only been saved from utter ruin by

the fallen materials from above that had found their way into the aperture.

The horizontal cavity which runs along the West and South sides of

the light area of this Megaron between the fourth and fifth courses of

masonry was wrongly interpreted in the previous Report.^ This gap in

Collapsed Window looking into Lower East-West Corridor.
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Kic. 21.

—

View in Hall of Double Axes showing Collapsed Window off Light Area.

the masonry, as there noted, had been partly filled with coarse lime and

terracotta cement in which were visible a succession of round sockets

originally occupied by sections of wooden beams. It was suggested that

these beams had projected into the end of the Hall, where they had formed

the base of a kind of raised wooden platform.

^ Report, 6~V. 1901, ]i. 113.
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But the examples of construction since supplied by the porcelain

houses and miniature shrine, and the further evidence afforded by neigh-

bouring rooms has now made it clear that the round sockets in question

contained nothing more than short sections of beams answering in length

to the thickness of the wall. What we have here to deal with is, in fact,

merely an architectural survival derived from the old rubble and timber

construction, a regular feature of which was the laying of courses of

short round beams at intervals in the walls, the ends of which were

visible in the face of the building separated by plaster-covered zones

or panels.

The round beam ends so much affected by the Mycenaean builders

were translated into stone or plaster in the shape of rosettes and coloured

disks which are their decorative survival. It is obvious that the wooden

beam ends thus arranged symmetrically along the walls of the light area

of the Hall of the Double Axes were masked by ornamental features of

this kind. Its prominent position makes it not improbable that the

surface of the cavity in which the round beam ends lay was covered, in this

case, with decorative reliefs in metal-work, representing rosettes, with or

without connecting spirals. These, like all other objects of metal on which

the occupants could lay their hands, were doubtless removed at the time of

the destruction of the Palace.

Nor is direct evidence wanting as to the general character of the

design here exhibited. The band formed round the light area by the

gap between the fourth and fifth courses of masonry was in fact continuous

along the interior walls of the Hall of the Double Axes immediately abo\e

the gypsum slabs (almost exactly 2 metres in height) which formed their

lower lining. There are here, indeed, no traces of round beam ends, but

there are visible in places the sockets of horizontal beams which formed

the backing of the plaster along this zone.

The same system of construction is continued uninterruptedly by a

small passage, to be described below, to an inner hall and a bath chamber

lined to the same level by gypsum slabs. But here, as will be shown

in Section 15, the space immediately above the groove left by the

horizontal beams is still filled in part with a painted frieze of spirals and

rosettes. The intensity of the conflagration seems to have destroyed the

frescoes in the body of the Hall of the Double Axes, but near its Southern

Portico portions of painted frieze were found consisting of spirals and
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rosettes and answering exactly to that in the adjoining bath-room. There

can be little doubt, therefore, that this identical design followed the same

zone in both rooms, and it is reasonable to suppose that, what is practically

its continuation, the decorative band, namely, ex hypotliesi of metal work

that once masked the gap in the masonry of the light area, exhibited a

closely parallel design.

Analogy might lead one to suppose that the gypsum slabs that

originally lined the whole of the interior walls of the Hall of the Double

Axes were coloured. But the corrosion of the surface on these lining

slabs here and elsewhere has obliterated the evidence of this. These inner

walls were divided into a succession of bays by fine upright posts of wood,

between which was stone and rubble work, the whole surface being covered

with a clayey plaster against which in turn the gypsum lining slabs were

applied to a height of two metres.

Further exploration of the Eastern end of the Hall gave rise to an

interesting development in the shape of a second Portico facing South

(Fig. 22). This Portico, at right angles to that to the East, consisted of

a massive corner base of limestone rio metres square, common to both

colonnades, three round column bases (70 in diameter) and a pilaster in

the wall-line to the West answering to the corner pillar.^ Near the bases

were masses of carbonised wood representing the remains of the pillars.

Stone pavement extended to the outer line of the Portico, beyond which

was a rectangular area about 430 metres wide and over 1 1 in length with

a cement floor.

Above the level of this open space, especially along and in part over-

lying the good limestone courses that formed the lower part of its Western

boundary wall, were found quantities of fallen stucco with fresco designs.

This deposit, which also extended into the space beyond the wall, exhibited

designs of fish and a female figure, described below, and it probably

belonged mainly to the ' Queen's Megaron,' excavated on that side. A
piece of bas-relief in coloured gesso diiro was, however, of a character

which points to a more public position, such as an open gallery. It

consisted of a man's thigh life-size with the edge of a brilliantly coloured

loin-cloth. With the plaster fragment were found fragments of painted

Mycenaean pottery of the finest Later Palace style. About two metres beyond

' The spaces between the cohimns were I '64 and i '60 ni., between the East column and pillar

2 ni., between the West column and pilaster i '98 m.
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the Northern column base of the East Portico of the Hall of the Double

Axes is a curiously cut limestone block on a stepped pedestal, which seems

to have been one of an outer line of piers in connexion with a broad line

of steps descending East, that has now disappeared. The course of a large

stone drain runs in front of the line.

The Hall of the Double Axes, with its two-fold Portico, formed a

spacious chamber which, excluding the rectangular court to the South,

embraces an area of somewhat over 250 square metres. It has the ap-

pearance of a large reception room, the post of honour in which, perhaps,

marked by a movable throne, was probably against the North wall facing

the middle of the Southern Portico and approached by the eleven openings

between the pillars.

§ 13.

—

Upper Hall of the Double Axes.

It has already been mentioned that a series of pillar bases and the

intervening sections of pavement belonging to the room above the Hall of

the Double Axes were found in position, only slightly sunk below their

original level. Two further pillar bases subsequently came to light, corre-

sponding to two of those found below facing the Southern Portico. The

first series had been already temporarily supported in their position by

means of a wooden scaffolding which, both in the case of these and the

bases, has now been replaced by pillars of wood and stucco answering

as nearly as possible in character to those which had originally stood

there (see Fig. 22).^ These rest on the original limestone bases.

A further hint as to the original construction of this upper room was

the discovery above the floor level of the Southern Portico of a slab with a

segmental cutting made for the insertion of part of the diameter of a

column, like the parapet slabs that flank the impluvium of the Throne

Room. We have here a valuable indication of the arrangement adopted

in upper galleries answering to the Southern and Eastern Porticoes below.

It is obvious that on the upper galleries some kind of breastwork was

needed, and the analogy of the Throne Room makes it probable that a

continuous stone bench ran here between the columns, as shown in Mr.

Fyfe's upper storey plan on p. 57.

' The newly made supporting pillars with their corner posts of wood are clearly shown in this

figure.
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§ 14.

—

The Dog's Leg Corridor and the Domestic Quarter of

THE Paeace.

Immediately opposite to the door at the upper end of the Hall of the

Double Axes communicating with the Lower East-West Corridor, was

another corresponding doorway. This, on being opened out and supported

above by a flat arch as a protection against lateral thrust, gave access to a

short paved passage with a turn at both ends, and to which from its shape

the name of 'Dog's Leg Corridor' has been given. It is evident that

this double turn greatly enhanced the privacy of the room beyond.

The Dog's Leg Corridor is finely paved with limestone slabs, and on its

North and West sides retains the wainscoting of gypsum slabs, each about

two metres in height and one metre in width, above which ran the groove

already referred to, originally fitted with wooden beams laid horizontally.

Above this again the wall construction, largely belonging to the upper

storey, was preserved for a height of over five metres from the floor level.

This short corridor, after passing a limestone pier and plinth on the

left, gave access to an interesting and quite original hall. This hall

formed the principal room of a self-contained quarter of the Palace, having

none of that semi-public character noticeable in the case of the Halls of the

Double Axes and of the Colonnades. There is every appearance that we

have here to deal with suites of private and domestic apartments, some-

what carefully secluded from the busier section immediately to the North

of this with its great staircase and through corridors in direct connexion

with stately halls that must have mostly served as a gathering-place for

the men. In this quarter, on the other hand, we note on every side

arrangements for securing privacy and comfort, together with sanitary

conveniences in some ways ahead of anything the world was to see for

the next three thousand years.

We have here {see pp. 56, 57, Plans, Figs. 29, 30) the centres of the

domestic and family life of the Palace. To apply to this section indeed the

oriental name of ' Haremlik ' might convey a wrong idea, since there is no

question—witness the miniature frescoes—of a rigorous separation of the

sexes in the ' House of Minos.' We are at liberty to believe, however, that

this secluded quarter was in a special way the domain of the women, and

the distinctive name of the ' Queen's Megaron ' has been accordingly given

here to the most stately withdrawing room of this region.
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§ 15.

—

The Queen's Megaron with its Bath Room and Remains

OE Wall-PainTINGS.

The hall here described as the * Queen's Megaron ' was found to be

divided into an inner chamber, with an adjacent bath-room and elongated

area, and an outer part consisting of a portico opening on another enclosed

area that served as a light court on that side.

Of the back wall of this outer area, which separated it from the space

in front of the South Portico of the Hall of the Double Axes, only two, or,

in places, three courses remained in position. These courses are of good

limestone masonry, and the disappearance of the upper part perhaps

implies that it consisted of rubble masonry and timber, with the usual

plaster facing. A later wall of poor construction had been built near the

outer line of the Portico within. At the same time the masses of painted

stucco that had presumably covered the original back wall of the light area

had been cast aside and formed a heap above and on each side of its

remaining lower courses.

This demolition and poor reconstruction leads us to a series of

related phenomena that made themselves apparent not only in the

' Queen's Megaron ' itself but throughout the whole of the deep cut section

of the Palace South of the Quadruple Staircase and the Halls of the

Colonnades and of the Double Axes. Throughout this area there were

abundant signs, like those already noted in the Southern basements and

in the rooms West of the Northern entrance, of a re-occupation in the

mature Mycenaean Period. There is some evidence that the intensity of

the conflagration which has left such obvious traces in the great halls to

the North of this area was on this side so far mitigated that some even of

the upper rooms were left in a more or less habitable state.

In clearing away in successive horizontal sections the deposit above

the Queen's Megaron, which, towards its Western limit, attained a depth

of over 6 metres, a series of large stirrup vases and amphoras were

found, partly piled one over another, above the remains of pavement

belonging to an upper floor level (See Fig. 23). It seemed indeed as if a

large part of the original upper floor had been used as a magazine for these

vessels, which with their coarse decoration of octopuses, or often simple

bands, in dull colours, must be regarded as a characteristic product of the
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Mycenaean Period proper. Over the body of the hall the remains of the

upper floor level had fallen in at an early period, and the vases were found

for the most part in a broken condition at a lower level. Above the little

bath chamber however, thanks to a later supporting wall built above the

balustrade, the store had been less displaced, and many vases in perfect

condition were ranged against the walls of the upper storey room.

It looks as if shortly before the final desertion of the building a com-

prehensive plan of restoration had been set on foot throughout the region

above defined. On approaching the floor of the Megaron below, there was

found everywhere a stratum of lime, and the adjoining bath chamber had

been used as a special deposit of the same material, while a \2A.q pithos full

of lime stood in its entrance passage. A small chamber immediately

South of the portico of the Megaron was found moreover to have been

actually turned into a kiln, in which were found a number of mature

Mycenaean cups and vases. It was obvious that the plaster on the North

wall, as on the destroyed upper part of the East wall and again in the

corridor leading to the inner rooms to the West, had been deliberately

picked away and thrown aside in the heaps in which it was found. Oddly

enough the earlier decorative plaster has only remained untouched in the

upper part of the wa41s of the bath chamber, which itself had been

converted into one of the chief receptacles for the restorers lime.

It was not till after the removal of this thick lime deposit that the

internal structure and arrangements of the Megaron could be fully made

out (see Fig. 23). Both the interior part and the portico beyond were paved

with fine limestone slabs, the pavement being replaced as usual by cement

in the light areas to East and South. A more original feature was supplied

by a raised base or stylobate which formed a division between the two

halves of the Megaron, leaving a passage only at its Northern end.

The best idea of this structure will be given by the annexed plan and

section (Fig. 24a and b), showing its existing state, and by the elevation

and restored section (Fig. 25). The base was formed of limestone blocks,

26 cm. in height, faced with gypsum slabs, the whole breadth of the base

being almost exactly a metre. Along the centre of this ran a raised

ledge of varied composition, stone, rubble and plaster, on which were

laid gypsum slabs with raised intervals between forming the bases of

narrow piers. The lower ledges on either side of this central system had

been covered with wooden boards, a good deal of which was preserved in
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a carbonised state, and the surface of this again was coated with cement.

This plaster covering curved up against the sHghtly bevelled edges of the

centre slabs (see Fig. 25 ) so as to get a good grip of the wood and at the same

time to form a curved termination of the seat back similar to that found in the

throne, and other examples. The stylobate thus fulfilled a two-fold function.

It acted as the base of the narrow pillars, which, while leaving broad light

openings, supported the room above. At the same time it provided a

double bench. This bench was, as we have seen, of comfortable con-
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—

Plan, Section, and Ei.p;vation ok Raised Stylobate with Double Bench.

struction and the woodwork certainly projected sufficiently beyond the

line of the stone to give the required depth for a seat. The moulded

stucco surface of this was doubtless also covered with cushions.

The total height of the seat from the ground may have been about

30 centimetres. This is lower than the benches of the Throne Room, but

considerably higher than the plaster seat of the " Cook " in the small

chamber behind it. It must however be borne in mind that this last

mentioned seat was specially arranged for a person, presumably of menial

condition, engaged in preparing food on a table only slightly raised above

i:
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the floor level. It cannot therefore be regarded as conclusive for the

height of the Minoan ladies' seats. On one of the Zakro gems for

instance^ a female figure, probably intended for a Goddess, is seen seated

on a kind of stool without a back, the top of which comes nearly to the

level of her bent knee. But there is no reason to suppose that the

benches in the ' Queen's Megaron ' were reserved specially for women.

This was rather the general withdrawing-room of the family quarter of

the Palace.

Along the South side of the inner part of the Megaron, facing the

door opening from the ' Dog's Leg Corridor,' was another similar stylobate,

^"' AT ' "'I

f/psum p/o^ue

ResrOR£D 3aCTt0tf

J I L J I L ^ItTKE

Yw.. 25.

—

Restored Section ok Stylobate with Double Bench.

formed in the same way of limestone blocks with a facing of gypsum

plaques. It was of the same length as the other, but in this case the .seat

had only existed on the inner side. There was indeed no passage on this

line into the light area beyond,—the stylobate running without a break

from a square inner pier of good ashlar masonry to another pier forming

the South-West corner of the room. The upper structure here has

disappeared, but the former existence of a similar layer of woodwork was

evidenced by certain mortises and dowel holes on the upper surface of

the limestone blocks. From the fact that the length of this stylobate was

1 D. G. Hogarth, 'The Zakro Sealings.'y-'^-S"- xxii., PI. VI. 3 ; and cf. p. 77, Fig. 2.
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the same as the other, we may assume that it supported the same number

of pillars with ecjual intervals between them.

The openings here were devised to <;ive light from a narrow elongated

area, about r40 metres wide, which derives a special interest from the

character of its South wall. This wall consists of exceptionally large

blocks (about 238 metres in length by 068 in height) somewhat roughly

faced, in contrast with the smooth ground surface of the later masonry,

and inci.sed with the spray or branch sign, larger and deeper cut than the

signs of the existing Palace. The blocks, moreover, had a more distinct

clay bedding (necessitated by the unfinished surface) than is usually found

in the building. This was particularly conspicuous in the horizontal lines

—attaining a thickness of about a centimetre. There can be no doubt that

this is one of the earliest existing walls of the building, and that it goes

back at least to the close of what may be called the ' Middle Minoan

Period.'

Another interesting feature about this light area is that in order to

enable the light to slant in to the adjacent hall, the wall—or rather the

later addition to it—steps back above.

It seems certain that this light area was during the latest I^alace period

covered with a brilliant stucco decoration. A pile of this, perhaps torn

down at the moment of the would-be restoration, lay in the innermost

corner of the area and supplied the evidence of a quite unique method of

relief. This is illustrated by the fragment exhibiting part of a bird shown

in Fig. 26, a, b, c. The bird itself, which is on a white ground, has long

curving wings and feathers of brilliant and varied hues, red, blue, yellow,

white and black.

The moulding of the relief as shown in the side view (/;), and section

{c) does not correspond with any recognised canons of relief. The wing

ends are executed in a kind of sharp bas relief, but the tail feathers can

best be described as cut in intaglio. It looks indeed, as if an artist accus-

tomed to the technique of gem engraving had transferred the process to

moulded gesso diiro. Such a combination of crafts recalls the early

Renaissance.

The interior part of the ' Queen's Megaron,' namely that directly

approached from the Hall of the Double Axes, was thus lighted by a double

series of pillar openings, one looking towards its East Portico, the other

facing the Area of the Bird Relief on the South, and both flanked by shapely

E 2
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Fir.. 26.—

\

lEws AM) Section of Painted Relief showing
Bird's Tail and Wings.

benches. In the North-

West corner, immedi-

ately to the right on

entering, was the small

bath chamber already-

mentioned.

This bath-chamber,

the details of which can

be gathered from the

annexed plan and eleva-

tion (Fig. 27, a and /;),

was flanked, like the

Palace baths already de-

scribed, by a balustrade,

with corner and terminal

piers. The latter of these

was a column base, still

showing the circular

mark of awooden column

•31 centimetres in dia-

meter. The corner pier

had dowel-holes for the

wooden part of a pillar

of the usual composite

construction. The walls

showed the character-

istic gap for plaster and

\ woodwork below the

coping slabs, and the

limestone blocks below

this were faced, like the

neighbouring stylobates,

by gypsum plaques.

This bath -chamber

differed in an essential

point from those found

elsewhere in the Palace.
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It had no descending steps, the basin being on the same level as the floor

of the adjoining Megaron. It was constructed for a portable bath, and in

fact considerable remains of a large painted terracotta bath were found in

the portico of the neighbouring hall, having doubtless been turned out

when the bath-chamber was used as a lime-store.

Neither was this bath-chamber in an)' way an ' impluvium ' like that

of the Throne Room. The present chamber was roofed over, and the

openings between the pillars here were not for letting in light into the

adjoining hall, but for enabling the light of the Megaron to penetrate into

the bath-room, where, however, privacy may at any time have been attained

by drawing curtains between the pillars.

Apart from other evidence of the existence of a room above, the good

state in which the interior of the bath-room was found may be taken to

show that it had not been exposed to the weather. The gypsum lining

slabs, about 2 metres in height, were here exceptionally well-preserved, and

above the upper margin of these were considerable remains of a frieze of

painted stucco, already referred to in the treating of the ' Hall of the

Double Axes.' The central band of this frieze or dado, which was about

half a metre in width, consisted of rosettes, or conventional marguerites,

linked by running spirals, with half rosettes in the angles.^

The communication from the inner part of the Queen's Megaron

with its small bath room and double stylobate is confined to a single open-

ing, which may be regarded rather as a passage-way between half pillars,

like those of the Hall of the Double Axes, than a doorway proper. The

outer portion of the Megaron thus entered, flanked by a bench answer-

ing to that on the other side of the stylobate, consisted of a paved portico

with two column ba.ses "65 centimetres in diameter, facing to the East the

enclosed light-area already referred to. On the South a doorway led from

the portico to a small square room (that used later as a lime-kiln) with two

other doorways, one communicating with the Area of the Bird Relief, the

other leading through a narrower chamber to a passage opening opposite

the South Portico of the Hall of the Double Axes. There was therefore

a means of access to the Queen's Megaron from the East, though evidently

controlled by a strict system of guardianship and surveillance. Three

.separate doors had to be passed and two small chambers to be traversed

to enter from this side.

' See I). T. Fyfe, op. at.. Journal of R.I. B. A., 1902, ]). 120, Fig. 43 (upper fig.).
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In the North Wall of this outer section of the ' Queen's Megaron '

were some exceptionally large limestone blocks—one 271 metres in length

/

/

/

/

I

Fic. 28.—\Vali.-Paintin(; ok Ladv, aii'Aremi.y Dancim;.

by 072 high—several of them marked with the Double Axe sign. This

wall, which formed part of the casing of the private staircase to be described

below, had been entirely denuded of its stucco decoration. It is possible,
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however, that a spirited design of the upper part of a lady (Fig. 28) found

at a low level in the neighbouring heap of detached plaster belonged to this

space. The figure is about half the natural size, and seems from the way

in which her tresses fly out in opposite directions to be engaged in somewhat

energetic action, but her attire is not of the same masculine type as that

of the female toreadors. She is clad in a jacket of the ordinary type,

with a yellow ground and blue and red embroidered border, beneath

which is a diaphanous chemise, its upper line showing clearly across the

chest. Her left arm is bent and her right stretched forward. Her features

are fairly regular, and a slight dimple is traceable at the corner of her lips,

which, however, is hardly the aefivov fieiBi'aa-fia of Archaic Greek art. She

is possibly one of a group of dancers like those that appear with raised

arms on one of the miniature frescoes. Unfortunately a part of the right

arm, which might have afforded some clue to the meaning of the design, is

missing, but it is not difficult to believe that figures such as this, surviving

on the Palace walls even in their ruined state, may lie at the root of the

Homeric passage describing the most famous of the works of Daedalos at

Knossos—the ' Choros ' of Ariadne.

Of the character of the decoration of the back wall of the light court

of the Megaron there can be little doubt. Of the heaps of detached pieces

of painted stucco that lay along its line the most abundantly represented

were derived from a great marine piece containing a large number and variety

of fishes. The larger pieces of the design belonged to two dolphins and to

a certain extent completed one another, one set belonging to the tail end,

another to the head. Both these and the numerous smaller fry were most

naturalistically rendered, and, though among the preserved fragments there

were no flying fishes, there could be no doubt that the whole belonged to

the same class as the marine fresco from Phylakopi.^ The spirited character

of the designs, the prevailing colours of the fish, blue of varying shades,

black and yellow, the submarine rocks with their coralline attachments, and

still more the manner of indicating the sea itself, proclaim identity of

method. In both cases it was found advisable to reserve the different

tones of blue for the fish themselves and to give their outlines greater

relief by leaving the ground white, while at the same time the marine

element was gracefully indicated by azure wreaths and coils of dotted spray.

The spray and bubbles fly off at a tangent from the fins and tails, and give

' Ainiual Ft.S.A. iv. I'l. III.
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the whole a sense of motion that could not otherwise be attained. It is

evident that the panel of similar fresco from the Melian site belongs to the

Knossian School and may even have been imported ready-executed from

Crete like some of the fine Palace pottery found in the same building.

The covering of the wall of the light area, facing the seat beneath

the portico, with this marine design suggests interesting comparisons.

The whole is the artistic substitute for a natural view, identical in

intention with the landscape .scenes that form such a favourite feature

of the blind walls that shut in the smaller courts and areas of Italian

villas, and which are supposed to cheat the eye with the illusion of a

free outlook. On this side tho.se .seated in the adjoining portico might

.seem to see the fishes of the sea disporting them.selves, while the flying

bird of the area lighting the Queen's Megaron on the South may be taken

to represent a fragment of a similar scene borrowed this time from the

fields and woods.

5$ 16

—

Private Staiucask from the 'Queen's Megaron' to

TllALAMOS ABOVE.

An interesting feature connected with the Queen's Megaron remains

to be described. The right door jamb facing the entrance of the Dog's Leg

Corridor, was found to have a double reveal indicative of a second door-

wa}-, the other jamb of which presently appeared. The fondness of the

Palace architect for double doorways is conspicuous, and it seemed at

first as if in this case this second portal was of a more or less decorative

kind—leading perhaps to a small clo.set—the more so as the opening was

partly blocked by a pier belonging to the wall of the adjoining corridor.

Even supposing that the upper part of the third door jamb, which

consisted of wood and plaster, had been originall)- splayed back, the

opening here could not have been more than 70 centimetres or rather less

than 28 inches in width.

The surprising discovery was made, however, that this narrow opening

nevertheless gave access to a stone staircase, affording a private means of

communication with the upper-rooms. This staircase was 92 centimetres in

width, • .somewhat broader than its entrance and its lower flight was ver\-

5
' The steps liad 36 cm. I read and 12 riser.
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well preserved. This consisted of a first flight of fourteen steps, a landing

with three more, flanked by a square pillar, and an upper flight, originally

consisting of nine or ten steps, of which seven were preserved. This upper

flight led to a landing with a doorway, on the right of which both jambs were

preserved, leading to the upper Hall of the Double Axes. The private

staircase from the Queen's Megaron had the effect therefore of bringing

this fine Upper Hall into the system of domestic rooms. The Upper

Hall of the Double Axes had, in fact, no direct connexion with the more

public Hall immediately below it, though it stood in communication with

the Upper East-West Corridor.

Beyond this doorway the staircase landing merged in a short passage

above the Dog's Leg Corridor and thus gave access through a second

doorway (no longer preserved) to the upper room or rooms above the

Queen's Megaron. From this, in turn, an Upper Corridor, part of the

pavement of which has been preserved, led West to the upper storey room

of the Domestic Quarter to be described below. (See Plan, Fig. 30, p. 57.)

Near the point where the first floor landing-passage of the Private

Staircase would have entered the ' Upper Queen's Megaron,' a sunken

block was found which reveals an interesting fact. This block, which

resembles one on the first landing of the staircase and other staircase

blocks found on the site, had sunk to the position in which it was found

from an upper landing. In other words the staircase was originally

continued to a second floor and there were at least three storeys in this

part of the building.

In excavating the staircase a fine bronze chiseP was found together

with fragments of fresco and a clay seal impression—a galloping bull with

a fish below—a curious anticipation of the coin types of Thurii. The

upper flight was partly choked with plain pottery belonging to the Re-

occupation Period, including numerous pedestalled cups of the ' champagne

glass ' type.

§ 17.—The Back Rooms of the Domestic Quarter : Ground
Floor. (See Plan, Fig. 30, r. 57.)

Immediately South of the entrance to the Bath Room of the Spiral

PVesco, another doorway, 87 cm. in width, leads from the Queen's

' 94 cm. long, o*9 broad al edge.
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Megaron to a corridor which brings it into connexion with the back ground-

floor rooms of this Domestic Quarter of the Palace.

At the entrance of this corridor stood a large pithos, both in form and

decoration different from any of the jars found in the various Magazines. It

was shaped like an ordinary tub, and displayed a zone of continuous spirals

broadly painted in black. It had been filled with lime and set in the position

where it was found (blocking the passage way) at the time of the Mycenaean
' restoration,' but it is by no means .so certain that the pithos itself belonged

to this later period. The painted decoration recalls the jars of the

latest pre-M)cenaean period, lately found in Magazines below the floor of

the Great Megaron at Phaestos. The shape on the other hand suggests the

tub-like receptacles for flowers and shrubs that appear on the background

of certain scenes on Mycenaean gems. This painted clay tub had

been placed for security on the upper ledge of the Southern light area of

the Queen's Megaron, and it is by no means impossible that this ledge

may have been originally adorned with large pots of this kind containing

flowering plants.

The Corridor of the Painted Pithos runs under the passage already

referred to as leading from the Upper Queen's Megaron to the rooms on the

same storey at the back, and of which on this side one of the door jambs

and part of the pavement was found in position. The lower gallery would

have been quite dark had it not been for a window immediately to the left

on entering, the ma.sonry forming the East side of which is splayed back

—

the effect of the .squint being to afford passage for the maximum of light

from the ' Area of the Bird Relief,' on the extreme corner of which it opens.

The corridor, finely paved with limestone slabs, is about 1*40 metres in

width ; the walls on the South side show good masonry, that on the North

being of somewhat rougher construction. The original stucco covering has

for the most part been stripped off from both walls. At the point where

the passage makes a sudden turn to the North, however, remains of the

fresco-coating were still visible showing a band of spirals^ re.sembling that

of the bath room, but without rosettes and placed at a lower level. It runs

at a height of 78 cm. from the ground and is 50 cm. in breadth.

The fact that the Corridor of the Painted Pithos does not run straight

from one room to the other, but has a short turn, or rather double turn, is

ver)' characteristic of the Palace architecture in this region, and has been

> See D. T. Y^{^, Jouru. H.I.H.A. 1892, p. in, Fig. 8.
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already illustrated by the Dog's Leg Corridor. It seems to have been a

device for insuring greater privacy.

At the North corner, where the short inner turn of the Corridor begins,

was a square gypsum block and considerable remains of the timber frame

of a flat arch about the height of an ordinary doorway, the masonry above

which was found in position supporting the stone jambs and threshold of

the corresponding turn of the Upper Corridor. The actual door to the

inner room was not however at this point. Immediately beyond the arch

the passage way was once more diverted by a partition wall of gypsum

slabs, so that, to pass the door jambs that gave entrance to the room in

question, it was necessary to turn once more to the right about.

The characteristic feature of the ground floor room thus approached, so

far as concerns its interior arrangements, was an oblong platform of plaster-

covered stonework in its S.W. corner, 1-50 metres in length by o*8o in

width. There can be little doubt that this was the support of some kind of

bed or couch, and it recalls rectangular platforms of the kind in some of

the Mycenaean Chamber Tombs at Phaestos, on which were found the

skeletons of bodies laid out in the sleep of death. This ' Room of the

Plaster Couch,' may therefore be regarded as having served as a bedroom.

It was covered with a cement floor, except for one large slab in the middle

of its Eastern border, with an aperture used for flushing a drain, to be re-

ferred to below.

This slab in fact was opposite the entrance jambs of a latrine, a

description of which is reserved for a succeeding Section, in connexion

with the drainage system of this quarter. Its South partition wall was

that which had turned off the entrance passage described above. Beyond

the North partition wall of this closet was another doorway, with remains of

its wooden framework and red coloured stucco, giving access to a corridor

leading by a double turn to the Hall of the Colonnades. The Eastern side

of the room thus shows a succession of four limestone jambs and bases

with reveals, originally surmounted by as many pillars supporting the upper

storey. Three stone pillar bases of the upper storey answering to them in

number, but not quite in relative position, were found compacted together

by means of intervening pavement slabs forming a fine line of masonry,

which, especially in its central part, had somewhat sagged down below its

original level. This has been preserved (slightly raised, to its original

level), by means of brick piers built above the lower pillar bases.
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The South and West walls of the room were constructed of rubble

masonry, but the North wall showed fine limestone blocks above and

below. In the North-West corner was another doorway leadincj to a small

court which served as a li^ht area. To the right of this exit the upper

limestone courses had sunk a good deal, and between them and the lower

courses was a space filled with earth and rubble. This subsidence was due

to the fact that the whole upper part of this North wall had been

originally supported on wooden beams and pillars forming the frame-work

of a large double window opening on to the Court, and thus giving

sufficient light to the room. The limestone blocks above the original

window opening were photographed and numbered in their relative

positions and replaced at their original level above a new supporting wall,

on the cement facing of which the form of the window was traced. The
somewhat naive trust of the Minoan builders in the strength and durability

of wooden supports at least bears witness to the massiveness of the timber

employed. In the pre.sent case there was not even a flanking pillar of

stone by the doorway as might naturally have been expected.

The walls of the Room of the Plaster Couch had lost their stucco

covering, but the remains of a fine dado of gypsum slabs, 2 metres high

and I 20 broad, were visible round the South and West walls and above

this a gap for wooden beams, which we may infer to have been originally

marked by a painted frieze of spirals and rosettes like that of the adjoining

Corridor and Bath Room.

The North-West door of the ' Room of the Plaster Couch ' gave access

as already stated to a small Court (4'50 metres North-South by 350
East-W' est) which serves as its light area. The walls of this Court, except

the spaces reserved for the windows, were of fine limestone blocks with the

usual gap for woodwork about 2 metres from the floor. Along the foot of

the North wall was a projecting course, which seems, when coated with its

original stucco covering, to have been used as a seat.

On the East Wall of this Court was a second double window like that

looking out from the Room of the Plaster Couch, giving light, in this case,

to an alcove and to the Corridor leading towards the Hall of the

Colonnades. The dowel holes in the stones that formed the sill of this

window, about 40 centimetres above the floor level, clearly showed how
the wooden posts—two side posts and one in the centre—had been arranged.

Considerable remains of these and the massive lintel above were indeed
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found in a carbonised condition amidst the debris which had worked its

way into this opening and helped to support the limestone blocks above.

It was thus possible to restore the whole framework of the windows,

Fit:. 31. — ViKW IN Court of the Distaffs, showing Restokeh Framework of
Window.

the somewhat sunken limestone courses above being raised to their

original position (see Fig. 31).

An interesting feature of the limestone blocks of this small Court was

the repetition of a sign like a two pronged fork with two cross-lines between
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the prongs—sometimes reduced to a single cross-line—(Fig. 32 r and d).

But this mark has a peculiar interest from the fact that it recurs in some-

what fuller and more realistic form among the signs of the pictographic

Cretan series (Fig. 32 a,b). It is seen in this case accompanied by a sort of

pendant and in my first account of the Cretan pictographs I had been

inclined to regard it as some kind of sistnan. That is a possible view, but

it seems to me to be more natural to regard it as a simple representation

of a forked distaff with the thread and pendant spindle—a type of distaff

which may still be seen in the hands of the peasant women in parts of

Southern Europe.

The distribution of this sign on the Palace blocks is interesting. It

only occurs in connexion with this ' Domestic Quarter.' It is frequently

Fig. 32 a. Fig. 32 b.

Fig. 32 <-. Fir,. 32 d

repeated on the South wall of the light-area of the Hall of the Colonnades

above and below the double window looking into it from the back

staircase of this region. It is found again in the Queen's Megaron on

one of the door-jambs, the left on entering, leading to the private staircase,

while the corresponding door-jamb on the right shows the Double Axe.

Can it be regarded as a sign of ' the spindle side ' and a distinguishing

mark of the chambers somewhat specially set apart for women? Or, if we

are justified in believing that the marks on the Palace blocks have a

consecrating value, can it be, like the distaff and s[)indle attributed to the

Ilian Athene, and perhaps the spindle whorls of pre-historic Tro}-, a sign of

!
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female divinity? Its association with the Double Axe sii^n, the emblem

of the tutelary male divinity of the Palace, points that way, but in this

case too it would be specially appropriate for the Women's Quarter.

From the repetition of this sign on the walls of the small court with

which we are dealing, it has seemed appropriate to name it the ' Court of

the Distaffs.' There is no reason, however, for supposing that in its finished

state these marks—which ex liypotJiesi were a sign of consecration for the

material, like the dedications on Babylonian bricks—were visible to the eye.

It seems probable that in all cases the fine limestone masonry of the small

courts that serve as light areas in the Palace was brightened by a coating

of painted stucco partly perhaps reproducing the lines of the stone-work,

like the earlier ' Oscan ' style of wall-painting at Pompeii. At Phaestos the

limestone blocks of the outer Western wall showed abundant traces of the

red-coloured plaster with which they had been originally adorned.

Part of a male figure in painted stucco found in this Court, and the

loin-cloth of another with a brilliant needlework design of flowers and

network^ that lay near the doorway of the adjoining room, as well as a bull's

foot in painted ^t\fj<7 diiro, seem on the other hand rather to belong to the

decoration of the usual rubble walls of the interior rooms or galleries. For

we should naturally suppose that the coloured ornamentation of good

masonry would be architectonic rather than pictorial in character.

Somewhat above the original floor level both in the Court and in the

adjoining Room of the Plaster Seat were found abundant remains of rough

Mycenaean pots—many of them ' Stirrup Vases ' with octopuses painted

on them—belonging to the Period of Re-occupation. At a lower level

were found pieces of better Palace fabric. The most remarkable ceramic

find, made a little above the floor level of the Court of the Distaffs, was a

finejglazed and painted fragment showing part of an inscription in three

linear characters of somewhat exceptional form (Fig. 33). This inscription,

painted on the vase with the rest of its decoration before the firing, recalls

the inscribed vases of Classical Greece and is the only specimen hitherto

known belonging to the ' Mycenaean Period.'

The doorway at the North-East corner of the Room of the Plaster

Couch leads by a double turn—analogous to that in connexion with its

.South-I'last door— to a passage of about the same dimensions as the Corridor

' Fyfe, ' I'aintfcl I'laster Decoration of Knossos," /o//;//. R.l.B.A. 1902, p. 128, Fiy;. 69,

(l)ul placed wrong way up).
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of the Painted PitJios on the other side, but with a cement floor in place of

hmestone slabs. This passage, lit by the Southern half of the window of the

adjoining Court, passes on the left the opening of a rectangular alcove, the

lighting of which was effected by the Northern half of the same window.

This alcove was very probably reserved for attendants or guards.

Beyond this, immediately on the right, is a door giving access to

what is undoubtedly the most secluded room in this quarter of the

Palace, described below as the Treasure Chamber, to the contents and

Fig. t^t^.—Tart ok Painted Vessel with Inscription.

character of which we shall return. Some six metres further on, the passage

takes a turn at right angles to the left, and passing a kind of store cup-

board—that of the ivory statuettes—and the entrance to a back stair-

case (see Section 18) emerges, through a door-opening, on to the inner

corner of the Hall of the Colonnades. Through this Hall access would

thus be gained either to the Quadruple Staircase and Central Court or by

means of the lower East-West Corridor to the small rooms beyond its

Eastern end, occupied in all probability by slaves or attendants. This

unpaved back passage from the Room of the Plaster Couch must have

been largely used as the service passage to the Domestic Quarter of the

Palace.

Quantities of clay seal impressions, derived from the upper storey,

F 2
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were found above the floor level of this passage from near the door of the

Private Treasury onwards. Near the entrance to the Hall of the Colon-

nades there also came to light some curious clay labels, repeating the same

linear inscription and figures and showing the impression of thick string

with prominent twisted strands running through them, which had doubtless

served to secure large packages or bales.

Throughout all this section the walls of the Corridor, which ascended

well above the upper floor level, were in a dangerous condition, necessi-

tating the construction of two brick arches. In addition to this, stone

pillars had to be built on each side of the doorway leading to the Hall of the

Colonnades, above which were laid iron bars to support the upper walling.

§ i8. The Tke.vsure Chamber and the Depo.sit of Ivorv Figures.

The secluded room already referred to as opening off the back passage

behind the Room of the Plaster Couch was certainly the inmost nook of

this part of the building, and from the difficulties that beset its approach,

and a certain m}'stery attaching to it, it was jocosely spoken of in the course

of the excavations as 'the Lair.' Its upper part was choked with debris

from a chamber abo\"e it of the same square form, containing a mass of

clay .seal impressions, an indication that archives had been originall)- de-

posited in this upper chamber. Above these again was a stratum full of

broken stirrup vases and other ' Mycenaean ' pots of the usual rough class,

showing that, like the neighbouring upper rooms, it had been used as a

store room for these vessels in the period of Re-occupation.

The room itself contained the evidence of a gradual rising of the

floor-level, the upper level, which was of stamped earth, not very clearly

marked, being 35 centimetres above a lower flooring. But the most

ijiteresting and unique feature was the foundation of this lower floor. It

consisted of solid limestone blocks forming a bedding over the whole room

and near the West wall roofing over a main drain. This solid if some-

what rough flooring suggests the idea that it may have been a precautionary

measure against any one trying to enter the room from below by means of

the large ston(? conduit. The level of this layer of limestone blocks was

about 80 centimetres below the top of the stone bases of the door jambs.

Except for the doorwa)- itself, there was no opening into the room,
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and it must have been quite dark. This circumstance explains the

discovery on the lower floor level, near the South-West corner, of a

pedestalled lamp of steatite of the usual Minoan class.

The possibility suggested by the seclusion of this chamber, and the

solid blocks of the floor, that it was used as a repository for valuables—

a

kind of private treasury or wardrobe—was borne out by the finds made

near the earlier floor level. Here, especially near the North-East and

South-West corners, were found a variety of objects of gold, bronze, ivory,

porcelain, rock crystal and other materials. The gold here found mostly

consisted of quantities of thin plate or leaf, such as was applied to the

surface of various materials by the Palace artificers. There was also found.

Fii;. 34.

—

Gold Heart-shai'ED Pend.^nt (f ).

however, a solid heart-shaped jewel with a perforation showing that it was

used as a pendant (Fig. 34). It is of the same form as a Mycenaean

amethyst gem, with an intaglio representing a flying eagle and possibly

linear characters below, obtained by me from the site of Knossos in 1894,^

and a similar pendant in cornelian came to light near the Olive Press Area.

Among the other objects found in this deposit may be mentioned the

following :

Bronze attachments (with gold plate adhering) and, below, carbonised wood,

perhaps for a casket (see below Figs. 35-36).
Wing and leg of an ivory griffin, and head, apparently, of lion.

Fragments of ivory ornaments, including part of a bracelet covered with thin

gold plate.

Parts of bull's head of ' porcelain ' with gold tubes for horns and blue glass

eyes.

Pieces of an ivory casket.

Porcelain pla(]ues for inlay, a great variety, including rosettes, pieces resembling

^ Crelan Pictographs, &c., p. 12 (281), Fig. 8.
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oval shields ; others of A shape, several with marks and numbers on their

underside.

Jasper pommel of a sword or dagger.

Part of a bowl of rock-crystal (see below).

Crystal plaques for inlaying.

Remains of carbonised wood perhaps belonging to a box inlaid with porcelain

plaques.

Miniature bronze axes with gold plate attaching (see below p. loi, Fig. 58).^

Parts of diminutive bronze blades, perhaps representing swords, gold plate

attaching.

Two small fragments of stucco with paintings in a miniature style ; one showing

part of a frieze with double axes, perhaps alternating with shields ; the other a piece

of a bull's head facing.

The last mentioned objects, notably the miniature Double Axes, look

as if part of the treasure had been removed here from a shrine. It seems

even possible, in view of the miniature temple of terra cotta, found in the

Earlier Palace chamber (see above, p. 28 seqq.), that the miniature frieze

with this sacred emblem belonged to a portable ' sacellum ' with stucco

decoration.

A still more important discovery threw further light on the character

of the valuables originally deposited in this small ' Treasury.' Under the

second flight of the back stairway (to be described below), there seems to

have been a kind of closet, ri5 metres wide, with its opening at the corner

of the passage, about six metres beyond the door of the room with which

we have been dealing. The front of the opening of this stair-cupboard

was shut in below by a low stone breastwork, the top of which was about

85 centimetres above the floor of the passage. By the time of the

Re-occupation, the lower part of the closet within this barrier had been

partly choked with earth, and at about 70 centimetres from its original

floor was traceable a second floor level, upon which were found several later

Mycenaean amphorae and a stirrup vase with octopus decoration.

Below this later but still Mycenaean floor level was a stratum of

deposit some 30 centimetres in thickness, covering the remains of vessels

of the Later Palace Period, including a pedestalled vase with two

vertical handles, identical, except for the absence of painted decoration,

with a late Kamares type found in the Palace of Phaestos.- Immediately

below this deposit of ' Transitional Minoan ' vessels there came to light the

remains of a series of ivory figures together with other objects, showing

* One was found round the corner hy the latrine.

- L. I'ernier, Scavi, &c., 1900-1901. Kapporlo Pielimiitare, p. 107, Fig. 39.
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that this had originally been one and the same deposit with that of the

little Treasure Room already mentioned. There was here, for instance, part

of a crystal bowl of which another piece that fitted on to it was found with

Fig. 35 a AND />.
—Decorative Attachment ok Bronze, with Gold I'i.ate attachinc.

Vic. 36 a and (^.—Decorative Aiiachment or Bronze, with (ioi.n I'i.ate attachinc

the other deposit. Here also occurred part of a set of fittings, perhaps

from a casket, made of bronze in some cases partly overlaid with i^okl

plate, with curved terminations—some suggestive of a mane—and nail-like

projections for attachment on their under side, of which other exaniplvs

6
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were found in the neighbouring chamber (Figs. 35, 36). Similar pieces of

porcelain inlay and an abundance of the same thin gold plate also came

to light in this deposit.

Of much greater importance, however, were the ivories found, in-

cluding, besides decorative pieces and an exquisitely carved wing of a bird,

remains of human figures. When found these were in a very friable con-

dition, but they were at once soaked in a solution of wax and paraffin at a

high temperature, by which means a good deal of their original consistency

was restored and their surface at the same time cleared of impurities.

Fig. 37.—Part of Ivory Head, with

Curling Lock of Bronze Plated

WITH Gold (f).

Fig. 38.

—

Head of Ivory Figure, showing
Holes for Attachment of Locks of
Hair in Bronze and Gold {\).

The most remarkable of these ivories belonged to a series of figures

of youths—possibly in one case of a girl—each of whom apparently is in

the act of leaping with extended arms and head thrown back. Only in

one case (Plates II. and III.) was enough of the trunk preserved to admit of

the reconstitution of the whole figure. The waist alone—which has been

.supplied by wax—was here wanting. It was evidently, as in all the Palace

figures, very narrow, and a strong presumption arises that it was surrounded

by a metal band. The thin gold plate found with the figures further

su<Trrests that the usual loin cloth, which was certainly not wanting, was

supplied by its means. On this and other examples the hair was reproduced

in a curious manner by means of curling bronze wires with remains of gold
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plating adhering to the bronze, several of which were found. Fig. 37 shows

an example of one of these locks, somewhat corroded, still attached to a

head. In Fig. 38 only the holes are shown. In this case there was

evidently a row of shorter curls over the forehead. In several cases curving

anklets and bracelets of the shape worn by the youths of the Procession

Fresco are seen in relief round the ankles and wrists. The foot-gear

consists of elegant shoes tapering to a slightly upturned point.

The figures were not cut out of solid pieces of ivory, the fore-arms being

attached by means of joints and sockets in the manner illustrated by the

specimen shown in Fig. 39. The height of the best preserved figure is

287 centimetres (about iih inches). From what has been said above it

appears that these ivories were in a certain sense chryselephantine, and the

question naturally suggests itself—was the ivory itself tinted ? No trace

of this is at present discernible, but the passion for colour is such an

universal characteristic of Minoan Art, that it is probable that the male

figures at any rate were originally stained of a ruddy hue.

The life, the freedom, the I'/an of these ivory figures is nothing short

of marvellous and in some respects seems to overpass the limits of the

sculptor's art. The graceful fling of the legs and arms, the backward bend of

the head and body give a .sense of untrammelled motion, to a certain extent

attainable in painting or relief, but which it is hard to reconcile with the

fixity of position inherent in statuary in the round. How were such figures

supported? Not certainly by their taper feet or delicate fingers. It

may be conjectured that they were in each case actually suspended from

the girdle in a downward slanting position by means of fine gold wires or

chains, recalling in this the atnorini of Hellenistic jewellery and terracottas.

The naturalistic treatment of the individual parts of the body is quite

in keeping with the animated appearance of the whole. The set of the

arms and shoulders and the well-developed breast of the figure seen in

Plates II. and HI. point to careful physical training, and the slender limbs

reveal great sinewy strength, though in some examples the treatment of

the flesh is»softer, and may, as suggested above, be due to a difference of

sex. The arm represented in Fig. 39 gives a good idea of the fidelity in

detail. While the development of the lower part of the biceps and of the

succeeding supinator muscle are here well indicated, the extensors of the

wrist and hand are shown in full action, and the veins of the back of the

hand and even the finger-nails are minutely rendered.
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These jouthful figures are athletic—not to say acrobatic—in their

nature, and certain parallels presented by the Palace wall-paintings, as well

as by a series of gem impressions, seem to connect them in the most

unmistakable way with the favourite sport of the Minoan arena—the bull-

grappling scenes, of which the Thessalian ravpoKaOayfria may be regarded

as a kindred survival.

It has been possible this season to reconstitute the remains of a fresco

panel, exhibiting one of the scenes described, from the Chamber which

apparently overlooked the Court of the Olive Spout, to which reference

was made in the Report of 1901. This design reproduces a complete torn-

de force of the Palace Circus. A girl toreador in cowboy costume is

caught under the arm-pits by the horns of a charging bull and is evidently

in the act of being tossed. A youth, who seems already to have been

Fig. 39.—Arm of Ivory Figure (|)

thrown into the air, is seen performing a somersault over the animal's back,

while a girl behind, perhaps intended to be standing in the middle of the

arena, holds out both hands as if to catch the flying figure. In other

cases, as most frequently on gems, we see various versions of the Tirynthian

picture of the youth springing from above and seizing the bull's horns in cow-

boy fashion. It is probable that the ivory figures belong to one or other

of these representations. The way in which, in two examples at least, the

head and upper part of the body is thrown back closely recalls the acro-

batic figure of the painted panel described, but the legs there ace also both

bent back, as in the execution of a backward somersault, whereas, in the

case of the ivory, one is extended. It is to be noted that the flesh and

muscles of the neck as shown in the separate head on Plates II. and III.

indicate a downward position, and the youth reproduced on the same

Plates must also be regarded as in the act of leaping down.
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§ 19.

—

Back Rooms of Domestic Quarter: Upper-Floor. (The
Wooden Staircase and Rooms of the Archives and of the

Stone Bench.)

The back Corridor mentioned above as leading from the Room of the

Plaster Couch to the Hall of the Colonnades passes on the left, immedi-

ately before reaching the latter destination, the shell of what was beyond

all doubt another staircase. This is enclosed in an oblong space, with a

dividing wall between the two flights, leaving at its West end a space for

the first landing. The gradual ri.se of the stairs is further marked by lower

and higher cross walls built for their support and by landing blocks answ cr-

ing to those found elsewhere. The stairs themselves were in this case wanting

and there is every reason for supposing that they were made of wood.

This wooden staircase was lit, so far as its first two flights are concerned,

by the double window already mentioned as opening in the upper part of

the South wall of the Hall of the Colonnades. Below the second flight of

stairs was the closet that contained the precious deposit of ivories. At

the top of this second flight to the left is another .square landing block,

and there can be little doubt that two more flights originally led up from

this point to third storey rooms above. The landing to which this .second

flight of stairs immediately led gave access though a doorway—of which the

two jambs remain i}isitii—\o the room which originally existed immediatel\-

above the lower covered part of the Hall of the Colonnades. Like the

room formerly e.xisting above the Hall of the Double A.ves, this too is thus

linked on to the upper floor system of the ' Domestic Quarter.'

Several interesting fragments of decorative fresco, including part of a

trigl\-ph frieze, had found their way into the Northern division of the stair-

ca.se, partly perhaps through the window opening on the adjoining Hall of

the Colonnades, and it is probable that they had originally formed part of

its ornamentation. A curious slab of porphyry-like limestone, of grotesque

outline, perhaps part of a seat, was also found here.

Throughout this staircase area—for the most part above the level of

the first landing—were found quantities of seal impressions, generall)' some-

what broken. By this time however the eyes of the workmen speciallv

trained for this task had become so quick that ver\' few fragments escaped

their first examination of the earth and remained for subsequent detection

6 *
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by means of the sieve. This deposit of seal impressions was continuous

with that of the adjoining corridor and extended thence to the upper

strata of the neighbouring Treasure Chamber. In that case they had

certainly fallen through with the collapse of the floor from the similarly

shaped room answering to it above. On the other hand further seal im-

pressions, together with some inscribed tablets referring to granaries, were

found beyond the East wall of the same upper room and above the level

of the balustrade of the adjoining Bath Chamber. It thus appears fairly

certain that the centre whence these sealings were originally derived must

be sought in this chamber which, like the Treasure Chamber below, was of

the nature of a store-room, without any access or opening except a single

door. At the time of the Re-occupation this, like other upper chambers

near, had been used as a store-room for Stirrup Vases and amphorae of

the usual ' mature ' Mycenaean type, and it was probably owing to this

that large numbers of seals or other earlier documents that had accumu-

lated here were thrown out and found their way into the staircase and

other adjacent nooks.

We may therefore regard this very extensive deposit of seal impres-

sions—the most considerable yet found in the building—as having been

derived from the room in question, which was evidently set apart for

some kind of archives. None of these seals were countermarked like

some of those found elsewhere in connexion with remains of chests

containing deposits of inscribed clay tablets. On the other hand the

broken condition of a large number seems to show that they were attached

to documents, in many cases perhaps correspondence, inscribed on some

perishable materials, such as the palm leaves, which, according to the

Cretan tradition, served as the earliest material for writing.

The interesting discovery described in a succeeding Section (25) of

clay cups containing for the first time ink-written inscriptions throws a

new light on the character of these vanished writings.

The clay impressions include a great variety of subjects, many of

which are repeated from the same seal.

Among the classes of subject represented may be mentioned the

following :

Male Divinity between lions.

Seated (joddess, with lion in front on rock.

Lion-headed and other ' Daemons,' in some cases holding pointed vessel.
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Parts of cult scenes and of a shrine with sacral horns.

Group of four double axes, symmetrically arranged (see Fig. 61, p. 103.)

(Iriffins.

Composite monsters, man-goats, &c.
Group of three warriors with 8-shaped shields, spears and peaked helmets (see

Fig. 41).

(iroup of three shields of similar form.

Forearm and hand holding lily spray (see Fig. 42).

Lion and fluted pillar.

Boy milking cow.

Scenes of the Taurokathapsia (see Fig. 43 ).

Animals : sometimes in groups ; a great variety.

Flying fish.

A ' school ' of dolphins.

Grains of corn.

The small fragment of a seal impression given in Fig. 40 is of special

interest, as it seems to contain part of the impression of a cylinder showing

late Babylonian influence.

Fig. 40. -(f.) Fic. 41.—(J.)

The consideration of the religious scenes and figures—notably the

Daemons—represented on these sealings must be reserved for another

occasion. The groups of warriors, such as that shown in Fig. 41, give the

best idea as yet obtainable of the military side of Knossian life—which in

the Palace at least is by no means in the foreground. The pointed

helmet, composed of various bands, recalls a small ivory helmet found on

the West side of the Palace, but in this case no cheek-piece is visible ;

otherwise it recalls the head-gear of a warrior on the silver vase-fragment

from Mycenae. The hand and forearm grasping a lil)- spray seen in
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Fig. 42 has a curiously modern aspect. A bracelet is seen round the

wrist. The male figure (Fig. 43) performing a backward somersault over

the back of a galloping bull may throw a side-light on the ivories.

The staircase wall by the adjoining upper corridor had evidently, from

the character of its material, been partly reconstructed at a late period in

the history of building. Here, together with the usual rubble, were a

number of worked blocks—some exhibiting sawn sections, consisting of

Spartan basalt or lapis Laccdaemonins, a rock apparently unknown in

Crete, which had been imported from Mount Taygetos for decorative

purposes. This material seems indeed to have been a favourite one of the

Minoan gem engravers.

The upper Corridor in question had originally followed the line of the

passage below from the tJialamos, already mentioned as built over the East

Fig. 42-—(i) Fig. 43--(f-)

half of the Hall of the Colonnades, past the stairs and the Room of the

Archives. On passing the head of the wooden staircase, we found on this

upper passage a second doorway, the stone jambs of which are preserved.

At this point the passage turns, like that below, leaving on the left the

door of the Room of the Archives and thus approaches a chamber of

which there are considerable remains, situated above that with the plaster

couch, and which, from its most conspicuous feature, is here called the

Room of the Stone Bench. On the lower floor the course of the corre-

sponding passage is broken by the latrine, here however it is continuous,

passing the door of the Room of the Stone Bench and a double light

opening from it marked by limestone pillar bases. In this way, through

another doorway, both the jambs and stone threshold of which are well

preserved (see Fig. 44), it reaches the Upper Corridor corresponding to the
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lower section that contained the painted pitJios, and finally emerges on the

system of rooms above the Queen's Megaron.

On the East wall of this Upper Corridor, flanking the room of the

Stone Bench, a good deal of the original red stucco coating was still

visible. The Room of the Stone Bench doubtless derived its light from

a double window looking on to the Court of the Distaffs and answering

to that already described on the lower floor. Considerable remains of the

slabs of the upper floor were here preserved, especially near the West wall,

and here the stone bench from which the room has been named still stood

at its original level (see Fig. 44). It has two pilasters on its front and

resembles the benches of the Room of the Column Bases and of the

Throne Room. It has been possible in part to reconstitute the subsided

area of the pavement (Fig. 44).

It is noticeable that, since there was no occasion to reserve so much

space on the Eastern side of this room as was below occupied by the door of

the latrine, the single doorway communi-

"~'>r?-,._ '1 eating with the Upper Corridor is wider

than that below, and the pillar bases

thus do not correspond in position with

those of the ground floor. The absence

of the latrine on this side seems to have

been made up for by a similar con-

venience in the S.W. corner of the room.

There is an ascending step and doorway

leading to a quite small closet from

which a square stone shaft (A on plan,

p. 82) descends to a drain passage

below the level of the lower floor.

There are strong reasons for believing

that this shaft was originally continued

to the level of the Central Court and

received its surface waters on this side.

It would be difficult however to assign

any intelligible meaning to the small chamber which stands in such direct

relation with the descending drain shaft, unless we suppose that it had

an outlet into it for the passage of ordure or other waste materials. The

closet seems in fact to have served as another small latrine.

"--^

.„r^l:'^-'^,S^
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On the South of the Room of the Stone Bench is a bay communicating

by a doorway, both jambs of which are preserved in situ, with a small

square alcove beyond. Beneath the floor of this annexe is a small square

chamber, in the bottom of which opens another drain-shaft. This chamber

could only have been approached by some kind of trap door in the floor

above, marked in Fig. 44 by the break in the re-constituted pavement.

Finally, outside the double doorway of the annexe to the Room of

the Stone Bench to the South, is another stone shaft going down to the

drain below. Its mouth, which lay partly between the jambs of the Northern-

most of the two doorways of the above room, was covered by a stone slab.

Partly in the lower part of this shaft, which descends 53 metres, and partly

in the neighbouring part of the cloaca below, were found the bone ' fish

'

for inlaying, with incised signs, many of them resembling the letters of the

later Greek alphabet. ^

Near the small upper latrine was found a gold-fish of very naturalistic

execution, of which an enlarged representation is seen in Fig. 45. It is

possible that this may have been taken from the Treasure Chamber.

§ 20.

—

Drainage System and Sanitary Arrangements of the
Domestic Quarter.

In the whole structure of the Palace, nothing is more remarkable

than the elaborate drainage system that runs throughout the ' Domestic

Quarter,' and adjoining halls. The stone shafts, already mentioned as

descending from the upper floors, lead down to a well-built stone conduit with

flat covering slabs. Throughout the greater part of its course it is about a

metre in height and half that width, so that a man can easily make his

way along it. The inner surface of the conduit was originally coated with

cement. A plan of the shafts and neighbouring drains is shown in Fig. 46,

and a section drawn through shafts A and B appears in Fig. 47.

Two short branches of this system permeate the back rooms of the

Domestic Quarter, one of which starts from immediately below the shaft

marked A in the plan (Fig. 46), while the other leads from a section of wall

between the Quadruple Staircase and the Hall of the Colonnades. Shaft A,

as noticed in the preceding Section, was certainly constructed to receive the

' See Report, 1901, end.
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surface waters of the adjacent area of the Central Court, and it is probable

that a shaft or pipe ran up the wall at the starting point of the other

branch of the lower conduit, which by its means received the collected
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united course of the two short branches already mentioned, the stone conduit

turns at right angles and continues in an Easterly direction, skirting the

Southern borders of the Queen's Megaron, and the adjoining portico of the

Hall of the Double Axes. Here it is joined by a tributary drain, the

ultimate source of which was apparently the Court of the Distaffs, and

which received in succession the drainage of the light wells of the Hall

of the Colonnades and of the Double Axes. With each successive drainage

area its capacity increases, and from the light well of the Hall of the Double

Axes onwards, the passage is large enough for a man to crawl along it.

At a point about seven metres East of the S.E. pillar of the Portico of the

Hall of the Double Axes another tributary stone drain runs into the

main conduit from the North. In this Northern branch a quantity of

painted pottery, of the finest Later Palace style, was found at the very

beginning of the excavations in 1900.

Beyond this point the slope rapidly descends, and the further course

of the main conduit is broken off.

In considering the elaborate drainage system of this quarter of the

Palace, it is well to remember that its primary object was to afford a means

of escape for the surface waters. The rains of Crete are often even now

torrential, and in the Minoan Period, when the country no doubt was

much better wooded, the rainfall must have been greatly in excess of

what it is at the present time. The main conduit below the ground floor

level of this Palace region answers both in structure and capacity to the

large stone drain that runs down from the Northern Entrance Passage and

which, beyond all possibility of doubt, was principally devised to effect a

passage for the surface waters of that end of the Central Court. In the

same way ' Shaft A ' of the Eastern system received those that accumulated

on this part of its area. So too the Northern of the two branches on this

side seems, as we have seen, to have acted as a channel for the water

collected from the roofs of the great adjoining halls.

The main conduits below were thus periodically flushed at times with

a great force of water, and facilities were in this way afforded for the

removal of ordure and waste materials. Of these facilities the Minoan

architect skilfully availed himself by bringing into connexion with this

system of surface water drainage various conveniences of a sanitary nature,

some of which in their elaborate character can hardly find a parallel in

the Ancient World.
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It has already been noticed that shaft A passes on the second floor

through a small detached chamber, which may partly be supposed to have

served the purpose of a latrine. As to the usage to which shafts B and C

were put, the evidence is not so clear ; it may however be assumed that

they served the purpose of modern sinks, perhaps in one or the other case

in connexion with culinary preparation. The convenience of either as a

man-hole giving access to the main conduit below is also obvious, the

descent to it b}- this means, as I know by personal experience, being by

no means difficult.

But the most elaborate structure in connexion with the drainage

system is unquestionably to be found in the small closet, with its

partition walls on either side consisting of double slabs of gypsum, that

opens off the Room of the Plaster Couch. There can be no doubt that

this small chamber served as a latrine.

The interior arrangement of this closet will best be gathered from

the plan and section (Fig. 48). From the groove indicated in the wall-

slab there seems to have been a wo(xien seat at the back of the com-

partment, ajiparentl}' with a stone foot-rest in front of it like that on

which the throne stands. The heii^ht of the seat moreover, allowing for

its upper slab, would ha\e been about 57 centimetres from the ground or,

within a centimetre, the same as the throne.

Up to a little beyond the outer line of this seat, the latrine is paved

with g)psum slabs, but beyond this limit the stone pavement ceases and

this space seems to have been in part at least open, thus giving access to

a drain passage below. This drain passage on the one side communicates

by a small opening with the North branch of the main drain, on the other

by a sloping channel with a hole in the pavement slab outside the closet

door, which seems to have been made use of as a means of flushing this

channel. It is to be observed that the entrance to the main drain is not

below the ipiddle of the .seat, but on one side of it. It looks as if this

asymmetrical arrangement was devised to leave a space on the other

side of the bench upon which to rest a water vessel for flushing the main

opening of what must certainly have been a latrine.

The curious curved projection coated with cement which juts forth

from the wall immediately below this main opening is very enigmatic. It

may almost be suspected that there was here a balance flap.

In an)- case it ma)- be taken as certain that both the apertures were
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closed externally by slabs, like the drain-shaft C when discovered, to

prevent the effluvia of the drains from penetrating into the adjoininc^

rooms. In this connexion it may be observed that the high shafts such

as those originally leading to the level of the Central Court and of the roof

would have afforded excellent ventilation for the main drains, promoting as

they must have done a constant circulation of air below. These main

conduits were continually flushed during a great part of the year, and it

must be remembered that, as in the case of the filling and emptying of

the large bath basins, slave labour was probably available for clearing out

the impurities from the passages during the dry season. The shafts, as

already noted, formed excellent man-holes and the main drains are so

roomy that two of my Cretan workmen spent days within them clearing

out the accumulated earth and rubble without physical inconvenience.

§ 21.

—

The Plaster Vase Closets.

Immediately South of the rooms of the Domestic Quarter with the

descending shafts is an interesting group of small rooms with adjoining

store-closets. The ground floor of these, as in the case of all this Southern

zone, is on the higher level corresponding with that of that Olive Press and

connected system on the North, and of the neighbouring upper rooms of

the Domestic Quarter.

On the North border of this group of rooms are six steps of a narrow

stone staircase ^ which must originally have led to the level of the Central

Court. The upper course of this staircase ran above the end of an iniier

paved chamber with part of a stone bench remaining against its North

Wall, and to which there is at present no visible access. On the floor of

this room and in two adjacent chests or closets were found a series of vases

belonging to the earliest period of the existing Palace, and tending to show

that not long after its construction the chamber had been filled in or its

access blocked.

A narrow passage, 60 centimetres in width, flanking the staircase, gave

access to another smaller paved room which, from its square form and the

remains of gypsum lining slabs attached to its walls, somewhat resembled

one of the Palace bath basins. On the West side of its entrance was a

small niche.
' The steps are 72 cm. wide, their riser 12, and tread 27.
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The inner chamber was flanked on two sides by closets of a remark-

able character. The exterior walls of these are thin partitions, composed
of hard red stucco,^ with a kind of terracotta plaster core—the whole only

12 centimetres, or about 4J inches, thick. The more roomy of the two

Fig. 49.—False-Lipped Jar used as Covering of an Interment, with Skull.
(Height, 58-3 cm. ; diam. 4775-)

closets contained three large jars with a plain brown surface with white

bands,^ two of them characterised by a false spout on the rim—a special

feature of the later Minoan pottery. An interesting discovery made on the

opposite side of the valley shows that jars of this type were occasionally

' '06 in thickness. -' The taller of these is I "lO metres high.
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used for sepulchral purposes. The accidental circumstance of a cow

putting its foot through its bottom, revealed the existence there at a spot

North-East of the Palace, of a jar of precisely similar form (Fig. 49) which

had been placed upside down in a round hole just sufficient for the purpose,

above the remains of a child and a few smaller pots of a plain character.

This as yet isolated discovery^ is the only interment of the Palace Period

that has as yet come to light on the site of Knossos.

Near these pithoi was an elegant one-handled vase (Fig. 50, middle).

Fin. 50.

—

Vases from Piaster Ci-Oset of Earliest Period ok Later Palace.

with white bands and traces of flowers and foliage on a purplish brown

ground, 43 centimetres in height, while at various points on the pavement

of the room itself were scattered other small vases, some of characteristic

early form.'^ With them was also a steatite ' pyxis ' and a triton shell.

The contents of the other plaster chest were still more remarkable.

' Careful researches in the neighbourhood of this tomb did not resuU in the discovery of any

further interments.
"^ E.q. a plain vase, shaped like those represented in Figs. 13 a and 13 b above—the commonest

* Kamares ' form.
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It contained, besides the remains of a jar, resembling the above mentioned,

with a ' false' spout on the rim, a whole collection of pots belonging to the

same period, most of them well preserved, and a white marble bowl with

four ear-like handles. Two of these vessels, a tall jar with four handles

round its rim, and a kind of candlestick, to be described below (Fig. 51,2,

and Fig. 52), were in colour and ornament indistinguishable from the Late

Minoan class of painted ware found in the basement room described

above, together with the remains of the Terracotta Sanctuary. Their

decoration consisted of white continuous spirals on a dark brown ground.

It will be .seen from this that the earliest ceramic fabrics of the Later

Palace fit on without a break to those of the earlier building to which ap-

parently the room containing the Terracotta Sanctuary belonged, and it

will be remembered that the early pottery found in the ' Kaselles ' shows

the same affinities.

In the present deposit, however, as in the Kaselles, elements of transi-

tion are found which are not visible in the earlier Palace. In addition to

the vases with the white spirals on a dark ground there came to light ^ a

small bowl with a red continuous spiral on a biiff ground (Fig. 51,3) which,

except that the surface of the vase was dull, recalled ' proto-Mycenaean
'

types.

The plaster chest also contained a number of cups preserving to a

certain extent the outline of those belonging to earlier strata, though of

rougher and heavier construction, with plain clay walls occasionally streaked

or lined with black or blue showing a slight glaze.- Among other forms

represented were tripods (Fig. 50) approaching those of the North-East

Magazines, the wide mouthed jar (Fig. 51, 8), a jug with a single handle

and elevated spout (Fig. 50},^ an elegant vase with a quatrefoil outline

(Fig. 51, 5), and a whole series of tall two-handled jars piled in nests, which,

so far as form is concerned, also recalled a common type of the North-East

Magazines.

These latter jars, as well as the quatrefoil vessel, presented a decora-

tive feature already referred to as exhibited by the painted vase found in

the other plaster closet. Upon the sides of these vessels, in the case of the

^ This lay just outside the chest, but may originally have been contained within it.

^ That shown in Fig. 51 is 7*3 cm. in height and 8 '8 in diameter. Its ground colour is a warm
buff with a dull surface, with black, slightly glazed streaks.

^ 23 cm. in height.
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quatrefoil vase upon a purplish red ground, in that of the jars (see Fig. 51,

7, 10) ^upon the terracotta surface of the pots themselves, sprays and groups

of lilies, showing both the flowers and foliage, are painted in white in a

most naturalistic fashion. These picturesque and beautiful floral designs,

so freely drawn, represent the complete emancipation of the ceramic artists

from the more geometric traditions of the earlier Minoan art, and become

henceforth a distinctive feature of the Later Palace style. It is only in its

latest phase that they show a tendency to be absorbed in a decorative

conventionalism, intensified no doubt by increasing intimacy with Egyptian

models.

The lily itself was the favourite Palace flower. On a fine fragment of

wall-painting, found at the close of the present season's work near the

Fig. 52.—Painted Earthenware Candlestick from Plaster Closet.

South-East staircase, we have a glimpse of a whole field of lilies with white

flowers and buds, yellow pistils and stamens and green foliage on a red

ground, while, lest any natural touch should be wanting, the petals are in

some cases shown half blown off" by the wind. From the lily spray in the

hair of the seated Goddess on the great signet ring from Mycenae, it seems

probable that the flower had a religious association. In its more con-

ventionalised form as a fleur-de-lis, we see it supplying the decoration of

the crown and collar of the painted bas-reliefs and as a foot ornament of

the youth of the Procession Fresco, who is in immediate attendance on

' the Queen.'

Among the forms of vessel found in the plaster chest, that referred to

^ Fig. 51, 7, i.s 33 cm. high and has a reddish brown ground. Fig. 51, 10, is 25*5 high with

similar ground.
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above as a ' candlestick ' is specially noteworthy. Its under side with the

white spiral decoration is shown in Fig. 51 ; and the upper side with a

socket, much resembling that of a modern candlestick, is seen in Fig. 52.

Both the size of the object and the fragile character of the material show

that it was not a torch holder and there can be no reasonable doubt that

this, like certain analogous forms of classical antiquity/ was intended to

Fig. 53.

—

Egyptian Clay Candlestick from Fourth Dynasty Tomb.

hold some kind of wax candle. But the characteristic form and the

expanding socket take us back to a much earlier parallel,^ and the most

literal prototype of this clay utensil, like those of so many of the Minoan

stone vessels, is supplied by the old Empire of Egypt. Fig. 53 shows

a sketch of a similar clay candlestick from a Fourth Dynasty tomb.

Attention will be called, in a succeeding section, to the accumulating

indications of a direct contact between Minoan Crete and early Dynastic

Egypt.

§ 22.

—

Court of the Sanctuary ; Shrine of the Double Axes,

AND Labyrinth Fresco.

Both the rooms with the plaster closets and the whole upper system

of the Domestic Quarter seem to have been approached on the South-East

from an open Court of elongated form. The West side of this Court is

flanked by a self-contained quadrangular block of small chambers through

the centre of which runs a double gangway leading at its inner extremity

into a corridor that runs round the Western and Northern sides of the block

^ For examples of these, see M. Saglio's article ' Candelabra,' Diclionnaire des Antiquites.

* A somewhat analogous form of clay utensil, but with a larger socket, is found in Cypriote

Tombs of the sixth century B.C. Others were found at Lachish.
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in question. The two parallel gangways that traverse the centre of this

group of structures open on to the Court by a double doorway, immediately

in front of which are the remains of a stone altar-base of the kind found

elsewhere in the Palace. From the significant position of this altar-base

and from the religious character of one at least of the chanrbers that stand

in immediate relation to it, the elongated area in which it is situated has

been here named the ' Court of the Sanctuary.'

The passages bounding the rectangular block of buildings to the

North and West were both productive of interesting finds. In the lateral

passage to the North were brought to light, above the floor level, a large

number of perforated clay loom weights, more globular in form than those

of the deposit from the earlier Palace rooms described above (p. 24),

together with spools of the same material for winding thread. These had

fallen from an upper storey room where the loom {ipyaar/jptov, as it was

called by our workmen) must have been situate. We have here an indica-

tion of women's chambers.

In the back passage to the West—also above the floor level—were

found a series of inscribed clay tablets, some of them well preserved, in-

cluding two almost complete documents containing lists of men. Clay

.seals were also found with them, one, which had evidently secured the chest

containing these personal records,

countermarked with the ' Man '-sign.

Altogether new was a class of tablets

—two with complete and others with

fragmentary inscriptions—referring to-

swords. The pictorial figures of the

wea{)ons on these tablets are of special

importance as they illustrate two dis-

tinct forms of blade, one the old

Cretan and Aegean type, triangular
b. c.

-Types of Swords Incised o.n

Tablets.

in form, Fig. 54, a, the other leaf-

shaped, Fig. 54, i\ besides a more or

less intermediate class, Fig. 54, h.

The presence of the leaf-shaped form in the Palace is of great interest, as

there can be little doubt that it is of Northern origin. It is not too much

to say that the whole chronology of the European Bronze Age is affected

by this discovery, which shows that this leaf-shaped type of sword had
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been developed before the approximate date of 14CO V,.('. These tablets

were probably derived from deposits originally existin<^ in rooms of the

upper terrace level, South of the Central Court, aloni; the borders of

whkh runs the passage in the upper strata of which they were found.

On or near the paved floor-level of this passage occurred glazed pottery

of the proto-M\cenaean ('Transitional Minoan ') class. One is a high-

spouted vase with spiral decoration recalling that of a ' funnel ' vase with

perforated bottom from the Second Shaft-Grave at Mycenae.

The double gangway opposite the altar-base communicates on the

South with the small bath-chamber alread}- brought to light in the course

of an isolated excavation in 1901.^ J'^ive steps, flanked by a parapet ending

in a pillar-base, descend to a square basin (220x2 metres). As noted in

my previous Report this shallow basin must have been used in the Oriental

fashion for washing the feet and it looks as if in this case it had performed

a lustral function of a religious kind.

An opening in the central dividing wall of the double gangwa}- im-

mediately opposite the entrance to the bath gives access to its Northern

passage, in which, a few metres further on, appear the stone jambs of a

doorwa)' leading to a small square chamber.

The passage off which this small chamber lay was paved with lime-

stone slabs and opened, b}' a doorway with two gypsum jambs, into the

' Corridor of the Sword Tablets.' In both these passages the floor had

risen 25-30 centimetres, so as partly to obscure the jambs of the door-

way, and the same rise in the floor level was visible in the adjoining

chamber. As pottery of good Palace Period lay on the original level, it

seems probable that the higher floor level here represents that of the latest

period during which this part of the Palace was occupied. This conclusion

was full}- borne out by the character of the ceramic types found in the

adjoining room.

The small square chamber proved to be an actual Palace Shrine with

the vessels of offering, votive figures, idols, and cult objects still in position

as they were left when the site was finally deserted. The room itself was

of very small dimensions—a circumstance quite in keeping with other

indications as to the size of shrines of Mycenaean date. It was only one

and a half metres square.

' See Report 1901, pp. 62, 63. The plan, Fig. 19, on p. 62 requires correction, the Northern

passage of the double gangway not being blocked as there indicated.
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The little Shrine was divided into three parts (see Plan, Fig. 55). The

body of the room, with a plain stamped clay floor, was occupied by a

variety of vessels standing in the position in which they had been left by

the last occupants. Two of these, a tall plain jar with an oval mouth and

a tripod pot, were practically indistinguishable from the ordinary rustic

vessels of the good Palace Period. A stirrup-vase, however, with a good

glaze and a painted design consisting of octopuses with conventionalised

tentacles forming a kind of waved maeander presented a characteristic

type of the later Period of partial occupation. A kind of bowl with a flat

bottom and two upright handles, showing painted decoration in the shape

of plain brown bands on an ochreous ground also belonged to the later

ceramic class.

Beyond this area, where stood the larger vessels of offering, was a

somewhat raised dais with a pebble floor, fixed in the centre of which was

a plaster tripod with a slightly hollowed upper surface which had evidently

served as a table of offerings (see Section, Fig. 55). In form and con-

struction it recalled a similar object, which however was flat at top and

seems to have been rather a stand than a table, found, with vases belonging

to the good Palace Period, in a small store-room near the North-East

Magazines. It was observable that the feet of the plaster tripod in the

Shrine were embedded somewhat deeply in the slightly raised dais, and

this circumstance tends to show that it had been already in position

before the floor level rose to its present height. On the pebble dais on

either side of the tripod were some cups and smaller jugs.

Immediately behind the dais and table of offerings a raised base

about 60 cm. high ran from wall to wall. It was of clay and rubble con-

struction with a plaster face much decayed, which it has been necessary to

restore in order to keep the upper part from ruin. On the ledge thus

formed were fixed two sacral horns of white coloured stucco with a clay

core, and on either side of these stood a series of painted terracotta figures

representing votaries and divinities (see plan, Fig. 55, and Fig. 56, a, b, c).

The figures, though belonging to the mature Mycenaean period, showed,

alike in their pose, the character of parts of their ornament, and their rude

appearance, an old religious tradition. This was especially noteworthy in

the case of a female votary, whose eyes, mouth, hair, and ornaments were

rendered by means of punctures and triangular incisions filled with a white

inlay, consisting of pounded gypsum, like the rude clay images from the
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Neolithic stratum beneath the earliest Palace. Her arms, moreover, were

clasped over the breast in the primitive fashion, while her half sitting;

posture also suggested a distant reminiscence of the Neolithic images of

Knossos. The idols proper, three in number, were all of the female sex, of

better fabric than the last described, and showing a slight glaze, like the

contemporary painted vases. They are distinguished from the representa-

tives of the votive class b\' the fact that they are only, semi-anthropo-

morphic, the body in each case rising from a clay C)-linder, which looks

like a survival from the columnar form of the earlier ' baetylic ' stones.

K.xcept for a small round hole the cylinders were closed below.

Two of these idols are of much the same type, though in one case the

Goddess's head is turned on one side (Fig. 56, height 175 centimetres).

The companion figure has a plant design painted on the back. A kind of

pig-tail hangs down in each case from the back of the neck, and other

locks are visible about the shoulders. The hands curve up over the breasts,

as in the case of some figures from Mycenae. A type with a conical base,

allied to these latter, extends to the Danube.^

The most remarkable of these images, however, is a Goddess with both

hands raised, one palm outwards, the other in profile, each with a dark band

drawn across it. She seems to be clad in a kind of bodice, and wears

ncck'laccs and armlets, while on either wrist is a narrow circlet with a disk

like that on the wrist of the Cup-Bearer. The meaning of this disk is

sufficiently explained in the painting by the indication of agate veins, and

here as there it evidently stands for an engraved lentoid gem. Round

the top of the c)lindrical base runs a zone of curved lines, like a sucession

of C's—a simple decorative motive which is very characteristic of the

' proto-Mycenaean ' st)le of Knossos, and on which in turn it was taken

over from the ' Middle Minoan ' ware of the earlier Palace.'- The figure is

22 centimetres in height.

But the most interesting feature of this image remains to be described.

On the head of the Goddess, just as on the fetish columns of the more

ancient Sanctuar)- described abovc,^ is settled a dove. I have elsewhere

pointed out the religious importance of such conjunctions as indicating the

' Compare ihc fij^ure in the Bcli;raile Muscviiu fi)uml near Kostohitz (.S. Reinach, La Siiilpturc

III Eiiiiif>c aviiiit Ics liilliieiues C>\'t o- k'outninef, y. 31, Kij^s. 78, 79). It was found with a hucchero

vaM- c)f Uroii/i- .\i;e clv.iracler showin;^ spiral relief>.

- Kor an example see above, p. 27, Fi^. 13 /'.

^ See p. 29, V\^. 14.
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descent of the divine spirit on the earlier bact)lic object of worship."

Here we see the dove-sanctified column become a ' Dove Goddess,' an-

alogous to the gold figures found at Mycenae, the cylindrical base, however,

in the present case preserving a record of the earlier columnar form. It

is the same old Minoan cult in gradual course of transformation.

In direct relation with the Lady of the Dove stands a male figure,

1
7*2 centimetres in height, found on the opposite side of the base, who is

holding out a dove as if to offer it to the Goddess, and must evidently be

regarded as a votary. He stands on a small flat base and wears a loin

cloth, recalling that of some votive bronze figures from the Dictaean Cave,

and what looks like a tunic, laced behind. The figure is of solid clay, the

colouring reddish-brown on a pale ochre, but with no trace of glaze.

But the central objects of cult in this small shrine were of the old

' baetylic ' kind, to which even the semi-anthropomorphic images seem to

have been subsidiary. The stucco horns representing the familiar cult

objects elsewhere described by me as the ' Horns of Consecration,' - and

which, as we have seen ^ from the e.xamples supplied by the terracotta

Sanctuary, go back at Knossos to the date of the earlier Palace, are the

regular accompaniment of the most ancient objects of cult. They appear

at the base of Sacred Trees and Columns, and—what is still more pertinent

in the present connexion—the sacred Double Axe is also seen rising

from between the horns of this cult object, as elsewhere from between the

actual horns of a bull's head. In my monograph on the Mycettacan

Tree and Pillar Cult a design is reproduced from a painted vase found at

Old Salamis, in which a double axe rising from ' Horns of Consecration ' is

seen between two bulls' heads with similar axes.* Since then a remark-

able illustration of the same ritual practice has been supplied by a painted

larnax found at Palaeokastro, Crete,^ upon which the sacral horns with

the Double Axe are seen rising from a slab with columnar support, the

fetish pillar and weapon being thus combined.

That the pair of sacral horns on the raised base of the Knossian

1 Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, p. 7 (J.H.S. 1901, yt. 105), The Do^e Cult of Primitive

Cncee. In another form nvc see .1 survival of this bird-inspiration in the Katies carved above the

twin pillars of the Arcadian Zeus Lykaios {o/>. cit. p. 29 [127], or the Eayle engraved on the

conical black stone of the Mountain (lod of Kmesa, as seen on the coins of Helagabalus.

"^ Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, § 15-

' Sec above, p. 30 seij(j.

* Of. cit., p. 9, l-ig. 3. [/.H.S., 1 90 1, p. 107.]

° Found by Mr. I. H. Marshall, to be published in the present volume of the B. .9. .Annual.
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shrine served the same reh'gious purpose as those depicted on the ' larna.x
'

and the vase is made evident by the following circumstance. Midway
between the two horns in each case is a round socket for the shaft of the

axe, and lest there should be any remaining doubt as to the character of

the cult here represented, a small Double Axe of steatite (Fig. 57) was

actually found resting against the left pair of horns. The miniature

dimensions of this weapon preclude the possibility of its having been one

Fig. 57.

—

Miniature Douui.e Axe or

Steatite from Shrine {slightly enlarged).

Fic. 58.—Miniature Double A\e ok Bronze
WTiH Gold Plate attachinc, {slightly cularged).

of the pair set up in the sockets of the horns. These were doubtless of

bronze, gold plated perhaps like the small double axes found in the

neighbouring Treasure Chamber (Fig. 58), and, like almost all objects

of metal, would probably have been carried off at the time of the final

desertion of the site.

The small axe of steatite may be regarded as having a votive signifi-

cance in the sense in which small images— in this case a fetish image—can

be offered to the divinity. Its reduplicated ends are an interesting feature,

and, like the pair of sacral horns, suggest a dual cult. It will be remem-

bered that a similar reduplicated double axe appears in the field on the

great signet of Mycenae between the seated Goddess and the descending

warrior God.

The presence of the female idols on the same base as the. Sacral

Horns and Double Axe seems to show that this symbolic weapon was

associated here with the cult of a Goddess as well as a God. A roughly

engraved steatite lentoid found near the Court of the Oil Spout shows in

fact an axe of the same reduplicated form in the hands of what appears

to be a female divinity (Fig. 59). An interesting mould of schist found

near Siteia in Eastern Crete ^ exhibits moreover in addition to Sacral Horns

' S. A. Xanthoiulidcs, 'E<^. 'ApXi IQOO. P- 26 scijii. and Plates 3, 4.
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and two Double Axes with curiously cuspated sides—perhaps an out-

growth of the ' reduplicated ' type—two fi<jjures of what again seem to be

female divinities, each of which holds a Double Axe aloft in either hand.

The accumulating proofs supplied by signets, gems, and seal impressions

of the cult of a divine jmir in Minoan Knossos, not infrequently asso-

ciated with liotis, make it probable that the cult of the Cretan Zeus was

here linked with that of Rhea, the ruins of whose temple with its sacred

Cypress Grove was pointed out at Knossos in later days.^ The Double

Axe, the proper emblem of the male God, was also common to the Goddess

—^just as in Asia Minor it survived in the hands of the Amazons—and

Vu:. 59.—CiODnKss wnii Douim.e Axe on

SlEATITE LENTOID (J).

Pic. 60. — Ci.AY Seal iMi-KtssiON siiowiNt;

Double Axe I!et\veen Horns oh Bull (-f).

there are indications that of the two it was Rhea who took the precedence

in Minoan cult. This is quite in keeping with the surviving Cretan tradi-

tions of Rhea and the infant Zeus.'-

In addition to the evidence supplied by the small Shrine, a whole

series of recent finds within the Palace has brought the exceptional sanctit)-

of the double-axe into additional relief Mention has been made of minia-

ture axes of gilt bronze from the Treasure Chamber, and of the seal with

' Dioii. /.//>. V. c. Iw. I.

- Ill Myttiiacaii Tree and Pillar Cult, p. ']o[ /.H.S., 1891, p. 16S]. I luul already venlured ti>

remark :
' It is prohahle ihat in Mycenaean religion as in tiie later Phrygian the female aspect <>f

divinity predi)minatcd . . . The male divinity is not so much the consort as the son or youthful

favourite. The relationship is rather that of Rhea than of Hera to /.eu-;, of Adonis rather than of

Ares to Aphrodite . . . the Ciod is either in the hackground as mi the great Akropr)lis ring or hoKK
a secondary place, as when he approaches the sealed (loddess."
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—
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the axc-hokling Goddess. An interestint^ seal impression from the Court

of the Oil Spout shows n bull's head with the sacred emblem worked in

between its hcjriis .I'i'^. 6oj, while on another impression from near the

Room of the Archives, four double-axes are seen s\-m-

metricail}' grouped lound a central rosette (Fig. 61 ;.

r'resh examples of Mxcenaean pottery of the Palace

st\-le occurred on which ornamental figures of the

D<Hible Axe take the place of the ordinary decorative

motives. In the rubbish heaj) of the South-East Court

bordering the Court of the Sanctuary, moreover,

fragments of cla\- \essels belonging to the earliest

period of the existing Palace were found with this

religious symbol incised on their handles.^

The overwhelming evidence now forthcoming of

the importance in the Palace cult of the Double Axe,

the Carian /ci/f/j's,—emblem of the kindred Zeus of

the Asianic regions—must be taken to supply strong

support from the archaeological side for the connexion suggested b)'

Kretschmer and Max Me\-er on philological grounds of labrys and

Labyrnithos. That the /abrjs symbol should be the distinguishing cult

sign of the Minoan Palace makes it more and more probable that we

must in fact recognise in this vast building—with its maze of corridors

and chambers and its network of subterranean ducts—the local habitation

and home of the traditional Lab\ linth.

That the Labyrinth in Art was already known in the walls of the later

i'alacc we ha\e now the proof in an interesting discovery made in what

appears to be the remains ot a corridor on the terrace immediately belnw

the Kast Portico of the Hall ot the Double Axes. The fallen plaster here

showed the remains of an elaborate series of ina/.e> jjainted in a reddi'-h

brown on a white ground (I'ig. 62 . The Lab\rinth figures here, thoiigli

belonging to the same class, are more complicated than lhoscM»n the archaic

coins of Knossos, the Minotaur upon which is also, as has been shown

in the last Repoit, an heirloom from Minoan times. A >im])le kev or

macander pattern appears on some of the sealings found l)v Mr. Hogarth

at Zakro. A still earlier example of the same class occurred in a maga/.ini'

of the ICarlier Palace together with fine 'Middle .Minoan' p(»tter\- on iIk-

' 'I'Ik- iiiily (illuT in.iik lomiil mi llir |).i!Ui\ lun- w.i- .1 X >"iin,-lmu--~ iil,u-i.<i mi U-- ^li ,
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East slope. The source of these maeander designs, and ultimately

of ' the Labyrinth in Art,' will probably be found in a curious class of

Fig. 62.

—

Wali.-Painting consisting of Labyrinth Pattern from Corridor E. of

Hall of Double Axes.

Egyptian button-seals, dating from about the Vlth and Vllth Dynasties^

on which similar designs predominate.
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Between the small Shrine and the Court of the Sanctuary were two

scjuare chambers of similar dimensions, one opening on the Court, which

had been completely cleared of their contents. It is possible that there was

originally— in accortlance with the tripartite division visible in the Temple

fresco and the Uove shrines of Mycenae—a group of three small cells

devoted to a siinilar cult. From the presence of altars like those near the

wall of the- West Court and that by the Southern Propylaea as well as

from other indications, it ma\' be inferred that there were several similar

shrines within the Palace area. Each quarter of the Palace may well have

had its special sanctuary, and the Temple Fresco leads us to infer that

some of these were more showy erections (though still of exiguous

tlimcnsions) than the humble cell of the South-Eastern region.

The contents, however, of the jMCsent Shrine derive a special interest

froiu the decadent period to which the bulk of them belong, since they

afford a convincing proof that essentially the same religious cult that we

have seen illustrated by the terracotta Sanctuary from the Pearlier Palace,

survived to the ver)- latest period of occupation. This religious survival

can indeed be carried a step further in other parts of Crete. A close

parallelism is \isible between the cylindrical-based female images here

brought to light and those from a .shrine of still later date, found by

Miss Harriet Boyd in the Mycenaean .settlement at Gournia, in the

Province of Mirabello. The female images there found were of j^lain cla\-

and much larger and coarser. They had snakes coiled about them and

small attachments in the shape of the Sacral Horns. In this case. too. a

plaster tripod had been placed in front of the figures. Still later and \cr\-

rude versions of the same religious t>-pe were found b)- Dr. Halbherr in

the Sub-M)CLnaean cemetery of Prinia, near Gort}'na.

{$ 23.—South-East Court and Rubdish Hkap.

South of the Court of the Sanctuar}-, on a lower terrace level, is

another oblong Court or Yard, here called the South-East Court. It is en-

closed by walls on three sides, that to the West supporting an ascending-

staircase of w hich some steps remain. This open space seems to have been

largely usefl as a receptacle of rubbish, and the amount of ordinar}' cla\-

cups of the Later Palace style found here at the beginning of the excavations

in 1500 led the workmen to name it the Ka(f)€V€ioi'. The deposit of pottery
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included in its lower stratum many fra^nnents of' Kamares ' ware probabl\-

dating; from the Earlier Palace. On the necks and handles of some of the

}jlain pottery belonging to the early period of the Later Palace were found

the marks already referred to in the shape of T's and Double Axes ot

earlier and later form. This potter}' answers in fabric to the plainer

\essels found in the Plaster Closets, and others from the North-East Maga-

zines and elsewhere, and the close correspondence presented by some

ol the vases with those found at Ph}'lakopi marked in a similar way is a

significant sign of contemporaneit)'. A fragment, with traces of streaked

colouring, in the style of the North-East Magazines, found in the same

stratum of tlie South-East Court, is of interest as showing part of a graffito

inscription, the characters of which though linearised .seem rather to fit on

to the Pictographic System.

§ 24.—Remain.s of p:arliek Building to South-East.

Immediately East of the South-East Court were excavated a series of

deep chambers and cell-like compartments of simple construction, evidently

belonging to an earlier building,

and, indeed, somewhat out of line

with the Later Palace work imme-

diately to the West of it. The

floors of these chambers lay about

5 metres below the present surface

?^,— ^ and from about 3 metres down

/^^3^^',yquantities of painted pottery of the

^
/Jjj

-^1'^^*^''^ Minoan class were found. It

was here that at a depth of 4 metres
Fi.;. 63.-CIAV .Skai.in<; win. Si.-..nkt Im-

j ^j^^ ^|^^.g ^.^^^ ^^,^,,^^1 j,^

I'RKssin.Ns showim; Design dilrived fro.m

Xiliii Dvwsrv ScAR.ARs (V). With the pottery were also found

a variety of clay sealings belonging

to the peri(Kl of the I^ariier Palace, some with decorative designs derived

from the Xllth Dynast)- scarab st\-le (Eig. ^l). Other sealings are of

great importance as exhibiting groups of pictographic characters of earh*

t}|)e. It thus becomes exident that this form of scri[jt was in \ogue in the

I'.arlier I'alacc. T'ig. 64 shows an example of one of these impressions
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with the bent leg, double axe and fish signs. Another sealing (Fig. 65)

shows a double axe with a scale pattern.

These early chambers and cells were composed of rubble masonry, and

square limestone doorpo.sts took the place of the low bases supporting

-, f\h,.

Fi<;. 64.— Ci AY Seai.im; with Pictoc.raphic

SiG.NS (-i).

Fic. 65.—Double Axk wiih .Scai i:

Pattern (•{).

wood and plaster door jambs, seen in the Later Palace. Some of the com-

partments heie are mere walled pits about r55 metres N.S. b)' 0"8o K.W .,

and are perhaps largely foundation structures.

^ 25.—Curs WITH Ink-written Inscriptions.

The upi^er part of the early constructions on the South-East, mentioned

in the preceding Section, had evidently been made use of as basements for a

wing of the Later Palace. Here were found various vases belonging to its

early period, including two cups of quite exceptional interest. These cups,

the relatively early date of which is attested by their forms still showing

traces of the characteristic contour of the earlier Minoan painted class, were

themselves of plain cla}'. The interior, however, was in both cases occupied

b\' inscriptions in linear characters written in what appears to be a kind «»f

ink of deep brown or blackish colour. The writing shows a cursive tendenc}-.

and there are .some variations from the ordinar\- linear forms. I have there-

fore set beside m\' copj- of one of the two inscriptions given in Fig. -66^? a

rendering of it in the characters of the normal linear scri[)t (Fig. 66 A\ 'I he

existence of stops between some of the words or sentences will be noted.

b *
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^

Fig. 66 a.—Ink-written Linear Inscription in Cup.

I-'k;. 66 b.—Transcription ok a in Normal Characters of the Linear Script.
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So far as appearance goes, the base of the ink used may have been

sepia. It has been extraordinarily durable and so indelible that it was

possible carefully to wash the inner surface of the cups. The lines of

the letters show occasionally a tendency to divide, which may point to

the use of a reed pen. As a whole the inscriptions present an extraordinary

parallelism in their general character to those on Egyptian ostraka.

The great value of these ink-written inscriptions is that they give us

the first direct evidence of the existence of literary materials in the Palace

of Knossos other than the inscribed clay tablets. These specimens of pen-

manship are the work of practised scribes^ who, writing in a different manner,

had developed independent methods and forms, somewhat variant from

that of the other school of scribes who wrote with a pointed instrument.

The heaps of broken seals found in the Room of the Archives and else-

where already suggested the inevitable inference that they had originally

belonged to written documents the materials of which had perished. What

these materials were it is impossible to say with certainty. Parchment maj-

have been used, and the old Cretan tradition that palm leaves had once

been used for writing should not be left out of account. In any case the

proof that writing in ink was practised in the Minoan Palace opens out

possibilities of the former existence of literary materials of a fuller kind

than could be supplied by means of the clay tablets.

ij 26.—South-Eastern Angle of the Palace.

The exploration of the South-Eastern Palace region is still incomplete,

and it must be sufficient here to give the briefest summary of the general

results obtained.

South of the South-East Court is a group of chambers, one of which

containing part o{ d^pithos, is certainly a Magazine, while the South-Eastern

angle is occupied by a square tower-like structure with abnormally thick

walls. This group of chambers seems to form a connected whole, and is

entered on the East side through an oblong room, larger than the rest, which

forms a kind of entrance hall. Some rather elegant vessels of the late

Minoan class were found here.

At the extreme South-Eastern angle a double staircase, one flight of

which is preserved, runs down towards what may have been a postern gate-

on this side. On either side of the lower entrance passage of this stair-

case are two rooms built of good limestone masonry, that to the South
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of oblong shape, being lined with gypsum plaques like the North Bath.

The other is a square room with a square stone pillar standing on a low

base in its centre. In the entrance passage between the two rooms were

brought to light important bits of wall painting consisting of olive

or myrtle sprays and the group of lilies already referred to. A small

fragment showing grass in seed is also of singularly naturalistic execu-

tion. In the same area also occurred bits of painted potter}- in the fine

Later Palace style, and an ivory knot similar to the porcelain example from

the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycenae. Here, too, was found a small

columnar shaft of porphyry-like rgaterial, round which runs a spiral band

relieved with a continuous decorative design of a kind also found on the

Palace vases.

It is to be noted that the group of structures about the South-Eastern

staircase is set at a somewhat different angle from that of the rest of the

Eastern Palace wing. This abnormal orientation is almost certainly

accounted for, however, from the fact that this angle of the building lies on

the edge of a steep bluff, and that it was therefore found convenient to

follow the contour of the ground. It must be regarded as an integral part

of the Palace.

i^ 27.

—

Eastern Wall-Lines and Bastion with Descending

Runnel.

On the lower terrace a little East of the East Portico of the Hall of

the Double Axes came to light the foundations of two parallel walls

perhaps belonging to a Corridor. It was here that the ' Lab}rinth fresco'

was discovered, and a little North of the same spot lay large fragments of a

plaster dado showing a pale yellow ground realistically decorated with

veins in various shades of reddish brown in imitation of marble.^

Parallel with the remains of the Corridor, and about a metre and a half

l^ast of it, a double line of wall, the foundation courses of which alone

were preserved, runs from North to South. These were-evidentl)' terrace

walls, and seem to represent the limits of the Palace in this direction.

It is true that about 12 metres below the point where the traces of this

double wall temporarily cease in a Northerly direction, parts of a walled

angle are visible which seem to represent some projecting spur of the

^ See Fyfe, K.I.B.A. Journ., 1902, p. 112, Fit;. 13.
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Palace, or a covered line of approach to its no longer visible Kastern Entrance.

Hilt the true continuation of this double wall-line is to be found in

two terrace walls with a similar narrow space between them that form the

Southern and Western sides of a curious Eastern Bastion, to be described

below, and prolong their course thence towards a point probabl\- repre-

senting the north-east angle of the Palace.

The Southern part of this Bastion seems to have contained a double

staircase, the steps of the upper flight of which have disappeared. This

upper flight led to the terrace above and thence in the direction of the Court

of the Oil Spout. On the lower part of this staircase there was

apparently a double landing with two or three intermediate steps con-

necting the two flights, as in the case of the Quadruple Staircase. Of

these landings the lower only has been preserved, and from it a small

flight of five steps leads down to a stone terrace having itself two slight

steps at either end. From this terrace again, about 5 metres on, another

flight, of which only two steps and part of a third are preserved, descends

in an PZasterly direction (See Plan, Fig. 67 and Fig. 69).

But the most interesting feature of the whole is the water channel that

accompanies the stairs. The steps themselves are a metre wide, but

between them and the outer balustrade of the staircase is a space of 25

centimetres occupied b\' a stone runnel, the construction and arrangement

of which shows e.xtraordinary skill in dealing with running water. Its stone

channel instead of accompanying the descending flight of stairs in one

continuous slope, as might have been supposed, follows the successi\e

gradations in a .series of curves. (See Section BB, Fig. 68.)

The effect of these descending curves is to put a repeated check on

the rush of water. The curves themselves almost exactly agree with the

natural parabola which water on falling would execute. There is thus a

series of leaps instead of one, and the water flowing over a succession of

curves is subject to friction which reduces its velocity. The current

thus reaches the critical point, the sharp turn namely at the bottom of

the stairs, with an impetus much inferior to that which it would otherwi.se

have accumulated from the unbroken descent. The force of the water

being in this way diminished, it was less liable to overflow the pavement at

the bottom of the flight of stairs. The hydraulic science displayed by

this device is such as to astonish the most competent judges.

But this is not all. At the bottom of the flight of stairs where the
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runnel takes a sudden turn to the right the cliannel is deepened so as

better to accommodate the inrush of the current, and the water is further

drawn away from the possible point of overflow by a sudden downward

slope of the channel.

It appears that the water was ultimately wanted for some tank below

which it was desirable to keep clear. Accordingly the level part of the

course along the small terrace was taken advantage of to form a small catch-

pit, for the deposit of sediment, in the shape of a shallow square basin, which

could easii)- be cleaned out when necessar}-. In order to secure a certain

local retardation of the current, moreover, favourable to the precipitation of

.sediment, the runnel instead of proceeding directly to the basin makes a

double bend, repeated in its continued course beyond. In the angles of

these bends as well as in the small catch-pit itself the .sediment according

to well-known laws would have a tendency to be deposited. The extra-

ordinary i:)oint is that these laws should have been known to the Minoan

architect.

The runnel now proceeds by two more elongated curves, answering to

the low steps at the further end of the terrace, to the point where it turns

Eastward by a continued curving course down the further flight of steps, of

which only the uppermost are pre.served.

In the North face of the wall, immediately beyond the Bastion down

which the runnel descends, are visible five steps of a smaller staircase (D in

the Plan and Section and Fig. 69), which display the peculiarity that they

suddenly break off, leaving a drop of 120 metre to the paved floor level

below. The possibility suggests itself that the level of the lowest step may

represent the water level in some kind of tank, supplied, in part at least, by

means of the runnel that accompanies the other stairs. Two courses of a

wall are in fact visible about a metre East of the smaller flight of steps,

which seems to have represented the containing wall of the basin on that

side. There are also traces of its North Wall.

The platform of masonry with the larger stairs and runnel is not

jointed into the main terrace wall behind, and, though doubtless con-

temporar)- with it, forms, so far as its construction goes, a kind of annexe

to it. It is built of smaller blocks than the others, several of which show

incised signs belonging probably to the latest Palace Period.

The terrace wall itself is backed, as alread)' noted, at an interval 01

only a few centimetres by another rougher wall, and this double line.
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though partly in a ruinous state, can be traced for about another twenty-

five metres beyond the East Bastion. The outer of these two walls alone

has a face, on the P2astern side, the inner wall bein;^ constructed entirely of

rou^dil)- finished blocks. This dual arrani^cmcnt which characterises what

may be regarded as the Eastern boundar)- line of the l*alace, also reaj^pears

in the case of the Western Wall of the deep-lying central legion of the

l-last side of the I'alace, that, namely, w hich borders the Quadruple Stair-

case, the Court of the Distaffs and adjoining rooms. The object,

especially visible in the latter case, is to protect the second of the two

walls frt)m damp by interposing an air-space between it and the true

terrace wall. At the same time certain points of contact between the

inner and outer walls of the system gave the whole a measure of unity as

a supporting wall. The Minoan architect showed in other ways a special

genius in protecting the main halls of the low-lying part of the building

against damp. It will be seen b}- referring to the Plan on p. 56, that the

whole ' Domestic Quarter ' of the Palace and the adjoining halls are not only

protected b}- the double wall and air-space to the West, but are flanked to

North and South, where there was also an earth cutting, by corridors, light

areas, and blocks of ma.sonry containing drain or ventihiting shafts.

Almost immediately behind the second line of the P^ast Wall is

another wall, traceable, in part only by its foundations, for a distance of

about 30 metres beyond the East Bastion. This wall is constructed of

large limestone blocks and has a good facing on its PLastern side, showing

that it was originally intended to be visible. It follows that the rough

wall in front of it and the outer wall-line in connexion with it are of

later construction. The third wall-line would then represent the original

terrace wall, which vvas afterwards supplemented, owing probably to its

having fallen into a ruinous state, b)' the two outer lines with foundations,

at a somewhat lower level. There are also remains of a fourth inner

line of wall at a mean distance of about a metre within the earlier

terrace line represented by the third wall (.see P^ig. 69).

This quadruple line of wall ma)- be taken to represent the Palace

boundary un this side and is evidently the continuation of the similar

system visible West of the East Bastion. P'urther P2astwards, owing to the

denudation of the slope, the traces of the.se walls dwindle to vanishing

point, but there are strong indications that the.se remains very nearly

reach the extreme North-West corner of the building. A distinct Northern
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boundary line is in fact visible, which would have met the Mastcrn Wall

at a point about 35 metres from the Kast Bastion. The first section of this

line on the slope above is supplied b)'the remains of an existing wall by the

North-l^ast Postern. East of this— following the Northern boundary of

an earlier group of buildings to be referred to in the next Section— is a

cutting as if for a roadway, which was found choked with tumbled blocks,

apparentl)- deri\ed from a line of outer walling that had originally

surmounted it.

It is true that iminediately North of this cutting are remains of a

block of buildings consisting partly of magazines with pitlioi of the ad-

vanced M)'cenaean class, together with other constructions belonging

largely to the period of the ICarlier Palace. These structures, however, seem

to be at most of the nature of dependencies to the main building.

§ 28.—Stork-Rooms of Earlier Palack, with Painted Vases ok

Egc;-Shell Fabric.

In the angle included between the Magazines of the Knobbed Pithoi,

the Eastern Wall-lines and the cutting to the North mentioned in the last

Section, the remains of the Later Palace have almost entirely disappeared.

This is no doubt largely due to the natural denudation of the slope of the

hill, but the remains of a kiln found here belonging to the Roman period

may indicate that some of the good material on this side was artificial!}-

destroyed.

To compensate, however, for the disappearance of the later Minoan

structures within this area, a whole series of chambers belonging to the

earlier building were here brought to light, in part beneath the level of the

Roman kiln. The walls were of the same simple rubble construction as

those of the primitive chambers near the South-East corner of the Palace.

The rooms were small, with narrow door openings, and there appeared to

have been a gallery on their Western border. Two points in regard to

these structures were specially noteworthy. Although obviously of an

earlier date and built according to a more primitive method than the Later

Palace, the orientation of their main lines, both from North to South and

from East to West agreed with the later plan. It was also evident that some

of the chambers had, at a time when their original floor levels had slightly

risen, been used as basement stores b)' the occupants of the Later Palace.
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In one case piles of vessels similar to thc^se of the Xorth-I-"ast Mai;azine.s

had been placed on a floor le\el only a few centimetres abo\e la\-ci's of

tlner vases beloni^niiL; to the earlier Minoan Period.

As a rule, however, the difference of le\el was \er\' decided, and the

foljiiwin;^ was the usual stratification broui;ht to lii^ht.

I. At or near the surface le\el a disturbed cla\e\- deposit

with potter}- answerinij^ to classes found in the Later I'alace, in-

cluding; the I'eridd of Re-occupation. This t;()es down I .2 5 nietres.

2. A stratum 12 centimetres deep full of wood ash.es jjacked

with Late Minoan (Kam;ires sherds similar to those below the

Koom of the Spiral ]"'resco (sec p. 26. 2/).

3. .\ pale cla\e\' stratum 20 deep with a few sherds of the

same i^eneral character as the last.

4. A deposit 43 centimc'tres thick of wood ashes with the

remains of Minoan painted \ascs of the finest fabric. This

deposit rests on a stamped clay tloor-lexel about rSS from the

present surface.

It was evident that the bulk of these chambers had been store-nxMiis for

potter)- of a ver)- remarkable qualitw AlthouL;h from the extreme delicacy

of tlie fabric of a lari^c proportion of the \essels the mere weight of tiie

superincumbent fleposit seems to ha\e been enoui^h to crush them, it has

been possible to put toL^ether a scries of \essels in a fairly complete form

with results that throw an entirel)- new liL^ht on the ]iii;h perfection of

ceramic art already reached in what ma\- be best described a> the .Middle

Mint'ian Period. •

The vases from thes(? chambers consisted for the most part of bowls

and cups, with or without handles, of i^reat \ariet)' and elegance of form.

Their \ery fine fabric, often as thin as c\L;t.;-sJiell china, as well as some of

their contoiuvs. su<4\:^est ori_t;inals in metal work, and some of them are

adorned with embossed decoration exidently ct)pied Irom the irpoitssc

designs of cu|)s in j)recious metals. The slight metallic lustre occasionally

visible on the black ground of these \ases helps to enliance this comparison.

The colours are generall\- \erinilion wd. oran;4e, and white, on a black

ground. .Sometimes, houe\er, the ground is a bright brick-red, as in tlu-

case of some beautiful bowls adorned with white asterisks. More rarely

the ground is paK' buff witli dark brow 11 di'coration a st\le which antici-

p<ites the ])re\ailing fashion of the Later I'.ilace IV-riod. A cup with white
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leaf ornaments on a dark <jround round its walls and the same decoration

in dark brown on a white ground on its base illustrates the transition be-

tween the two usages.

It is impossible here more than to refer to these exquisite ceramic

types, which will be more fully illustrated in Dr. Duncan Mackenzie's

account of the Knossian pottery in the forthcoming number of The Journal

of Hellenic Studies. A good example of a cup with a fine metallic outline

is given in I-'ig. 70. It shows a simple geometrical decoration—white with

small red disks on the black ground— resembling a succession of narrow

plates with studs or rivets ; the handle, part of which only is preserved, is

about two centimetres broad, but so slender that it must have been used

with great precaution. The cup reproduced in Fig. 71 Ms one of the most

beautiful ceramic productions of the Minoan or any other age. It is light

in make and spontaneous as a bubble, and the design it bears, the calix of

a water-lily as it floats on the surface of a pool, is in keeping with the

lightsomeness of form. The idea of this decoration may have been sug-

gested by a lotus vase of Egypt, but the floral motive is here more

delicately treated.^ The outer leaves of the calix are black with a central

vein of red, the inner petals white, and the whole upper margin of the

corolla is outlined against a red background.

It is to be observed that the divergent spiral and several other designs

on the cups and bowls from the.se early store-rooms, like the contemporar\'

Cretan .seals, show distinct traces of the influence of Egyptian motives of

the Twelfth and Thirteenth Dynasty Period. The character of the deco-

ration is geometrical, and plant forms where they occur arc treated in a

more or less geometrical manner. There is nothing here of the untrammelled

naturalistic style which characterises the art of the Later Palace.

}^ 29.—FKA(;Mt:NTS OF Bowls ok Diorite and Lipakiti. of

.Early Dynastic Egyptian Farric.

The high level of civilisation attained at Knossos b\- the date of the

Middle Kingdom of Egypt is well illustrated by the beautiful ceramic-

' Roih of ihcsc illuslralions are from black and white drawinjijs by Mr. Theodore 1- \ le.

- Tlie s;iiue design in a coarser form is applied to a characteristic series of Cretan --imiu- b^iuN

of the type fij;ured in Cretan I'ictographs, ..^c. ((Jiiaritch, 1S95) /deposit of II. Onuplnit'f. |). 12 ^

Fii;. 123. A variety with a double calix was found in the North doorway of the Hall of the Double

.\\e-> see al)o\e, p. 39).
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products described in the preceding Section. But the exquisite technique of

these painted vases itself imph'es a very extensive period of earlier develop-

ment. On the Palace site, moreover, and notably in the deep-lying early

chambers on the South-East (see above, p. 106), were found remains of vases

typologically at least anterior to the developed ' Middle Minoan ' class.

The decoration on these, consisting of chevrons and dots in reddish-yellow

and white on a black ground, simply represents the taking over of the

incised and punctured decoration of the advanced Neolithic style, where

the white and orange inlays in the burnished black ' bucchero '- already

anticipate the system of colouring.

Already in 1895 certain forms of Cretan stone vases had led me to

seek comparisons in Old Kingdom forms, notably those of the Fourth

Dynasty.! The most characteristic of the Cretan bead-seals—the prism-

shaped—find their prototype moreover in a black steatite example found

Fig. 72.—Fragme.m', and Restored Section, of Diorite Bowl, from Eari.v Taiace.

at Karnak, the subjects on which are allied to those of a peculiar class of

cylinders of the same material belonging to the earliest Dynastic period.-

Several of the traditional figures of Cretan intaglios, moreover, such as

the Minotaur itself, go back to the same cycle. The influence of another

class of seal, of button shape, frequent about the Vlth and Vllth dynasties,

and on which the maeander design, the prototype of the ' Labyrinth in

Art,' is specially frequent, has also to be taken into account.

The excavations of 1902 have now supplied in a fragmentary but

conclusive form the evidence of actual imports from the Nile Valley belong-

ing to the early Dynastic Period.

Among some debris from the South wall of the Store Room containing

' Sepulchral Deposit of Hagios Onuphrios in Cretan Pictographs, &'i\ (Quaritch, 1895), pp. 1 17,

118).

- Ftirlhcr Discoveries of Cretan, ^c. Script {f.H.S., xvii. 1898, p. 362, seqq.).
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the ' false-spouted ' jars of the earh'est period of the later Palace (see

above, p. 88) occurred a beautiful fragment of a shallow finel)- profiled

bowl of translucent diorite (see Fig. 72). The circumstances of the find

sufificiently indicate that the fragment belonged to an earlier date than the

Later Palace, but the evidence goes far beyond this. Both form and material

show that the vase to which the fragment belonged was of the finest

Kg)'ptian fabric, and in the opinion of the most competent Egyptologists^

the probable date of its manufacture goes back to the period of the IVth

Dynasty (c. 4000-3700 B.C.), while it cannot be later than the Vlth (c. 3500-

3330 B.C.). As a matter of fact the fragment so closely resembles the material

and contour of a diorite bowl in the Ashmolean Museum (see Fig. 73)

from the tomb of the first Fourth Dynasty King Sneferu {c. 3998-3960

B.C.) that it might almost have been broken from it. The diorite is

of the most exquisite kind, such as is found in the royal tombs.

Fic. 73.

—

Section of Egyptian Diorite Bowl from Tomb ok King Sneferu, of the
Fourth Dynasty.

Nor does this evidence stand alone. On the East slope, near the early

Store Rooms containing the ' Middle Minoan ' pottery, but in disturbed

earth, was found another fragment of a bowl of the same type, though of

somewhat more carinated profile (see Fig. 74), cut out of a peculiar

speckled variety of volcanic glass. The material, which is semi-trans-

parent, has been examined by the eminent mineralogist. Professor H. A.

Miers, and proves to be the very distinct variety known as Hparite and

derived from the Aeolian Islands.- This form of obsidian is unknown in

the Aegean, and it appears to be unlikely that it could at any period have

' Professor I'etrie considers it to be of the Fourth Dynasty and in no circumstances later than

ilie Sixth. Professor Waldemar Schmidt, of Copenhagen, considers that these liowls were made

(hiring the Fourth Dynasty, and that though they may have been in u.se during the Fifth Dynasty it

is impossible to i^ring them down to a hiter date.

- This conchisioTi is confirmed on the geological side by Professor VV. J. Sollas.
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been found theie.^ A few f)ther fragments of the same material have

occurred in the Palace strata at Knossos, includin;^ part of a lentoid

intaglio dating from its latest period. From the earliest Neolithic

times onwards, however, the obsidian in general use was the fine black

quality such as is found in such profusion in Melos. It is, moreover, a

remarkable fact that though the form and finish of the bowl to which this

fragment belonged, proclaim it to have been of early Dynastic F^gyptian

fabric, the obsidian vases, hitherto found in Egypt itself, are of a material

answering to the ordinary Aegean class. It is possible that the Italian

variety offered greater facilities for cutting out vessels of comparativeh'

large dimensions. The obsidian vases found in tombs belonging to

the first Dynasties at Abydos are of more compact type, and to cut out a

delicate bowl from the Aegean material might well have baffled human

Fir,. 74.— FKAtiME.NT AM) Kksiorki) Seciion oi Lii'akhe Bowl.

skill. As it is the bowl from which the fragment has been derived with

its finely profiled outline and exquisitely slender fabric must have been a

prodigious tour de force.

In Profes.s<jr Petrie's opinion the sharply characterised form shows that

this liparite bowl cannot be later than the IVth Dynasty. Coupled with

the finding of the fragment of the diorite bowl, it is not too much to s;i\-

that the discovery throws an entirel)' new light on the external relations oi

Minoan Crete in the early centuries of the Fourth Millennium i!.c. It

would appear that maritime intercourse was already o[)ened up with It.iK-

as well as the Nile Valley, and it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that

Cretan mercantile intercourse already supplied Fg\pt, not only with tlu-

Aegean type of obsidian, but with the rarer cjuality deri\c(l pcihap--

' This is rrofessor Miers" (ipiiiii)ii.

9
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by means of the later Ionian coasting route) from the Aeolian Islands.

The Minoan ruler seems to have received in exchange some finished

products in the shape of vessels both of the finest Egyptian material and

of the liparite that his own maritime enterprise had secured for Pharaoh.

The alternative hypothesis that either class of bowl was made in Knossos

by Egyptian lapidaries seems less consistent with general probabilities.

Arthur J. Evans.



THE PRE-HELLENIC INSCRIPTIONS OF
PRAESOS.*

I.— The Text of the womo^-fragment.

^ My debts to the kind help of many friends are acknowledged at the proper places ; hut there

are three whom I desire to thank for more than can be shown by particular references. The scpo

of the article on the linguistic side has been twice enlarged in consequence of fruitful suf;^L->tiuns

from Mr. Bosanquet ; I could not have ventured to admit even brief allusions to Semitic (oniis
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)NAAEilEMETEri/v\IT^c))A i

AOOlAPAUAOPAItOllNAI

^E?Th<iMTOPCAPAO<J)CANO

iATOie?TE<t rl^lAMYN

XNlME^TEPAUYNrYTAT 5

£AN0M0CEU0?4)PAI?0NA

T?AAAO({>TEN/

V\ArPAtlslAlPEP'"

I or HPEIPEPEIET

NTIPANC 10

lACKEt'

I OT

This sioiie was found by Mr. K. C. Bosanquet, in Junt- 1901, on the Altar Hill ("Third

Acropolis") at Praesos, in the ruins of the wall enclosing the Tf/xfvos, within the northern entrance.

The site and surroundings are fully described by him m/.H.S. xxi. (1901), p. 340.

The photograph and transcription are Mr. Bosanquet's. The latter was made by him directly

from the original, after considering the points raised by a less complete transcription which I had

aitcmpted from the photograph and from a careful pajier impression which he had kindly sent me.

It will be seen from the notes which follow that nearly all my questions have been wholly or com-

jiletely answered, but it .seems well to give this brief indication of the varying degrees of certainty

of different parts of the text. Happily the bulk of it is now beyond doubt Mr. Bosanquet's

comments are indicated by his initials.

Dotted lines indicate strokes which are not so clear as the rest.

At the end of I. 4 the horizontal line above the letters seems accidental from its covering more

letters than one [certainly accidental R.C. B.]

s5 I. There follow two transliterations, in the first of which I have

put down only those letters which seem to me now absolutely certain (from

the photograph, the impression, and Mr. Bosanquet's notes) ; the letters

underlined are slightly injured but still clear. In the second I have indi-

cated all the readings which seem to me to be reasonably probable from

the indications of the impression, corrected by Mr. Bosanquet's reading of

the stone wherever he felt it was certain. Where his repeated examination

left him still in some doubt, it seems wisest to leave the text suggested by

without the \aluable and repeated help of my colleague, the Rev. D. Tyssil Evans; and the

suggestive and vigilant criticism of Profes.sor R. M. Burrows upon two stages of the proof of the

paper, especially, but by no means only, upon its historical side, has removed some definite errors,

and encouraged me to seek a broader basis than had contented me at first for more than one of its

conclusions. I should add that Dr. R. Von Planta of Ziirich was kind enough to read the proof

and su[)ply one or two references ; and I have to thank also Mr. H. S. Cowman, of the Cambridge

.\rrhaeologiral Museum, fir occasional assistance of the latter kind.
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the impression, as t^ivint; at least possible alternatives. In the second

transcription only those letters are underlined which appear to me ojx^n

to some dei^rec of doubt.

(i; onadesiemetcpimitsi^a

do ... . ala(^raisoi . na .

. est ... o ... . do(^sano

satois . te . . sia . . un

5 animestepalun«;iitat

sanomoselos0raiso!i .

tsaadoc^ten . . . . o

mapraina . . e . .

. . eirereiet

lo ntiran .

askes .

. . . t .

The (lots indicate one letter's space ; Inil it N\ill l>e seen that some, like M, lake more space

than the averaee.

(ii) onadesiemetepimits^a
? ia?<^

do<^mrala0raisoiinai

?

rest . . . torsardo(^sano

satois ste^esiamun

5 animestepalungutat

sanomoselos^raisona

tsaado^ten . . . . o

maprainairere

ireirereiet

lo ntiran .

askes .

. . ot .

s!} 2. The photograph shows (by the upper margin of the stone) that

our fragment begins with the first line of the insc. ; but it is to be observed

that the different distances from the right hand margin at which the first

six lines end show :

(i) that the engraver did not divide his words between two lines, and

hence,
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(2) that the last letters in these lines are also the endings of words,

and hence probably

(3) that at least some letters are lost on the left of every line ; -tsa

and -ntiran do not appear to be the beginnings of words.

[It is very improbable that the strip broken off on the left is a narrow

one. The stone seems to have no natural cleavage in this direction.

—R.C.B.]

Notes on the Alphabet.

{$ 3. The letters are nearly all rectangular, save that {a) the lower

bar of E often inclines a little downwards (as e.g. in the inscc. of Central

Italy about 250 B.C., see for instance //. Dial. p. 108), and {b) that the bar

of A more often inclines upwards towards the right ; and ic) I has the

form 1^,

{^4. In the signs that are perfectly visible there are none, save this u,

that are strange to the Ionic alphabet of the best period. From the data

given by Roberts, Gr. Epig. pp. 39-52 (esp. 52 ad fin) it would seem that

this insc. cannot be earlier than 400 B.C. and may well be considerably

later ; it is therefore probably contemporary with the latest of the pottery

described by Mr. Bosanquet, J.H.S. I.e. as ' ranging from the sixth to the

fourth century.'

i^ 5. The insc. is so worn that it is diflficult to be sure of any inter-

puncts. In the following places, however, to judge from the impression, to

me they seem

{a) probable

:
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$) 6. The letters which are quite certain are

A A, r, >A, ^ E p, I, K, U, M, N, 0, PD, ^ Z, T T, Y, (\>.

ag d e ikimnop s tu^*
§ 7. The letter r occurs several times but I could nowhere be certain

from the impression whether the form was p or P ; diagonal strokes seem

to have tended to break the stone more than either vertical or horizontal,

so that, for instance, I found some of the examples of l very hard to read

at first, though after repeated examination of the back of the impression I

have now no doubt of them (^.^. the s in S(f)a in 1. i and that in <^raiso in

1. 2). It was therefore hard to say whether the break which appears below

the bow of p in all the places where the letter is certain did or did not

conceal a small tail. [I take it as always P.— R.C.B.].

The loop of this sign in 1. 9 (2nd letter) is so much smaller than is

usual in P as to suggest that it rather be read as b ; the latter appears in

Crete and Thera also in the form P (Roberts, Gr. Epig. p. 39, Qa, p. 26,

4;// = Roehl, I.G.A. 466. In Thera it seems also to have the form /I

{LG.Ins. iii, no. 769, cf Hermes, xxii, p. 136). A similar doubt might be

felt about the third and fifth following signs. [On the stone they all

appear to be simply p.—R.C.B.]

§ 8. The seventh sign in L 7 might be a Cj) since the vertical is not

clear within the loop and does not seem to extend above it. But since in

1. 2 the mason has omitted the vertical altogether in the ^ of <^raiso-, (the

reading of which is certain from the recurrence of the word in 1. 6) it is

difficult to be confident that he meant anything but in 1. 7. [I think it

is a <^.— R.C.B. ] Still more doubtful to me were the tenth sign in 1. 8.

\irere is certain in 1. 8 and 1. 9.—R C.B.] the third and fourth from the

end of 1. 4, the fifth and sixth of 1. 3 ; and even the seventh of 1. 9
might be a ^ or 9- [It is a P clearly on the stone. R.C.B.].

§ 9. The first sign of 1. 9 might be the .second half of H slightly

rounded, as in Chios (Roberts, p. 386 and no. 150: Roehl, I.G.A. 382)

;

[it is
I
preceded by an accidental stroke.—R.C.B.].

§ 10. Apart from the gaps in 11. 2 and 3 which seem almost hopeless

without the guidance of some parallel insc.—if such should ever be found

—we have now dealt with all the signs which appear in Mr. Bosanquet's

^ In 1. 2 the vertical stroke in this letter seems to have been forgotten hy the engraver.

K
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transcription except the ninth from the end of 1. 3 which he j^ives as \
and the tenth from the beginning (the first in the break) of 1. 4 which he

gives as H.

As regards the A, between s- and -;v/- some vowel seems most pro-

bable, if not absolutely necessary (since if it were a consonant we should

have to give a syllabic value to P which nothing else in this iiisc.^ sug-

gests). It cannot be 7, since we have r just below, nor tt, since that

appears as p in 11. i and 5, nor \, since that is
t- •" H- 2, 5, 6 ; nor an

ordinary v since that appears as y in 11. 4 and 5. It might, of course,

conceivabl)' denote a special kind of « (we have A and A together in some
' Sabellic' inscc. beside A and O (see //. Dm/. 36,* p. 528). But I think it

is simply a broken a, and that is how I read it, with very little doubt,

from the impression.

§ II. As regards the sign in the break of line 4, I hesitated between

4) and K ; but what looked like the ends of the two bars of k, may be

merely the beginnings of the top and bottom bars of the following E (whose

vertical has been broken away). If
(J

were the real form, as Mr. Bosanquet

read, some sibilant value would be suggested by the d of the Umbrian

alphabet (//. Din/, pp. 401,461) which was used also in Picenum in the

form (j to denote the local pronunciation of c before / {idid. p. 449) in

Pctrusdi^ Pasdi (*Petrucidiiis, Pacidius). But since there is no other

evidence of such a sound in these two inscc, nor in the place-names of

the district (see below 5^§ 24-25), and since there is room for a (|), I think it

is more prudent to read it so.

It is of course tempting to read the two words as iilentical with (jr. rois art<pi(T(a)i, but that

would phinge us into a thicket of phonetic and morphological assumptions about the language from

which we must keep clear at this stage, i.e. till we have exhausted the graphical evidence.

}!}
12. Of the full Ionic alphabet there remain only I, H, 0, X, i',

Ci which we have not as yet encountered at Praesos. I and i (the latter

appears on the other insc, v. inf. ) might possibly compete for the 7th

sign of 1. 4, but with Mr. Bosanquet I belie\e this to be C Of and H
(and probably H) as the inscc. stand there is no trace. X, in the form M
(frequent in the Venetic, the Etruscan, and the so-called ' Sabellic ' inscc.

' Hut in the /'rtr.Xf'fragment it seems that •;' is s)llabic in one word ; jtv § 21 below.
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{It. Dial. p. 528) where it denotes some kind of sibilant), might be

imagined into the place of M in I. 2, and into the last gap of 1. 4 [hardly :

R. C. B.] if any other evidence made us expect it. The last sign of

1. 2 might be a broken y but the occurrence of the combination of (()t

in 1. 3 makes a ^ very unlikely.

§ 13. It is on the whole not merely tantalising but significant that

there should be no place for any non- Ionic signs save \, upon either of the

two inscc. except where the stones are broken. This seems to give us a

presumption that none such existed in the script of Praesos, Also as to

the aspirates it must be noted that the sound of
(J)

in 4>misos seems to

differ slightly from that of an ordinary Greek <^, or it would not have been

represented by tt in Greek (Strabo, p. 478 gives the name as Tlpao-o?) [and

the name appears with 11 on e.g. the 4th cent. Stalai-Praesos treaty' :

R.C.B.]; nor would it have become a / in Modern Greek {Praesos) but a

^, as in e.g. Phaestos and other modern Cretan names. Observe too that

before a- (1. 3) it certainly was not a full and pure aspirate.^

II. T/ie Text of the hdiVyiQ-fragment.

^ 14. Let us now consider the insc. previously discovered, which for

clearness we will call the barxe-ixdigvnQnt. (Comparetti, Mus. Ital. Anticli.

II. 673 ; A. J. Evans J.H.S, xiv. p. 355 and xvii. p. 375). The photo-

graph is Mr. Evans' ; the transcription is "mine ^ from an impression kindly

sent me by Mr. Bosanquet. Some questions which suggested themselves

to me have now been answered by Mr. R. M. Dawkins, of the British

School, who kindly writes to me from Candia the result of his scrutinv of

the stone on two occasions ; his notes are initialled in what follows.

^ See helcnv § 22.

- Mr. Bosanquet tells me also of an insc. (of the 1st cent. B.C.), from half-way between Candia

and Praesos, containing what is explained by Hiller von (iartringen (Hcniies 1901, p. 452) as an

epithet of Hermes, spelt Kv<t>apia(n(pa. We know too little of this form, or indeed of the Gr.

Kunapiffffos itself, to be greatly helped, but it is certainly to be observed that both in this form and
in npaiaos the/ is followed by ;-, which may have caused in this dialect, as I'rof. Ridgeway suggests

to me, some kind of aspiration in the pronunciation of the preceding explosive. One or two of the

more isolated forms discussed by Gustav Meyer, Gr. Gram.^ § 207, may be due to parallel dialectal

changes.

•• I have to thank the acting editor, Mr. Cecil Smith, for very kind help in securing a ci^rrect

engraving.

K 2
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c\\

immr\

%•

The stone, as I learn from Mr. Dawkins, is smooth upon its left, its under, and its hinder

surfaces ; and has regular ' toolings' on these, i.e. rows of parallel shallow cuts (I supiwse to hold

mortar). The top surface also is fairly smooth, with similar marks, except for chippings at

either end, and except that the whole surface is more weathered than the others. The up|)er

edge of the face above 1. I, is intact save for a length of 2 in. on the left (of the spectator) and 3 in.

on the right. There is not room for another line between 1. i and the edge, but a margin alxiut

half as high as any one of the lines of letters. It is certain therefore that the insc. is complete

above, below, and on the left, and that we possess its conclusion.
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On the rieht, however, the existing edge runs obliquely across the lines, the side is weathered

and shows no ' tooling' ; and the insc. is clearly broken away here.

On the top surface, which is not horizontal but slopes slightly backwards, there is an oblong

'slot ' or socket, from h ^^ i '"• deep, whose length (ih in.) runs at right angles to the length of

the stone. This must have been made to hold a stanchion or clamp. Mr. Dawkins ingeniously

conjectures that it would originally have been placed in the centre of the top surface (it is now just

above ' and l^ehind the >t of (tikahnit) and that therefore we may infer how much of the stone is

lost, namely, enough to leave eight letters space to the right of this k, i.e. some seven letters in this

line and three or four in the rest. This may be so. But it is equally possible that the stone we

possess may contain at most only half the insc, the adjacent part having been graven on a stone

cut to fit the sloping right hand edge of the stone we possess, and clamped to it on the top by a

bar with a cross piece i^ in. long at either end to fit into the slots. This is rather suggested by the

position of the slot, which would more probably have been cut with its 1 e n g t h not at right angles

but parallel to the length of the stone, if it had been meant to receive a clamp to hold the stone

from falling forward as Mr. Dawkins suggested. I fear, therefore, we have no trustworthy clue

to the proportion of the insc. that has vanished. Our block might even be only the lefthand-most

of three.

§ 15. The following letters seem to be certain (I write them 1. to r.,

the insc. being ^ovarpo<f>T]B6vy and the first line running from r. to 1.)

:

A a, B ^, ^ e, j^ i\ K /^, U /, r^ w, H H, ^ ^, 0, [> r, M .f, T A A w

(which last, however, Comparetti read as 7).

The difference between these characters and those of the tionios-

insc. appears to be merely one of time ; as will be seen by looking at

any of the older monuments of the Ionic alphabet (Roberts, Greek Epig.

pp. 23-38). It is not far removed from that of the earliest inscc. of

Gortyn {ib. 9a and d), Lyttos (id. lOa), and greatly resembles the earliest

from Axos (td. 1 la), from which it only differs in using [, instead of |^(\),

A instead of V, X instead of $ (" crooked iota "). and, as I suppose, ^

instead of a (7)- It seems distinctly more archaic (e.g. with ^, not E, and

f^, not is/\/) than the alphabet of the older Gortyn inscc. (id. 9g), and it

would therefore seem from Roberts' data (p. 54), that this fragment, if it

were in Greek, could not well be later than 600 H.c. But a small town like

Praesos might well lag behind Gortyn by many decades ; and it is reason-

able to suppose that a new Greek alphabet would be adopted later by

Eteocretans than by Greeks. In fact, as Mr. Roberts reminds me, it is

never safe to fix too narrowly a date after which we hold it impossible

for archaisms of this kind to survive. In this case he thinks it would be

rash to infer from the alphabet that the insc. was necessarily earlier than

500 B c.

^ ' Its centre lies about J in, to the left of the hasta of >|.'
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§ 1 6. It -has been generally assumed that the hasta in 1. 2, (3rd and

9th sign from the left), and in 1. 3 (fifth sign from the left) is merely an

interpunct as at Gortyn (Roberts, p. 40) ; since " the crooked / " {^) is quite

clear in 1. i and in the conjoint letter /K ai in 1. 5, the hasta cannot well be

an /. If it be an interpunct/ it is perhaps omitted in 1. 5, where the last

word has been identified {e.f;, by Evans I.e.) as the name of the Perso-

Kgyptian goddess Anahit, 'Az/atTt*?.- Here, as appears from the conjunct

letter, the engraver was short of room : but if we hold that he omitted the

interpunct here, I do not think we can be sure that he used it with

complete regularity elsewhere ; so that I am inclined to assume in 1. i

that a word ends at -mit, since the same ending is possible in the

noinos-w\s>c. (see below s^ 29.)

5:j 17. If ^A^' ends a word (and even if not), it is practically certain

that A is a vowel, namely //. The ending -un occurs clearl)' in the nomos-

insc. If with Comparetti we took A =7, we should have -rv^v for our ending

and be obliged to make -v syllabic ; and this collocation of sounds, whether

final or medial, seems to me unlikely, e\en apart from the difficult}- of

taking j< as = tt.

§ 18. The sign ^ which is quite clear in 1. 3 and 1. 5 must be either 7

or TT. I know of no examples of j^ with the value -n save in Etruscan or

Etrusco-Italic, and fairly late Roman inscc. (133 n.c, see Ital. Dial. p. 461)-

No such form can be found in any of Roberts' tables (Cr. Epig. pp. 382-91 ) ;

the only form at all like it is the rounded P at Eleutherna {ib. p. 46), but

this alternates with P". On the other hand jv appears as 7 in Boeotia and at

Locri Opuntii iih. p. 388-9), and as it is precisely with these alphabets that

our alphabet shares \, for A, 7 is far more probable. It cannot be \

since we have U twice ; and we have then to recognise the group -70--

(in 1. 3) beside ^ in 1. 2, and conclude that they represented (at least slightly)

different groups of sounds.

' It was suggested by Mr. A. E. Cowley, in the Athenaeum, March i6, 1902, that the hasta

was used to mark ofl the proper names [like the 'cartouches' in Egyptian hieroglyphic inscc] and

he projiosed therefore, to regard Harxe and Agset (which he read Apset) in that way. But there

seems some difficulty in supjujsing that two names in two separate lines, which can hardly hoth

refer to one person, and which come too far from the beginning (see §20) to be naturally referred

to the person, if there was one, whom the insc. chiefly concerned, should be decorated in this way,

especially \{ Anait is thrown in without any such token of respect. But I quite agree that, if they

were proper names, they would not suggest an I-Eu. language.

' See below § 30.
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si) 19. The following notes, mainl)' from Mr. Dawkins, relate to the

doubtful sij^ns.

In ihc fir^t line, which runs from r. to 1. ihe first visiMe sign, which stands above the last o of

the next line, is " tiie bottom of a vertical hasla," [K.M.I).], but "there .seems to be a trace ofa

circle as for <p, thus ;" ."

" The sign after the >j is, I think, ^^ the top and the middle bars beirg fairly ])lain.'' [ R. M 1 ).
|

( hi the impression there is also fairly clear e\ idence of the ujiper half of the vertical.

In 1. 2, " the space allowed to the third sign is not more than that gi\en elsewiiere \>< tlu-

liasia inlerpmigens. This, and the vagueness of the cross-piece ( ^) make it proiiable that llu-

latter is accitlcnlal."

In the last sign but one, " one can only be certain of the bottom of a vertical, though there i>

perhaps a bit ofa circle left (thus y) <'" 'he edge of the gash that crosses the stone."

In 1. 3, " as to the signs after the first >j, the A i-^, I think, certain, but between tliis and 'lu

>| the stone is tiroken awa)', leaving no p.irt of the intermediate letter."' [R.M.I).] But the space

left would only suftice for a hasta, or one of the narrower letters, not for either A, A, M <>i' ^.

"The two signs al the end of the line seem to be y \. The first of them I take to be A,

l)ecause the right-hand stroke slo|ies at an angle and is no'. perjK-ndicuIar as in '^.

The second of iliese tw-o signs (/.('. that on the left) seems to be M, not M, because there is ni>

trace ofa second jierpendicular, and at the jioint where tiie third stroke ends, the stone does nui

seem broken away. But the sign is possibly ^ rather cramped up, as being at the e<lge of the

stone, which seems to show traces of the 4th or 5th [i.e. the two left-hand-most) signs of this letter."

I
R.M.I).] On the impression also I seem to recognise the fourth stroke, slanting dowiiwar.U

towards the left.

The fourth sign Uom the right of 1. 4 is badly-broken. Coniparetti read it as <p. All thai

remains is the lower tip of the hasta, and possibly the upper also, and a faint stroke slanting upwaiiU

above the lower on I he right. There seems however to be a rounded tireak in the mi. Idle of the line.

which might be the whole glot)e of (n bodily broken away. " The sign in cpiestion seeni^ !> be

only the hasta interp. It lias allotted to it exact!)- the same space as that in 1. 3. and llu-

possible hasla in 1. 2 between M and B. ;>iid even a little less than the next hasta between ^ .\nd

A. The letter before is M since the lower tip of the secoiul hasla remainv." [R.M.D.]

The last letter of this line may be s, n, or ///, or even .4'-; only ^ is left.

In 1. 6 " traces ofa <p can, I think, be made out l)eforethe first a. The group after iris, I think,

certainly MAI-"" [K.M.D.l

§ 20. The stone, a.s we have seen, i.s complete on the left hand, and

the fir.st letters come beneath one another with some regularit\-.

Since it is j3ov<npo^r}hov, it is best to transliterate it two lines at a

time ; ue ha\e then

? ?

1,2 . . . nkalmitkeos barxe a . . 0o

? ? ?

3, 4 ark ? aiG^set meumarkrkokles ues

p

5 . . (iasegunanait

'0
"

•
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§ 21. If the sign after ark in 1. 4 is really r (and the upper two-

thirds of it (P) is quite plain in the impression [and the stone R.M.D]),

it must be syllabic.

The query after km.\. 3 indicates the doubt whether any letter is missing there or not.

III.

—

Other Sources of Information.

§ 22. Before we proceed to consider these inscc. further, it is well to notice

what other scanty means we have of learning something of the language of Praesos.

It will be seen that my object is merely to collect from such trustworthy sources as

are accessible to me, any material which may possibly contain or illustrate Eteo-

cretan forms ; not to discuss the history of the district, nor even to offer a complete
list of place-names ; much less to enter into topographical questions which can only

be profitably dealt with on the spot.

First, Mr. Bosanquet tells me ^ of two other forms, found inscribed in the

same neighbourhood : one is on three discs of terracotta pierced for suspension,

and therefore probably labels. Each of the discs bears the legend ^MHP. The
other form is on the broken lip of a pithos and is probably incomplete at the

beginning : it seems to be the possessor's name in the Genitive . . . TlANCnNO?.
Here we may remark that the appearance of o> beside o seems to separate the

word from our two inscc. where we have only o ; and therefore at present it would
be unwise to assume that the forms belong to anything but Cretan Greek. On the

other hand the form afiwp, however abbreviated it may be, does not suggest any
Greek word. The word a-fiivOo-; ' mouse ' is called Cretan by some authorities,^ and
the comparative rarity of the initial group a-fx.- in Greek, ^ makes the coincidence of

the two words just worth notice, as suggesting that they may both be Eteocretan.

It is a noteworthy coincidence that the same initial sounds appear in a month-name
at Magnesia (see § 24), 2/xio-tW, Dittenb. 553. i. Note also the similarity of the

ending to that of AaftvpLv6o<; and the Cretan places ^vpiv6o<;, nvpav6o<;, arid the

Oetan month 'Pa/SiV^tos (Kretschmer,* Einleitung in d. Gesch. d. Griech. Spr. pp.

402 f ), not to add the Cnosius Rhadamanthus. See also below § 31 f

§ 23. Of the other forms mentioned as Cretan and collected by Meursius
Creta (p. 255)^ we may note

(i) Forms which show the change of ok to av before k, o-, /a (avKo., au/xa,

avaos), and
(2) Those showing the change of (\ to €v before y (dtvycaOai), since neither of

these changes has yet been found in any Greek dialect of Crete :

' In a letter of October 2, 1902.

^ Tzetzes in l.ycophr. 1307 ; Schol. Ven. ad II. i. 39 ; cf. Strabo 13. i. 48., p. 604.

* Most commonly ayi- became ^- e.g. in /xia for *<nk-ia, cf Lat. sein-el. The precise conditions

of this change have not been determined for any of the dialects.

* Kretschmer does not give the sources from which he takes these names, and I have not been

able to ascertain in what part of the island the places lie. IvpivQos, T\vpa.vdos are from Steph. Byz.

''
I owe this reference to Mr. Bosanquet.
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(3) Also the following single forms :

aKapa- ra crKjKrj. Kp^jrj,^ I

^^ ^ ^^^ j^^ j^

afi-qropei' xtaapitrTas. KpT/Tt5
)

asplenum ' hac curant lienosos ' Vitruv. i. 4.

and the heroine Bperd/iapTis (Strabo, 10, 4, 12 p. 479) which Solinus (11) explains

as meaning ' dulcis uirgo.' Her temple stood on the ' Chersonese ' which formed

the emporium of Auttos (' ^v 6 ttoitJtt/s ^ Av'ktov wi'o/Liao-cv ' Strabo ib.) a town lymg

East of Cnossus, on the North-west slope of the Dictaean range. From Hesychius ^

we may further perhaps cite a few Cretan forms which do not seem to possess an

obvious etymology in (keek, nor to show obvious marks of Cretan Doric such as

e.^. the special treatment of (tQ- (Gortyn -^^-, Axos -o-t).

aySus* ayyo^ KprfTiKov

fiiWiov' dTv;(€S, Kp.

(SpirV yXvKv, Kp.

ydpaava' <f>pvya\'a, Kp.

8t/8av o<^iv, Kp. (also ZC<^av id.)

hpolov' KaXov Kp.

td/8as" K(i\a/iios napa Kp.

p,aX>c€Vis' T] irap$€vo<i' Kp.

Further the name of the healing herb diclamnum which Venus plucked from

Cretan Ida (Verg. Aen. 12, 412) can hardly be separated from Mt. Dicta, and the

form of the derivative is .so unusual in (ireek as to suggest that it belongs properly

to the language of the folk in whose territory the most celebrated end of that

mountain lay : cf. 6 Sc'So/ixi/os dt.r\d Rhithymna below (p. 138).

§ 24. There are two Greek inscc which concern Praesos ; one of the (early)

third century K.c. (Dittenberger, Sy/ioge, 427), the other of 139 or 133 h.c. (ib. 929).

The first is a gracious concession of certain privileges by the town of Praesos to

its two subject communities situated on the coast to North and South respectively,

Praesos being on the top of the ridge inland. The inhabitants of these towns are

called respectively SraXiTai'* and ^.r^ra^rai, (the first town being named as we know
from Stephanus Sr^at). Praesos is not named, but its inhabitants are called

1 Ipai(7iot.

The other insc is an award of certain arbiters from Magnesia, in Asia Minor,

upon a dispute between the two Cretan towns, 'Upaimrva and 'Itovos, which lay

respectively on the coast to the South west and North east of Praesos ; between

them, and their quarrels, as we learn from this insc, the unhappy Praesos was

crushed out of existence at some date between 146 and 139 B.C. The two sur-

vivors, however, still quarrelled over their boundaries, until the Romans ordered

them to submit the matter to the arbitration of their ancient friends (and presum-

ably kinsmen *) in Magnesia ad Maeandrum (just at the junction of Ionia, Lydui,

' Iliad, 2, 647.
-'

I have to thank my friends Professor Flamstead Walters for his kindness in vcrifyinj^ these

jjlosscs and some other references in this section, and Mr. W. T. Francis of Caius for similar

help.

•* I take the accents in this section from Dittenberger, but I imagine they are mainly

conjectural.

* The anti.juiiy of their friendship, ' to all the Cretans (KpDT(£«ii),' isdescril)ed rather wordily in

11. 22-25 ' 't ^^as 'attested by oracles and all men's knowledge.'
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and Caria). Accordingly 15 Magnesians heard the pleadings of both sides and gave
their award. In the course of this document they describe the boundaries
between Hierapytnaean and Itanian territory, and as the line was drawn close to

the lands of the extinguished Praesos, it seems likely that some at least of the
names of the land-marks mentioned may belong to the language of that town.
These are

01 Apay/xioL (mentioned as formerly neighbours of the Itanioi).

6 2€iSa/xvo9, a river.

€s Kapv/xa?, a place, (? Gen. Sing, or Ace. Plur.)

d l.T((jidi'a, a circle of some kind, ' Tre/iia/xTreVi^ ws d err."

€s Aop^ui'ia? (? Cien. Sing, or Ace. PI.),

6 Aa«K09.

6 MoAAo?.

a orjpa^.

(hi) ATp(Dv(^a).

01 llpaidLOi.

\\'e may note also that the temple of Dictaeaii Zeus was outside tlit- territory

in dispute, 'enclosed by walls and other boundaries and signs"; the Itanians
* proved that the disputed territory had been cultivated, and was not as the Hiera-
pytnians alleged, sacred and untitled.'

In Itanian possession were the tract of land called 'EAei'a (North of Praesos),

and the island AevKr] to the South.

§ 25. Turning now to Strabo (10, 4, 6 ff. p. 475), we find that, according to

Staphylos, I^raesos was the town of the Eteocretans, where was the temple of

Dictaean Zeus; and that the same writer assigned to the Eteocretans the South of

Crete, to the Dorians the East, and to the Cydonians the West. Strabo adds that

presumably the Eteocretans and Cydonians were autochthonous.

It may be useful to add here the few remaining names of places mentioned
by Strabo which lay within a reasonable distance of Praesos, i.e. in the Eastern third

of Crete, East of a line ^ drawn, say, from Cnossos to (iortyn and Lebeii. They are

r; Kiwcrcros.

Kaiparos, a river flowing by Cnossos,

'AfjiVLaov (? -os) the old emporium of Cnossos,

MiAt/toc, on the coast North-east of Lyttos.

Mii/wa, a little further East, at the South corner of a bend in the North coast,

A\'est of Praesos.

AefS-qv and MdraAoi', the South-east and Southwest cmporia of Cortyn, and
A-jj^aio?, a stream hard by. A lover from Leben was commanded to fetch as a

pledge of his affection ' the dog "^ in Praesos.'

' Of names west of this line (excluding pure Greek formations like Kpiov /xeTcuiroi , and adding

in italics names taken from Pliny 4. 20. 59) we may note, proceeding from E. to W. , on the North,

Eleuthernai', 'A;u(^i/xa\Ao, Rhithynnia, Kiaafios, 'Airrtpa, KuSajr/a, T'lTvpos opos, rergdiiiiim. Aiktvv-

vaiov upos, KifjLUpos (prom.) ^aKaaapva, and on the south •^ VopTW, 'Putiov, ^ataros, Aiaa-qv, ^oivi^

6 Aa/nTTfoDy, the island Gaiidus, and in the centre the mountain ridge of Jiia ("iSo) continued in the

West by that called to \(vKa.. I add these names here because it seems likely that the Eteocretans

once occupied a larger area of the island than that to which we find them confined in historical

times.

- This proverb has been kindly explained to me by Dr. Jane Harrison. I'andareus, King of

Lycia, stole (or received from Tantalus, who stole), the golden dog of Minos, a life-like work of
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At'fcTT/, the sacred town and mountain lay close to Praesos ; the town was at

the East end of the ridge.

'S.afiwyiov, the North-east extremity of Crete.

From the coins of the district we learn further the names 'ApicdSes (Head,
J/ist. Num., p. 387), Bianus (p. 388), Otus, OXovnoi (p. 400), Ilptai/o-os, Ilpta? o-ti?

([). 404), 'Pai'Kos (p. 405), TuXiVtoi (p. 406).

From Pliny (4, 20, 58 Sillig) we may (juote some of the islands off this part of

the coast : contra Itatium, Oiiisia, Leucc, contra Hierapytnam, Chrysa . . .,codtiii

tracfu, Butoa, Aradus, ante Sa/nmoniu/n promuntoriiiin . . . Sirnides . . . Armedo/i.

§ 26. Finally I should perhaps mention a remark of Agathocles quoted 1)\

Athenaeus (9. 376a) to the effect that 'all' (i.e. the Cretans) think the pig vcr)

sacred and will not eat it, because it suckled the infant Zeus on Mt. Dicte, and
that 'the Praesians even sacrifice in honour of ^ a pig (tepu /W^ovo-iv m) and this is

counted the initial rite (tt/jotcAt/?) of their sacrifices.'

-

W.—Azotes ami Queries on the Language.

§ 27. It will be worth while, I think, to consider certain points which

appear on the first view of the inscc, and to state some of the questions

which the phonetic and apparent morphological character of the leLjible

words suggests.

The endings w hich are certain are,

{a) in the novios- insc.

(i) -si^a, -ana, -iiiuu, -tat, -ona, as coming at the end of a line (,^ 2 sup.) ;

-iiai also in 1. 2 where the reading is practically certain.

(ii) -ala as coming before <^raisoi- in 1. 2 and -los, as coming before

(praiso- in I. 6 ; and hence probably -u/rs, since one natural!)' takes -tiojiios

e/os together.

(d) in the barxe- insc.

(i) as coming before interpuncts -os, -rxe, -set.

Hephaestus, which had stood in the precincl of Zeus. When Hermes came to demand the dni;

hack, I'andareus denied that he had ever had it, hut the dog was found, and the thief punisheil.

One of the versions of the story is iihistrated l)y an early black-figured vase in the Louvre (I'oltiei.

Cal. A., 478, pi. 17. l). For further details I must refer the reader to c. v. of Miss IIarrisiin'>

forthcoming work on Ciiet-k t\'it/u7/ anct A'c/i't^-io/i, or to llie .\rt. I'tiiidaitiis in Roscher's L>:\iioii of

Mytholog}'.

' This is the only meaning of the Dat. after ^i^tw recognised in L. and S., and it is common.
The victim stands always in the .\cc.

'^ My friend Dr. J. G. Frazer has kindly called my attention to a curious account of some pn-
Hellenic customs at I'haestos recorded by .Antonius Liheralis, Mt-lanicrph. 17 adJin. : there \s.i> a

festival called the tKiixria, in ln)nour of (^utj'tj Atjtc^, and in memory of a miracidous change of m\.
See further .liii.Joiirii. .-{rihaeol. 3. 458. If any weight be attached to the statement of Stapliyl"^

quoted above, I'haestos may have been originally Eteocretan, since it was the southernmost town
of any note in Crete.

10*
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(ii) as coming before Anait, if that name be rightly separated (§ i6),

-gun
; but this rather belongs to the ' probables' of the next section.

§ 28. The following points seem to me highly probable in the

nomos- insc.

(i) -tsa in 1. 7 seems to end a word, since, if not, -tsaado- would offer

with <^raisoiinai the only examples in either insc. of doubled vowels : this

would naturally carry with it the -sa in 1. 4 and 1. 6, leaving nomos and tois

as complete words.

(ii) tois in 1. 4 is probably separate from ste- since there is no other

doubled consonant, and we have just seen that it is probably separate from

the preceding sa-.

(iii) At these points {sa-nonios-elos- and tsa-ado-, less clear at sa-tois)

there appear to be interpuncts (§ 5 sup.), and though Mr. Bosanquet's view

that they are all accidental makes it impossible to lay stress upon them,

I still venture to think that the occurrence, even if slightly irregular,

of interpuncts on the older insc. (§ 16 sup.) makes it a priori likely that we

should find some on this. Hence I am inclined to trust the appearance on

the photograph and impression of a fairly solid interpunct after -animest in

1. 5. Of tbe other puncts mentioned in § 5 as being " faint but possible,"

I am prepared to accept Mr. Bosanquet's view.

(iv) Mr. Bosanquet is confident, after repeatedly examining the stone,

that the letters irere are the last in the broken 1. 8 and occur also in the

middle of 1. 9, the whole of which he reads . . . ire irereiet. Now this does

not prove that irere is a single word,— for instance we might find irereiet in

1. 8 too if we had the whole of it—but it does show that irere must be

treated at least as a unit element and separated from the preceding

letters ire in 1. 9 and ina in 1. 8.

Its recurrence makes it at least probable that we have to do with a

document of a formal nature, either legal or religious, or both. That it is

a religious document is further suggested by the fact that a vanishing

tongue is preserved longest in religious use
;
just as Welsh in some parts

of Wales to-day.

The two words ire irereiet have a strange though not complete resemblance in endings to the

Umbr. perf. opt. stiti steleies " steterit steterint " i.e. " (whenever) he or they may have stood."
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§ 29. We have now by purely graphical evidence, without an)-

linguistic assumption whatsoever (save that we are dealing with an in-

flexional language), marked off twelve certain endings (-s(f>a, -ano, -tat,

-ona, -ala, -los, -ina, -ire; -os, -rxe, -set, and -nuui) and eight probable ones

{-nai, -gun, -tsa, -sa (twice), -est, with tois, and uomos as complete words) ;

and perhaps we may make our eight probables into ten by taking -viit as

the same ending in -nkalviit and -epivtit.

Those who are unfamiliar with inscc. in unknown tongues ma\-

think that our progress is rather slow ; to others it may seem uncomfort-

ably rapid. But it is clearly time to take a further step and to treat the

inscc. as something more than mere collections of letters and vocables.

To do so it is necessary to set up a working hypothesis as to
the nature of the language. Even from what we have seen

there cannot be the least doubt as to what that hypothesis ought to be.

But we may now advance to three general negative considerations which

appear to me, for this purpose, decisive.

ij 30. ia) We have seen enough of these inscc. to be assured be\ond

any possibility of doubt that their legible portions contain no c o m b i n-

ations of vowels or consonants which were not common in at

least some two or three Indo-European languages at, sa\', 500 w.q} The
same is true of the place-names enumerated in §1:} 24-5. This is remark-

able : of no Etruscan - in.sc. containing even half a dozen words can

the same be said.^ The Punic fragment in the Poenulus (11. 930 ff.) has

a totally different look, though it has been copied by Latin scribes for

centuries.

{b) Of twelve certain and ten probable endings there are none
which are not common in I-Eu. languages of that date.

{/) I am told by several Semitic scholars whom I have consulted that

> Tlie one exception would l)e -its<pa at the end of 1. I of the 0/v7/'W-insc. Biil we have seen

some reason to separate the -s^a.

^ Take ahnost any page of Pauli's Corpus Inscc. Eintsc. :

No. 250 larii scscttta liditscial

No. 254 arn9 sesclna velisnal

/ar9i vetdrtiei Beiiusa pesnasa

No. 432 larOi tillnci ciarQisa

No. 425 / aveiii hapre tlapnal.

'*In view of some conjectures hazarded by Mr. A. E. Cowley in the Athenaeum (March 16,

1901), it is well to add that this negative statement applies also to Finnish, at all events so far as

its vocalism is concerned. See any page of Eliot's selections (Finnish dam. Oxford, 1890).
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the presence of tt beside
(f>,

the paucity of gutturals, and of dentals, the

frequent juxtaposition of two vowels without an intervening consonant,

and the presence of such a diphthong as oi give to the inscc. a thoroughly

non-Semitic appearance.

{(i) Let us observe further that the goddess Anait vv^ho was taken by

Mr. A. J. Evans {/.H.S. I.e.) to have a decidedly Semitic colour, is, as I am
reminded by my friend Prof A. A. Bevan, a familiar figure in the Zend-

Avesta (esp. in Yasht 5). A full description of her beauties and preroga-

ti\es as a feminine counterpart to our old friend Apdm napdt of the Rig

Veda, is given by Spiegel Eranisdie Alterthiiuisknnde ii. p. 54. She is

frequently mentioned by Strabo ^ and other writers as being worshipped

also in Armenia and Pontus, and she had a great temple at Zela. Some of

the features of her worship in Asia Minor, in the fourth century B.C. and

later, show the corrupt influence of the Babylonian worship of Semiramis

(see, e.g. Frazer, Golden Boiigh^ III. p. 160 with his references); but it is

clear that in origin she is Persian and therefore her name need suggest no

Semitic affinities for any language in which it occurs. Indeed, seeing

that 500 B.C. is the latest date which we have found probable (§ 15) for

this barxe-msc, the goddess, if she did reach Crete, is perhaps more likely

to have done so from Persia through Asia Minor than through Egypt, as

appears from the relevant dates (Bury, Hist, of Greece, p. 230 ff)
;

Persian Conquest of Lydia and Ionia 546-5'^ B.C.

Submission of Cyprus

Adhesion of Polycrates of Samos

Conquest of Egypt and Cyrene ..

Suppression of Polycrates

circa 538

526

525

523

Mr. A. J.
Evans {/.H.S. xvii. p. 375) was inclined to compare the word darxe

with the Carthaginian town Barca ; but no Semitic scholar whom I have been able'

to consult can suggest any method of connecting the forms. In spite, therefore, of

the many links between Cretan and Egyptian culture which Mr. Evans has brought

to light {J. H.S. ib. ; cf also Bury. Gr. Hist. p. 7 ff.) we have no substantial

warrant for adding this insc. to their number.

§ 31. Let us set to work then on the working hypothesis that the

language of these inscc. belongs to the I.-Eu. group,^ and see whether it

1 e.g. II. 8. 4 p. 512 and ii. 14. 16 p. 532. Other references will be found in Spiegel I.e.

'^ Or 541, according to Busolt, Griech. Gesch."^, ii. p. 502. •

3 [.\fter this paper was in type I received from Mr. Bosanquet a few brief expressions of

(>l)inion sent to hini by scholars to whom he had submitted photographs of the iioinos-\r\%c. It is
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lands us on any firm grouncl, in mere fog, or on the rocks. In dealing

with such battered fragments we shall be extremely fortunate if we can

escape the third of these possible fates ; and until we can obtain some
further material, we cannot expect the fog to lift from more than a small

portion of the texts before us.

We observe

(rt) that the language possesses all five vowels, a i e o n, some of

which at least probably represent the same original sounds
; but that we

know nothing of their quantity—nor of any varieties of quality such as

were indicated, for example, by 77 and &> in the full Ionic alphabet or by the

crossed i (h) in the Oscan alphabet.

{b) that the language pos.sessed the diphthongs ai and oi, and used

them in places where they look original (\x\ terminations, and in the word
to is),

lH;st to quote them as they stand, though some of the suggestions are excluded hy out improved
text.]

M. Salomon Reinach writes :
' I am convinced that the language is Aryan, though by some

strange chance the last word of the first linejs pure Semitic' [M. Reinach seems to be thinkine
of the Hel). niitsvah ' conmiandment.']

M. Breal writes : Tout inconnus qu'ils soient, les mots scrmonem redolent Graeitiiii. On peut

supposer quelque dialecte grec ayant son aspect particulier, et dont les regies se laisseraient voir si

Ton avait un specimen moins court«et moins mutile. Dans I'hypo'.hese grecque, on pourrait signaler

le mot tffTt trois fois repete (1. 3,*4 et 5). Ce mot, ainsi que la rept^tition du nom de Praesos,

pourrait faire croire a une delimitalion de territoire.

Le mot finissant en -aaro (1. 3) a I'air d'etre repete a la ligne suivante.

Hactenus mihi videor satis tolerabiliter potuisse dicere. Reliqua rectius omittam.'

Prof. A. H. Sayce writes : ' The inscription found some years ago on the site of Praesos
which I will call Pr. I. falls into two clauses, each of which begins with a word, or words, with the

vuftix -J-, and therefore presumably! in the Nom. Sing., and ends with a word with the suffix -/

presumably the 3rd pers. of a verb. I read . . VKaKixnK[i}os fiapirt a . . oo(?)p/c . aTraer }ilfy[(T]ap-

K^KOKKti ye . . ai itryvavan. Perhaps the second word is an early form of the name of Praesos.

'The newly discovered inscription, Pr. II., can similarly be broken up into two initial clauses

each with its Nominative and 3rd person of the Verb. We must assume that, as in Pr. I., so in

Pr. II., the perpendicular line can denote a division between words as well as the letter i. Accord-
ingly we get : . . . ovaitstfxt reiri/uir o^o . . . {aaa ?] ^o(p . . . apa\a ^paicroi ivai .... pa, ao'l

. . . Kavofxos f\os ^paiuov . . . [i]t aaaio(p Ttvo . . . fj.aypa tvai pt . . .

' In the bilingual (.Mysian and Greek) inscription discovered on one of the columns of the

temple of .Athena at Pergamon we find similar grammatical forms in the Mysian text. The (ireek

has riaprapas Adrivair]i, the Mysian U-y-*-t-a-i. . . . B-a-r-t-a-r-a-s p-a-u-i-t. I

would compare the divine name jurjTpt 'Iwrai found by Prof. Ramsay in an inscription at Cioelde in

Lydia, and translate : " to Vipta . . . Bartaras has dedicated."'

[The fulness with which the epigraphic data have been treated in the opening sections of this-

paper precludes me from entering into any discussion of these suggestions, as it would involve

fruitless repetition. This is a convenient place to mention that in the Times of April 1st, 1901 (or

some closely adjacent date) Col. C. R. Conder proposed to recognise the bar.xe- insc. as Indo-

Kuropean, adding an adventurous ' translation.'—R.S.C.]
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{c) but that only one -w-diphthong {jiieuniarkr- ?) occurs, and no

tauto-syllabic ei ; the ending -eiet, if it be an ending, shows the -i- only as

a consonant between two vowels. (Something must have become of these

diphthongs, esp. the very common I.-Eu. ei. We should naturally infer

that it had changed to e or z—the former occurs more frequently, and

[icrhaps in the most suspicious places, e.g. in the second syllable of irere-,

and in e/os).

{(i) Final -t appears in what look like the 3rd persons (Sg. or Plur.) of

Verbs {-epimit, -tikahnit, -agset, -giitat, irereiet) but not elsewhere. This is

a marked divergence from Greek.

(<-) We ha\e identified at present no example of final -d.

{/) Intervocalic j- appears to be preserved in (f>njiso- but here and in

other forms possibly containing it {^-desiemet^ ste^esiamnn) we could not be

certain that originally it was a single -s- or an s at all. Hut the impression

of its singleness is confirmed b)' some of the place-names of the district

immediately round Praesos (sj 35) : W^iviaov, Onisia, and the island

Chrysa} Somewhat further off, though still in Crete, we have K/cra/io?
;

(it would be imprudent to lay any stress on the -a- of the month ^fiiai'oyi',

so far off as Magnesia, sij 22 sup.)-

The name Chrysa, which I see no reason to doubt (the MSS. of

Pliny ^ agree in -so) seems to supply a needed etymological link of some

interest. The word ^pvcro'^ with its single -a- is a puzzle in Greek, and

has no clear Indo-European congeners. It was long ago suggested b)-

i^ott * that it came from the Hebrew chAruts ; but by what route ? What
more likel)' intermediary than the brilliant court of King Minos, and an

island long the half-way house between Egypt and Europe?^ I venture

with some confidence to add 'y^pvao^i to our list of Eteocretan words.

Observe also that Chrysa is not Greek ; the Greek derivative would be

Xpvtrea. Nor does the importance of the name end here: for, as every

one knows, the same name appears in the Troad (09 Xpva-rji' (ifi(f)i^e0r}Ka<i,

11. I. 37—not Xpycr^i/) and with others long since pointed out ("I3a,

' Kieperts map gives Chrysea ; his authority I cannot find though I have searched the Indices

to many Cireek authors. If (as often in Kiepert) it be one of the later geographers, Pliny is clearly

a better source.

'* The temple of Athena Sabnonia near Itanus (Head, Hist. Nttvi. p. 398), a sea-goddess,

shows that in i t ia I s- in this region was jireserved as in Lat. sal, not changed to h- as in Gr. a\j.

^ See Sillig's critical note ad he. * Etym. Forsch. i. 141. ' Bury, Cr. Hist. p. 7 ff.
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Hepyafxov) connects Crete with the Trojans ; and not Crete merely
but the Kteocretans. Further it is at Chryse in the Troad that

stood the temple of Apollo Smintheus arrd we have already (§ 22) seen

reason for suspecting that cr/itV^o? is Eteocretan. No wonder Uepyafiov and

KiaafMo<; show the same suffix—to which too that in the river XeBa/Mvo^

(^ 24) is akin.

This retention of -cr- between vowels separates Eteocretan from

Armenian, Greek, and Celtic (where it disappeared) ; from Zend (where it

became -//-) ; from Latin and Umbrian and Teutonic (where it generally

became r) ; and ranges it on the more primitive level of Oscan, Venetic

'

and Messapian (t\£: Ven. Laso Pauli p. 324 ; Padusa fl. ; Brufidisinvi) ; of

Phr}-gian probably {akaralasun (others read it as -ya^uv) esuraosoa, zosesait

appear in the inscc. collected by \V. M. Ramsay Jonrn. R. Asiat. Soc. xv.

(1883) pp. 128 ff.—not to mention Xpvarj and other names in the Troad)
;

and of Sanskrit.

Even if we yielded to an obvious guess and look to/s sh<pt'si(}) as a Loc. or Inst. Plur. the .v

would probably be written for -cro-- ; that at least is certainly the earlier sound in this Case. But

I doubt the wisdom of supposing that the Dat. Plur. in Eteocr. ended in -<ti ; the •i{t>) is almost

peculiar to Greek in this form. And anyhow it would be rash to assume that ^ois has the meaning
merely of an Article. A possible division of the words which suggests itself is sic(pe siauiiin, ' to

which (or ' to them ") Siamon was a boundary-'; on -e cf. § 34 (ii) below.

{g) There is one example of consonantal 11 before a vowel, ne- in 1. 4

of the bajxe-'insc. and the diphthong eii- appears as we have seen.

(//) So far as we may trust the identification of Xpva-rf, ^pva-o<! as

Eteocretan forms, it combines with the in (pra/soi (beside Hpaio-o? § 13

sup.) and in stei^e-, and a Xr€(f)dva (§ 24) and the 6 of Aop6dvva<; {ibid.) and

the ending -{L)vdo<i, confirmed by the aspirates in ^aiarof; and Rhithyinna,

which were places only slightly further off, to suggest that the Eteocretan

.sounds denoted by ^, -^^ 6 did not differ widely from the Greek aspirates,

^ Pauli himself was under a misconception on this point, as Krelschmer {Einlcit. in d. Ccsch.

d. Grieck. Spr. p. 275) remarks. The examples of -5- are abundant.

2 Some other possibilities as to (riajuwf may perhaps be set down here, though no one of them

can become in the least probable without further evidence: (i) Mr. Cecil Smith tells me of an

epithet or surname of the sun-god or moon-god Men, which appears in Lydia and is spelt nafiov

(Waddington, Inscc d\isie Min. p. 215; Ramsay, Cities, etc. i. p. 341). It is conceivable that

Tia- and cia- should be different attempts to represent the same (palatal ?) sound in Greek alphabet.

(2) In the 'Seijuanian' Celtic Calendar of Coligny [Conip/cs Kendns de PAc. dliisic. 1897, 703)

one of the winter months is called Giainoit, and (3) another month, sixth earlier in the list in the

same calendar, is called Sanion. Mr. E. B. Nicholson has printed a most interesting, if somewhat
adventurous discussion of this Calendar in his pamphlet called ' Sequanian ' \Nult, 1898).

Thurneysen has an article on the insc. in the Zeitschr. f. Kelt. Phil. 1899, p. 523).

L
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though, as we have seen (§ 13) (f>
was probably not quite identical with the

Greek
<f>,

and though the occurrence of -0/- (see below) shows that in the

fourth century H.c.
(f>
was at least parti)- spirantic as indeed the aspirates

were even in Attic by that time.^

Possibly a parallel (but further developed ?) change in the case of -kt-

is implied in the fact noticed in § 23 that the Homeric Au/cto? has become

something spelt Autto? in the time of Strabo.-

(/) If the language is Indo-European of the 4th cent. B.C., we shall

not think it ver}' likely for a word to end with a
(f>,

whether that .s}-mbol

denotes a true aspirate, or some spirantic sound ; hence we shall read in

1. 7 adoi^te-, not ado^ te-. Beside this we have -o^smio'^ at the end of 1. 3.

Now in what I.-Eu. languages do we find such groups as -^/-, -^s- ? We
have -ft- out of -//- in Zend,* Germanic,^^ and Osco-Umbrian.*' But in

Zend and Germanic the change of /> to / is not closel}' parallel since it

happens under many other conditions thfln that of a following -/-. The

same is true of a parallel change in Armenian." The changes in Celtic ^

[e.g. of septem into sccJit ;/-) are closely parallel, but here/ was a ver}- weak

sound altogether and in fact vanished completely everywhere outside such

combinations, so that it would be unwise to lay much stress on this com-

' On the vexed quesliDn of the date at which 9, ^, x hecame spirantic see c.^. Brugmann,

Gnindriss I.'-, § 739, who inclines to a more conservative view. But such scansions as <pi\6<To<pov

in Aristoph. £11/. 571, point to a partly spirantic jironunciation (f.s;: somelhinc; like ir(p/i-) in vulgar

Attic, although spellings like t'xcx in Attic inscc. (exx. in £.£. Mei.-lerhans Gramiii. d. Alt.

[itsf/in:-, p. 66) show e(|ually that there was a real -//- sound in the aspirate, or it could not be

imported into another syllable. But it is to be observed that this " aflVicate "" stage had arisen in

some other dialects at a very early date, and that rather numerous examples seem to come from the

sources roughly grouped together as " Aeolic," I'indar and Hesiod ; cf the Northern Bokxos (see e.g.

Ijust. Meyer, Gr. Grant.'-, § 210). Latin words like braahiimi (from Clr. $pax(wv) carry this

pronunciation back to a fairly early date in Magna Graecia.

- I'rofessor Burrows points out to me that the form Auttos occurs in an insc. quoted by

Frazer, Pattsa/t. 3, 313, the date of which can hardly l)e earlier, and may be much later, than

300 B.C. (.See K. F. Hermann, P/ii/o/ogiis, ix. p. 694).

3 On the use -(pa- for -^- if it stood alone no stress coukl be laid as it appears in many parts t>f

IIella.s (see c.^i^. Kirchhoff, Stiidieii z. Gt's</i. d. Gr. .^///;.^pp. 95, 116, l2l,or the tables in Roberts'

(/'/-. Epii^raplty).

* Brugmann, Griimlriss I- § 715.

5 il>. § 793c.

^ ih. § 769. I'ossibly in X'enetic, though nt) examples either of -/?- or -//- occur in the record we

ptjs.sess ; but -///- -hs- apj^car in \enetic: for an orig. -//- -Is- (Kefifia-, A/isiis), I'auli Viiuter p. 256,

just as in Osc.-L'mt). There is a small X'enetic river called Tilavciiiptiis, where the m complicates

the (juestion. The (jreek e(|ui\alent would be, I imagine, rTiXf-FffifThs ' far-shooting.'

' ih. § 724-

" il>. §§ 774. 7^2.
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parison. We arc left with Osco-Umbrian {e.g. Osc. itftcis = ?i Lat. " *opti
"

i.e. "optati, optabilis" Umb. osaiii for *o/>S(l/o='La.t. *o/>er<lfo^), with the

similar Venetic /?^///w- ' lustitia ' (cf. Lat. rectus) as the nearest parallels.

Now is it a mere coincidence that in X'enetic also we have a feminine

ending -tsa, for an earlier -tiji, e.g. the girl's name liuvaittsa - ' Ylpiirovcra ' ?

And that the neighbouring Cretan of Gortyn is the only Greek dialect

which retains the nasal in this termination ^.^. Cret. Trai/o-a = A tt. vdaa?
In Phrygian we seem to have a similar ending in the adj. OveKpo-

KMfiTjTicraa ' belonging to Vekrokome ' (Ramsa)-, Kulnis Z. 28, p. 395).

Jlj 32. This brings us to the last and most perilous part of our

enquiry—the attempt to identify the character and construction of some

of the words in the Praesos inscc. Let us proceed as before from the

more probable to the more doubtful. The reader who wishes to be

prudent should either disregard altogether the paragraphs in small

print, or at least be always conscious that the conjectures they contain

are only offered with the very greatest reserve.

{a) nonios clos looks like an Ace. PI., governed b}- the previous

Parte, in -sa, perhaps ' (observing, or making) those ? conditions.'

(i) c-los may have the vocalism of either Osc. eiio- ''this" { =Skt- eta-) or Osc. c-ko- " that."

(ii) An objection to identifying iiomos with (ir. vitt-tv^ which at first appears serious, is that ir

the two Languages coincided so closely in one word, we should expect similar coincidences in

others ; and there is no other such resemblance save the enigmatic tois ste<pcsi-. But my friend

Mr. F. C. Burkiit tells me that the Greek word voixoi w.is very widely borrowed in Semitic

languages ; and if in them, it might also easily be taken over in Eteocretan.

It is to be observed however that voixos does not occur in the Oortyn tables ; the phrase or

' these laws' being always To5e Tot 7pa/u/uoTa. (Rolierts, ^//^. p. 55). But at a date when the

custom of writing tlown the law was being newly adopted, those laws which were written down
may well have been called ypdfjifiaTa in distinction from the older, unwritten vS/xot 'customs'.

(d) ^ratsoi in 1. 2 looks like a Dat. or Loc.

Remembering that in Strabu (ji. 478) Opao-oj like Kvuiatros is feminine one's first impulse

is to take the following inai, if that be the true reading, as an Adj. in agreement. It is less

^ The first change was probably to ofs-, then to o/is-, then os- merely. In Umbrian the change

took place even in a -ps- which had arisen from contraction ; but Oscan keeps this later -/j- (Osc.

of>saiiiii, ' *operai-e, aedificarc.'') On these changes generally see //. Dial. ii. p. 495, and more fully

\'on Planta, Osk. Umbr. Gram. i. § 207 f.

- But I'auli, Veil. p. 318, connects this and the masculine form iiuvatils \s\\\\ Lat. i{i()iteiih'tis.

a Gentile name common in \'enetic areas, and this with iu7'cin's, etc. In either case the phonetic

change would be the same (-ittia -» -iitsa), but if Pauli's interpretation is preferred we must not call

it a Participial ending. I am bound to add that Pauli derives /iifT-aii/sti from an imaginary

*Iuvtiitissa ; but for this he has absolutely no analogies to offer ; nor do I think it can be made at

all probable that such a form would have been contracted in N'enetic.

L 2
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l»robahle that the whole group is the Dal. of a derivative Adj. like iipuivTj, Igtirina because there

seems no preceding Subst. for it to qualify. If we guessed more wildly and equated it w ith Att.

tlvaiy we could only do so at the cost of the assumption that I.-Ku. csn- became /'//- in Eleo-

cretan,—this assumption I see nothing to confirm. In Cretan Doric the Inf. ends in -fxtv.

(c) Unless tpraisofia in 1. 6 be some ethnicon in -on- to which I know

no parallel in Southern languages,^ we must take <f>raiso as a Gen. or Abl.

and -na as a Postposition closely akin to the Greek ava and to -Jie in Lat.

superne, poiic iox pos-ne^ done- in done-que, Umb. perne ' before '
; also perhaps

to Lith. mi (with Gen.) ' from,' Slav, na (with Loc. and Ace.)' in, to.' Both

represent an earlier *nd.

We should then be inclined to see the same form in the prai-n(7 of 1. 8,

Avhere we have already seen that a word ends.

praiua might etjually well be the Neut.-l'l. of a derived Adj. like Lat. prouus ; in either case

we might see in the preceding -ma the end of a contrasted Adj. like Osc. posiiio- " po>lremus"'
;

*/<7JW(? (or */^W(Z ?) //'(7/;/rt " in things behind and lx.>fore, last and first,"' like the Umb. ft)rniula

pirnaiafpostnaiaf " before and behind ' applied to omens, sacrifices, etc.

(^/) If (jyraiso be Abl. or Gen., we shall attribute the same Case to

sardo^sano (if that is how the word begins) in 1. 3.

The word before it ends in -/(?;-, which looks like a masc. Nom., perhaps

of a proper name. If so, the following word might be the Gen. of the

man's father's name.

I should like t') read [''x]-'' '/"/''''''^'> '" v^hatever was gooil llleocretan for *xpJ?<TT07raTaip, cf.

EiuraTotp, Init the letter after / seems rather I or N than O.

If -Ilia/or, iiialor or -inator be right we have some verb.d Noun like Victor, Salinator,

domator. Such forms are fairly common as names in \'enelic ; e.g. l.iiiictor, Exc/or (I'auli V'ciieter

No. 18 and 21) ; cf. also Domalor, Plctor {il>. p. 261).

§ 33. It is time to consider the verbal forms in /, though in none of

them can we be certain, on graphical grounds, that we have separated

the whole word correctly. It is certain that one ends in -gutat ; if we take

epiviit as another we get -anet as at least the ending of a third, -nkalinit

and agset as those of a fourth and fifth (see §§ 27, 29 sup.), and ircrciet as

a sixth (§ 28). Finally -a)iimcst may either contain the Substantive Verb

est or be compared with the Osc.-Umb. Fut. in -est. Then epimit might

stand to aniuiest as Osc. sakriivit to Osc. sai^rvist, Lat. rediviit

to Osc. pcrt-euicst. These are tottering erections, but the}' seem to

' In Wneiic it forms many derivative proper names, E11/1011-, Alolon- etc. Further north it

is common ; Tciitoius is of course a derivative of I.- Eu. /^i<AF Osc. tovto etc. " ciuitas." So
(Gallic Kcdonc! 'the charioteer-folk' (Gliick, Kelt. Nanien bei Caesar, p. 148). Pauli (Ven. p. 350)

quotes also as (Jallic the form I'miioiu's beside Veiiiiii;ii, which would be a closer parallel, but he

docs not state where he found it, and I have not yet discovered the source.
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support one another a little; {-)(7gset docs look very much like a thematic

Future or Conjunctive a^et or *a^>7, faxit, Sanskr. nc-'satii), whether it

be taken as a complete word or not.

(i) Hut ihe difference hetween the x of barxe and the -gs- of this form combines with the -^l-

of ado^tc, and i^i- of o<piano, if, as we have conjectured, they stand for earlier •//-, />s-, l<>

suggest that \Ve had heller not regard the -gs- as original (since l)y analogy we should expect orig.

-gs- to become something like -x^- or -/is-, which might be denoted by =) ; but rather as arising

from a contraction ; that is we shall take -agse/ for an earlier -agfset. I'rccisely the same syncope

(of an unaccented syllable) is a marked feature of Osco-Umbrian {e.g. Oic. /atiiid=LAt. /aii/o) and

of V'enetic ' {e.g. the name Ermon- derived from a stem L'riiiio-,^ Tauli Veneter p. 306,

Kiistko- beside Castiiiits, ifi. p. 321). Hence if we count -agset a Verb, we shall compare its

tense-s'.em rather with that of Lat. tttl-cr-o Gr. $aK-f-a> for *PaK-fa-u). The Italic forms like Osc.

-cutesl contain the same -«-. The difference between these witii Eleocr. -aiiintest on the one hand

and -agict on the other would suggest that in this we have a long vowel in the termination, -agscl,

e c

a Conjunctive like Old Lat. font, Osc. fiisid (v\ here i has come from J). But if aiiiinest were read

aiiiiii est, so that t.j/=Lat. cs/ a non-thematic form, then the last syllable of -agsel might be short.

(ii) Observe however that if we choose to regard barxe and sle^e as Finite \erbs (? 3rd sing. i>f

an unaugmented .Vor. ?), we can only reconcile their ending with the forms in -/ by assuming that

it has lost the orig. -/ or -d of Secondary Tenses and that the forms in -/ if they are Singular, all

belong to Primary Tenses. Rather than lie our hands so far, should we regard harxe ?s an

Infinitive-instrumental? And ado<pte as a Noun in the same case ' (ad)optione, tKari, uolens'?

And ircrc likewise ^ ?

(iii) It is an obvious conjecture to see in Eteocr. b the representative of an orig. ij and connect

barxe* with Gr. Ftpyov, FfpyaCfaOat, Fpi^tiv (if that be from the same root) ; the meaning would

be ' fecit ' or ' facere.'

(iv) [e]iikaliHi( ox [^ii\iikahii it m\g]\i mean 'sets upon a column.' If so, the following -Ice at

the end of the line may well = Lat. <jiie Gr. re. This implies a serious phonetic assumption, on

which see § 35. It also implies that os is a separate word.

(v) It is natural to connect -emet and epimit with Lat. (and Oscan) emo, ' I take" ; but if the

first word left to us in the twn/os- insc. ends at -onades, not onadesi, we must read the next as

1 This statement so far as it concerns Accent in Venetic, I cannot fully justify here. Apart

from its a priori probability, it rests upon what I regard as the direct evidence of the puncts which

appear in the middle of words in Venetic script. These Pauli (pp. 191-213) has failed to interpret,

but it is clear to me that they denote the w o r d-a c c e n t ; e.g. in zona-s-to ( = Gr. *i-hu>-vi\a(To,

cf. Lat. dondret) the accent is on the second syllable. Accent is denoted in a similar way, by a

mark before and a mark after the accented sounds, in the Pada-text of the Rig-\''eda. The
commonest practice in \'enetic seems to l>e to place a dot on either side of the last consonant of the

accented syllable ; but until the text of the Venetic inscc. is put upon a sounder basis (a t.isk I

hope to attempt) the theory cannot be properly tested.

- Spelt e riim 0-, where the ii- denotes the same 'open -t- ' as in the common terminations

-?Va -/Vi'x (cf. the Latin spelling /f/(?a) where the second -i- originally denoted merely the ' glide
"-

consonant (-/-) between the vowel -i- and the next vowel. But it was from this, I now believe, that

the symbol II came to be used for e over a large part of Italy ; see Itai. Dial. ii. p. 467.

* If there were more traces of religious formulae in the insc. one would guess that irere

irerciet was part of a prayer ' auctu augeatur ' (or ' augeantur ') or the like ; cf. ' with blessing I will

bless thee ' etc.

* It is well to observe that Gr. Spx'" Sl^t. arhati has lost no initial sound.
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ii'ntet, which reminds one of Skt. _j'(Z///rt/'/ (he controls), connected with Gr. T\v'ia for iP/iinl. From
either of these ipiniit mij^ht he a comi)ound ; in the second case we sliould supjiose the / before the

ni to he lonjj. The meaning of the simple verb might tliflfer from the compound in some such way
as 'buys and holds," 'controls and occupies.' (If arala in the next line is a separate word, one is

tempted to see in it a derivative of ara-{rc) meaning ' arable lan<ls '
; the suflix -lo- has a quasi-

participial force in Italic, e.g. in Lat. pcndiiliis, bibiilits.

(vi) But then what are we to do with s<pa? Is it akin to dr. aipf, the object of cpiniit and the

Antecedent of some Relative which was the object of the preceding -ciiictl Or shall we take a

wilder leap and identify it {igiiotuin cum igiiotiorc) with the mysterious a¥a on the more or less

Oscan ipse, of Anzi (//^/. Z>/(7/ 22), where, if it is a complete word, it must mean "and "or
"or." The Zend ^.c/iz- = Sansk. a^va- would lend us a decent pretext for supposing a change of

-iv- to -sp- and the I.-Eu. Adv. *5//(? ( = Germ. and F^ng. yo) might easily have come to have that

meaning (which inilecd so, and the Adv. similarly, often approach in I'nglish), cf. Lat. i(cm ;

the change of nieaning in Lat. ct beside Cir. ?ti, Skt. ali is not very dissimilar.

(vii) The second r in -arkrkokk- is syllabic wiieiher it ends a w(jrd or not. If the former

hypothesis were rendered likely by any fresh evidence, Mcttiiiarhr would suggest the Creek com-

pounds of -apKrjs (iroiapK-qs) and in its suffix Lat. -acer, N. Osc. -pitii- ' propitius.' It might be a

name like ."^tron^^how, Griatliuisf.

§ 34. There are one or two more forms whose fate in our e)-es, on

the I.-Ku. hypothesis, depends upon the view we take of the Eteocretan

treatment of final -/;/, and of orig. -o. Did -in remain as in Sanskrit,

Zend and ItaHc? Or did it become -;/, as in Greek and Venetic and

l^hr)gian ? ^ Did -o- remain or become -;/- as in Osc.-Umb., Venetic,

Boeotian, and Thessalian -? With this is more or less connected the

vitally important questions of the treatment of the Velars and Palatals,

and of the .Aspirates. On all the.se points, unhajjpily, there is little that

can be called evidence, save perhaps as to final -w and the l^alatals.

(i) Having recognised a I'artc. Fern, in -tsa, it is tempting to see in ascguii .tiiait, or scguii

.Aiiait the I'artc. .Ma>.c. of a \"erb, simple or compound, =C'ir. ai^av (Sanskr. lyaj-, I.-Eu. //Va -,

as is commonly assumed ; the " root " in any case ending in velar % ). But it is impossible to be

certain that .Anait is a separate word, and of course one would not expect to find the name with

no suffix. The Greek form (in literature) is 'AriiTij. But a foieign deity may dispense with

terminations (cf. the Arabian 'AAiAar in Herodotus I. 131) especially if he or she be only newly

introduced ; what Case shall we assign to Lat. Pol, ccastor, lienic?

(ii) Is slt<pL a form ending like Itarxc and irere, and siamun a ]>lace or river connected with

the Promontory 'S.a^wviov, which .seems a derivative from a stem aa\x<t>v- (? earlier Eteocr. siaiium-) ?

(iii) Then we may separate cpaliin from the following ^'//A?/ and boldly identify ahin wit

Gr. SWwv, representing an earlier aliom. If we took further any one of various obvious guesses

' See (..,'. I'auli, Vender, )). 403. For <>—>// see //'. p. 401. For the Phrygian inscc. see

Kamsay, Jotini. K. .Isialic Soe. 18S3 (xv) p. 128 ff. ; and Kuhiis Ztse/ir. 1887 (xxviii) p. 387 ff.

Final -m does not occur and forms like kukow, ma/aran are unmistakeable Accusatives.

- And almost certainly Phrygian, w here ov (ftrov ' ivru ' yXovpos ' gold ' = x^<^P^^) >e*ems to

correspond to (ireek u ; cf. Kretschmer p. 224.
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wliicli would give ;v meaning of "gives lo taste, give-, lithe of" {y(u-((T)-u, L^t. _ipt-s-/iis, ^Ui/nr<:),

" drops, pours, offers"' (Lat. giitta, or "LaX. Jiindo futtilis, (Jr. x*5-<Tat), or even "dedicates, vows"'

(Lai. iioiurc, tiolarc) we could extract a somewhat indififerenl sense " [whatever she] shall recover,"

(or "[whatever the land] shall give hack), [the city] vows in addition toother things,"' giving </> wiili

ihe (ien. in Kteocretan the meaning it has with the Dat. in Clreek. This last assumption might pass

in view of the capricious way in which the I.-Eu. Trepns. choose different ca.ses in the same meaning

in closely related dialects (,i\g. Osc. op cizois " hefore their court" closely = Lat. ob Hlos and still

niore closely = Gr. in iKtivuv " l)efore their eyes, in their time "). But the rest of this guess work

would plunge us into phonetic toils which at least we nrast .set clearly before us, so that if they are

mere snares, they may be cut as soon as ever sufticiently decisive evidence is found.

§ 35. If I.-Eu. -m became -n in Eteocretan we shall resist

temptation to equate desiein, in 1. i with Lat. decern. And we shall not

be sorely tempted, because -rtj"/(rj-- in 1. 11, however many bits of words

it may contain, combined with -agset and the very frequent k of the

barxc- fragment (which can hardly be all = I.-Eu. q), to render it unlikely

that k was palatalised. In other words such evidence as there is inclines

us to exclude Eteocretan from the r^/^w-group of languages. Venctic

is similarly excluded, by a multitude of words beginning with or containing

k (or c in Lat. alphabet), e.g. katus, katakno, Turkna, though its congener

Illyrianhad palatalised k by the i6th. century A.D. (Brugmann Grundriss I'

§ 623). Kretschmer {^Einl. in d. Gesch. d. Griech. Spr. p. 266 ff.) comes to

the same conclusion as to Venetic, though he mentions only a small part of

the evidence. And we are still left to ask, after all that has been written

on the question,^ whether there is any reason for not counting Phrygian

also a rt-z/Z/zw-language. Into this lively controversy I am not prepared to

enter until more ample evidence is found. But I am bound to make two

negative remarks : there is no substantial ground for asserting that I.-Eu. k

became palatalised in Phrygian under any circumstances ; and, if it did, no

satisfactory explanation of Phryg. ahhaKer (which = Lat. ad + fdcit, (cf.

Gr. -dr}K-) seems to me to have yet been offered.

If -1"- Ijefore a consonant became -/7- in Eteocretan we must either suppose the change took

' See Kretschmer op. til. p. 230 and the multitude of divergent writings he cites. He himself

<luotes as many exceptions to, as examples of, his own view. The solitary example alleged of

Phryg. j= I.-Eu. >t is the Pronoun (dat.) <r€fiou(i/) 'toiJtv' which is equated with the O. C. SI.

dat. sciiiii 'roiiTCf,' and taken to come from I.-Eu. */•/-. Both forms contain the pronominal ahix

SWO-, but the Phrygian at- (fem. tra ' rainri ') may, in the present state of our knowledge, ju-i ;i-.

well contain I.-Eu. iio-, khh- sw- or tu), or even so- (like Lat. ipsiiiii and Osc. ei:so-) as I.-Eu. ki- ;

all these pronominal roots occur in different languages (Brugm.inn, Grundriss II. § 409). Even m
the second syllable the identity of the Phryg. and O. C. SI. forms is not certain, sec SolniNcn,

A'lihn^s Zcitsthr. 34 (1897) p. 50 (he accepts the current view of the first syllable).

1 1
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place after the loss of final -d, or regard <praiso and Sardo<psaiio as Genitives, or else, which seems

simpler, we may suppose that the change took place only before (final?) -;;/ or -it; in Latin it

took place before final -;//, or -ii- followed by certain Consonants {e.^. Gen. PI. -fim, and

ho'iiunctilus, etc.

)

As to the various equations I have conjectured for gutat, now that we are moderately happy

about the palatals, the first may be maintained at no more cost than supposing a derivative of the root

getis- without the "Determinative" -s- ; and that is really a very slight cost indeed. Into the

phonetic assumptions involved in the others I am not prepared to drag the reader until I see some

independent reason for thinking any one of them probable.

§ 36. If we were right in treating the g of segun as representing

an original Velar \ before an orig. o, and the ke after nkalmit as -que.

this would mean that in Eteocretan the Velars were not labial-

is e d. Now in a centum- language this conclusion would have a novel

and most startling importance. It would place the language in this

respect on a more primitive stratum of I.-Eu. speech than an)-

language yet known. For such a conclusion it would be foolish to think

that we had at present adequate evidence. Further inscc. may prove that

Eteocretan belongs to the satein- group by giving us examples of I.-Eu. k

changed into a sibilant. At present we have not succeeded in identifying

any such cases, and the other phonetic characteristics we have noted show

European rather than Asiatic affinities.

There is however one curious circumstance to increase the eagerness

with which we look forward to further discovery. Precisely the same

doubt hangs over the treatment of the I.-Eu. gutturals else-

where. In Phrygian, Velars were certainly unlabialised {eg. Tepfir}

' Hot-well,' parallel to Gr. Oipfiai, I.-Eu. *^/iermd-) ^ and as we have seen

it is not yet proved that the Palatal ^ did not remain an explosive. And
there is another scantily recorded language in which the preservation of

Velars unlabialised and Palatals unpalatalised side by side, must, I believe,

be recognised as far the most probable explanation of even the evidence

which we at present possess. This is Venetic. We have seen already that

orig. k is preserved in Venetic with no trace of palatalisation. But I

have made a special search through all the records ^ of the dialect and

^ Kretschmer op. cit. p. 231. There is no doubt that I.-Eu. palatal -gh- became a spirant, but

so it did in some of the centum languages.

2 Very fully collected in Pauli's Veneter ; they include over 300 inscc. in the Venetic alphabet

(which we may note has no q), about a score of glosses and place-names, some 2CX3 Personal

names, with another 400 or 500 from Pannonia and lllyria where a speech akin to Venetic was

certainly spoken.
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found no trace of any Indo-European q becoming either qu (or kv) or /> ^
;

but, on the other hand, some positive evidence to show that the Velars

were treated in Venetic as simple gutturals.

The Venetic name Ecco side by side with the Gallic Eppo (in the Roman
colony Aquileia, C.I.L. iii. 3796, the latter person is described as Boius, ib. 3816),

both derivatives of the word which in Latin is equos.- And the Venetic names
'\ixlyjia {i.e. Galgna^) and Galgestes have been attractively connected by Kretschmer
{op. cit. p. 267) with Lith. zalga 'pole' (ioth. galga {Eng. ga//o7vs), a natural nick-

name for a tall person (the cognomen Galba looks like a (iallic form of the same).

If this derivation be correct we have Ven. g(ilg- = I.-Eu. ghal^U.-h-, a Velar aspirate

becoming simply -g-, not -gu- nor -v-.

None of the forms that occur have reminded us of the distinction between
the ' Pure Velars ' and ' Labiovelars,' now generally recognised (see Brugmann,
Grnndriss V- § 630 ff.). But it is a tiresome factor in the problem which makes it

unwise to accept any conclusions as to the treatment of the gutturals in a particular

language until they are based on a fairly solid number of examples. But Lat. que

(ir. a-((i€Lv of course contain Labiovelars, not ' Pure Velars.'

It is quite pitiable to have to depend on so much merely negative

evidence in a point of such interest. A priori it is likely enough that

there should be a middle neutral zone, between the Labialising and

Palatalising groups, and until it is clear that Venetic and Eteocretan

do not represent such a zone—though any day may bring such evidence

as to Eteocretan—their scanty remains will be the centre of peculiar and

affectionate interest to all students of the Indo-European languages.

§ 37. It will be convenient to gather together in tabular form the

chief (and more certain) phonetic and morphological characteristics of

Eteocretan, and to compare it in these respects with the languages which

it appears to resemble most. In considering the table, however, it will be

prudent to bear in mind that further discovery may enable us to add many
more items to our first column, and that in such additional points the

relation of Eteocretan to the other languages may wear a very different

appearance.

' There are Iwo apparent excepUoiis of the kind which prove the rule ; Lt'ijucittia the river

and emjxirium of the Latin Colony Concordia; Qiiasauiia C.I.L. v. 3463, with a characteristic

Gallic suftix, the wife of a man from Aesiuni, in the at^er Gallinis.

. • Of course this contains I.-Eu. -ku-, not I.-Eu q. But if Venetic deiabialised a full -«-, it

must surely have corrected the tendency of q to become <///.

^ X denotes g or something like it ; e.g. \'en. Exetor gives a' derivative Egtoreus in Latin

alphabet. There are no signs for the Mediae in the Ven. alphabet ; Boius is written <^ h i ios.
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the Peloponnese,

—

K6pcvdo<; (cf. Tipvv6-),iind others in the Aegean (Ae/9iv^o9,

Ilpe7r€aiv6o<;—where note the intervocalic -a-), in Euboea, Attica, Aetolia

(\pdKvvdo<;, and add the island 7tdKvv6o<;) ; and in several names in Thrace

—which is sifTjiificant in view of the close connexions between Thracian

and Phrygian. He compares further the -unt- of the Illyrian Salluntiiii,

the Messapian Sallentini with the Agraean king '%aKvv6io<i (Thuc. 3. 11 1.

114; 4. 'jy) ; and the Bruttian Ko^yi/^o?.^ Now Messapian and Illyrian

are clear!}' related to Venetic, a language to which we have found certain

resemblances in PIteocretan,

But Kretschmer's evidence is more than merely geographic. The

collection which he has made of Greek words showing these -vQ- suffixes

bears a very clearly marked, and highly significant character. They arc-

all earthy of the soil; they represent exactly the type
of words which come into language from the speech of

the countryman, ascriptiis glebae. Just as the Romans called the cow

by a Volscian word {bos), and the dung-heap by a Sabine word ioletum)} so

did the Achaean warriors learn from their Mycenaean servants and tenants

the names for ^oKvvdo^ ' dung,' ireipivd- ' the basket-car of the wagon,'

Krjpiv6o<i ' bee-bread,' oXwOot ' unripe fig,'—whence Philip's victims the

Thracian Olynthians were named

—

eXfiivd- ' intestinal worm,' ep€^iv6o<;,

\i^Li'do<i common kinds of pea, dadfiivOo^^ ' bath-tub,'— very different from

an Athenian ^aXavelov,—Tepe^iv6o<i, 'the (southern)* turpentine-tree,'

d\|r(,Wioi' ' wormwood,' KopwOev^ ' k6^i,vo<;, Kokado'i, d\€KTpvtov^ (Hesych.),

Kopvvdof: ' p,d^r]<; yfr(t)/j,6^' {id.), aiyivdo^ a bird, and finally the Epic adverb

fiivvvda,—just the kind of colloquial particle to find its way into a com-

peting language, like the colloquial Saxon bii beside the polite Norman

P^rench morsel, both meaning exactly the same, ' a bitten fragment,' or, as

the Mycenaeans'' called it, KopvvQo^ (no doubt from ^et'/ao), ' I cut'). ^fiivOo^

' mouse ' belongs to the same category,^ and vdKivdo<i ' the flower of spring
'

must go with them. P'inally, I am bound to point out that Kretschmer's

' On lapygians, Bruttians and Pelasgians see Ital. Dial. 25 A. Rem. p. 15.

- See Ital. Dial. pp. 359 ft".

' Note here again the -ff- l)etween vowels.

* ' Pistacia Terebinthus, a Mediterranean tree, yields by incision the Chio or Cyprus iiirpen

line.' Le Maout et Decaisne, General System of Botany [Trans. Hooker] s.v. Tcrehinthaecae, a

reference I owe to my colleague Mr. II. Spencer Harrison, D. Sc.
'' I use this term rather than Pelasgian only because the Pelasgian question is strictly irrelevant

to the matters discussed in this article.

• If it is an I.-Eu. word the root might l)e that of Gr. vfiiw, Eng. svieai {s/nai- or sine/-).

1 1 *
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proof {pp. cit. 293 fif.) of the identity of the Greek -vd- with the -vh- of place

names in Caria and Asia Minor generally {'AXd^avSa, and the Carian

Aa^pavvho<i), lends further importance to our present hypothesis.^ The
transcription of the fragments of Carian preserved is too uncertain to

help us; but Georg Meyer's long collection of the Carian place-

names {Bezz. Beitr. x, p. 157), appears to me, as to Meyer himself,

(though not to Kretschmer, p. 377), to be perfectly consistent with the

ascription of the language to the Indo-European group.^

It is clearly impossible to examine here the wide deductions

suggested by the coincidences we have noticed. But our efforts to discover

further monuments of the Eteocretan language will at least be quickened

by the hope that with such discovery may come a fuller answer to two

interesting questions. Was an Indo-European language spoken in Asia

Minor and in the- Mediterranean basin in the Minoan age ? And if so,

were its speakers the race that developed the civilisation enshrined for us

in the monuments of Mycenae }

R. S. Conway.
Cardiff, Jan. 9, 1903.

' The name S/iiySi/piSTjr, which must be connected with Sjujj'^ews, occurs at the Achaean
colony Sybaris, Flerodt. 6. 127.

- The only group of sounds which could be cited as non-Indo-European is initial kb-, which is

fairly frequent, e.g. in K/Soj-Siao-o-is. But the combination is not merely non-Indo-European but

non human, i.e. utterly unpronounceable, unless either a vowel is understood after (or before) the

k, or, which is clearly the right alternative, the & be taken to denote here, as it does in so many
other places, nothing more solid than a consonantal k, or the spirant v. I know nothing about

Lycian ; but so far as Kretschmer's arguments as to this language rest on the groups kb-, th-, they

are certainly misleading.



KEFTIU AND THE PEOPLES OF THE SEA.

I.—Early Relations between Egypt and Greece.

It may well be that in the idea of Herodotus and his contempor-

aries, that the gods of Greece came originally from Egypt, there lies a

consciousness of a fact, and that there was latent in the Greek mind a

vague idea that their civilization had, far back in the mists of time,

come into contact with that of Egypt, and even that some of its

characteristics were of Egyptian origin. Leaving out of account the

question of the possible African origin of ' Mycenaean ' culture, and so

ultimately of much of the civilization which we know as ' Greek,' we can

now say with certainty that we know that Greek culture had, a thousand

years before Herodotus, been brought into contact with the already three

thousand year old civilization of Egypt, and that this contact was a com-

paratively close one, and one which cannot fail to have resulted in a

perceptible modification of the less-developed and younger culture. We
now know that this contact was closest in the sixteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies B.C., when the kings of the XVHIth Dynasty reigned over Egypt.^

As to the routes by which this connection was first established and

afterwards carried on, opinions may differ. I have myself expressed

' The date of the XVIIIth Dynasty has finally been proved by Dr. Budge in a concise and

convincing argument on pp. 153-156 of the first volume of his new History of Es^ypt

:

Amenophis IIL l^egan to reign not later than 1450, and Amenophis IV. (Khu-en-Aten or

Akhu-n-Aten) ceased to reign not later than 1400 B.C. These dates are based, not on mere
calculations of the reigns of Egyptian kings, but on a synchronism with Assyrian and Babylonian
kings whose dates are known from the cuneiform records, and, further, this Babylonian evidence

agrees in every point with the Eg^-ptian evidence on the subject.
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certain vfevvs on the subject which have been the subject of some

criticism, but I confess that although I see that I unduly minimized the

possibility of direct communication between Greece (sc. Crete) and

Egypt at this period, yet I am not prepared to wholly abandon my view

that the long and circuitous route vm Cyprus and the Palestinian coast

was that originall}' taken and afterwards more or less maintained. We
know that the fleet of the confederated Mediterranean tribes which

attacked Egypt in the reign of Rameses III. (a'rca 1200 B.C.) actually

did take the longer route and was defeated off the Palestinian coast.

Similarly, the expedition of the Athenians took the longer route to Sicily.

A large fleet, encumbered with convoy, might well in both cases take the

longer way when single ships would directly cross the open sea, but the

probability remains that the longer and safer route was the original one b}-

which connection was first established, and that it was not until the

approximate position of either Egypt or Sicily was well known that the

direct route could be first dared, then used with certainty of arriving at

the goal.

I have assumed that these Mediterranean confederates of Rameses

III.'s time came from Greece, or thereabouts. The correct determination

of who these ' Peoples of the Sea ' and their predecessors, the men of

Kefthi and the Ha-nebu, were and where they came from, is so important

a matter that it would seem advisable to put together anew some notes

upon the subject which may tend to make the connection of these

' Peoples of the Sea ' with matters Mycenaean clearer to those who are

still doubtful on the point.

The Egyptian monuments of the sixteenth to the twelfth centuries

B.C. chronicle relations which e.xisted during the period contemporary

with the Mycenaean Age in Greece between the Egyptians and various

peoples of the Mediterranean, who are distinguished from the Semites of

Palestine and Syria. Non-Semites of the Eastern Mediterranean who

came into close contact with Egypt during the period when Mycenaean

wares were regularly exported thither come very near being Mycenaeans

themselves. And as a matter of fact we find some of them actually

depicted by the Egyptians as wearing Mycenaean costume and bringing

Mycenaean vases with them to Egypt as gifts to Pharaoh.
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II.

—

The Ha-nedu.

A constantly recurring general appellation for the inhabitants of the

'Lands of the Very Green Sea' under the New Kingdom was w^ "^^33:^,

Ha-nebu, a corrupt phrase which at least as earl)' as the XVIIIth Dynasty

meant to the Egj-ptians 'All the Northerners,' and when, as was sometimes

the case, the word ^ MeJit, meaning ' North,' was substituted for Ha,

W , the meaning could no longer be doubtful to any reader. From this

time onwards the phrase meant ' All the Northerners,' and in Saite and

Ptolemaic days this meant definitely Greeks, and nothing but Greeks.

The word "EWT/z'e? is translated W ^37 in Ptolemaic inscriptions, and

in the sixth century inscription recording the battle of Momemphis (Hdt.

ii. 163, 169) the Ionian au.xiliaries of Amasis are called Hau-nebu.^

Mr. VV. M. Muller has made an investigation into the origin and

history of the word,- which I have supplemented with some additional

matter.^ It appears that although under the XVIIIth Dynasty the word

meant ' All the Northerners,' and referred to the Mediterraneans, its

original signification was something quite different, for the original form of

the name was simply Haaii, which means ' Fenmen ' of the Delta, those

who dwelt in the papyrus-swamps of the North, foreigners to whom it was

expressly forbidden to communicate an}' of the magical protective formul.e

of the Book of the Dead, thus definitel}- marking them off as outside the

pale. Originally then the Ha-nebu were neither Greeks nor Northern

Mediterraneans of any kind.

But the corrupt form "w^ y37 is found as early as the Vlth Dynast}-.

Whether this was already read Ha-nebu, and meant 'All the Northerners,' or

retained the proper value //>?««, 'Fenmen,' is uncertain : I think the latter was

probably the case, and that at this period the word meant no more than the

Delta-people, so that when Pepi I. is described in his ' P}ramid-Te.\ts ' as

'circling in the circle of the 'HfP ^2,' this was read IJaau, and the idea

^ Daressy, Kerneil, xxii. ; Oldest Civilization, p. 323.
^ Asien tt. Europa, p. 24 ff.

' Oldest Civilization of Greece, [\ 159 f.
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was that the ghost in the course of his peregrinations would wander among

the barbarians of the swamps and sands of the Mediterranean coast. The

'circle' {debn) can, in the absence of convincing archaeological proof of any

connection between Egypt and the Northerners at this early period,^ hardly

be taken to mean as yet the circling round of the land from Egypt via

Palestine and Phoenicia to Asia Minor, though the name for the north

Syrian coast, Kedi {Kode), certainly meant part of this in later times,- and

under the XVIIIth Dynasty the basin of the Eastern Mediterranean, the

north-western world of the Egyptians, going vid Syria to Asia Minor and

Crete and so back by Libya, was known as the ' Great Ring,' sheii uer.^

We thus find no certain reference to the populations of Asia Minor

and Greece under the Old Kingdom. But under the Middle Kingdom,

though the original meaning was ' Delta-people,' it is probable, seeing that

some kind of connection between Crete and Egypt seems to have been

already established, that the word Ha-nebu had now begun to acquire the

meaning which it certainly bore under the XVIIIth Dynasty,—JCortherners

of Southern Asia Minor and Greece,—and that the 'Circle' had already

been projected forward into the north-western lands.

At this period a certain idea of a supernatural character was attached

to the Ha-nebu, for they are spoken of in poetical antithesis to mortal

men. The conception bears some analogy to the Chinese idea of the

Fan-kivei or ' Ocean Spirit,' nowadays generally translated as ' Foreign

Devil.' The Egyptian idea of the Ha-nebu or Meht-nebu seems to have

been almost equally uncomplimentary ; and they are referred to in the

Book of the Dead as raiders and spoilers, from whom the god Thoth was

' Prof. Petrie's discoveries of ' Aegean ' pottery in tombs of the First Dynasty at Abydos still

remain difficult to explain, since the evidence from Crete seems to point to a contemporaneity of

the primitive ' Amorgian' period with the Egyptian Middle Kingdom.
"^ Midler thinks this word originally meant the 'Circle' of the Gulf of Issos {op. cit., p. 248),

and to judge from the way in which it is mentioned in the inscription of Ranieses IIL describing

the march of the Pulesatha and their confederates against Egypt (v. iwst, p. 183) this seems

very probable explanation.
(Vl/VWV

A Q_ ~^ , so distinguished from the pekher uer Nahaien, .^.^^ ^—

»

i-r-i /wvaaa
^

Great Encircling Water of Mesopotamia,' i.e. the encircling waters of the Euphrates and Tigris

The -^^^=0 of the sentence -. ^ "mK ,^^ ,
quoted by Midler, op. cii., p. 253, n. 3, must

I V \ /VWVNA

l)e emended to Q ,
' the Great King of the Great Green Sea,' for the waters of the Eastern

Mediterranean do not ^-wcirclc anything, as those of the Euphrates and Tigris do, but are enclosed

n the Great Ring of Palestine, Asia Minor, Crete, and Libya.
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praNed to deliver his worshippers, and the personification of Rest, Hetp,

to grant respite.

Under the XVIIIth Dynast)- the word up ^^37 . now certainly read

Ha-)icbii, and translated ' All the Northerners,' can no longer have meant

the Haaji or Fenmen of the Delta, who had ceased to exist as a separate

people,^ but the nations of the Great Green Sea, the Mediterranean, in

general, with the exception of the Palestinians and Syrians : the phrase

was never used and never had been used to designate them. It might

have been expected that with the disappearance of the swamp-people the

corrupted name ' All the Northerners ' would have been transferred to the

Semites of Palestine, who had always typified the Northlanders for the

Egyptians ; but it is really quite natural that the mysterious Mediterranean

tribes, already known under the Middle Kingdom as raiders of the Delta,

should have succeeded to the name rather than the Semites, whose

tribal appellations were well known. But, although the Mediterraneans

were called Ha-nebu, and in the reign of Merenptah the sea-peoples

are directly described as Me/iti, ' Northerners,' yet the ' Isles in the midst

of the Great Green Sea,' the ' Ends of the Lands of the Great Circle,' from

which they and their congeners came, were always regarded by the

Eg}-ptians as belonging to the West, and the next people mentioned

under the XVIIIth Dynasty as coming from the Isles was regarded as

typical of the West just as the Semitic nations were regarded as typical

of the North. Thus to the Egyptians these Mediterraneans were

Northerners who came from the Isles of the West ; i.e. their home lay

north-west of Egypt. The name of this definitely Western people meets us

for the first time under the XVIIIth Dynasty: the men of the land of

Keftin ^~"^ "^ c\£N£i 2 or Kefthiu \ \\ r^-^^, a term used on the

1 We have no proof of the existence under the New Empire of any inhabitants of the Delta

other than the Egyptians themselves, some Semites in the direction of the Wadi Tumilat and the

Isthmus (the Israelites, for example), and the Libyans, whose encroachments on the Delta had
become very noticeable in Merenptah's time. I am therefore unable to accept the theor)', errone-

ously ascribed to me. by Mr. Cecil Torr {Class. Rev. xvi. p. 183), that 'the name Haitnebn . . .

was always applied to the inhabitants of the Delta ; so that, when the Hellenes settled in the Delta,

the term came to be applied to them.'

^ As it stands, this is the name of a /izW, not of a people. Prof. Maspero prefers to use

the form KeJ'tiu (Kefaltoii) for the people, the land being, according to him, properly A'dfli. This
may be so, and the derivation of an ethnic Keftin from the land-name Kefli is very probable, Init

M
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monuments, sometimes interchangeably with Ha-7icbu,^ to represent the

Peoples of the North-West, but in a less vague manner than Ha-nebn. It

ceased, however, to be used as early as the time of the XlXth Dynasty
;

the word Ha-nebu survived it and was used in a more or less correct sense

in the Saite and Ptolemaic periods, when Keftm was revived in a way
which shews us that its real meaning had been long forgotten.

The especial interest of the name Keftiu lies in the fact that whereas

we have no representations of any Ha-nebu, the men of Keftiu are often

represented by the Egyptians of the XVHIth Dynasty, and, to judge from

their appearance, costume, and tribute, they were not only Mycenaeans,

but specifically Cretan Mycenaeans. The term Keftiu however probably

included other Mycenaean lands besides Crete.

HI.

—

Keftiu.

The word Keftiu, like Ha-nebu, is Egyptian, being the same as the

expression kefti, signifying ' At the back of,' or ' Behind
'

; i.e. the land

Keftiu was the ' Hinterland,' the ' Back of Beyond,' to the Egyptians.

The lands of the Back o{ Beyond were assigned to the countries of the

shen uer, the ' Great Ring ' of the Eastern Mediterranean, already referred

to. In the ' Hymn of Amen,' a poetical composition in honour of Thothmes

HI., we find the king given power to smite the peoples who dwell in

-^!^^lM^§ZIc^§^' ^V//''K?)r tnu sheneuet, sheuet

uer, 'the Keftius {i.e. Hinder Lands), the Lands of the Ring,^ the Great

Ring.' In the next sentence the antithesis to the Hinder Lands is given by

the mention of the people of the Fore Lands, or countries immediately in

front of Egypt, the Heru-s/iau, ' Those who are upon the Sands,' the Bedawin •

of the eastern frontier. So Keftiu lay in the extreme aphelion, so to

speak, of the orbit of the peoples which revolved around the central sun

we have no instance of the fdrni AV/?/ unless we read '.lie si^n ^^ as //, and not as ////. I'rijbahly

Prof. Maspero reads it (i : I, in consonance with an ecjually well-grounded opinion, read it tin, and

in presence of the variant spelling Kcflhi«, which is as certainly that of the land and not of the

people, I am inclined to retain the reading Keftiu for the land. The people may very well have

been called ' Keftiu' also, but to avoid confusion, I have generally spoken of them as 'Keftians'

or ' men of Keftiu.'

^ E.g. in a list of the Nine Barbarian Nations (Hrugsch, Gcographiuhc Iiischii/h-n, ii. p. 88).

- I propose to read here kefliiin, not the ordinary pthiiu {v. Brugsch, Worterbiich, p. I493).

^ Determined by the sign CZZ3, ' island.'
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of Efrypt, in the remotest part of the Mediterranean Ring. South-western

Asia Minor, Rhodes, and Crete are not indistinctly indicated, anfi the

specific fdentification with the latter was proposed by lirugsch as long

ago as 1858.^

Further, as has been said, the land of Keftiu is definitely assigned to

the Wi'sf. The ' Hymn of Amen ' in another passage mentions Keftiu,

phonetically spelt out this time as '^. D:^^
, with ^Isy, a land to which

we shall again refer, as ' lands of the West.' In the tombs of Tuamra (/<;;//>.

Hatshepsut) and Rekhmarfi (/<';;//>. Thothmes III.), at rhcbcs the typical

nations of the four quarters of the world are depicted : first comes the

East, represented by the Punite of Somaliland, then the South, repre-

sented by a negro, then the West, by the luiropean-visaged, M\xenaean-

clothed man of Keftiu, finally the North, by a ty[)ical Semite."- We .sec

the same arrangement in other Theban tombs of this period. Palestine,

Phoenicia, and Syria, the lands of Tchahi (Zahi), Kedi, Kharu, U])pcr

Rethnu and Lower Rethnu, Xaharen, Amar, &c., the lands of the Semites,

that is, were alwa)-s t}-pical of the North, and the Negroes of the South
;

Punt of the South-East could often do duty for the East, and either the

Lib)'an of the South-Wcst or the Mycenaean of the North-west could

personify the West. There seems then no doubt as to the geografdiical

position of Keftiu, which (i) =the isles of the Mediterranean, and (2) lay

north-westward of Egypt, at the furthest end of the ' Great Ring.'

There seems no doubt, but, unluckil\-, in I'tolemaic times Kejtiii was

used to translate the Greek word ^olviki] : i.e. the Ptolemaic P^g)'ptians

thought Keftiu was Phoenicia. Hence the natural conclusion was drawn

and general!)' maintained until a few years ago that the Keftiu of the

XVIIIth Dynasty was also Phoenicia, and that the description of it as a

Western land was a gross piece of carelessness on the part of Thothmes II I. 's

poet. Hut this theory alwa)-s had great difficulties to contend with,

(i) Why Phoenicia should be assigned to the West \\\ the XVIIIth

Dynasty tombs while the rest of the Semites were all regarded as repre-

^ Geographisthe Insc/irifteii, loc. it'.

^ I am indebted for this information, as regards the tomb of Tuamra, to Mr. Percy Newberry,
who was kind enough to allow me, during a stay at Thebes in the early part of last year, to make
many notes of his tracings, &c. , of the wall-paintings in the tombs, which I have, with his per-

mission, used to supplement the results of my own examinations of the representations of the men
of Keftiu and their belongings.

U 2
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sentative of the North was never explained ' : to get to Phoenicia, an

Egj'ptian would go North-East. In the tombs of Puamra, Rekhmara,

and others, where tribute is represented as being brought by representa-

tives of the Quarters of the World, the Keftian is always carefully marked

off as a separate and peculiar race of mankind, in no way related to

the Semite, for instance, who represented the north, while, as has been

said, the Keftian represented the west, (ii) The facial type of the

Keftians, splendidly exemplified in the first three figures in the great

procession of tribute-bearers in Rekhmara's tomb and also in the earlier

tomb of Puamra, is not only non-Semitic, but is definitely European.

Puamra's man has a Roman nose and looks rather like an Italian ; the

second man in Rekhmara's tomb is absolutely Italian in type, and has

a remarkably strong, heav)'-jawed, almost 'nut-cracker' face, evidently

a jx^rtrait : the first man, the ' Great Chief of the Isles,' is fairer, with

a prominent nose, and a remarkably small mouth : his expression is con-

siderably milder than that of his lieutenant. The rest are more or less

conventionalized types, strongly approaching the ideal Egyptian ; the utter

dissociation from anything even remotel}' resembling a Semitic type is thus,

except in one or two instances, which will be noted below, carefully

emphasized by the Egyptian artists, who exidently regarded the Keftians

as being, as was also the case with the Punites, more like themselves than

the Semites, (iii) In the tombs of Puamra, Senmut, Rekhmara, and

Menkheperrasenb (reignsof Ilatshepsut and Thothmes III., r..C. 1600-1550),

their costume is as definitely non-Semitic. They wear only waistcloths,

' Mr. Tons allempl to explain away this hv the supposition that when the Egyptians spoke

of Keftiu and .\sy as heing in the West, the word ' West' need not here mean 'west ' as a point

of llie compass, l)iU may ipiite.well mean ' the west country' in the sense in wliich thai term is used

in cuneiform inscriptions, namely, as a desij^nation of the seaboard of Syria (loc. (it. p. 1S3) breaks

up upon tile fad of the picuires of the KeiUaii-> as representative of the Western point 01

the compass in the Theban tombs. But in any case his suggestion would have been impossible.

The wttrd Aiiteiiti means the western point of the compass, and was never used by the Kgyplians

a.s a designation for S\ ria as a translation of the .Sumerian group MAR- TU, ' the West,' which

a BabyK)nian, jironouncing it Aharru, naturally used for Syria. Had it e\er been used in so

confusing and absurd a way, we should find the lands of Tchahi, Kethnu, vVc, spoken of as in ' the

West' : but we fmd no instance of this. I do noi, as Mr. Torr says, imi)ly that the Babylonian

term was known to the Lgyjjtians (generall) ) : no doubt it was known to those who could read or

write cuneiform, but to nobody else. The w<?rd Aniar, used by the Kgyptians as a tlesignation for

part of Syria, is probably a native name (the land of the Aiiioi it€s]^ identical with a name for |)art

of Syria, .I111111 rit, which, since the syllable /////;• is written with the same sign as the syllal)le /i(ti\

was used by the Babylonians in the fifteenth century B.C. to tiesignale the country known usually as

Aharrii,^ tlie West,' the .'^umerian group MAR- TU. Neither Ariiar nor Amurrii meant ' the West '

to either Lgyjjtians or Babylonians ; they meaiii nothing more than Aniar and A/iiunii.
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richly embroidered and coloured, often with spiral patterns, ending in a

tasselled fringe, and twisted at the top round a thick belt, probabl)-

leathern. They wear boots, also gaily ornamented, reaching to the

calf of the leg, and their hair was apparently allowed to grow to its

full natural length and hung behind in long tresses below the waist-

belt, while in front it was twisted up into an elaborate arrangement

of top-knots or curls, one man wearing a kind of pointed horn or Kepa<; at

the side. Now it was evident from the first that these were very odd

Phoenicians, for no Phoenician that we know of ever dressed himself like

this. I think we know now who did, and that is the Greek Mycenaean.

But the Mycenaean was unknown in the days of Wilkinson and Brugsch,

and in view of the Ptolemaic identification these people with the

glaringly un-Semitic costume and the glaringh' un-Semitic faces and

hair had to be regarded as veritable Phoenicians of Tyre and Sidon.

They dressed differently then, was the only explanation. But why,

when all the rest of the Semites dres.sed in their usual Semitic fashion

in voluminous parti-coloured robes, with comparatixely short, bush)-

hair, &c. ?

With the discovery of the remains of the earlier ci\ili/.ation of

Greece came the solution of the puzzle. It was seen that some of these

Keftians brought as tribute objects of apparent!}' Mycenaean origin ; then

tlie identity of their own general apjjcarance with that of the Mycenaeans

was shown. The conviction that the poet was right when he spoke f)f

Keftiu and Asy as western lands, and that the Keftians were nothing else

but M\cenaeans, grew apace: Steindorff (1892) and Mliller (1893)

rejected the Ptolemaic identification with the Phoenicians almost con-

temporaneous!)', but the latter erred from e.xcess of caution wlien lie

placed Keftiu in Cilicia, a country with no known connection with

'Mycenaean' civilization, and hardl)- belonging to the West. Apparent!)-

Mijller regarded the Keftiu not as themselves genuine M)-ccnacans. but

as mere banders on of Mycenaean objects received from the West. .And

this in face of their M)-cenaean dress! In 1898, v. Bissing ga\e some

of the rea.sons for the rejection of the identification with the Phoenicians,

and accepted the Keftians as !\I)'cenaeans ^
; in the next \ear he

"^ Jahrb. Avih. Inst. xiii. pp. 53 54:— '(il Except in the slcreoiypod Lisis of Nations, the

Keftiu only occur during the reign of Thothmes III.—with the Phoenicians, as is well enough

known, the Egyptians had relations in later times as well : (ii) The Keftiu occur in none of the

commemorative inscriptions or romances which deal with Phoenicia and Syria ; (iii) The Keftiu are
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announced that he had come to the conclusion that Keftiu included Crete

in its si<jnification.^ This was a return to the opinion of Brugsch in 1858.

The accuracy of Bruj^sch's conclusion was remarkably confirmed a jear

later, when the well-known fresco of the Cupbearer was discovered by

Mr. Kvans at Knossos ; this man's appearance is the same as that of the

XVIIIth Dynasty Keftians in the tomb of Rekhmara :—the same waist-

cloth with the same belt and fringe, the same hair, the same dark-red

complexion, the same boots, carrj'ing the saine kind of vase, and in the

same attitude. The comparison between the Keftians and the men of the

Vaphio cups was confirmed, and the conclusion that they were Mycen-

aeans was natural ; a direct connection between Greece and Eg)'pt

c. 1550 H.C. seemed thus proved. But the objection has been rai.sed - that

the Cupbearer may not be a Cretan at all ; that as well at Knossos as at

Thebes he may be the repre.sentative of some nation intermediate between

Greece and Eg) pt, which sent tribute to the M3'cenaean dj-nasts of

Crete as well as to the Eg)ptian Pharaoh, the said nation being pre-

sumably the impossible Phoenicians or Cilicians. The objector forgets

that whereas the Keftiu were foreigners in Egypt, this Cupbearer is not

a foreigner in Crete ; he is as Mycenaean as the men of the \'aphio cups,

whom both he and the Keftiu so much resemble, and, after all, the picture

of a Mycenaean found in Crete is presumably that of a Cretan M)ccnaean.-*

I should be inclined to doubt, however, that Keftiu always = Crete

and nothing but Crete. The fact that the word is Egyptian and has a con-

notation almost, though not quite, as vague as that of Ha-ncbu, disposes me

to think that the Egyptians of the XVIIIth D\nasty did not understand by

the word any absolutely definite countr\- such as Crete, but 'the Isles of

the Great Green,' ' the Lands of the Great Ring,' in general, that is to say

not only Crete, but the other Mycenaean lands behind it, the south-

western coasts of Asia Minor, which no doubt seemed to the Egyptians a

series of islands (much as the Antarctic continent is figured on our maps),

and possibly even Cyprus, to which Mycenaean culture had apparently

already penetrated from the West.

not mentioned in the Tell el-Aniarna Letters, which are so well informed on all Syrian- Phoenician

relations ; (iv) Nothing in type or costume of the Keftiu indicates a Semitic origin' {Tiausl.).

' Alh. Mitlh. xxiii. p. 248, n. 2.

- Torr, Class. A'ev. xvi. p. 184.

» That the men of the Vaphio cups, whose coiffure is in details the counterpart of that of the

Keftians, were Cretans, seems, in view of the probability that these cups are really of Cretan

workmanship, extremely likely.
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Cyprus certainly was well-known to the Egyptians at this time ; it

had a name of its own—the full form of which I have restored— Yantdnay,

J
(j
"^ [jl] f^^^ ; this I take to be the same as the name of Yatnan

or Yaiuana, by which the Assyrians knew the island five hundred years

later.^ Another XVIIIth Dynasty foreign-land name, Asy, already

mentioned as used in connection with Keftiu to denote the lands of the

West, was identified by the Ptolemaic archaeologists with Cyprus ; the

identification may be correct ; if so, Asy may have been really the name
of part of the island only ; Yantanay certainly was the whole, as it is

described in the Stele of Canopus (1. 9), in a passage obviously copied from

some now destroyed tribute-list at Karnak, as ' the island ^Nebinaiti^

{rtad Yantinaiti) which is in the midst of the Great Green Sea.'

The land of Alashiya, constantly mentioned by both Egyptians and

Asiatics from the sixteenth to the eleven centuries B.C., has also been

identified by Miiller with Cyprus or part of it ;
- his identification was based

on the fact that Alashiya was, as is evident from the Tell el-Amarna

letters {temp. Amenhotcp IV. ; c. 1430 H.C.), a maritime country under an

^ Oldest Civilization of Greece, p. 163. The word was only known in a mutilated form ....
ntanay : the first syllable being unknown. I identified it with a Ptolemaic name for Cyiirii-,

/\ J HH ^>k.^^ fvrv_n '
' AV(^//;a///,' which, as it stands, is corrupt and impossible ; it isa niisn.a(i-

ing of a hieratic original of the .WHIth Dynasty, giving the true form -'-^ h
(J

l^v. (1(1 r\/>-0
A/VS/W\

for the mutilated word in the inscription of Thothnies HI. (Lepsius, Deiiknialer, iii. 30^7, 18I, which

is obviously the same as the Assyrian name for Cyprus, Yalnan or Yatuaiin. Mr. Turr

has misunderstood me on this point, and has also fallen into a serious error as lo a

matter of fact. He says (Class. Rn'. xvi. p. 183), 'the author says that Asi was "certainly part of

Cyprus," but he does not give any reasons for saying so. As a matter of fact, Asi was supposed lo

t)e Cyprus, l>ecause the Canopic decree of 238 B.C. was supposed to have a name like A^^i in the

hieroglyphic text to represent the name Cyprus in the Creek text. Hut on p. 163 the author has a

long note, showing that the name in the hieroglyphic text has been misread and is not the least

like .\si.' But, as a matter offait Asy is not mentioned in the Canopic decree at all, and, further,

in my note on p. 163, I never said that the name in the hieroglyphic text of the Canopic decree

had l)een misread as ' Asi.' When I say ' Nebinaiti,' I do not mean ' Asi.'

(In his article 'Die Urheimat iler I'hilister,' in Mitth. Vorderasiat. Gcs. 1900, p. S, W. M.
k A/WAAA /VA/\A/V\ t\ r\

MuUer suggests Hi ]| (1
''^ (1(1 t^C^ . This is possible, and gives practically the same result.

Aittanay. But I prefer j\ to HI wwv, in view of my identification of the WHIth DynaMy
A/V\/W\

word with the Ptolemaic 'Nebinaiti.' This identification is not made by Muller, nor has he

perceived the identity of \Antanay or Yantanay with the .Assyrian Yatnan.)
' Das Land Ala'sia : Zeits. ft4r Assyriologie, x. (1895) p. 257 ff.
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independent king, which mined and exported copper to Egypt. But ivory

was also exported to Egypt by the Alashiyans, and Cyprus was surely

never a land of elephants ! Miiller's suggestion that this ivory came not

from Mesopotamia, where as we know from both Assyrian and Egyptian

records, the Indian elephant ranged at this time and for many centuries

later, but from Libya, is improbable, to say the least of it. But in spite

of the ivory export I hold with him that Alashiya must be Cyprus,

because not only was copper exported thence, but was actually mined

there : in a letter written in Babylonian, the usual diplomatic medium—the

French, in fact—of the time, the king of Alashiya writes to the king of

Egypt, apparently Amenhotep III., saying 'Brother, should the small

amount of the copper [sent to thee] be displeasing to thy heart, [it is]

because in my land the hand of Nergal my lord slew all the men of my land

[i.e. they died of the plague], a^id there ivas no ivorking of copper ; and it

was, my brother, not pleasing to thy heart. Thy messenger with my mes-

senger swiftly will I send, and whatever amount of copper thou hast asked

for, O my brother, I, even I, will send it thee.' ^ Now copper was appar-

ently not mined in ancient times anywhere in the eastern Levant except in

Cyprus, so that Alashiya must be Cyprus, and the ivory must have simp!}-

come from Mesopotamia to Egypt via Cyprus. We know from the finds

in Cyprus that the C)'priote Mycenaeans, like the peoples of Asia Minor

{Iliad, iv. 141), were greatly given to work in ivory. If, however, it can be

proved that copper was ever mined anywhere on the Cilician coast, the

C}prian claim would be jeopardized, for the rest of the evidence points as

much to the mainland as to Cyprus. The fact that the Alashiyans were

raided by the Lukki or Lycians proves nothing as to their exact geogra-

phical position, and the Egyptian envoy Uenuamen, who in the reign of

the priest-king Herheru, four hundred years later, was driven by contrary

winds from the Phoenician coast to Alashiya, may quite as well have been

carried to Cilicia as Cyprus. And the fact that the Alashiyans used the

Babylonian cuneiform script, like the rest of the mainlanders as far as the

Taurus, points rather to a continental than an insular position ; we have

no proof that cuneiform ever gained any foothold in Cyprus, where at this

period, a pictographic script possibly analogous to the Cretan, seems

' " .\hi, ki sihcr eru in;i lihbi-ka la isakin, summa ina maliya kati Nergal beli-ya gabba ameliiti

sa niali-ya idiik, 11 ehis eri yaini ; u, ahi-ya, ina libbi-ka la sakin. Marsipri-ka itti marsipri-ya arhis

ussir, 11 mim'immc eri sa terissu, ahi-ya, u anakii ullebilak-ku."' (Hudge and Bezold, p. xxxvi.

)
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to have been in use. Further, there is the question of the ivorj-. But at

present Cyprus has the best claim to be Alashiya.

Miiller's identification of the land of Arsapi or Arsawi, also mentioned

in the Tell el-Amarna letters, with Alashiya is simpl)' ' Sache des Glaubens '
:

the name of its king, Tarkhundaraush, definitely points to Cilicia as his

home.

The same writer's further argument that Alashiya (so called by the

cuneiform-using peoples, and spelt Aiasa by the Egyptians of Amenhotep

III.'s time) is really the same as the land of Asy, probably vocalized

A'sS'"*, of Thothmes III. (the / being dropped in the earlier and less

correct pronunciation, but restored when the cuneiform spelling showed the

Eg>'ptian scribes the proper transliteration), is not only ingenious, but

e.xtremely probable. This identific;ition simplifies matters considerabh' ; we

no longer have to accommodate at least three land-names with territor)- in

Cyprus.

Vantanay then is certainly the whole of C)'prus ; Alashiya, called

A's'^y" by the Egyptians until they learnt to spell it properl)- as Alaska,

is probably part of it, though the very doubtful Cilician possibility must

not be altogether lost sight of

It seems i)r()bable enough that the term Keftiu, though not identical

with C}'prus alone, as Birch and Chabas maintained,^ included C\'prus ; the

Keftians of Rekhmara's tomb bring ivorj' to Eg)'j:)t, as the Alashijans did,

and the King of Vantana)' sent Thothmes III. as a j^resent a sil\cr vase 'of

Keftiu-work,' which at least shows connection, if identity be not conceded ;

and the fact that A's^y' (Alashi)-a) and Keftiu are mentioned sepaiatel)'

in the ' H\mn of .Amen ' as representing the West, need not mean that the

first, which was the name of a single land, was never included in the second,

which was a vague geographical designation. If, h(jwever, the distinction

is insisted upon, and Cyprus is considered outside the boundar)- of Keftiu,

then the last name is simply pushed further to the west, in the direction

of Crete and the Aegean, which were certainly included in it in the times

of Hatshepsut and Thothmes III. Archaeological research in Crete has

shown us that Greece [)roper was in communication with Egjpt at least

as early as the time of the Xllth Dynasty, and that these relations were

continued under the Xlllth, and during the H\'ksos or ' Intermediate'

' Mi-'moire surime Patire I'^yptienuc
; pp. 23 ft., 50 ft". Brugscli prcfcrrcil Crete. Hotli wcil-

right, if Keftiu includes both Crete and Cyprus.
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period : the tombs of the XVIIIth Dynasty at Thebes have shown us that

Mycenaeans, probably of Crete, had set foot in Egypt as early as 1 500 B.C.

And now I come to a point which bears on the question of the route

which Cretans would take to get to Egypt at this time. Keftin is mentioned

in the same sentence with Asy (Alashiya) which, if it is not Cyprus or part

of it, must be placed on the Cilician coast, and in lists of foreign peoples is

always mentioned in conjunction with the Syrians and before the Kheta.

That is to say, Keftiu was away beyond the Kheta, and at the same time

could be placed in juxtaposition to the Syrians. I took this to be a

further indication that Cyprus was intended to be included in the Keftiu-

countries, for this is precisely the geographical position usually assigned to

Alashiya, but if Keftiu is really Crete, Rhodes, and the Aegean islands

only, why is Greece mentioned in this category, unless we assume that

the Cretans came to fight via Cyprus and the Palestinian coast? If they

came across the sea direct to Libya, why are they not rather mentioned in

conjunction with Libyan tribes than with those of Asia Minor and Syria?

I think this point in favour of my view is worth examination.^

The Mycenaean objects depicted on the walls of XVIIIth Dynasty

Theban tombs (in the necropolis-hill of Shekh 'Abd al-Kurna) as

brought by the Keftiu to Egypt, are chiefly metal vases of various kinds,

among which the familiar Biigelkanne does not figure, though golden

Biigelkannen are represented three hundred years later in the tomb of

Rameses III.- More especially we see (Fig. i) long one-handled vases of

the type of the Trichter or False Trickier (without the hole : a Mycenaean

beer-warmer!) like those figured by Furtwangler-Loschcke, vii. Fig. 42,

xi. Fig. 71 ; and precisely like that carried by the cupbearer at Knossos.^

These vases are very characteristic of the Keftians. The warrior with

^ Also the use of the 'Ring 'and 'Circle' terms for the Mediterranean lands looks to me as

if the earliest way of getting to Crete was by circling round the coast-line ;
you began with the

Fore Lands to the east of the Delta, passed on to the first twist round (the debit of the Vlth Dynasty ?)

to Palestine, then reached the next 'left incline' at the 'Circle' (Kedi, the Gulf of Issos) and

passed along the coasts of the Back of Beyond, the Hinder Lands, to the southerly turn which brought

you to the Isles of the West.
^ That the clay Biigelkanne had already reached Egypt at this time is shown by the specimen

(doubtless of Cretan origin) from the Maket tomb at Kahun (temp. Thothmes IIL).

^ A similar 'beer-warmer ' in Egyptian blue faience of late XVIIIth or XlXth Dynasty date

is preserved in the P'ourth Egyptian Room of the British Museum (No. 22,731), where it is exhibited

together with two XlXth Dynasty blue faience Bugelkannen (No. 30,451) ; the first two published

by me in Oldest Civilization^ Figs. 53, 52). No. 22,731 is presumably the Trichtei mentioned

by V. Bissing,ya/4r/J. Arch. Inst. loc. cit.
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drawn sword who looks back to make some remark to his comrade

who follows in the <^reat procession of Mycenaean gift-bearers in the

tomb of Rekhmara (Fig. 2 below) carries a great white vase with curved

handles, which, as v. Bissing has pointed out,^ are exactly like those of

the well known alabaster vase from Mycenae (Schliemann, Mycenae,

F'g- 35^^)- I think, however, that this vase was of silver. The sword

carried by this warrior is remarkable : the type is definitely European.

Hitherto the form of the hilt has been incorrectly reproduced in all draw-

ings of the Keftiu ; I have given it more accurately in Fig. 2, though

the pommel should be rounder, and may be compared with that of the

sword represented on the remarkable onyx cameo discovered by Mr. Evans

I"u;. I.

(Tumi) i)f Rekhmara.

Kir,. 2.

(Ttiinb(.)f Rekhmara.)

Fig. 3.

(After \ ircy, Toinbdiu dc Kihhniiin] )

at Knossos in 1902. The whole sword bears a remarkable resemblance to

a well-known type from Italy, of I'larly Jkonze Age date, of which several

specimens are preserved in the British Mu.seum, Ethnological Department.-

The date usually assigned to these Italian swords, or rather daggers,

b\- students of European archaeology, is about 1600 l?.C., which is, w ithin

fift}- \ears, the exact date of the Rekhmara frescoes. A development (jf

this earl}- form, which also bears considerable resemblance to our Keftian

weapon, is known fr.)m Italy and Greece in later da\s. The Mycenaeiin

swords from lal\s(js are quite different in type, having a cross-guard.

' lO(. (it.

^ Temple Het^uest, 1S56 ; \V. T. 703: Blacas, 1S67. The same tyju.- is also known ln)m

Neuenheiligen in tlermany (Home Fcrahs, vii. lo) and La (luillotiere in France (//'. vii. S).

1 2 *
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Another Keftian from the same tomb, carrying a very Mycenaean

prochous, is also figured above (Fig. 3). In the tomb of Menkheperrasenb

two silver vases, each with a single line of embossed or inlaid spirals

running round the centre, have handles not distantly resembling those of the

famous golden SeVa? dn^iKvireWov from the tomb at Mycenae (Schlie-

mann, op. cit.. Fig. 346). In the earlier tomb of Senmut, now unhappily

ruined but for the precious fragment of fresco in the north-western corner

of the forehall, which contains what is left of the Keftian representations,

are carefully depicted several cups of the type of the famous Cups

of Vaphio, and the silver cup from Enkomi, but of more elaborate

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

(Tomb of Senmut ; after Prisse d'Avennes, corrected in accordance

with my notes, 1902.)

Fig. 6.

(Sketched in the Tomb of

Senmut.)

workmanship than the last and of enormous size. These vases were

very accurately reproduced in colour by Prisse d'Avennes in his Histoire

de rAlt Egyptiennc ( Vases des Tributaires de Kafa, Nos. 2, 9,) of

which the blocks in my Oldest Civilisation of Greece are tracings : the

illustrations given above (Figs. 4, 5) show them more correctly, how-

ever. Both vases are of silver inlaid with gold. A fragment on the extreme

left, where the wall is broken away, shows a golden vase of the same type,

decorated with inlaid copper spirals (Fig. 6). A vase of similar type, but

rather more elongated shape, is depicted among the Keftian gifts in the

somewhat later tomb of Menkheperrasenb ; it bears an inlaid design of two

bucrania, with horns interlaced. This remains as yet unpublished. The type

occurs again, four hundred years later, in the tomb of Imadua. who lived in

the time of Rameses IX., Neferkara, of the XXth Dynasty, as late as

1 100 B.C. This brings the Mycenaean period down later than the usual
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theories of date would allow, and very near the time of the Pinetchems and

Pisbankhas. Besides the vases of Vaphio type, the Keftian on the

extreme right carries on his shoulder a magnificent prochous, the lower

part of which is of gold, the upper, with neck and handle, of silver
;

a chased band of silver masks the junction (Fig. 7) ; the raised ring on the

shoulder is found on Cretan vases, cj. those from Zakro published by Hogarth

in J.H.S. xxii., pi. 12, stone vases and others of Kamares ware, from

Knossos, published by the same writer in the Annual for 1899-1900 vol. vi..

Fig. 24. (A similar ring occurs on the great white vase in the tomb of

Rekhmara, already alluded to.) His second fellow to the left carries a

massive vase of copper or bronze with a heavy mouth, four ring handles

Fic. 7. Fig. 8.

(Sketched in the Tomb of Senimit.)

at its greatest circumference, and four near the base, which is a massive

ring-stand with a projecting band close to the lower edge ; in line with the

upper set of handles is a band of rosettes (Fig. 8). This remarkable vase

has alread)- been figured, not quite accurately, by Prisse d'Avennes, loc. cit.,

followed without correction by Mliller, Asien ii. Europa, p. 349. It appears

to me to bear considerable analogies to the appearance of certain t\-pes of

Kamares potter)- which are evident!)- derived from metal originals. {Annual,

vi. Figs. 24, 27 [tS]\ The two sets of handles occur on the great Knossian

pithoi. Among the tribute in Rekhmara's tomb are also depicted, besides

a fine silver prochous with beautiful gold bands of spirals co\ering its

body,^ a great golden protouie of a bull,- exactly resembling the famous

silver bull's head with the golden rosette on its forehead which was

found at Mycenae, and other protoinai of animals, especially lions.

' I'risse dWvennes, lo(. cit. 4 ; Oldist Civilization, Fig. 47.
'-'

Ibid. Y\g. 21.
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Which of these, we wonder, is of the type of the ' silver shauabti vase

of the work of Keftiu ' which was sent to Thothmes III. in the forty-

second year of his reign by the king of Yantanay ? And were the

* four vases of bronze with silver handles, weighing 56 debn i kedt', sent

at the same time ' with all the good things of that land,' also Mycenaean ?

The productions of the Mycenaean art workers might well seem good

to the Egyptian chronicler, and certainly the Egyptian decorator of the

tomb of Senmut did his best to perpetuate their goodliness for all time.

Most of these Mycenaean objects seem particularly Cretan in appear-

ance, and it seems very probable that these embassies came from Crete

during the great age of Knossos and Phaistos.

But among the Mycenaean vases brought b\' the Keftians are also

others which are not of Mycenaean workmanship. These are apparentl}'

I'hoenician imitations of Egyptian work, since in style they are more or

less Egyptian. This fact compels us to believe that much of the commerce

between the Keftian lands and Egypt filtered through Phoenician channels,

and that the Keftian ambassadors quite possibl}- came via Phoenicia,

and in Phoenician ships. The Phoenicians were active naxigators and

merchants then and afterwards ; all the Phoenician cities known to us in

'classical' times were already great and flourishing, and, as we see from

the Tell el-Amarna letters, which have shed so priceless a light upon the

state of the Nearer East in the fifteenth century i;.C., were devoted, as careful

merchants and bankers should be, to the interests of the protecting arm of

Egypt. The bulk of the commerce between Egx'pt and the Mediterranean

lands was evidently carried in Phoenician bottoms, and in a tomb of this

period at Thebes there existed till lately a fresco, discovered and published

by M. Daressy,^ which depicted the busy scene at the Theban qua}s on the

arrival of a Phoenician merchant-ship, with its beak- nosed owners in their

voluminous and multi-coloured robes on board, one of whom carries a

small Mycenaean amphora of the type of one found in Egypt and now-

exhibited in the Egyptian Department of the British Museum (No. 4858 ;

Oldest Civilization of Greece, Fig. 49).

That this importation from Keftiu of Mycenaean objects, and probably

of Mycenaean ambassadors also, by Phoenicians occasionally led to some

confusion in the minds of the Egyptians is natural, and the result is that

occasionally we find Keftian tribute-bearers represented as appro.ximating

' Rev. Arch, xxvii. (1895) pll. 14-15, Maspero, Premieres MeUes, p. 407.
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to the Semitic type.^ No doubt the question may fairly be asked whether

this is really a mistake, and whether undetermined Semites from the far

north were not sometimes included in the Keftian names as well as the

Mycenaeans. But this is hardly possible, for in the most carefully decor-

ated tombs, such as those of Senmut and Rekhmara, the people from

Keftiu are always depicted as Mycenaeans of the type of the Knossian

cupbearer and the bull-catchers of the Vaphio cup^ : the representation of

Keftians as Semites is unusual, and only occurs when the subject is

bearded ; the influence of use and custom seems then to have inclined the

artist's hand to approximate to the Semitic type. But when M}cen-

aeans are correctly represented they are always described as Keftians

and bear no otlier name. It seems then that when the Egyptian artist

represented Keftians as Semites, he was simply making a mistake. In

any case the fact cannot be taken to support the obsolete view that the

Keftians were Phoenicians, seeing that when Mycenaeans appear they

are always called Keftians, and after all that has been urged to the

contrary above.

Keftiu then is primarily the Xorth-western coasts of the Mediter-

ranean, from Crete to Cyprus : and it is possible that the nai^ne \\as also

used in a restricted sense to denote Crete alone.

IV.

—

The Peoples of the Sea.

We can now turn to the tribes of the Mediterranean, not described as

Keftians, who came into contact with the Eg}'ptians during the period

between the XVIIIth and XX 1st Dynasties (r. 1500- 1000 B.C.}, and are

generall}' known as the mysterious and much-disputed ' Peoples of the

Sea.' With the end of the XVIIIth Dynasty the word Keftiu disappears

from the Egyptian monuments, and seems to ha\e been no longer generally

used. A list of Keftian proper names on a writing-board and a list of words

of the Keftian language on papyrus, which date to the end of the X\'IIIth

Dynasty, are the last records of the men of Keftiu. In the place of tlie

vague geographical term Keftiu we now meet with the names of individual

tribes of the Great Green Sea, known to the Egyptians as piratical warriors

who made the traversing of the sea unsafe for peaceful merchants and

^ In the lomh of Menkheperrascnb, once or twice; in the tomli of Ameneniheh. the \voll-kno\Mi

General of Amenhetep H., usually.
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travellers, and from time to time descended in predatory hordes, allied

with the restless tribes of Lib)'a, upon the Egyptian Delta, with no other

mission but to burn, to kill, and to enslave, or allied themselves with either

Egyptian or Kheta for pay and subsistence. The peaceful and highly-

civilized Keftians disappear, but Mycenaean culture did not disappear from

the ken of the Egyptians with them. The XlXth Dynasty foreign settle-

ment at Gurob has yielded M}cenaean vases ; IMycenaean ' Biigelkannen '

and 'Trichter' were imitated in Egyptian blue faience by the XlXth

Dynasty potters, and Mycenaean ' Biigelkannen ' and pitlioi of copper

and gold are depicted among the costly Keipi-qXia of the tomb of King

Rameses III. of the XXth Dynasty {c. 1200 I'.c.) ; even later traces of

Mycenaean art may be noted in Eg}pt. Thus, during the whole period of

the piratical activity of the ' Peoples of the Sea ' Mycenaean civilization

was in existence, and in connection with Egypt. And we shall see that

many of these peoples must have been Mycenaeans, while others, if

probably outside the circle of Mycenaean culture, lived so close to its

confines that they must have been considerably influenced by it.

It was natural that in the da) s before Schliemann Dc Rouge's identi-

ficatign of many of them with Dardanians, Danaans, and Achaians, and

all the host of the wars of Troy should have met with considerable in-

credulit)- ; and it is true that some of his identifications never held water.

Hut we now see that others were by no means so absurd as the)' were

perhaps naturally considered to be in the 'sixties, and the historical insight

of Prof. Maspero has succeeded in sifting the wheat from the chaff with

regard to them so well that there remains but little for others to do.

In the Tell el-Amarna letters three tribes are mentioned which we do

not meet with on the monuments of the XVHIth Dynasty. These were

the Lukki, piratical seafarers who raided the lands of the king of Alashiya,

the Sirdana, apparently mercenary soldiers who served any master for pay,

and the Danuna, a tribe settled on the Canaanitish coast. That the Lukki

are Lycians there is no reason to doubt, but Mr. Torr has suggested {Class.

Rev. loc. cit. p. 184) that they were rather the inhabitants of the land of

Laki, mentioned among the conquests of Asshur-natsir-pal, which he places

in Phoenicia and identifies with the valley of the Lykos, the modern Nahr

el-Kelb. But we know perfectly well where Laki was : it is definitely

described in the inscription quoted by Mr. Torr as being partly 'on this \i.t\

the Assyrian] side of the Euphrates,' and extending to the region of the
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Upper Tigris (the Subnat or Sebene-su), i.e. the district of Diarbekr. Ihe

inscription does not mention any 'great sea of the land of Laki,' but, like

others of the same king, speaks of Asshur-natsir-pal as ' the king who from-

beyond the Tigris even up to Mount Lebanon and the Great Sea, the

whole of the land of Laki, and the land of Sukhi, together with the city of

Rapiki, hath cast into subjection under his feet, and (the territory) from

the source of the river Subnat up to the pass which lieth over against it

hath conquered with his hand.'^ Since Laki is certainly the district

between the Upper Euphrates and the Tigris, and Lukki was a Mediter-

ranean country with ships and seamen, there is no need to point out also-

the philological impossibility of identifying La-ki-e with Lu-nk-ki.

Since, then, we have no Assyrian. Phoenician, or Biblical record of any

people, land, or river in this neighbourhood with any name resembling Lukkz

and Lykos, and it is inherently probable that the Nabr el-Kelb has always

been called the ' Dog River,' and that its Greek and Arabic names are trans-

lations of the original Phoenician, Mr. Torr's identification of the country of

the Lukki with the little gorge of the Lykos (which, by the way, has not

much room for inhabitants) will hardh' hold. That the Lukki were no

mere inhabitants of a {Phoenician fishing-village is shown by the fact of

their appearance as a nation side b>' side with the ' Cilicians ' and
' Pisidians,' among the allies of the Kheta in the war against Rameses IL

We have no reason whatever to refuse to recognize in them the Lycians.

It is on the occasion of this war against Rameses II. that the northern

tribes next cross our path. The princes of the Kheta. whose main seat

seems to have been Cappadocia, and whose empire seems to have spread

at one time or other westward to Mt. Sipylos and in the fourteenth

century u.c. had been extended as far south as Northern Palestine, found

the new dominion over the Syrians which they had acquired during the

faineance of Khuenaten seriously threatened by the warlike activity of

Seti I. of Egypt and his son Rame.ses, both of whom aspired to restore

to Egypt the Asiatic dominion df Amenhetep III. Accordingly they

' Transl. by Budge and King, Annals of the Kings of Assyria, p. 344. The text reads :
—

' Sarru sa istu ebirtan Idiglat adi Labnana u tamdi rabite, Laki ana sihirii-sa Suhi adi Rapiki ana

sepe-su usikni-sa, istu res eni Subnat adi nirib sa bitanikat-su iksud.' The passage giving the exact

position of Laki reads :
—

' Alani sa Sep annate sa Puratte sa Laki sa Suhi ' ^ih. p. 355). Further,

the cities of the land of Laki were reached after the king had gone up into the narrows of the

I'.uphrates, and in other inscriptions the countr)' is spoken of as lying between Carchemish and

I'rarlu (.\rarat).

N
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joined to them the forces of their dependents and alhes in Asia Minor

and advanced to meet the Eg)'ptian attack, which, however, triumphed

at the Battle of Kadesh. .Among these alhes are the following foreign

tribes of the north : the people of Luka, who are the same as the Lukki

or L)cians, those of IMdasa (/.<'. the PisidiansJ, of Kalakisha (the Cili-

cians), and three others, the tribes of Dardenui and oS. Masa, and of

a land whose name has been variously read as Maunna, Ariunna or

Iliuna, and lauima or Vevanna. Of the identitx- of the Kalakisha, the

Pidasa, and the Luka there seems little reason to doubt : the -slia

termination of the name of the first is, as I have pointed out,' meicly

the Asia Minor nominal suffix -ar^i or -aza, which we find in Lycian,

and is the well-known termination -aaa i<s or -uxrao^, so characteristic ot

Asia Minor jjlace-names. Prof. I'etric. h(n\evcr, has lately suggested- that

Kalakisha (Oarkish) rather = Kirkesion on the Euphrates, and that the

Pidasa were not Pisidians or Pedasians (Leleges) but people from the

river Pidias Prof. Petrie uses the m(jdern form; in C"\prus. I am unable

to see that the last sup[)osition has anything in its fa\our. The name ol

the Pediaeus is purely Greek, and cannot have existed in pre-Mellenic

times : it was so obviousl\- conferred because this ri\cr flows through the

onl\' plain of Cyprus. We cannot even accept Prof Petrie's suggestion

with the neccssar\- corollary that Cireek was already spoken in C}'prus

c. I jOO !!.(-.. because the people who came from the banks of the Pediaeus

would in that case ha\e been the Hehialoi : the final 9 would have dis-

appeared, and so the Eg) ptians could not have represented it as Pi-da-sct.

In any case, Prof Petrie himself [joints out that the allies were 'a bod)' of

chariots '
: is it not more likely that the Pidasa were continentals like the

rest than that they were a small ' body of chariots ' specially, and w ith

great trouble, transported from Cyprus ? Prof Petrie accepts the equation

Luka= L)cians : wh)- not identif)' their companions the Pidasa with the

neighbouring Pisidians or with the Pedasians of Caria (Leleges)?^ The

other identification is thus far probable*: now that we know the meaning of

the -s/ia termination, it seems to me, as before, that the identification of

Kiir<iki-s/ia or Ko/dki-s/ia with the Kilik-ians is the natural one, but it

may well be that Kirk-es-ion may have been a .settlement of Karakisha

(Kilikians . The conjunction with Carchemish (which itself possibly ends

' O/drst Civilization of Greece, \\ 178. - Proe. Soe. IH>>1. Arch. wiv. j). 317.
'• Oldcft Civiligation, \i. ico.
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with the Asia Minor termination) is in favour of Professor l^etrie's

identification with the KiUkian settlement on the Euphrates rather than

-with the race in jreneral.

The further identifications of the Masn with the Mysians and of the

Dardeuni with the Dardanians, temptini,^ thout^h they are, we ma\' perhaps

hesitate to accept fully until some further Ii|j[ht has been throw n upon the

whole question of the exact <^eot;raphical limits of the Khcta dominion.

There is no proof of the validit}- of these identifications be)'ond remark-

ably close similarit)- of name, and the Mysians and Dardanians are rather

far afield ; the M}sians in fact were still astride the Hellespont in Homeric

days. Prof. Petrie suggests Jfbel Musa near the Orontes and Jelni

DurdiDi in Cilicia. 1 cannot .sec that the first need be an)- more than

' Moses' Hill,' but the second is more probable. lUit still the Dardenui

who lived in Cilicia in Ramescs H.'s time and loft their name in Jebel Durdun

may be the same as the Dardanians who lived in Phrxgia in Homeric

da)'s. When the Dardenui were regarded as Dardanians of Tro\- it was

natural enoutjh to read the name -<2>- -^^^^^ "^ rvoon as Ariiiiina and ^o

identify it with Ilion {Iliunun): alternative readings Ma-uii-iia ( = Maeonia?^

and Iau)ina or Y'-w"ii-Jui ( = Ionia ?}^ have been proposed. Prof Petrie

has now, it seems to me, found the most probable identification. He reads

Ai'i-7i'Cii-)ia and identifies with Oroanda. This fits in entirely; f//7 is the

most usual value of -<=^=^, and the termination -iia corresponds, as it

should do, with an ending in -nda. Another name of the allies,

Katcliaundana, Prof Petrie identifies w ith Kataonia.

Here then we have a bod)- of allies drawn b}- the Khcta from the

western confines of their kingdom, the centre of which was Cappadocia ;

Cilicians of several tribes, Kataonians (?), Oroandians, Pisidians or Pedas-

ians (Leleges from Karia), and Lycians. The Lycians are thus mentioned

for the second time in Egyptian annals. The majority- of these tribes

were, as far as we know, non-M)cenaean, but that Leleges and Lycians

were in the fourteenth century B.C. if not comprised within the circle

of, at least strongl)- influenced b\-, Mycenaean culture, which we find in

full activit}' in Crete and jjcrhaps in Rhodes also in the sixteenth, is

inherenth' probable.

' VV. M. Miiller, Asicit ii. Eiiropa, p. 369. Thi.s i> the lc;i^l prob.iMc icadiiii; and idciilifi-

cation. I liave already noted [O/dtst Ciri/iza/ion, p. 129) lliat iu> '\'ivana' are mentioned in

the Tell el-.\niarna letters.

N 2
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We next meet with the Peoples of the Sea nearly seventy years later^

when the long reign of Rameses II. had come to an end, and the state of

decadence into which Egypt had sunk during the old age of her 'Grand

Monarque,' is significantly marked bj- the ravaging of the Delta by the

hosts of the Northerners in alliance with the wild marauders of Libya, led

by the chiefs of the Masha or Mashauasha.^ The Northerners seem to

have reverted to the time-honoured traditions of the Ha-nebu, the peaceful

intercourse with Keftiu is forgotten, and the Mycenaeans of this latter day

appear simply as marauding vikings, ' fighting to fill their bellies daily,'

*as the Egyptian record pithily puts it.

The Mehtin who had ' come from all quarters ' and ' from the lands of

the (ircat Green .... to Eg\pt. t(j seek food for their mouth,' whom ' the

miserable Libj-an led hither,' consisted of, besides the Luka again, the

Akaiiiaslia, the Turuslia or TIniirslia, the Shakanislia or Shakalcsha, and

the Sharditia. These last we have met alread\-. They are the same as

the mercenar)' soldiers of the SiidiDia, inentioned in the Tell el-.Amarna

letters two hundred \ears before, and, the V^'arangians (jf their da\-, under

Ivamescs II. the\- enlisted in the l^g\ptian service as life-guards.

De Rouge's identification of the Akaiuasha with the Achaians has

only once been challenged, b}- Hrugsch, when he felt an uncontrollable

tlesire to banish the whole collection of Peoples of the Sea to the Caucasu.s.^

The suppo.sed difficulties in the way are non-<ixistent : the representation of

^ by the P'g)ptian q {k) has an e.xact reverse parallel in the Assj-rian name

for the Cilicians, Hilakkii ; the -asha or -sita termination is merely the

.\sia Minor nominal suffix -a.zi or -aza, already referred to, with which

most of these names, including even that of the Libyan Masha or Maxyes,

end ; and VV. M. Miiller has shown that neither the Akaiuasha nor any of

the rest of these tribes were circumcised, as used to be thought the

case.^ Akaiuasha means simply the 'Ky^ai^oi. Whether the u.se of the

Lycian suffix shows that these proto-Achaians themselves still spoke one

of the Asia Minor group of tongues, which, as Kretschmer has shown, at

one time included the whole of Greece, insular and continental, in its

territory, or whether it simply means that the Egyptians took their name

down from an Asia Minor source, as was probably the ca.se with regard to

' The Maxyes; see Biidt;*', Hist. E};. v. 150, vi. 39. - Egypt under the Pharaohs, ii. 124.

•' /^roi. Sot. Hihl. Arch. \. ]). 147 ff.
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the Mashauasha, must remain uncertain : the former view seems ver\-

probable; Aryan Greek may not even \et (1200 is.c.) have* been spoken

far south in Greece.

We have other somewhat earlier evidence of the presence of the

Thuirsha on Ef^yptian soil in the name of an official, An-Tursha, whose

grave was found at Gurob ; that the forei<;ners in whose settlement the

grave of this ' IMllar of the Tursha ' (such is the signification of his name) was

found were themselves Tursha or Thuirsha is a legitimate conclusion enough.

I am no more able now than two years ago to give them a local habitation,

and a more or less Greek name of their own. The ' Eastern Tyrsenians

•of Asia Minor seem to be the Toreboi simplw And ltal\- is too far oft

to go for them, as is also the case with the Shardina. The next tribe, the

Shakelesha, are undoubtedly,- as Maspero concluded twenty years ago,^ the

Sagalassians of Pisidia. They are the rejjresentatives of th(^ Pidasa of

seventy years before. The identification ab.solutely hits the right nail on

the head. The name is of the required Asia Minor form ;
Sagalassos =

6"<7i,W-^?.j^? = Shakalesha. And the Sagalassians are not too far off. as

De Rouge's Sikels were. Mr. Miiller rejects the identification with the

Sikels {Asien u. Enropa, p. 357; but accepts that of the Thuirsha with the

TjTsenians and that of the Sharrlina w ith the Sardinians ;
if the two last

are probable, the first is equall\- so. Eor the identification of the Shardina

with the Sardinians De Rouge was als(j responsible, but. in spite of the

tempting resemblance of the name, it seems to me that if we remember

that -na is also an Asia Minor nominal suffix, as well as -asha, it will

seem evident that Maspero's identification with the Sardians of Lydia is

far more probable. If we identify them with tribes of the Aegean and

Asia Minor coast, we have all these peoples close to heel, and not careering

off too far to the west. Also they are s|joken of as coming from the

•direction of Asia, and, like the Keftians before them, in connection with the

Kheta of Cappadocia.

The invaders were defeated by Pharaoh Merenptah at Piaru in the

Delta, and there fell of the Libyans over 6300 men, and of the uncircum-

' \V. M. Miillei {Millh. dcr Vordcrasiatisihcn Gcselbchaft, 1900, p. 4) criN in aUriliuliiii; lhi>

ideiitificatii)n to Herr C". Xiebuhr. who seems, when he re[)eated it (Orieiitalisi/ie LitIcratit 1-

zeitting, ii. 381) to ha\e lieeii unaware that I'rof. Maspero luul twenty years' priority of hiiu in the

matter.
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cised in all 2372 hands were taken as trophies, of which the Shakalcsha

contributed 250 (212 men) and the Turusha 790 (742 men).

The Akaiuasha, the Thuiisha or Tur(u)sha, and the Shakalcsha

apparently visited the Nile-land no more, but the subsequent history of

the Shardina is interesting. We have seen that they served the Egyptians

as mercenary soldiers in the time of Khuenaten and Rameses II.; they

then turned against their old employers and fought them in the company

of their own kith and kin ; afterwards they again returned to their

allegiance, and when the next shock of Northern attack fell upon Egj-pt

fifty years later in the reign of Rameses III. the formidable Varangians

proved true to the salt which they had eaten, and the ' mighty men
of the Shardina ' formed, with some Thuirsha, the backbone of the

Egyptian army and fleet which overthrew the Philistines and their

allies, among them apparently other Shardina, off the Syrian coast.

The whole story presents a most curious parallel to the doings of the

Northmen in the Middle Sea in the eighth and ninth centuries of

our era.

After defeating another Libyan attack in his fifth year, three years

ater Rameses III. found his kingdom threatened by a serious combination

of the predatory Northerners ; besides some Shardina, the Piinisathn or

Puiesat/ia, the Unshas/ia, the Tcliakaray {Zakar), and the Danaaii or

Danauna are mentioned. The last-named have been already mentioned
;

they are evidently the Damoui mentioned in the Tell el-Amarna letters.

That the Pulesatha must be the Pelishtim or Piiilistines is generally

admitted, and tradition is unanimous in bringing the Philistines from Crete,

which if it be Caphtor, gives a further reast)n for the identification of

Keftiu with Crete. That the Philistines were an intrusive non-Semitic

element in the land to which they gave the name of Palestine is evident,

and there is no reason against the many reasons for an acceptance of the

traditions which bring them from Crete.^ We find no mention of them

before this date, and it is at least probable that it was now that their

migration took place. It is certain that they moved as a whole migratory

people : they landed a large proportion of their men, women, and children,

' On lliis suhjcrl cf. I'riiuiiial .M<>on.\ article r/n/istiiifs in iho EitiVilopauiia Hiblna, ami

ihc articles of \V. M. Mullcr in ihc Milth. V'ordcrasiat. Ots. for 1900. The latter is the tirsi to

comment on the occurrence of the name Cajihtor in a Ptolemaic inscri[)tion at Omhos, as Ktplar

(p. 5'. The fad that the translators of the .Septuagint translated Caphtor hy 'Cappadocia " shows

ihal they were lookini; in the right direction for a country with a name resemliling Caphtor.
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i^oods and chattels, for a large proportion of the invading host marched

by land, with their households and household gods in rude two-wheeled

carts drawn by oxen. It seems that the landing took place on the southern

coast of Asia Minor, for the expedition is described, probably in exaggerated

terms, as follows :
—

' The Isles were restless, disturbed among themselves

at one and the same time. No land stood before them, beginning from

Kheta (Cappadocia and Cilicia), Kedi (the 'circling' of the Syrian coast

at the Gulf of Iskanderun), Carchemish, Arvad, and Alashiya. They

destroyed them, and assembled in their camp in the midst of Amar
{Aviurnt ; Palestine).' It is a regular Vblkerivanderung, coming by ship

from the isles, and ejecting an irresistible, slowly moving horde on to the

coast west of Cilicia, which spread over Northern Syria, like a swarm of

locusts, destro)'ing as it went, while the ships coasted along the land,

overwhelming Cyprus on the way, till the whole came to a halt on the

Palestinian coast, where the Egyptian army and fleet met, and, according

to the Egyptian account, in the amphibious conflict which followed annihi-

lated the invaders. But in view of the fact that the Philistines were in full

possession of Philistia not so very long after, we may well doubt the

completeness of the annihilation.

Like the Pulesatha, the Tchakaray and Uanauna who accompanied

them were also primarily maritime tribes. The Tchakaray are mentioned

as dangerous sea-pirates as late as the XX 1st Dynasty (1050 B.C.) when

the Egyptian envo\' Uenuamen was prevented by their ships from IcavinL,^

the harbour of l^\blos. Their personal appearance as re|)resentefi on tlic

Egy|)tian monuments is not merely un-Scmitic, but definitely pAno})can,

and since the name Danauna evidently ends with the same Asia Minor

suffix as that of the Shardina (the simple form Daiiaau is actually found .

it is evident that both tribes must be relegated with the i'ulcsatha to

the ' Isles ' froin which the Eg\[)tians said they came. So that the

mention of the Danitiia in the Tell el-Amarna letters inercly shows that

in the fifteenth century \\x'. they already possessed a settlement t)n the

coast of Palestine, just as the Tchakarax' arc still found in |)()ssession <>t

the town of Dor in the time of Uenuamen, nearl}- four hundred years

later. These .settlements are analogous to the isolated colonies of Teutons

who squatted on the ' Sa.xon Shore' long before the main hordes of

Saxons and .Angles swarmed o\er into Britain and ' no land stood before

them.'

\ 3
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If the Pulesatha, Tchakara}-, and Danauna came from the Isles, so

did the Uashasha ' of the sea.' The identity of the last three tribes is by

no means so obvious as that of the Pulesatha. For the Uashasha I have

suggested an identification with the Axians of Crete.^ * IVaxaza would

be a correct kleinasiatiscJi translation of "^A^iot, and if the Pulesatha came

from Crete, why not the Uashasha ? I do not see that the objection that

Axos is not a seaport town is valid : it no doubt had its dependent port

either at Bali Bay or nearer the mouth of the Mylopotamos (Oaxes). The
lower Oaxes valley would naturally belong to Eleutherna, but Eleutherna

may itself have then been dependent upon Axos, whose name was identical

with that of the river from source to mouth. But this is mere arguing

in the clouds : I repeat my suggestion, relying on the fact that Uashasha

must be an Egyptian transliteration of a kleinasiatiscJi * IVaxa.ca, which

would be a correct translation of the Greek Fd^ioi.

I went on to bring the Tchakaray and Danauna also from Crete, and

adopted the old identifications with the "YevKpoi and Aavaol of Greece. The
difficulty with the former is the v. On account of this Miiller has rejected

the identification, but can propose no substitute. Nor can I, but since the

presence of the v forms a very valid objection, I am content to temporarily

relegate the Tchakaray to the same limbo of uncertainty as the Thuirsha.

The identification of the Danauna with the old tribal name of the ^avaol,

used to denote a tribe of Greece, probably Pelasgians, and not in its

Homeric sense, is more than tempting. Miiller regarded it in 1893 very

cautiously as ' Sache des Glaubens,' but I imagine that now the -na

termination has been explained, he would be more inclined to accept it,

especially since we have the name in its simple form as Danadu, without

the nominal affix.

Of the tribes which attacked Egypt under Rameses III., then, one is

traditionally regarded as having come from Crete, and eventually settled

on the Palestinian coast, where several finds of Mycenaean pottery, at

Tell el-Hesy, Tell es-Safi, &c., point to a connection with Mycenaean

peoples, if not to a Mycenaean population in Palestine itself; another

possibly came from Crete ; another may be Cretan Danaans, who

established settlements on the Palestinian coast ; the last is uncertain, but

if the others came from Crete, why not it also?

I'here is nowhere else to place these tribes or the others before them.

OLiesf Ch'iihalioii of Greece, p. 177.
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Whatever their names might be we should have no option but to place

them on the southern coast of Asia Minor, in Crete and the Aegean ; the

Kgyptian evidence is clear as to their origin ; they are not Palestinians, but

tribes of the ' Great Green Sea,' who came, like the Keftiu before them,

from the ' Isles of the West.'

Their personal appearance on the Egyptian monuments is as un-Semitic

as that of the Keftians. Often, as Miiller has already remarked, the

features of the Philistines (Fig. 9) and

of man\- of the Shardina {Ohicst Civili-

zation, Fig. 50, right) at Medinet Habu

are of the classical straight-nosed Greek

type, and the Tchakaray (Fig. loj are,

as has already been remarked, European

in face : in fact, all with occasional ex-

ceptions are definitel)' P^uropean in ap-

]jearancc, sonic with the moderatel\-

aquiline nose of the Italian {Oldest

Civilization, P'ig. 41 ; Asien 11. Europa,

p. 364), others with a decided snub

{Asien u. Eiiropa, p. 375 ; Oldest Civili-

zation, P'ig. 50, left). We have only to

look at their portraits to see that the>- all come from west of the

Taurus, and man\- no doubt from Pairojje it.self

Their costume points the same way. Phe

Phili.stines, Tchakaray, and Uashasha wear the dis-

tinctive feather headdress which the L\cians wore

at Salamis (Hdt. vii. 92) and which the lonians are

represented on the Assyrian monuments as wearing.

It is worn by warriors on a Geometrical vase frag-

ment from Mycenae,^ and by a warrior armed with

an axe on a carved draught-box from Enkomi.-

The great round shields and long broad swords of the Shardina. which

the\- retained in PLgypt e\en when wearing an P2g)ptian gala-uniform,

are absolutely European, as absolutely different from the shield and

dagger or curved scimitar of P-gypt as from the weapons of the Semites.

Vw,. 9.—A IMui.isriNK.

'I'ciiip. RamLscs III. (Mcdincl Halm.)

I'll.. 10. .\ T( IIAKAKAV.

fciiip. Kaim.'->es II I.

(Mcdintt Ilalui.)

' Willi, /(«//;-/'. Arili. Inst. \i\. ]>. 85 -' Murray. ExitX7\ilio>is in Cypins. p. 12. lit;. 10.
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The shields are quite Homeric : the swords Mycenaean enough. The
Shardina usually, the others sometimes, wore body-armour, as we see in

the representation of the sea-fight with Rameses HI. (Fig. i i). Further,

the dress of these warriors is, as has been pointed out by W. M. Muller

{Asien u. Eitropa, p. 378), identical with that of a warrior represented

on an lalysian gem (Furtwangler-Loschcke, Myk. Vaseu, E. 30).

' And so, perhaps, the warriors of the Akaiwasha, the Danauna, and the

rest, to whom Zeus had indeed given it " from youth even unto age to

wind the skein of grievous wars until every man of them perished," were the

representatives in the second millennium B.C., of the historic peoples whose

names they seem to bear.' And at this time at least some of these tribes

must have been comprised within the circle of Mjxenaean civili/cation.

l"ii;. II.— .\ Shit man.nkd ky .Shakkina and Philistines, aitacked by the K(-.yi'i ians.

'J'tiiit^. Kameses IIL (.Mcdinet Habii.)

We have however no definite ascription of M}'cenaean objects to them, as

in the case of the Keftians ; but, although the Mycenaean pots at Gurob

may not have been brought there by Thuirsha, their occurrence in a

foreign settlement one of whose officials was a Thuirsha certainly connects

this tribe with Mycenaean culture ; and the finds of Mjxenaean pottery in

the domain of the Philistines point in the same direction. It is noticeable

moreover that in the XlXth Dynasty and in the reign of Rameses HI.

the Biigelkaiine, more characteristic of the later or true Mycenaean period

than of its earlier or' Minoan ' phase, became very much sought after in

Egypt. We see Bilgelkannen of gold and of copper in the tomb of

Rameses III. which bear the same zigzag ornament as do the already

mentioned small Egyptian blue faience false-necked vases in the British

Museum (Fourth Egyptian Room, Nos. 30,451): great pitlioi, perhaps also
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of Mycenaean origin, represented with these, are ornamented either with

the same pattern or with un -Egyptian wavy Hnes strongly suggestive of

the raised ornament of the pitlioi oi Knossos and lalysos (Fig. \2)} In

fact, the latter phase of ' Mycenaean ' culture exemplified by the dis-

coveries at lalysos was in operation in the days when Egypt was attacked

by Mediterranean tribes of European aspect, often bearing names identical

with Greek tribal appellations, some of whom can only have come from

lands then comprised within the circle of Mycenaean culture. Those were

clays of Sturm und Drang in the Eastern Mediterranean and probably in

the Mycenaean lands also. There has been a great change from the

Fi(-.. 12.—Representations ok Mycenaean (?) metal Pithoi : To.mb of Rameses HI.

Cilia 1 200- 1
1
50 B.C.

days of the ' Great Men of Keftiu '

; we are no longer dealing with highly

civilized Mycenaeans of the Cretan type, but with less cultured warriors,

perhaps of the type of the robber-princes who may have heaped up

the fastness of Mycenae with the spoil of Cretan cities. The earlier

' Mycenaeans ' came to Egypt in the days when the king of Alashi\ a

corresponded amicably with his ' brother ' of Egypt, and the king of

Vantanay sent great silver vases of the work of Keftiu as his greatest

' The Eg>'ptian painter has Egyptianized the forms in some measure, hiu the character ol ilu-

ornamentation, and its identity with that of the Btigelkannen with which these vases are associaleil.

make it very probable that they are carelessly represented Mycenaean fithoi but ol metal, not

of clay.

1 3
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mark of friendship and respect for the ruler of the Nile-land. The

resemblance of the Keftiu, whose gold and silver vases were triumphs

•of M)'cenaean art, to the men of Knossos, is not merely fortuitous :

these were ambassadors from peaceful Minoan Crete. The Minoan

period, the great age of Knossos and Phaistos, was contemporaneous

Avith the great age of Egypt also, the times of the Thothmes and the

Amenheteps ; the later day when the centre of the altered Mycenaean

culture had passed from Crete to continental Greece is the time when the

peaceful Keftin had passed from tha ken of the Egyptians, and, in the days

•of the degenerate Ramessids of Egypt, their place had been taken by

wandering tribes amid whose internecine struggles the older civilization

of Greece slowly degenerated and finally passed away.

XVIIlTH DYNASTY OBJECTS FROM MYCENAE.

An important Egyptian object, hitherto unpublished, was found at

"Mycenae and is now in the National Museum at Athens, No. 4573. It is

the upper part and head of an ape, of blue vitreous com-

position, bearing on the right shoulder the cartouche of

Amenhetep II., Aa-kheperu-Ra ^""^
,
picked out in yel-

low (Fig. 13). This is the ^"^^ earliest Egyptian

dated object found at Mycenae. ^ It is contem-

porary : the date is about v[
'

J/ 1480 B.C.

Another dated object was also found at Mycenae some

years ago ; it bears the number 2491 in the Athens Museum.

This is a small handleless vase of blue glazed faience with

a design of lotus-leaves in alternating dark and light blue

glaze, bearing the cartouche of Amenhetep III. {circa

1450 B.C.) in light blue (Figs. 14, 15). This vase was published in the

''E^r]fiep\<i 'Ap'x^aioXoyiKri for 1 888, p. 156. It is considerably restored, as

inay be seen from the illustration here given, but the shape is correct ; the

va.se is of a common Egyptian type of the XVI I Ith Dynasty. Luckily

the greater part of the cartouche has been preserved.

Fk;. 13.
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These objects confirm the generally accepted argument for the

contemporaneity of the Mycenaean period with the XVIIIth Egyptian

Kir.. 15.

Dynasty which has been drawn from the previously known occurrence of

objects of Amenheteps III. and IV. and Thii from Mycenae and Cyprus.

I am indebted to M. Tsountas for permission to publish them.

H. R. Hall.



SCULPTURES FROM CYZICUS.

(Plates IV.—VI.)

I.

In the present paucity of archaic sculpture from Northern Asia Minor

(fr(MTi Cyzicus we have only the beautiful fragment of a chariot relief at

Tchinly Kiosk ^) the much damaged relief of Heracles here reproduced

(Plate IV. i) is not without its value. It was discovered during the

demolition of the old Armenian Church at Aidinjik, a village about an

hour from Cyzicus, on the mainland west of the isthmus : thanks to Mr.

Th. Makrys of Panderma, who providentially brought me to the spot, it

has now been removed to the safety of the Imperial Museum.

The dimensions of the slab are about 0'5 5x037 metres, and the

right edge is preserved : Heracles strides to left, with the left leg fore-

most ; both legs are broken off above the knee : the stump of the left arm

shews that it was stretched out horizontally holding the bow, the right

being bent behind the head for a blow with the club ; the type is in its

broad outlines a reproduction of the ' promachos ' type used in so many

early statues of Zeus, Poseidon, Athena, in fact any of the gods connected

with combat ; we may quote the Zeus of Ithome, and the Poseidon on

coins of Poseidonia. Our Heracles is clothed in a short, sleeveless chiton

and the lion skin, which covers the head and hangs below the waist in an

undercut fold which probably terminated in the lion's tail : the hairs are

indicated by short curved incisions arranged s)mmetrically in rows. A
short sword with a large pommel hangs from a cross-belt at the hero's side.

The face, in spite of the loss of the nose, shews careful modelling :

' B.C.H. xviii. (1884) p. 493; Catal. 135.
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the eye is, as usual at this date, shewn full face, the lips are rather full and

the projecting beard is half-concealed by the left shoulder being thrust

forward. The right eye is indicated.

The conventions of the period in the direction of excessive muscula-

ture, thickness of limbs, and thinness of waist, are not prominent, and in the

head especially, making allowance for mutilation, we recognise a highly

finished work of the late sixth century. The relief is simple and rather flat,

the turn of the body on the hips to bring forward the left shoulder is

in consequence inadequately rendered.

Our nearest parallel in sculpture is the Heracles of the Cnidian

Gigantomachy frieze at Delphi, though the face of the latter seems less

advanced in style and harder in outline ; the Cnidian Heracles strides to

right, the right arm is broken off short, and the left hidden, though it was

obviously outstretched : the knotted paws of the lion-skin, denoted in our

relief by a shapeless mass beneath the arm, appear on his chest. The

notion of relief is ultimately the same in both cases, contrasting sharply

with the fine archaic relief of Heracles from Thasos now at Tchinly

Kiosk,^ which fades into its background like a bronze repousse.

In the black figured vases representing Heracles in combat, especially

with Geryon, we have the pose and dress repeated again and again. Tvvo

amphorae. No. B. 310 in the British Museum (Heracles and Geryon), and

No. 1,849 at Berlin (Heracles and the Amazons), are, making due allow-

ance for vase-conventions, almost exact parallels, though the hero turns to

the right as usual, instead of to the left.

Heracles is connected with the Cyzicus legend by Apollonius Rhodius,

who tells us of his encounter with the giants who tried to block the harbour

{Ar^. i. 989 ff.), while according to the Pseudo-Orpheus (Ar^: 527) he slew

the hero Cyzicus. It is probable, however, that these legends are later in

origin than our monument. Of the cult of Heracles our only trace is an ex

voto with relief (Michel 1224) which represents him in combat, and dates

probably from the third century B.C.- He appears frequentl}' on coins, on

some of which, dating from Domitian (Mionn. 163, Supp. 213) he is called

the founder {KTiarrj^;), but Marquardt ^ understands this as merely a com-

pliment to the emperor, who, certainly at Rome, adopted the style of

Hercules.^

' C,i/a/. Nu. 133, B.C //. xviii. p. 64. I'l. .W'l.

- /.//.S. x\ii. 199. ' Cv-i(tis. p. 44.
• Martial, ix. 64, 65, loi.
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II.

A second archaic fragment of interest is a marble slab (Plate IV. 2)

found on the mainland opposite the isthmus, which once formed part of a

large heraldic composition of lions and bulls. The slab measures i'20 metres

long, by 0'57 high and 0'26 thick. Though much has been broken away,

sufficient remains to shew that the complete work represented the fore-

quarters of two kneeling bulls, now headless, facing outwards, surmounted

by two large lions, also facing outwards, of which the hind legs and tails

are the only surviving portions. The two outer edges are carved, showing"

the chests and dewlaps of the bulls : the further forelegs, with a corre-

sponding thickness of the slab, have disappeared : the lower edge, which

retains its ' bed,' has a small round dowel hole under the centre of the

composition. The small surfaces in very low relief immediately above the

lions' haunches, seem intended for the backs of the bulls, shewn in rather

naive perspective, receding from the spectator. The surface work is fine

in finish, though not minute as to detail : the rendering of the muscles

of the lions' legs is summary and conventional. The texture of the bulls'

dewlaps is indicated, as in the well known group at Athens, by wavy

incised lines. The date of the fragment is probably near the end of the

6th century B.C.

A bull overpowered by a lion is a favourite subject in archaic Greek

art, the group at Athens being a conspicuous example in sculpture, and

the coin types of Acanthus in numismatics : the type was also a favourite

with early gem engravers. The heraldic arrangement has analogies with

Mycenaean schemes, and the same principles of symmetrical juxtaposition

survive into historic times on coins.

Two imperial coins of Cyzicus, dating from Commodus and

Gallienus,^ shew us a lion-and-bull group which was evidently in the

round, as the coins shew different sides of it. In each case the bull falls

on his knees with left hind leg extended, the right being doubled beneath

him ; the head is lifted, and on it rests the left paw of the lion : the right

paw is placed on the bull's right shoulder. The nearly upright position

of the lion's hind legs, as well as the complete side view of the bull,.

- Berlin Munzkabinet. The latter has a head of Cyzicus on the oh', but can l)e dated by the

St rat egos T. 'Ap. HavXos
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shew that the connection between the coins and our monument is merely

superficial.

As to the restoration of the group, I can only suggest that the lions

stood with their paws resting on the heads of the bulls somewhat as the

lions of Mycenae place their feet upon the altar : the great height of the

original composition (for which the position of the lion's legs is suflficient

evidence) and the comparative thinness of the block, preclude I think all

possibility of its having been a capital : nor can I believe that the group was

in the round : the technique is throughout that of relief, and it is difficult to

see how the bulls' hindquarters could logically have been treated on the

further side.

It is tempting to connect the group with the temple of Adrasteia,

which apparently ^ stood opposite Cyzicus : Adrasteia is now generally

regarded as a local Mr/xT^p dewv, and TavpoKrovo^, Tavpo<f)6vo<; is a stock

epithet of the lions of Cybele.^ For the religious connection, we may

compare a small relief in the Pergamon Museum at Berlin,^ which shews

an image of Athena flanked by symmetrical groups of lions and bulls.

III.

The marble statue shown on Plate V. 3 was found by Mr. de Rustaf-

jaell in 1901 at a spot not far from the southern wall of the city, on the top

of a low bank of earth, the undergrowth covering all but the back: Mr. de

Rustafjaell photographed it in this condition, and it was cleared in 1902.

The figure measures roo metre from the ground to the seat of the

throne, and to the shoulder 170 : the breadth of the shoulders is 0"54, and

the extreme depth of the throne back to front roo. It was constructed of

many pieces of marble dowelled together : of these the head, arms (which

were dowelled to the shoulder and to the sides), feet, and much of the

throne and footstool have disappeared. Except for a few breakages in the

deeply undercut chiton where it falls to the ground, the surface is wonder-

fully well preserved.

The goddess (for it is evidently a cultus statue) is seated with the left

shoulder slightly forward (the left hand may have held some attribute,

' Strab. xii. i. 13. Plut. LuchU. 10.

- Cf. Soph. Phil. 400, Orph. Hym. in Mat. Dear. 3, il). Hym. in Kheani 2.

^ Not yet fully published : an engraving of it forms the \'ignette of the Pergamon publications.

O
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perhaps a patera) the right arm by the side : the left leg is planted squarely,

the right slightly pushed forward, the lost foot having originally projected

over the footstool. The dress consists of a long chiton of pleated stuff, girt

high with a narrow belt which had once a metal clasp (the dowel hole only

remains) and buttoned over the right shoulder ; the upper part of the

chiton follows the contours of the body, but is coarsely executed and gives

no idea of the texture of the stuff or of the flesh beneath ; at the feet it

falls in small, deeply-cut folds to the ground, spreading out over the foot-

stool and falling down behind it : the effect is florid, perhaps owing partly

to the mutilated condition of the extremities of the drapery. Over the

knees is thrown a light mantle, which falls on the right side in one broad

sweep from the lap to below the knees, and on the left rather more

elaborately. Here we have certainly a reminiscence of the great chrys-

elephantine works of the fifth century; the folds are well composed and

sharply cut, reminding one rather of the Asclepius reliefs from Epidaurus
;

the work is far beyond that of other drapery. Around the back of the

figure a thin veil is stretched in tight horizontal folds ; it originally covered

the head. The footstool is in two stages ; the upper is surrounded by a

moulding, and shews on the right side a crisply executed carving of tendril

scroll work, centreing in a pomegranate. Two pinholes in the front suggest

that a metal plate, perhaps with a dedicatory inscription, was here affixed.

The second stage has also a moulding which was continued round the

front on another block projecting beyond the upper stage ; this stage also

is decorated with a design of tendrils and palmettes on the outer (right)

side.

The pomegranate makes it probable that the statue represented Kore

Soteira, whose cult, as we know from countless coins, as well as other evidence

(Marquardt, Cyzicus, p. 1 19 ff ) was, down to late Roman times, among the

most important at Cyzicus. The present statue may be referred to

Hellenistic times : the scheme of drapery occurs very frequently in the

Pergamene frieze, where also the inlaying of projecting portions is exten-

sively practised ; the pose is probably derived from the fifth century

models, which would naturally still find favour for the representation of the

austerer divinities.
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IV.

The stele on IMatc V. 4 (in a private house at Aidinjik ' was pubh'shed

with its inscription by Lolliiv^ in Atli. Mittli., ix. (1S.S4), p. 2.?, No. 16. It

will be seen that his restoration ' S.pi\aldnv<i is contradicted b}- the stone, but

no alternative is obvious. As to the sculpture, thouc^h the proportions of

the seated figure leave something to be desired, the workmanship is refined

and delicate, much better than the averai^e of funeral stelae from Cyzicus,

and is perhaps as early as the third century B.C. The diminutive size of the

figure holding the fan is due to the well-known convention whereby the

relative importance of the figures is thus shown.

The immense Ionic volute figured on Plate VI. 5 was found b)' Mr. de

Rustafjaell's servant .Ali, built into a cistern on the mainland opposite the

isthmus. It is of yellowish marble, broken on all sides, and measures, in

this condition, some ri3 metres by 050, the thickness being only two or

three centimetres. Mr. Henderson assesses the approximate original

measurements of the capital as follows : extreme breadth, 2* 10 metres

(of column, O'Qo) ; depth of volute, ro5. The latter dimension at once

diminishes the importance of the twelve petalled rosette which forms the

oculus (and is the chief peculiarity of the volute) to no more than that of

the disk, which often occupies this position, and is somewhat similarly

treated in an early capital figured in Puchstein, Das lonische Kapitell

(Fig. II, p. 8), and another of obviously later date (Fig. 18, p. 27). With

the importance of the rosette vanishes the connection of our fragment with

the capital from the old Ephesus temple, now completely restored by Dr.

Murray from a few insignificant fragments, where the whole of the

volute is occupied by a large rosette. In date the Cyzicus fragment is

obviously far removed : the work is extremely coarse, noticeably in the

palmette and the proportion of the convex^ canalis to the moulding which

borders it on each side.

I have remarked above on the temple of Adrasteia, opposite Cyzicus,

from which the volute may have come. It is unnecessary to suppose a

' This is also a peculiarity founl inth; Ephesus \.&xn\\it J.H.S. x. 9.

O 2
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complete order of corresponding dimensions, though that of Ephesus is

about half as large again ; Mr. Henderson inclines to the belief that the

volute comes from an altar, and is consequently rather decorative than

strictly architectural ; the general flatness of the relief is in favour of such

a theory.

VI.

Fragments of two other curious volutes (Plate VI. 6) of coarse-grained

yellowish marble were found by me in 1901, built into one of the loose stone

walls which terrace the slope of the acropolis on the outer side of its eastern

wall. In 1902 Mr. Henderson and I found in the same neighbourhood a

very jjlain cornice of similar material and style, consisting of two flat

fillets joined by a cyma,^ and a base which, being of different marble,

probably does not belong.

The volute measured 0385 m. across, the pulvinar the same (the latter

in its narrowest part has a diameter of 028 m.) ; the column with its

echinus measured 036 across. The single bead marking the limits of the

slightly convex canal is terminates in a convex disk with a small button in

the centre.

The peculiarities of the fragment are: (i) the size of the volute as

compared with the width of the pulvinaj- and the diameter of the column

—the latter is a well-known characteristic of early Ionic—and (2) the

excessive plainness of the design, which is almost without parallel : in

particular the concave pulvinar, so richly adorned at Ephesus, is left quite

bare.- The workmanship, however, is good and delicate, contrasting with

the coarseness of the large volute described above. I should be inclined

to date these fragments at least as early as the Ephesus temple, where

the classical form of the capital is nearly attained, and the volute ap-

proximates to its later proportions.

F. VV. Hasluck.

' The lieit;;ht of this niemher is 023 m., and its projection CI9 ; the under side is roughly

liollowed.

- Cf. I'uchsiein ('/. cit. fig. 9, p. 12, an earl) /^/vx capital from the .\cropulis.



SOME UNPUBLISHED
CATALOGI PATERARUM ARGENTEARUM.

Bv the kind permission of Mr. Leonardos I am enabled to publish the

following inscriptions, all of which are in the Epigraphic Museum at

Athens. They belong to the class of ' Catalogi Paterarum Argentearum,'

of which the already published inscriptions are collected in the Corpus

Inscriptioniim Atticarum,Wo\. II., Ft. 2, Nos. 768-776, 776 b; Vol. IV.,

Ft. 2, Nos. 768 b-776 c (pp. 187-192).

I have looked in vain for any indication of the places at which Xos. II.,

v., and VII. were found, but as all ^ the other members of the series were

discovered on the Acropolis, it is safe to infer the same for these three

fragments also.

My warmest thanks are due to Dr. Adolf Wilhelm, who, besides in the

first instance calling my attention to these inscriptions, has kindly given

me valuable assistance in several points of reading and interpretation.

As but one account of the ' Catalogi Faterarum Argentearum ' has, so

far as I am aware, appeared in English,^ and that one is not very widely

accessible, I may be allowed by way of preface briefly to resume what is

known of this interesting class of inscriptions.^

They have reached us, unfortunately, in a very fragmentary form : the

' All, that is, of whose provenance we have information : i.e., Xos. III. (I^^) and \ I. in the

present series, and all in the C.I. A. exc. Nos. 774-776, whose locality is unknown, and No. 771b,

described as ' Athenis repertum.'

- C. D. Buck, ' Inscriptions found upon the Akropolis ' in the Anurican Journal oj Archae-

ology, iv. 1888 p. 149 foil.

' See M. Clerc, Les Meteques Athiniens, Paris, 1893 p. 288 foil. ; Ci. Foucart, De liher-

toriiin conditione apud Alhenienses, Paris, 1896, p. 61 foil. ; V. Thumser, ' Lehrbuch der griech-

ischen Staatsaltertiitner'' \n K. F. WtrmAnn's Lehrbuch der griechischni Aiitit/uitaten,\o\. I part

2, (sixth edition, Freiburg i. B. 1892), p. 418 foil.
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stones on which they occur are evidently portions of larLjc stelae, of which

there must ha\e been several ; how many it is not possible to determine.

The writing, which \aries vcr)- greatly in merit, is in all cases small and

abounding in abbreviations : sometimes it is very difficult to decipher,

owing parti)- to careless execution, partly to the state of preservation of the

stones themselves. The general character of the letters dates the in-

scriptions to the latter part of the fourth centur)', 15.C. When we turn to

their contents, we find that they consist of lists, whose items follow a

regular formula of the type: Ho\vTifio<: eV KoWvto) oIkwv (tkvtoto^io^

a7ro(f>vy<iov KaWiav KaWidBov Yiaiai'iea <f)id\i]v cTTad/xou : H. The last

three words make it plain that we have to deal with dedications, and an

examination of the inscriptions shows that these dedications are unvarying

not only in form, alwa)s consisting of a (pidXtj,^ but also in weight, each

one weighing a hundred drachmas. The names of the dedicators stand in

the nominative, and it needs but a glance at the list to convince us that we

have to deal not with free Athenian citizens, but with slaves, or, at any rate,

those of servile origin. No other supposition will account for names

such as ^WTTjpi'f;, KvTV^c<i, Mar?;?, S(0(Tia<i, "EvveTT], IT\tVz/a, ' Apfi€vio<;,

SpaTTa, 'Ovy]ai'/j,t), 'E\\d<;, to quote but a few instances. The .second item

in the formula, however, proves that these persons are no longer slaves :

throughout the.se inscriptions the words oUmv iv follow'ed b\' a local name

(in almost every case that of an Attic deme) come immediately after the

dedicators' names, and this betokens that they are in fact metics. This is

followed in turn by a word denoting some trade or employment, partly, no

doubt, to aid identification and make up for the ab.sence of the patronymic.

Of these trade-names we shall have something to say later: at present we

may remark that they are usuall)-, but not invariably present, and that the}'"

sometimes precede, sometimes follow, the deme of residence. We have,

next, the word u7ro(f)V'ycoi/ -
: in it we must certainly see a legal significance,

that, namely, of acquittal in a trial. The accusative which follows gives the

name of the plaintiff, and it is here that the greatest variety meets us :

usually we have the name of a citizen with patronymic and demotic, though

' I'olllix I. 28 TO 5' ayadrifiara ws 4ir) rh iroKv ffTf<pavoi, 0ia,Kai, iKTraifiara, itT\ Cf.

Wallon, /J/t'w. cfe I'acad. da insiv. xix. 2 p. 274 foil. ioAai arc .shallow circular vessels, without

hamlles and usually without bases, used chiefly for drinking and libations.

- In a few inscriptions of this class airf<pvyt takes the place of a-Kotpvywv and the words

tfnaKiju aradfxov : H are wanting; we must suppose that in these the reference to the (piaKri was

includeil in the heailing.
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in two inscriptions the patronymic is lackini^. Hut we have also inetics,

laoTeXeU, irpo^evoi, Olynthians, a Trozenian and a Theban ^ appearinc^ as

accusers : uc find, aj^ain, two or even three names conjoined, in one case a

ward with his <;^uardian, sometimes two brothers, or father and son, &c. ; or

we have the name of a citizen or metic in conjunction with a kolvov

epavKTTOiv.'^

There is, however, a number of inscriptions which show a remarkable

variation amountint^ to a complete reversal of the formula. In them the

word airocpvyuyp is altogether lacking, the citizen's name appears in the

nominative, that of the metic-freedman in the accusative. Thus we have,

for example, Aro-<aS>;<? Xt'wj^o? 'AXcorreKr^dev "^(oarpdrriv raXacnovpyou €fi

MeXiTT} olKovaav <f)LdXi]v : H.

So much the inscriptions themselves told ; how was their import inter-

preted ? Pittakis,'' who edited the first stone of this class to be discovered,

made no attempt to explain it. Rangabe * rightly saw that the dedication

was the result of an acquittal in some trial : further he did not go.

Curtius ^ was the first to insist on the servile origin of those who bore such

names as we above noticed, but abandoning the legal sense of cnro^vyMv

he interpreted the dedications as made by runaway slaves who found

as)-lum in a temjjle and received freedom on condition of offering this

\otive (f>idX'>). Wallon ** rightly points out the untenability of this theory

as involving a right of asylum amounting to an abolition of slavery : his

o\\ n interpretation, however, according to which the (f>idXrf is the price paid

for asylum granted while the slave demands his sale to another master

{irpdaiv nLTela-dai), is hardly more satisfactory. A step forward was made

b\- Kohler " who identified these votive cups with the silver cptdXai e^eXev-

^eptAcat' mentioned in a fragment of the accounts inscribed by the Treasurers of

Athena, which Kohler first published, l^ut neglecting the legal bearing of

the word diro(\>vyo)v he thought that we have here simpl\' a thank-offering

made in accordance with law or custom by each freedman after his

' See nolo on Iiisc. III. ool. iii. 1. 2.

-' \A\i\cxs, Dii dionys. A'linslUr, p. 47; Zicharlh. Pas ^rhihisiiie Viit-iiiiWi-siii, pp. 3^ I..

' 'Z<p. 'Apx- 124 (iS;,9).

^ A,iti,j. Hill. 234, 8S1, 882.
•'' Iiisir. Ail. nupir iipcrlac diiodiiiiii, p. 19(1843).
" Mi'iiifliirs dc I'acad. dcs histi: ct bc/le^-ht/rcs \ix. 2 p. 266 foil. (1S53). Tliis article ap|ie.ii^

to have escaped the notice of M. Clerc and M. Foiicarl.

' MitlfuUiiii<;,n aiis Atluii, III. (1878), p. 172 foil.
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manumission. Schenkl ^ returned to the true meaning of a7ro(f>vya)v,

believing that usage compelled metics to dedicate a cup of certain value

after acquittal in the law courts : in a later article,^ however, he gave the

true explanation— that these <f)cd\ai were dedicated after acquittal in an

action dnoaraalov. And, in fact, a stone of this class had been published^

in 1879 by Koumanoudes containing part of the heading of one of these

inscriptions, reading

-To^ Ar]/j,OTe\ov<; rov ^Avrifid^ov 'AX-

-oaTaaiov €KaToi/^ai(t)vo<i 7r[eyu.7rT]et eVt [S]e/t[a]

The restoration * of 'iro\€fiap'^ovv]To<; in the first line, and of SUat aTrJocrr-

aai'ov in the second is no longer open to doubt.

^

The freedman in Attica occupied in general the position of a metic
;

but he stood at the same time in a special relation to his former master.

We have no means of ascertaining exactly what his duties were, save that

he was obliged to have his former master as patron (Trpoo-Tarr;?). For

the rest, the duties required probably varied from case to case, being in

part at least the result of a compact made at the time of manumission.

For a breach of any of these duties the patron could bring against the

freedman a Bckij d-Trocnaaiov -.^ if the freedman lost, he returned into a

state of servitude ; if he was acquitted, he was freed for ever from all

duties to his former master, and became a free metic.

We see, then, that the metics who dedicated, whether in deference

to law or to custom, the (f)Ld\ai i^eXevdepiKal had been accused by their

patrons of failing to perform their duty to them. They had been acquitted,

and were now metics pure and simple, having the privilege of free-born

metics, that of choosing their own patrons.'^

' IViener Stiidien, 1880, p. 213—218. '' Zeitschr. f. oe terr. Gyvin. 1881, p. 167 fell.

^ W9-i\variov VIII. 528( = C./.<4. ii. 2. 776).
• Wilamowitz-Moellendorff in Hermes xxii. (1887), p. no.
' Kohler indeed in editing the Corpus Insc. Attic, still hesitated : but the difficulty he felt

about accepting Schenkl's explanation (cf. Lipsius in Meier-Schomann-Lipsius 621, note 373)

rests upon the assumption that the ViKy\ airoaraaiov can only be brought if a freedman enrols

himself under a patron {irpoaTdrrjs) other than his former master. In reality it covers a much

wider field. Cf. also Clerc, o/>. dt. 292.

* Harpocr. iLtroaraffiov 5j«7J t'is iari Kara tuiv aTrfKfvdfpaidfVTwv StSofiivri to7s airf\fv-

Ofpuxraaiv, 4av a<ptffr(i!>vral ri dir' avTuu ^ frepov firiyf)d(pct>vTai TrpoaraTTtf /cal & Kf\fvov<nv 01

vSfxoi fji.^ TrotuaiV xa] tovs fiiv a,\6vTas St? 5ov\ovs flvai, tovs 5f viKvaavTas TfKfois ^Stj d\fv-

Ofpovs. Cf. Thumser, /oc. cit. p. 418. n. 6.

^ Such appears to me one of the natural results of an acquittal in a Si'kt} a-iroaTaaiov. I do not

()uite understand M. Th. Reinach's difficulty in accepting the statement that ' I'afTranchi vainqueur

dans la 5iktj avoa-Tatriou choisissait Jesorinais librement son patron' (A'fz/. Et. 6V. x. ill).
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Can we explain the curious reversal of the formula which, as we saw,

appears in some inscriptions ? Kohler attributed it to carelessness on the

part of the stone-cutter ; but such a theory, improbable in itself, has been

quite put out of court by the number of stones which have been discovered

showini^ this peculiarity.

W'ilamowitz ^ sug<^ested that in these cases the patrons won their suits,

and that we might therefore supply the legal term corresponding to

uTrotpvywv, namely eKwv. Though he himself rejected this explanation in

favour of another which seems to have far less probability ,2 the suggestion

has been adopted by Thum'ser,^ and it has been maintained afresh by G.

Foucart.* To me it appears a perfectly rational and sufficient solution of

the problem.

The question has been raised why the successful party in the suit

aTToa-racriov should have had to pay a tax of a silver phiale to the treasury

of Athena. \o completely satisfactory answer has been given. It has

been suggested that the patron, if successful, paid the hundred silver

drachmas to indemnify the State for the loss of the ficToUcov of the con-

victed : but why, then, should the metics, if acquitted, pay a similar tax?

Others^ say that the stake was so great that the custom aro.se, perhaps

enforced afterwards by a decree, of dedicating a cup to Athena as a

thank-offering for success. For the freedman the stake was undoubtedly

immense : freedom and slavery hung in the balance. But to the jiatron

the matter was not usually one of such moment as that his success should

cause him any overwhelming thankfulness to Providence.

Taking into consideration the manumissions known to us from Thessaly,*^

where the liberated slaves had to make a payment of 1 5 staters to the

Treasur)', I am inclined to believe that the (f)id\r} was, to all intents and

purpo.ses, a registration fee paid to secure the inscription in a public place

of the result of the trial. In Thessaly the tax was paid immediately on

manumission, and twice a year a proclamation was made of the names of

those who had paid the tax, which were afterwards inscribed in the public

' Hermes xxii. p. Iio, n. I.

-' ^Z.^tK6y.tvo% fis iKfvBfpiav. See Thumser, /.<. ; Wachsmuth, Stadt Atheu, ii. i. 151? 'i- 2.

^ Thumser, I.e., 418 n. 7.

* G. Foucart, op. cit. 64 full. M. Foucart appears to have arrived al this result independently

of Wilamowitz-Moeliendorfi and Thumser, since he does not refer to their works.

* G. Foucart, p. 76, and others.

« Bull, de Corr. Hell. 1887, p. 364. foil.
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accounts and served as an incontestable proof of the freedman's status. In

Athens there was no fixed form of manumission, and difficulties were

constantly arising as to the real status of persons who claim to be free

:

once the matter had been decided, and the result inscribed on the accounts

of the treasurers of Athena there could be for the future no doubt and no

dispute. This is not to deny that the dedication was enforced by law : its

uniformity requires, I believe, something more than custom to account for

it: but the state as well as the individual was interested in getting an

official list of those who had been condemned to slavery again, and those

whose trial had resulted in their liberation from all duties to their former

masters. And so it may well be, as Mr, Bosanquet has suggested to me,

that the action . was not in all cases a bona fide one, that sometimes it took

place by collusion. A master could reward a faithful slave by manu-

mission, a patron could likewise reward a faithful freedman by liberating

him from all ties and duties to himself, but in order that this might be

done officially, publicly, and definitely, so that after the patron's death no

dispute could arise, the action may sometimes have taken the form of

a ZiKT] aTToaracrlov} the freedman being acquitted by collusion of his

patron.

But the interest of these inscriptions is not exhausted when we have

arrived at an understanding of their legal import. As above remarked,

to the name of the freedman is appended not only his deme of residence,

but also, in most cases, the occupation in which he is engaged. We are

thus brought face to face with a series of trades and manufactures, in con-

junction with the demes in which they were carried on, a series which, it

is almost needless to add, is of the utmost value for the history of ancient

Athens on that side where early literary evidence is most deficient. If we

are to obtain any adequate idea of the life of the Athenians, we must turn

aside now and again from the discussions of Council and Assembly, from

the clash of arms and the wordy warfare of the Law Court, and visit the

quays of the Peiraeus where the merchant awaits the ships which bring

his wares from East and from West, or the Market Place with its array of

booths filled with the multifarious goods of the retail dealers, or the work-

shops in which are produced the various articles demanded by necessity

' Like Clerc {op. cit. p. 290) I am unable to understand Wachsmuth's note (Stadi Atheit, ii.

151 n. 2) : since, however, he speaks of a ' Freilassung durcli Loskauf, die vor Gericht in Form
cincr 5(«7) aTroaTaatou erfolgte ' there may be some reference to a theory such as I have above
stated.
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or luxury. To soine this may seem little short of sacrilege: accustomed

to move in the semi-ideal atmosphere of Greek philosophy, Greek liter-

ature, Greek art, they may lefuse to descend to the grosser air of the

Market IMace, or to allow their eyes to rest on its commonplace and often

sordid sights, and their ears to be filled with its inharmonious din. l^ut

surel)' the ultimate gain more than outweighs the temporary sense of

loss. We may lose our ethereal city, the product of our dreams, but we

gain the city of fact and of histoi}', and, above all, we bridge over the

chasm which so often seems to separate a real present from an idealized

past, and feel the continuity that exists between the two, feel that the

ancients were after all men of the same stuff as we ourselves. I need

therefore offer no apology for reviewing in a few .sentences the trades and

callings mentioned in the class of inscriptions which we are at present

discussing.^

\Ve may begin our survey with the industrial, or manufacturing

classes. Of workers in metal we find in our inscriptions two goldsmiths

{^pvao')(^6oi'-), both resident in Kydathenaion, and a blacksmith (y^aXKeix:'-^}

in Feiraeus. More interesting are the two engra\ers of gems to be set in

rings (Ba/cTvXioyXiKpoL *), who both reside in Melite, a deme contiguous to

Kydathenaion.

Turning ne.xt to those engaged in the leather industry, we may

distinguish two classes. Firstl)', there were the tanners {^upaoheyfrai:'

<7KvXoSeylrot ''), and, secondl)-, there were those who dealt with the leather

these produced. Of the latter class our inscriptions bring before us a

' Besides ihe well-known works of Biichsenschiilz, Bcsi/z iind Erwerh iin Griediiniheii Altii-

/////wf Halle, 1S69 ; ;ind Bliimner, Tiihiio/oj^ie iiiui Tiriiiinologie dir Giwcrhc uud Kiiiislc /hi

Giiciilun mid Roiiuiii, ^ vols. Leipzig, 1875 1887, I may specially mention (I. Scherlinj;, i^uihii--

rebus siiii^uloriini Allicae pagoritm iiico/ac operant dcdcrint in \'ol. xviii. of I.eipzi[;ir Stiidiiii fur

Classi.ssihen rhi/o/(y>^it\. Lei p/.i^,' 1897, and the .Appendix to Clerc, op. lit. p. 450. Ckrr. ImhiU

HL sect. ii. pp. 387 foil, should also he considted.

- Aristoph. l.ys. 408 ; I)enio>,th. in Mc/d. 23 foil.

* Arist. Poet. 26. 21 x*^"*'** ((paav tlvai) robs rhv aiSrjpof ('pya^ofitfovs. He-\cli. xaKKtin-

xas Tfxvi-TTis, Kal b apyvpOK6iros, kuI 6 XP^^'^X""^- ^" '^'^- 3- 43^ X"^^"*"^ — XP'^'^'^X^os rl. 1. 4251 :

and in Od. 9. 391 it
=

' worker in iron ' (cf 1. 393).

* See note on the inscription ]>ld)li^he^l l)elo\\, No. HI. cul. ii. I. 14.

"* Aristoph. Ei/. 44 i-wplaro hovKov, &vp(joZiy^r\v IXatpKayova. A'lt!'. 581 (the reference in tlji

Thesaurus to .^(/. 447 is an error) ; ci. Pint. 167, /'z.r 753. These pass;iges, aniong>t many. >hi.\\

in what repute tanners were held by the Athenians.

** 2kuA.o5«i^o5 occurs in [Hem.] xxv. 7S1. 18 ; the odd. restore it in llesych. (.>.r.) for tlu- MS.

<TKi»\o5f<^ior. More common is (rKi/AoSfil/Tjy, e.g. Aristoph. Av. 490 x<*^f^5j f<p«M'/s> f jfi/\o5fiJ.ai,

(TJcuTTj, j8a\a»'f)5, (c.T. A. ; Ec(-i. 420. Fustath. ([uotes l>y-forms tr/ci/AciSti^ov, (r/fi/AaS'ifrjs.
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number of saddlers {o-kvtoto/xol^) two bootmakers (vTroSrjfj.aTOTroioi '-) and

a female cobbler (v€vpopd(f>c<; ^). It is worth remarking that one of the

tanners is a resident in Kydathenaion, where we know * that Kleon's

tannery was situated, and though the location of the other is unknown, a

probable conjecture ^ places it in the same deme : certainly his former

master was a metic resident in Kydathenaion. In the neighbouring deme

of Melite we find two, if not three, of the saddlers, and also one of the

bootmakers, while two of the former lived in Skambonidai, as well as the

cobbler. I have rendered the word a-KVTOT6/j.o<; ' saddler ' although in the

classical literature it seems to bear more frequently the meaning ' shoe-

maker'^ and may well be used in the same sense here, because it seems

more probable that here the word bears the wider meaning of ' leather-

worker ' (perhaps including also the making of shoes) as distinguished

from the more restricted term v7ro8T)fiaT07roL6<;. It is interesting to find

this latter word used in the fourth century, B.C., for hitherto it has not

been known earlier than the writings of Chrysostom, towards the close of

the fourth century of our era. The modern Athenian bootmaker over

whose shop figures the legend YflO AHM ATOflOIOZ is to be congratulated

on thus at one stroke adding seven centuries to his pedigree !

Of workers in wood our inscriptions give us but one example, a

'couch-maker' or upholsterer (kXivottoio^;''), living in KoUytos. It is

when we come to the woollen industry that we find the occupation which

predominates. We have no less than thirty-three, possibly thirty-four

'wool-workers' {raXaacovpyoi^), all of them women, scattered over

' //. 7. 221 ; Plato, A'es/>. x. 6oic ; Xen. J/t//. iii. 4. 17; Cyrop. vi. 2. 37; and cf. below,

note 6.

^ See note on inscription III. iii. 4. 'TttoStjjuotcipioj occurs in Curtius Inscrr. Att. p. 32, n.

192. 8, uiro57)^aToppa4)oj in Arcadius, p. 84. 26; Synes. p. 117.

^ Arist. Etj. 739, v(vpoppd.(pois Kal (TKVTor6fiois koI PupffoirccKaiffiv. Vl&to A'esp. iv. 42IA speaks

of them with contempt ; cf. Themist. in Sophista, p. 263B. Another sense of the word is given by

Schol. Plat, ad I.e. p. 402 lifvpoppd.(povs dtrf AvKovpyos robs ra vfiipa ftairrovras ra7s Aupois. The

word has not hitherto l)een known in the feminine.

• Kirchner, Htinies xxxi. p. 254.
® Scherling, op. cit, p. 39.

® Aristoph. Lys. 414, 416: .fir/. 385; Plato, Gorg. 447D, 490E, etc. ; Aristot. Eth. Nic. I.

iioiA 4 ; Pollux vii. 80.

' See note on inscription III. ii. 21, and add Pollux vii. ill. Kollytos seems to have been the

centre of the wood-working industry ; sec Scherling op. cit, p. 48.

** There does not seem to be any warrant for confining the word (as L. and S. ) to spinning : it

pr<)l)ably includes carding, spinning, and weaving (cf. Bekker, Anecd. Gr. Ta\a<Tiovpyoi oi iffrovpyoi).

The woollen manufacture was considered as belonging naturally, we might almost say essentially, to

the women ; see Plato, /on S40C ; but especially Suid. s.v. raKaaiovpyia.
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a wide area. The largest number is claimed by Melite (6), Kyd-

athenaion (5, ? 6) and Peiraeus (5) ;
but we find instances also in

the suburban demes of Alopeke and Keiriadai, and in the country at

Thorikos, Iphistiadai, and Kephisia. These latter doubtless spun the wool

on the spot where it was produced, and it is worth noting that the patrons

of those who lived in the city belonged in many cases to country demes,

Perithoidai, Halai, l.amptrai (2), Gargettos, etc., where in all probability

they owned flocks of sheep whose wool was spun by their freed-women

living for the most part, as we have seen, in the City or in Peiraeus.

Agriculture is represented by eight farmers (yewpyol), or, as we

should probably more correctly render the word 'farm hands,' and one

vine-dresser (a/i,7re\oup76<? ^). The latter is found in Oe, which lay to the

North of the modern Pass of Daphni by which the Sacred Way passes

from the Attic to the Thriasian Plain : those of the former whose demes

we know belong to Skambonidai, Phaleron, Iphistiadai, Salamis,'^ Hagnus,

and Kolonos. Except Skambonidai and Kolonos, these are, as we should

have expected n priori, country demes : Hagnus lay in the plain of the

Mesogeia, Iphistiadai at the upper end of the plain of Athens, not far from

the modern Kephisia: in it Plato ^ owned a plot of land, as also in

Eiresidai, the deme of Praxiteles,* which probabl}' lay immediately to the

West of it. Skambonidai lay on the outskirts of the City, in all

probability ^ on the Sacred Way, and Kolonos was famous for its groves

and gardens, immortalized by Sophocles' exquisite description.^

From agriculture we turn to trade. We find two merchants (e/A7ropot ^)

both living in Peiraeus ; doubtless they were engaged in the import trade

which was of such vital moment to Attica. As distinguished from these

importers and wholesale merchants, we have a large number of retailors,

who bought from them to sell in turn to the public. Most of them, we

may believe, had stalls in the Market or in the neighbouring Theseion,

where they displayed their wares ; others lived in Peiraeus, where there

was a large population and doubtless a brisk trade. These dealers include

a considerable number of women, though men are in a slight majoritx', and
' Aristiiph. Pax, 190.
'^ Ci. Foucarl, op. itl. p. 52.
' r>iog. Laert. iii. 41.
* L(X."wy, Iiisch. griei'/i. liilJhaucr, note to No. 537.
' Scherling, op. cit. p. 41, foil.

" Ocd. Col. 16 foil., 58 foil., 66S foil.
'

Plato, Resp. ii. 371I); cf. Schol. Aristoph. PL 521, ami tin: following note.
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live almost exclusively in Melite, Alopeke, and Peiraeus. Some are

marked simply by the term retailer (KairrjXo^,^ Kairr^Xit; -) : others have a

more definite description. Thus we have an ironmonger (a-iSrjpoTrcoXi]';^),

a baker (dpT07T(i)\rj\*), a dried-fish seller {Tapi-^oiroi\i]<;^), a greens^rocer

(6a7rpi07ro)Xy]<;), three sellers of sesame {ai]aa/j.07r(t)Xr)<;, -t<f*\), three of

frankincense {Xi/3apa)T07r(t)Xr]<;,^ -t?), and two sellers of hemp, or, possibly, of

hempen cloth {(irvTnTeioTrcoXrjf;,^ -t?). In all these dealers number nineteen,

or possibly twenty, of whom six reside in Melite, four in Alopeke, and

three, or perhaps four, in Peiraeus : four are of unknown residence, and the

remaining two belong to Kollytos.

The Comedians, thanks largely to Athenaeus, and the Orators have

left us a sufficientl)- clear picture of the Athenian Agora, a picture

abounding in life and activity and marked by countless touches which

bring home to us the fact that here at any rate there is no great difference

between ancient times and our own day. As we read we cannot but be

struck by the resemblance borne by the picture to the scenes we have

witnessed in the market places of some of the larger continental towns of

to-day. We see the busy throng of buyers, mostly citizens, or slaves

si:)ecially detailed for the work,^—women are rare among them— going

the round of the stalls to make their purchases, assailed by the cries of the

vendors. To carry parcels home oneself was considered a mark of dire

poverty or else of extreme miserliness ^'^
; they were usually handed over to

the errand boys standing ready to carry them to the purchaser's house
;

^ riato, /'o/iL 290A, Proiag. 313c. Metaphorically in [Dem.] xxv. 57, p. 784 (cairrjAos itoi'tj-

pla'i /cot TraAiyicoirijAos /cal nerafioKfiis. The contrast between KaTrr\Koi and ffxtropoi is emphasised in

riato, A'esp. ii. 37 ID Kairi\Kov^ KaXuvufv tovs irphs aiur}v Tf Kal irpaffiv SiaKOVovvras lSpvfj.fvovs fV

ityopa, TOVS S( -wKavfjras 4ir\ tov TroAeij ffjLir6povs. The /coTTjAof are spoken of in the preceding

paragraph as ax^^^" '''' <"' o-'^OtviaTaToi to (rai/uoTa /cal a\p(ioi ti &Wo (pyov irpaTTftv.

- Aristoph. Thesm. 347; Plut. 435, 11 20.

3 Pollux vii. 196.

* Pollux vii. 21 ; Hesych. s.v. X\i.aa,vos. The bread seems usually to have been sold by

women; see, e.g. Aristoph. Vesp. 238 ; Kan. 858.
' Plut. Mor. 631 d; Lucian, Vitt. and. c. 1 1 ; Pollux vii. 27. Blumner, Grieiih. Privatalterth.

p. 227, note I, in K. F. Hermann's Lehibuch.

* C. Scherling, op. cit. p. 30; neither the masc. nor the fem. form occurs in the Thesaurus.

"^ Cratin. ap. Athen. xiv. 661 E ; Pollux vii. 196.

* Aristoph. Eq. 129 and Schol. Pollux vii. 72.

^ 'Kyopaai^i (Pollux iii. 126; Athen. iv. 171A), or o'^divj\%. For this account of the Athenian

.•\gora, I am indebted chiefly to the excellent chapter in Wachsmuth, Die Stadt Athen tin Alterthumy

Leipzig, 1890, Vol. II. part i, pages 443 foil.

'» Theophr. Charact. 22.
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ill ancient Athens these were called trpovveiKoi} to-dav we call them

XnixTTpoi ; it is but a fhfference of name, lint the crowd in the Aijora

(h'd not consist mcrel\', or even cliiefly, of active purchasers. It was the

coinmon meetin^-|)lace for all who had no special ent^fa^ement to keep

them el.sewhere. Tlu re the news of the da\-, political or other, was dis-

cussed : public and private announcements were made ; and crowds of

idle lount:jcrs stood b}- the stalls and watched sellers and buyers. There

was also a nuinber of buffoons, beiji^ars, and s)xophants— the busiest of

that motlc)- crowd. From nine in the morniiiL^ until noon the market was

at its fullest, but the vendors sat there from earl)- morninc; until suntUnvn,"-

and e\en when tra('e was slack there would be those in the Ai^ora who

took their dail\- ' constitutional ' here.-' The booths of tiie hawkers must

have been \er)- similar to the corresponding structures of to day, and in

them were displa\-ed most of the \arious wares of the market-place : only

flour was aji exception in early times, beint^ sold in the I^'lour K.xchant^e

(aX^tTOTTwXtf) built at least as early as 389 r,.C.^ The smaller traders

contented themselves with a table or tray on which to set forth their

<^oods, while tliey themselves sat by under their sun-umbrellas.-'' Each

class of merchandise had its own particular location (yu/^Xo?)'' in the

Market, called b}' the name of the ware sold there. Thus we find 6 apTo<;

and ol l-)(6u€<^^ in wliich circles we may probably place the (ipTOTrwXt]^ and

the Tap<;^o7r&)\7/? of our inscriptions. There was further the meat-market

{t(i Kpea) and the poultry-market (01 opviOe';).'^ The poorer classes

frequented in larije numbers the vegetable-market {to, Xd^ava);^ where

doubtless our greengrocer as well as the three sesame-dealers had their

' Hesych. s.7'. TrpowiKot, Pollux vii. 132, from which pas.sages we learn that they were al.so

called Bv(d.vrioi and iraiSapiwvfs. Wachsmulh /.c. 456, n. I.

- Wachsmuth, Ac. 451, n. 5.

^ Demosth. liv. 10, p. 1258. 21 (Ariston speaks) irfpiirarovvTOi, wcritfp flwdtiv, eatrtpa^ tV

ayopa fjiov fxfTo. ^avoarpaTov. [I'lut.] l^i'r. X oral. 9, p. 849E (Hypereidcs) iitoiUTo rhv irfp'nraTov

(V T7} IxBvoiriiiKihi bori^ipai foo6tv6s [cod. iis tiKOt]. Athen. viii. 342c "Ep^iirjroj 5e' (prjtnv. .(iDl)tt>hf

Thv 'TirfpdBjjv iroit?(r6ai vvy rovs irfptirdrovs iv Tois Ix^vci.

* It is mentioned in Aristoph. Eic/. 686.

^ Athen. xiii. 612A.

* Pollux X. 18 iVa 5' (It iirpaaK(r to. (TKfvr), rqs ayopas rh fxifo^ tovto kvkKoi ovofia^ovTo, k.t.K.

(Pollux proceeds to quote Diphilos and Alexis) ; Hesych. s.z'. ; Wachsmuth /.<-. 462. Plato adopts

this arrangement in Leges ix. 849E, and xi. 915I>.

'' E.g. Aristoph. V'esp. 789 ; Antiphanes ap. Athen. vii. 287E ; Alexis ap. Athen. iii. 104I).

* Dem. De fals. leg. xix. 272, p. 417. Aristoph. Av. 13 o\>ktu>v opyteuv and Schol. a</. loc.

(Rutherford, Sihol. Arisloph. i. 427. 8).

' Aristoph. Lys. 557; Alexis rt/. Athen. viii. 338E ; Diphilos (7/. Athen. vi. 227E.
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stands : sesame, indeed, seems to have had a special corner of the veget-

able-ring to itself.^ Before passing on from those who dealt in these

various victuals, we must cast a glance at the sellers of hot food, especially

at the cook-shops (fj-ayeipeia)- which were to be found in the Agora:

perhaps the two cooks (fMciyeipot) who occur in our inscriptions kept small

restaurants of this class : on the other hand, it is possible that they were

in domestic service, or that they were of the number of the professional

cooks who had a stand in the Market where they were hired by those who

wished to give fashionable dinners.-' Near the cooks stood the flute-

players {avXr)TpiB€<i)* also waitmg to be hired for entertainments, and with

them may have been found the freedwoman who is described as a

Kidap(ph6<;, though her residence in Epikephisia speaks against rather than

for this supposition.

The perfume-market (ra apwfiara)^ was largely frequented by the

young swells, who often squandered large sums there : a special depart-

ment of this was the place where frankincense was sold (6 Xz/^aj'toTo?).*'

In our inscriptions we find a woman engaged in this trade {Xt^avcoTo-rrtoXK;)

resident close to the Market, in Melite, a man in Peiraeus, and a third

frankincense-seller of uncertain deme.

Further there was the wool-market, where perhaps some of the raXaai-

ovpyoi of whom we have spoken sold their own productions ; there was

the clothes bazaar,^ the pottery-market (at x^rpai),^ and the metal-

market (to, )^aXKd),^ where in all likelihood our (rihr)po7rci}Xr)<; is to be

sought. Before leaving the dyopd we must notice the slave-market

(to. dv^pdvoSa),^^ where the dealers exhibited their human wares, and the

book-stalls set up on the ' orchestra,' the raised space around the statues

' Moerisj'.T'. a-lnaa^ia.

* Wachsmuth /.<. 483. Pollux ix. 48 explains the word (liflTcrenlly, as the places where cooks

were hired.

^ Cf. riaut. Aulul. 280 f. postquam obsonavit erus et coiiduxit coquos
i

libiciiiasque has apud

forum. Wachsmuth, /.<. 491 ; Becker, Charikles ii. 318 foil.

* I'laut. ioi. (it. ; Thcophylact. Ep. 17; Theophr. Char. 11.

' I'ollux ix. 47 ((juoliiig Kupolis) -ntpirfKdov tls ra <TK6poha. Ka.\ to Kp6fjLH.ua \
Ka\ rbv Ki^avwTOV,

Kfiidv rwv apw/xaTwv. Alhenaeus xv. 69 1 C.

•* Alhen. ix. 374H. I'ollux /.c.

' I'ollux vii. 78 iKa\f7ru 5« tij 'AOitvTjffiy IfManiiraKis ayopa. According to an almost certain

restoration of Wilamowitz-.Moellendorff, we have in C.I. A. ii. 77211 2 [d]»(t'<rTp«oi' (female tailor) a

word which occurs in Lucian, Klut. Pracc. 24.

* I'ollux ix. 47 ; Aristoph. Lys. 557.

' Hekker, Anecdota Graeca i. 316. 23. Wachsmuth, op. cit. i. 180,

^'' Pollux X. 19. Wachsmuth, I.e. 462, n. 2, 490, n. 2.
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of Harmodios and Aristogeiton.^ We have referred above to those who

are denominated simply KdirrfKoL-ihet : it is possible that these kept the

wine-shops in or near the Agora and in Peiraeus,—the word can certainly

bear such a meaning ^
: but it is more probable that the KairrjXos was the

ancient counterpart of the modern bakalis, whose shop, a blend of a

grocery store w ith an eating and drinking house, bears the delightfully

comprehensive name of TravTOTrcoXeiov. Finally we may notice the barber

(Kovp€v<;)^ given us by the inscriptions published below : his residence is

probabl)' Melite.

The wants of a great city necessitate a large amount of transport,

which gives employment to a considerable number of men, especially

where our modern transport facilities are unknown. W'e are thus prepared

to find in our inscriptions two muleteers {opecoKOfioi*), one in Lakiadai,

a deme on the Eleusis road famed for its gardens, amongst which were

those of Kirnon, and for its unrivalled radishes ; the other in Peiraeus,

perhaps engaged in the transport of merchandise between the seaport

and the capital. Two others drove donkey's (ovTjXnrai ''), both of them

living in the cit)', one in Diomeia, the other in Kollytos. Perhaps their

business was to bring to market the produce of the flocks and fields of their

patrons, demesmen of Kephisia and Aphidna respectivel}'. We also

find two porter,s {(f>opTr}yoi'^), a jar-carr'ier {afi<l)opea<\>6po<;') and a skin-

carrier {daKO(f)6po<; **). Those who have seen the long succession of carts

' Wachsnuilh, /.c. 488.

^ Pollux vii. 193; Lucian, Herinot. c. 58. Cf. Suid. and Etyni. Magn. s.v. Ttie KaTrr/Aot

were proverbially knavish, as we learn from Greek writers from Aeschylus downwards ; Wallon

i^Mem. dePAcad. des Insir. et Belles- Lettres vol XIX. 2, p. 271. n. 2), calls attention to the fact

that ' chez les Chretiens, le metier de /cairT/Aos fut regarde comnie tellement vil. qu'il etait defendu a

I'eveque d' accueillir roft'rande de ceux qui Texercaient {Const it. apost. iv. 6, i. i. p. 294)."

•* In Plato, Kesp. ii. 373(-' the Kovptis appear in company with ttoiSo^oj^oi, Tirdai, rpopoi, Kofj.-

/xwTptai. Plut. de Gar/ III. 509A, refe/s to their proverbial talkativeness, which is also alluded to in

Archelaus" celebrated reply preserved in Plut. Apop!ithegin. p. 177A 'ASoAeVxofcoupfais fpur-naavros

avrhv ' irws at K('ipu> ;
' ' (tiwttwv '

Kipri. Cf. Athen. iii. 98E ; Aristoph. Pliitiis, 338 . Av. I441.

• Aristoph. Thesm. 491 ; Xen. Hell. 5. 4. 42; Plut. Mor. 130E ; Plato, Zjj/j-. 2o8b, etc.

' [Dem.] xlii. p. 1040. 28 ; Plut. de cohib. ira 461A; Pollux vii. 56. 148 ; Macho, ap. Athen.

582c.

'' Pollux vii. 131 T^ (popTjjyif fir\ Tuu ra (popTia ayovTuv ffxtropwv KfXP'"!'^'''^ ^'^"^X'^^'^^ <p6pra-

Kas ix(vroiT) iraAoia Kcu^ijfiSia Toi/j ax9o<popovvras (k tov f/iiruplov Ka\u. Cf Lycophr. 1293 (popTTfyol

\VK01.

' Moeris, s.t. ; Suid. s.v. 6 Kfpifjua /jnffdov ipipwv. The latter quotes Menander 'Pajri^o/teVTj

for hp.<popta<f)6pos (I do not understand why it appears as an adjective in L. and S.) and Aristophanes

"Hptots for a.fji<popta<popuv (Arist. Frag. 285. 3). Neither L. and S. nor the Thesaurus refers to

Pollux vii. 130.

* 'A<TKO(p6pos, affKopoptlv occur only in Bekker Aneid. Grace. 214 ; Etym. Magn. p. 155 ;

P
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laden with amphorae of water filing into Athens in the dim dawn from

Marusi and Kaisariani will not be at a loss for a suggestion as to these men's

employment, but we must leave it undecided whether it was water, wine, or

some other substance which filled the jars and skin bottles of these two

porters. We have also a labourer (/iicr^wTo?), whose deme is wanting :

we may conjecture that he was one of those who stood for hire at the

Kurysakeion in the " Market Kolonos." and received in consequence the

nickname KoXcoverai}

W'e have now briefly reviewed the industry, agriculture, and trade of

Athens so far as presented or suggested to us by the inscriptions under

consideration : it only remains to indicate the several occupations which

have ncjt been included in the foregoing sketch.

A large number of slaves was, of course, used for domestic purposes,

and it would be surprising if none of these appeared as freedmen. \Ve meet

with one manservant (^ai/coi/o? -) and two nurses (xtT^at *)
: both of these

latter are domiciled in Skambonidai, and one is described as 7rac8i{ov)

titO{i]). This leads us to mention the numerous freedwomen* described

merel\- by the title irathiov, who in all probability acted as domestic ser-

vants. E.xcluding the case just referred to, we have altogether fifteen such

iraiSia, who thus form a class outnumbered only by the wool-spinners : they

are distributed over the demes Peiraeus (4), Skambonidai (3), Keiriadai (2),

Melite, KoUvtos (?), Thorikos, and Xypete—the demes of the remaining

three being unknown. Of these all e.Kcept Thorikos are urban or suburban

demes.

W'e have, further, two freedmen plying the pen, in all probability as

secretaries to magistrates : one of the.se, in Thorikos, is called ypa/j./j,aT€v<i,

the other, resident in Kollytos, is but a v7roypafj./j.aT€v<i. The office was

one despised by the Athenians, as is sufficiently clearly evinced by

Demosthenes' use of the term in scorn ^
: nevertheless it sometimes

Suid. s.v. Til ff Ta7s AtovvaiaKOis nofiTrais tovs aarovi . ..adKOvi Kara rwv {ojxuiv (ptpttv, Ka\ ol rovro

Hoiovvrts a.ffKo<p6poi Ka\ovvTai (Bekker /. i. ).

' Ilarpocr. s.r. KoKwvairas (s. KoKwvfTai) : Wachsniulh <;/. tit. i. 177 foil. ii. 277. Plato,

A\s/>. ii. 371E; Po/it. 290A ; Aristoph. .4v. 1152.

•^ The word bears thesen.se of messenger in Aesch. rroiit. 942 ; Soph. Phil. 497 ; Aristot. Eth.

N. vii. 6 Kadanfp 01 raxf^i t(^v liaKivwv., k.t.K. It appears to be used for one who waits at table in

Allien. X. 42OK rhv olvoxiov, rhv SiaKovov, rhv fiayftpov.

•^ See note on inscription no. IV. iii. 1. 16.

* In one case only, I believe, is the term used for a hoy— Insc. \'I. ii. 10. 11.

' Dc' Cor. xviii. 162, p. 269. 20; defah. leg. xix. 109, p. 371. 2I -navoiipyos Ka\ dfjts ^x^pos

Kal ypafifxards : Lept. xx. 1 78, p. 506. 20.
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happened that one who had occupied this lowly office rose to a position of

trust and responsibility in the state. Most famous, perhaps, is the case of

Nikomachos who, in the words of Lysias,^ uvtI fiev SovXou TroXirri^i

y€y€vt]Tai, uvrl Se incoy^ov TrXoucrio^, avrl Be VTroypa^fj.arecty'i vofioBirrj^.

Finally, we have the curious term ^euyoTp6<f)o^,- one, that is, who keeps

a yoke of beasts. What these were—whether they were oxen or, as seems

more probable, horses—we are not told, nor do we learn for what purpose

they were used, whether they served for ploughing, or transport, or as

carriage or even race horses.

I.

On the reverse side of the same block upon which is inscribed C.l.A.

iv. 2. '/6'6 c [C. D. Buck in Attier. Joiirn. Arch. 1S88, p. 149 foil. ; Lolling in

Sit2iuigsber.derBerl.Akad., 1888, p. 251]. Letters small and somewhat

irregularly formed, but well and clearly incised.

OIK . (t>\r^ . n

E Ml^roAACNAYKPAToYtKo/*

AYNAYKAHCNAYKPAToYlKoA
I HAICTIINPAIAloNE^KAMolK

5 J^l :H

TIMo^TPAToteMlKP|oY?4"HT

PAION< XICTHN^^HTToi

AM^^IAOY^^YAA?

10 'in4^IAOY4^VAA

TAAA4^I : H

TA

"MM
* x.\x. 36. Cf. Antiphon. vi. 35.
'^ The word occurs only in I'lut. Pcrul. 12 oWi /cara^jjv o/na{oir7j7'oi Ka.\ ^(vyoTp6(poi xal rjvtoxot

Kal Ka\uarp6<f>ot koI \ivovpyol Ka\ (TKUTorSfjioi Koi dSoirotol Kai /xtraWfls : it is lo be noticed that the

company in which they here appear is far from being aristocratic. The verb ^tuyorpoipw appears in

I'ollux viii. 132 (fvyriffiov TiriAos oi ^fvyoTpoipovvTfs iriKovv.

In reviewing the various occupations mentioned in the 'catalogi paterarum agentearum,' I have
purposely omitted the <TT(x«ffT^s of Inscr. I. 7, being unable to say anything as to his function, and
feeling uncertain of his very existence.

r 2
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oIk{ov -) : <f>ta{\r)v) : H
ML(ry6\a<i NavKparov; Ko\-

Xv{t€v^) NavK\rj<{ NavKpdrovf; Ko\(XvT€v<i)

'HSccTTTjv iraiBiov e '%Kafi{^(i)vthoiv) olK{ov(Tav)

5 <f>L{a\'r)v) : H
Ttytioo-Tparo? XfjLCKpiov X(f)7]T(Tio<;)

]paiov cr - )(^iaTr)v X(f)r]TTOc

[otV(oi)t'Ta) (f)i{d\r]v) : H]

- - - - Il]afi(f)i\ov ^v\dcr{io<;)

lO - - - - 1? ZQ)(f)c\ov 4>i/Xa(crt09)

-----] Ta\a{aiovpyov) <pi{d\'ifv) : H

1. 2. MiayoXaq Nau/cparou? KoWureu?. Cf. Aeschines i. 41-53, 67.

Antiphanes, Timocles, and Alexis quoted by Athenaeus viii. c. 22, 339 b, c.

Suid. Mio-76X.a«? and Tt'/zap^^o?, C/./i. ii. 1 177 [Loewy, /;/jr//. Grieclt.

Bildliaucr, No. 77].

Suidas' f^loss {s.v. MtcrYoXa?)

—

outo? 7)1/ toO AeeoSa/iai^ro? ipoyiievo^;—
for which no authority is quoted, must surely be an error : it may

perhaps have arisen from a misreading of the words of the gloss s.v.

Tifxapyo^—yiicryoXa Kal 'HyrjadvBpM tm A€(oBdfx.avTO<; epoy/xeva)—which are

in accordance with Aesc/ii/ics i. 6S-yo, iii. Athenaeus' quotations prove

that Misgolas was a favourite butt of the comic poets for his inordinate

fondness for musicians and singers.

Aeschines (i. 49) refers to him as r)\LKL(i)Tq<i ifjLo<; Kal (Tvve(f>r]0o<;, and

states definitely that ea-Tiv rjpJlv tovtI (O/. 108. 3 = 345 I'-C-) Tre/xTTTov Kal

teaaapaKoaTov 6T09. It is improbable that the present inscription refers to

a date much, if at all, later than that year, and with this conclusion the

evidence of C.I.A. ii. 1 177 is in agreement. We have there the inscription

from the base of a statue by the famous sculptor Leochares : the actual

dedication is lost, but there remains a list of ten Athenian citizens—one

representative of each of the ten <f)v\ai—and two ypafifiareU, and the artist's

signature : Misgolas appears as the representative of the tribe Alynitf. In

the absence of the dedicatory inscription there is, unfortunately, no indi-

cation of the nature of the decemviral college in question. The date of

that inscription is fixed roughly by the character of the writing (' Titulus

exaratus est medio saeculo quarto vel pauUo post '—Koehler) ; by the name

of the artist, who, although he lived as late as the reign of Alexander the
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Great, seems to have worked after 350 B.C. mostly out of Athens ; and by

the names of two or three of the other members of the decemvirate, which

are known from other sources (cf Loewy, I.e.).

In the fiapTupia of Aeschtnes i. 50 Misgolas is wrongly described as

MfO"7o\a<? NiKiov Yleipaieix;.

In AescJiines i. 42 he is referred to as older than Timarchus {ovff

q\LKi.(iiTi) Trpea^vripM eavTov) : if, then, Misgolas was in his forty-

fifth year at the time of Timarchus' trial (see above), some error must

underlie Suidas' statement (s.7'. Ti/iapxo<;) that Timarchus t]X(o viro

Ala^ivov jeptov wv.

1. 4. No other instance of a iraiBtov in Skambonidae occurs in this

class of inscriptions, except in C.I.A. iv. 2, 772 b, p. 188, A. col. 2, 1. 8, where I

believe, after an examination of the stone, that the true reading is ... . Bfl

rather than .... E/v. With the reading of the Corpus the only possible

restoration is e\y nei/T]eX(^t), for AeKeXeia and 'AyyeXi] are too short to fill

the required space : but TievTeXy'] is an unlikely deme in itself, and more-

over nevTeXTJaiv would probably stand in the place of eV TlevTeXf].

1. 7. '^-^lo-TTjv. The inscription not being cnoL-^t-jhov, the interval

between the initial S and the X may have been occupied by either one

or two letters, but in the latter case one at least of the two must occupy a

very small space. There is no Greek word of the form a.^^iari]^, and of

the form cr . . ^j^icxr;/? only one, ari-x^iaTtj^;, which is found in Tzctz. at/

Lycophr. 425, meaning ' one who writes in verse,' ' a i)oet' : the use of the

word is condemned by Thomas Magister, 463 (ed. Oudendorp). The verb

oTtxi^fo, 'to write verse,' ' to be a poet,' occurs Anon, in Fabric. Bibl. Gr.

Vol. VIII., 613 note (ed. Harles.), and in Theodorus Ptochoprodromus

ii. 16 (Coray's Atakta, Vol. I.). ' XTf)(^i(r/j,6<; ap. Isidor. Pel 3. 86 a Boiss.

citatum, ubi Zosimum monet, ut accurate sibi indicet top aTi'x^iafxov tmu

^i^Xicdv, esse, Numerum aTi'^aav sive Versuum, non, quod Int. putavit, seriem

seu ordinem librorum, animadvertit Fabric. B. Gr. Vol. 8, p. 72 Harl.

Conf Tzetz. Hist. 9. 291.'—L. Dindorf in Thesaurus 780 B.

The meaning of arL-^i<nri<i in the fourth century B.C. (if, indeed, it is

to be here restored) is uncertain : probably it denotes one who had some

duty to perform in connection with the production of books.

X(l>r}TToi. This locative form does not occur in the CI. A., but is
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found in Aeschines i. 97 ; Lys. 17. 8 ; cf. 17. 5 ; Steph. Byz. s.v. Cf.

'\dfiovol, Ko\a)i/ot, 0opty<ot, 4>a\7/poi, etc., and the more remarkable natai/tot

from a substantive with a-stem. See Meisterhans, Gravim. der Ait. Insclir?"

p. 147, note 1269.

1. 10. Tlie name Za>(f)iXo<; does not seem to occur elsewhere, but it

may well have existed side by side with the known ^(o^iXo<; in the same

way as Swt'Xo? with Zwt'Xo?, XcoTrvpof with Za)TTvpo<s, etc.

H.

On a block of bluish marble, greatest height, .11 m.
;
greatest breadth,

.165 m. ; thickness, about .122 m. As far as the end of line 9 the letters

are fairly large and are carefully inscribed ; afterwards the)- are smaller and

more irregular.

/\ (J M O 1

1

n E I P A I E I

rosAno4>Yr
c M I K Y A I a ^'

5

vHN^TAOMON :H

AnPOZEMPElPAEI
frnNAYKl^KON
YAinNOtAOMONEA

10 lAAHN^TAOMON:H
nPAEMPEIPAEI^"
(DYrOY^AAYKlC"
K Y A I n nI O ^

<J) I A A H N C T

15 ATX rill'

'
I O I////
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<l>id\rjv ar\adfi6v[ : H
----- eV] Hetpatet \^oIk-

------ ]o9 airo^^vyl^-

A-VKiaKov] 2/ii«uXt'<wi/[o9

5 'hdfiovea\

(^La\\rjv araOfiov : H
----- ]8copo-i €fi Heipael [oIkmv

d7ro(l)]vy<jov AvKiaKov

^fiiK]v\c(ovo<; 'Adfiovia

10 (f>]id\7]v cnadfJLOv : H
- - - Jojpa ifi Yleipael ot/c[oi}cra

dTTO^cfyvyoOcra AvKiaK[^ov

^fii^KvXitovo'i ['Adfiovea

^tdXrjv crT[ad/j,6v : H

We possess {C.I.A. ii. Pt. i, 580) a decree of the Athmonenses in

honour of the /xepap^j^at of the year 324-3 B.C., among whom appears one

AvK6(f)poi)v AvKicTKov, wlio may be the son of AvkIctko^ "ZfiiKvXLoovoi;. It is

possible that this was the AvKiaKo^ who was archon in 344-3 B.C. ; the

date would tally well, but the name is a common one and there is no

evidence to support the conjecture.

Ill

On the face of a slab of bluish-white marble, broken on all sides :

greatest height .205 m.
;
greatest breadth .T,y m. ; thickness .115 m. In-

scribed on front and back. Found on the Acropolis in 1894. The writing

is (TTOLxn^dv and fairly careful : height of letters .004-.006 m.

1 5
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Col. I. 1. 18. oU
1

[wv - - - a7ro<^u] ycov
|

[ p\drov
|

[ (f)i.d\(r}v) a]-

Tadfi(6v) : H
1. 2^. oUwv dTro<f}vy]cbv \

- - - v8ov T
|

[ - - (f>i.dX{rfv) aT]a0fM6{v) : H
. 26. €7] KoXXf (rctit)

I

[olKOiv d'TTO(^vy'\oiv
|

- - - pdro
]

[i^ - -

Col. IV. 1. 12. Aop[ - - - oIk(ov or -ovaa]
\
Xi^a[v(OTo{7rco\r]<i or -t?) dvo-

(fivycoi^ or -ovaa]
\
ST€[«^ai/oi/ ? - - -

] \
e/x n[ei(paiet) oi-

«o(Oi'Ta) <f)id{\r)v) crTa(jdfi6v) : H]

Col. II.

5 - - - - (f)i,d(\r]v) <n'\a6ix{6v) : H
- - - - Tr{(o\rj^ ?) ey K-

I

- - oiKa)(v) dir^ocffvycbv

- - - - _ ^tjfMO(Trpd-

Tou ^pe]dp{piov) (f)idX(r)v) (Tra{6ix6v) : H
- - - ]o9 iv K.vBa(Orjvai(ot,) oIk-

^(^) XP^]o"o%o(o9) diro^vyuiiv

Ylo\\v<^pova FjvdvKXe-

ovi X.o\X€(i8r]v) (f)id{Xr]v) arad{fL6v) : H
B[t]&)i/ e'/i MeX(i'Tet) oIko){v) Suk-

5 Ti/X,iO7A,u(0o9) d7ro(f)uya>v

X.aipi7nrov ^aipeSr]-

fiov 'AXaii(a) koI koi{vov) ip-

avi{aT(t)v) Tcov fieTa X.aipc7r-

7ro(v) 'AXai,e((o<;) <f)idX(r]v) crTad(/j,6v) : H
O D,(f>eXtQ)i' ev Ko\Xf(T&)t) ol-

Kco{v) KXivo7r(oib<i) d7ro(f)vy(ov

RviroXe/iiop KviroXe/j.-

o(v) 'Aypv^Xrjdev) (f)i,dX{i]v) ajadp6{v) : H
Moo-;)^t&)i/ ifi Y\.eip{ael) o[^lk-

5 w(i/) €fi7ropo{<;) d7ro<f)vy[Q)v

AvKtv Jiiu>vo<; ['A%api/(ea)

(f)idX{T]u) aradfiov [ : H
<t>iXoviKr) T[aXaa-i{^ovpyo<;) ? ev

A€VKo{iwr)i) OLKo[v{aa) diTO<^vy{ov<Ta)

O ^r}/iioa6evr}v [^r]/j,o(f>L-?

Xo{v) ^vXd(aiov) [xal . . . ?

dBov T . . . .

Col. III.

'OX]vv6i{ov) (f)tdX(r]v) aTa[dfM(6v) : H
UicrroKXrj<; ep, Me[X(tTei) ol-

k{S)v) v7ro8ri/j,aT07r(oLb<i) dTro[(f)v(y(av)

K.aXXc7r7rLBT]v KaXX[t-

ov ' A(f>i8(valov) (l)id[X](rjv) (Tradp,{6v) : [H

Aiovva-io<; iv [S]«ra(/u./3&)i/t8a)i/) o[i-

k((Jov) yecopyo{^) d'rro[(f>^uycov

<t>avofj,6[v]r}v [/fa]t %(i)a[T-

paTo(v) Krj(f)c(a-i€a) <f>id{Xr)v) aTa0{p,6v) : H
TloXvTcp,o<i ev KoXXf(T(«t)

olK^oiv) aKVT0T6{p,0'i) diro^vy^oiv)

KaXXt'ai/ J^aXXidhov

J\aiavte{a) (f)idX(rjv) aTad{p,6v) : H
Aap,7rp\<i iv '^Ka/xi^coviSrZv) oIk-

ova{a) T[t]T^»; d7ro(f)vyov(cra)

'Api<TT6(f>avT{ov) 'ApiaTL-

(i)vo{<;) ' A(f)iB{valov) (j)tdX{T)v) arad^piov) : H
YiVireid-q 7rai8i{ov) TtT^(r;)

ev XK{afi^ci)vt8(ii)v) olKov{aa) diro^vyo^vaa)

' ApicrT6(f)avr(ov) 'Apca-Tt-

a)f(o?) ' A())tBv{alov) (f>idX{rjv) a[TaO{fji6i') : H
^vv . . , ? cV KoX[\u(TCt)t) ol-
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Col. II. 1. 9. <i>p€]dp(piov), or, perhaps, 'K.o\]ap{y€a). A Ar)fi6<TTpaTo<i

'Apxcov (^pedppio<;) appears i-n a funeral inscription of the fourth century

{C.I.A. ii. 2657) ; a Arj/jboa-TpaTr} [' Av]Tia-6evov<i [Xo]Va]p7e&>9 dvydrrjp in a

similar inscription {C.I.A. ii. 2201).

1. II. We have two other instances of metic ^pvao^ooi resident in

Kv8a6i]vaiov—C.I.A. ii. 2. 741 add. B. 13, p. 511 ; and iv. 2. 772 b B i.

13 sq. In the latter case the reading of the C.I.A. is XPY^OXOON
|

. . .

TAAOOIK, but a closer examination of the stone shows that the true

reading is XPY^OXOON
|

. . 'TAAG, which confirms Scherling's con-

jecture [e7 K.^vZad{r)vala)L) (cf C. Scherling, Quibus rebus singulorum

Atticae pagorutn incolae operam dederint, in Leipziger Studien, 1898,

p. 70). A confusion between T and Y is a not uncommon error in inscrip-

tions of this class : e.g., T occurs in place of Y in C.I.A. ii. 2. 772 B col. i.

1. 10; on the other hand, the stone shows TAXYA and not TAXTA in

C.I.A. iv. 2. 775 b col. i. 1. 8.

1. 1 4. B[t](yt', or possibly B[6]a)i/. A second BaKTv\coy\u(f>of;, also

resident in Melite, appears on the reverse of this stone (see No. IV. 1. 6).

For the term B. Blumner (Gezverbe iind Kiinste, Vol. III. p. 281) cites

Diog. Laert. i. 2. 57 and viii. i ; Pollux, vii. 108, 179 ; Galen, xii. p. 205 K
;

Suid. s.v. Ilv0ay6pa<; ; to which add Tzetz. His/, vii. 212, xi. 68; Schol.

Plat. p. 420 (Bekker) ; and Pollux ii. 155. Pollux refers to the word (ii.

155. vii. 179) as used by Critias and Plato ; it does not, however, occur in

the latter's works as we possess them.

1. 16. The identification of this XatptTTTro? with the [X]aipi,7nro<;

Xaip - - - of C.I.A. ii. 2. 775 B 2, 5 is rendered very probable by the fact

that there also he appears in conjunction with a koivov ipavLuTcav. For

the formula k. ip. rwv fiera rov helvo^ cf. C.I.A. iv. 2. 772 b p. 188 A col. ii.

1. 23 sq. A Xaipiinrof; 'AXateu? occurs in C.I.A. ii. 2. 1020.

1. 21. KXcvo7r(oi6^) or, possibly, K\ivo'7T{r]y6<;) : cf. Blumner, op. cit.

Vol. II. p. 326. The former seems preferable, as having earlier authority

(Plato, Rep. X. 596 E sqq., Dem. in Aphob. xxvii. 9, p. 816) than the latter,

which occurs only in C.I.Gr. 2135 (a late inscription ' incerti in Aegeo
loci') and Theognostus (fl. ca. 815 A.D.).
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1. 26. In C.I.A. ii. 2. 770, 5 and 8 we have AYKIN BinNOC and in

line II . . HNO? AX APNEA. A careful examination of the stone shows

BIHNOt/ in 1. 5 and 'HNO^ in 1. 11, which confirms the conjecture which

can hardly fail to suggest itself that the person is the same in all three

lines. In all probability the Ay«t<? B/wro? of the present inscription is the

same as that of C.I.A. ii. 770, and is related to Bt'twy ^ A')(^apvev<; of the

inscription published below, No. VI. col. ii. 1. 15. A ScoKpdriTi Btwi/o?

WXapvev'i appears in C.I.A. iii. i. 11 13 a. [Bt'tui/ is omitted in Kirchner's

Prosopogmphia Attica, Vol. I. p. 189].

I. 28. Cf C I.A. ii. 758 B ii. 4 (334 B.C.) ^iKovIky] '^(KavLha ev ki/3co(tio)}

pdKO<;.

Col. III. 1. 2. 'OXvvdioi: Cf. NiKtav 'OXvp6iov, C.I.A. ii. 768, col. i.

1. 25, and K7)pvKi8r)v %r)j3alov iv. 2. 768 b A i. 5. The appearance of two

Olynthians and a Theban in these inscriptions as plaintiffs is accounted for

b)' the fact that they were l(TOTe\el<;. Cf Harpocration s.v. tVoTeX?;? : on

8e KUL Tcov dXXcov oiv evparTov ol ^ctoikoc dcjieaiv f t^oi' laoTeXel'i, &e6(f)pacrT0'i

etprjKev iv la roiv ^o/jlwv • outo? Se (p^iaiv &)<> ivLaj^ov Kal iroXeaiv 'oXaL<i

ey^-q(j>ltovro TTjv dreXeiav 'Adrjvaiot, a)a7r€p'OXvv0ioi<; re koI ^r]^aioi<;, where

for dreXeiav laoreXetav should probably be read. Cf. Aeschines ii. 155,

Schaefer Demosthenes ii.- 155. Among the plaintiffs we also find la-oreXeh

in C.I.A. iv. 2. 768 c I. 11. 12, 16; 772 b B i. 10: h-qixocnoi in C.I.A. iv. 2.

773 b A 33 ; 775 b col. iii. 1. 17 : irpo^evoL in C.I.A. ii. 772 B 1. 16 ; iv. 2.

775 b i. 22 (cf Wilamowitz in Hermes xxii. p. 239) : a YiXaTaiev<i (?) in

C.I.A. iv. 2. 768 b B col. i. 1. i ; and a Tpo^rjvio^, ib. col. ii. 1. 3. Cf

Hypereides v. c. Athenog. c. 33 u/i-et? (toi)? Tpoc^rjviov;) virehe^aade Kal

TroXiTa? iTrou'](Taa6e.

1. 4. For another v7ro8y]/uiaT07roc6<i cf the inscription published below,

No. VI. col. i. 1. 12. We have three instances of metic a-KVTOTOfioc in

Melite

—

C.I.A. ii. 772 b i. 14 ; iv. 2. 768 c]ii. 11
; yy;^ b A 34. The word

V. has hitherto been thought to belong~to late Greek only : cf Bliimner, I.

271, L. and S., both of whom cite Chrysost. in Math. Homil. 49 (Vol. II.

p. 317): v7ro8rj/j,dT(oi> STjfiiovpyo^ is used by Plato, Gorg. 447 D.

1. 9. The reading is very doubtful and the proposed restoration un-

satisfactory, owing to the omission of the patronymic. It is similar to
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KvTvxl^ KairrfKl'^ aTrocpvyovaa Scoarparov ^vqalarpaTov 'AXo)7r€Krj6ev

{C./.A. ii. 2. 768, 1. 16 f.), save that no patronymics are given throughout

that inscription. Even where two brothers' names occur the father's name

and the demotic are usually repeated, as, e.g:, C.I.A. ii. 2. 770. if., 773 A

col. ii. 28 f., and above No. I. 1. 2 f The letters HN and ^H? are certain.

The name ^avoixevr]<i does not seem to occur, but may be justified by the

analogy of ^av6hiKo<;, ^avoK\i)<;, ^avoKpcrot;, ^avofia-^o^, etc.

1. 13. A KaXXta? KaA,Xa/o-;^poi> Ilaiafteu? occurs in a fourth century

funeral inscription, C.I.A. ii. 3. 2410: also a KaWt'a? Y[aL{avLev<i) as

7rpinavi<; in 209-IO A.D. {C.I.A. iii. I. lo).

1. 16. Tirdtj : cf 1. 19 below. All riTdai were non-burghers : a

citizen who acted in that capacity was liable to have her burgher rights

attacked, Dem. Ivii. 42 ff. 45. See Die griechischen Privataltertiinier by

Iwan von Miiller, ed. 2, iij 94, p. 163, note 2, in Iwan Miiller's Handbuch

der Klassischen A Iterturns- WisscnscJiaft.

1. 19. EvTreidt]. Dr. Wilhelm has called my attention to a parallel

case : in Latyschev, Inscripiioyies Orae Septentrionalis Ponti Eiixini, Vol. IV.

No. 376,— a funeral inscription of the first quarter of the fourth century

B.C.—we have ^XiriroKparr] 'HpaKXeiSeo), where 'iTTTroKpaTrj is a feminine

nominative. Latyschev compares ' HyeKpaTTj in Bechtel-Fick, Die Griech-

ische Personennamen^ p. 174.

1. 23. Probably Ei5z'[o/io]<f or £{)»'[< /fo]?.
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IV.

On the reverse side of the same block on which is inscribed the

preceding. The writing is not aroi-)(^r]86v, and is much less careful than on

the face of the stone, being very similar to that of I.

YtYH

AolKKoYPEct)! :H

HPAToYMEAIT

5 CnClAHMoYIYP

EMMEAITHIolKAAkTY

HPATo^NIKHPAToYMEA

lAIPPoC^nSIAHMoYiYn

10 NoNAPAIAIoNEMMEolKtt)!
: H

NIKHPATo^NIKHPAToYMEAIT

^ElAIPPo^^n^lAHMoYIYPE

CTPAToNlKHNEMMEAolKTAAA

\ 4^'^ : H

15 'Y NlKHPATo^NlKHPAToYMEAlT

H 4='E:'^"^'^°^^^^'^HMoYiYPET

APlANOHNEMMEolKTAAA^I :H

AYSIAAHlXinNo^AAaPEK

CnSTPATHNTAAASIoYPfEMMolK

20 4^1 : H

AAAIASKAAAlKPAToY^AcDIA

?ToNErKoAAYolKoNH(t)l : H

'AHCAPl^To^ANoYCAXAP

''M ^ OoYP'^l • H

25 OYAEY

4^1 :H
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- - - - A( - ) oiK^ovvTu) KOVpe{a) (f)t(d\r]v) : H

'NiK)jpaTO'i NtK^rjpa-Tov MeXtT(€i^9)

5 <p€c8i7nros] 1,o)ai8r]/ji.ov 'EiVir^eraioiv)

- - -] e'/i MeXfVryt oiKiovvra) Ba KTv(Xco<y\v<f)Ov)

0t(aX?7i/) : H]

Nt«]?;paTO<? NtKijpaTov MeX[tT(€i;9)

^e^iBnr7ro<i SoxtiBtJ/j.ov 'B,V7r{eTaio)v)

lO - - vova TraiBcov ifi Me(XtTr/t) olKi^ovaav) (f)i{d\riv) : H

Ki/crjpaTOf; NiKrjpdrov MeXiT(euf)

^€i8nnro<; S(0(Ti8r]/j,ov RVTre^raKov)

XrparoviKrjj/ e'/x MeX(i'T^t) otK^ovaav) Ta\.a{aiovp'yov)

<f)id(\r}v) : H
15 NtKrjpaTOf; ISiiKrjpdrou M.e\tT(eu<;)

^€c8i7r7ro<; SfoaiSrjpov ^V7reT(ai(ov)

'ApidvOrjv €/x M.e(\LT7]L) OLK^ovcrav) Ta\a{aiovpy6v) (f)i{d\r]v):H

AvaidBi]<; Xt&)i^09 AXQ)Tr€K{rj6ev)

^coarpdnjv ra\a(TLOvp'y{ov) ip, ^(eXirrji) olK{ovaav)

20 (}ii{d\t]v) : H *"
.

'^

K]aXXta9 KaX\iKpdTov<i 'A(f>iB{vaio<;)

- JcTTOi/ e'7 KoXXL'(Tait) otK^ovvra) ovrfiXdrr^v) (f)i(d\y]v) : H
- -]X77<? 'Apiaro(f)dvov<; ^A-^ap{p€v<i)

- - - ep, M[eX((.'T?;t) oik - -]ovp('y6i/) (f)c{d\r]ii^ : H
25 ------ -------OV A€v{KOVn€V'i)

--------------- (f)t{dX7]v) : H

1. I. Perhaps . . o]v Fjva){vvp€v<;). The letters in 1. i are considerably

larger than those of the rest of the inscription.

1. 6. AaKTvXLO'y\v(f)o^ : cf III. col. ii. 1. 14 (and note).

I. 12. A ^€t8nnro<; B,v7reTaid)v occurs three times in the Tabulae

Cnratorum Navalium : C.I.A. ii. 2, 793 g, 14 (357-6 B.C.); 794 d, 22

(^356-5 B.C.); 808 c, III (340-39 B.C.): cf. 809 d, 248 (340-39 B.C.), where

the name, though it does not occur on the stone as preserved, must be

restored.
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1. 18. i\vaidSrj<; Xi'fovof; ^AXwireKijdev occurs in a sepulchral in-

scription, C.I.A. ii. 3. 1 8 18. A Xt'wt' was eponymous archon in 365-4 B.C.,

but his deme is unknown.

1. 22. ourfKuTrjv: cf. C.I. A. iv. 2 b, p. i88. A, col. ii. 1. 3.

On a fragment of white marble. Maximum height .04 m. ; max.

breadth .12 m. ; max. thickness .041 m. The writing is careful and the

letters are well formed.

H

iCAAno(t)Yro

3NIAHN

OMON :H

5 /nXAPNHCIN'^

rnNPAN

*
(f)td\r]v (TTadfxov :] H
- - - olKov\(7a d7ro(f>vyo[vaa

------ Tiai^oviBrjv

(f)id\r]v aTa\dfx6v : H
- - - ^A-^apvfjaiv o[Ikci)i>

d7ro(f)v]y(Si)v llav - - - -

VI.

A slab of bluish marble, broken on three sides : found on the

Acropolis. Greatest height .21 m.
;
greatest breadth .29 m. ; thickness ca.

.087 m. Writing small and very careless, many letters being only half

formed.
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Col. I. Col. II.

€(f)[vy€ Aio]i'ua- - - -

iov[<i X.o]\apyia

ArifiT][T]pi'a €/jL Me\/[T]>7i

5 oLKov(aa) ciTrecfyvye K[/\,]e8>;-

fiov K[T]](f)icnea

X/3uo-i9 e/jL \le\crei oi-

Kovcra Ta\a(TLOvp(yo<;) airi-

(f)uy€ 'l€pofivi][fi]oi'a

10 i/j. yieXiTec ol[Ko]vuTa

' AyadoK\r]<; [ejy [K.o\X]vt[mi)

olK(t){v) t'7ro[S]>/[yCia]ro(7ro<o?) \^ct'Ke\<^{vye)

Karayooyiov i/x ^leXcriei)

OLKOVPTa

15 Kvdv\o<; ' \Xoi7reKt]atv

OLKCOv KO.TrrjXo'i airec^V'^ye)

'S.coTrjpi'Bjju ey ]\.€cpia{B(bi')

oIkovvtu Ai6yvr)TOV

FiVuXkov Hopiov

20 HoiKiXTrjii ev SKvpoi

oIkwv art e<l>vy\^e\ 'AvSpo-

KXec8^]v 'AvSpocrdevo-

u? ' A-)(^apv€i'a

[Fj]uKpdTrj<; ey Ke/3a/ie&)(i/)

25 [ol]ico}v aire^vye 'A/xcfjiK-

[)]Sr]^i' 'Ji/jL(f)iKX€ov<; Ke^-

[aXi]6e]v

1IoXvokt[oi> - - -

drov [e]/c: '^{^Kaix^wvihoiiy)}"^

^iX66ripo<i ifM Yl[€ip^aeT)

OLKMV

^iXoKpdT7}<; ^iXoOi]{pov)

iraihlov

"SleveaTpaT-)] ip. ITet/)(aet)

olKoiycra) raXaaio{vpyo<i) d7ri(f)v(jyov)

ovToi 7rdvT€^ B/wz'a

'A-^api'€ia

[(^]av6KX€ia ip, MeA,£'T(e()

olKo(vaa) aTT^cfiV^ye) KaXXi[a]T-

paT[o]v KaXXia66i'[ov]['i)

'Axapve{a)

'HpaKXeia . . . lyeio-

vpy6<; ey K.epa(^pe(ov) dTTe(f)v(yey

AvTOKXeia \a1p17r7r-

ov Tiidela

"^KdpavZpo^ (i^evyoT-

p6(f)o<; ep. Yleipai^eT) oIko}v d[7r^{i(^vye)

Kvdvp.a'^ov EivBiKOV ^V7r€[r]{ai6va)

This stone is certainh- a portion of the same stele as the fragment

C./.A. iv. 2, 776 c, p. 192. The character of the marble, of the writing, and

of the formula used, as well as the equal thickness of the two fragments,

puts the matter beyond doubt, and a further confirmation is given by the

fact that on the right hand side of this stone is a surface smoothed for

writing upon, of a breadth of -065 m., exactly corresponding to the surface

upon which occurs the smaller inscription C./.A. iv. 2, 776 c, though in the

latter case on the right hand side, in the former on the left.

<2
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Col. I. 1. 3. The remnant of the fourth letter still visible appears to me

to belong rather to a X than to a ? ; in that case we must suppose that

the name ended with the OY, and that a fault in the stone compelled the

engraver to write X OAAPTEA. We have similar instances in O. Kern,

Inschriften von Magnesia a. M., No. 21, 1. 6 (' Vor dem 5. Buchstaben

Liicke eines Buchstabens ; alte Verletzung des Steines : ebenso hinter

dem 9. Buchstaben.') and No. 105, 1. 82 (' Zwischen kuI und ^avepov Loch

vor der Schrift.') ; also in C.I.A. ii. 2. 1048.9 (now in the British School at

Athens) where a considerable fault in the stone intervenes between rod and

'^ekevKov and has also compelled the engraver to inscribe YMYP hi 1. 10 in

smaller characters than the rest.

1. 5. K[\]eS7;/ioj/. Either e stands for et or, as I would judge almost

more likely in view of the general character of the inscription, the t has

been omitted by an error of the engraver.^

1. 12. v7ro8y]fj.aT07roL6<i. Cf. No. III. col. iii. 1. 4.

1. 20. It looks as if the engraver had first written a P as second

letter, and afterwards corrected it. The omission of the man's occupation

may be intentional (cf. 1. 5 above, col. ii. 1. 18), or the name may have been

directly derived from the occupation, the one title being used to designate

both. For 7rocKi\T7]<; cf. Aeschines i. 97, p. 14 (Pollux vii. 34), Arist.

]\Ieteor. 3. 4. 29, Hesych. s.v. TrotKiXev^. Bliimner op. cit. \. 209. '2.KvpoL =

Skvpm is probably an intentional archaism : but see Meisterhans, Gr. der

Att. InscJi? §21. II.

1. 21. An ^AvBpoaOii/rj'i 'AvSpoKXeov; 'A^apvev'i occurs in a sepulchral

inscription of the fourth century B.C. (C./.A. ii. 1914) 'A[vSpoK]X€c8r][<;]

'Ayap(vev<;) is restored by Kirchner {Prosop. Att. i. No. 849) as the name

of a trierarch in C.I.A. ii. 812 b,46. 53 (a 'tabula navalis ' of about 323 B.C.):

1 In the f<jrmer case this would be one of the latest examples, if not absolutely the latest, of

the representation of the pseudo-diphthong ei by a simple E. With reference to this pseudo-

diphthongal 6t Meisterhans {Graiiim. der Att. Ivschr.^ § lO. 15. p. 20) says: 'Der Uebergang von

der Schreil)ung E zu der heuie Ublichen Schreibweise El voUzieht sich in einem mehr als

zweihundertjahrigen Zeitraum ; denn die ersten, freilich ganz vereinzelten Spuren der diphthong-

ischen Schreibweise fiihren in den Anfang des VI. Jahrhunderts hinauf : El^» neben ^tXtlaiv^v

(Infinitiv, c. 570 v. Chr.), und die letzten Spuren der monophthongischen Schreibweise lassen sich

verfolgen bisin die zweite Ilalfte des IV. Jahrhimderts : aTroSuSffE" (Infinitiv, 334 v. Chr.).' Cf.

C./.^. i. 437-8|<UEAEM05.
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a man of the same name occurs as a witness in [Demosth.] xlviii. The two

may be identical with each other and with the 'Av8poK\€cB7]<; of our

inscription.

1. 23. For the form 'Axapveia (cf col. ii. I. 16 ; AvTOKXeia, col. ii. 1. 23 ;

Ilt^et'a, 1. 24) see Meisterhans, Gram, der Att. Inschriften^ § 15. 19 ' Im IV.

and III. Jahrh. v. Chr., besonders aber innerhalb der Jahre 350-300 v. Chr.,

wird, abweichend von der friiheren Schreibung, e vor Vokal vielfach durch

e( dargestellt.' Among the instances quoted by Meisterhans is \^Kya^pvda

in C.I.A. iv. 2. yj^ c, A. 11, a fragment of the same inscription as our

present one (see above).

Col. II. 1. 15. For Bt'tui; ^A-)(apvev<i, see No. III. col. ii. I. 26 and note.

The formula d7re(f)v{yov) ovtoi 7rdvT€<; is unparalleled : the name of the

plaintiff is usually repeated afresh in each item ; once the same name
occurs as many as five times in successive paragraphs {C.I.A. iv. 2, 772 b.

p. 189, col. i. 11. 23, 25, 28, 30, 32). The paragraph, which I take to

commence with 1. 9, has other difficulties—the omission of Philotheros'

occupation (but see note on col. i. 1. 20), and the extraordinary item of

11. II, 12, in which we have (i) the addition of Philocrates' father's

name, the Philotheros just mentioned
; (2) the consequent omission of the

deme of residence ; and (3) the designation of a male as iraihioi', not

found elsewhere in this class of inscriptions.

1. 18. A KaWiaTpaTO<: KaWidSov 'A^a/ji'eu? occurs in C.I.A. ii. 2, 660.

45, ii. 2. 661. A 'KaWlarparof; 'Axapvevt appears as Trpyrai/t? of the tribe

OlvT]i<i in 360-59 B.C. (CI.A. ii. 2. 868).

I. 21. For the accent, 'UpaKXeia or 'Hpa«Xem, cf Bechtel, Die AttiscJien

Frauennamen, Gottingen, 1902, pp. 54 f., 59.

1. 23. AvTOK\i)<i ^atpiTTTTov HiOev'i appears again in C.I.A. iv. 2. 563 b.

25 ; at any rate, it is not improbable that the two are identical. Kirchner's

entry {Prosopogr. Att. i. 2731, p. 182) is as follows: 'AYTOKAHZ
XA(l)PinnOY (I) niGEYS. iv. 2. 563b, 25 e</)77/9o9 a. 334-3. Eius filius

XAIPinnOS (II) A.n.' if, however, the reference of the last clause is to

the ^aipi'TT'KO'i AvroKXeov Ht^eu? of C.I.A. ii. 2. 774, 1. 14 it is open to

objection, for if AvTOKXrj^ was €(f>r]^o^ in 334-3, it is unlikely that his son

would be of an age to bring a Bikt) diroaTaa-iov before, at the earliest, the

closing years of the century : but C.I.A. ii. 2. 774 can hardly be dated so

q 2
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late. I would suggest that Kirchner's entry might be re-written :

'AYTOKAHS (II.) XA(l)PinnOY HIGEYZ iv. 2. 563 b 25 e4>'n/3o^ a.

334-3. Eius pater XAIPIfinOZ AYTOKAEOY (I) H.'

1. 25. Zeuyorpo'^o?. See the concluding paragraph of my introduction

(p. 211, above).

1. 27. In C.I.A. n. 773, A, ii. 1. 45 we have EYOYMAXON
EYAlKOY Al, where we may now restore the demotic

[BiV7r€T]at{6va).

I am unable to restore the name of the occupation in line 21.

In column iii. the reading of lines 17-21 is very precarious owing to the

state of the stone's surface.

VII.

A block of white marble broken on two sides : inscribed on front and

back. Thickness -115 m. The surface of the stone has in front (A) a

maximum height of "135 m. and a breadth of i m. : the corresponding

measurements for the reverse side (B) are 235 m. and 'iS m. The writing

is careful and regular.

A.

10

H L (
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'li8v\iov[- - OLKOvaa '

Ta\a(no[vpyb<; aTro<j>vyov(Ta

[M]e7a«X,6t'[a - -

\^K\evKovoe[a

5 ^laXriv {crraOfiov : H " '

\^^wrr]pl<i e/j, [- - - oiKov&a

[r]aXaaioup[yb<i airo^vyovaa

K.ri<f)i(r6B(i)[pov - -

'A'^apve[a

10 (pid[Xr}v cnaOfiov : H
yievoi\y - -

oiK(t)[v - - d7ro(f)vya)v

'Qyjr

B.

On the reverse side the inscription is very badly weathered, and the

difficulty of reading is still further increased by a faulty vein in the marble

running diagonally across the stone from the top right-hand corner, the

letters written on which are in almost every case illegible.

\ T I O H T A I

<t) I E M E N O
AN/*OHMA II

OH IE I K A ^

5 \ANAr^ 9EINTAON
EAP'^ ^TOYNO

\ T ^TAOMON
ir ^ EKrONnNTHN

INEIKATAAY
10 NAKEIMENOY

NPPYTANEnN
1. I. [dv]aTi07)Tai - -

; 1. 3. dvd6r)p.a ; 1. '^.dva'yp[(i\<^€i,v rd 6v[6p,aTa - - ?

1.7- crradfiov ; 1.8. [twi/] eKyovcov twv ; 1. lO. [d]vaK€ifji,evov ; 1. 1 1. [Ta)]i/

TTpvTdvecop.
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After 1. 1 1 follows a blank space '056 m. in height : this was succeeded

by a further inscription, as is proved by the traces of two or three letters

still preserv^ed at the foot of the fragment, probably of the same nature as

the inscription on side A. In that case it may well be that lines i-ii on

side B contained the heading of the stele, possibly in the form of an

extract from the law dealing with the dedication of (f)cd\ac i^eXevdepiKai.

The Kr}(f)i(j-6Sa)po<! 'A;!^a/3i/eu9 of A, 1. 8, may perhaps be the Krjtfua-o-

^a>po<t Ilavaiayov^ 'A'x^apvev^ of C./.A. ii. 2. 946.

Marcus N. Tod.



EXCAVATIONS AT PRAESOS. I.

§ I.

—

Introductory.

(Plate VII.)

The excavations at Praesos undertaken by the British School in 1901

were begun on May 7th and continued until July 3rd. The Cretan

Exploration Fund contributed ;^200, the Society of Dilettanti ;^50, and the

Prendergast Fund of Cambridge University £40, towards the cost of the

campaign. With me were two members of the School, Mr. J. H. Mar-

shall, of King's College, Cambridge, and Mr. R. Douglas Wells, architect.

Mr. Wells made a survey of the city-plateau and the adjoining ravines

(Plate VII) and a large number of plans and drawings, many of which

accompany this article. Mr. Marshall rendered valuable help in the work

of supervision, and undertook a systematic exploration of the surrounding

district. I much regret that it has been impossible for him to contribute to

this report more than the section on the Megalithic House, printed below

(§ 4). Soon after the close of the season he was appointed Director of

the Archaeological Survey of India, and has necessarily been absorbed

in the duties of that important post. I have had the use of his notes on

some of the tombs.

The name of Praesos, like that of many other Cretan towns, survived

through the middle ages. In the seventeenth century there was a Venetian

village called Ilpacro-ouf on the level ground south of the First Acropolis

(Plate VII), and the name as well as the ruins of the ancient city were

known to Venetian antiquaries. ^ Among modern travellers Spratt gave

^ The ruins at Pressos are described by Coronelli in his Isolario, quoted by Pashley
(
Travels in

Crete, i. p. 290) and in the list of Cretan cities extracted by Flaminio Cornelio from a MS.
chronicle of Andreas Cornelio (Crela Sacra i. p. 117, Venice 1755). The latter passage runs:

Presses, cujus ruinae super collein a Sethia procul viii. mille passibus apparent, eamque everterunt

Hierapytnii, ut scribit Utrabo, qui el refert Eteocretum urbem fuisse, ex qua adducebantnr canes

celeberriini. It appears as Prassus in a list of the villages of Sitia in a MS. at \'enice, dated 1 630
(Francesco Basilicata, Relatione di ttitto il Regno di Candia, Library of S. Mark's, H. vii. 16S5),

and in an anonymous MS. Descrittione dell 'Isola di Creta of about the same period. For both

references I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Gerola of the Italian Mission,

1 6
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the first general description of the site and its surroundings.^ In 1884

Professor Halbherr discovered the first Eteocretan inscription, at the foot

of the Altar-hill, and in 1887 its publication by Prof. Comparetti {Mnseo

Italiano, ii. p. 673) called the attention of scholars to the problems of the

district. In the summer of 1894 Prof. Halbherr began an excavation on the

summit of the Altar-hill, and also at a site rich in votive terra-cottas below

the village of Vavelloi, but after a few days of fruitful work he was stopped

by the Turkish authorities.- About this time too the Eteocretan region

was explored by Prof L. Mariani, and in greater detail by Dr. A. J. Evans^

who was here in 1894 and in 1896. Then came the insurrection of 1896.

The people of Vavelloi, the rich Moslem village overlooking the site, were

besieged by their Christian neighbours, but on the second night fought

their way through to Sitia leaving the country in the hands of the

Christians. In the months of disorder that ensued there was a good deal

of reckless digging on both the sites where Prof Halbherr had made a

successful beginning, and mule-loads of terra-cotta figures and plaques were

carried off to the neighbouring villages. Much was irretrievably dispersed,

but a large number were saved by the enlightened energy of the Bishop of

Hierapetra, who has since presented his collection to the museum at Candia.

With the consent of Dr. Hazzidakes, Mr. E. S. Forster has undertaken to

study and describe them in conjunction with those found in our own

excavations. Prof. Halbherr had no wish to return to Praesos, and upon

the institution of the Cretan Fund in 1899 it was one of the sites reserved

for British enterprise by the good-will of H.R.H. Prince George of Greece,

the High Commissioner of the Powers. The Directors of the Fund assigned

it to the British School, and in February, 1901, I went down to reconnoitre

the site, which had been visited by Mr. Marshall in the preceding January,

Both Dr. Evans and Prof Halbherr put their knowledge of the district

freely at our disposal ; in particular Dr. Evans's unpublished diary of his

journeyings in the district proved of infinite use. Unfortunately the

' Sieber, who was here in June, 1817 {Rcise ftach Kreta i. p. 361), heard of the site, which he

calls Preses, but did not visit it. Pashley visited it in August 1834 : he discovered and published

the Praesos- Itanos boundary-inscription at Toplu monastery ( 7>a?'t'/5 in Crete, i. p. 290). Spratt

was here in the fifties, and put)lished his l)ook in 1865 {^Travels and Researches in Crete,

i. p. 164.)

- Professor Halbherr contributed an article on Praesos to the Antiquary for May, 1902, and a

preliminary account of his excavations to the Ainericai Journal of Archaeology, ix. (1894) p. 543,

and to the Athenceum, 1895, i. p. 812. A brief description by Professor Mariani will be found

in Monitinenti Antichi dei I.incei, vi. pp. 283-5 '> •'" P- 287 a useful map of the region to the East.
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report of Prof. Halbherr's excavations did not appear until our campaign

was at an end and our plans already engraved.^

Fig. I.

—

The First Acropolis, from the South-East.

§ 2.

—

The Site.

Praesos lies nearly midway between the north and south coasts ot

Crete, at the head of a fertile valley which runs inland due south for seven

miles from Sitia, the capital and port of the easternmost eparchia of the

island. The site of the ancient city is a rocky tongue-shaped plateau,

almost enclosed by two streams which unite at its foot and form the Sitia

river.2 On north and west this peninsula descends in formidable cliffs, to

^ American Journal of Archaeology, v. (1901) pp. 371-392.
- The name AiSvfj.oi, preserved as that of a river or rivers in Crete by the author of a metrical

description of Greece (Dionysius Calliphontis in Miiller's Geogr. Gr. Min. ii. p. 242), is appropriate

to the two confluents of the Praesos-Sitia river and has been applied to it, but is better avoided.

Diodorus (v. 75) mentions two islands called Dionysiades on the Cretan coast ivX tuv Ka\ovn4vo>v

AiSvfiwv koKttwv, evidently the islands called by sailors Giaunitzades and by the country-people

AiovvaaZfs, off the gulf of Sitia.
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the east it falls away gradually in a long succession of slopes and

cultivated terraces. At its southern extremity the valleys converge so nearly

that for a short distance the road follows a narrow ridge from which the

fields drop sharply away at either hand. The plateau over which the

ruins extend rises into three heights which we have followed Mr. Halbherr

in calling the First, Second, and Third Acropolis.

The First Acropolis, the highest of the three, is the only one to which

the name of Acropolis can be applied with accuracy. It is the apex of a

triangular limestone hill, which forms the whole eastern face of the

plateau. Fig. i shows it as it appears from the south-east. It was the

citadel and centre of the ancient city.

The Second Acropolis lies north-west of and considerably lower than

the First, with which it is connected by a level cultivated plot to which

we gave the name of the Saddle. It was included in the wall-circuit of

the city.

The Third Acropolis is another specimen of the same * crag and tail

'

formation as the First. It is a flat-topped wedge of limestone which

slopes up gradually from the north-west and falls away in steep precipices

on the three remaining sides. It lay outside the walls of the city and

may be more accurately named the Altar-hill, having been a frequented

place of sacrifice from the seventh century onwards. Between Third and

Second Acropolis there intervenes a broad arid gully, the only break in

the cliff-wall which bounds the site on the west ; between Third and First

a trough-like depression, divided into olive-groves and fertile corn-fields,

in which there is hardly a vestige of ancient masonry.

Our examination of the remains of the classical city showed that the

houses rest everywhere upon the rock without any accumulation of debris

such as usually encumbers the site of a prehistoric city. Consequently the

assumption that the historic capital of the Eteocretans had held the same

leading position in the Mycenaean as in the Hellenic period must be

abandoned. The minor results obtained in the city and in the later

cemeteries in 1901, and those of some subsidiary excavations to be under-

taken in 1903, will be published in the next volume of the Annual. The

present paper describes the traces of prehistoric occupation, the early

cemeteries, the important sanctuary on the Altar-hill, and a Hellenistic

house excavated on the First Acropolis.
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§ 3.

—

The Cave of Skalais.

Not far from the quarries at the north end of the Praesos plateau, and

immediately above the gorge formed by the western arm of the Sitia river,

is a cave which yielded the only neolithic and Kamires pottery that came

to light in these excavations. A difficult path from the cliff top descends

to a shelf commanding a fine view of the rock-walls opposite, of the river

winding through thickets of plane and oleander 140 feet sheer below, and

of the fertile haughs at the confluence of the two streams. The cave is so

well masked by a fig and a carob-tree growing at its mouth that few

of the natives knew of its existence. Those who did called it raU

The platform at the cave mouth is about 10 m. from back to front.

There among fallen rocks we obtained a score of grey and brown hand-

polished potsherds, much like those of the neolithic

strata at Knossos. Within the cave we were only able

to examine a part of the floor and that with difficulty,

owing to the thickness of the stalagmite. It yielded

some early Bronze Age pottery, in particular a clumsy

mug of reddish clay covered with a black smear

(Fig. 2) and a sherd with oblique sepia stripes on Fig. 2.—Hand-.made

,, 11- ^1 1- .^ • ^ 1 re Mug from the Cave
yellow, resembhng the earliest pamted ware ot byra : ,.

a few Kamares fragments : some cups of a thin reddish

ware which baffled me at the time but in the light of finds at Palaikastro

are seen to be local products of the Mycenaean age: a plain semicircular

Fig. 3.—Fragment ok Geometric Vase (i).

1 6 *

Fig. 4.—Vase-Liu with Figure ok

Hare (4).
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bronze fibula like those from Kavusi {A.J.A. 1901, p. 136) : and a quantity

of geometric pottery, for the most part small vessels of types already

familiar on other parts of the site. Fig. 3 represents a characteristic

piece with what was evidently a symmetrical panel of two birds, and

Fig. 4 a cover with a lifelike crouching hare upon the handle—a piece

of naturalism unusual in the industrial art of the period.

The only bones found here in good preservation were those of a colony

of badgers ; the human remains were much scattered and decomposed.

§ 4.

—

The Megalithic House at Hagios Constantinos.

(Plate VIII, Fig. i.)

I have already mentioned the two confluents of the Sitia river which

enclose the site of Praesos. The eastern stream rises two miles from the

First Acropolis in a remarkable perennial spring called Mea-a^pva-a or rov

T^avvrj T) (l>Xiya, which irrigates not only a number of gardens in the upper

glen but a great part of the fields and orchards of Vavelloi. In classical

days a little temple stood on the slope a few yards above the source,

dedicated perhaps to the deity of the spring. Her goodwill was of some

moment to the Praesians, for it was from here that they drew their water-

supply. The old people of Vavelloi point out the general line of an ancient

conduit of earthenware pipes, now in great part destroyed, which followed

the curves of the hillside from the Mecra^pu'crt? to the foot of the First

Acropolis. Nowadays the irrigation system does not extend so far.

Fig. 5.—Earthenware Tii-es (5*5).

Strips of megalithic wall are noticeable at several points along the

steep sides of the valley watered by this spring. Some of them may be no

more than retaining-walls for cultivation terraces ; the only one which we

excavated proved to have formed part of a large house. It lies above and

south-west of the spring, on a knoll crowned by some ruined cottages.

The blocks which first attracted our attention are irregular cubes of lime-

stone, measuring over a metre in each dimension. A second row of smaller
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blocks extending across a small plateau on the west may mark the limits

of a forecourt. Close by stands the little church of Hagios Constantinos

built in the shelter of a conspicuous" tower-like rock. These features are

seen in the photograph (PI. VIII, i), the bleached remains of the forecourt-

wall appearing midway between the church and the right-hand edge of the

picture, while the background is filled by the limestone heights over-

hanging the villages of Katsidhoni and Sandali. The top of the rock on

which the man in the foreground is seated has been hollowed out into a

primitive winepress. Details are given in Fig. 6. It lies 200 yards south

of the megalithic farmstead, and may be coeval with it. If, as there i>

some reason to suppose, wine as well as oil was made and exported by the

SECTION PLAN

Fig. 6.

—

Rock-cut Winepress at Hagios Constantinos.

Mycenaean population of Crete, the culture of the vine may afford an

explanation of the spread of their settlements from the coast-plains to the

highlands of the interior, for in Crete the vine succeeds better in moun-

tain districts than at sea-level, and vineyards are frequently planted at a

height of 2000 feet above the sea. It is true that nowadays there are

few vineyards on the uplands round Praesos, but this is because they have

belonged for generations to the Moslems of Vavelloi. Nearer Khandra

and in the mountain plains of Sitanos and Kataleone, and at several points

in the chain of Peponas, especially at Orno, the remains of ]\I)-cenaean

civilisation are found in close proximity to flourishing vineyards.

More excavation is required before we can speak positively as to the

date of the megalithic buildings in the interior of the island. Their con-

struction favours the supposition that some of them at any rate are

contemporary with the megalithic houses of Palaikastro. In the present

case the evidence for a Mycenaean settlement is furnished by the tombs.

I picked up fragments of undoubtedly Mycenaean larnakes on the hillside
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known as '? to MavpcKi, a few hundred yards from the spring, and was

shown spots where complete specimens had been ploughed up. Considered

along with the imposing Mycenaean tombs lower down the valley, these

traces suggest that some of the adjoining megalithic walls may be the

work of Mycenaean settlers. The house which we excavated here yielded

little pottery. Some plain domestic ware of the Cretan Dipylon period

01 23456789 10
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Fig. 7.—House at Hagios Constantinos.

was found in a basement room which also contained broken pithoi with

ornamentation of sub-Mycenaean style, but it would be rash to lay much

stress on the juxtaposition, for there were indications of a rebuilding in

the course of which this cellar had been filled up. No painted ware was

found, neither Mycenaean nor geometric.

Mr. Marshall, who superintended this excavation, has furnished the

following detailed description.
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The excavation disclosed the remains of two houses at different levels ; the

older had apparently fallen in or been destroyed, and on its ruins was built a later

house of a somewhat different plan, but its traces were too scanty to allow of a

restoration, and it has consequently been omitted in the drawing. The older

building was better preserved ; it was constructed in terraces sloping down to the

N.N.E., but it is probable that the addition of upper storeys brought the roof of

the whole to the same level. The room (a) may well have done duty for a base-

ment cellar, for it lay lower than (d) or {c) of which the pavement was preserved

at the same altitude as the flooring of the rooms behind to the South.

In room (a) were found large pithoi of coarse fabric with spiral and scroll

designs and bands of perpendicular lines or cross-hatchings incised ; by their side

was some local ware of the characteristic grey clay with a rough sepia slip. In

chamber {b) at the N.W. corner was a small oblong depression in the floor built

round with uneven stones to a depth of about two feet, and containing 13 or 14

small " flower-pot " cups, several with burnt vegetable matter beneath them, and all

showing some signs of fire.

In the S.W. of these chambers and on the same level as [c) and {b) were six

rooms, leading one from another. The doorway in the fourth wall from the East

was built in at a later time, and the threshold seemingly removed to the opposite

side of the chamber {g) where it is marked in the plan. The thresholds of the

other doorways remain in situ, firmly let in to the walls on either side. The lower

portions of the jambs, massive blocks of stone some 3 feet in height, also remained

in situ.

The first room (7) on entering from the East was paved over with irregular

blocks of limestone of varying sizes, as also were the rooms marked {b) and (r).

The partition wall between {h) and {g) was rebuilt in the original house, an

inner-wall with a circular corner being constructed inside the chamber {g).

At the fourth partition wall from the East the back wall (w ni) was rebuilt out

of the straight, and falling back at a slight angle towards the West. Southward

again of this wall were two other chambers {k) and (/) of which the former contained

one large pithos, with spiral decoration, together with other vessels of the common
local fabric. These chambers were standing to the height of 5 or 6 feet. No
doubt other rooms existed to the South and East at a higher level, but their plan

is no longer traceable. The wall (/« m m) is backed to its full altitude by

virgin soil.

The inner walls of the house are built upon a foundation of natural round

stones laid upon the clay subsoil, as large in size as the two hands could conveni-

ently grasp. Upon these are set the roughly squared megalithic boulders, with

smaller stones wedged into the interstices.

What the limits of the outer walls of this homestead were towards the north

could not be determined. They may have extended in that direction to the rocky

eminence upon which stands the church of Hagios Constantinos, and which is

separated from the house by a shallow depression in the ground ; similar remains in

similar situations are to be remarked elsewhere among the hills of Eastern Crete,

e.g. at Chordaki, at the metoche beyond Kalochorio (south-east of Apidhi), and at a

site north of Perivolakia.

In the interior of the house between the chambers marked {h) and (£) was a

later grave containing bones, some pottery of the common local ware, a small

aryballos of early Corinthian fabric, a portion of a silver ring, a fragment of silver

with hatched lines incised, a circular piece of bone with rough flutings, and an ivory

disc. The existence of this grave at a period fi.xed within narrow limits by the
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presence of the Corinthian vase, when the later of the two houses had been levelled

with the ground, gives the lower limit for the date of the original buildings. The
higher limit is perhaps determined by the fact that there was no trace of anything
Mycenaean in the houses, though this negative evidence may count for nothing if

it be the case that the first inhabitants of the house belonged to a non-Mycenaean
people of the interior. On the other hand, sub- Mycenaean survivals were apparent
on fragments of pitiwi found in the lowest stratum along with that peculiar local

ware of grey powdery clay with a coarse sepia slip which has not, so far as I know,
been found at an earlier period than the geometric in Crete.

|. H. Marshall.

§ 5.

—

The Early Tombs. A.

Tomb // is a large bee-hive tomb underlying the public road south-

east of the Third Acropolis and east of the main cemetery. The clue

that led to its discovery was the presence in the roadway of some huge

wedge-shaped blocks, which proved to be part of the highest surviving

course of the back-wall. The floor was found 2'6o m. below the surface of

the road. East of it the tomb extends into a field at a lower level, and

here the walls stand only half a metre high. The entrance is from the

north-east through a short dromos cut in the subsoil, which leads to a

feature unusual in such tombs, a vestibule 230 m. by i'50. Beyond this is

a low threshold and a passage '85 m. wide through the thickness of the

wall, which is about r6o m. at ground-level, and becomes less as the wall

rises. The diameter of the circular chamber is 4*07 m. A rebate in the

wall at either side of the entrance suggests that there was a door here and

wooden door-posts. The material used is not the Praesos limestone but a

soft white freestone quarried near Vavelloi ; it is laid in regular courses

about "20 m. thick. The chamber was choked with the fallen stones of the

roof; below them and "35 above the original floor there was a hard trodden

floor of earth and broken pottery ; it seems that the tomb was discovered

while still intact and inhabited or used for some agricultural purpose.^ The

discovery of a late silver coin of Itanos suggests that this may have

1 To the right of the entrance are two blocks resting on earth containing broken pottery. One

is a round drum •51 m. in diameter, '17 high, with a circular sinking on its upper face '32 in

diameter and '04 deep. A similar stone was found near the entrance. Were these basins for

libations? One of the geometric tombs at Knossos contained 'a cylindrical stone, i ft. high and

I ft. 4 in. in diameter, with a central hollow 6 in. in diameter,' explained by Mr. Hogarth

(/i.S.A. vi. p. 83) as a funerary altar. The other is a rectangular block (-85 m. x -50 x -27

deep), with a raised margin on three sides of the upper surface, which is sloped away towards the

fourth side, forming an inclined trough, '05 m. deep at the upper or closed end, '15 deep at the

open end.
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Fig. 8.—Bee-hive Tomb at I'kaesos.

(Scale I : no).
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happened in the first or second centuries B.C. Below this later floor-level

was a tightly packed deposit of broken pottery and other objects mixed
with red earth which showed the effects of fire. It became clear that the

whole of this stratum had been dug over ; the pottery was smashed and

and the pieces scattered. It was for the most part coarse geometric ware

of types already familiar. There was no Mycenaean or Kamares ware.

Although the whole of the deposit was dug out inch by inch with knives and

the earth was afterwards sifted, no bones were found except some teeth

(man, ox, and dog). I am inclined to explain the large quantity of pottery

Fig. 9.—Geomeikic Jug from Beehive-

Tomb (h).
Fig. 10.—Geometric Cup from Beehive-To.mb (^).

found here as the result, not of repeated interments, but of honours paid to

the dead during several centuries of hero-worship, such as we know to have

attached itself to the beehive-tomb at Menidi. The best-preserved vases

were those found in the vestibule, in the recesses at either side, which

seemed to have escaped the notice of the ancient excavators. Fig. 9

represents a small jug made of a thin, metallic ware ; most of the decora-

tion is in dark brown glaze laid on the drab clay, but the narrow white

bands on the body are in w/iite paint laid over the brown glaze, a technique

which was common in East Crete and may have been a direct continuation

of the method so popular there in the Bronze Age ; a fine example of it

occurred in Tomb C (Plate IX. d). The decoration of the cup (Fig. 10)
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is made up of familiar elements, and succeeds in producing a certain rich-

ness of effect. 1 Associated with this group was a proto-Corinthian

arybailos with elongated pear-shaped body.

Within the chamber no whole vases were found ; the mass of frag-

ments filled twenty-three baskets, but prolonged examination shows that

very few can be put together. A great part of the original deposit had

been dug out and scattered by the first excavators ; our trial-pits on the

slope below the Tholos came on debris, including pottery and scraps of

gold-leaf, which seemed to have been thrown out at that time. The latest

of the potsherds are two red-figured fragments, of no interest, and part of a

standard-vase of the type sometimes c^sW^^ picmocJioe. Part of an earlier

vase of somewhat the same shape had the figure of a bull on it in high

relief. A globular arybailos was the only specimen of Corinthian ware.

Fic. II.—Goi.n Ring with Granulated
Work. (Length of bezel '028).

Fig. 12.

—

Gold Rosette.

(Diameter '023).

Among the later geometric sherds there were numerous pieces of plates

with low vertical sides, decorated on the exterior with large rosettes. One
large fragment of this form, to be published shortly by Mr. Hopkinson,has

a figure-subject both inside and out, on the outside a hero attacking a

fishy monster, on the inside a horseman, drawn in outline in a very spirited

sixth -century style.

Among the minor objects found within the chamber was a remarkable

gold ring (Fig. i \) which has the bezel turned at right angles to the hoop,

as is usually the case with Mycenaean rings; it. is too frail for actual use

and must have been made as a substitute for the ring worn by the dead

man during his lifetime. The bezel is lozenge-shaped and has been cut out

of a fiat plate of gold. A lozenge-shaped cloison occupies the centre, and

a small round cloison is placed at each angle ; it is not clear how they were

' Compare a vase from Anopolis published by Wide, Geometrisihe Vaseii aits Griechenland,

p. 12, Fig. 17.

R 2
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filled. The border forms a series of openwork triangles,

and their margins are picked out with fine granulated work.

Fig. 12 represents a disc of very pale gold in the form

of a flower with ten petals. Numerous scraps and strips of

gold leaf, with thread-holes showing that they had been

attached to garments, were scattered through the deposit.

Among the other objects were :

A fragment of ivory with a finely incised rosette and traces of

red and yellow colouring.

A bone sword-pommel, original diameter about 06 m.

Piece of a bone haft-plate with a gold stud attached.

Fragments of a bone comb, with incised ornament.

A small Triton shell.

A lentoid gem of steatite, the design obliterated.

An amygdaloid gem of cornelian with a meaningless wheel-cut

design, somewhat resembling two fish, common on Cretan gems of

the sub-Mycenaean age. (Cf Furtwangler, Die antiken Gemmen,
Taf IV. 9 and 10).

The tip of a bronze knife or dagger.

Fragments of a plain hemispherical bronze bowl without handles.

A lozenge-shaped bronze plate, 043 m. in diameter.

Twenty-three beads of glazed earthenware, much perished.

Thirteen small blue and yellow beads.

One cylindrical glass bead, banded with white.

Four wheel-shaped earthenware spindle-whorls with a cross-

hatched zig-zag band on the rim.

One spherical bead with similar ornament

A small disc of striped blue and yellow glass.

Two spear-heads rusted into one mass.

A palette (?) of black slate measuring -026 by '020. Others

were found in Tomb C.

A silver pin (Fig. 13) '275 long, with a flat spreading head on

which is a small rosette.

A bronze fihila^ of the size and shape of a modern safety

pin, with three twisted strips of bronze wire bent about the pin.

The neck, lip and handle of an oinochoe of bright blue porcelain

with a trefoil mouth. The form is almost exactly that of the bronze

jug with riveted handle found in the Idaean cave (Halbherr and

Orsi, Antichita deW Antra, &c. PI. xxi. 12).

The neck, lip, and handle of an oinochoe of black bucchero ; of

the same form as the preceding, with the difference that the handle

of the porcelain jug has three shallow flutings, while that of the

other is formed like two slender reeds set side by side. Not a

fragment of the body of either jug could be found.

The deposit had been so much disturbed that it is hard

to identify the offerings which accompanied the original
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interment. Nothing was found which can be claimed as indisputably

Mycenaean ; the bronze knife, the much worn steatite lentoid, the hint

of Mycenaean tradition in the form of the ring, are not conclusive. The

sequence of the pottery shows that the tomb was known and frequented

for many generations, probably as a place of cultus rather than of burial.

The other offerings may be taken as evidence of an important interment

in the early geometric period, but do not exclude the possibility that

the first tenant of the tomb was a Mycenaean.

The juxtaposition of vessels of blue porcelain and of black bucchero

is a fact of great interest. If the one material points to Egypt, the other

points to Italy, while the likeness of both to the bronze jug found in the

Cave of Zeus on Mount Ida suggests that they were imported at the period

when Phoenician influence, as attested by the discoveries made in the Cave,

was dominant in Cretan art and industry.

§ 6.

—

The Early Tombs. B.

Tomb B lies 250 yards south of the tomb just described, east of the

road to Vavelloi, in a sloping field called 'Ap^avoirepi^oXia. A grave

containing pseiidamphorac had been found some years before in an adjoin-

ing garden ; consequently we made some trials here ; on July 3 one of our

pits struck upon this tomb, a built chamber 250 m. square, entered from

the north-west by a passage 93 m. wide. The walls, nearly a metre thick,

are built of irregular blocks of freestone quarried on an adjoining hill, laid

in courses of varying thickness. The roof had collapsed ; it had been

formed of overlapping slabs, some of which remain in position at the

farther angles. The perspective sketch (Fig. 14) shows how the courses

were corbelled out. The two largest blocks are a door-jamb (displaced)

46 X 42 X '95 m., and the lintel r62 x 90 m. ; the latter varies in thickness
;

like most of the blocks here it has been split, not dressed into shape.

There had been at least three interments, the first in the Mycenaean period,

the second in the geometric, the third in the fourth century 15. C. The

remains of the first were fragments of two larnakes and some gold

ornaments : of the second, some coarse geometric pottery and stamped

clay beads : of the third, several dozen iron swords and spear-heads broken

into small pieces, and a gold stater of Philip in excellent condition found

near the door. Fragments of a marble standard-vase and of the moulded
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base of a silver vessel probably belonged to the third interment. Only the

Mycenaean objects merit a detailed description.

Of the two hir/iakes, one was shaped like an elliptical bath-tub, the other like

a chest with a gable-lid ; both forms are well-known in Crete. The former was

decorated with meaningless serpentine curves in dark red paint on a buff slip, and

measured about a metre by half a metre with a depth of "55 m. The other had

Fu;. 15.—Restoration of Larnax from Praesos (^V).

a spirited ornament of running spirals on one of the longer sides, also in dark red

on buff. Of the ends and of the lid few fragments were recovered, but they make-

it possible to restore the form and design of the original (Fig. 15). It was 92 m.

long, "43 wide, and about •65 high without its lid. The clay of both larnakcs

resembles that of I'alaikastro and must have been brought from the coast.

Of the gold ornaments the most important is the gold ring shown in Fig. 16.

The elongated bezel is hollowed on the inside to fit the finger, and sloped away
from the longer axis on the outside. A similar ring was found in Orave 37 at

lalysos and is now in the British Museum (Furtwangler and Loschcke, Mykenisclu-

Vasen^ Text pp. 16, 17, Fig. 4). The ornament represented in Fig. 17 is formcil

of stout gold plate, the interior being hollow, and is pierced at the neck to .serve

as a pendant,

1 7
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Tomb B also yielded a quantity of crumpled gold leaf, some of it impressed

with concentric circles : and a crystal sphere "023 m. in diameter, with a perforation

•007 in diameter running through it, which must be Mycenaean. 1 feel less

Fig. 16.

—

Gold Ring from Tomp /?. (Length of bezel "024^.

Fig. 17.—Gold Ornament from Tomb ^. Fig. \\

(Greatest length -03). Gold Bead (|).

Fig. 19.

—

Gold
Leaf (f).

certain as to the period of a tubular gold bead (Fig. 18). A gold ivy-leaf (Fig. 19)

may have formed part of a wreath accompanying the latest interment, the remainder
having no doubt been removed by the plunderers who ruined the tomb.

§ 7.—The Early Tombs. C.

(Plate IX.)

West of tomb A, where a long gravel ridge rises between the public

road and the Altar-hill, we discovered a cemetery containing tombs

ranging in date from the early Iron to the Hellenistic period. The most

interesting of the former class is a square shaft-grave (260 m x 2*30) sunk

to a depth of over three metres through the gravel subsoil at the north end

of the ridge. Denudation had reduced the depth on the eastern side, and it

was from here that we approached the chamber. At least three interments

had been made in it. The latest deposit, very near the surface, contained a

poor four-handled ' Corinthian ' bowl but no trace of bones ; the second,

150 m. above the floor, consisted of a skeleton with feet to the north and

the vases a, b, and c of Plate IX. ; the earliest, of a skeleton laid with feet
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to the north on a stone bench, an iron sword at his right side, and upwards

of thirty vases, among them Plate IX. d, disposed partly on the floor of the

tomb and partly on the bench at his head and feet. The second skeleton

was laid exactly above the first, a fact which

may imply that not many years elapsed

before the second interment, and that the

position of the first was remembered.

The lower part of the tomb is cut in the

kouskonra (wrongly Tuscara in the illus-

tration) or hard white marl which here lies

below the gravel ; the bench, 70 m. high

and 50 wide, is of kouskonra covered with

thin slabs.

The four vases on Plate IX. vary con-

siderably in technique. Thus a is painted

with brick-red on a powdery yellow clay : b

with a paint varying from sepia through red to

black : c with very fugitive black. The clay

of b and c is well levigated, crisper and better

baked than that of a, and of a pale buff colour.

On the other hand d has white decoration on
a thin black slip, the body clay being reddish.

As to form, I know of no Cretan parallel

for the bird-shap>ed vessel. It is hollow and
has a trefoil lip attached to the head, but the

opening is so small that it cannot have been
meant for practical use. Some analogy for the

plastic form is offered by a vessel in the form

of a seated nude woman with a hydria on her cL —
head, one of several score of geometric vases

found last winter at Adhromyloi, to the south of

Praesos.

The squat vessel, ^, is a hydria, the vertical

handle not appearing in the illustration. The
find just mentioned contained a large vessel of

nearly the same shape, and a smaller one with

more tapering base and ' orientalizing ' palmettes

on the shoulder. The ring on the upper part

of the neck is a continuation of the handle,

copied from metal vases in which the handle
actually clasf>ed the neck of the vase ; it appears also on the large hydria with

mourning women and a chariot, found by Miss Boyd at Kavusi ; and on d of our

Plate. The draughtsman has omitted a small spiral which springs from the to[)

of some of the rectangular gate-like figures on the shoulder of b.

The drawing of c represents it restored ; on the original most of tlie paint

Section ckd.

Ki<-.

Plan .

20.

—

Tomb C.

about I : 80).

(Scale
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has scaled off, leaving the design only faintly visible ; but there is no doubt about
the fidelity of the copy. The double side-handles have a shape that is familiar

on the large Dipylon amphorae, but unusual on small vases. The ornament,
like that of </, presents an interesting juxtaposition of rectilinear and curvilinear

motives. The rosette springing from the base reappears on d ; it is very common
at Praesos and in East Crete generally. The pendent spirals on the shoulder
furnish another link with the Adhromyloi find, which includes a vase-lid (of the
type of A.J.A. i. (1897) p. 256 Fig. 4) decorated on the convex exterior with
similar spirals, painted in the technique of d, however, with white on dark-red
ground.

As for </, it belongs to an interesting class which goes far to disprove the
current dictum as to the ugliness of Cretan geometric ware. Hitherto the best

Fu; 21.— \ase,s from Tomb C at I'raesos. (1:5^).

examples of it have been a series of five vase-covers (like the one from Adhromyloi
already mentioned), found by Mr. Hogarth in tombs at Knossos ; they are

painted with rosettes, cable, concentric circles, spiral loops, and other curvilinear

patterns. The jug with a delicate white scale-pattern on black ground from Kavusi,

published by Miss Boyd in A.J. A. 1901, p. 146, is of very similar fabric.

Tomb C yielded other examples of this technique, a miniature Jiydria (ht.

•10 m.) and skyphos (ht. "06), and an open-work tripod or vase support (ht. "32)

which is shown in Fig. 21 ; on the legs of the latter there are traces of a white

meander-pattern, on the two miniature vases concentric circles.

Tlie little hydria and the tripod just described stood on the stone bench
behind the head of the corpse. In the corner beyond them was a remarkable

deposit, consisting of a large basin (ht. •13 m. diam. '35) in which were packed
eight smaller vases, the miniature skyphos in the centre and seven small lekythos-

like vessels, with round bases and flat narrow mouths, laid radiating from it, and of

the slender jug d which was laid across the basin—evidently the toilet-furniture of
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the dead. The small vases probably contained unguents, the skyphos may have
served for mixing them. The hydria shown in Fig. 21 (ht. 29, with perfunctory

decoration of thin concentric circles on buff ground) stood close by, and may have

held the water for ablutions. Other articles of the toilet—two obsidian razor-

blades, a pair of bronze tweezers, and three rectangular plates of slate (the largest

•038 m. X -024, the smallest 025 square) which may have been used as palettes,

were found in sifting the earth of the tomb ; their place in the deposit is unknown.
The little stamnos in the centre of Fig. 21 is typical of most of the remaining

vases from this tomb. It is formed of soft yellow clay, covered with a sepia slip,

and is without painted ornament. There are half a dozen one-handled cups of this

presumably local ware, both large and small, two skyphoi, a crater, and a basin
;

the latter has a white wave-pattern on the exterior, the rest are plain. There is al.so

a tiny skyp/ios of slate-coloured stone-like clay and a toy-jug with thin painted

bands on the body (ht. "05 m. and '04 m. respectively.) Drawings of these vases

will be included in a table of the forms of Cretan pottery which it is hoped
to publish as a result of the recent work of the British School in the island.

The sword found beside the skeleton is "50 m. long, including the hilt ; a

bronze stud is all ihat remains of its fittings ; the top of the hilt is missing.

The only other objects in the tomb were ten clay beads (diam. about "03 m..

Fig. 22) and two clay spindle-whorls (diam. 05 m.) ; they escaped notice in the

caked gravel filling, and were found in the subsequent sifting Probably they

accompanied the second interment, with which no weapon was found and which
is likely to have been that of a woman—possibly the wife of the warrior buried

immediately below.

Fig. 22.

—

Clay Bead from Tomb C (i).

§ 8.

—

The Early Tomb.s. D and E.

Tomb D WHS the only indication of a Mycenaean settlement that

came to light on the First Acropolis. It lies half-way down the north-west

slope on the seventh terrace from the top, and is surrounded by remains

of Hellenistic houses. It must have been discovered and plundered

when they were built
;
yet by an extraordinary accident a precious part

of its contents was preserved on the spot for us to identify. The tomb is

an irregular oval chamber (Fig. 23) hewn in the limestone and entered by

a very low doorway raised 90 m. above its floor. Facing the doorway is a

small recess (less regular than it is represented in the drawing), 75 m.

wide and 4.6 high. The tomb it.self contained only stones and modern

refuse. Adjoining it on the north was the back-wall of a Hellenistic

1 7 i,
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house built against the rock, and on the south a small bath-room, the floor

and walls of which were lined with plaster. It appears that earth from the

Tomb p." Section c(ai

Opening

Section
fip

Fig. 23.

—

Mycenaean Tomb on the First Acropolis. (Scale about i : 80)

adjoining

on May
sticking,

The rain

tomb had been used in making the mortar for these buildings, for

17, after heavy rain, one of our workmen spied a Mycenaean gem

as he reported, ' like a snail ' to the back-wall of the bath-room.

had detached some loose patches of plaster and dissolved part

of the mud-m.ortar behind it. The

diagram (Fig. 24) shows the relation of

the tomb to the Hellenistic house ; the

builders seem to have incorporated it

in their plan, perhaps turning it into a

cistern. The gem is a somewhat large

lentoid of yellow agate with milky white

bands. The design, reproduced in Fig.

25 after a drawing by Mr. Gillieron,

shows a couchant bull surprised by a

hunter who seizes him by both horns.

There is an exergue of horizontal lines
Fig. .25.

—

Mycenaean Gem from °

Tomb d. (f).
above and below, with sprays repre-
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SECTION oW. -

senting^ vegetation, and a tuft of grass before the bull's head. The man's

figure is stiff and awkward ; the bull is excellently done. It is note-

worthy that the line of the bull's back

follows that of a natural band in the

agate. A comparison with the gems

found in the Vaphio tomb, particularly

with one representing wild boars

couched in a swamp, reveals inter-

esting points of contact.

Tomb E (2-20X 184 m.) was dis-

covered on the ridged top of a height

called '9 Tr)v 'Pi^av a quarter of a

mile south of H. Constantinos and

just outside the limits of the map.

The entrance, 85 wide, faces north.

In construction it is a miniature copy

of Tomb B with similar vaulting be-

ginning at the fourth course. The

floor is roughly paved. It was prob-

ably a Mycenaean tomb, but beyond earth and stones nothing whatever

was found in or around it.

26.—Tomb £

§ 9.

—

The Altar-hill (Third Acropolis).

In this excavation both Professor Halbherr and the country people

had been before us, under circumstances which I have already explained.

The former had opened up a rich stratum of votive bronzes and terra-

cottas under and round about a primitive altar, * built probably of earth,

and surrounded by four walls or simply supported on two parapets at the

two sides which look towards the declivities of the hill.' These parapets,

' composed of a single course of blocks standing on a very simple founda-

tion of compact earth and small stones ' were destroyed by the peasants

who dug here during the disorders of 1896. Professor Halbherr's clear

description of the site and of his operations on it,^ which had long been

1 In A./. A. V. (1901), pp. 375-384. It should be noticed that in his plan {Fig. 6— The

Summit of (he Acropolis C at Praesos) North is turned to the left, East to the top of the page,

while in oOr plan (Fig. 27) North is to the top. His plan includes the full extent of the hill-top
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ready for the press, was not published until after our work was done and

our plan engraved.

The chief object of our excavation was to search for further inscrip-

tions in the Eteocretan language. The method adopted was to clear the

whole hill-top, a jjlateau measuring 50 m. from north to south and 60 m.

from east to west, bounded on three sides by precipices and easily

accessible only from the north. It soon appeared that this north side

had been closed by a wall of small stones mixed with mud-mortar, which

at the east end loses itself among rocks and at the west returns so as to

cover a part of that side which is less precipitous than the rest. Parallel

to it at a distance of 270 m. to the south are the foundations of a similar

wall, forming one side of a long building now in great part destroyed.

Near the east end of the north wall is the entrance to the tenicnos, a

'P
f I I ?

'1°

METRES.

ALL RUBBLE AND MUD WAUS ( ^^

ROCKS

/
NORTH

Fig. 27.

—

Walls E.kcavated on the Altar-hili.

passage 280 m. wide with a narrower doorway and three steps up ; it was

here, lying on the steps, that we found the Eteocretan inscription of

which Professor Conway has kindly undertaken the publication in the

present Annual (p. 125). Further down the hill, outside the teincnos, there

from North to South, omitting the western part ; ours gives the full extent from East to West,

omitting the southern part where we found no depth of earth and no remains. On our map of the

site (I'l. VTI) the /ernenosv/M has, by an unaccountable error, been made to face the precipice

on the East instead of the slope on the North
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came to light fragments of Greek inscriptions in a still more shattered

condition, and the mask of a huge life-sized terracotta lion of which

other fragments had been found within the enclosure—speaking proofs of

a violent and wanton wrecking of the sanctuary.

The pits dug by our predecessors lay south and east of this

entrance ; some of the freestone blocks that had formed the parapet of

the altar were strewn about them. Here the votive deposit was exhausted,

but south and south-west of the steps we came on undisturbed patches in

which terra-cottas, bronzes and pottery lay mixed with burned matter and

fragments of bone. We traced this deposit under the foundations of the

buildings to the west and up to the /ejnefios-w-aW, the foundations of

which go down to the rock. There was no true stratification. So far as I

could judge, the deposit had not taken its present form as the result of

gradual accumulation, but was rather due to an artificial levelling of the

ground and burying of old offerings undertaken when the teme/ioswaW

and the inner structures, clearly contemporary with it, were built. The

large terracotta heads of a lion and of a young man (Plate XII I.), which were

dug out intact, greatly to the credit of our raw workers, come from this

stratum of buried offerings. Fragments of the lion's body were recovered

from points several metres apart; of the rest of the human figure not a

trace could be found. Hence also came the bronze miniature armour, a

considerable quantity of geometric pottery, an Attic kleiiiuieister kylix,

and all the terracotta figures, with the exception of the largest lion.

There was nothing which need be later than the fifth century in this well-

defined black layer ; on the other hand the fact that it extended under

the walls on the west showed that they could not be earlier.

The evidence afforded by the excavation may be summed up as

follows :—The principal stratum of terracottas, bronzes, and pottery,

represents a cult which flourished from the eighth or seventh to the fifth

century, and had for its centre a primitive altar on a bare hill-top.^ The

votive offerings most in fashion were on the one hand terracotta figures of

men, women, lions and bulls, on the other, weapons and armour both real

and miniature. We do not know how the larger offerings were deposited
;

some of the model helmets, cuirasses, and shields, had been slipped into

' The earliest object found on the hill is a steatite bowl, probably of Mycenaean date. There

was no Mycenaean pottery, however, and the bowl may have l>een brought there at any time.

Last year I found a similar steatite vessel, which had been discovered in an early grave, in use as a

lamp in a church near I'alaikastro.
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crevices between or under the loose masses of limestone which encumbered

the ground about the altar.

The construction of the /e'7;ie/ios-\\'a.\\ and inner-buildings, including

perhaps the altar-parapet, may belong to the late fifth or early fourth

century. The plainly-constructed inner buildings were stores for avadtj-

ixara or priests' houses. When the sanctuary was finally ruined the

chamber at the west end contained cauldrons of thin sheet -bronze—part,

perhaps, of the sacrificial furniture.

Professor Halbherr argues that the cult which had its home upon

the Altar-hill was ' a worship of ancient origin, practised without a

temple in the midst of the wildness of nature.'^ As regards the early

period I believe him to be right, but there are indications that the temenos

of the later period enclosed a small temple as well as an altar. Some
architectural details (lion-head gargoyles, antefixes, and anthemia), which

can hardly be interpreted otherwise, will be figured and discussed in

the fuller publication of the terracottas. The only spot where a temple

can have stood is a rectangle of levelled rock,- 13 m. by 9, in the south-east

quarter of the plateau. If it be asked what has become of its materials,

we may point to the squared blocks in the field-walls below, blocks of

the same freestone as the altar-parapet, and conjecture with Professor

Halbherr, who saw pieces of columns here in 1884, that they have fallen

—or been thrown—from the overhanging plateau. The razing of the

temple to the ground and the dispersion of its members may be imputed,

along with the mutilation of the inscribed stelai, to the destructive fury of

the foes who conquered Praesos somewhere about 140 B.C. and made it no

more a city. KareaKa-ylrav 'lepairvrvioi, says Strabo.

We have no means of determining to what deity the Altar-hill was

dedicated. The prominent place taken by figures of lions among the

votive offerings ought to furnish a clue ; but as there is reason to hope that

further discoveries may extend our knowledge of Eteocretan religion, it is

better not to waste time in speculation. One of the terracotta antefixes

bears a remarkable design of a woman in a Doric chiton holding a snake

in either hand.

» .^./.A. I. c. p. 379.

- First discovered by Prof. Halbherr, who saw in ii the meeting-place of a sacred assembly, or

a place for ritual dancing.
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§ lo.

—

The Bronzes found on the Altar-hill.

Plate X. represents the best of an interesting series of votive models of armour.

Helmets.—Six complete and fragments of others. They all consist of two

pieces of sheet-bronze cut and bent into shape, and rivetted together at the top and

back. Five of them have a high crest and a small square face-opening. The sixth

and largest is of true Corinthian shape with advanced cheek-pieces ; it had a

crest and the usual "nasal, but these are broken off.

For this primitive type of helmet compare Conze, Melische Thongefdsse,

Taf. iii.

Cuirasses.—Ten half-cuirasses (ymXa) and one complete example with breast-

plate and back-plate still united at the shoulders. The latter, not shown on the

plate, bears the same engraved ornamentation as one of the half-cuirasses found at

Praesos by Halbherr. {A./. A. 1901. p. 384, Fig. 13) consisting of a volute over

each breast and an omega- curve below. Cuirasses of this form and engraved with

this conventional pattern were used in Greece from the end of the seventh century.

They are seen on the Frangois-vase, on the Rhodian plate with the combat of

Euphorbus and Menelaus, and on the ' Tyrrhenian ' amphorae (Attic products of

600—650 B.C.), and are common in later black-figured pictures, but are superseded

in the early part of the fifth century by the more elaborate cuirass with movable

shoulder-pieces which was clasped at the front instead of at the sides. Pausanias

X. 26. 2 notes that a 6il>pa^ of this archaic type appeared in the Iliupersis of

Polygnotus. One of the rare instances on a red-figured vase is Gerhard A. V.

iii. 201.

Loin-guards.—Seven whole, besides many fragments. These semicircular

plates have been found more often in Crete than on the mainland. The Candia

Museum possesses a fine example, presented by M. Triphyllis of Rethymnos, with

a group of figures engraved in sixth-century style. Six examples, the largest "29 m.

long and -15 deep, came to light in excavations at Axos. They have sometimes

been explained as pectorals, worn to guard that part of the chest which was exposed

by the deep neck-opening of the thorax. I prefer a suggestion made by Furtwiingler

in publishing a large plain example found at Olympia {Die Bronzen, Taf. ix. 985,

Textband iv. p. 158) that it was attached to the girdle of the chiton under the

cuirass and hung like an apron to protect the lower part of the abdomen.

The Praesos loin-guards have three rings in their upper edge ; in the specimen

from Olympia the middle part of the upper edge is missing, but there is a ring at

each end. A smaller example found at Olympia has small holes all round its mar-

gin, and seems to have been mounted on leather.

Shields.—Between thirty and forty bronze discs, whole and in fragments, some
of which are certainly models of shields. I have reproduced at the bottom of Plate

X. specimens of two common types, the one perfectly plain and slightly convex,

the other with a narrow fiat rim. A third type has a raised central umbo ; one

example occurred in the Dictaean cave and several in the cave on Ida. {B.S.A.

vi. 109. Fig. 41. on right).

I have included in Plate X. two terracotta shields found in the same deposit.

The larger, placed below the largest loin-guard, is quite plain, the other (above on

the right) has two circles of red paint. Neither has any handle on the inside.

Besides these miniature offerings there were pieces of real armour— a Corin-

thian helmet, greaves, loin-guards and the central part of a shield decorated with
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concentric circles, all crushed and in miserable condition : the tapering butt of a

lance (aavpwrrjp) scjuare in section and 17 cm. long {Olynipia, Bronzen, Taf. Ixiv.

1050), and parts of otiiers, one of them round, (il). 1066) : three arrowheads : and
tattered pieces of bronze plate, some of which may l>e the remains of full-sized

cuirasses.

The remains of vessels include part of the ring-handle of a tripod, like that

found on the same spot by Halbherr {loc. cit. p. I'S^i Fig. 12) : a cauldron-handle
and large shreds of cauldrons of hammered bronze : a vase-support in the form
of a hoop with ovolo decoration resting on three claw-feet (cf. Carapanos, Dodviia,

PI. xli. 112); and seven or eight little T-shapcd objects, possiblv vase-handles,

like 01. Br. Taf. xxxv. 666.

Among other bronze objects may be noted a hammer-head 7 cm. long : three

olive leaves which must have formed part of votive wreaths (cf. 01. Br. Taf. Ixvi.

1 1 73): part of a fibula, (length preserved 11 cm.), the nearly semicircular bow
expanding and becoming hexagonal in section : a fish-hook : a bodkin ; a pair of
tweezers ; and a great number of plain rings, nails, and studs.

The only coins found on the Altar-hill are a didrachm of Cyrene and a base
didrachm of Phalasarna (Wroth, B.M. Cat. Crete. PI. xvi. 7, Svoronos, Num. de la

Crete., PI. xxv. 5).

Among the objects in other materials are the leg of a marble statuette (knee to

ankle, -lo m), two button-like discs and a toggle of bone, and part of an aryballos of
striped glass.

The terracottas are discussed by Mr. E. S. Forster in a separate paper.

§ II.

—

The Hellenistic House on the Almond-tree Site.

(Plates XI. .\y.\^ XII.)

This was the best constructed of the buildings which we e.xamined

within the town, and the only one that was well enough preserved to merit

complete excavation. It is a compact block of irregular outline lying on

the north-western slope of the First Acropolis, a few yards to the east of

the saddle-like depression on which there is some reason to place the

ancient Agora. Its front-wall, which owing to the declivity is a retaining

wall, stands to-day three metres high, and the back-wall within the house

is preserved to a height of two and a half metres. The ruins of insignifi-

cant houses on a lower terrace to the west had dammed back the covering

of earth so effectually that not a stone of the existing building was in sight

before the excavation, although scattered blocks of unusual size and finish

attested that an important edifice had stood hereabouts. In the last week

of May a trial-pit sunk through a threshing-floor struck upon an oblong

stone tank, and a trench carried southwards from it exposed a doorway

with massive jambs. Then a part of the imposing west front, worthy of a

public building, came into view. (PI. XII. i.) Three weeks later, when

S 2
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a systematic search by means of trial-pits and trenches had failed to find

any structure comparable to it in workmanship or preservation, I decided

to clear it entirely, and this was done between June 17th and July 3rd.

Care was taken so to dispose of the earth and stones as to improve the

surrounding property, broad new terraces being formed on the slope below,

which had been a mere moraine of tumbled ruins. In recognition of this

betterment the Moslem proprietors, who had dealt throughout in a most

friendly spirit, were content to name a nominal price for the freehold ; and

the excavated area, twenty metres by thirty, was purchased, fenced in, and

made over to the Cretan government. An old almond-tree growing in the

soulh-west angle had afforded us shade during the midsummer heats. We
were able to preserve its roots unharmed, and for many years to come its

green boughs, a rare sight on that arid plateau, will guide the traveller to

the monument which bears its name.

The coins found in the Almond-tree house range from the fourth to

the second century B. C. A detailed list is given below. The peculiarities

of its plan (see Plate XI.) show that the architect had to take account of

existing streets ; he had to sacrifice regularity of plan in the smaller rooms,

in order to make the large rooms 9 and 4 approximately rectangular. (See

the Plan, Plate XI.) To the north-east he has encroached on earlier houses,

while the houses on the lower terrace to the north-west are contemporary

or of later date. It follows that the house does not belong to an early

stage in the city's history. The pottery found in it, and the comparatively

unworn condition of the thresholds, suggest the third rather than the fourth

century as the period of its construction.

Its original destination cannot be determined. The massive carefully

dressed masonry is such as we should expect in a public building rather

than in a private house of so remote and poor a city. The doorways are

considerably wider than those with which we met in other houses at

Praesos. Was it a public guest-house or Koifit]T7]piov such as is mentioned

by Dosiadas (in Athenaeus, iv. 143 b) in his description of the Cretan

(TvaaiTia ?

EiVt 36 TTavra-^^ov Kara ti]v K.pt]Tr]v oIkol hvo Tal<i avaairiaif;, oiv tov

fx€V KaXovaiv avSpeJ.ov^ tov 8' dX.Xov ev o5 tou? ^evov; Koifit^ovac KoifxrjTTjpiot/

Trpocrayopevovai.

^ The avSpciov is mcntionec| in C.I.G. 2554, 1. 51 (Treaty between Olous and Lato), and

2556, 1. 37 (treaty between Hierapetra and Priansus).
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All that we can say with certainty is that for some time before ii

was ruined and abandoned certain rooms were in use as an oil-factory.

It may have been built as a summer residence by some rich citizen ; the

position of the largest room, 9, at the northern angle of the building, is

significant of a desire to escape from the sun. But it seems more likely

that it was originally intended to serve a public purpose, and then by some

vicissitude fell into private hands, becoming little better than a farm-

house.

Mr. Douglas Wells has furnished the following architectural notes :

The main walls of the building are of ashlar, built in uneven courses, the

blocks being drafted for about an inch and a half and faced with a chisel. The
stone is a calcareous limestone, of a soft creamy tint when quarried, weathering to

a very hard material of a grey-blue colour. Lime mortar has been used, but the

joints are so fine that it is difficult to get the blade of a knife in between them.
The partition-walls are built of rough rubble with a large proportion of mud.

No bonding occurs either between them and the main walls, or with each other,

there are straight joints in every case. The lower part of the walls at the back of

the building is cut out of the solid rock on which the whole structure was laid.

Patches of cobble paving remained, but the rest of

the floor was either rock or a hard clay subsoil.
I 1 iCh

The roof had been tiled, quantities of plain tiles I I

and cover-tiles (see Fig. 28) being found over all the

rlOOrS. Almond Trel Sitl

The walls were finished on the inside with plaster.
P^^, ^g

Ascending the rock-cut street ' P,' six feet wide, which mounts steepls-

from the Agora, we reach a point where a narrow lane branches off to the

right ; on the left is a paved recess which forms the forecourt of the house

to be described. The street continues up the hill in a series of broad

shallow steps, and is joined from the left by another, * O ' on the Plan,

which skirts the back wall of the house. From the forecourt a doorwa}-

facing the street leads into the vestibule 7, and one on the right into the

triangular room 5, while on the left a flight of eleven steps descends to a

narrow basement and to room 6 opening off it, beyond which there is a

cave-like cellar hewn in the rock below the little forecourt (see Section

N-N) ; over 6 there may have been another room, of which no trace now
remains, entered by a door opposite to the entrance of 5. This grouping

of the entrances makes it practically certain that the whole block including

rooms 1-9 formed one dwelling. It consisted of two separate parts, the

series 7, 8, 9, 2, i, which seem to have been living rooms, and 5,4, 3, which

were work-rooms. There was an upper storey, reached by a stair from 3.
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A—

STONE WATEfl SPOUT ujiono tru

Before passing to the interior it will be convenient to describe some
external features.

In the high front-wall of the house are two water-spouts, issuing from

just below the floor-level of rooms 7 and 8, and discharging into the basement

mentioned above. They are projecting bosses 'ly m. square with a

champered face and round orifice, worked in the centre of ashlar blocks of

the eighth course from the rock. This course is destroyed further north,

but it is probable that the spouts were repeated at regular intervals. The
wall below the southernmost of the two which remain is much weathered

by the dripping water ; it may have been the outfall of a sink in the ad-

jacent corner of room 7.

In the same wall there are three beam-holes, cut about a metre apart,

for beams -25 m. broad and 20 thick. Almost

under the southernmost is a rebate in the

base course intended to receive a wooden

post. They are rudely cut, crossing the

joints between the courses, and evidently

belong to some structure, posterior to the

rest of the house, which was erected in the

basement. (See Plate XII. Fig. i.)

Among the fallen blocks which choked

the two narrow basements in front of the

house were a waterspout and two window-

heads, all in the same limestone as was used for the ashlar-work. They

are shown in Figs. 29 and 30. To judge from the positions in which

they were found, both windows belonged to room 9. They were 35 m.

wide, and had been furnished with wooden shutters turning on pivots

like the doors. Here also were found some stone cornice-blocks.

Turning to the internal arrangements, we find nothing of interest in

room 7 except a roughly hollowed circular mortar. The doorway between

7 and 8, the real front door of the house, is more carefully finished than

the others, and the stone jambs characteristic of all Praesian houses are

here more massive than usual. The threshold, details of which are given

in Figure 30, is much like that of a late Hellenistic house at Delos {B.C.fi.

xix. PI. v.). The position of the hole for the bolt shows that the right-

hand half of the two-leaved door was opened first, as is also the modern

practice. The sockets for bolts and door-pivots were fixed in wooden

SeqionAA

Fio. 29.
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plugs. There is a similar sill with three mortices in the doorway between

4 and 5, and another belonging probably to the door of 7 was found in the

forecourt.

Room 9, the largest, measures 1040 m. by 870 and was the principal

living-room. The cross-wall marked on the plan does not now project

above the clay floor ; being better finished on the south side it seems to

indicate an original difference of level between the floor near the entrance

and the larger area beyond, which formed a dais rising about six inches

above it ; a later level!ing-up obliterated this arrangement. A mass of

broken pottery was found in the south angle of this room, chiefly pieces of

large storage-jars ; they did not form complete vessels, but had been

brought there for some purpose as fragments. Similar jars, which had

been in use when the house was abandoned, were found in rooms 8, 9, and

2, crushed by the fall of the roof The wall separating 2 and i is a late

addition, perhaps contemporary with the blocking-up of a doorway in the

north wall of the former.

Returning to the entrance and crossing the triangular vestibule we

reach a large room, 4, which has a door-sill resembling that of 8, and

measures 960 m. by 835 m A low platform about no m. broad and "20

high seems to have extended all round the room ; the surviving parts of

it are the stone slabs marked in the Plan. In the middle are remains of

an oblong tank or vat, wrongly described in the Plan as an iinpluvimn :

the ends are destroyed, but the sides, each formed of a single slab, are

still in position ; the floor consists of cobblestones bedded in clay. It was

surrounded and strengthened by a stone plinth -32 wide and '25 high,

two blocks of which are still in place. A use for this receptacle is sug-

gested by the presence of an oil-press in the same room ; it may have been

a vat for the storage of oil, for which purpose it would probably be lined

with lead. A rebate along the rim of the side-slabs shows that it had a

wooden lid, such as would be necessary for the protection of the oil from

dust. Internally it measured v^o m. in length, ro5 in width, and nearly

•40 in depth.

The position of the oil-press is determined by two beam-holes in the

wall, to the right of the entrance. A stone press-bed was discovered close

by on the raised platform already mentioned ; the plan (PI. XI.) shows it

in the position in which it was discovered, with its spout turned towards

the corner. On it lay a small greenstone celt which was certainly left
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there when the house was abandoned. It may have been picked up and

preserved as an amulet. If so, it is an interesting indication of super-

stitious ideas attached to aa-TpoircXiKia in Hellenistic times.

Figure 32, sketched by Mr. Comyn, shows the press-bed replaced on

a block found /« sifu under the beam-holes, but it is clear that a part of

the substructure is missing and that the press-bed when in use was raised

nearer to the beam. The apparatus was of the kind described by Messrs.

Paton and Myres in J.H.S. xviii. 209—^17. The press-bed, a neatly

Fig. 31.

—

Oii.-1'ress in Roo.m 4.

worked circular slab of limestone 74 m. in diameter, has the usual ring-

channel on its upper surface deepening towards the point where it issues

through a heart-shaped spout, which projects "09 m. The narrowness of

the margin surrounding the sunk ring-channel distinguishes this e.\amplc

from most of those described by Messrs. Paton and Myres, and suggests

that the olives pressed on it were not packed in bags, as was and is a

common practice, but in folded squares of grass-fibre such as are still uscil

in Crete and bear the name of fiaXadovvLa. The packer works at a raised

counter, and it is astonishing to see with what speed he fills the outspread

cloth with a flat cake of olive-pulp, previously crushed in a horse-mill.
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drenches it with hot water, folds over the corners envelope- fashion, and

piles them a dozen at a time on to the press-bed, called Karoifjiayyava. This

method seems to have been used in Attica about 500 B.C. Mr. Cecil

Smith recently published a black-figured vase on which two men are

depicted forcing down the beam of an oil-press {Forvian Collection Sale

Catalogue, No. 323). The drawing (Fig. 33) which his kindness allows me
to republish here shows that the mass between the press-bed and the

beam is divided by eight horizontal white lines ; I have very little doubt

that they represent just such a pile of flat envelopes as I have described.

Fig. 32.—Oil-Press in Room 4 :

Section of Wall and Press-Bed.

Fig. 33.—Athenian Vase with Scene of
Oil-Pressing.

The form of our press-bed makes it probable that the same method was

in vogue at Praesos in the second century B.C. But there is evidence that

a different one had been in use not long before.

On the outer faces of the two slabs already described as forming

the sides of the vat in the middle of the room there are cut certain

channels which prove that they were once united. Fig. 34 shows how they

would appear if placed in juxtaposition. Together they compose an

oblong press-bed furnished with a circular channel spout of the usual kind

besides some subsidiary channels intended to prevent the escape of oil

which overflowed to either side. The slab has not only been sawn in

two, but curtailed in length ; it is evident that the small channel on the

ricrht is only the end of a diagonal drain which extended much further,
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and it is probable that something has been cut off at the left hand also.

It must have sloped forward, so that the escaping oil tended to run to

the front ; the subsidiary channels were contrived to intercept and conduct

it to a point near the principal outfall.

It is not unlikely that this cumbrous oblong slab was displaced in

favour of the handy and portable circular press-bed in consequence of the

introduction of a new method which was more effectual in confining the

olive-kernels to the central area (diameter '48 m. in the round press, '63 in

the large one) and made it unnecessary to guard against an overflow. The

older method may have been to crush the olives in a single bag which

would spread out under pressure—hence the wide margin ; the improve-

ment may have lain in the adoption of cloth envelopes. These would

FlC. 34.— I'LAN AND SeCTIO.N OF OlDER PrESSBeD.

occupy more place vertically than the single bag and might necessi-

tate the raising of the beam-hole ; hence perhaps the second beam-

hole seen in Fig. 31. The old press-bed was turned to account in

the construction of a vat, probably for the storage of oil ; we have

seen that it was provided with a lid, which, as modern experience shows,

is indispensable for the exclusion of dust. I have refrained from specu-

lating on the means by which the pressure was applied. In the vase-

painting a man is seen tying two huge weights to the end of the beam,

while another has added his own weight to it, clinging in mid-air. The

combination of beam and screw figured by Messrs. Paton and Myres {loc.

cit., p. 210) seems to be mentioned by Pliny in his obscure description of

I 8 *
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oil-pressing machinery {N.H., xviii. 317) as having come into use about a

century before his own day. He calls it Graecanica ; it may have been

known in the Levant considerably earlier than in Italy, and it is possible

that a large block with a deep round mortice in the centre of its upper

surface, placed on a raised platform in the other side of the doorway of

room 4 and marked stone buttress on the plan, may have played a part

here.

Room 9 had been used as a store-room and contained remains of

numerous pithoi. To the right of the door was found a well-preserved

group of three large vases (PI. XII. Fig. 2, foreground, on the left^ a broken

•62

TT
10

±_ jmM>/;ii^

Fig. 35.

—

Oil-Separator from House
AT Praesos.

Fig. 36.

—

Oil-Separator : Sketch of
Handle.

pithos, an amphora with pointed base, and the two-handled jar shown in

F^to- 35- ^^ ^s pail-shaped, and has a projecting spout flush with its bottom.

There can be little doubt as to its use. In the modern process the olive

kernels, before being pressed, are drenched with hot water, and the product

after pressing contains more water than oil. The oil in due course separates

itself and rises to the surface, and it is necessary either to bale it out from

the top or to drain away the water from the bottom. The former method

is slow and primitive ; I was .surprised to see it practised last November

in he province of Mylopotamo. The latter is in general use, large and

complicated separating-tanks being constructed on this principle ; the

Praesos jar illustrates the simplest form of it, in which after the contents

have been allowed to stand some time, the tap is set running and the
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water escapes, a watcher being ready to stop the flow and change the

recipient as soon as oil appears.

From this room a staircase ascended to the upper floor, or to the roof.

The three lowest steps were of stone, "90 m. wide ; the remainder were no

doubt of wood.

Minor Finds.—Pottery. Fragments of coarse //M^/ were numerous in rooms
3 and 9. The former yielded the only inscribed potsherd, part of the rim of a jar

which had an aperture at the mouth of about 35 m. The rim itself is "05 wide
and has the name

"^ANCnNOC

deeply incised on its upper surface in letters 025 high. The mutilated letter is

certainly a P ; it is impossible to say whether others preceded it, since in spite of

repeated search no other fragment of this rim was discovered. The finer wares
were almost wholly wanting. Besides one fragment of red figure and one of
geometric pottery, which had drifted in with earth from the slopes above, there
were a few bits of Hellenistic black-glazed cups and plates, and one fragment of
this ware with a female head in high relief

Coins.—The diameter is given in millimetres.

1. ^ 25. Aptera. Obv. APTAPAIilN. Head of Artemis r. The
. . , .^, „ PTOAI 01

artists name PYOOAnPOY IS just legible. Rev. l^q^. • Warrior, armed

with helmet, cuirass, shield and spear, standing 1., raising his r. hand towards a

tree. \\xo\.\\, Brit. Mus. Cat. Crete, etc., p. 8 (i), PI. ii. 3. Svoronos, Niunismatiqite

de ill Crete Ancienne, p. 15, (5), PI. i. 10.

2. -^19. Itanos. Obv. Helmeted head of Athena 1. Rev. Eagle 1., looking

back, in incuse square. Svoronos p. 204 (26), PI. xi.x. 12.

^. M 13. Itanos. Obv. defaced. Rev. Star.

4. JR 20. Praesos. Obv. Female head 1. Rev. Bull's head. Svoronos p. 292

(48), PI, x.wiii. 18.

5. JR 19. Praesos. C^^r. Female head r. T^ft-. Bull's head. Svoronos p. 292

(46), PI. xxviii. 17.

PR Al
6. .-F. 115. Praesos. Obv. Head of Apollo r. Rev. ^,^., Thunderbolt.

Svoronos, p. 292 (49), PI. xxviii 20. Wroth, p. 72 (16), PI. xviii. 5.

7. -^15. Thebes. Obv. Buckler. Rev. Cantharos.

Bronze.—Neck and foot of a small oinochoe. Socketed arrowhead, '042 long.

Socketed hook (from a spindle?). Stud with flat round head, from one margin of

which projects a small loop. Disc, "15 m. in diameter, 001 thick, with lead rivet
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at centre. Bolt "05 long and •012 thick. Four nails, respectively •13, "05, "05,

•C45 long. Numerous broken nails and miscellaneous fragments. Disc '07 in

diameter (mirror-cover ?). Small figure of couchant lion, '09 long, pierced through
back and head. Conical bolt-head, with remains of iron bolt.

Lead.—Massive rivet, used for mending 2^piihos.

Glass.—One fragment of a vase. 21 large and small blue beads, mostly

dark blue. Two long cylindrical beads. Fragments of an intaglio of glass paste.

Misceilatteons.—Vxnce'!, of resin (for sealing jars ?). A water-worn pebble of

singular form, pierced for suspension. Marble knob, probably from the lid of a

pyxis. Three fragments of rock crystal and six of obsidian. Four minute discs of

polished bone. Two stone beads. Part of an amygdaloid cornelian intaglio of the

common sub-Mycenaean type with a decoration of meaningless wheel-cut lines.

R. C. B(JSAN()UET.



PRAESOS.

THE TERRA-COTTAS.

(ri.ATES XI 1 1. -XIV.)

5j 1.—IXTRODL'CTORV,

The large find of terra-cottas made by the British School in 1901,

and now in the Museum at Candia, having been handed over to me

by Mr. Bosanquet for publication, I hope at some future date to give a

more detailed and critical account of them. Meanwhile my object here is

to give a short account of the find as a whole, dealing at greater length

with only a few of the larger and more important discoveries.

On two occasions previous to 1901 excavations had been made at

Praesos resulting in the discovery of a large number of terra-cottas. Before

the Cretan Revolution Prof F. Halbherr carried out a short excavation ^ on

two sites, one on the Altar Hill (called by him the 'Third Acropolis';,

the other near the fountain at Vavelloi. Secondly, during the Revolution

the peasants made extensive diggings on the same sites and sold their

finds which have thus become scattered ; a large number, however, were

bought by Ambrosius, Bishop of Hierapetra, who has generously presented

his collection to the Candia Museum.

In 1901 the British School made more extensive diggings on the two

sites where Prof Halbherr had discovered terra-cottas. Of these the Altar

Hill yielded larger and more important discoveries than anything he had

found, while the site at Vavelloi j-ielded as before a large number of

characteristic plaques. On two new sites also discoveries of terra-cottas

were made. First in a trial pit on the fourth terrace below and to the west

of Acropolis I, specimens of the same types of plaques as were found at

Vavelloi, and a few other objects were discovered ; secondly, a small shrine

at the source of the east branch of the Sitia river, called by the natives

Mecra/3puo-i9, yielded a series of ^oavov-Vike female figures.

' For an account of this excavation see Ameriinn Journal of Archaeology, \"ol. v. (1901), pp.

371-392 (Plates XI. and XII).
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45 2.

—

Terra-cottas from the Altar Hill.

The discoveries of terra-cottas on this site include none of the plaques

so numerous elsewhere : the site is most remarkable for the number of

large figures which it yielded. Of these the most interesting is the bust of

a young male figure (PI. XIII. Fig. i). The upper part of the body is intact

and in excellent preservation, but the lower half has entirely disappeared.

The height of the fragment being 26 in, and the width across the shoulders

28 in., the scale is, roughly speaking, three quarters the size of life. The

terra-cotta is of a dark brick-red colour, the material of which most of the

larger figures from Praesos are made : there are a few traces of a fine slip

of pale clay.

The rendering of the face presents in the main the usual characteristics

of Archaic Greek sculpture. The forehead is broad and well modelled
;

the e}'ebrows are set unnaturally high above the eyes ; the nose is straight

and well formed. The eyes are not yet represented in profile, but merely

scratched in outline with a sharp instrument on a sloping surface between

the nose and temples, and no attempt is made to render the eyeballs. The

artist has not yet grasped the fact that it is through the rendering of the

eye that most expression can be imparted to the human face. He has

rather sought to produce a lifelike expression by the treatment of the

mouth. The upper lip is straight and well formed, particular care being

bestowed on the rendering of the philtrum ; the lower lip is arched so as

to leave the mouth slightly open, though the artist has not thought it

necessary to render the teeth. A heavy furrow in the flesh runs down from

the side of the nose and meets a smaller depression near the corner of the

mouth. It is these lines which give the face its benevolent, though some-

what vacant expression. The modelling of the chin is perhaps the most

striking point in the face : it projects to a very marked extent, and is

divided into two parts by a deep depression. The first characteristic can be

paralleled in a figure from the series of female dedications ; the second is an

exaggeration of the depression of the bone which exists in nature, but is

not in most cases visible under the coating of flesh. It is difficult to say

whether the chin is thus rendered because the artist wishes to display his

knowledge of anatomy, or whether these marked peculiarities really existed
;

the former seems the more probable supposition. The form of the ears is
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•conventional and no channel is represented which could convey sound to

the drums of the ear. They are decorated with circular earrinijs.

The forehead is bound with an ornamental fillet, consisting of two

bands decorated with incised lines and fastened together at the top,

connected with a band which runs across the back of the head from behind

the ears. This ornament .seems to represent a fillet of gold leaf covered

with a feather-like pattern, imitating a leaf or fern, with a joint or hinge in

the centre, such as would be required by the rigidity of the material.

From under this fillet the hair is brushed straight and evenly back over the

head, with the exception of four long and massive locks, falling over each

shoulder and each breast, which ha\e been broken off. Over each breast

there still remains a long ribbon -like ridge, which was probably left by the

artist to guide him in putting on the locks, which with the ears were added

afterwards. Along the top of each shoulder the modelling would be a

sufficient guide, and here the continuation of the lock is only indicated b)-

a strip of paler colour where the slip of lighter clay has been pres.'^ed.

These falling locks, which would break off easily where the}' are deeply

incised, were no doubt torn off for the sake of the ornaments which

decorated them, of which the fastening holes are still visible at the sides

of the ridges over the chest and on the shoulders. These ornaments were

not improbably of spiral form, like the Homeric eXt/te?, which Studniczka^

has shown to have been commonly worn in the archaic period. Behind

the head the hair falls in a regular ma.ss divided by five crosslines to a

distance of '12 mm. below the band, widening out at the base where it

reaches a width of 15 centimetres. The collar-bone is indicated by lines

which meet and are prolonged in a single line marking the division of the

chest.

As regards the technique, the figure is certainly modelled, not cast in

a mould ; the ears, the fillet, and the falling locks are added separately. The
rendering of the falling locks, which are not undercut, and of the ears strongly

suggests that the artist was trained in wood technique. The two principal

tools used .seem to have been a sharp point for the incised work and a

toothed instrument for the hair. There are air holes behind each shoulder

to assist the process of drying.

Some idea of the lower half of our statue may be gathered from a frag-

ment of a small figure (Fig. i) from the village of Piskokephalo, not far from

' See his article, ' Krohylos iind TtWgcs,' /a/tr/>u</i, vol. xi. (1896), pp. 218 ft".

T
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Praesos. This figure wears an apron, which the artist perhaps copied from

an imported Egyptian figure, many of which wear a similar garment. The
modelhng of the knees and shins resembles the bony rendering of the chin

of the larger figure.

The wearing of ear-rings by a male figure is remarkable and never

found in Greek art, though Pliny {N.H. xi. 136) states that both se.xes wore

them in the East. Servius (in Virg. Aen. i, 30)

mentions as remarkable that Achilles in a statue

of him at Sigeum in female attire was represented

as wearing ear-rings. Again, the mode of dressing

the hair cannot be exactly paralleled in early

Greek Art. A somewhat similar arrangement is

found in the Cleobis and Biton ^ figures at Delphi :

but here the hair falls behind the head in separate

tresses and not in one mass, while the locks in

front are three in number and fall straight down

over the breast, and are moreover far shorter.

That the figure represents a god seems to

follow from the fact that a diadem is worn : the

elaborate arrangement of the hair precludes it from

being an athlete.

The importance of this figure lies in the fact

that we possess little monumental evidence of

Archaic sculpture in Crete. There is literary

evidence of an early Cretan school of sculpture

which influenced the art of Greece Proper. We
learn from Pausanias (ix. 40, 3) that two wooden images, ascribed

like so many primitive ^oava to Daedalus, were shown in his day in

Crete, one of Athena at Cnossos and another of Britomartis at Olous^

only a day's journey from the Eteocretan territory : in another passage

(viii. 53, 7) he says that ' the residence of Daedalus at the court of Minos

made the Cretans long famous for the making of wooden images.' Cretan

art in the early Archaic period is connected closely with the so-called

' Daedalid ' school at Argos and Sicyon, of which the earliest historic

members were Endoeus, who is said to have visited Crete, and the Cretans

Dipoenus and Scyllis. In their school chryselephantine technique was

' IhilUtiii (ic Coircspondaine HilU'nujUi., vol. 24 (1900), pp. 445-462 (Plates XVIII. XXI.)

Fii;, I.

—

Frac.ment ok

Terra - corta Male
Figure from Pisko-

KEI'HAI.O.

1 : 2 Heij;ht 13 ni.
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evolved from primitive work in wood,' the ivory for which was possibly

obtained through Crete, which from the earliest times was in trade com-

munication with Africa ; while of their work in stone we can form some

idea not only from the well known figure from Eleutherna, but also, accord-

ing to a very probable conjecture, from the figures of ' Cleobis and Biton
'

at Delphi by the Argive Polymedes - and a seated figure from Tegea.

At I'raesos we may well believe that when art could no longer find

its full expression in wood, the local clay, as the material nearest to hand,,

was adopted in its place, just as clay also was used in south Italy and

alabaster at Naucratis. Praesos possessed no marble, and never, as far as

we know, imported any. Perhaps, as has been suggested above, the artist

who modelled the ' Young God ' has not been able quite to free himself

from the traditions of wood technique in rendering the ears and falling

locks. Again there is a connection with chryselephantine technique in the

continuation of the falling locks in metal.

It is more than possible that future excavations on historical sites in

Crete may prove that the practice of making large figures in terra-cotta,

which has been first revealed at Praesos, was common in other parts of the

island.

In the present lack of data about Cretan art, it is difficult to date the

Young God ; but judging by analogies on the mainland and allowing

for backwardness^ in this far off corner of Crete, the Young God may be

conjecturally placed in the first half of the fifth century. Of other human

figures from the Altar Hill, we have a fragmentary male figure, probably

about 28 centimetres in height, of which the face is missing. The hair

falls like a solid wig over the shoulders ; the hands rest on the hips : the

body shows little modelling, but the legs are well formed.

In another small, cylindrical figure (Fig. 2), the modelling is rough :

the head is thrown back and the chin projects like that of the Young God.

The spiral drapery is hard to explain, as is the cylindrical object held in

the left hand : the right hand is perforated and must have held some

offering. The figure may perhaps be explained as a priest engaged im

some act of ritual.

A slightly smaller, female figure (Fig. 3), wears a high headdress

with a band decorated with seven pendants. The profile is bird-like, and

' Overbeck, SchriftqueUen, 328-338, - B.C.H. hi. al.

•* This may be illustratt-d [xcwn ihe fact that Praesos issued no ct)ins till about 4C» B.C.

T 2
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the modelling shallow. The body is again cylindrical, and the hands

Avhich no doubt carried offerings, are held palms upward at the waist.

Of the series of Lions discovered on the Altar-hill the earliest seems

to be that illustrated in Fig. 4, which measures 26 mm. from the top of

the head to the point where the neck is broken off". The small fragment

of the back which remains shows that the lion stood looking three-quarter

face to the front. The forms of the head are far removed from nature :

the ears arc set low down at the sides of the head, and the inuzzle ends in

a broad flat surface. The animal is represented in the act of growling, so

that the skin round the mouth is drawn back and shows the teeth. Of

these the canine teeth are correct!)' rendered, the upper behind the lower :

but the molars are conventionally represented one in each jaw, the upper

in front of the lower, whereas in nature they are at the back of the mouth,

Fio. 2.

—

Terra coTiA Ficire from
Praesos. I : 4 (Ileiglu 24 111.)

Fic. 3.

—

Terra coiTA Fu;uke from
Praesos. 1 : 4 (Ileiglu 205 m.)

with a row of small and almost invisible teeth along each side of the jaw.

The tongue hangs out of the mouth. The upper edge of the mane is

rendered b\- a ridge across the head, decorated with a conventional chevron-

like pattern in black paint. The eyes and the marks on the face are

represented b)' ridges covered with paint, which was also u.sed apparentl}'

over the whole bod)-. This use of black paint is remarkable and without

parallel at Praesos : it is most akin to the technique of a class of far earlier

Mycenaean painted animals such as those from the cave of Hermes
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Cranaeus. The date of the painted lion must be at least as early as the

sixth century H.C.

More striking is the lion whose head is illustrated (Plate XIII. Fig. 2).

Other fragments enable his position to be restored (IMate XIV.). He

was couchant with his paws stretched in front, and his tail curls over the

Fig. Painted Terka-coi ta Lion from Fkaesos.

left side of his back. The front of the body is covered with leaf-like in-

cised work, forming a strong contrast to the smooth skin on the face, from

which it is divided by a fringe of stiff hair. The eyes are deep-set and close

together : the whiskers are represented b)- a regular ribbed pattern, the

teeth and the skin at the corners of the mouth are coinentionally rendered.

The tongue hangs out, as in the earlier figure, and the mouth is slightly

open to give an expression of ferocit\'. The restored figure measures
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•34 m. from the <(round to the top of the head. In spite of conventionahty

the head is most striking : it shows archaism at its best. The artist has

known what details to omit and what to emphasise, with the result that he

has avoided a merely naturalistic treatment and produced a work of spirit

and originality. It is of the same material as the Young God and probably

a little later in date.

Another terra-cotta lion of at least life size was discovered on the

Altar Hill, unfortunately in a very fragmentary condition. The head, how-

ever, has been restored, and its dimensions, 40 centimetres in height and

42 in width, give some idea of the great size of the whole figure. It was

fastened to a pedestal by pegs driven through holes in the front paws.

The modelling is careless and shallow, and the artist must have relied

rather on the size than the quality of his work to produce an impression.

The figure may date as late as the end of the fourth century.

Lastly, fragments of terra-cotta lion-masks were discovered "28 m. in

height and 30 m. in width, which probably served as gargoyles or water-

spouts for a wooden building on the Altar-Hill. They are each made in

two halves and therefore cast in a mould. They are in no sense works of

art and only meant to serve an architectural purpose.

The last class of terra-cottas from this site consists of a number of

fragments of oxen. Two heads are intact, one of which with the neck

•which is very massive and '16 m. in depth, measures •16 m. Between the

horns is a rosette, and deeply incised lines have been worked with a sharp

instrument round the eyes and nose. One complete bull, very roughly

modelled, on a much smaller scale, measures 1 1 centimetres in height

and 21 in length; similar figures have been discovered in several sites in

Crete, notably at Goulas.

§ 3.

—

The Shrine at 'Meaa^pva-it.

On this site, where there are the foundations of a small temple,

pcssibly dedicated to the deity of the stream, was found an interesting

series of ^6avoi>-\\ke female figures. The majority of these are too frag-

mentary to be restored : but the upper half of two figures, the smaller

of which is illustrated here (Fig. 5), and the lower halves of two others

(Figs. 6 and 7), give some idea of their general character. The body is
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cylindrical and made in two halves, turned on a potter's wheel and united

at the waist while the clay was still wet. The feet are close together and

project but little from the body : the drapery is represented by incised

lines. One, or in some cases both hands are held below the breast and

Fig. 6.

—

Base of a Terra con a Female
Figure from Praesos. (i : 8.)

Fig. 5.

—

Ui'i'ER I'ARr of Female
Figure from I'raesos. ( 1:4.)

Fig. 7.

—

Base of a Terra-cotta Female
Figure from Praf;sos. {1 :8.)

carried offerings ; one fragment shows a hand holding a pomegranate.

The figure here shown ^Fig. 5) measures -44 m. in height, and with the

lower half of the body probably measured 2I to 3 feet. The hair is

treated in separate tresses which fall over the back and shoulders. The

wearing of jewellery is characteristic— necklaces with pendants, bracelets

1 9
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and earrings, in one case -04 m. in diameter with a pattern resembling a

flower with eight petals.

The modelling of the body makes little attempt to imitate nature,

that of the face shows knowledge of the forms but is shallow and careless.

The figures make no claim to be regarded as works of art, but they are

interesting as showing the ordinary work of the local school. They find

their closest parallel in the series of female votive figures from Larnaka
in Cyprus.^

§ 4-

—

The Fountain at Vav£lloi and the Trial Pit on
Acropolis I.

These two sites can be classed together since the finds are almost

identical, consisting of the same types of plaques in both cases and a kw
fragments in the round.

The immense richness of the site at Vav611oi may be inferred from the

large number of plaques in the Museum at Candia, which must represent

but a small fraction of the many hundreds which have been dug up by
the peasants and mostly perished, or still remain to be unearthed.

Of these plaques Professor Halbherr ^ figures seventeen varieties, of

all of which, except three, specimens were unearthed in 1900, when rather

over thirty varieties were discovered. The plaques vary in size from about

•05 to 2 m. in height. One of the most primitive representations, which

occurs in several different types, is that of a nude ' Oriental Goddess,'^

which is well distributed over the east part of Crete.

The most common type of all represents a draped male figure,* perhaps

a priest, with long hair, carrying an offering ; of this there are at least fifty

specimens at Candia, two of which were found by Mr. Hogarth near

Epano-Zakro. Two types represent warriors armed with spears and shields,

one of which is decorated with a ram's head ^
; like the Mycenaean male

figures they wear tight girdles, which contract the waist. Two other types

show a female figure seated between two columns with a triglyph above
;

her mourning posture suggests Demeter bewailing the loss of Persephone.

' See Mr. J. L. Myres m/.H.S. 1897, p. 166 ff.

- American Journal of Archaeology, loc. cit.

'' Halbherr, A.J.A. vol. v. PI. X. * find. PI. XII. No. i.

* /l>td. PI. XII. No. 3, and p. 390, Fig. 19 (the whole of this figure can be restored from the

finds of 1900).
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Three different types represent a nude boyish figure,* the position of

whose feet recalls the scheme of Polyclitus : they are of late, possibly

Hellenistic date, and may represent the dedications of Ephebes. The

most charming figure of all is that of a dancing maiden in a high head-

dress and short chiton ^
; the background of bullrushes recalls the Hellen-

istic reliefs. Certainly of Hellenistic date are two large plaques, one of

which represents a draped Koprj suggesting a Tanagra type, the other

Aphrodite half draped, with Eros at her feet. One type representing a

kneeling archer,^ can be roughly dated to the end of the fifth century B.C.,

since the same representation with very similar treatment is found on the

earliest coins of Praesos about 400 B.C.

It will thus be seen that the series covers a large space of time, some

being quite archaic and others Hellenistic. The fact that some of the

most primitive are also the most numerous seems to imply that they

persisted by the side of more modern productions. They are mostly in

a broken condition, and perhaps the deposit was formed of offerings, which,

being of no value, were broken and buried as they became too. numerous.

One remarkable feature of the series, as of terra-cottas from Praesos

generally, is the absence of paint such as is commonly found on the terra-

cottas of the Greek mainland and Asia Minor.

Of terra-cottas in the round no whole specimens were discovered on

the Vavelloi site. The fragments include a few pieces of drapery of late

style and a number of heads, also mostly late, the most interesting of

which represents a bearded satyr. But figures in the round seem not to

have been popular at Praesos, though evidently manufactured on the s|)ot.

as is shown by the discovery of a fragment of a mould.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr. Bosanquet, not only for allouini;

me to publish his finds, but also for advice and help, and Dr. Joseph

Ha/zidakes, the Ephor-general of Antiquities in Crete, for affordini; nic

ever\- facility in the Museum at Candia.

E. S. FOK.'^TI.l^

> /d/J. p. 392, Fig. 24.

' jf>ij. ri. XII. No. 5. ' //itW. p. 392, v'\^. 25.



EXCAVATIONS AT PETRAS.

On a low spur of the hills that shut in the Sitia valley on the east,

immediately overlooking the sea and separated from the port of Sitia by

nearly a mile of sand-bar, stands the unimportant hamlet of Petras,

originally Venetian, afterwards ' Turkish ' or Moslem-Cretan, and for the

most part ruined and deserted since 1896, Mr. Marshall came here in

January, i90i,and collected sherds which left no doubt about the early date

of the remains, treated by previous travellers as Hellenic. Lying on a deep

bay and commanding as it does the easiest route into the Eteocretan high-

lands, it seemed likely that Petras might furnish useful clues, if not to the

indigenous culture of the district, at any rate to the foreign influences that

were at work here during the Bronze Age. Later, when two months of

work at Praesos had produced very little Kamares pottery of the familiar

mid-Cretan types and no Mycenaean, it seemed doubly desirable to

examine this, the nearest definitely Mycenaean site, and to ascertain what

had been the local varieties of early pottery. Accordingly I made trials

at Petras on June 17th and i8th, 1901, employing ten men the first day

and sixteen the second.

With the exception of the ground occupied by cottages at the northern

tip of the spur, the whole hill is cultivated. It was covered with wild

undergrowth until fifteen years ago, when two Moslem brothers bought and

reclaimed it, setting a large force of labourers to demolish the ancient

masonry and to form the hill-sides into cultivation-terraces. The field-

walls contain many roughly-dressed ' megalithic ' blocks of limestone,

and a certain amount of ashlar, making it evident that there were extensive

buildings here. My informants said that the destruction had been

systematic and complete, and trial-pits in the fields showed them to be
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right. In such a case the best chance is to try the roads. Cuttings into

the roadway skirting the west side of the village (B. on Fig. i) revealed

a well-built wall 17 m. long and 1-50 m. high running north and south ; a

return-wall projected at either end, and two others between them divided

1 I I I I I I i-rT-4- Z 200 Metres.T

GENERAL MAP OF SITE

Fig. I.

—

Petras near Sitia.

(N.B.—The sea is to the North of the village.)

the long front into three nearly equal compartments. We had the com-
plete length of the building, but could not ascertain its width, all the cross-

walls being broken off where they emerged from the protection afforded by
the terrace carrying the road. The wall at the north was 140 m. thick,

that at the south rio, the two partition-walls 'So m. The building was
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Fir.. 2.— ' Kamares' Jar from Petras i-^).

dated by two large pithoi in the middle compartment and by the two vases

shown in Figures 2 and 3, which lay close by at a higher level, as if

fallen from an upper storey. The

one is a wide-mouthed jar, '26 m.

high, covered with a coarse Kamares

slip varying from red to black, on

which are painted bands and zig-zags

in white ; it has two handles and

midway between them on each side

a little button-like protuberance de-

corated with a white cross. The

other is a small spherical vase covered

with a plain brown slip ; it has a flat

top suggestive of a closed mouth, and

over it a low cross-handle. If we
could trace the evolution of the

pseudamphora we should doubtless

find vases of this form (with the mouth open) among its ancestors.^ The
present specimen, however, belongs to a stage of

Mycenaean art at which the pseudamphora was already

well established.

At the time of the excavation there was a ten-

dency to treat all ' Kamares ' ware as anterior to

Mycenaean ; later discoveries have shown that the

native technique of white decoration on dark slip was

.still to a certain extent in vogue along with the Myce-

naean method, when the blow fell which caused the ruin

and desertion of these settlements on the coast. Vases shaped like those

in Figures 2 and 3 were found in House B. at Palaikastro ; the

Mycenaean village at Petras belonged to the same age, and we can hardly

doubt that it met the same fate, as Zakro, Palaikastro, and Gournia.

' Most of the spherical askoi of this type are small vases. For larger ones the division of

the handle by an elevated false neck served to give the handles a stronger hold on the vase,

which would be heavy when filled. The pstndamphorae found in the Cretan coast-settlemenls

are for the most part large and coarse storage-vessels ; the small examples of fine ware become

commcjn in the succeeding period. Both forms, pseudamphora and askos, are simply bottles

in which oil and other liquid commodities could be sealed up ; in many specimens the funnel-like

shape of the spout would make it easy to insert a stopper and cover it with the maker's seal.

Fig. 3.

—

Spherical
Vase from
I'ETRAS {\).
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I also examined a plateau north of the actual summit of the hill (A on Kit^.

i), where tradition said that a 'church' had been discovered in the work of

demolition. Only the footings of walls remained, but these seemed to be those of

a large mansion, dated by a few fragments of Mycenaean pottery. There was the

beginning of a staircase, 170 m. wide with three steps in situ, and a finely dressed

door-sill of black basalt-like stone unknown in the district, measuring 155 m. by

•70 by 28. At the northern limit of this plateau there projects a tower constructed

in megalithic fashion of irregular limestone blocks ; its front is i r4o m., its side 8 m.,

its walls I ni. thick. There is a similar tower, projecting and standing nearly 3 m.

high, below the building H. In both cases the rock within is considerably higher

than without and is so denuded that excavation within the towers is useless.

Between sites A and H there is a pathway mounting the hill which for a few yards

is cut through the rock.

On the second day we dug into the slopes outside the ancient settlement on

the North-east and came upon a large rubbish-heap containing masses of Kamares
pottery, chiefly cups in all degrees of coarseness and delicacy, a few scraps of tran-

sitional Mycenaean ware, numerous terra-cotta cubes with four parallel perforations

{loom-weights), pieces of a smooth hemispherical steatite bowl, and fragments of

three-legged cooking pots. Closely mixed with the heap were quantities of stone-

chippings and other refuse suggestive of house-building or house repairs. A possible

explanation is that the place had been sacked and then re-occupied. The inhabi-

tants swept out and rebuilt their homes, and threw the resultant rubbish outside

the town.

lit;. 4.— M\cK.\AEA.N Lami- Fh;. 5. — \'ase wuh imkknai. Cki.i.s

I ROM ThTRAS {\). FROM I'ETRAS (J).

Among the thousands of fragments there were a few whole cups, and three
lam[)s (Fig. 4) of a form known from several Mycenaean sites in East ('rete.

The most curious vessel is the spouted cup shown in Fig. 5, which is pro-

vided internally with five rows of tiny cells ; I have no idea of their use. Trial

|)its elsewhere > ielded an amygdaloid bead of reddish-yellow sard, obsidian flakes,

a clay ' label ' 9 cm. in diameter with three parallel strokes incised near the perfora-
tion at the top, a plain red sherd incised with a character like the letter N, ami
l)art of a large earthenware vase-support with triangular openings, ])ainted in tin-

style of the coarse pseudamphora figured on p. 313 below. The only part of the
site where undisturbed deposits are likely to exist is the ground Fast of the building
H. at pr-sent covered by the village ; but the results would hardly justify the expense
involved in the removal of the houses.

R. C. Bc)SAN()Ui.r.



EXCAVATIONS AT PALAIKASTRO. I.

(Plates VIII. 2, XV. -XX.)

§ I.

—

The Site.

Brief reports on the work done by the British School at Palaikastro

in April and May 1902 have appeared in \\\& Journal of Hellenic Studies

(1902, p. 384) and in Man (1902, No. 119). In the present paper I propose

to describe the discoveries made in the cemeteries and in the houses,

reserving for a future occasion the discussion of certain problems on which

fuller light may be thrown by the excavations of 1903, to be.made with

larger resources and over an extended area, thanks to a liberal grant from

the Cretan Fund and to the unfailing goodwill of Prince George's Govern-

ment. The past campaign was of a preliminary nature and cost less than

i^i50, including the somewhat serious item of transport, but excluding

that of drawings and photographs. That we were able to continue our

exploration of Eteocretan territory in this direction is due in large measure

to the courtesy of Dr. Dorpfeld, who had expressed a wish to excavate here

but withdrew his claim in favour of the British School on learning that the

interest of the site was mainly Mycenaean, and of Mr. Hogarth, who had

realised its importance and applied for digging rights during his fruitful

campaign at Zakro. To Mr. C. H. Comyn, architect of the School, who

took a full share in all the work of excavation, besides preparing the plans

and most of the drawings illustrating this report, I owe a debt of no

ordinary gratitude.

In a direct line the site lies thirteen miles north-east of Praesos and

eight north of Zakro. The intervening country is for the most part a

' The spelling Palaikastro (naAoiKao-rpo^ expresses the local pronunciation and is convenient

as distinguishing this site from many others called naAoioKocTTpo.
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high h'mestone tableland, a region of desolate kdrsten descending on the

east to the rich inland basin of Upper Zakro and on the north to the

maritime plain of Palaikastro. There the central plateau ends in steep

escarpments, while the high outer barrier through which the rivers of Zakro

and Karoumes have cut precipitous gorges to the sea gives way first to low

gravel cliffs and then to sandy beach. Such a beach, stretching in a two-

mile curve interrupted only by a steep acropolis-like headland, olive-groves

clothing the plain up to the foot-hills three miles away, and a broad belt

The Eastern Half of Crete.

% Dionysisdes Is.

Eremopolis (Jhanoa)

Falaiokastrti

Karotimbas

KatoZukrx)

Xerohamboa

Fig. I.

—

Thk Eastern Hai.k of Crkte.

of cornland between the olives and the sea, are signs which anywhere in the

Levant, even without the names of Palaikastro and Kastri, would compel

one to look for traces of an ancient city. A comparison of the sketch-

map (Plate XV.) and the photograph ^ (Plate XVI.) will show how
these natural features are combined in the South-east quarter of the plain,

where ancient remains lie thickly clustered over a tract called Roussolakkos

(roughly 500 by 300 metres, marked by hatching on the map) or scattered

in ones and twos over a far larger area.- Geographers have suggested the

' Taken from a point midway between Karoumes and naTrjjuo on the southern margin or

riate XV.
^ For the geography of the Eteocretan region as a whole see Mr. Hogarth's paper on Zakro,

B.S.A. vii. pp. 121 sq<]. : for the physical formation of the Palaikastro plain, Spratt, Travels and
A'eseankes, i. 205 sq</., and Raulin, Description physii/tie de la Crete, Paris 1869, p. 170. The
antiquities of the region were described by Professor Halbherr in four papers contributed to the

Antiquary, 1891, pp. 20I, 241, and 1892, pp. 152, 214. Here as at Praesos I had the use,

thanks to Mr. Evans' kindness, of his unpublished notes of journeys in the district.
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names of Itanos (really at Kremopolis five miles to the North), of Dragjmos

(probably in the valley of the Upper Zakro), and even of Grammion,

which there is no reason to place in this district at all. These specula-

tions are all beside the mark ; the remains at Roussolakkos, which a

passing traveller who noticed the ashlar blocks in the field walls might

easily set down as Hellenic, are those of a Mycenaean town, and the plain

has furnished only the scantiest indications of any later settlement. Few

as they are, these indications are worth noting.

(i) Some terra-cotta cornices with archaic reliefs representing a

chariot, now in the Candia Museum, were found twenty years ago on the

east slope of Roussolakkos and might seem to indicate the position of a

temple. We dug on the spot indicated by local tradition, and verified it

by finding a fragment with the same cable border, but met with no remains

of the building to which they belonged. A more thorough search will be

made next season. The well-known arbitration-award of the Magnesians

in the dispute between Itanos and Hierapetra, preserved in two inscrip-

tions found respectively at Toplu Monastery near Itanos and at Magnesia

on the Maeander, states that the Temple of Dictaean Zeus lay near the

tract of disputed territory called Hcleia} The marshy character of part

of the Palaikastro plain would justify the name, but the tenor of other

passages in the inscription suggests that the Temple and its outbuildings

covered a considerable area, and it is difficult to believe that they can have

vanished so completely ; for all the remains visible on that, as on other

parts of the Roussolakkos site, bear the impress of the Mycenaean age.

The temple is rather to be sought inland.

(2) The 'fragment of a sitting figure of colossal size and very white

Parian marble,' seen by Spratt on the beach below Kastri, but broken up (as

I learned locally) soon after his visit by a notorious treasure-hunting priest

from Kar)'dhi, may perhaps be associated with the remains of a similar

figure on the island of Kouphonisi off the south-east coast of Crete.

Kouphonisi is the Leuke of the Praesos- Hierapetra arbitration-award, as

i'alaikastro may be the Heleia. The inscription shows that in the first half

of the second century before our era detachments from the Ptolemaic

garrison at Itanos were posted at the disputed points, which have this in

common (if Palaikastro be Heleia) that both offer safe anchorage for small

craft on a coast where such shelter is rare. It was to the interest of a

' Dittefllierger, Sylloi^e, 929.
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maritime state like Itanos, and of her Egyptian patrons whose fleet policed

these waters, to secure harbours which in the right hands would

further her coasting-trade, but in the wrong hands might become the

lurking-places of pirates.

(3) South of Kastri, below the modern warehouse from which the

produce of the plain is shipped, are remains of a small Hellenic building,

from which we obtained tmdrex-tiles bearing the stamp KNQZ (tow)—a tile

from Palaikastro bearing the name in full was already known.

With these exceptions there is no evidence that the plain was occupied

in classical times. On the hill of Kastri we uncovered the remains of poor

houses containing painted pottery of a later type than any found in the

houses of Roussolakkos ; thus the bowl represented in Fig. 2 is of a form

commoner on the mainland and in

the latest stratum at Phylakopi

than in Crete, and its ornamenta-

tion is more geometric than My-

cenaean. We may perhaps infer

that at the close of the Minoan

age, when the unwalled towns and

villages on the coast were for-

saken and the population with- iio. 2.— Bowl from Kaviri.

drew to the hills, a handful of the

old inhabitants lingered on the safer hill-top. However this may be,

there is no reason to suppose that Kastri was ever an Hellenic acropolis.

What seems clear is that Palaikastro, like many other cities on the

coast, was abandoned when Crete lost her command of the sea. It

may be doubted whether the neighbouring seas and islands were

ever free from pirates from that day until the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, since when the population has been flowing back to the

plain. The author of one of the MS. surveys of Crete made for the

Venetian Government, writing in 163 1, describes Palaikastro as uninhabited

and gives the reason— it was frequented by Corsairs. Local traditions

confirm this account
; to this day the majority of the houses in the plain

belong to migratory families whose regular domicile is in one of the

mountain-villages, and the permanent inhabitants number in Cretan phrase

only forty 'doors ' out of 130.
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§ 2.

—

The Earliest Cemeteries.

(Plate XVII. 1-3,)

The earliest graves were found on a gravel ridge (jov FaXeTi} ^

Ke(f)d\a) which runs from South to North through the area of the

Mycenaean town, then bends to the East to form the southern horn of the

harbour. A find which is still the wonder of the province was made here

some fifteen years ago by the owner of the ground ; in digging the western

slope of the ridge he was said to have discovered a corpse dressed in a

f^olden corselet and with a golden sword at its side. The man himself

"^ave a more credible version ; the corselet resolved itself into gold leaf,

sewn no doubt to a garment, the golden sword into one of bronze, two

spans long, with four gold studs at the hilt. The gold was melted down

Fu;. 3.—Handmade Vask,

WITH Imi'Kesskd Triangi.es.

Fig. 4.—Beaked
Tug.

and furnished a cross and a pair of ear-rings for his wife. This was

probably a M)cenacan tomb. Excavation on the spot indicated produced

a little gold-leaf but no other interment of like character ; but it was time

well spent, for it led us to a line of pre-Mycenaean funeral deposits on the

same ridge, containing pottery akin to that of the cave-tombs at Zakro .

The oldest type, represented by several incomplete examples (Fig. 3), is

an oval or globular hand-made jar of grey-green clay with tubular

suspension-handles and a decoration of impressed triangles, or of parallel

incised lines. Then come a variety of beaked jugs, some of which bear

marks of knife-trimming, and stone vessels of green schist, the finest of
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which, a lamp with flat spout and pierced ledge handle and decoration of

parallel incisions grouped in triangles over the whole exterior, is shown in

IMate XVII, Figs, i and 3 ftop centre). A larger bowl, and a convex lid on

which were carved returning spirals of the earl)- Aegean t\pe, were onl}- repre-

sented by fragments. At the foot of the western slope there occurred some

early wheel-made jugs, one of which (Fig. 4) unites a ring-foot with an
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and confused the deposits between them. No skeleton was found ex-

tended at length and no skull fit for preservation ; the bones were heaped

together and much decomposed.

A better preserved cemetery, characterised by the same parallel sub-

divisions, was excavated on the same ridge further to the south, and here

it was possible to observe, and to some extent preserve, the human remains

as well as the pottery (Fig. 5). It is an oblong, nearly rectangular

enclosure (970 m. by 8*25) built of rough limestone blocks and divided

Fig. 6.—Detail of Kamares Bone-enclosure.

into five narrow compartments by low walls of the same material. The

north-east corner is obliterated, the remainder has been but little disturbed.

Fig. 6 illustrates the way in which the skulls and principal bones of

bodies skeletonised by previous interment elsewhere were deposited in this

final resting-place. With them were vases, over 140 in all, a selection of

which are shown in Fig. 7. The lower row contains five types of jug,

a miniature amphora, and a basket-like vessel with two handles on the
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rim ; the two upper rows represent a variety of drinking-cups. Cups were

in a great majority. Small jugs were one in twenty of the whole find
;

there were five little square-mouthed amphorae and as many plates (from

•II m. to 28 in diameter). In only one instance were bones found in a

vase.^ The vases had not contained offerings when buried here, for in

many cases the cups and plates were turned bottom up and the jugs on

their sides ; but it is possible that they had contained food or drink

Fig. 7.

—

Types ok Pottery from the Bone-Knclosure.

(Scale about I : 5).

placed beside the corpse at the original interment. In several cases the

handle of a cup was broken, as might easily happen if the bones and

accompanying vessels were transferred together from the grave to the

bone-pits.

In some cases skulls and vases were so tightly packed that it was

impossible to decide which had been deposited together. Fig. 8 shows

a group of three jugs, a small jar with contracted mouth, and a round dish,

' No. 40. Tall jar of grey ill-fired clay, with small pouring-lip and two handles just below the

rim. Ht. "20 m. ; diam. at base, "lo; at mouth, '17. Laid on its side, containing bones of an

infant.
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which were associated in one of the latest interments made here. The jutj

with long spout is of a common Kamares form, but the trefoil mouth of

the tall jugs is characteristic of the developed Mycenaean period at

Palaikastro.

With this doubtful exception the pottery is pre-Mycenaean in

Fic. 8.

—

Groit 01 l-ivK N'ases, as foi;m).

character. While much of it is a cheap and commonplace local ware

covered with a brown, black, or reddish wash, there are over a score of

examples of true Kamares technique, with vivid polychrome decoration of

white and orange-red on a black slip.

As the examples show (Figs. 9-12), the ornament is geometrical

and as )et unaffected by the distinctive naturalism of the succeeding

period. The forms are relatively more advanced than the decoration
;

Fig. 9 and the two-handled cup in the middle of the upper row of

Fig. 7 are skilful reproductions from metal prototypes. Another cup

is adorned with the figure of a white dove, modelled in the round and

supported on a slender stem so as to appear to hover over it ; and a still

more ambitious piece of plastic work, a bowl found outside this enclosure

on the opposite slope of the ridge, has the whole of its interior covered with

miniature oxen, reclining rank behind rank to the number of nearly 2CO

w ith the figure of a herdsman upright in the centre. The cup represented

on Plate XVII, Fig. 3, belongs to a different class; I know of no close

parallel for the charmingly free scroll-pattern on its exterior ; the nearest

analogies are to be found at Ph)lakopi. It is painted in dark sepia, with a

white border to the .sepia band, over a buff ground sprinkled with sepia

spots.

The patience of the kw picked " knife-men " who lay or crouched in

the trenches cutting through the compost of bones and pottery inch by
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KiG. 9.

Fig. 10.
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incli was sometimes rewarded with unexpected treasures such as the

exquisite Httle vases shown on Plate XVII, Fig. 3. Of those in the upper

row the first from the left is of a soft grey and pink sandstone, the second

of limestone, the third is the lamp of green schist already described, the

fourth is a delicately carved crater of alabaster, the fifth of steatite. In the

lower row, the first and third are flat-spouted steatite lamps,^ the second a

plain steatite bowl. These vessels seem to have been valuable ; the

alabaster bowl was protected by an inverted plate ; and a clay lamp and

several clay bowls shaped and coloured in imitation of stone vessels are a

further proof of the extent to which they were prized. Later in the

Mycenaean period we know that steatite vessels became relativelj-

common.

The Tr/Vo?i-she\\ occurs as frequently in early deposits in Crete as it

KiG. 13.

—

Ivory Disc (f).

does in Mycenaean ornament—for the so-called murex on the later pottery

is only a degradation of the Triton ; so it was not surprising to find one

here. It lay immediately under a skull together with the polychrome

bowl represented in Fig. 10 above, two common cups, and a coarse tripod

cooking-pot.

Another interesting little group consisted of a tiny bronze cutter, a

common yellow cup, and an ivory disc with engravings on both faces

(Fig- 13)-

The quartered design of a is related to patterns on Kamares vases

from this district, that of b to some of the early steatite prism-seals pub-

lished by Mr. Evans in ' Further Discoveries of Cretan and Aegean Script

'

' One of them was found outside the S.E. angle of the enclosure, near a skeleton stretched at

full length, the only instance of normal inhumation found in this excavation.
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{J.H.S. xvii. 1897), in particular to PI. x. 13 <^, while the border maybe
compared with that of PI. ix. i c.

From another part of the enclosure came a black steatite prism-seal of

the transitional class which Mr. Evans has described as in many respects

Mti^-,>A«^^k*UO

Fic. 14. -Bi.ACK Steatite Prism (f).

fitting on to those just described {I.e. p. 334). The scrolls on our Fig. 14 c

may be compared with those on a similar steatite seal in the Copenhagen

collection {I.e. p. 335, Fig. 4) ; they are clearly of Egyptian origin.

i^ 3.

—

The Painted Larnax, and some other Larnax-burials.

(FlATES XVIII. AND XIX.)

The custom, wide-spread in Minoan Crete/ of depositing the remains

of the dead in an earthenware sarcophagus, has been illustrated by several

discoveries at Palaikastro. In the summer of 1901, during one of the

exploring journeys undertaken by Mr. J. H. Marshall from our head

quarters at Praesos, he was so lucky as to unearth two of these ossuaries

in the north bank of the river. One of them, which is decorated with a

painted design of exceptional interest, is reproduced on Plates XVIII and

XIX from designs by Mr. Gillieron.

Its material is a well-baked dark-red clay, coarse-grained and con-

taining particles of quartz ; over this is laid a good creamy slip ; the

colour of the paint varies from red to black.

' ScL- Orsi, Uriie ftinebri irelesi '\x\ Monumetiti Aiitichi I. (1890), and Pcrrot ami C'hipiez, I.ix

(rice primitive, jip. 455, 456.
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It has the form of a chest, r22 m. long, -44 wide, and 67 high ; the

height of the gable-shaped lid is -31 m., giving a total height of about

one metre. Like other larnakes of this form it is raised on four feet, and

has drain-holes in the bottom for the escape of moisture. It had four

vertical handles on each side (some now missing) and a horizontal one at

each end ; it is remarkable that the lid is entirely without handles,

provision being made for lifting and replacing it by an unusual development

of the ridge-pole. Most of the known examples {e.g. Fig. 15 below) have

handles on the lid corresponding to those of the body, and it now appears

Fig. 15.—Larnax with sunk Panels, from Palaikastro.

that they served not only for lifting the cover but for tying it on ; above

each of the outermost handles on the long sides of the Palaikastro larnax

two holes have been bored near the lower edge of the lid,^ evidently to

admit strings by which lid and body could be laced together for security

in transport. ^ The ridge-pole has an irregular polygonal section, varying

from hexagonal to octagonal. At first sight this prominent feature along

with the general shape of the box and its cover might suggest that the

' They are indicated on Plate XVI If.

'^
It has been suggested that these larnakes were carried by means of poles thrust through the

vertical side-handles. I doubt if they would stand the strain ; their attachment to the clay of the

sides is quite superficial. No doubt they were usually made within easy reach of the tomb.
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whole was meant to imitate a house with a gable-roof. This, however, is

not the case ; the construction of the body reproduces the framint^ and

panels of a wooden chest. On the less elaborate examples previously in

the Candia Museum a reminiscence of wood-construction survives only in

a perpendicular line of paint corresponding to the edge of the panel ; but

in this e.\ ample and in another which I excavated at the same spot

(Fig. 15) the actual framing of the wooden chest with its six sunk panels

is faithfully repeated. Mr. Evans has argued from the Nilotic decoration

of certain larnakes that the chests which they imitated had been imported

from EgyjJt. Their frequent occurrence in North-eastern Crete, on the

highway of navigation between Knossos and Egypt, bears out this ver}'

probable supposition.^

The decoration emphasises the structural divisions, the frame-posts

being covered by bands of spirals, serpentine lines, or dark and light

triangles (on one end), with a band of quatrefoils on the raised band

dividing the side-panels. These panels are -57 m. high and -47 wide.

Each contains a single figure, the vacant spaces being filled according to a

curious convention of Mycenaean design by groups of wave-lines attached

to the border. Panel a (Plate XVIII) is a very remarkable representation

of a slender column, provided with a base and moulded capital and sup-

porting a pair of 'sacred horns' and a double-axe, springing from between

two flowers. The design is a variation of the familiar and beautiful scheme

of a flower on an upright stem placed between two which droop to right

and left. The draughtsman has substituted a column for the stalk, and

the group of horns and axe for the flower, continuing the analogy

consciously or unconsciously in the axe-like form of the stamen-tips at

either side. The discovery of this monument followed close on the

publication of Mr. Evans' paper on Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult, and

furnished a striking confirmation of his views regarding the Horns and the

Double-Axe. We have other evidence of the significance of the double

axe at Palaikastro. Mr. Xanthoudides recently published the designs

engraved on two stone matrices which, as I learned upon the spot, were

discovered at Palaikastro in a field west of 'ETrdvco Meroxi' Among the

' Many have been discovered hv ihe peasants at I'alaikastro ; see Spratt, 'I'ravcli in Ln/i,

i. p. 210. One is built in near a well to serve as a wash-tub, another tilled with soil and used a> ;i

huge flower-pot. All the crosses on the map (Plate XV), west of those at the foot of Kastri, mark

spots where they have been found. Near Turloli I s;i\\ one in use as the recipient of a wine-i)rc».

-
'E<f>. 'Apx- 1890, iriv. 3, 4.

2 P *
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figures which it was possible to manufacture with the help of these moulds

are—a woman holding a double-axe uplifted in either hand : a woman in

the same attitude holding what appear to be flowers : a pair of horns : two

very ornate double-axes : and an openwork disc with radiate margin re-

calling the stars on panels c and d, and the disc that is sometimes

associated with the horn emblem.

Palaikastro has also furnished a parallel for the stepped pedestal

immediately under the double-axe of the larnax, in a stepped plinth of

steatite (-115 m. square at base, -09 high) which I obtained from a peasant

there and placed in the Candia Museum ; in the centre of its upper surface

there is a round drilled socket 04 m. deep and nearly -02 m. in diameter,

and two holes for horizontal cross-bolts have been bored through from

opposite faces of the upper step.

The remaining panels represent respectively a winged gryphon, a fish,

and a bird. The upper part of b is divided off by a straight line support-

ing two horn-emblems ; the adjoining border is filled with conventional

' rock-work,' the space being too small for the usual wave-lines ; a star and

a flower appear in the field. The drawing of the gryphon, represented

standing with spread wings and uplifted tail, is far from successful. The
fish (.? dolphin) on c (Plate XIX) is represented upside down, according to

our conventions
; in the field are two stars and a rosette. The bird in d

has wings and tail treated in the same fashion as the wings of the gryphon.

The ornamentation of the lid repeats the star and other elements which

appear on the body ; that of the ends includes scale-pattern, chess-board,

and a pair of horns with a bud springing from between them.

Mr. J. H. Marshall, to whose promptitude the preservation of this important
monument is due, finding himself unable to undertake the publication of it owing
to the pressure of his work in India, has sent me particulars of the circumstances
in which he discovered it and its fellow. In the following note, A is the painted
larnax now in the Candia Museum, B an inferior example which was much ruined
and has not been put together.

' The corner of B was projecting from the bank of the river about a mile
inland. It had been laid bare by the storm which swept over Eastern Crete a
little time previously. At the back of this was A ; both were surrounded by walls of
unhewn stones roughly set together and the floor was also paved with rough stones.

Behind A were two Mycenaean vases.^ The two larnakes were side by side within
an inch of each other. The first exposed to view (B) was made of coarse smooth
clay of more tenacious texture than A ; on this was a thin red slip and dark sepia
paint burnt to black ; it seemed to have been overfired. The lid was flat. The

' These will be published in an article by Mr. K. M. Dawkins on the Palaikastro pottery.
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1

sides had no perpendicular bands, but the base and corners projected i*8 cm. from

the walls. It was much destroyed ; whatever ornament there had originally been

was of the plainest description Its whole appearance was of the coarsest and
most indistinctive kind, but its contents seem to proclaim it as belonging with A to

the Mycenaean period. There were fragments of a bronze cutter, of a dagger and

SECTION

PLAN:

Fu;. 16.

—

Position ok Larnakes in River-Bank.

spearhead. In A, there were a knife and spear-heads and remnants of a human
skull, but no other bones.'

-^—A cross on the map (Plate XV) marks the scene of Mr. Marshall's discovery,

on the north bank of the river beside the hamlet of 'Ayiav TpiaSa. It may have

been a family burial-place attached to the megalithic house a hundred yards further

SECTION.

PLAN.
Fig. 17. —Larnax-Burial on the Cliff.

(Scale about i : 30).

up stream, which yielded Mycenaean pottery and a lamp like the one found at

Petras (p. 285, Fig. 4). The winter floods are gradually eating away the bank, and
the peasants have seen several larnakes exposed and broken up. Mr. Comyn and
I excavated round about and discovered two others, crushed by the stream but

in their original positions (Fig. 16). One is the small chest with sunk panels already
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mentioned (Fig. 15 above), a few vertical stripes of dark red being all that remained
of the painted design. The junction of lid and body had been puddled over with

fine clay so as to seal it hermetically. The bones inside were almost completely

decomposed. A small pseudaviphora with careless black paint on a red slip stood

on the ground at the north end, and a broken bronze knife-blade was found to the

East. South of this chest was a bath-shaped larnax ; it contained only the bones
of a skeletonised corpse, the arm- and leg-bones piled in the middle, the skull laid

at the narrower east end.

Another interment of this kind was discovered on the cliff south-east

of House A. My attention was called to it by some pieces of limestone set

in line along what looked like a cut edge of the soft conglomerate which

forms the cliff. The deposit, shown in Fig. 17, consisted of a small bath

(•50 m. by '25 m. internally) with a smaller tub (circular base '32 in

diameter), inverted over it to form a cover. When the cover was lifted

two fragments of a skull were seen lying on a surface of fine sandy earth
;

below this filling were a skull and bones, not of a child as I had expected,

Cia'^'K'^^ Ail

:». If ^

Fig. 18.

—

Engraved Cylinder from Larnax-Burial.

but of an adult ; the two fragments laid on the surface had evidently been

overlooked when the bones were transferred from the grave to the ossuary.

Below the skull were fragments of a bronze ring.

A yard away to the west, lying on the floor of a crushed and broken

\i2i'C^-larnax, was found an engraved Mycenaean cylinder of soft black

stone, the design of which is developed in Fig. 18. The stone is so

much worn that it is hard to say whether the two female figures are meant

for zoocephalous companions of the lion-headed demon, or ordinary women.

Although the design is Mycenaean, the form is a very rare one in Crete
;

its presence here must be due to Oriental influences. In like manner a

cornelian bead with scarabaeoid markings found in House B points to the

importation of Egyptian forms.
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5:j 4.

—

The Beehive Tomb.

Ar.OUT 300 yards east of Angathia, where the road to Roussolakkos

runs for some distance in tlie track of a small torrent-bed, the winter's

floods had eaten into the roadway and exposed a ' bath-tub ' larnax.

This had been broken up before our arrival. It seemed worth while to dig

round about, the more so as house-walls are visible a few paces a\\a\-, and

earthenware coffins are sometimes found in groujis near the homesteads.

This led to the discovery, on May 7th, not of another larnax, but of a

chamber-tomb of a t\'pe previously unknown to the native diggers.

Twent}' \-ards west of the original clue, and just north of the road, a trial

pit struck the clean-cut wall of a dronios 730 m. long descending at a

stee[j angle to the south and widening from 115 m. at the start to r45 at

the lower qw(\, where the entrance to the chamber was blocked b\' a wall

of undressed limestone standing six courses high. Beyond was a doorwa}'

80 wide, cut in the dark red clay subsoil, its lintel and the upper part of its

jambs destroyed. The dimensions of the drovios had prc()ared us to find

^ ^
Fig. 19.—PSEUDAMPHORA FROM Ul'TEK DeI'OSIT IN BeK-IIiVE To.MB. (I : 3).

the chamber a large one, but it proved disproportionately small, and

irregular in shape, its longest diameter being only 2"30 m. The roof had

fallen in, but otherwise the tomb had not been disturbed or plundered.

We were removing the loose top-soil and had not }-et reached the fallen

masses of roof-earth, when there came into view a broken pseudamphora

(Fig. 19) of an unusual squat shape 065 high, -15 in diameter, with a

Triton-shell painted on the shoulder (red paint on fine yellow slip). It

rested on a heap of bones, a little to the left of the centre of the tomb as

.seen from the door, 70 below the surface of the ground. The skull lay 30
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beyond the heap of bones, with the neck-opening upwards. Owing to the

flow of water overhead the earth was very damp, and the skull and bones

too rotten for preservation. Near the skull was a much corroded silver

ring, beside the bones part of a bone pin. The grouping of the bones

suggested that the corpse had been skeletonised by previous interment.

The skull may have been placed on the bone-heap, as was often done in

the 'Kamares ' cemetery, and have rolled away during the filling in of the

tomb.

Below the bones was a stratum over a metre thick of clay in large

clods—the fallen roof, and below that a number of crushed vases and

implements, arranged as shown in the plan (Fig. 20).

Fi(

SECTION.

20.

—

Beehive-Tomb: I'lan, Section, am> DetailI'i an showini; ARRANOEMENr ok
Lower Detosit.

1. Pseiulamphora, Ht. "3!. Black bands, yellow slip, red clay. On shoulder chevrons in

fan-grouping.

2. Pseudaniphora. Ht. '^}. Clay like that of i, with redder slip and belter glaze, band of

snake ornament, three bands of red-brown paint above and below. On shouMer two very con-

ventional birds, bodies filled with chev rons, face to face, holding worms in their beaks.

3. Small cup, unbroken.

4. Bowl with contracted foot and pouring-lip. Ht. oS. Diam. at mouth 15, at base '045

Careless brown-red paint round lip within and without, descending in scollops.

5. Pseudaniphora. Ht. 35. Bl.ack band-;, yellow slip, yellow clay, surface perished. (Form

nearly = F. and L. Afyk. Vaseti. xiv. 88).

6. Dagger. Length '^l. Three studs ami traces of bone plates in sunk places of hilt.

7. Razor. Length '13, breadth "05, thickness of back 009. Much perished and incapable

of preservation (cf. F. and L. Taf. D. 8).

8. Knife-blade. Length '22. Two studs fur handle.

9. Fragments of thin bone with engraved lines. Perha])s a comb.

The whole of the earth was sifted, but excepting the comb just

mentioned, not a particle of bone was discovered below the stratum of
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clods. It follows that the funeral offerings had been deposited, but not the

body, when the roof collapsed, and it may be assumed that the bones laid on

top of the fallen mass are those of the person for whom the tomb was

prepared. In any case a comparison of the vase found above with those

found below shows that the interval cannot have been a long one.

The attempt to introduce this foreign type of tomb at Palaikastro

seems to have been a failure. The designer had made the initial blunder of

running his drovios down the side of the hill, and we may conjecture that

signs of weakness in the roof prevented him from excavating a chamber

proportionate in size and finish to the broad and symmetrical entrance.

No doubt it was failures like this which led to the substitution of stone-

lined tholoi for chambers scooped out of the subsoil. At Palaikastro we

know only of this one experiment ; the other Mycenaean graves there are

ordinary pit-graves containing larnakes. The evidence suggests that

tholos-burial was introduced in eastern Crete towards the close of the

Minoan Age, and that even when they adopted the foreign form of tomb

the Eteocretans retained their primitive practice of skeletonising the

body and reinterring the bones.

As to the date of the tomb, the degenerate decoration of the pottery

shows it to belong to that later period in which the centre of gravity of the

Aegean world shifted from Crete to the mainland. On the small

pseudamphora the Triton-shell is seen halfway in the course of modifica-

tion which transformed it into the figure called PiirpurscJinecke by

Furtwangler and Loeschcke.

We may learn something too from the bronzes. The same

implements, sword, knife, and razor, larger but similar in form, were found

in one of the richer graves at lalysos. Tomb IV. (F. L. Myk. Vas. Taf. D.

Figs. 6, 8, II, and pp. 7, 8) which has several points of contact with that

of Menidi, together with two pear-shaped jars (Taf. III. Figs. 19, 20), of a

form and ornament common to lalysos and to Tell-el-Amarna. A sword

and razor of the same form as those found at lalysos occurred in one of a

series of late Mycenaean chamber-tombs at Canea, and are preserved in

the Museum there. The Palaikastro tomb, lying three-quarters of a mile

inland, may have been constructed by settlers who occupied the plain a

generation or more after the abandonment of the town on the sea-shore.
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§ 5.

—

The Houses on the Cliff. House A.

Of all the ruins on this site the most conspicuous are those of a large

house, built of huge undressed limestone blocks, on the promontory south

of the crescent-shaped port. Its former extent is attested b}' the number

of blocks strewn at the foot of the gravel-cliff, which, like all the adjoining

coast-line, is being eaten away by the sea, and even now the size and

strength of its walls arrest the eye and suggest that they, and not the

insignificant houses on the summit of Kastri, gave to the harbour and

plain the name of Palaikastro. We tested this building b}- excavating a

single room near the apex of the promontory ; it contained large storage-

vessels,^ flakes of obsidian, steatite sherds, and a scrap of wall-revetment

of gypsum—the last an interesting proof of Knossian influence, for gypsum

is not readily obtained at Palaikastro, the nearest deposits being near

Roukaka. It will be excavated more completely in the coming season.

Remains of smaller houses can be traced along the cliff for 300 metres

south of this point. One of them, House A (Fig. 21) was selected for

excavation in the hope that it might prove to be contemporary with the

Kamares cemetery on the ridge to the West ; the finding of some well-

preserved Kamares pots ^ in a room close by on the brink of the cliff ga\e

colour to this expectation. In the event it proved to belong to the period

of the exodus, with remains of an earlier house underl)ing it. The plan

shows the want of doorways characteristic of basement-rooms in houses of

the Minoan period in Crete and Melos. Built or monolithic troughs, used

perhaps for bruising olives before pressing, were found at both levels ; the

quadrant-shaped stone platform in the Room north of 7 may be the sub-

structure of an oil-press.

The house lies 25 paces from the cliff on a knoll sloping to N. and ^^'. The walls

have a bottom-course of undressed limestone blocks with large corner-stones, and
upper courses of rubble, the construction being very poor in comparison with that of

Houses?. No brick-earth was found. There had been an earlier house of different

plan on the same site ; the two levels are well defined in 7, where the clay floor of

the later house was "40 m. above the paved floor of the earlier one. Parallel to the

' Jar (hi. "34 111., iiioulh-diameler "24) with Iwo handles and spout on shoulder; tall, rather

slender /j<'W<7w///t>rcZ (hi. "41); two />///ioi (hi. 75, diain. of mouth -38).

- A thin tumbler, hiack with while bands, and a spouted ' hole-mouth ' 'ar with a sprinkled

rock-work pattern on reddish ground.
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W. wall and inside it are remains of the original wall of the room and beside it a

built trough '^^ square, both below the later floor ; at the same level were found the

M WALLS OP- EARUERhOUSE

jrWALL50F LATER HOUSE

CISTLRN.

A.— 1

SECTION A-

B

5ECTI0NC-D:

ioniiI ' ' ' * -^
IP

I I I I r : METRES
Fig. 21.—HofSE A, Palaikastko.

fragments of a tall jug of transitional style, decorated with red paint on a warm
yellow slip, the red surfaces being stippled over with dots and other small ornaments

X
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in white. Built into walls of the later house, and therefore at least as old as the period
of its construction, were pieces of a large jar painted in a local imitation of the
" Palace-style " with a design of lilies and fish. Other remains of the older house
may be seen outside to the W. and ^. ; its plan could not be recovered.

The principal room of the later house was 7, entered by a raised threshold

formed of two flags (i m. by i*o8) ; its roof was supported by a column, the lime-

stone base of which is "32 in diameter and "18 thick. Against the N.E. wall is a
large ashlar block, perhaps used as a bench. Near the column were remains of a

pithos like one found whole in 5. The other vases found here were two jars ('34

and '14 m. high respectively) and a small jug, of types abundant in the magazines of

House B. In the .S. angle of 7 a door leads into a side-room containing a

quadrant-shaped platform, paved and furnished with a raised margin ; it might be
explained as a hearth, but the stones show no marks of fire, and I am inclined to

regard it as part of an oil-press.

Rooms 1, 2, and 6 have no entrance from without. In the middle of 1 is a

roughly-built bench, in the S.E. angle two stone troughs of coarse grit. Several

saddle querns and stone rubbers were found here, a perforated " fire-box " and much
rustic pottery. 3, 4, and 6 yielded nothing of interest. 5, a small magazine, contains

a well-preserved pithos (ht. 74, diam. over rim, "34) with turn-over lip, ring on
neck, four vertical handles on shoulder, and below them a triple undulating band
in relief ; broken jars of the same type were found in 7 in the courtyard. In the

walls enclosing this magazine and in its floor were found the fragments of the fish-

and-lily vase mentioned above.

Room 8 presents a curious structural feature in the solid block of masonry to

the left of the entrance ; in the angle of this we discovered a small cist, a cube of

•27 to '30 m., neatly formed with thin slabs of slate, containing a Triton shell which
had in all probability been concealed there as a charm. This room yielded a great

deal of pottery ; unlike the rooms of House B. it was in extraordinary confusion and
seemed to have been ransacked at the time when the town was abandoned. Shapes
i> 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9 of Fig. 20 were represented here ; there was also a black-slip

jar of the Petras type (p. 284 Fig. 2), and a two-edged bronze knife-blade, with three

studs in line at the butt (length •14, greatest width '04), and a lump of obsidian.

The same confusion prevailed in the adjoining room 9- Besides shattered pottery

it yielded a bronze awl, a hone "07 long with suspension-hole, and a miniature

limestone bowl 04 high of a type that may have been in use for a long period, since

it occurred in the Kamdres cemeteries on the ridge ^ and at Patema, and with late

Mycenaean ware on the summit of Kastri.

Further north the ground falls away and the walls are lost ; there is a formed
surface of masons' chippings, probably the floor of a courtyard, and in the middle of it

an oblong trough (2'i3 m. x x'lo) of slabs roughly fitted together. N.E. from the

house, 8 m. away, is a circular cistern built of limestone puddled with clay, 370
deep, 2 m. in diameter at the mouth, somewhat less at the bottom. It contained

a considerable variety of Mycenaean pottery and a sprinkling of Kamdres fragments.

The rarity of the later is the more surprising because the room already mentioned
in which several whole Kamdres vases were found lies only 7 m. further north.

' See Plate XVII., Fig. 3, the second from the left in the upper row.
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—

Forms of Pottery found in Houses A and B, Palaikastro.
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ij 6.—TiiK OuARTKR West of thk Ridge.—House B.

(PlATKS VIII. 2, XVII. 4 5. AM) XX.)

This block may be divided into three parts (see plan PI. XX.), {a) a

large house (rooms i—22) with megalithic outer walls, shown in solid

black on the large plan and separately in Fig. 21, {b) a courtyard to the

South-east, {c) an annexe extending to the north and north-west (23—36)

which may or may not have formed part of the same whole. So far as

STREET.

METRES.

Fic. 23.—Mouse B. Tlan ok thi: Main Housk.

{b) and (t) are concerned, the present report is provisional, the excavation

of them being unfinished.

The entrance to the court was from the direction of the harbour, an earlier

entrance from the street through room 12 having been blocked by a staircase

inserted there when the upper storey was added. In the northern angle of the
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court is a well, vSo m. in diameter at the mouth, which we explored to a depth of

4-50 m., finding both Kamares and Mycenaean pottery. In the blind passage 4
there was a mass of fragments of the same Mycenaean types and sometimes

forming part of the same vases as those found in the upper part of the well ; this

recess probably contained a wooden stair up which water could be carried to the

bath-room 3 (see section A— B, Fig. 22).

Room 1, opening only on the court, is destroyed to foundation-level on the

east ; it had a stamped clay floor, and may have been a wash-house. Passing

round to the porch 8, we find on the left a recess meant to hold a wooden bench
;

the porch of House Con the other side of the street (plan, opposite room 14), has

a stone bench in the same position, and so has that of House G at Zakro {B.S.A.

vii. p. 139). A threshold (rQox '55) of limestone from Cape Sidhero divides the

5ECTI0N.C-D;

Kic. 24.

—

Sections through House B.

porch from a vestibule 7 which leads into the chief room of the house, a Megaroii

of 7 '60 m. X 5 m. (25 X 1 6.1 ft.)— dimensions near to those of the smaller Megaron
at Tiryns. Together 6 and 7 form an L-shaped whole, but the rectangle 6 is

marked off by its pavement which consisted of a regular border of squared slabs,

enclosing others fitted together in less regular fashion ; within this again is a sunk
area ryo m. square, framed in a border of rectangular slabs and lined with white

cement, and at the four angles stand round column-bases varying from 32 m.
to "36 in diameter. Plate VHI. Fig. 2, which is a view from the northern angle of

the Megaron, lof)king nearly due south, makes a fuller description unnecessary.

The four colunuis and the sunk area between them indicate the position oi a

square opening in the roof from which the Megaron, surrounded on ail sides l)\

(jther rooms, derived its light. In Mycenaean palaces on the mainland the hearth

occupies the corresponding position, but we were unable to find any trace ol .1
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hearth or of burned matter hereabouts and are therefore justified in interpreting this

cemented space on the analogy of the cemented and sunk floors of the light-shafts

at Knossos and Phaestos.

Five doorways give access from the Megaton to adjoining rooms—2 is a paved

vestibule from which a narrow door on the right leads to the bath room 3, shown
in greater detail in Fig. 25. The vestibule was divided from the further part of

2 by one or more doorways ; a single jamb is preserved on the left, not quite in

Hne with the wall between 2 and 3 and thus leaving room for the step required by

the difference of level between the two parts of 2 ; no trace of this step remains

however, the North-Eastern part of 2, as of 1 and 6, having been denuded by the

flow of a water-course draining the upper part of Roussolakkos. Below the floor-

level of 2 is a curving strip of flag-paving, apparently a footpath connected with an
older house ; it is not, as might be supposed, a drain.

The plan of the bath-room should be compared with that of a very similar

room in the palace of Knossos {B.S.A. vii. p. 62, Fig. 19) ; such resemblances

Fig. 25.

—

Bath-room of House B.

A Steps down. B Square shaft of column. C Basin. D Door-jamb. E Position of stair to well ?

attest a more than superficial community of manners between Central and Eastern

Crete as well as between the ruling class and the bourgeoisie} The first consider-

able deposit of pottery was found here, consisting of the following vessels ranged in

orderly fashion round the walls :

(a) Painted ware

:

Three-handled pseudamphora, with degraded festoon-pattern (Fig. 26).

Jug with slightly raised beak and careless spray-pattern.

Yellowish cup of Kamdres type with white stripes.

{b) Plain red ware :

Amphora with elliptical mouth (Fig. 22, No. 9), ht. -45 m., mouth 07 x ti

Jug with trefoil mouth (Fig. 22, No. 7), ht. -43, greatest diameter '17.

Smaller jug of same shape (Fig. 22, No. 4).

1 It may be suspected that a much ruined compartment in House B at Knossos [B.S.A. vi. PI.

V. facing p. 74)* was a bath-room. It was not sunk, however, in this respect resembling the bath -

room attached to the * Queen's Megaron ' of the adjoining Palace.
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Bowl with spreading mouth (Fig. 22, No. 6), ht. -lo, diam. at mouth -19, at

base 8.

Three-handled pear-shaped jar, ht. "ii.

Oblong cover for a dish, in the form of the head and back of an ox, ht. 12

length -31.

Three cylindrical jars, smaller versions of one from Petras (p. 284, Fig. 2), one

containing five rounded pebbles rather bigger than a hen's egg, much blackened

by fire—perhaps used for heating water.

Some miniature jugs, and common cups face downwards.

Another door leads from the Megaron into 5, originally a very large room but

diminished by the construction of a staircase on the left of the door ; four steps

•70 wide remain in situ, and the rubble foundation of others, blocking a doorway

by which 5 formerly communicated with 21. This doorway was then turned into

/

Fig. 26. — Pseudamphora found in the Bath-room {\).

a cupboard and was found full of cups and rustic ware. Nearly opposite the door-

way of 5 t\yo steps descend into a stone-paved compartment ; here too an enormous

number of common cups were discovered. The whole area of 5 was rich in pottery,

and there were burnt matter and fragments of bone in the floor earth ; it may have

been a kitchen. Minor finds : three female idols of clay, one with left hand on

breast, yellow clay with black paint ; clay head of an ox : a strip of bone, carved on

one side with a flat bead-ornament ; miniature vases of grey-blue ware, including

one with globular body and spout like one from Petras : and a number of

Mycenaean sherds, among them some with marine designs.

The space 22 also was rich in rustic pottery ; it is not yet completely

excavated. North-west of it, and interrupting the roundabout passage from 5 to

21, is a deep pit which yielded a bronze ring and a little bronze dove. Room 21

yielded nothing noteworthy except some red wall-plaster, including pieces with
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modelled convex surface. Space 20, the doorless compartment beyond, seems to

have become a cellar at the reconstruction ; the narrow slit between it and the

Megaron contained four dozen plain cups whole and many others broken, packed in

rouleaux, taller cups and jugs, bones of sheep or goats, bits of obsidian and pumice,
a tiny leaf-shaped lamp with rudimentary handle, and— near the bottom—a heap
of stucco fragments which when pieced together form part of a pair of "Horns
of Consecration," derived probably from a domestic shrine.

The group of rooms 16

—

19 in the north-west corner require further study

before their architectural history can be deciphered. The doorway connecting them
with 9 was found blocked. I have kept the interesting groups 10— 12— 13 and
9—14—15 to the last.

10 and 13 are magazines communicating with one another but without visible

means of ingress from without. They were found stocked with several hundreds
of vases, the larger ranged, round the walls, the smaller in confused heaps as if fallen

from shelves. Probably in the original condition of the house 12 was a vestibule

between the street and the court, and there was no partition between 12 and 13,

which gave access to 10. The built-up stone bench in 10 and remains of a

rr\

^

Fig. 27.

—

Stucco Horns.

(The shaded portion shows the section.)

painted plaster floor show that it was a room of importance ; in some Turkish

houses a reception-room interposed in the same way between the street and the court

enables the master to receive visitors without disturbing the women at work in the

court. When a second storey was added the openings from 12 into 11 and 13
were blocked, and in 12 was built a staircase i"9o m. broad, of which three steps

remain. It was probably at this time that 10 and 13 became storerooms. In the

northern angle of 10 a space measuring •80 m. x -90 was found unoccupied, while

elsewhere the vases formed a continuous series round the walls ; it may mark the

position of the entrance.^ The pottery and other objects found in these two rooms
require a detailed description and illustrations for which there is no space in the

present article.

In 12 among the rubble forming the bed for the steps were two stone

implements which may have been used by the ancient masons, a greenstone polisher

of irregular form, '13 long, and a much-bruised limestone pounder, 25 m. long and
28 in girth.

Room 9 had a floor of stamped clay. The quantity of burned black matter

found near the floor showed that the fire extended to this room, which was in use

' The wall has now (April, 1903) been Icslei

fjlan, has been found, connectinii; 10 and 7.

at this point, and a doorway, not sh<7wn in tlie
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as a lamp-store and may also have contained oil. Several large steatite lamps were
found here, calcined by fire ; one had a spreading foot "34 in diameter, another

measured 28 with a column 'ii in diameter. A square lamp or brazier without

lips for the wicks, and a cylindrical jar with a spout, also occurred here.

In 14 there are remains of a good flag-pavement. The wall towards the

street is so much destroyed that it is uncertain whether there was a door here or

not. In the middle of the room is a column-base "37 m. in diameter. The need
of a column here is explained by the discovery immediately over it of a larger

column-base (•51 in diameter, •21 thick) which must have stood in the room above.

Marks on the smaller base seem to show that the column which it supported was
only '26 in diameter ; the weathering on the bases in the Megaron gives the same
diameter for the columns which stood there.

The small room 15, entered from 14, had a plastered-floor, which however
did not extend beyond the low wall (cross-hatched on plan) dividing the room in

two ; it is constructed over a rough pavement, and seems to have continued some
way up the walls, forming a kind of shallow tank.

All the rooms hitherto described were full of the peculiar crisp red soil formed
by the disintegration of the brick-built upper storey—on the south-west it lay i'25 m.
deep; the largest brick found measures "56 m. by "42 by "14, the normal size being

about '40 ni. by "30 by 'lo.^ There can be no doubt that they were originally

sun-dried bricks, and were superficially fired in the conflagration which destroyed

the upper storey, the proof being that the mud with which they were bonded shows
the effects of fire as much as the bricks themselves.

Mixed with the brick-earth were scraps of wall-plaster. Pieces painted with

stripes "04 m. wide in two shades of soft blue came from 5. Among debris from

the room above 10 which had slid down into the courtyard (11) were bits with

four stripes, red, yellow, red and white, which may have adorned the outside of the

wall ; walls of sun-dried bricks would of course require the protection of plaster.

We have to imagine the upper storeys of Mycenaean Palaikastro painted like

Modern (Ireek churches with red and yellow stripes. The inner walls of the rooms
above 10 and 13 were red. From 22 came traces of a pattern, apparently a spiral,

in dark red and yellow: from 24 the small courtyard adjoining 19-21, plain sur-

faces of buff and slate-blue. Some of the upper rooms had floors paved with

limestone flagging
;
quantities of it, in some cases reduced by the fire into a sort

of slag, were found in 10, a little in 3 and in 5, none in 13. The room above 14
had been floored with kiln-baked earthenware tiles, 04 thick and at least '30 square.

The outer walls of the main house are built of irregular pick-dressed cubes of

the- local limestone ; door sills, pavements and column-bases are formed of a highly

stratified lime stone quarried on Cape Sidhero, while the ashlar blocks are of a dark

yellow freestone which is still worked at to, SKapta three miles to the south-east of

the ancient town.

Rooms 23-36 were only partially cleared, and it is difl^cult therefore to discuss

their relationship and construction. They do not seem to have had an upper storey,

such brick earth as they contain being derived from the adjacent house. Their

covering is tight-packed brown earth with a large admixture of stones, suggesting

that the walls were carried up in rubble masonry. 24 was a courtyard. The two
doorways leading into it through 23, a late construction, had been walled up ; the

discovery of other blocked doorways may simplify the plan which is perplexing as it

stands. The upper earth of 24 yielded a coarse green celt, a cornelian bead with

' See the taljle c>f brick-dimensions given by Dorpfeld in Schlieniann's Tiryii^, y, 260.

2 1 *
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scarabaeoid markings, numerous small cups and some good Mycenaean ware

;

from a lower stratum came a steatite lamp, a bronze chisel, and a large unchipped
lump of obsidian. In the angle of 23 were three jugs of the shape of Fig. 20,

No. 7, containing well-preserved grain of three kinds, identified by Mr. Percy
Newberry, who has been so kind as to examine samples, as wheat {Triticum vulgare

Z.), garden pea {Pisum sativum Z.), and a smaller pea {Pisum elatius M. B.y
No. 25 contains a rude stone trough and a big jug of common ware with

three button-like projections grouped in a triangle below the spout. In 26 was
found an orderly deposit of unbroken vases, consisting of two pithoi, a large

pseudamphora (ht. '47), a smaller pear-shaped pseudamphora with degenerate
"polyp" ornament (ht. "28, Plate xvii. Fig. 4.), a steatite bowl with calyx-carving

(diam. 13), four large earthenware cups with horizontal handles, six smaller ones
with vertical handles, and a remarkable flat-bottomed trough with open ends
('43 m. long, -31 broad, 'lo high).

Rooms 28-31 may have formed a separate house. The first-named yielded

interesting fragments of a bath decorated in Kamdres technique with white sprays

on a black ground. In 29 there is evidence of an earlier and a later floor-level

;

the square pillar belongs to the later; its base is of stone but it was probably
continued upwards in mud bricks—the only brick earth noted hereabouts lay close

to the base. The three pithoi stand also on the higher floor. Opposite to the

pillar at the foot of the east wall was a steatite bowl, -12 m. in diameter, with a

moulded shoulder-pattern, a big pestle of grit, and the stem of a steatite lamp ; also

two large cylindrical terracotta weights, pierced through their axis (ht. 08 m.)
Nos. 32-36, so far as can be seen were cellars, No. 33 contained another

small deposit, a bronze double axe and a group of three pithoi. The largest (ht. 74
m.), which was closed with a well-fittir.g steatite lid and was quite empty, has the

flat turn-over lip, upright neck, and ring on the shoulder, which are characteristic

of the large "^Palace-style" jars, and a painted decoration of sprays, double axes

and bold four leaved whorls.

R. C. BOSANQUET.

^ For the original habitat of wheat see a paper by Mr. Newberry in Prof. Petrie's Hawara,
Biahmu and Arsinoe, pp. 49-50. For the garden-pea, cultivated from time immemorial in Europe

(Thcophrastus, Hist. Plant, viii. 3 and 5), and in Egypt from the twelfth dynasty onwards, see his

remarks in Kahun, Gurob and Hawara, p. 50. Pisum elatius is widely distributed in the Southern

Mediterranean region.

CORRIGENDA.

P- 139. 1- 5. for ' Otus ' read ' Olus.'

P. 139, 1. (y,for "PavKos' read ' 'PaC/coi.'

P. 144, footnote I, insert at end: TvXiffioi (p. 139), if the a be single,

should be added.

P. 154, footnote i,/or ' Skt. anahas ' read ' Skt. andhas.'

\ P. 1 70, in place offootnote 2 substitute

' That the clay Biigelkanne existed in Egypt shortly after the time of

Thothmes III we know from the occurrence at Tell el-Amarna of fragments

of these vases.

'



ANNUAL MEETING OF SUBSCRIBERS.

The Annual Meeting of Subscribers to the BRITISH School at
Athens was held in the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington

House, on October 14th, 1902, Thomas Hodgkin, Esq., D.C.L., Litt.D.,in

the Chair. The following Report on the Session 1901-02 was read by
the Hon. Secretary (Mr. William Loring) on behalf of the Managing
Committee :

—

The work of the School has been carried on successfully under the Director-

ship of Mr. Bosanquet during the past Session. The first student to arrive in

Athens was Miss Lorimer, Classical Tutor at Somerville College, Oxford, early in

October. After some weeks spent in country travel, she settled in Athens, and
remained there almost continuously till the beginning of April, devoting the

principal part of her time to a study of the fed-figured vases of the latter half of

the 5th cent, in the Central Museum, and the remainder to attendance at

lectures and visits to archaeological sites. Miss Lorimer accompanied the usual

German tours in the Pelopoimese, among the Islands, and to Troy, in the spring,

and visited some of the principal Museums in Europe on her outward and home-
ward journeys. Another lady student, the Baroness E. Rosenorn-Lehn,

(University College, London) in the course of a long season at the School (from

the beginning of November to the end of June) applied herself mainly to numis-

matic studies ; making a special investigation of the representations of birds in

ancient art, especially on coins, and also adding to her collection of materials for an

Index of coin types and symbols, which, if systematically carried out and judiciously

arranged, should prove invaluable. The Baroness visited the Museums at Berlin

and Munich on the way to Athens, and several museums and sites in Italy on
her return. She proposes to continue her studies in Florence, Rome, and Athens,

during the coming winter ; spending a considerable time in Athens, and resuming

her coin work there.

The men students were Mr. M. N. Tod, Scholar of St. John's College, Oxford
(' Senior Student '), Mr. F. W. Hasluck, Scholar of King's College, Cambridge
('School Student'), Mr. C. Heaton Comyn, F.R.I. B.A. (' Architectural Student'),
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Mr. A. P. Oppe (late Exhibitioner of New College, Oxford), and Mr. A. E. Hender-

son (Architect).

Subscribers who attended last year's Annual Meeting, may remember the hope

expressed by the Committee, and more fully dwelt on by the Chairman, Sir Richard

Jebb, that funds might some day be found for the endowment of one or more

Students or Fellows, pursuing some advanced study or research, holding their

stipends for a term of years, and being qualified to assist the Director so far as might

be necessary in matters relating to the administration of the School, the conduct of

excavations, and the publication of the ' Annual.' The Committee are happy to

report, that the design thus sketched out has already been realised by the appoint-

ment of Mr. M. N. Tod, the ' Senior Student,' who heads the preceding list, on a

fixed agreement for two years (190 1-3), with a possibility of renewal. This new

form of expenditure, however, seriously reduced the amount available for the work

in Crete which will be referred to later. Mr. Tod's special line of study being

Epigraphy, he spent much time in the Epigraphic Museum at Athens, under the

general direction of Dr. Wilhelm, collating and where necessary preparing for

publication a number of difficult 4th cent, inscriptions, which (it is hoped) will

shortly appear in the 'Journal of Hellenic Studies.' He also devoted a consider-

able time to more general archaeological studies, and to travel, and he has proved

very useful as an assistant to the Director, more especially in connexion with the

Hostel. Next year, he may be able to share with the Director the superintend-

ence of the excavations, and may also help to expedite the work of publishing

results, which has latterly fallen somewhat in arrear owing to a concentration of duties

in the Director's hands.

Mr. Hasluck arrived, with Mr. Bosanquet, at the beginning of November, and

devoted the winter (i) to attendance at archaeological lectures and the acquisition

of the modern language, (2) to a comprehensive study, in Athens, of the history

and antiquities of Cyzicus, in Asia Minor, with a view to an excavation which wa.s

to have been undertaken in the spring. The Committee regret that the proposed

excavation was necessarily abandoned, through no fault of Mr. Hasluck, and in

spite of repeated efforts at negotiation by the Director. Something, however, was

done : for Mr. Hasluck, with the assistance of a grant of ;^9o voted for that

purpose by the Managers of the Craven Fund at Cambridge, proceeded to the site

at the end of April, accompanied by Mr. A. E. Henderson, of Constantinople (a

former Student of the School), whom he assisted in a careful study and survey of

the site itself, as a preliminary to future work upon it. While there, Mr. Hasluck

collected some thirty-five unpublished inscriptions and two pieces of archaic sculp-

ture, one of which (a sixth century relief of Herakles) was considered of sufficient

value to be removed to the Imperial Museum at Constantinople.

Mr. Comyn was appointed to an ' Architectural Studentship ' in connexion

with the excavations in Crete. He proved most useful both in the preparation of

sketch plans and architectural drawings, and in drawing the more important speci-

mens of pottery ; and, before the excavations commenced, he occupied himself in

the neighbourhood of Athens by making a complete set of drawings of the beautiful
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little Byzantine Church at Daou, at the south end of Mount Pentelicus, to which

Mr. Bosanquet had invited his attention. After his return from Crete, his services

were retained by special arrangement with the Committee, in order that he might

superintend the erection of the new balcony of the Macmillan Hostel.

Mr. Oppe', after spending a semester at the University of Berlin, arrived in

Athens in April, and (in addition to travel and general archaeology) worked steadily

in the Library of the School at the obscure subject of Greek Oracles. He also

made a walking tour in Boeotia and elsewhere for the purpose of visiting sites

connected with this subject.

Mr. Henderson was readmitted as a Student for the third time, for the special

purpose of the Cyzicus survey to which reference has already been made.

On considering the foregoing summary of work and study, the Committee are

satisfied that a good class of students has made use of the School, with substantial

advantage to themselves and with some actual, and more prospective, gain to

archaeological knowledge. But the complete absence of second or third year

students (with the single exception of Mr. Henderson) is a disappointing feature

from the latter point of view ; for the first year's work of any student is almost

always to some extent of a preliminary nature, more valuable results being generally

obtained at a later stage in his career. The educational value of a single season's

travel and study in Greek lands is not to be despised ; but, for a good output of

original work, continuity in the personnel of the School is greatly to be desired.

On the other hand it is satisfactory to note that the minimum residence of

three months in Greek Tands, required of all students of the School, has this

year been greatly exceeded in the majority of cases, and that no less than four of

the students for next session are already doing preparatory work either in Greece

itself or in Continental Museums.

Of the preceding year's students, Mr. J. H. Marshall has been appointed

Director-General of the Archaeological Survey of India ; Mr. Hopkinson has

become a Lecturer in Greek at the University of Birmingham ; and Mr. Frost, a

lecturer in the Training College at Isleworth. Mr. Wells has settled down to the

practice of his profession as an architect, and Mr. Penoyre has undertaken a

course of Archaeological ' Extension ' lectures. Messrs. Fyfe and Mackenzie,

formerly students of the School, have served once more as Mr. Evans's assistants at

Knossos. Mr. Edgar, formerly a student of the School, and now on the staff of the

Museum at Ghizeh, spent some time in Athens, working both on the catalogue of

that Museum and on the Report of excavations at Phylakopi.

To the 'Annual,' which appeared in May, Mr. Evans has agam been the

principal contributor, his paper on ' The Palace of Knossos ' occupymg about

three-fourths of the volume. Other papers were contributed by Mr. Hogarth on
his Excavations at Zakro, in Crete, by Prof. Boyd Dawkins on skulls taken from

cave-burials in Zakro, and by Dr. Wilhelm, First Secretary of the Austrian School

at Athens, on an Athenian Decree which forms part of the Finlay Collection in

the Hostel of the British School.

Passing to the work of the Director, the Committee have next to record the
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preliminary excavation of the early site at Palaikastro, on the eastern coast of

Crete. The right to excavate this site had been originally obtained by Dr. Dorp-

feld, who afterwards abandoned it in favour of the British. It was understood that

Mr. Hogarth should have the first claim to it ; but Mr. Hogarth, being unable to

work in Crete this year, handed it over to the British School, who took it up on

the failure of the negotiations for work at Cyzicus. The excavation was carried

out under the supervision of the Director, with the assistance of the 'Architectural

Student ' appointed for the purpose. Of this excavation, in its different bearings,

Mr. Bosanquet, who is- here to-day, will give his own account. Suffice it to say

that the site has already yielded valuable results, and promises well for the fuller

excavation which the Committee hope to undertake next spring if sufficient funds

are available. The site appears to have been unoccupied, and almost untouched,

from Mycenaean times until the middle of the last century, and contains abundant

remains of houses, large and small, of the Mycenaean period, together with numer-

ous tombs and many hundred vases, both of that and of the earlier (' Kamdres
')

epoch. The methods of burial at this earlier period have been hitherto but little

known, and are therefore of especial interest ; and, since many of the skulls are

well preserved, the Palaikastro tombs provide material for the student of physical

anthropology as well as for the antiquarian in the narrower sense. Subscribers

will be glad to hear that the British Association has made a grant of ;^5o for the

expenses of an expert, who is to make a special study of these skulls with reference

both to other ancient specimens and to living Cretan types.

The work at Palaikastro occupied, however, comparatively little of the

Director's time. In Athens he was constantly busy. For, in addition to the ordinary

work of administration, and the prolonged negotiations in connexion with Cyzicus,

it was necessary to find time for the arduous work of sorting and preparing for

publication the last results of those most important excavations at Phylakopi in

Melos, which are no doubt still in the memory of subscribers. This labour—

a

legacy from the time anterior to Mr. Bosanquet's directorship— is now practically

complete ; and the definitive publication, which has been generously undertaken

by the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, is expected shortly. The

finest specimens of pottery from Phylakopi now adorn the Mycenae room in the

Central Museum at Athens ; and a number of duplicates have been brought home

to England, by the courteous permission of the Greek (Government, and will be

divided between the Ashmolean, Fitzwilliam, and (probably) the British Museums.

A full account of the excavations conducted by the School at Praesos in the spring of

1 90 1 is also in preparation, and will appear in the next number of the ' Annual.'

The Library has been well maintained at an expense of rather more than

^100 ; and a fresh catalogue will soon be needed.

The Hostel has been in constant use during the greater part of the year. It

was always intended that a balcony should be added to the front of it when funds

would permit. This has now been provided by the generosity of a former Director,

Mr. Cecil Smith, and adds greatly both to the comfort and to the appearance of the

building.
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The Directors of other Foreign Schools in Athens have again, as always,

proved themselves valuable friends to our Director and Students ; and our thanks

are especially due to Drs. Dorpfeld, Richardson, and Wilhelni, for the welcome

accorded to the latter at their valued lectures. Dr. Schrader, 2nd Secretary of the

(ierman School, and Dr. Svoronos, Keeper of the National Collection of Coins,

have also earned our especial thanks.

It will be as satisfactory to Subscribers as to the Committee to see the

Secretary once more back at his post. Until his return Mr. R. J. (i. Mayor, of the

Board of ICducation, most kindly continued to act as deputy, and the best thanks

of all are due to him for this friendly service.

The Committee regret to have to report a deficit of ^164 on the year's

working. Part of this is due to a payment of ^50 incurred last year, while the

remainder is more than accounted for by a falling off both in subscriptions and in

donations. On all grounds it is earnestly to be hoped that this deficiency may be

speedily supi)lied by fresh subscriptions, without which the progress of the work in

Crete will be seriously hampered, if not actually arrested.

The adoption of the report was moved by the Chairman. He contrasted the

unavoidable dryness and indefiniteness of early Creek History a generation or more

ago, when (as Carlyle complained, with reference to 'I'hirlwaH's first volume) it was

nothing but ' Pelasgians,' ' Leleges,' '
1 )olopes,' which were little more than nam-js,

with the modern methods of study, pursued continuously by such institutions as the

School at Athens, which were gradually shedding light on the early Creek races and

enabling us to see them as they lived. He shewed how the boundaries of Creek

historical study were being pushed further and further back by researches in Crete

and elsewhere. Such episodes as the siege of Troy, which were formerly looked on

as beginnings, were now only signposts on the road ; we were getting back beyond

the Iron age and the Bronze age to the Stone age : and historians were joining

hands with men of science on the common meeting ground of anthropology. He
also si)oke of the beneficent influence of such studies as those pursued jointly b\

scholars of various nationalities at Athens on international relations.

• The motion was seconded by Prof. Lkwis Campuki-I-, and carried.

The Director, Mr. R. C. Bosa\(juet, gave a further account of the excavations

at Palaikastro, illustrated by lantern slides.

Dr. W.ALDsTEiN moved, and the Rev. Bi.o.mkiei.d Jackson seconded,—'Thai

Dr. Penrose, Dr. Reid, and Mr. Mvkes be re-elected, and that Mr. R. J. C.

Mavok be elected, members of the Committee. That Dr. LkaI' be re-elected Hon.

Treasurer, Mr. Lorinc. Hon. Secretary, Sir Freoerick Pol.lock and Mr. 1'^dwin

W.vrERHOUSE Auditors, for the coming year.' 'I'his was carried.

A vote of thanks to the Auditors was moved by Dr. Penrose, seconded b>-

Mr. F. E. Thompson, and carried.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman was moved by Mr. M AC.Mif.i.AN, and

carried by acclamation.

The i)roceedings then closed.

V
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Ri:(i:irrs and i:xi'i;Ni)rrL'Ri': on rkvknuI': AaouNi",
4IH OCiuDKK, lyOI, TO 3KU OCTOKKK, lif02.

Subscriplitjiis received or duo durintj

ihc year as per accouiil.

( iovernincnl Grant ....
Interest on Investment tu 5tli July .

Sale of Annual ....
Halance, beinj; excels of Expenditure

over receipts ....

/,"

812
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. /: «. ,/.
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£\>o o o /Vjo o o
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. 53 16 S Stuuentships-l-. L. Forstcr, paid in

Craven Grant as jK'r Accnunl an- advance for 1902-3 . . 50 o u
nexed . . . . .

. 14 15 2 Subscriptions ouUlanding . . s 5 o
Studentships, owing M. X. To.l 75 o o

| (3.^,^ at Bank 522 14 6
Subscriptions paid in advance . S I o

t

Balance representing the
j

funds of the School

otherthan the property

in land and building,

furniture and library, £ s. li.

as jK-r last account . 2,585 1 6 /

/.c'i.v Balance of Re-

ceipts and Expenditure /
on Revenue Account y
for the year to date as /
aljove . £l(i 8 I /

Ditto Capital

as above . ^"12269 158 14 i.i 2,426 6 8

-^2,577 19 6 £2.-:sll 19 6

Examined and found correct,

EmVIN WATKRlIOLSt, P.C.A.
LiNGEN.
F. Pollock.

yd December, 1902.
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DONATIONS-1901-1902.
I

liurnett, J. J
1

J.U '

ICgerlon, Sir V.. M 5

I'alli, Mrs. 1".
1 2

Sharpc, Miks C lo

£^9

s.
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ANNUAL Sl'I'.SCKirTloNS 1901 1903 Uontimied).

Ijiotight foiwnnl . 49S o o
FiirncaiiN, L. \K. . . .

'.
1 00

(i.-inlncr, I'rof. I 'dry . . 220
(iralium, E 1 r o
('.lirrulis, Miss I 10
(M-ifliths, K. M I 1 o

(iivccn, K. 1 110
Haiyh, A. E 100
flart-Sinitli, Kev. l'. N. . 1 1 o

Hawcs, Miss 1 10
I lay, C.A 550
Hcbenlen, C. 1> 220
Henderson, A. E. . . . 100
Hill, (;. V I I o
Hooper, (i. N 1 1 o

James, Re\. S. R. . . . 200
Jones, H . Stuart .... i 10
Kenyon, F. (i i 1 o
E. J. E. . . 100
Lascelles, 15. 1' 100
Law son, .Sir E 500
Leaf, .Mrs. C.J 5 5 o
Leaf, Walter 20 o o
Lewis, Mrs. S. S 220
Liny en, Lord 220
Loring, .Miss i i o
Lloyd, Miss 1 1 o
Lynch, H. F 220
^Llcan. K . \V 1 1 o
Macmillan, (i. .A 25 o o
M.icLehose, James J. . . 1 10
Marindin, Ci. E 110
Mayor, R. J. (i 1 1 o
Miller, Re\ . .\ 1 10
Mitchell, C. W 10 o o
Mond. Ludwig 100 o o
Monk, The Misses ... 500
Morley, Lord 1 10
Monro, D. B

}> 1^ '^

Morshead, E. D. .\ . . . 100
.Myers, E 1 1 o
.Mylne, Mrs 220
Newman, \V. L 220
Raul, J. 1) 110

Received durini:; the year .

Oiilstaiidiiig

I'aid in advance lasi vear

r
Raw son, A. H
J'elham, Hon. Mrs. .Arthui

I'esel, .Miss Laura . . .

J'crry, W. C
Rhillimorc, I'rof. J. S. . .

Rollock, Sir F
I'oynter, Sir E. J

Rawlinson, W. (i. ...
Rcid, Dr
Rendall, Dr
Richards, H.I'
Robb, Mrs
Roberts, I'rof. W . RIns .

.Sandys, Dr
-Seaman, Owen
.Scarle, (i. von L
.Sho\e, Miss F2

Smith, R. A. IL r.i<kt<.rd

.Stannus, Hu<;h
Stewart, Mrs. H. F. . .

Tancock, Re\. C C. . .

I'eale, J. Pridj^en ....
Thompson, Sir E. .M. . .

I'hompson, Sir 1 1. . . .

Ihompson, F. E
ThursHeld, J. R
Tozer, Rev. H. F 10

Tuckett, F. F
Tuke, Miss
X'aughan, E. L
\errall, Dr.

Ward, Dr. A. W
\\ ard, John
Warre, Rev. E
Warren, T. H
Waldstein, Dr. . . . . .

Weber, Sir H
Wedgwood, (i

Wells, J.

Wernher, Julius ....
Wdson r! I)



LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS.

XOTi:. Under No. V. of the Rules and Regulations, " the following

shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :

—

(i) Donors of ;^io and upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of ^i and upwards during the period

of their subscription.

(3) Corporate bodies subscribing £S'^ at one time, or £s
annually."

In making out the following list, donations of less than ;(^io have been

regarded as aggregate annual subscriptions of £\, and are spread over

a corresponding number of years.

The Treasurer would be glad to be informed of any changes of

address or errors in this list, which is made up to April 30th, 1903.

HIS M.XJESTV THE KINCI.

TiiK University ok Oxford.
Thk Univekshy ok Cambridge.
The .MrGii.i. Umvershv, Mmiireal.

The Society for the Promohon of Heii.emc Sudies, 22, Alliemarle Street, \V.

The Society of Amt<,>uaries, IJurlingiun House, Piccadilly.

The Society of Dilettanti (per K. H. IVml>er, Ks(j., K.C., 32, ('.real (leorge Street, S.W.;

Brasenose Coi.i.f;c.e, Oxford.

Christ Church, O.xford.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

King's College, Cambridge.

Magdalen College, Oxford.

Xeunham College, Gimhridge.

The tiKEEK I'l.AV CoM.MiTiEE (per J. W. Clark, Esq., Scroop HouFe), Canduidge.

The Hon. Comtanv of Clothworkers, Mincing Lane, E.C.

Al)ercrond)ie, J., Est]., M.l)., 23, I'pper WinipoU-

Street, \V.

Adand, Henry Dyke, Ksq., I.aniorva, lalnioutli.

Adam, J., E.s<j., Emmaiuiel College, Cambridge.

Agg-C.ardner, |. T, Em|., M.l'.". Carlton Club,

I'all Mall, S.W.
.\gne\v, -Sir William, Han., ii.Creat Stanhope

Street, Park l.ane.

Aitchis(m, ('.., Ks(|., A.K..\., 150, Harley Street,

W.
.\lexander, W. C., Est]., 24, Lombard Street, E.C.

.Alma Tadema, Sir L., R..\., 34 C.rove End
Road, N.W.

Allbutt, Prof. T. Clifford, F.K.S.. St. Kliade

gunds, Cambridge.

Anderson, ]. K., Es(|., Lairbeck. Keswick
Anson, SirW. K. Hart., M.P., All .Souls' College.

Oxford.

.\shby, Thos. , Em|., c/o j. U. .\dams, Es<|.,66,

Cannt)n .St. E.C.
.\usten. The Rev. | Mason, IMinburgh Mansions,
Howick IMace, Westminster, S.W.

.\usten- Leigh, 11. C, Es(|., Eton College.

.\usten-Leigh. R.A., Es(|., :;, New Street Scpiare,

E.C.
Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, High Elni^.

Earnborough, R..SO.
Awdry, IL, Es(j.. WellinglDn Ci'llege, W.iking-

ham.



List of Subsckihers.

Bailey, J. C. , Es<|. , 20, Egerton Oardens, S.W.
Baker, Herl)ert, Esq., Castle Co. Buildings,

Capetown.
Balfour, The Right Flon. C. W., .M.I'., Hoard of

Trade, Whiteliall ( iardcns, S.W.
Barlow, Sir T., Bart., M.I)., 10, VVimpolc St., \V.

Bather, Rev. .\. (i., S, Kingsgale .Street, Win-
chester.

Bell, Miss Spencer, i, Devonshire Place, \\'.

Billson, Charles |. 1:m|., The Wayside, ()adl)y,

Leicestershiri'.

Bodinglon, N., Esi]., I.iil.D., TiiC \orkshirp

College, Leeds.

Bosancpiet, C. l>. 1'., l"s<|.. Rock llall, .\ln-

wick.

Iiosancpiet, R. C. , Esq., British School, .\lhens.

Boyle, Miss Florence, r/o Dr. Eady, Inglaws
Lodge, Enfield, N.

Branch, C". (". Es(|., 67, Chester S(|uare, S.W.
Brassey, The Right Hon. Lord, 4, Creat deorge

Street, S.W.
'

Brinton, Hubert, Esq., Eton College.

Brooke, The Rev. .Stopford, i, Manchester S(].,W.

Brooks, E. W.. Es()., 28, Cireat Orniond Street,

W.C.
Brown, lames, Esq., Netherhy, (jalashiels.

Brown, Adam, Es<|., Netherl)y, (ialashiels.

Burdett-Coutts, The Baroness, Holly Lodge,
Ilanipstead.

Burnet, |. J., l-".st|., 167, St. \inceni Street,

< ilasgow.

liury, I'rof. j. B. , Trinity College, Cambridge.
Butcher, I'rofessnr, 27, I'alnierston IMace, Edin-

burgh.

I'uller, The \'ery Re\. Dr., Master of Trinity

College, Cambridge.
lUiMon, .\. F., Emj., 50, Cornhill, E.C.
Buxton, F. W., Esip, 50, Cornhill, E.C.
Bu.xton, H. E. , Es(|., Friiton, (Jreat \'armouih.

Bywater, .Mrs., 93, (Jnslow Sfpiare, S.W.
Bvwater, I'rof. Ingram, 93, (Jnslnw .Scuiare.

S.W.

Campbell, The Rev. I'rof. L., 53, Campden
House Chambers, W.

Carlisle, Miss Helen, Houndhill, Marchington,
Staflord.

Carr, IL Wildon, Es(j., 25, Cumberland Terrace,

Regent's I'ark, N.W.
Carr, l\ear-.\<lmiral, I'nited Service Cluii, I'all

.Mall, S.W. .

Carr, The Rev. .\.. .\ddinglon X'icarage, Croy-
<lon.

Caton, R. Esq., M.I)., Lea Hall, Ciateacrc,

Liverpool.

Chamberlain, The Right Hon. |., .M.l'. , 40,
I'rince's (lardens, S.N\'.

Chamberlain, J. .\usten, F.s<j., M.l'., 40,
I'rince's Gardens, S.W.

Chambers, Colonel ()., E. I. I'nited Service Club,

16, St. James's Square, W.
Chawner, W. , Es(|., Master if Ilmmanuel College.

Cambriilge.

Christie, John, Es<|., Henleigh^. King•^ton Hill.

.Surrey.

Clark, C. R., Esq., 20, Cowley Street, Wf-si

minster, .S.W.

Clauson, A- C, Esq., 12, Park Place \ illas.

Paddington (ireen, W.
Clissold, H., Esq., Clifton College, Brisinl.

Colchester, The Right Hon. Lord, St. Brun...

-Sunningdale.

Cole, .\. C, Esq., 64, Portland Place, W.
Colvin, Sidney, Estp, British Museum, W.C.
Connal, William, Esq., 23, Berkeley Sq., \\ .

Corbett, v., Esq., British Legation, .\lhens.

Cow])er, The Right Hon. Earl, Panshanger. Ibii-

ford.

Cruddas, Miss, Haughton Castle, Hunishaiii.,'h mi-
T)ne. Northumberland.

Cruse, I). .\., Esq. (Librarian), Leeds Libraiv.

Commercial .Street, Leeds.

Cust, .Miss A. .M., 63, Elm Park C.ar.len-, S.W.

Dabis, Miss, c/o Mrs. Mond, 20, .\vemie Iv'ad.

Regent's Park, N.W.
Dakyns, 11. C.., Emj., Higher Coombe, llasl.--

mere.

Dallon, Rev. H. .\., School House, Eelsted.

Daniel, ,\. M. Esq., .Saxifield, Filey R.,ad.

.Scarborough.

Darbishire, I\. D. Es(|., i, St. James's S<juare.

Manchester.
Darwin, Prof. (i. IL, F.R.S., Cambridge.
Davey, The Right Hon. Lord, 86, Brook Street. W.
Davidson, H. O. I)., Esq., Harrow.
Deeley, R. M., Escp, 38, Charnwodd St., Derby.
Devenish, W. II. Esfj., 15, Downe Ternce.
Richmond.

Dilke, The Right Hon. Sir C. W., Hart., M.l'..

76, Sloane Street, S.W.
Donaldson, The Rev. S. A., Eton College.

Douglas- Pennant, The Hon. .Mice, Miprtinur

House, Halkin Street, W.
Durham, The Right Hon. The Earl of. 4, C.iven-

dish Square, W.
Durnford, Walter, Es(|., King's Col lege, Candiridg.-.

Dyer, Louis, Es<|., .Sunbur\ L<»lge, Hanbui\
Road, Oxford.

Earl, .K. {'•., Es<|., Ferox Hall, T.inbiidge.

Egerton, Sir E. II., K.C.B., 11.P..M. MinJM,..
British Legation, .Athens.

Egerton, The Right Hon. F.arl, 7, St. |.nncs\

"S<|uare, S.W.
Elliot, Francis i;. H., F.s<i., British .\i;rii.v.

Sofia.

Elliot, The Re\ . F. R.. British Leg.iifii.

.\thens.

Fumorfopoulo, N., Esip, 33. ( lloiicester Si|ii.u<-.

Hyde Park. W.
Evans, .-Vrihur J., Em]., LL.D.. I.K.S.. \s|,

molean Museum, < )xford.

i:vans. Sir John. K.C.B.. D.C.L F.R.S., N.isj,

Mills, Hemel Hempstead,
l-.w.nt. Miss, 6S. Albert llall Mansj,,,,.. > .\
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irrer, Sir W. J., Sandhurst Lodge, Wellington
College Station, Berks,
letcher, H. M., Esq., lo, Lincoln's Inn Fields,
W.C.

letcher, John M., Esq., 9, Stanhope^treet, Hyde
I'ark, VV.

ort, J. A., Esq., 69,Kingsgate Street, Winchester,
owler, W. W., E.s(j., Lincoln College, Oxford,
raser, J. H. P., Es.j., .M.D., Cuniherland
House, Southampton.

reshfield, D. W. , Esq., i, Airlie Cardefts, W.
reshfield, Dr. Edwin 31, Old Jewry, E.G.
risch, E. S. I'.sq., Elmsleigh, Princes I'ark,
Liverpool.

fosi, W. E. Esq., .\rdvreck, Crieff, Perthshire,
ry, The Right Hon. Sir Edward, E. R.S., Eai-
land House, Bristol.

urneaux, L. R., Esq., Rossall School, Fleetwood,
yfe, John, Es(j., Beechgrove House, Aberdeen.

ardner. Prof. Ernest, University College, (lower
Street, W.C.

".ardner. Prof. Percy, Lilt.D., 12, Canterbury
Road, Oxford,

lardiner, E. Norman, Esq., 2, The College,
Epsom,

iiveen, R. L., Esq., 66, .Myddelion Square, E.C.
'.oldsmith, Harvev, Esq., M.D., Ilarpur Place,
Bedford,

low, I^ev. James, Litt.D., Dean's Yard, West

-

minsier, S.W.
looch, C.. P., Esq., 8, I'orchester (late, W.
Waham, Alex., Esq., Carlton Chamliers, 4,
Regent Street, S.W.
raham, ]'.., l-.sq., drove Hill, Harrow,
irittith, 1". LI., Esq., Riversvale, Ashton-undcr-
L)iie.

iaigh, A. E., Es<i., 2, Crick Road, Oxford
landcock, W. Esq., (Arlington, Bradford, \'orks.
lardy, .Mrs., i, Cadogan .S(|uare, S;W.
larrison, .Miss, LL.D., Newnham College, Cam-
bridge.

iart-.Smith, The Rev. T. N., The College,
I'"psi)ni.

lawes, .Miss, 89, Oxford Terrace, W.
laworth, Jesse, Esq., Woodside, Bowdon.
lay. C. Anderson, Esq., 127, Harley Street, W.
lealh, Mis. Meyrick, Mortimer House, Clifton,
Hiistol.

Kadlam, Waller, Esq., King's College, Cam-
bridge.

blitnlen, C. P,. , Esci., Principal of P.raseiiose
College, Oxford.
lendersoM, A. l!. Esq., c/o Architectural
Association, 58, C.ieat Marlborough Sir. et, \\ .

fill, (}. F., Es(|., British Musemn, W.C.
iodgkin, Thomas, Esq., Litl. I)., liarmo:)r
Castle, lieal, Northumberland.
b-dgkin,

J. Edward, ICsq., Whiteknighls, Belle
grovi', Newcastle on Tyne.
b'dgkin. Miss \ioitt, Barmoor Castle, Beal,
Ndrthuiiiberiaiid.

Hogarth, D. C., Esq., 23, Alexander Sq., S.W.
Hooper, C. N. Ivsq., IClmleigh, Beckenham,

Kent.
Hornby, The Rev. Dr., Provost of Eton College,
Windsor.

Howden, Dr. Ian, 6, Cambridge Terrace, Dover.

Irving, Sir Henry, Drury Lane Tlieaire, W.C.
Iveagh, The Right Hon. Lord, 5, (Irosvenor J'lace.

S.W.

James, Rev. S. R., School House, Malvern.
James, The Rev. II. A., D.D., School House,

Rugby.
Jebb, Prof. Sir Richanl, Litt. D., M.P., Spring-

field, Cand)ridge.

fenner. Miss, 39, ,'\d<lison Road, W.
Johnston, C. E., Esq., 23, < )ueen's C.ate Terrace,
S.W.

Jones, H. Sluart, Esq., Trinily College, Oxford

Kelly, Charles Arthur, Esq., 30, Chcyne Walk,
Chelsea.

Kenyon, F. G., Esq., Litt.D., British Museum,
W.C.

Keser, J., Esq., M.D., Colatal, (Tieniin \'inei.

Lausanne, Switzerland.

King, Miss Catlierine, Oxton, Birkenhead.
Knowies, James, lOscj., Oueen Anne's Lodge, St.

James's Park, .S.W.

Lambert, Dr. E. J.
Lascelles, B. P., Ivsq., Harrow.
Lawrence, Sir Edwin, Ban., M.P., 13, Carlton

House Terrace, S.W.
Lawrence, The Misses, 4, Princes Gate, S.W.
Lawson, Sir E., Bart., Daily Telegraph, l*"leei

Street, E.C.
Leaf, Herbert, Esq., The Green, Marlborougli.

Leaf, Mrs. Herbert, ,, . ,,

Leaf, Walter, Esq., Litt.D., 6, Sussex Place,

Regent's Park, N.W.
Lewis, Mrs. S. S. , Castle-brae, Cambridge.
Lindley, Miss Julia, 74, Shooter's Hill Road,

Hlackheath, S.E.
Lingen, The Right Hon. Lord, K.C. B. , 13,

Wetherby Gardens, S.W.
Lister, The Right Hon. Lord, P. R.S., 12, Park

Crescent, Portland Place, W.
Livesay, William, Es(]. M.D. , Sudbury, Derby.
Llangattock, The Right Hon. Lord, The Hendre,
Monmouth.

Lloyd, Mi.s.s A. M., Caythorpe Hall, Grantham.
Lorimer, Miss ILL, Somerville College, Oxford.
Loring, Miss, 14, Montagu Street, Portnian

Scjuare, W.
Loring, W. , E.sq., 2, Hare Court, Temple, E.C.
Lucas, Sir Thomas, Bart., 12a, Kensington I'alace

( iardens, \V.

Lucas, Rev. A., Parkside, Tonbridge,
Lynch, H. F., Es(|., 33, Pont Street, S.W,
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Macau, K. W., Kstj., University College, Oxford.
MacLehose, James |., i;s(|., 6i, St. X'incenl

.Street, (ilasgow.

Macniillaii, ('.. A., Ksq., D. Litt., St. Martin's

Street, W.C.
Macniillan, .Messrs., iV Co., Ltd., St. Martin's

Street, W.C.
Mansfoid, C. Jodrell, Ksq., The .School, Dartford.

Marindin, (i. K., Ks(j., Chesterton, Hridgnorlli.

Saio().

Maikhy, A., Iw)., Copse Hill, Wiml.ledon.
Mar^hall, Miss ,\. .M. C, liarlhondey, nr. Crewe.
Mayor, K. |. (I., Ksi]., IJoard of l!diication,

Whileliali; S.W.
Miller, The Rev. Alex., Soulh I'nihd I'ree

Chinch Mansf, Huckie, N.l!.

Milchell, C. \V., i:s<|., 195, Oueen's (iale, S.W.
Mocatta, !•'. 1)., l"s(|., 9, C'onnaught Place, I'dg-

\\are Koad, W.
Mond, laidwig, Ks(|., ]". U.S., 20. .\\enue Koad,

Kegent"s I'ark, N.W.
Monk, The Misses, 4, Cadogan S(|uare, .S.W.

Monro, I). H., Kw]., Trovosl of Oriel College,

Oxford.

Monson, His I'.xcellency the Right lion. .Sir 1'.,

C.C.R.. C.C.M.C.., IJritish i.mhassy, I'aris.

Moiuagu, .Sir S., l>.irl., M.I'., 12, Kensington
I'alace ( iardens. S.W.

Monleliore, t". ('•.. \'.^i\., 12, i'oriman .Sipiare,

W.
Morley, The Right lion. The I liU 1 of, 31, Prince's

(iardens, S.W.
Morshead, K. I >. .\.. 1N(|.. Craflon \ ilia, Win-

chester.

Miirrav, Messrs. |. \ II., 50, .Mheniarle .Street,

W.
'

Murray. Prof. (". ('. A., Rarford. Churl, l"arnhani,

Surrey.

M)ers, Krnest, I".--(|., Rrackensi<le. Chislehur-.i.

Mylne, .Mrs., S3, (iloucester Terrace, Il)(le Park,

W.
Myres, J. I,., l"s<|., Chrisicluirch, Oxford.

Newman, W. I,., Ksq., I, Piltville Lawn, Chelten-
ham.

( )]ding, Mrs., Lissant House, Cpiier Long
|

Diiton.

Oswald, J. W. Ciordon, Ksq. (of Aigas, Reauly,
Inverness-shire, N.H.

Raton, W. K., Ksq., Rriiish Post Office, Smyrna.
|

Paul, J. I)., Ks(|., Town l"nd Close, Knighton,
j

Leicester.

I'awson, A. II., I'!s<|., Karnlew Leeds
Pears, K., Ksq., 2, Rue de la Manque, Constanii-

nojile.

Pease, .Mrs. L W., Pendower, Newcastle on
Tyne.

Pelham, Prof. 11. I"., President of Trinity College,

Oxford. '
j

Pelham, The lion. Mrs. Arthur, 15, Duke Street,
j

.Manchester .Square. 1

Perry, W. C. , Ksc]., 5, Manchester Square, W.
Pesel, .Miss Laura, Oak House, Rradford, Vorks.

Pesel, .Miss Loui.sa, Royal Hotel, Athens.
Phillimore, Prof. J. S., 5, The University, Cdas-

gow-
Pilkinglon, A. C. , Esq., Rocklands, Rainhill,

Lancashire.

Pilkington, R. .\., Ksfj., The Hazels, Prcscol

Lanes.

Pluml)e, Rowland, I",sq., 13, I'it/roy Square, W
Poll«ck, .Sir K., Kart., 48, (ireat Cumberlaml Placi

.

W.
Poynicr, Sir K. ]., P. R..-\., 2S, .Mhert C.ate,

S.W.

Ralli, Mrs. .S., St. Catherine's Lodge, Hove,
Sussex.

Ralli, P., l-"sq., 17, Belgrave .Scjuare, W.
Rawlinson, W. (1., Ksq., Hill Lodge, New Road,
Canipden Hill, W.

Reid, Prof. J. S., Litt.D. , Caius College, Cam-
bridge.

Rendall, The Rev. C.. II., Litt.D., Charterhouse-,

(iodalming.

Richards, 11. P., Ksq., Wadhani College, Oxford.

Richmoc.d, The Right Rev. The Hishop of, the

Rectory, .Stanhope R..S.O. , Co. Durham.
Rol)l), Mrs., 46. Rutland C.ate, S.W.
l-'olierts. Prof. W. Rhys, University College

Hangor.

Rosei)ery, The Right Hon. the Karl of, K.C., The
I )urdans, I-'.psom.

R<iihschild, The Right Hon. Lord, 14S, Picca-

dilly, W.
Rothschild, Messrs. N. M.,anil Sons, New Couii,

K.C.
Rothschild, The Hon. Walter. 14S, Piccadillv,

W.
Rvnnhold, His Kxcellency .Sir Horace, P..ui..

C.C. H., Hrilish Kmhassy, \ienna.

Salislmry, The Most Hon. the Marcptis of, K.('...

ArlingliMi .Street, W.
Sandys, J. K., Ksq., Litt.D., Si. John's ('..liege.

Cambridge.
Saumarez, The Right Hon. Lord ile, Shiublainl

Park, Coddenham, Suffolk.

Scott, C. P., Ks<|., The l-irs. l-;dl..\\ fi.1.1. M.m
Chester.

.Seaman, Owen, l"s(i.. Tower II. .use, Puine\,

S.W.
Searle, C. vm U.. i:s,i., 30, I'..liih Road. West

Kensington, W.
Sharkey, |. .\., I"s<|., Christ's College. Can.-

bridge.

Sharjx', MissC, Stoneycrofi, Klsiree.

Shove, Miss I-'.., 25, .St. .M.irlin's Ciesci'ni.

Regent's Park, N.W.
Simpson, W. W. , Ksq., Winkley, Whalley.
Smith, Cecil II., Ksq., LL.D., Hrilish Museum.
W.C.

Smith, Mrs. C. IL, iS, Karl's Terrace. Keiising

Ion. W.
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Smith, J. Ci., Esq.
Smith, k. A. H. Bickford, Esq., 29, Ladbrokc

Grove, \V.

Southwell, The Right Rev. the Bishop of, Thur-
garton Priory, Notts.

Stanniis, Hugh, Esq., 64, Larkhall Rise, Clapham,
S.W.

Steinkopfif, E., Esq., 47, Berkeley Square, W.
Stewart, Mrs. H. F. , 5, Adams Road, Cam-

bridge.

.Sullivan, John, Esq., 32, Eitzwilliam Square,

Dublin.
"

Tancock, The Rev. C. C, The School, Ton-
bridge.

Taylor, The Rev. Dr., Master of St. John's Col-

lege, Cambridge.
Taylor, J. E., Esq., 20, Kensington Palace Gar-

dens, \V.

Teale, J. Pridgin, Esq., F. R.S. , 38, Cookridge
Street, Leeds.

Thomp.son, Sir E. M., K.C. B. , British Museum,
W.C.

Thompson, Sir Henry, Bart., 35, Wimpole Street,

W.
Thompson, H. \'., Esq., 19, Portman Square,
W.

Thompson, F. E., Es(j., 16, Primrose Hill Road,
N.W.

Thursfield, J. R. , Esq., Fryth, Great Berk-

haiiipstead.

Tozer, The Rev. H. F. , 18, Norham Gardens.
Oxford.

Tuckett, F. F. , Esq., Frenchay, Bristol.

Tuke, Miss Margaret, Newnham College, Cam-
bridge.

X'aughan, IL, Esq.

Vaughan, E. L., Esq., Eton College.

Verrall, A. W., Esq., Litt.D. , Selwyn Gardens,
Cambridge.

Vince, J. H. Esq., Bradfield College, Berkshire.

Waldstein, Charles, Esq., Litt.D., King's College.

Cambridge.
Wandsworth, The Right Hon. Lord, lo. Great

Stanhope Street, \V.

Wantage, The Lady, 2, Carlton Gardens, S.W.
Ward, John, Esq., F.S.A., Lenoxvale, Belfast.

Warre, The Rev. E., D. D. , Eton College, Wind-
sor.

Warren, T. H., Esq., President of Magdalen Col-

lege, Oxford.

Waierhouse, Edwin, Esq., Feldemore, near

Dorking.
Weber, Sir. H., M.D. , 10, Grosvenor Street, W.
Wedgwood, G., Esq., Idle Rocks, Stone, Staff.

Wells, J., Esq., Wadham College, Oxford.

Wernher, Julius, Esq., 82, Piccadilly, W.
West, H. II., Esq., c/o R. W. West, Esq., Casa

Bianca, Alassio, N. Italy.

Whateley, A. P., Esq., 4, Southwick Crescent,

W.
Wilson, R. D., Esq., 38, Upper Brook Street, W.
Wilson, Rbbert, Esq., 7, St. Andrew's Place,

Regent's Park, N.W.
Wimborne, The Right Hon. Lord, 22, Arlington

Street, S.W.
Winkworth, Mrs., Holly Lodge, Campden Hill,

W.
Wroth, Warwick, Esq., British Museum. W.C.

Yates, Rev. S. A. Thompson, 43. Phillimor'-

Gardens, W.
Yorke, V. W., Esq., Forthampton Court, Tewkes-

bury.

\'ule, Miss A., Tarradale House, Rnss-shire.



DIRI-XTORS OF THE SCHOOL.

1886— 1902.

F. C. PENROSE, M.A., IXC.L., LL.D., F.R.S., 1886— 1887.

ERNEST A. OARDNER, M.A., 1887— 1895.

CECIL H. SMITH, LL.D., ,895—1897.

DAVH) (;. HOCARTH, M.A., 1897— 1900.

R. CARR BOSANQUET, M.A., 1900—

STUDENTS OF THE SCHOOL.

1886— 1902.

Ernest A. Ganlner,

David Ci. liogaith,

Rupert Clarke,

F. H. H. C.uillemard,

.Montague R. James,

R. Klsey Smitli,

Robert Weir Srhultz,

Sidney H. liarnsley,

J. A. R. Munro,

2 2

Formerly Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge,
and Craven Uni\crsity Student. Admitted 1886—87,
Director of the School, 1887— 1895. Vates Professor of

Archaeology at l^niversity College, London.

Fellow and formerly Tutor of Magdalen College. Oxford, and
first Craven Fellow. Director of the School 1897— I9CX3.

Admitted 1886-87. Re-admitted (for work in Cyprus)
1887—88.

Exeter College, Oxford. Admitted 1886—87.

(ionville and Caius College, Cambridge. First University
Reader in (^leographv. Admitted (for work in Cyprus
1887-88.

Fellow and late Tutor of King's College, Cambridge ; Director
of the Fitzwilliam Museum. Admitted (for work in Cyprus
1887 88, with grant of /loo from the University.

Professor of .'\rchitecture and Construction, Kings (lolle^^c.

London. Appointed to Studentship by Royal Institute of
British Architects, 1887—88.

Admitted as Travelling Student and Gold Medallist of the
Royal Academy, 1887—88. Re-admitted 1888—89, i889-</j.

Admitted as Student of the Royal Academy, l887-8^;.
Re-admitted 1889—90, 1890—91.

Fellow and Tutor of Lincoln College, O.xford. Admitted for

work in Cyprus) 1888— 89. Re-admitted 'for same purpose
1 889— 90.
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H. Arnold Tuhbs,

lames G. Frazer,

William Loring,

W. J. Woodhoiise,

(i. C. Richards,

(). H. Parry,

J. R. Stainer,

R. A. H. Bickford-Smith,

A. C. Bather,

E. E. Sikes,

J. G. Milne,

H. Stuart Jones,

Miss Eugenie Sellers,

F. 15. Baker,

C. C. Inge,

E. F. Benson,

J.
(',. Smith,

\'. \V. Vorke,

Pembroke College, Oxford ; Craven University Fellow.

Professor of Classics at University College, Auckland, N.Z.

Admitted (for work in Cyprus) 1888—89. Readmitted (for

same purpose) 1889—90.

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1889 90
with grant of ^100 from the University of Cambridge
collect material for commentary on Pausanias.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Examiner in

the Board of Education. .Secretary of the School since

1897. Appointed to Cambridge Studentship, 1889 90.

Re-admitted as Craven University Student, 1890—91,
1891—92, and 1892—93.

Queen's College, Oxford. Professor of Creek in the Uni-
versity of Sydney, N.S.W. Formerly Lecturer in Ancient
History and Political Philosophy at the University of

St. Andrew's. Appointed to Oxford Studentship, 1889—90.
Re-admitted as Craven University Fellow, 1891—92 and
1892—93.

Late Fellow of Hertford College ; Lecturer at Oriel College,

Oxford. Formerly Professor of Greek at University
College, Cardiff. Admitted as Craven University Fellow,
1889—90. Re-admitted 1890—91.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Archbishop's JMissioner to the

Nestorian Christians. Admitted 1889—90.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1889—90.

Trinity College, Camliridge. Admitted 1889—90.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge ; .Assistant Master
at Winchester College. Admitted 1889—90. Re-admitted
1 891—92. on appointment to the Cambridge .Studentship

1892—93 as Prendergast Greek Student ; and again,

1893—94, as Cambridge Student.

Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge.
-Appointed to Cambridge Studentship, 1890—91.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford. Examiner in the Board of

Education. Appointed to Oxford Studentship, 1890—91.

Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford. Director-elect

of the British School at Rome. Admitted as Craven
University Fellow, 1890—91. Re-admitted 1892—93.

Admitted 1890—91. (Mrs. S. Arthur Strong.)

Christ's College, Cambridge. Assistant Master at Malvern
College. Admitted 1891—92.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Appointed 1891 —92 to the Oxford
Studentship.

King's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1891—92, with grant
of ^100 from the Worts Fund at Cambridge ; 1892—93
on appointment to the Cambridge Studentship ; 1893—94
as Craven Student ; and 1894—95 as Prendergast Student.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1891—92. Re-admitted
1895—96.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1892-
93. Re-admitted 1893—94.
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J. L. IMyres,

K. J. (;. Mayor,

K. Carr IJosanqiiet,

J. M. Chcethain,

E. R. lievan,

A. F. Kindlay,

T. Duncan,

J. E. Hrookb,

H. Awdiy,

Duncan Mackenzie.

Archibald I'ateibon,

Charles K. K. Clark,

C. C. Edgar,

K. K. Earp,

K. A. C. Morrison,

H. H.Wcbt,

Miss C. A. Hutton,

rieter Rodeck,

J. G. C. Anderson,

J. W. Crowfoot,

W. W. Reid,

A. E. Henderson,

Student and Lecturer of Christ Church, and late Fellow of
Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1892—93. Re-
admitted 1893—94, and 1894—95 as Craven Fellow.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Examiner in the
IJoard of Education. Admitted 1892—93.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Assistant Director of the School,
1899— 1900. Director since 1900. Admitted 1892—93.
Re-admitted as Craven Uni\ersity Student 1894—95,
1895—96, and 1896--97.

Christ Church, Oxford. Admitted on appointment to the
Oxford Studentship. 1892—93.

New College, Oxford. Admitted 1893—94.

Sent out from Aberdeen by the United Presbyterian Church of
Scotland. Admitted 1894—95.

Sent out from Aberdeen by the Church of Scotland, .\dniillcii

1894-95.

St. Peter's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1894—95. Re-
admitted as Associate 1896—97.

New College, Oxford. Assistant .Master at Wcliin'^ton
College.. Admitted 1894-95.

Universities of Edinburgh and Vienna. .Admitted 1895 6.

Re-admitted 1896—97, 1897—98 and 189S—99.

University of Edinburgh. Admitted 1895—96.

Appointed 1895—96, and re-appointed 1896—97, Ijy ihc

.Managing Committee to an Architectural Studentship.

Oriel College, Oxford. English Member of the Catalo^uinj^
Committee, (ihi/eh Museum. Admitted 1895— 96, and
re-admitted 1896—97 (as Craven University Fellow ,

1897—98 and 1898—99.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. -Admitted 1 8</i 97.

Jesus College, Cambridge. .Admitted (as Prendergast Creek
Student) 1896—97.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1896-97.

Ciirton College, Cambridge, .\dmitted 18(^6-97.

Architect to Arab Monuments Coimnittee, Cairo, .\dniitted

1896 97 as Travelling Student and Cold Medallist of the

Royal Academy.

Late Fellow of Lincoln College, .Student and Lecturer of

Christ Church, Oxford. .Admitted (as Craxen Uni\ersit\

Fellow) 1896—97.

Brascnose College, Oxford. Education Department, Cairo.

Formerly Lecturer in Classics, .Mason College, IJirmmgham.
Admitted, on appointment to the Oxford .Studentship, 1 89(^1

—97. Re-admitted 1897 - 98.

Universities of Aberdeen and Edinburgh. Admitted, as

holder of Blackie Travelling Scholarship, 1896 97.

Cold Medallist and Travelling ^>tuclent of the Royal Academy.
-Admitted 1897---98. Re-admitted 1898 99 and 1901—02.
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W. A. Curtis,

A. J. Spilsbury,

E. ]}. Hoarc,

J. C. Laubon

C. I). Edmonds,

J. H. Marshall,

Clement Ciutcli,

F. 1). WeKli,

T. D. Atkinson,

J. K. Kotheringham,

J. H. Hopkinson,

S. C. Kaines-Sniitli,

Mibs O. C. Kohler,

D. Theodore Fyfe,

K. '[". Frost,

R. I). Wells,

J. ff. Baker- Penoyre,

Marcus N. Tod,

F. \V. Hasluck,

C. Heaton Comyn,

Miss H. L. Lorimer,

liaroness E. Rosenorn-
Lehn,

A. P. Oppe,

lleriot Scholar of Edinburgh University. Admitted 1897—9S.

Queen's College, Oxford. Admitted 1897—98, on appointment
to the Oxford Studentship.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1897—98, as Archi-
tectural Student.

Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College, Cambridge.
.\dmitted as Craven University Student, 1898—99. Re-
admitted 1899— 1900.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Assistant Master at Elstree

School. Admitted as Prendergast Student, 1898—99.

King's College, Cambridge. Uirector-Cieneral of the .\rchaeo-

logical Survey of India. Admitted, 1898—99. Re-admitted
as Prendergast Student 1900—01

King's College, Cambridge. Lecturer at Girton College
.\dmitted, 1898—99.

.Magdalen College, Oxford. .Assistant Master at Pocklington
School. Admitted as Cra\en Uni\ersity Fellow, 1898—99.

Re-admitted 1899- 1900.

Secretary of Cambridge .Antiquarian Society. Admitted as

Architectural Student, 1898—99.

Merton and .Magdalen Colleges, Oxford. .Admitted on appoint-
ment to Oxford Studentship, 1898—99.

University College, Oxford. Lecturer in Greek, University of

Birmingham. Admitted as Craven University Fellow ,

1 899— 1 900 and 1
900—o I

.

.Magdalene College, Cambridge. .Admitted 1899— 1900, on
appointment to Cambridge Studentship.

Girton College, Cambridge. Admitted 1899— 1900.

.Admitted 1899— 1900, on appointment to Architectura
Studentship. Architect to the Cretan Exploration Fund.

Brasenose College, Oxford. .Admitted on appointment to the
Oxford Studentship, 1900—01.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted on appointment to

the Architectural Studentship, 1900—01.

Keble College, Oxford. Librarian of the Society for Pro-

moting Hellenic Studies. Admitted 1900—01.

Senior Scholar of St. John's College, Oxford ; Craven
University Fellow ; Assistant-Director of the School.
Admitted on appointment to " Senior Studentship," 1901-02.

King's College, Cambridge. .Admitted on appointment to

Cambridge Studentship, 1901—02.

F.R. I.B.A. Admitted on appointment to the .Architectural

Studentship, 1901—02.

Girton College, Cambridge. Classical Tutor of Somer\ ille

College, Oxford. Admitted as Pfeiffer Travelling .Student,

1901—02.

Royal HoUoway College, and University College, London.
Admitted 1901—02.

New College, Oxford. Assistant Professor of Greek at

St. Andrew's University. .Admitted 1901—02.
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ASSOCIATES OF TIUL SCHOOL.
Frofesbor J. B. Bury, Trinily College, Cambridge. Adniitted 1895—96.

Rev. A. H. Criiickshank, The College, Winchester. .Admitted 1895—96.

Arthur J. Evans, L.I..D., Keeper of the Ashiiiolean Museum, Oxford. .\dmitted

F.K.S. 1895—96.

.Ambrose I'oynter, .\dmitted 1896—97.

J. E. Brooks, .\ former Student of the School, .\dmitted 1896-97.

J. L. Myres, Student of Christ Church, O.xford ; a former Student of tlie

School. Admitted 1896—97.

Professor E. .A. Ciardner, Formerly Director of the School Admitted 1897—98.
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METHODS OF WORK AND TEACHINC;.

Exlradcdfrom a recent report of the present Director to the Managing Conunittec.

Undkr an ideal system most students would s[)eiid two, some three, seasons in

(ireece, devoting the first year to general studies, the second to some special subject.

During the first year a man need not lose sight of his sjjecial subject, but in

most cases it would pay him to adopt something like the following programme :

[August and] September. In Berlin (Munich, Dresden) to i)ecome familiar with

spoken German and so be able to profit by some of the .^ or 4 courses of

lectures given by the Secretaries of (lerman and Austrian Institutes.

October. Arrive in (ireece. Face the difficulties of language and travelling. See

Olympia, Delphi, Mycenae, Epidaurus, the Heraeum near Argos, before the

rains begin in November.

About November 15. Settle down in Hostel for 3 or 4 months of steady work on

sites and in Museums, attending some of the half-do/en available courses of

lectures, and making fret}uent short excursions into the country, by train,

bicycle, carriage, or on mule-back. A bicycle is invaluable.

This residence in the Hostel, with occasional absences for a few nights in

the country, should last until the beginning or middle of March according to

the season.

March, April. 'Iravel, study ancient sites.

If |)ossible join one of the island-cruises to which Professor (lardiier and

I'rofessor Dorpfeld have hospitably admitted students in the past.

May, /une. Begin to concentrate attention on special work : e.g. a man may assist

in e.xcavations, with a view to working upon the results during the coming year

and excavating with more or less complete control or independence in his

second summer : or he may explore a given district in (Ireece or Asia Minor,

an island or group of islands : or he may work his way homewards through a

number of Museums in Italy, Austria and (iermany : or attend Mau's summer-

course of lectures at Pompeii and afterwards spend some months in Rome and

the cooler Etruscan cities. In the latter case he will do well to attach himself

to the British School at Rome (Palazzo Odescalchi), where a library is being

formed and advice and information may be obtained.

For the second year it is impossible to formulate a definite scheme. It should

be devoted almost entirely to special work in a narrower field.

The course here suggested must be modified in different ways to suit each case.

There will always be men who, like most of the l-'rench students, are alreadx

specialists in some branch of classical learning and only seek fresh material for

research. On the other hand there will be others who wish to see something of

all sides of ancient life, to visit sites and battle fields, illuminating and colouring

their past reading and fitting themselves for general classical teaching : but have

no time for minute archaeological studies.

It is evident that in each year the methods and matter of the teaching at the

School must be adapted to the reijuirements of the students. Students from

English universities will never have the love of formal lectures which distinguishes

those from America, and where the numbers are small it will often be better to

teach, as Dr. Wolters has been in the habit of doing, by means of informal \isits to

sites and Museums.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.
OBJECTS OF THE SCHOOL.

I. The first aim of the School shall be to promote the study of Greek archreology in all its

departments.- Among these shall l)e (i) the study of Greek art and architecture in their remains of
every period ; (ii) the study of inscriptions ; (iii) the exploration of ancient sites ;

(iv) the tracing

of ancient roads and routes of traffic.

H. Besides l)eing a School of Archaeology, it shall be also, in the most comprehensive sense,

a School of Classical Studies. Every i:)eriod of the Greek language and literature, from the earliest

age to the present day, shall be considered as coming within the province of the School.

HI. The School shall also \x a centre at which information can be obtained and books
consulted by British travellers in Greece.

IV. For these jjurposes a Library shall be formed, an<l maintained, of archaeological and other
suitable books, including maps, plans, and photographs.

THE SUBSCRIBERS.
V. The following shall be considered as Subscril>ers to the School :

—

(i) Donors of ;^io and upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of jC^ and upwards during the period of their subscrinrion.

(3) Corporate bodies subscribing ;i^50 at one time or £^ annually.

VI. A corporate lx)dy subscribing not less than ;^50 a year, for a term of years, shall, during
that term, have the right to nominate a member of the Managing Committee.

VII. A meeting of Subscriliers shall be held in October of each year, at which each Subscriber
shall have one vote. A subscribing corporate Ixidy may send a representative. At this meeting a

report from the Managing Committee shall be presented, including a financial statement and
selections from the reports of the Director and Students for the season. At this meeting shall aisc

be annu.nlly elected or re-elected the Treasurer and the Secretary of the School, two Auditors, and
four members of the Managing Committee, in place of those retiring, under Rule XIII. (3).

VIII. Special meetings of Subscribers may, ii necessary, be summoned by the Managing
Committee.

IX. Sub.scril>ers shall be entitled to receive a copy of any reports that may l)e published by
the School, to use the Library, and to attend the public meetings of the School, whenever they may
be in Athens.

THE TRUSTEES.
X. The property of the School shall be vested in three Tru'Jtees, who shall be appointed for

life, except as hereinafter provided. Vacancies in the number of Trustees shall be filled up at the

annual meeting of the Subscribers.

XI. In the event of a Trustee becoming unfit, or incapable of acting, he may be removed from
his office by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a special meeting of Subscribers

summoned by the ^Ianaging Committee for that purpose, and another Trustee shall by the same
majority be appointed in his place.

XII. In the event of the death or resignation of a Trustee occurring between two annual meet-
ings, the Managing Committee shall have the power of nominating another Trustee to act in his

place until the next annual meeting.

THE MANAGING COMMITTEE.
XIII. The Managing Committee shall consist of the following :

—

( 1 ) The Trustees of the School.

(2) The Treasurer and Secretary of the School.

(3) Twelve Members elected by the Subscribers at the annual meetings. Of these,

four shall retire in each year, at first by lot, afterwards by rotation. Members
retiring are eligible for re-election.

(4) The members nominated by corporate bodies under Rule VI.

XIV. The Committee shall have control of all the affairs of the School, and shall decide any
dispute that may arise between the Director and Students. They shall have power ti) deprive any
Student of the use of the school-building.

XV. The Committee shall meet as a rule once in ever)- two months ; but the Secretary or

Treasurer may, with the approval of two members of the Committee, summon a special meeting
when necessary.

Z
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XVI. Due notice of every meeting; shall he sent to each meniher of ihe Committee liy a

summons sitjned by the Secretary. Three members of the Committee shall be a (juorum.

XVII. In case of an equality of votes, the Chairman shall have a second or casting vote.

XVIII. In the event of vacancies occurring among the officers or on the Committee between
the annual elections, they may be provisionally filled up by the Committee until the next annual
meeting.

STUDENTS AND ASSOCI.\TES.

XI.\. The Students shall consist of the following :
—

(1) Holders of travelling fellowships, studentships, or scholarships at any University of

the United Kingdom or of the British Colonies.

(2) Travelling .Students sent out by the Royal Academy, the Royal Institute of British

Architects, or other similar bodies.

(3) Other persons who shall satisfy the Managing Committee that they arc duly
qualified to be admitted to the privileges of the School.

No person shall be admitted as a Student who does not intend to reside at least three months in

Greek lands.

XX. Students attached to the School will be expected to pursue some definite Ci)urse of study

or research in a department of Hellenic studies, and to write in each season a report u])on their

work. Such reports shall be submitted to the Director, shall by him be forwarded to the Slanaging
Committee, and may be published by the Committee if and as they think proper.

X.\I. Intending .Stutlenls are required to apply to the .Secretary. They will be regarded as

Students from the date of their admission by the Committee to the 31st day of October next

following; but any .Student admitted between July 1st and October 31st in any year shall continue

to be regarded as a Student until October 31st of the following year.

XXII. The -Managing Committee may elect as Associates of the School any persons actively

engaged in study or exploration in Greek lands ; and may also elect as honorary members such

persons as they may from time to time think desirable.

X.\III. .Students, .Associates, and honorary members, shall have a right to use the Library of

the School, and to attend all lectures given in connexion with the School, free of charge.

X.XIV. Students shall l)e expected to reside in the Hostel provided for them, except with the

sanction of the .Managing Com niltee. Priority of claim to accommodation in the Hostel shall be

determined by the Committee

THE DIRECTOR.

XX\'. The Director shall be appointed by the Managing Committee, on terms which shall be

agreed u|)on at the lime, ft.r a period of not more than three )ears. He shall be eligible for

re-election.

XX\T. He shall have jiossession of the school-buiKling as a dwelling-house ; but Students of

the School shall have a riglu to the use of the Library at all reasonable times.

XX\ II. It shall be his duty (i) to guitle and assist the studies of Students and Associates of the

School, affording them all the aid in his power, ami also to see that rejiorts are duly furnished by

Students, in accordance with Rule X.\., and placed in the hands of the Secretary before the end of

June ; (2) to act as Editor of the School .Annual.

XX\TII. {a) I'ul)lic Meetings of the School shall be held in Athens during the seast)n, at

which the Director and Students of the School shall reail papers on some subject of study or

research, and make reports on the work undertaken by the School. (/') The Director shall ileliver

lectures to Sluilents of the School. .Vt least si.x of such meetings and lectures shall be held in the

course of each session.

XXI.X. He may at his discretion allow jiersons, not Students of the .School, to use the Library

and attend his lectures.

XXX. He shall !)e resident at .Vthens from the beginning of November in each year to the end
of the following June, but shall be at liberty to absent himself for short periods for purposes of

exjiloration or research.

.XX.XI. At the end oi each season he shall report to the Managing Committee— (i) on the

studies pursuetl during the season by himself and by each Student ; (ii) on the state of the School-

premises and the repairs neede<l for them ; (iii) on the state of the Library and the purchases

of books, i<:c. , which he may think desirable ; and (iv) on any other matter affecting the interests of

the .Scho<d.

.XXXII. In case of misconduct the Director may be removed from his office by the Managing
Committee by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a meeting specially summoned for the

purjiose. Of such meeting at least a fortnight's notice shall be given.
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RULES FOR THE MACMILLAN HOSTEL.
XXXIIL The Hostel shall he manai;e(l by the Stiuleiits for the lime heinf;, subject to the

control of the Director.

XXXIX'. The Director shall have power ic exclude a .Student from the Hostel in case <>( mis-

conduct ; liut such exclusion must be immeiliately reported to the Manat;iiiy Committee.

XXX\". The Students shall, until further notice, pay a fixed charge of 20 drachmas (pai>er) a

week for their rooms, this payment to include fire, Jii;htin<;, and the necessary servants' wages.

X.\X\T. .Associates of the School, members of the Committee, and ex-directors, may be
admitted to residence in the Hostel. (Jlher jiersons, if seriously engaged in study or research, may
be admitted by the Director at his discretion. But no person shall reside in the Hostel under this

rule to the exclusion of any Student desiring admission.

XXX\'H. The weekly charge for residents other than Students shall be 30 drachmas (paper)

until further notice.

XXX\'HL The Director shall draw u]) further rules for the internal management of the

Hostel ; such rules to be subiect to the approval of the .Managing Committee.

RULES FOR THE LHiRARV.
XXXIX. The Director shall have j^ower to make rules for the management of the Library, its

use by Students, and the like ; such rules to he subject to the approval of the Managing Conniiiitee.

PUBLICATION.
XL. No publication whatever, respecting the work of the School, sliall be made without tlie

previous ap[iroval of the Committee.
THE FINANCES.

XLI. All money received on behalf of the School beyond what is retpiired for current

expenses shall be invested in the names and at the discretion of the Trustees.

XLII. The banking account of the School shall l)e ]ilaced in the names of the Treasurer and
Secretary, who shall sign cheques jointly.

XLIII. The first claim on the revenue of the School shall be the maintenance and re[)air of

the School-building, and the payment of rates, taxes, and insurance.

XLIV. The second claim shall be the salary of the Director, as arranged between him and tiie

Managing Committee.

XLV. In case of there being a sur]ilus, a sum shall be annually tlevoted to the maintenance
of the Lilnaiy of the School and to the |)ul)lication of a report ; and a fund shall be formed from
which grants may be made for travelling and excavation.

Revised^ 1899.

MAN.\GING COMMITTEE, 1902— 1903.

Edwin Fkeshhelu, Esq., LL. D. 1

Sir Rich.\ri) Jebb, Litt.D., D.C.L., LL.IX, M.I'.' rruslccs.

George A. Macmilla.v, Esq., D. Litt. •

D. B. Mo.NRO, Esq., M.A., Provost of Oriel. .Appointed by tlie University of O.xforu

Professor William Ridc.eway, M.A. Appointed by the University of Caml)ridge.

Sidney Colvin, Es(J., M.A. Apjiointed by the Hellenic Society.

Arthur J. Evans, Esq., LL.IX, F.R.S.
Professor Ernest Gardner, M.A.
Professor Percy Gardner, Litt.D.

Miss Jane E. Harrison, D. Litt., LL. D.
D. G. Hogarth, Esq., M..A.

R. J. G. Mayor, Esq., M..\.
v . , 1 . l^. 1 1

J. Linton Myres, Es..., M.A. " Appointed by the Subscribers.

Professor H. F. Pei.ham, >L.-\.., President

of Trinity College, Oxford.

Cecil Harcourt .Smith, Esq., LL. D.
Professor J. S. Reid, Litt.D.

Professor Charles Wai.dsteix, Litt.D.

Walter Leaf, Es(^, Litt.D., Hon. Treasuycr, 6, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N. W,
William Lorin(;, Es(^, M.A., Hon. Secre/aiy, 2, Hare Court, Temple, E.C.

DIRECTOR, 1902— 1903.

R. Carr Bos\nquet, Esii., .M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.

A'isistanl Director.— y\. N. Tod, Es.ji, >LA.. St. John's College, Oxford.



Bvitiofi J^ff)ool at xltijrns.

This School (founded in 1886) gives to British Students of Greek Archaeology

and Art the opportunity of pursuing their researches in Greece itself, with command

of the means which the recent great advances of the science have rendered

indispensable.

Athens is now an archaeological centre of the first rank. The architecture of

Greece can nowhere else be studied to such advantage ; and the concentration in

the Athenian museums of numerous and most important discoveries which have

taken place on Greek soil in the last few years has made a personal knowledge

of those museums in the highest degree desirable for Hellenic scholars.

The student requires two auxiliaries when working in Athens. Firstly, the com-

mand of an adequate library ; and secondly, the advice of a trained archaeologist,

residing on the spot, and following the rapid advances of the science, due partly to

new discovery and partly to the rearrangement of old materials.

These advantages are now provided for French, German, Austrian, American,

and British archaeologists, through the Schools which their nationalities have es-

tablished. It is also by means of these Schools that many excavations on Greek

soil have been carried out ; and those conducted in Cyprus, in the Peloponnese,

in Melos and in Crete by the British School during the past sixteen Sessions are

an encouraging proof of the work that may be done in the future if the School be

adequately supported.

Students are admitted free 01 charge. The principal conditions imposed

are that they shall pursue some definite course of Hellenic study or research,

residing for the purpose not less than three months in (jreek lands, and that they

shall at the end of the Session write a report of the work which they have done.

Applications from intending students should be made to the Hon. Sec, William

LoRiNG, Esq., 2, Hare Court, Temple, E.C. Mr. Loring will also be happy

to supply any further information.

Donations or annual subscriptions to the School are greatly needed, and will

be gladly received and acknowledged by the Hon. Treasurer, Walter Leaf, Esq.,

6, Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N.W.

May 1903 >

.
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Adrasteia, 193, 195

. , . alOouf, 195

Akaiuasha, ('Axoifoi'), 180

Alabaster bowl, 296

Alashiya, possibly connotes Cyprus, 168 ; raided

by Lukki, 1 76

Alphabet of Praesos inscriptions compared with

Ionic, 128-131, \ll foil.

'AK^iriwwKis, flour exchange, 207

Altar at Knossos, 30

Altar base in stone, 94
Altar-hill at Praesos, 254
Altars (?) in beehive tomb, 240

Amenhetep III., cartouche of, on carnelian

duck, 39 ; on ape from Mycenae, 188 ; on

vase of faience from Mycenae, 188

'AfiirfKovpy6s, 205

'Ai4.(f>opfa(p6pos, 209

Anait = goddess Anahit, 134, 142; not neces-

sarily Semitic, 1 42

Antefixes, terracotta, from Praesos temple (?),

257

Ape of faience with cartouche, from Mycenae,

188

Aphrodite and Ero.-, terracotta, 281

' Awoffreuriov, action at law, 200 ; perhaps some-

times collusive, 202

' Axopvyiii' in sense of acquittal, igS /oil.

Aptera, coins of, from Praesos, 269

Archer on terracotta plaque, 281

Armour, miniature, in bronze, 256, 258

.\rrowheads, 259
'AproriiiKr^s, 206

'AffKo<p6pos, 209

'Aa-rpirwfKtKia in Hellenistic times, 265

Asy, perhaps part of Cyprus, 167

Axe (double-), sign on masonry, 65, 66 ; lietween

horns, at Knossos, 100 ; at Palaikastro, tdid.
;

of steatite, lOi ; of plated bronze, I'did. ; as

pottery mark, 106 ; on clay sealing, 107

Axes, bronze miniature, 70

Babylonian influence, on a seal, 77

/^rt/'xtf-inscription, 131 /oil.

Bathroom at Knos'os, 41, 52, 53, 95 ; at

Palaikastro, 312

Beads of clay, 251

Beam construction at Knossos, 41, 63

Beehive tomb at Palaikastro, 303 ;
possibly con-

structed by settlers, 305
Bird, wall decoration in coloured stucco relief at

Knossos, 51 ; in decoration of larnax, 300

Black ware with head in relief, 269

Bone comb (?), 304 ; discs from Praesos, 259 ;

enclosures, pre-Mycenaean, 291 ; strip carved

with pattern, 313
Breal, opinion on nomas inscription, 143

Bronze objects, 69, 71 ; fibula, 244, 259 ;
minia-

ture armour, 256, 258 ; vase, 269 ; arrowhead,

ibid.; couchant lion, 270 ; miniature axe, 291 ;

knife, 308 ; ring and dove, 313 ; chisel, 316

Bronze age pottery from .Skalais, 235

Bucchero jug, 244

Bull galloping and fish, seal impre-sion at

Knossos, 60 ; foot of, m gesso, 66 ; head of, in

porcelain, 69 ; painted in stucc", 70 ; cdu-

chant, seized by hunter, on Praes-)s gem,

252

Bulls and lions relief, from Cyzicu-^, 192 ; from

Pergamon, 193

Burials, three superimposed, at Praesos, 2^9

Bi/pcroJci/'ai, 203

Caniilestick, terracotta, from Knosso-, 90 03 ;

from Egyptian tomb, 93
Cave of Skalais, 235

2 3
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Celt, greenstone, found at Praesos, 264

Chair for carr}ing, perhaps of divinity or priest

at Knossos, 32

XaXx«wj, 203
Chest of stucco (?) at Knossos, 24

Chisel, bronze at Knossos, 60

Chryselephantine statuettes, 72

Xpvaoxioi, 203
Cnidian frieze at Delphi, 191

Coins, of Aptera, from Praesos, 269 ; of Cyrene,

t'did. 259 ; of Itanos found in beehive tomb,

240 ; of Phalasarna, from Praesos, 259 ; of

Philip in Praesos tomb, 245

Construction of words in Praesos inscriptions,

I47>//.

Corinthian aryballos from beehive tomb, 243 ;

four handled bowl, 248

Corn, found in jugs at Palaikastro, 77
Cornelian gems, 244, 270
Cretan importations in Egypt, 123-4; names,

136/0//.

Crystal objects, 70, 71, 270

Cuirasses, votive miniature, 258
Cult of Dove Goddess at Knossos, 24, 29 ; at

Mycenae, 30 ; not Phoenician, 30 ; of a pair

of divinities at Knossos, 102

Cup with lining of cells, 285

Cylinder, engraved, 302

Cylindrical base, «tatuetles on, at Knossos, 98 ;

at Gournii, 105 ;'at Prinii, iiii/.

Cyprus in Egyptian inscriptions, 167

Cyrene, coin of, found at Praesos, 259
Cyzicus, sculptures from, igo /o//.

AaKTv\ioy\v^oi, 203, 2 1 8, 222

Danadti or Danatina (see Danuna), 182, 183

Danuna, 176 ; Aavaof (?) 184

Z>ar£i^««j (Dardanians ?), 179
Dancer (?), stucco painting at Knossos, 55, 58
Dating of Praesos inscriptions, 128

Decimal system in Crete, 38
Dedications of a i^iiKii by freedmen, \<j% fo//.

AtiKovoi, 210

Dionysiades, islands on Cretan coast, 233
Diorite bowl, firagment of, 122

Distaff as sign on masonry, 65, 66

Divinities, 76
Dolphins, 77
Double-axe at Knossos, 22 ; cult at Knossos, 30,

sign on blocks at Knossos, 55 ; reduplicated,

at Mycenae and Knossos, lOi ; with cuspated

sides, 102 ; on pottery, 103 ; with horns, on

larnax, 299; bronze, 316

Dove on head of figure, 98-100 ; held by male

figure, 100 ; modelled over cup, 294 ; bronze,

313
Dove-Goddess at Knossos, 24
Dragmos, 288

Drainage system at Knossos, 62, 81 /o/l.

Drain pipes at Knossos, 13, 14 ; in Leukas, 14

Duck, gold, at Knossos, 38, 39 ; cornelian, 39
Dungeons at Knossos, 4

E for e«, very late example, or accidental use,

226

Egypt, early relations with Greece, 157, 169

Egyptian importation in Crete, I2I, 123

«» for « before a vowel, 227

'EK<uv, in reference to lost suit, 201

"Efiwopoi, 205

Eros with Aphrodite, terracotta, 281

Eteocretan inscriptions, 232, 255
Evwfldri, a female name, 220

Feathkr headdress worn by * People > of the

Sea,' as by Lycians at Salamis, 185

Fish on decoration of larnax, 300 ; on vase,

308

Flying fish, 77
Fork sign on masonry, 64

Gbm, represented on wrist of statuette, 98
Geometric pottery at Knossos, 8 ; from Skalais,

235-6 ; from beehive tomb, Praesos, 242-3,

245 ; from other tombs at Praesos, 249, 256 ;

from Adhromyloi, 249 ; from Kastri, 289

Gesso duro bas-reliefs, 42 ; bull's foot, painted,

66

rtotpyol, * farm-hands,' 205

Glass beads, 244, 270 ; eyes of bull, 69 ;

intaglio, 270 ; vase from Praesos, 259

;

(volcanic), see Liparite

Gold receptacle for perfumes, at Knossos, 24 ;

ornaments, tdid.f 38, 39, 244, 247 ; fish, 80,

81 ; ivy leaf, 248; leaf, 290 ; objects, 69;
ring, from beehive tomb, 243 ; from Praesos

tomb, 247

VpafifiaTfvs, 210

Grammion, 288

Greece, early relations with Egypt, 157

Gryphon, 300

Gypsum wall-revetment at Palaikastro, 306

Hagios Constantinos, megalithic house at,

236 fo/c.

Hand-made pottery from Palaikastro, 290
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Ila-nebu, 158 foil.

Hare, modelled on handle of vase-lid, 235, 236

Heleia, perhaps = Palailcastro, 288

Hellenistic houses at Praesos, 251, 259

Helmet, Mycenae.tn, 77

Helmets, votive miniature, 258

Heracles, relief from Cyzicus, 190 ; in Cyzicus

legends and cults, 191

Herdsman, modelled inside cup, 294
Hone, 308
• Horns of Consecration ' at Knossos, 30 ; 5n a

gem from Idaean cave, 32 , 77, 96, loo

;

with double-axe, on larnax, 299 ; in stucco,

314
Hunter seizing bull, on Praesos gem, 252

Idaean Cave, gem from, 32
Imbrex tile> inscribed, 289
Inscrilied clay tablets, 94 ; deposits of, found at

Knossos, 38
Inscription painted on Mycenaean vase, 66 ;

on clay labels, 68 ; incised on pottery, 106 ;

written in ink in cups, 107-9 ; prae-Hellenic

of Praesos, 125 foil. ;
probably Indo-

European, 142 ; referring to Praesos, 137 ;

incsed on potsherd, 285
Ionic capitals from Cyzicu«, 195 ^oll.

Iron swords, 245, 249, 251

'I«roT«A«ri, 219
Itanos, 288 ; coin of, found in beehive tomb,

240 ; coins of, from Praesos, 269
Ivory disc with engravings fiom Palaikastro,

296 ; draught-men, at Knossos, 14 ; frag-

ment painted and incised, 244 ; knot, 1 10 ;

objects 69, 70 ; statuettes, 67, 72 : wing, 72

Jasper pommel, 70

Kalakisha, (Cilicians), 178

Kaiiiares pottery, i, 6, 24, 25, 70, i(>6. 1 18,

294, 306, 308, 311, 312, 316; compared
with Keftiu metal vases, 173; from Skalais

cave, 235 ; fro n Petras, 284 foil. ; dating,

ibid

Kivi;A3t, -it, 206, 209

Katuonians (?) among allies of Kheta, 1 79
Karw/uty^oCi'a, press bed, 266

Keftiu (the country), 158 foil. ; geographical

position, 163 ; export from, of Mycenaean
objects, 174 ; not merely Crete, 166, 175 ;

probably included Cyprus, 169

Keftiu (the people), Mycenaeans, 165 ; not

Phoenician, 163, 175; costume non-Semitic,

164 : sometimes wrongly represented as

Semitic in Egyptian art, 175

Ki««^l^t, 208

Kleinnuister kylix from Praesos, 256

KAtray«iif, 204 ; or KA{r««iry<>T 7, 2l8

Knobs as pottery decoration, lo-i i

Knossos, Palace Site, excavations 1902, p. i

foil. : stratification of remains, 23, 46
KNn2(i«r) inscribed on imbrex tile, 289

Kai^nr4pt«i' (?) at Praesos, 260

Koir^v ipoftrrmp, 2l8

Kore Soteira, statue of, from Cyzicus, 194

Kov^it, 209
Kv^af>Mr<ri^ in a Cretan inscription, 131

Labels in day, 68

Labrys connected with Labyrinthos, 103

Labyrinth identified, 103 ; on wall-paintin<;,

103-4 ; Egyptian origin in art, 104

Lamp of schist from Palaikastro, 291, 296 ; of

steatite, 69
Lapis Lacedaemonius used at Knossos, 78
Lamakes, at H. Constantinos, 237, 245, 247
Larnax burials in Crete, 297, 305 ; form repro-

duces wooden chest, 299 ; decorations prob-

ably imitate Egyptian, 299
Latrine at Knossos, 62, 80,^86, 87
Lead rivet, 270

Leukas, drain pipes found in, 14

I^euke, suggested identification of, 288

Ai$ay»tT<»rmkrft, -it, 2o6, 208

Libyan expedition (?) recorded in porcelain

plaques at Knossos, 22

Light-shaft at Palaikastro, 312

Lily, hand holding, 77 ;!]3on Knossian'vases and
wall-painting, 92

Lion, bronze, 270 ; terracotta, 276

Lion-headed daemons, 76

Lions with divinities, 76 ; votive, 257

Lions and bulls, reliefs from Cyzicus, 192 ;

from Pergamon, 193

Liparite bowl at Knossos, i?2 ; intaglio, iiid.,

123

Loin-guards, votive miniature, 258

Loom weights, 24, 94, 285

Lukki, Lycian?, not inhabitan;s of /.aii, 176,

178

AvKd^pmr AvKlaxuv, 215

Magazines with piihoi, 1 17

Mc[7< (pot, 208

MaXatfovria, squares of grass fibre used in olive-

pressing, 265
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Marble, imitation of, in painting, no ; statuette

from Praesos, 259
Marine picture at Knossos, 58 ; compared with

that of Phylakopi, H>id.

Masa, (Mysians?) 179

Megalithic house at H. Constantinos, 22,6 foil.

Milking scene, 77

Minoan pottery, i, 26, 28

Misgolas, 212-3

Mi(rfla)Toj, 210

Monsters, 77

Mould of schist, loi ; of stone, 299

Mycenaean amphora on Egyptian painting,

174 ; costumes and wares on Egyptian monu-

ments, 158, 170, 176 ;
gem from Praesos,

252 ; lamp, 285 ; larnakes at H. Constan-

tinos, 237 ;
pottery, 8, 42, 66, 70, 76, 285,

312, 313, 316; settlement at Praesos, 251 ;

tomb, ilnJ., 254 ; tomb at Palaikaslro, 290

'Htvpopd.pos, 204

N'otiios-'inscxi^Xion, 12^^ foil.

Obsidian at Knossos, 123 ; at Abydos, ibid.

flakes, 285, 306 ; fragments, 270 ; lump, 308

316 ; razors, 251, 291

01 for ui, intentional archaism (?), 226

Oil, manufacture and storage of, at Knossos, 8 ;

vat, il>id.

Olive press, 10, 264, 306 (?)

"Oi'TjAoTai, 209, 223

'OpecD/coVoi, 209

Oroandians (?) among allies of Kheta, 179

'OffirpionwKris, 206

Ox, head of, in clay, 313
Oxen, miniature, modelled inside cup, 294 ;

terracotta, 278

TlaiBiov, unusual use of, 227

Painting on wall, 66, 74, 75, 80, 315

Palaikaslro, excavations at, 286 ; description of

the site, 287 ;
possibly Heleia, 288 ; unim-

portant in Hellenic times, 289 ; methods of

burial at, 305
Palettes (?) of slate, 244, 251

Palm leaves, earliest material fur Cretan writ-

ing, 76

, . iravcruvos, inscribed on pithos, 136, 269

Peas, 316

Pebble floor, 96
'Peoples of the Sea,' 175/^//.; partly Myce-

naean, 176; non-Semitic features, dress, and

weapons, 185 ; relations to Mycenaean,

187-8

Percentages, tablets relating to, at Knossos,

38

Petras, excavations at, 282

Phalasarna, coin of, found at Praesos, 259

^ayofiivris, 220

<i>iaAa( i^f\(v0fpiKai, 199, 230 ; probably repre-

sent registration fee^, 201

Phoenician trade between Egypt and Mediterra-

nean, 174

^oprjiyoi, 20g

Phylakopi pottery, contemporary with Knossian,

106

Pictograph signs, 65

Pidasa, (Pisidians), 178

Pillar-hall at Knossos, 6

Pillar-Shrine at Knossos, 28-29

Pithoi, 10, 48, 61, 306, 316 ; with incised

patterns, 239, 284

Pithos inscribed, 136

Plaques of terracotta with reliefs, 2S0. foil.

Platfonn built in Knossos room, 62

rioKcjAT'^y, 226

Porcelain beads, 244 ;
jug, ibid. ; objects, 69 ;

plaques at Knossos, in form of houses, &c.

,

14-16
; probably decorated a larnax, 20 ;

compared to Homeric shield of Achilles, 22
;

vase at Knossos, 24
Portico, newly discovered at Knossos, 3, 4, 42
Pottery, stratification of, at Knossos, 118 ; finely

modelled, in imitation of metal, 118; primi-

tive and Bronze Age, from Skalais, 235

Praesos, coins of, from Praesos, 269 ; excavations,

1901, 231 foil. ; in mediaeval times, 231 ;

inscriptions found at, 12^ foil. ; the site, 233
Pre-Mycenaean interments, 292

Proto-Corinthian aryballos, found with Geome-
tric vases, 243

TlpoiveiKoi, 207

Pseudamphorac, 303, 304, 306

Piirusatha or Pitlesatha, 182
;

probably Philis-

tines from Crete, ibid.

Reinach (S.)i opinion on «(7w^5-inscriplion,

143

Resin, 270

Rhea, cult of at Knossos, 102

Royal signet, impressions of, at Knossos, 38

Runnel, constructed in stone, 1 1

1

2 . . X"^T^s, 213

Sacred horns, 30, 32, 77, 96, 100 ; with double-

axe, on larnax, 299 ; in stucco, 314
Sauroter, votive, 258
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Sayce, opinion on w^ww^-inscription, 143

Scarabaeoid markings on cornelian bead from

ralaikastro, 302, 315

Seal impressions found at Knosso;, 38, 60, 107 ;

in clay, 67, 68, 75, 76, 94
Seats, built at Knossos. 49, 50

Semi-detached villas at Knossos, 16

Separator used in olive pressing, 268

'Srtaafioxu\rii, -r, 206

ShakaiHsha or Shakalesha, 180; (Sagalassians),

181

Shardina, 180 ; (probably Sardians of Lydia),

181

Shields, 77 ; votive miniature, 258

Shrine, 77 ; in Palace, 957^//. ;
portable (?), 70

Shutters to windows at Praesos, 262

2iST;poirwAi7r, 205, 2o8

Silver pin, 244 ; ring, 304; vessel, 247
SirJana, 176

Skalais cave, 235
2Ki;\oSfi/'0(, 203

SKi/Tord^oi, 204

Slate palettes (?), 244, 251

2ua>p, on terracotta discs, 136

Sneferu, Egyptian king, 122

2(pi?Tro?, locative, 213

Spindle as sign on masonry, 65

Spools for winding thread, in clay, q |

Spout projecting from wall at Knossos, 9
Staircase, private, at Knossos, 59 ; of wood,

ibid., 75

Star, mark on blocks at Knossos, 6

Statue of goddess from Cyzicus, 193

Steatite bowl, 285 ; gem, 244 ; lamps and vases,

296, 3 '5. 3'6 ; pyxis, 89 ; seal, 297 ; slierds,

306

Stele from Cyzicus, 195

Stirrup vases, 4, 46.

Stone bowl, 308 ; implements, 314, 315 ;

vessels from Palaikastro, 290, 226 ; matrices,

il'id., 299 ; engraved cylinder, 302
Stratification of pottery at Knossos, 118

Stucco party walls, 88

'S,TvifK(ioif(L\r\s, -IS, 206

Swords, bronze miniature (?), 70 ; European on
Egyptian painting, 171 ; inscriptions referring

to, at Knossos, 94 ; two forms of, 94 ; leaf-

shaped already developed before 1400 B.C., 95

T MARK on pottery, 103, 106

TaKaffiovpyol, 204, 208

TapixoiriiiXiji, 206

TajpoKaQa^'ia, represented at Knossos, 74, 77

2 3 *

Tchakaray {Zakar\ 182, 183

Temenos at Praesos, 255
Temple at Praesos, 257 ;

probably destroyed by

Hierapytnians, ibid. ; of Dictaean Zeus, pro-

bably not at Heleia, 288

Terracotta antefixes, 257 ; cornices with reliefs,

288; divinities, 96-98, 105; from Praesos, 271 ;

from Altar Hill, Praesos, 272; idols, 313;
inscribed discs, 136; labels, 285 ; large scale

figures, 275 ; lions, 276 /oil. ; lion masks,

256, 278 ; loom weights, 285 ; mourning

woman, 280 ; oxen, 278 ; Pillar-Shrine with

doves, 28, 29 ; votaries, 96-98 ; warriors,

280 ; weights, 316 ; xoana from Mesavrysis,

271, 278

Thasos, relief from, 191

Thebes, coin of, from Praesos, 269
Thurii coin compared with Knossos seal im-

pression, 60

Timber-casing construction at Knossos, 36

Tlrdai, 210, 220

Tomb at H. Constantinos, 239 ; beehive, at

Praesos, 240 ; oven shaped, at Knosso-;, 8

Toreadors, female, on fresco, 74
Trade routes between Egypt and Greece, 15S,

170, 174

Trades at Athens, 202 foil.

' Treasure chamber ' at Knossos, 67, 6')

Trident mark at Knossos, 6, 10 ; cimiliiiicd

with star, 6

Tripod, handle of, 259 ; plaster, as taljjc of

offerings, 96 ; (or va^e stand ?) of pottery,

250

Triton shell, 89, 244 ; blown by votary, 32 ;

evolution of, in decoration, 305 : frequent in

early Cretan deposits, 296, 308 ; miniature,

at Knossos, 32.

Turusha ox Thitirslia, 180 ; ( Forehoi ?), iSi

Uashaslia, 182 ; Axians of Crete (?), 1S4

't-Ko-ypafiuartvs, 210

'TToSijjLiaToiroJoi, 204, 219, 225

Vase burial of Palace Period, Knossos, 89 : o.

faience from Mycenae, with cartouche, iSS

Vase support in bronze, 259 ; in terracotta, 2S5

Vases in shrine, 96 ; of earliest period of Palace

at Knossos, 87-93; of metal brought by Keltiu

to Egypt, 170-4; plain tripod, at Knos-..-,

14; proto-Mycenaean at Knossos. 95
Vats for oil, at Knossos, 9
Vavelloi, excavations at, 232, /cV. ; terracottas

found at, 271, 2S0, 28

1
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Wall-paintings at Knossos, 4, 9, 24, 33, 36, Women's quarter of Palace at Knossos, 45>//.
41, 42, 46, 48, 51, 54, 55, 58, 61, 62, 63, 92, Wooden casket (?), 69
103, no

Warriors on seal impressions from Knossos, 77 Yantanay= Cyprus, 167
Well at Knossos, 8, 9, 10 ; at Palaikastro, 31

Wheat, 316 Ztvyorp6^o$, 2H, 228

Windows at Knossos, 18, 34, 40, 63, 64 Zeus, cult of, at Knossos, 102

Winepress, rock -cut, at H. Constantinos, 237 Zi^iKos, 212, 214
Woman holding snakes, design on antefix, 257
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